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The 10th Symposium on Accelerator Science and Technology is held October 25-27, 1995

at Hitachinaka city. The symposium is organized by the KASOKUKI-DOKOKAI and is attended

by 260 registered participants. Scientific contributions to the symposium included 54

oral presentations and 105 poster presentations.

The proceedings contain the manuscripts of 159 contributions to the symposium. The

secretariat of the symposium is undertaken by members of KASOKUKI-DOKOKAI in Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute.
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PREFACE

In 1989, an association named KASOKUKI-DOKOKAI, the Japanese Accelerator Researchers

Association - JARA, was formed in order to promote the research activities on particle accelerator

and their applications in Japan and decided to hold the Symposium on Accelerator Science and

Technology under the auspices of this association from the 9th Symposium which was held in 1993.

The 10th Symposium on Accelerator Science and Technology is held on October 25-27, 1995

at Hitachinaka City of Ibaraki Prefecture by the members of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute -

JAERI. These Symposia have been held in almost every two years in series and organized by

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics - KEK, Institute for Nuclear Study of Tokyo University

- INS, Research Center for Nuclear Physics of Osaka University - RCNP and the Institute of Physical

and Chemical Research - RIKEN cyclically. The first symposium was organized in 1975 by KEK.

The 10th Symposium, however, is newly prepared by members of JAERI, where the research

and development on powerful accelerators are curried out actively and the number of researchers on

particle accelerators and their applications are rapidly increasing recently, out of host institute - circle

mentioned above.

The framework of the symposium program is similar to that of the previous one held in 1993 at

KEK. Three plenary, ten parallel, and two poster sessions are opened, and technical bus tour to

JAERI are programmed after the sessions. The three plenary sessions are allotted to two invited

talks, status reports of major facilities, and future accelerator plans, respectively. The invited talks

are composed of on HIMAC and the therapeutics by Dr. K. Morita, National Institute of Radiological

Science and on the development of the high current negative ion source for nuclear fusion research by

Dr. Y. Okumura, JAERI. As of September 14, 158 papers have been submitted and 260

participants have made pre-registration. These papers cover a vast scope of researches on particle

accelerators and their applications in many branches of science and technology.

The present Symposium was prepared by Symposium Secretaries from JAERI under the

Organizing Committee of JARA. I wish to express my appreciation to all the members of Symposium

Secretaries and Organizing Committee in advance and I hope the Symposium will be conducted

successfully through co-operation of all participants.

October 25, 1995

Yasuo Suzuki

Chairman

The 10th Symposium on Accelerator Science and Technology
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PHASE I/II CLINICAL TRIAL WITH HEAVY ION AT

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Kozo MORITA

Research Center of Charged Particle Therapy,

National Institute of radiological Sciences,

Chiba/Japan

In Japan the heavy particle therapy started
already at NIRS in 1971. At first, the fast
neutron beam was used inanticipation of its
biological advantages. In some tumors, fast
neutron therapy was more effective than
conventional photon and electron therapy.
But generally, the treatment results of fast
neutron therapy were not satisfactory,
because of its inadequate dose-distribution.
Recently theproton beam with high energy is

going to get into the spotlight. Its dose
localization is excellent and the biolog-
ical effect is almost the same as that of
the photon beam. Therefore, radiation onco-
logists can easily become experi-enced in
applying it to daily routine treatment.
High-LET charged particle radiotherapy has
particular appeal for therapy of radioresi-
stant neoplasms. The physical and biologi-
cal properties secondary to heavy ions
include, 1) advantageous dose localization
at depth, 2) increased effect on hypoxic
tumor cells by high-LET radia-tions, 3)less

repair of sublethal and potentially lethal
radiation damage, and 4) less variation of
radioresponse in the different phases of
the mitotic cell cycle. Since June last
year our challenge has been to translate
these theoretical advantages into signifi-
cant clinical gains in the treatment of
cancer. The objects of Phase I/II clinical
trial using carbon-ion beam include the
brain tumor, head and neck cancer,lung can-
cer, hepatoma, cervical cancerand cancer of
the prostate. Fifty-five patients has been
already treated. It takes long time to
evaluate the usefulness of heavy ion thera-
py, because it is very importantto observe"
the treated patients at least several years
after treatment. The preliminary results
are encouraging. Although much has been
learned regarding the potential of heavy
charged particles, there is still a need
for furtherresearch into their biology,
physics and clinical applications.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH POWER NEGATIVE ION SOURCES
FOR FUSION AT JAERI

Y. Okumura

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-kcn, 311-01. Japan

ABSTRACT

Technologies producing high power negative ion
beams have been highly developed in these years at
JAERI for use in neutral beam injectors for heating the
thermonuclear fusion plasmas. At present, it is possible
to produce multi-ampere H-/D- ion beams quasi-
continuously at energies more than a few hundred kcV
with a good beam optics of bcamlct divergence of a few
mili-radian. Based on these technologies, two R&D
projects have been initiated; one is to develop a
22A/500keV/10s D- ion source for the neutral beam
injector for JT-60U, and the other is to develop a
1A/1MCV/60S H- ion source to demonstrate high current
negative ion acceleration up to the energy of IMCV, the
energy required for the neutral beam injector for
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER).

1. INTRODUCTION

Negative ion based neutral beam injector (N-NBI)
is one of the most promising candidates for the current
drive and heating system in steady state operation of
reactor-grade tokamak fusion devices, such as the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) [1]. The most crucial issue in realizing the
injector is to develop a high power negative ion source
which can produce negative deuterium ion beams with a
current of several tens of amperes at an energy of 0.5-2
McV. The ion source required for ITER, for example,
has to produce 40A D- ion beams at an energy of IMCV
for a pulse duration of more than 1000s with a beam
divergence of less than 5mrad [1,2]. The current density
should be more than 20mA/cm2 to make the size of the
N-NBI system reasonable. In addition, the source should
be operated at a low operating gas pressure of less than
0.3Pa to reduce the stripping loss of negative ions in the
accelerator and to have a reasonable acceleration
efficiency.

Although these specifications arc far beyond the
specifications of existing negative ion sources, basic
performances have already been achieved individually
by the negative ion sources developed at JAERI. Namely,
H- ion beams of 10A, 50kcV were extracted with an
enough current density of 37 mA/cm2 [3], and D- ion
beams of 2.2A, lOOkcV, 5s (10 mA/cm2) was produced

in JAERI/CEA Joint Experiment at an low operating gas
pressure of 0.3Pa [-1,5]. Long pulse operation was
demonstrated at 50keV, 0.3A (>10mA/cm2) for a pulse
duration of 24 hours in a small H- ion source [6], which
has a same design concept as the 10A source. High
energy H- ion beams of 350kcV, 0.5A were produced
using a three-stage electrostatic accelerator [7]. Bcamlct
divergence of as low as 5mrad was obtained at 400kcV
with a current density of 13 in A/cm2 [7].

Based on these successful results, two R&D
projects have been initiated at JAERI. One is to develop
a 22 A, 500kcV, 10s D- ion source for the N-NBI system
for JT-60U [8]. The other is the development of a IMCV
negative ion source/accelerator for the demonstration of
high energy acceleration of ampere-class negative ion
beams to lMeV [9], the energy required for ITER.

In the present paper, after a brief description of
these two R&D projects, present status of the
development is reviewed together with a future plan of
the development.

2. D- ION SOURCE FOR JT-60U

A 500keV, 10MW N-NBI system has been
constructed for studying of mega-ampcre level NB
current drive and plasma core heating experiments with
a high density reactor-like plasma in JT-60U. It is the
first neutral beam injector in the world using negative
ions as the primary ions. The system is designed for
injecting 10MVV deuterium or hydrogen neutral beams
for 10s beam duration with a duty cycle of 1/60. The N-
NBI system consists of a bcamline equipped with two
ion sources, a power supply, a control system, and an
auxiliary sub-systems that includes a cooling water
system, cryogenic refrigeration system, and auxiliary
pumping system. Each ion source has a cesium-seeded
volume negative ion generator, a multi-aperture
extractor and a three-stage electrostatic accelerator.
Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the ion source.
The source is designed so as to produce 22A, 500kcV,
10s D- ion beams with a current density of 13mA/cm2

[10,11], The dimensions of the plasma generator arc
64cm in diameter and 122cm in length. Produced
negative ions are extracted from 1080 apertures of
14mm in diameter, which distributed within the area of
45cm x 110cm.

Out of the two ion sources, first ion source has been

- 2 -
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designed and fabricated. After successful performance
tests in test stands, the ion source was installed in the
beamline of the N-NBI system and full power test has
just started. Up to now, the source has been successfully
operated and produced a 400keV, 5.9A, 0.1s D- ion
beam [12], the world highest D- current and beam power.

The full power test will be finished by the end of
October 1995, and the second ion source is to be
installed in the bcamlinc by January 1996. NB injection
experiment is scheduled to start from April 1996.

3. PROTOTYPE ACCELERATOR FOR ITER

The negative ion beam energy required for ITER is
as high as lMeV to penetrate the beam into the high
density, large core plasma of ITER. Although multi-
McV beams have been produced in the electrostatic
accelerators used for high energy physics, the current is
less than an order of mA. There is no experiment to
accelerate ampere-class particle beams, including
positive ion beam and electron beam, above the energy
of several hundred kcV. A demonstration of the ability
to accelerate the ampere-class negative ion beams is,
therefore, the most critical and urgent R&D item for
ITER. Electrostatic acceleration will be employed
because of its high electrical efficiency.

To develop the IMCV negative ion accelerator, we
have constructed a new test stand called McV Test
Facility (MTF) [9]. MTF has an acceleration power
supply which has a capacity of 1MV, 1A, 60s, the world
biggest Cockcroft-Walton circuit, and the power supplies
for negative ion production and extraction. These high
potential power supplies are installed in the SF6 gas
vessel with the a IMCV prototype accelerator for ITER.

In the prototype accelerator, negative ions created
in the 'KAMABOKO' type negative ion generator [13]
are accelerated by five-stage electrostatic accelerator.

Up to now, the accelerator was conditioned up to
the voltage of 750 kV. Hydrogen negative ion beams
were accelerated after the accelerator conditioning. The
H- beam was successfully accelerated up to an energy of
700 kcV with an acceleration drain current of 230 mA
for a duration of Is. The highest drain current of 360
mA was obtained at 600 kcV.

4. SUMMARY

Figure 2 shows the negative ion beam currents and
energies achieved in the existing ion sources.
Specifications at which the N-NBI system for JT-60U
and MTF aim are also shown in the figure together with
the final target for ITER. The large negative ion source
for JT-60U and the prototype accelerator in MTF are the
two critical steps for lMeV, 40 A, CW ion
source/accelerator for ITER.
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE MEDICAL ACCELERATOR HIMAC
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Abstract

Clinical study of cancer treatment has been going
on since June 21, 1994 with HIMAC at NIRS. More
than 50 patients have been treated with high energy
carbon beams until August 4, 1995. The preliminary
results look excellent as expected: very light damage on
skin surface and remarkable effects on cancer cells.

HIMAC is operated day and night from 7 p.m. on
Monday till 7 p.m. on Saturday for the clinical
treatment and for basic experiments. About 1,500 hr.
per year are used by clinical trials and 2,500 hr. is open
for physical and biomedical users including researchers
outside NIRS.

1. Introduction

Clinical trials and biomedical experiments at
LBL[1] strongly suggest that the heavy ion therapy is
very powerful especially in treating deeply seated
tumors. The advantage of the therapy comes from the
well known characteristics of heavy ions: a very good
three dimensional dose localization in a human body. In
a longitudinal dose distribution, a very sharp Bragg
peak is observed around the end point of heavy ions. A
high value of LET at the Bragg peak is also attractive
in the treatment of radio-resistive tumors. Based on the
long experience of radiotherapy with protons and fast
neutrons, NIRS adopted heavy ion therapy because of
these excellent characteristics of heavy ions.

The maximum energy of HIMAC is designed to
be 800 MeV/u for light ions with q/A = 1/2 so that
silicon ions reach 30 cm deep in watcr[2],[3]. Two ring
structure of the main accelerator of HIMAC will allow
further development of the beam quality and
performance. Ion species ranging from He to Ar are
required for the clinical treatment. In the facility, there
are three treatment rooms one of which has both

*Accelerator Engineering Corporation, 2-10-14, Konakadai,
Inage-ku, Chiba 263.
**Present Address: Department of Energy Science, Tokyo
Institute of Technology, 4259 Nagatsuda, Yokohama 226.
***Present Address: Research Center for Nuclear Physics,
Osaka University, 10-1 Mihogaoka, Ibaraki, Osaka 567.

vertical and horizontal beam lines. The other two
treatment rooms are equipped with a vertical and a
horizontal beam lines, respectively.

2. Commissioning

The HIMAC project was approved in 1987 as
one of the major project of "Comprehensive 10 year
Strategy for Cancer Control" promoted by Japanese
government since 1984. The first beam from the
injector was obtained in late March 1993 with singly
charged He ions. For the dual synchrotron rings, beam
tests were begun in November 1993 with doubly
charged He ions. The ions were accelerated to 230
MeV/u with a repetition rate of 1/2 Hz for each ring.
Tests of the slow extraction from both rings were
successfully completed in December and the extracted
beams were transported to three treatment rooms within
a few days. The length of the extracted beam spill was
typically 300 ms.

After careful tuning of the accelerator system,
biomedical and physical experiments were performed
for a few months. Final check of the reliability of the
total system was done with the carbon beam irradiation
on a monkey. Clinical trials of the heavy ion cancer
therapy started on June 21, 1994 with 290 MeV/u
carbon ions. The first series of the treatment was
successfully completed for three patients in August
1994. It takes about 90 seconds for a single fractional
treatment, while the precise patient-positioning
procedure requires about 20 min. Three treatments per
week and total of 18 treatments for each patient were
adopted as a protocol of the clinical trial.

The interim diagnosis shows excellent results:
radiation damage on the mucous membrane seems very
light in spite of the perfect damage of tumors. All of the
first three patients got good recovery and already out of
hospital. For some other patients, however, no
remarkable improvements were observed.

In the second and the third series of the clinical
trials, heavy ion treatment was applied to cancers at the
head or neck, the lungs, the central nerve system, the
uterus, the liver, the prostate etc. More than 50 patients
are already treated with 290, 350 and 400 MeV/u
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carbon ions. Total of 100 patients will be finished by
the end of the fiscal year 1995.

3. Operation of HIMAC

In the early stage of the accelerator operation, all
devices were turned off over night except for the
vacuum system and the control system. After turning on
in the morning, it took only 4 hr. to get the accelerated
beam in a treatment room. Most part of the time are
spent in tuning of the ion source and LEBT elements.
After October 1994, HIMAC is operated day and night
from Monday 7 p.m. to Saturday 7 p.m. In the day time
of every Monday, weekly maintenance is scheduled.
Accelerator Engineering Corporation (AEC) is
responsible for the machine operation and the weekly
maintenance. Major activities of the accelerator group
of NIRS arc set toward the improvements oC the beam
performance.

The machine time from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. of the
weekday is scheduled for the clinical trials and from 7
p.m. to the next 7 a.m. is open for users with carbon
ions. From Friday 7 p.m. to Saturday 8 p.m., various
kind of ion species are accelerated for users in physics
and other fields of researches.

An energy change of the synchrotron is required
once in a daytime to select the optimum residual range
for different patients. After changing the beam energy,
the dose uniformity in the irradiation field is checked.
Before and after the daily treatment, energy and beam
course is changed for the basic experiments.

Total of 37 weeks per year are available as
machine time, other 2 weeks are for beam tuning and
13 weeks are scheduled shut down for machine
maintenance etc. About 1,500 hr. per year was spent by
the clinical trials and about 2,500 hr. of machine time
is assigned to the basic experiments and beam tuning.

All devices of HIMAC are controllable through a
digital computer system. Optimized set of the operation
parameters are saved in a specified file and usable in
the next operation. With a well established operation
file, it takes only 20 or 30 min. to tune a pair of the
synchrotron rings. It requires nearly the same time to
fix the HEBT parameters including the tuning time for
the beam switching. The injector, however, needs more
than one hour, because it takes about 30 min. for an ion
source to get stable.

The reproducibility of the beam performance is
excellent without manual tuning of the magnetic fields.
In order to minimize the field variation due to a
hysteresis loop, an initializing technique is introduced
before setting the magnet currents. During the
initializing process, all magnets are excited with the
maximum currents of the power supplies. By following

the same path of the hysteresis loop, the magnetic fields
well reproduces the previous values with only setting
the magnet currents.

4. Beam Performance

We have two types of ion sources: a PIG and an
ECR sources installed independently on high voltage
decks of 60 kV max. The output beam intensities and
emittance of both sources are satisfactory for the
treatmcnts[4],[5]. The beam transmission efficiencies
tlirough the low energy transport line and the RFQ are
attained to be around 80% and 90%, respectively, in
daily operation. An example of the output beam signal
of the injector is given in Fig.l together with rf pulses
for RFQ and DTL.

The two synchrotron rings are operated
independently from each other except that the magnets
must be excited 180° out of phase. The dipole field
changes from 0.11 T at injection energy to 1.5 T at
maximum with a ramping rate of 2 T/s (max). The
betatron tunes are chosen typically at 3.68 and 3.13 for
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. A
typical operation pattern of the ring magnets is 200 ms
for a fiat base, 700 ms for rise and falling time and 400
ms for a flat top. In Fig. 2, an example of oscilloscope
signals is given for a bending magnet excitation pattern
(top), a bump magnet for beam extraction (2nd), beam
signal in the synchrotron ring (3rd) and the extracted
beam signal (bottom). In the signal of the extracted
beam, very big intensity fluctuation can be observed.
This fluctuation is due mainly to a current ripple of the
synchrotron magnets, because no feedback system is
applied to stabilize the extracted beam intensity.

High frequency components of the beam ripple are
suppressed appreciably after careful tuning of the
synchrotron magnet power supplies. At the flat top,
voltage ripples of the power supplies of QF and bending
magnets are kept extremely low values of less than
1 x 10'6 and 1 x 10'5, respectively (50 Hz). A beam ripple,
however, remains at high level. By reducing the
sextupole fields for chromaticity correction,
satisfactory beam spill is obtained as shown in Fig. 3.
This fact means that the fluctuation of the bending field
may affects strongly on the beam ripple through the
sextupole fields.

The whole control system works very well and
even a very low intensity beam of a few hundred
particles per second can be stably accelerated without
A^ and Ar feedback loops.

In order to get a high efficiency of the treatment
room usage, it is required to switch the accelerated
beam from one treatment room to the other room in a
very short time. The beam switching must be done
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without introducing the beam into the treatment room.
The reproducibility of Uie beam position should be
better than ±2.5 mm at the isoccntcr. Such precise
beam positioning is realized with a special sequence in
the switching magnet excitation. The new technique for
beam switching takes only 5 min. and will be adopted
in the actual treatment in near future.

5. Future Developments

HIMAC facility is open for many researchers
who are interested in the heavy ion science as well as
heavy ion therapy. In many researches, HIMAC is
required to accelerate heavier ions with a variety of
energies and with high quality. In order to meet these
demands, third ion source of 18 GHz ECR source is
now under development. Ions from these three ion
sources will be accelerated simultaneously with so
called time sharing acceleration scheme and delivered
to a medium energy experimental room, the upper
synchrotron ring and the lower synchrotron ring.

A secondary beam will be available within a few
years to investigate the possibility of precise check of
the ion stopping position in a human body. The positron
emitters, such as n C , are considered to be effective for
this purpose. The beam course will be open for other
scientific fields.

Further sophisticated irradiation schemes, such
as a spot scanning method or a three dimensional
irradiation method, are also important in improving the
effectiveness of the heavy ion therapy. An irradiation
treatment synchronized with human breathing is our
first target to reduce the unwanted dose to the normal
cells around the tumor. The treatment will be realized
with a quick response of the rf-knockout beam
extraction from the synchrotron ring[6].
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Fig.l: An example of beam signals of the injector.

Fig.2: A typical example of beam signals in the
synchrotron. See text for more details.

Fig.3.: An example of the beam spill from the
synchrotron. See text for explanation.
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Abstract

Experimental studies with the RCNP Ring Cy-
clotron were started from 1992. Energy resolution
of 25keV was obtained with high resolution spec-
trograph Grand Raiden for 300MeV proton beam
of 80keV energy width by using dispersion match-
ing. A very short polarized proton beam pulse of
150ps was achieved for neutron TOF experiment.
A new high intensity polarized proton and deuteron
ion source, a new axial injection system and injection
beam line for polarized ion source and Neomafios
were installed in August 1994. The old RCNP AVF
cyclotron has been used as injector cyclotron with-
out any modification. On this scheduled summer
shutdown, the control system and the main magnet
power supply of the AVF cyclotron were replaced by
a new one. Many improvement on the stability and
the controllability of the AVF cyclotron can be ex-
pected. On January 17th, 1995,the Ring Cyclotron
was displaced about 5mm by the earthquake. The
realignment of the system had been made and ex-
perimental studies are started in May.

I. Introduction

The construction of the RCNP ring cyclotron
was started in 1987. The first extracted beam was
obtained in 19911\ The ring cyclotron is energy
quadrupler of the RCNP AVF cyclotron. Proton
and alpha particles can be accelerate up to 400MeV.
The K value for light-heavy ions acceleration is 400.
Table 1 shows the accelerated ions and the energies
by the ring-cyclotron2). For 400Mev proton beam
acceleration, 30-50% of accelerated beam was lost
by axial oscillation driven with median plane error
near f r = l resonance for unproper setting of the trim
coil currents3^. However no beam loss was observed
for smooth surface current density distribution of
the trim coil'1).

Plan view of the ring cyclotron is shown in Fig. 1.
Three single gap acceleration cavities are used in the
ring cyclotron. Frequency range of the cavity is 30-
52 MHz. An additional single gap cavity is used
for flat-topping with 3rd harmonic of acceleration
frequency to get good energy resolution and wide
phase acceptance for single turn extraction mode1).

The phase acceptance is 20° for energy deviation
with flat-topping within 10~4. A 180°-single-dee ac-
celeration cavity is used in the injector cyclotron.
The frequency range of the cavity is 5.5-19.5MHz.
The phase acceptance of the injector cyclotron is 7°
and 4°, since the ratio of acceleration frequency of
the ring cyclotron to the injector cyclotron is 3 and
5 for proton and alpha, respectively. In order to get
high quality injection beam for the ring cyclotron,
the six dimensional phase space volume of the injec-
tion beam is limited by various slits between the ion
source and the ring cyclotron. The beam intensity
reduction about 10~2 with these slits is very seri-
ous for polarized beam and heavy ion beam. The
beam intensity upgrade project had been done in
19945'6'7). Many efforts are being continued to im-
prove beam quality, stability and intensity of the
ring cyclotron. Injection beam instabilities caused
by main coil and trim coil power supply of the injec-
tor cyclotron was serious problem. The beam sta-
bility upgrade project of the injector cyclotron was
done in this summer8'9'10).

Table 1 Accelerated Ions and the energies
Proton 100,200,250,300,350,365,380,

390,400 MeV
150,170,200 MeV

450 MeV
300,400 MeV
560,980 MeV

II. BEAM INTENSITY UPGRADE PROJECT
1. New axial injection system

Old axial injection line with electrostatic
quadrupole lenses was replaced by new system with
Glaser lenses, sawtooth buncher and spiral inflec-
tor to get a high-transmission and stable operation.
Fig.2 shows layout of the injection line. The direc-
tion of magnetic field in the Glaser lenses is excited
alternately to cancel the depolarization effect of the
lens. The obtained injection efficiency for 65MeV
proton is 14%5-7).

Deuteron
3He

Alpha
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2. High intensity polarized ion source

A new atomic beam type polarized proton and
deuteron source with cold(30K) nozzle, NEOMAX
sextuple magnets and ECR ionizer. A maximum
proton current of 8/i A was obtained for 65MeV. The
polarization is about 0.75. The polarized ion source
is horizontal type and easy for maintenance. The
polarized protons and deuterons are deflected up-
ward by 6.7 and 15 degrees respectively with electro-
static deflector and deflected downward by 96.7 and
105 degrees with a following dipole magnet to get
longitudinally polarized beam in the vertical beam
line5-7).

3. NEOMAFIONS

A lOGHz ECR ion source NEOMAFIOS is used as
external ion source of the injector cyclotron from last
September. Table 2, shows the beams accelerated
for experimental studies6'7).

III. BEAM STABILITY UPGRADE PROJECT

1. Control system of the injector cyclotron

It became difficult to maintain the old control sys-
tem of AVF cyclotron. A new control system was
needful to install a new high resolution high sta-
bility reference voltage for every power supplies of
the AVF cyclotron. The main computer of the ring
cyclotron control system was upgraded from micro
VAX 4000/200 to micro VAX 4000/500. The control
and monitor functions of the AVF cyclotron were
concentrated to the ring cyclotron control system8).

2. DC power supplies for the injector

The achieved long-term current stability of the new
main magnet power supply is 4 x 1O~6. The long-
term current stability better than 10~s was obtained
for the trim coil power supply by using HOLEC-
DCCT-TOPACC. The remained old DCCT of the
trim coil power supplies will be replaced soon by
the new DCCT9).

3. RF system of the ring cyclotron

Many efforts were made to improve stability of RF
system. Typical phase excursion between accelera-
tion and flat-topping voltages are O.ldeg/week. The
voltage stabilities are 0.01% and 0.1% for the accel-
eration and flat-topping voltage respectively10). The
development to improve stability of the RF system
is being continued.

4. RF system of the injector cyclotron

The low-level RF system was replaced by new sys-
tem ven- similar to the ring cyclotron RF system.
Improvement on the stability is expected.

IV. DAMAGE AND IMPROVEMENT

1. Utility

Old chillers of the cooling water system and old air
conditioning system for the AVF cyclotron were re-
placed by new one. PID temperature regulator of
the cooling water was appended.

2. Repair of the cooling pipes

The Dee-electrode of the AVF cyclotron was over-
hauled to repair perfectly the cooling water leakage
to vacuum.

3. The earthquake

The estimated maximum acceleration of the earth-
quake(January I7th,1995) on the RCNP is more than
300gal. About 5mm slip to north was occurred be-
tween the rest and the base-plate of the ring cy-
clotron. No damage of the elements was occurred.
The rests and the base-plates were welded together
after the realignment of the ring cyclotron system2).

4. RF current contact of the ring cyclotron

After long exposure to the atmosphere during two
months realignment of the ring cyclotron, the sliding
RF current contacts (made of graphite admixed sil-
ver) failed on 300MeV proton acceleration position.
The cavity wall was polished and the contacts were
replace by pure silver contacts in this summer. The
leaf springs of the RF current contacts of the acceler-
ation cavity were degraded by three years operation
on high temperature(~ 300°C). The leaf spring is
silver plated and made of Be-Cu alloy having elec-
tric conductivity about 20% IACS. The thermal con-
ductivity of metal is nearly proportional to the elec-
tric conductivity. Cr-Zr-Cu alloy (85% IACS) leaf
springs will be installed soon.

Table 2 Accelerated ions from Ncomafios
Energy AVF Beam current at exit

(MeV) (e/i A)
d

3 / / e 2 +

• ' / /e2 +

6Li2+
6Li3+

7Lt3 +

i-i j\r-i+

43.5
32

92.6
120
64

131.1
114.0
130.3
210

9
4

7.4
3.2

0.042
0.088
0.242
4.4
2.3
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Fig.l Plan view of the ring cyclotron.
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Status of the KEK-PS Main Ring
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Abstract

The KEK-PS has been operated successfully 10
serve an intense proton beam for the past two decades.
To meet the need of new physics research, there are
several objectives for the PS upgrade, such as, to
increase the proton intensity in the main ring, to
accelerate the various ions and then the multifunctional
operation of PS. Especially, an intensity upgrade is
coming to the urgent problem for the long baseline
neutrino oscillation experiment and the rare event
experiment. Machine study to make clear the machine
parameters and to find the curing of the difficulty to
increase the beam intensity has been under going. In this
article, the brief history of KEK-PS, an operation status
and an upgrade subjects will be described.

1. Brief History and an Operation Status

The KEK-PS consists of four accelerator
complex, 750KcV Cockcroft Walton pre-injector,
40MeV injector linac, 500MeV booster synchrotron and
12GcV main ring. Brief history of the KEK-PS is
shown in Table 1. Counter experiment started on July,
1976 using the secondary beam from an internal target

and the fast extraction for bubble chamber experiment -1

and the slow extraction at 12GcV-) started on January
and November, 1977, respectively. Booster Synchrotron
Utilization Facility to utilize surplus 500MeV proton
beam started on October, 1980. In those days, beam
intensity at the booster extraction and in the main ring

11 19
were 6x10 ppp and 2x10 ppp, respectively. In order
to aim the intensity upgrade, booster injection system
was changed to H'injection onc^' from former positive
ion multi-turn injection and the linac was subsequently
upgraded to 40McV after the long shut down on 1984.
As the results of much effort, the beam intensity was

19increased to 5.4x10 ppp in the main ring on June 1989
and 2.4xl012ppp for BSF on May 1990. On the other
hand, a polarized proton beam acceleration (typically
40% polarization at 3.5GeV) was performed during those
days.4)

Newly second slow extraction line (EP1) and
North Counter Hall were established on 1990^ at the
terminated bubble chamber experimental area besides the
EP2 line for the East Counter Hall. Since then, the slow
beam is extracted to both counter halls independently.
Simultaneous extraction has been desired but the
feasibility study is still under progress. Figure 1 shows
a layout of the KEK-PS complex.

Main ring power supply and equipment for the

slow extraction had been upgraded ' at the same lime of
the construction of EP1 line, then the main ring
operation cycle was elongated up to four seconds and the

slow extracted beam spill is 1.7-2.0 seconds. The spill
servo controller was improved as a consideration of the
frequency response analysis of the slow extraction
process using the measured beam transfer function and

the frequency response of the servo control devices. '
This contributed to reduce a spill fluctuation about 10-db
and the extracted beam spill efficiency is maintained
about 90%. However, the extracted beam spill has been
sometimes getting an uncharacteristic frequency due to

an incoming disturbance in the commercial AC line. '

Booster Facilf

Figure 1. Layout of the KEK-PS Complex.

After successive operation of switching between
polarized proton beam acceleration for main ring and
high intensity proton beam for BSF, research and
development for effective use of PS have been
performed, such as deuteron and alpha beam

acceleration ' and also beam was extracted at various
energies. Especially, newly developed septum-bump
injection system, which is the magnet system available
for both negative ion charge exchange injection and

positive ion multi-turn injection. ' This is very noble
system and contribute to avoid much troublesome
changing the injection system with a large scale
evacuating process.

Although the highest beam intensity in the
19main ring was upgraded to 5.4x10 ppp on 1989 and

increased to 5.95X1O1" ppp on November of 1994, we
do not find and fixed yet the machine parameters for
reproduction of this condition and an average intensity

19during operation has been still 3-4 xlO ppp.
For reliable acceleration of low intensity beam

such as alpha beam and polarized beam, high sensitive
beam monitors arc going to install in the booster and the
main ring.

One of the most effective upgrades for stable
acceleration of intense beam and ions is an improvement
of rf system, ' such as a voltage-controlled oscillator,
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phase detectors, function generators, feedback loops and
so forth.

Total operation time was more than 4500 hours
per year for a recent few years, and 70-77% was dedicated
to physics experiment and about 15% was used for
accelerator study and tuning. The accelerator was operated
in fairly good condition with less than 5% machine
failure.
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Figure 2. Results of the local aperture survey using
local bump method. First and second cells arc missing
bend ones.

2. Intensive Machine Study for the Main
Ring Intensity Upgrade

As described above, every effort to realize the
upgrade of KEK-PS have been devoted. Booster

1 9synchrotron accelerates 1-2 x 10 ppp for Booster
Synchrotron Facility. If the main ring can accept and
accelerates the beam of this intensity with no beam loss,
10 ppp beams could be expected for main ring utility.
However, the circulating beam intensity is limited to

19about 6 x 10 ppp for some reasons which is not still
understood. An intensive machine study has been
performed to make clear the machine parameters and to
find the cause and curing of the difficulty in order to
realize the beam intensity upgrade.

First of all, several tools for the machine study
were developed, such as an upgraded injection error
monitor, a fast beam loss monitor which can observe it
turn by turn using computer workstations and so
forth.12)

After several times brain storming, the aim of
the first study was decided to concentrate the main ring
beam injection problem. The local aperture
measurements of the main ring were performed to make
clear the real orbit center in the vacuum chamber using a
small size beam scraped in the booster synchrotron. The
twenty eight steering dipolcs were excited independently
to make a local bump orbit at each section in the main
ring. The vertical aperture seems to be determined by the
diameter of the vacuum chamber in the bending magnet
as shown in Figure 2.

The orbit was set to the center of ihc vacuum
chamber as decided above, then the beam survival were
measured to make clear and maximize the acceptance

with dependence on the injection error made by injection
kicker and septum magnet for the horizontal plane and by
steering magnet in the transport line for the vertical
plane. Data analysis is under consideration since there are
some problems to make sure the systematic errors of
twiss parameters and beam position monitors.

The usual operating point of PS main ring is at
around vx=7.12 and v =7.25 and the average beam

intensity from the booster is 4-5 x 10 ppp. In order to
avoid beam loss due to the space charge detuning for a
high intensity beam, it should be select rather higher
operating point. However, a third order resonance, vx +
2vy= 22, and fourth order resonances, particularly
4v =29 and 2vx + 2v = 29 seem to be obstacles. After
these resonances were corrected as established using
rather low intensity beam, high intensity beam, 1.3 x

lO^ppp, were injected from booster and measured the
tune mapping of beam survival as shown in Figure 3.
There is no region where more than 70% of the beam
survives. A fast beam loss is brought at around an
operating point with smaller tunes, on the other hand a
slowly beam loss is brought at around an operating point
with larger tunes. Further studies should be necessary to
make clear these effect and how to cure.

Summary of the spring studies, which includes
also some results at the studies performed before summer
shut down, will be reported soon in KEK Report.

Figure 3. Tune mapping of the beam survival injected
19

the intensity of 1.3 x 10 "ppp from booster. Intensity
ratio of the beam survival until 350ms after injection to
that from the booster.

3. Design status for the fast extraction
system

Fast extraction had been operated until July,
1981, for the bubble chamber experiment as a shaving

extraction. ' At this lime, full beam which is circulating
in the main ring, should be extracted instantaneously for
the neutrino oscillation experiment. Then, several
research and development have been done.

- 1 2 -
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Construction of 12.5D. kicker magnet and
Blumlein system arc advantage from the view point of
economy and saving the space of magnet setting.
Prototype one has just constructed and is facing on the
exciting test.

Orbit analysis for the feasibility using existing
slow extraction devices, such as bump and septum
magnets system is under consideration. This is important
for the switching the fast extraction and the slow
extraction for multi user request. We are considering now
the changeable system of the extraction kicker and
electro-static septum in the vacuum chamber. A large
orbit excursion is the problem since the extracted beam
passes through non linear magnetic field region of both
bending and quadrupole magnets. In order to construct
economically, reconstruction of these magnets should be
avoided. Detailed analysis of the magnetic field and orbit
calculation using this data arc under going.

4. Summary

Acceleration of 5.95x10 ppp intense beam
has achieved, however, an average intensity during
normal operation has been still 3-4 xlO1- ppp.

Although the spring studies were concentrated to
the problem during injection period, the reason of the
beam loss was not still understood yet . Further we
should make clear the problems at acceleration start and
transition crossing to realize Uie beam intensity upgrade.

Twenty years has passed since the KEK-PS
constructed, then several equipments and parts become
decrepit, then taking into consideration for this problem

Table 1. History of KEK Proton Synchrotron

is also important subject for the reliability of machine
operation.

The author would like to thank all of the PS
members for useful suggestions and discussions. He
thanks also to Beam Channel and Experimental Planning
Coordination members and users for their
encouragement.
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April
June
August
December
December
March
December
May

June
November

July
June
July
May

[Long shut
June
November
May
May

June

May
August
January
February
April
April
April
August

1971
1974
1974
1974
1975
1976
1976
1977

1977
1977

1978
1980
1981
1984

down dur
1985
1985
1987
1988

1989

1990
1990
1991
1992
1992
1994
1994
1994

Construction started
Prc-injector accelerated protons to 750 KeV
Injector linac accelerated protons to 20 MeV
Booster synchrotron accelerated protons to 500 MeV
Commissioning of main ring operation
Main ring accelerated protons to 8 GeV
Main ring accelerated prolons to 12 GcV
Bubble chamber experiment started

Beam intensity of booster was 6x10 ppp
Counter experiments with slow extracted beam started

12Beam intensity of main ring was 2x10 ppp
Experiment with Booster Synchrotron Utilization Facility started
Babble chamber experiment was terminated
Pre-injector acceleration duct was renewed

down during TRISTAN tunnel construction]
Booster injection system was changed to H- injection
Linac upgraded to 40 MeV
Experiment using polarized proton beam started
Accelerator control was upgraded to MAP

Beam intensity of main ring upgraded to 5.4x10 ppp
11Beam intensity of booster upgraded to 2.4x10 ppp

Main ring power supply was upgraded
Counter experiment at the North counter hall started
Dcuteron beam was accelerated to 11.2 GcV
Experiment with dcuteron beam started
Septum-bump injection system was developed
Alpha beam accelerated to 23 GeV and experiment started
Realignment of the booster magnets
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Abstract

The SPring-8 injector system composed of a linac
and a booster synchrotron is under construction on
schedule. The performances of the linac preinjec-
tor were proved to satisfy the requirements. Many
components were fabricated and tested their perfor-
mances. Construction of the injector building was
completed in April 1995 and installation of the ac-
celerators was started from May 1995.

1 INTRODUCTION

The SPring-8 is a third generation synchrotron radi-
ation X-ray facility with a main accelerator of 8 GeV
storage ring. The injector [?] for SPring-8 consists
of a lGev linac and a 8 GeV booster synchrotron,
as shown in Fig. ??. The positrons are used for the
operation particle in the storage ring as well as the
electrons. Fabrication of the accelerator components
began in 1990. Construction of the injector building
began in 1992 and was completed in 1995. Installa-
tion of the accelerator was started in 1995. General
feature of the injector system will be explained in
section 2, and status of the linac and the booster
synchrotron will be presented in sections 3 and 4.

2 GENERAL FEATURES

The lGeV linac consists of a 250MeV high current
linac and electron/positron converter, and a900MeV

main linac. The electron beam is able to be acceler-
ated up to 1.15GeV by means of extracting the tar-
get of the electron/positron converter from the beam
line. The linac is able to produce various kind of the
pulse width from lnsec to l^sec, which are requested
by the storage ring operation modes; a multi-bunch
operation and a single-bunch operation. The linac rf-
frequency is 2856MHz and its operation rate is 60Hz
at the maximum. The tatol length from the electron
gun to the end of the linac is 140m followed by a 39m
long beam transport line to the synchrotron.

The booster synchrotron is able to accelerate the
beam injected from the linac from lGeV to 8GeV
which is the operation energy of the storage ring.
The operation rate is lHz. The synchrotron has
a racetrack shape with a FODO lattice containing
40 cells, which consists of 30 normal cells and two
straight sections including 5 cells each. This straight
section has 3 dispersion-free cells and 2 dispersion-
suppressing cells with missing bending magnets. One
cell is ~10m long, and circumference of the syn-
chrotron is 396.12m. The natural emittance is
2.3xl0~7 m* rad at 8GeV, and that is expected to be
satisfactory for subsequent injection into the storage
ring. The horizontal and vertical tunes are 11.73,
and 8.87, and the natural chromaticities are -14.4
and -11.5 for the horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. The beam transport line between the
synchrotron and the storage ring is 310m in length,
climbing up by 9m in height.

0* HI
CONVERTER

LSBT

TO STORAGE RIHG,-

Figure 1: Layout of the SPring-8 injector sys-
tem.

3 LINAC STATUS

3.1 Preinjector

The preinjector of the linac consists of the electron
gun, two prebunchers, a buncher, several beam mon-
itors, etc. This was fabricated in 1992 and tem-
porarily installed in Tokai site to examine its perfor-
mances. The performances of a thermionic cathode
assemble were observed in many cases of changing
parameters such as the high-voltage, grid-voltage,
heater-power. The maximum beam current was ob-
tained 22A at the condition of the high voltage of
200kV. The stability of the beam current was mea-
sured to be less than ± 1.5%. The pulse shape was
adjusted by changing the three different types of the
grid pulsers. The pulse width less than lnsec was
achieved by means of using a 4kV rapid rise-time

- 1 4 -
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Figure 2: Phase Deviation by Nodal Shift
method

pulser with a short circuit. The pulse transmission
line between grid pulser and the electron gun was de-
signed to have an impedance matched with the lnsec
grid pulser to prevent deformation of the lnsec pulse.
The bunching efficiency of the prebunchers and the
buncher were 65% which is agreed with the calcula-
tion. The beam energy is 9MeV at the exit of the
b"ncher and the energy spread was obtained to be
less than ± 2%. The normarized emittance was mea-
sured to be about 130mm • mrad at the exit of the
buncher.

3.2 Accelerator column

The linac has 26 accelerator columns. One acceler-
ator column is 2.835m long containing 81 cells, and
27r/3 traveling-wave constant-gradient type. They
have three' different type in a borediameter of an
exit iris, which are 20.0mm, 20.5mm and 20.95mm,
respectively. They are arranged in a manner to pre-
vent multisection beam-breakup. The rf power is
fed 26MW to each column, so that the average ac-
celerating field is ~16MV/m, and the energy gain
per each column becomes —45MeV. The accelera-
tor columns are designed to operate in the constant
temperature of 30 "C. The water cooling system is
planned to have a capability of adjusting the temper-
ature within an accuracy of ± 0.1 "C. The disks and
sylinders of the accelerator column are carefully ma-
chined with high precision and brazed in the vacuum
furnace. The phase deviation of each cell, as shown
in Fig. 2, are low enough within the specification of
2 degrees. The whole of the accelerator columns are
already fabricated and stored on bite enclosed with
the dry nitrogen.

3.3 Magnet

The beam focusing magnets are composed of triplet-
quadrupole magnets, which are placed in between
accelerator columns. The steering magnets are uti-
lized for beam position adjustment, which are used
with the combination of the beam position monitors.

- 15

These magnets were all fabricated and quadupole
magnets were already installed in the machine room.

3.4 Klystron

13 klystrons are used for high power microwave am-
plifiers [2]. The klystron used in SPring-8 has. the
capabilities of the output-power 80MW, the pulse
width -4/isec, the repetition rate 60pps. The klystron
normally operates at the beam condition of 391kV
and 474A. One klystron feeds the microwave to two
accelerator columns. The fabication of klystrons are
under way and now 8 klystrons were completed.

3.5 Modulator

The 190MW pulse modulator has a line type PFN
with 4 parallel and 14 series condensers and induc-
tors [3]. The ratio of the pulse transformer is 1:16,
so that this modulator is required to produce the
high-voltage pulse with 49kV. The voltage fluctua-
tion was achieved to be less than ± 0.5% during the
flat-top of 2/isec among the full width of 5/zsec. The
reproducibility of the output voltage was obtained to
be good within ± 0.5%. The thyratron was selected
F351; peak voltage 55kV and peak current 10.000A
after the careful examination of several candidates.

4 SYNCHROTRON STATUS

4.1 Magnet

The magnets of the synchrotron are 64 dipole mag-
nets, 80 qudrupole magnets, 60 sextupole magnets
and 80 correction magnets. The core of these mag-
nets is stacked with 0.5mm thick, silicon steel lamina-
tions. The dipole magnet has C-type core. The pole
length is 2.870mm, and the maximum field strength
is 0.9T. The pole width is 140mm with lateral shims
7.5mm wide by lmm high. The good field region
was obtained in the area of ± 40mm as shown in
Fig. 3. The dipole magnets were all fabricated and
started to be installed in the synchrotron tunnel since
August 1995. The bore radius and the length are
70mm and 0.57m for the quadrupole magnets, and
the maximum field strength is 15T/m. The bore ra-
dius and the length are 100mm and 0.15m for the
sextupole magnets, and the maximum field strength
is 200T/m2. These magnets were all fabricated and
measured their performances [4].

4.2 RF cavity

508.58MHz RF system for the synchrotron includes
two 1MW klystrons and eight 5-cells cavities. The re-
quiered RF voltage is 8MV at injection and 18.7MV
at extraction, and the maximum RF power is
1.69MW. The effective RF voltage is changed by con-
trolling the microwave phases between two klystrons
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from 131 degrees to zero degree, keeping the out-
put power of the each klystron constant:845kW. The
5-cells cavity was selected to realize a high shunt
impedance to reduce the wall losses. The effective
shunt impedance was obtained to be ~21M Q/m.
The cavity has inductive coupling slots. A large cou-
pling factor is required to stabilize the accelerating
field against disturbances of the temperature rise.
The total length 1640mm and the outer diameter is
492mm. Each cell of the cavity has a fixed tuner and
a movable tuner to adjust the resonant frequency.
The field distribution of 5 cells was adjusted to be
constant as shown in Fig. 4.

quadrupole magnet by using a set of four button clec-
trodes(BPM) mounted on the vacuum chamber. The
signals from each BPM are transmitted through low-
loss, high-frequency responce cables to the detector
circuits via fast pin-diode switches. For real time
measurements of the beam position during ramping,
4 electric circuits are independently processing data
from 4 electrodes. BPMs were calibrated to obtain
the exact beam position using the rf-antenna simu-
lating the beam current [5].

4.4 Timing system

The integrated timing system is necessary to oper-
ate the accelerator complex such as SPring-8. Since
the time width of each RF bucket is 2nsec, the tim-
ing accuracy required for beam transfer between two
accelerators must be less than lOOpsec to suppress
the beam loss due to the synchrotron oscillation at
injection. Optical fiber of the transfer line, EO/OE
transmitter and reciever and other compoments are
required to be low jitter and low temperature de-
pendence [6]. Several components were tested and
the jitter of the electron beam produced by the linac
preinjector was achieved to be less than 30psec using
the high performance timing system.

5 CONCLUSION

The construction of the SPring-8 injector system is in
progress, and many components were fabricated and
tested to confirm their ferformances. The installa-
tion of the machine was started in the accelerator
tunnel from May 1995.
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4.3 Beam monitor

The synchrotron has several kinds of beam moni-
tors; 3 current monitors, 80 position monitors, 14
screen monitors, a photon monitor, a RF-KO, 5 loss
monitors. The beam position is measured at every
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Abstract
This paper describes the present status of 1.54 GeV S-
band injector linac of the ATF(Accelerating Test Facility)
for JLC.

1 INTRODUCTION

The ATF (Accelerator Test Facility) project was started
in 1988 in order to stimulate the R&D work for the JLC
project [1]. On the first stage, the accelerating gradient
of 93 MeV/m has been achieved by an S-band linac [2, 3].
The project has been extended to construct an accelerator
system as a proto-type machine of the JLC [4].

As shown in Figure 1, ATF consists of five major
accelerator-parts: an S-band injector linac [5], a beam
transport-line [6], a damping ring [7], a bunch compres-
sor, and electron/positron sources. ATF generates, ac-
celerates, damps, and compresses a train of 20 bunches
with 2 x 1010 electrons/bunch and 2.8 ns bunch spacing.
The amount of total number of electrons in a bunch-train
is approximately half that of the JLC-I machine. The
multi-bunches are accelerated by the accelerating gradi-
ent of 33 MeV/m which is approximately same that of
the JLC-I machine on the initial stage. The goals of the
vertical and horizontal beam emittance to be achieved are
3 x 10~8 m-rad and 5 x 10~6 m-rad, respectively. The goal
of the bunch length is 100 fim with a one-stage compres-
sor with a large (1/50) compression ratio. The amounts
of both the beam emittance and the bunch length are
same those of the JLC-I machine. ATF will verify the
multi-bunch scheme of linear colliders in all parts from
the injector linac to the bunch compressor.

2 1.54 GeV ATF Linac

The 1.54 GeV ATF injector linac was designed to ac-
celerate multi-bunch electrons for the injection to a low-
emittance damping ring [8]. The injector linac consists of
an 80 MeV preinjector linac, 8 units of regular accelerator
section, and an energy compensation system. The param-
eters of the 1.54 GeV ATF injector linac are summarized
in Table 1.

3 80 MeV Preinjector Linac

The required specification of preinjector results from the
energy acceptance and dynamic aperture of the damping
ring [9]. Although the energy spread among the bunches
will be compensated by a special accelerating structure
in the 1.54 GeV ATF Linac, the energy spread within a
bunch is determined by the bunch length at the exit of
the preinjector. Also, the dynamic aperture of the damp-
ing ring determines the maximum emittance of the Linac
beam. Assuming no emittance growth in the linac, the
specification of the maximum emittance will be applied
to the preinjector. As shown in Figure 2 the preinjector
consists of a thermionic electron gun, two sub-harmonic
bunchers, four single cell bunchers, an accelerating struc-
ture, a matching section of beam lattice, an energy ana-
lyzer and beam instrumentations.

LO (3m * x . Struct**)

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the 80 MeV preinjector.

The thermionic gun system consists of a triode with
type EIMAC Y646-E or Y796 grid-cathode assembly [10].
The HV pulser provides maximum pulse voltage of 240 kV
with 3 /is pulse duration. Grid pulses with pulse sep-
aration of 2.8 ns are produced by gating the output
of a 357 MHz signal generator synchronized with sub-
harmonic bunchers. The multi-bunch from the gun has a
bunch length of 1 ns FWHM. Each bunch contains 3xlO10

electrons. The bunch population is larger than the speci-
fication of the linac beam because of an about 70 % trans-
mission efficiency in the buncher section.

To avoid a phase shift of the bunching voltage due to
the beam-loading, low R/Q cavities, which reduce the
beam-loading voltage, are used. To obtain more flexi-
bility for buncher tuning, four single-cell standing-wave
cavities with low R/Q for the buncher are applied as well
as low R/Q Sub-harmonic bunchers.

The accelerator section of the 80 MeV preinjector is
a 3 m-long constant-gradient accelerating structure. The
geometrical dimension and rf specification are identical to
the structures of the 1.54 GeV linac. The energy spread
of the multi-bunch due to the beam-loading is evaluated
to be 5 % in full width at the bunch population of 2xlO10.
The OTR (Optical Transition Radiation) monitor is used
to observe the bunch-by-bunch profile and length. The
bunch-by-bunch energy spread can be observed by the
OTR monitor and a bending magnet as shown in Figure 3.
The energy spread is evaluated to be 1.24 % in full width
at the bunch population of 0.5xl010 electrons [11].

A wire scanner is routinely used for bunch-by-bunch
emittance measurement in the ATF preinjector. A MCP-
PMT with gate technology detects gamma generated from
the fire by colliding the beam electrons.

4 Accelerator Section of 1.54 GeV Linac

The role of the accelerator section of the injector linac is
the acceleration of multi-bunch from 80 MeV to 1.54 GeV
with a minimum energy spread and a minimum emittance
growth. It consists of eight rf units, two energy compensa-
tion units, a linac lattice, and beam monitors. The beam-
transport line is located between the 1.54 GeV ATF linac
and an injection kicker ol the damping ring.

- 1 7 -
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of ATF (Accelerator Test Facility).
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Figure 3: Bunch-by-bunch energy and spread observed
by an OTR monitor. The bunch population is 0.5xlO10.

4.a. RF System

The rf unit of regular section consists of an E-3712
klystron, a modulator [12], a dual-iris SLED cavity [13],
rf waveguides, two 3 m-long accelerating structures [14]
and rf dummy-loads as shown in Figure 4. The klystron
produces the rf peak power of 80 MW with a pulse du-
ration of 4.5 /is and supplies to a dual-iris SLED cavity.
The rf phase is reversed at 3.5 /is and the peak power of
400 MW is extracted from the SLED cavity with a pulse
duration of 1.0 /is . The rf power is divided into two rf
waveguides in order to supply a peak power of 200 MW
into a 3 m-long accelerating structure.

The accelerating field distributes from 52 MV/m at the
downstream of the accelerating structure to 42 MV/m at
the upstream of the structure. The energy gain of the first
bunch among twenty bunches is 119 MeV in an structure.
The energy spread is evaluated to be ±2.6 % at the bunch
population of 2.0xlO10, since the energy gain of the last
bunch is 112.54 MeV in an structure with beam-loading.

•1.6 Alignment System

In order to avoid any emittance growth in the linac,
the accelerating structures should be aligned to less than
200 /nn r.m.s. of the vertical and horizontal directions.
The support tables of the accelerator section of the linac
have an active mover mechanism and wire-position sen-
sors to align the linac components with a tolerance of less
than 20 /nn r.m.s. of the vertical and horizontal direc-

•a c j 3 m Aco. | [ 3 m Ace. p

120 MeV ' ' 120 MeV

Energy Gain with Beam Loading

Figure 4: RF system for the regular section of the linac.

tions. The 91 m-long wires are stretched in both sides
of the linac from the preinjector stage to the end of the
linac. One end is fixed to the preinjector stage, which
does not have an active mover mechanism; the other end
is stretched by a tension weight of 33.5 kg. Each posi-
tion sensor consists of a p;iir of induction coils electrically
connected in series, and mounted on a vertically mov-
able offset stage fixed at a support stage. The sensors
are installed at four corners of the support table for Q-
magnets and beam monitors, and a short support table
for an accelerating structure. As for the long support
table for the two accelerating structures, six sensors are
installed at four corners, and both sides of the center of
the table. The wire position is detected by a synchronous
detection of the signal from the differential coils using
60 kHz, 100 mA AC current on the wire. The resolu-
tion of position sensor is 2.5/im. The dynamic range of
the sensors is ±2.5 mm, which is determined by the gap
length between two induction coils. The linac support ta-
bles are machined with an accuracy of less than ±10/nn.
These sensors are aligned along the sag of the wire with
a vertical offset. As a result, the support tables are ver-
tically and horizontally aligned with an accuracy of less
than 20/im r.m.s..

- 1 8 -
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Table 1: Parameters of 1.54 GeV ATF injector linac

Beam Energy
Bunch Population
Bunches/Train
Bunch Spacing
Repetition Hate
Energy Spread (Full Width
Beam Emittance

1.54 GeV
2xlO10 electrons/bunch
20
2.8 ns
25 pps
<1.0%

r 4 mrad (Iff)
Total length

Pre-injector
Linac

88 m
18 m
70 m (active length: 48 m)

80 MeV Pre-Injector
Gun Voltage
Beam Energy
Number of Bunches
Bunch Population
Bunch Separation
Population tolerance
Bunch length (FWIIM)
Normalized emittance

200 kV [240 kV achieved]
80 MeV [105 MeV achieved]
20
2xlO10 electrons
2.8 ns
< ±1.0%
<10 ps
<3xlO~4 rad m (rms)

Regular Accelerating Sections
Accelerating Structure

Total length
Total number
Accelerating Field

Maximum Field
with Beam-loading

RF Frequency
Feed Peak Power

Klystron
Klystron Peak Power
Klystron Pulse Length
Number of Klystrons

RF Pulse Compression
Power Gain

Klystron Modulator
Total Number

2JT/3 mode constant gradient
3 m
16

43 MV/m [52 MV/ra achieved]
33 MeV/m [40 MeV/m achieved]
2.8!i6 GHz
200 MW/Structure

80 MW [85 MW achieved]
4.5 (is
8
Dual-iris SLED
5.0 at peak

8
Energy Compensation System

Accelerating Structures
RF Frequency
RF Frequency

Klystron
Total Number
Klystron Peak Power
Klystron Pulse Length

Klystron Modulator
Total Number

2856 + 4.32727MIIz
2856 - 4.32727 MHz

50 MW
1.0 (is

4.c Energy compensntion System

In the damping ring the variation of bunch spacing is
not acceptable, the energy compensation system by us-
ing four dipole magnets is not applicable. The proposed
Af energy-compensation system (ECS) is a new idea to
compensate for the multi-bunch energy by keeping the
bunch separation synchronized with the rf frequency. By
passing the multi-bunch through an accelerating structure
driven at an rf frequency which is slightly larger or smaller
than the fundamental frequency, the multi-bunch would
be obtained the different energy gain caused by the phase
shift. As a result, the energy spread of the multi-bunch is
compressed to a small value, which is required from the
damping ring. The compensation energy depends on the
Z-position of the electrons in a bunch, since the bunch
has a bunch length and the compensated field has a slope
of the part of sinusoidal wave. If the bunch is compen-
sated by both a negative slope and a positive slope, the
effect of the slope is canceled and the bunch would be ac-
celerated or decelerated by a flat-top field. The system
has high flexibility for bunch populations from zero to
4xlO10 electrons/bunch by adjusting the rf power of the
klystrons. The system consists of two klystrons and two
3 m-long accelerating structures designed at two rf fre-

quencies; 2,85G±4.32727 MHz [15]. Theeik:ig\ spread of
the multi-bunch compressed by the ECS v.ouid b? smaller
than that of a single bunch.

4.d Lattice

The lattice of the 1.54 GeV linac has been designed by
using SAD simulation code. The beam acceptance of the
linac is set to 7 x 10~3 m, which is ±4.8<r of the incom-
ing beam from 80 MeV preinjector. The result of a sim-
ulation of emittance blow-up due to the wakes of cavi-
ties under misalignment of accelerator components witli
an orbit correction using the beam position monitors.
The simulation is performed by assuming the injection
error A x =A i ,= l mm, and skew rotation error of quadtf is
0.2 mrad. The single bunch energy spread at the exit is
<rf = 0.3 %, and |Ap/p | <0.75 %. These results show
that a misalignment of less than 500 (tin r.ns.s. is not
serious after a simple orbit correction.
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ABSTRACT

KEKB (KEK B-Factory) is an 8 x 3.5 GcV, two-ring,
electron-positron collider aiming at producing copious B-
mesons for detecting CP-violation effect at bottom quarks.
To achieve a luminosity of 1034 cnr2s"' required by
experiments, the rings should store 1.1-A electrons and
2.6-A positrons. These large currents are distributed into
5000 bunches. The large currents and the large number
of bunches excite strong coupled-bunch instabilities,
which should be avoided by adopting special accelerating
cavities and strong bunch-by-bunch feedback systems.
Electrons and positrons collide at a finite angle of ± 11
mrad at an interaction point, which BELLE detector
surrounds. The construction of KEKB started in 1994 and
it will be commissioned in JFY1998.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two rings of the KEKB (3.5 GeV low-energy ring,
LER, for positrons, and 8 GeV high-energy ring. HER,
for electrons) will be installed in the existing TRISTAN
tunnel of 3 km circumference and the infrastructure of
TRISTAN will be maximally utilized. Taking advantage
of the large tunnel size of TRISTAN, two rings will be set
side by side; unnecessary vertical bending of trajectories
that may increase the vertical cmittance of the beams is
minimized.

Figure 1 illustrates the arrangement of two rings.
KEKB has only one interaction point, IP, at Tsukuba
experimental hall, where electron and positron beams
collide at a finite angle of ± 11 mrad. BELLE detector
will be installed at IP. The straight section at Fuji is used
for injection from the linac and also for installing RF
cavities of LER. Cavities of HER will be installed in
straight sections at Nikko and Oho. These straight
sections are aiso reserved for wigglers for LER, which
reduce the longitudinal damping time of LER from 43
msec to the value of HER, 23 msec. In order to make the
circumference of the two rings equal, a cross-over should
be made at Fuji experimental hall where two rings pass
each other.

To facilitate full-energy injection into the KEKB
rings, the present 2.5-GeV electron linac will be
upgraded to 8 GeV[l]. The upgrade is done by
combining the main linac with the positron production
linac, increasing the number of accelerating structures,

replacing klystrons with high-power ones, and
compressing RF pulses by SLEDs. We can also increase
the energy of electrons impinging on the positron
production target from 250 McV to 4 GeV, thus
multiplying positron intensity by 16. The injection time
of positrons to LER is estimated to be 900 sec. A new
bypass tunnel of 130 m for transport lines between the
linac and KEKB rings will be constructed in JFY1996
and 1997.

II. BASIC DESIGN

The main parameters of the KEKB accelerators arc
given in Table 1. HER and LER have the same
circumferences, cmittanccs, and the J5 functions at IP.
The large current, the large number of bunches, small
bunch spacing, the small value of fi function at IP and
finite-angle crossing of beams are the salient features of
KEKB.

We adopt a noninterlcavcd sextupole chromaticity
correction scheme to increase transverse dynamic
apertures necessary for injection and longitudinal
dynamic aperture necessary for making Touschek
lifetime sufficiently long[2].

TSUKUBA

OHO

Fig. 1 . Configuration of KEKB accelerator system.
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In this scheme sextupolcs arc arranged in pairs: two
scxtupolcs in a pair are n phase-advance apart in both
horizontal and vertical planes. Scxtupole pairs are not
interleaved. This scheme cancels out the geometric
aberrations caused by the sextupoles effectively since the
the transfer matrix between sextupolcs is -I.

One unit cell of the adopted lattice has a phase
advance of 2.5;t and includes two pairs of sextupolcs. SF
and SD. The addition of extra JT/2 phase advance over 2n
cell enables effective correction of chromatic kicks and
significantly improves the dynamic apertures. In the
adopted lattice the momentum compaction factor can be
changed from -1 x Hr4 to 4 .x I0"4 and the cmittancc
from 50% to 200% of the nominal value. This flexibility
makes a strong tool to tune the machine.

In the IP straight section of LER, a local chromaticity
correction scheme is adopted to coi rcct the large vertical
chromaticity produced by the final focus quadrupolc
magnets close to IP.

We adopt a finite-angle crossing scheme of ± 11
mrad. In this scheme, parasitic collision is not a concern

even though even- bucket is filled with beam: separation
dipole magnets that would be necessary for a head-on
collision are no longer necessary. The horizontal width
of the beam pipe at IP is minimized in the finite-angle
crossing where no synchrotron-light fans are produced by
separation dipole magnets: smaller beam pipe improves
the vertex point resolution and permits efficient use of the
luminosity. We use superconducting final-focus
quadmpolc magnets in order to have a flexibility of
tuning.

By computer simulation we found that although the
finite-angle crossing somewhat reduces usable areas in
the vx-vv plane due to synchro-betatron resonances, a fair
amount of areas in the vN-vv plane is still free from
reduction of luminosity, if we make the vs(synchrotron
tune) smaller than O.()2[3]. We have also started an
R&D work on superconducting crab cavities in order to
prepare unpredictable beam-beam effects due to this
finite-angle crossing. Crab cavities till the bunches and
make them collide head-on at the interaction point.

Table 1 Main Parameters of KEKB

Ring
Energy
Circumference
Luminosity
Crossing angle
Tune shifts
Beta function at IP
Beam current
Natural bunch length
Energy spread
Bunch spacing
Particles/bunch
Emittancc
Synchrotron tune
Betatron tune
Momentum
compaction factor

Energy loss/turn
RF voltage
RF frequency
Harmonic number
Longitudinal
damping time

Total beam power

Radiation power
HOM power
Bending radius
Length of bending
magnet

E
C
L

0.t

/ '

°Z

SB

E/EV

v /v
V V-v y

%
r

Uo
Vc

fRF
h

TE

P13
PR

PHOM
p

LER
3.5

2.6

7.1 x 10"4

3.3 x 1010

45.52/45.08

0.81f/1.5ft
5 - 1 0

43|/23tt

2.7f/4.5fT
2.1174.0-ft
0.57
16.3
0.915

3016.26
l x 1034

± 11
0.039/0.052

0.33/0.01

0.4

0.59

1.8 x l()-8/3.6x 10-10

0.01-0.02

1 x 10"4 - 2 x 10-4

508.887
5120

HER
8.0

1.1

6.7 x W4

1.4 x 101()

47.52/43.08

3.5
10-20

23

4.0
3.8
0.15
104.5
5.86

GcV
m
cnr2s"'
mrad

m
A
cm

m

in

McV
MV
MHz

ms

MW
MW
MW
m
m

t without wigglers
t t with wigglers
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111. HARDWARE SYSTEM

The RF cavity for the KEKB should have a structure
by which higher-order modes (HOMs) in the cavity arc
damped to the level where the growth times of the
coupled-bunch instabilities excited by HOMs become
comparable to or longer than the damping time. The
fundamental mode of cavity also excites coupled-bunch
instabilities if the detuning frequency of the cavity due to
beam loading becomes comparable to or larger than the
revolution frequency of the ring. The cavity should
have enough stored energy in order to make the detuning
frequency much smaller than the revolution frequency.
We are now developing two types of cavities for the
KEKB. One is a normalconducling cavity called ARES
and the other is a superconducting, single-cell, single-
mode cavity.

T. Shintake showed that the amount of the detuning
frequency can be drastically decreased by attaching a
large volume, low-loss, energy-storage cell to an
accelerator cell[4). On the basis of this proposal, a 3-
cell structure, where an accelerating cell and an energy
storage cell is connected via a coupling cell is proposed
and called ARES[5]. In order to suppress HOMs. a
choke-mode cavity [6] is used as the accelerating cell of
ARES. The first prototype accelerating cell of ARES was
delivered to KEK and successfully tested up to 110 kW
of wall dissipation which corresponds to a gap voltage of
0.73 MV.

A superconducting cavity has a large stored energy
due to its high field gradient and is immune to the beam-
loading. The superconducting cavity for KEKB is a
single-cell cavity with two large-aperture beam pipes
attached to the cell|7]. HOMs propagate toward the
beam pipes, since their frequencies arc above the cut-off
frequencies of the pipes. HOMs arc absorbed by ferrite
HOM absorbers.

A full-size Nb model was constructed and tested in a
vertical cryostat. The maximum accelerating field
obtained was 14.4 MV/m with a Q value of 109[8]. The
prototype cavity for the AR beam study is under
construction. Prototype HOM dampers made by HIP(hot
isostatic press) method were successfully high-power
tested [9J.

Feedback systems that can damp the coupled-bunch
oscillations of the beam with a bunch spacing of 2 ns arc
being developed! 10]. A 2-tap FIR digital filter system
works as the kernel of the signal processing unit. This
kind of filter can be composed of memory chips and
simple CMOS logic ICs without relying on DSP chips.
By using 500 MHz ADC and DAC, two custom-made
4-bit GaAs 1:16 500-MHz demultiplexers and two 4-bit
GaAs 16:1 500-MHz multiplexers, and having 16
parallel 2-tap FIR logic circuits, we can construct a
signal processing unit on a single board. Kickers and
wideband amplifiers are now being developed.

We have decided to use Cu as material for vacuum
ducts by taking into account its low photodesorption
coefficient, high thermal conductivity, and self shielding
capability of X-rays. Cu ducts for LER arc now under
construction.

IV. SCHEDULE

Three-month long beam test is planned to be held in
1996 by the use of TRISTAN AR. We plan to store
more than 500 mA electron beam in AR with a
multibunch mode at 2.5 GeV. To accumulate this high
current, the existing APS type RF cavities will be
removed temporally from the ring and an ARES cavity
and a single-cell superconducting cavity for KEKB will
be installed. The transverse and longitudinal feedback
systems will be also installed and tested.

Main components of LER such as magnets and
vacuum equipment arc procured in JFY1995 and 1996,
whereas those for HER in JFY1996 and 1997.
TRISTAN will be terminated by the end of 1995 and
dismantling of TRISTAN main ring will start from
January 1996. By the end of 1996 the TRISTAN tunnel
will become ready for installation of magnets. We plan
to commission the KEKB with Belle detector within
JFY1998.
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INTRODUCTION

Almost nine years has passed since the first
beam was extracted from the RIKEN Ring
Cyclotron (RRC) successfully, and five years since
the RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility was
fully completed1) as shown in fig.l. Since then,
the RRC has been supplying a variety of beams
with a good stability for a variety of experiments.
As many improvements have been made, a
machine shut-down due to trouble-shooting
decreased and a beam tuning time spent in order to
get a high quality beam was shortened .

OPERATION STATUS

All beams, which were accelerated with
the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC) during tments,
such as medical science, radio-chemistry, health
physics, material science, biology, atomic physics.
Although the portion of beam time is so small, a
variety of kinds of experiments were behese two
years, are listed in table 1, together with their
energy range and total time spent for experiments.

In this period, totally 23 kinds of particles were
accelerated by RRC and used for experiments.
Their masses as well as their energies cover a very
wide range from 1 to 170. Figure 2 shows the plots
of particles accelerated so far in the region of
energy-mass space. The plots are ranging almost
everywhere in the available region of the space.

As listed in table 2, the total operation
time for the last one year (from Sept. 1994 to Aug.
1995) amounted to 259 days. Among them, a total
of 70 days were spent for beam tuning. Since a
beam was prepared 72 times in this period, it
takes 0.97 days on the average to tune one beam.
The beam tuning time depends on how much an user
requires a high quality beam, for example, a strict
single-turn extraction, an extremely small beam
spot, a well-separated single-bunched beam and so
on. To meet these requirements completely, it
takes sometimes longer than 1.5 days.

The beam time, which is used for
experiments, is 189 days. Most of the beam time
(86.7%) was devoted to nuclear physics
experiments and the rest (13.3%) to other field
experiing made, since beam time demanded for one
experiment in these fields are very short as
compared to that of nuclear physics.

Polarized Ion Source

I O G H Z E C R

Ion Source

(a)

RILAC (i)

' " (h)

Figi .
A bird-eye view of accelerators

in the RIKEN Accelerator Reaerch Facility.
See text for (a) ~ (i).
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Table 1 A
1

Particle

P*
d**
12C
13C
14N

15 N

16O

18O

20 N e

22 N e
24Mg
28Si
3 6 A r

4 0 A r

48 T i

50T i

59Co
5 8 N i

8 4 K r

130Te

129Xe
136X e
170Er

total

list of particles which were accelerated
:>y the RRC from Oct. 1993 to Aug. 1995.

Energy
range

(MeV/u)
85 ~ 210

135
92 ~ 135

100
35 ~ 135

115
135

42 ~ 100
135

70 ~ 110
100
135
7.6

7.5 ~ 95
7.6
80
80
95

10.5 ~ 36
7.5
7.5
26
7
-

Total time of
operation

(days)
26.6
50.0
32.5
34.3
12.1
11.5
8.7
51.7
8.2
25.0
5.0
2.3
9.3
46.3
2.9
11.9
1.9
5.9
4.5
16.2
9.8
2.2
6.5

385.0

Fraction

(%)
6.9
13.0
8.4
8.9
3.1

.3.0
2.3
13.4
2.1
6.5
1.3
0.6
2.4
12.0
0.8
3.1
0.5
1.5
1.2
4.2
2.5
0.6
1.7

100.0

* H2+ is used for energies lower than 135MeV/u.
** Mostly polarized deuterons.

210

200

- . 1 5 0

c
o
iJ 135
"o
3
C

>
o
2o
m

100

50

O Ions Accelerated
(April 1987-Aug. 1995)

? _ \^AVF Injection
t ' < hAvF=2.

Linac Injection

Ne
N AlCa Cu

HCOMg Ar Zn Kr Xe Er T;i Bi U

Atomic Mass

Fig. 2 Plots of ions accelerated so far by RRC
on the energy-mass space.

Table 2 An operation statistics of the RRC
from Sep. 1994 to Aug. 1995

Total Operation time
Beam tunning

259 days
70 days

Experiment 189 days
Nuclear Physics
Other fields

(86.7%)
(13.3%)

RILAC injection
AVF injection

Unscheduled shut-down
Highvoltage trouble
AVF magnetic channel
Other reasons

Maintenance or holiday

14

92

days

days

(20
(79

8
5
1

.4%)

.6%)

days
days
day

Total 365 days

The AVF-RRC operation was performed for
150days (79.6%) and the RILAC-RRC operation
for 38.5 days (20.4%). Stand-alone uses of the two
injector have routinely been made during a time
when the other injector is coupled with RRC. (f, h
in fig. 1)

TROUBLE SHOOTING

In this one year, a total of 14 days of the
scheduled machine time had to be canceled. Main
reasons for these unexpected shut-downs were
relating to deflectors of both the AVF cyclotron
and the RRC. They sometimes did not work
sufficiently due to their unendurable leak currents.
A periodic maintenance with an open of a vacuum
chamber is necessary in both cases.
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Recently, a casing of a magnetic channel in
the AVF cyclotron had small holes due to beam
hitting and a serious vacuum leak occurred twice.
The beam has tendency to go lower side in the
extraction region. Though the reason for it is not
clear at present, the magnetic channel installed at
a vertical position by 2mm lower than the
prescribed one.

In the rf system of the AVF, a part of the
slide contacts of the movable shorting plate was
melted and burned, and the vacuum leak occurred
from the magnetic channel due to beam hitting. In
the RRC rf, the vacuum leak occurred between the
aluminum gasket and the ceramics that are used in
the coaxial rf power feeder.

NEW TOPICS

50Ti Beam
Recently a beam of ->0Ti was accelerated and

used for an experiment. To get an enough intensity,
we had to use an enriched-material, which is
extremely expensive. To save the quantity of it,
when it is charged to the 10 GHz ECR source (a in
Fig. 1), a thin alumina (AI2.O3) pipe, a hole of
which was filled with a small amount of powder
of enriched (50%) Ti O, was used in stead of a
normal ceramic rod. It could supply a 80MeV/u
5°Ti beam with an intensity of 8pnA on a target for
a week at least.

Parasite-mode operation
We have routinely begun to make use of

parasite-mode operation. A sub experiment, such
as a detector test, normally demands several times
of short-term irradiation of a faint beam. On the
other hand, a main experiment needs a long-term
irradiation of a very intense beam, like a RIPS's
experiment in E6 room. The beam is sent to the sub
user as long as they need, normally for several ten
minutes. Switching the beam delivery could be
made in a second each time.

Monitor of single turn extraction
A combination of beam chopper on the

injection beam line of the AVF cyclotron and the
two beam detectors (e, g in fig. 1) using a micro-
channel plate (MCP) has routinely been used both
as phase monitors for stabilizing the magnetic
fields of the cyclotrons and as monitors for single-
turn extraction^).

Single bunch selector

A single-bunched beam is sometimes
required by users as a time trigger for the
measurement of time spectrum. A very compact
single-bunch selector, which consists of a fast beam
chopper (b, c in fig.l) and a sub-harmonic buncher
(d in fig.l), has been successfully developed.
Both the devices are installed in a low-energy
injection line of the AVF cyclotron. As long as a
single-turn extraction is strictly achieved in each
cyclotron, a pure single bunched beam with a
repetition rate of as high as 1 MHz is available3).

NEAR-FUTURE PROGRAM

An acceleration test of a new injector system
of the RILAC is now under way in a provisional
site. It consists of a single-stage 18GHz ECR ion
source and a variable frequency RFQ linac."*' It
will be installed at the injection line of RILAC in
next spring, being the first-step improvement of
the accelerators in aim of the new project, RI beam
factory^).
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NIJI-III Superconducting Compact Light Source Facility

Katsuji Emurn, Tsuyoshi Haga, Tsuyoshi Shinzato, and Hiroshi Takada

Harima Research Laboratories, Sumitomo Electric Industries, LTD.
1431-12, Harima Science Garden City, Kamigori, Hyogo, 678-12 Japan

ABSTRACT
Sumitomo Electric Industries established a synchrotron

radiation (SR) facility named "Harirna Research
Laboratories" in 1993. The facility is located in Harima
Science Garden City where the large SR facility "Spring-8"
is being under construction. Main purpose of our
laboratory is to develop the advanced technologies on SR
application, particularly for micro-fabrication, photo-
chemistry and x-ray tomograph. In the facility, a 600McV
superconducting compact SR ring "NIJI-HI", a lOOMeV
compact linac and five bcamlincs have been installed.
Nowadays, NIJI-III usually provides SR light to users for
16 hours in a day.

1. Introduction
Recently, it has been discovered that SR has potential

for the industrial applications, thus a compact, easy-to-use
SR machine has been awaited in this area. We have
continued our R&D efforts to develop compact SR
machine. It mainly consists of a linac and an SR ring.
Both of them require compact design. We first launched the
development of a compact SR ring under the direction of
the Elcctrotechnical Laboratory of the Agency of Industrial
Science and Technology. Incorporating many advanced
technologies, such as a superconducting bending magnet,
the compact SR ring named "NUI-IH" was completed1'2'3'.
NUf-III was achieved its design goal of 200mA stored
current at 600McV and the demonstration of large area
exposure, 5OmmX5Omm, using the electron-beam
wobbling method"". Based on these results, at the end of
July 1993, NIJI-III was transferred from Tsukuba to our
newly opened Harima Research Laboratories in order to
accelerate the development of advanced SR application
technologies.

For the linac, we had accumulated the basic engineering
technologies needed for system design through joint
research with ISIR Osaka University, and completed the
development of a compact linac by ourselves in 1993. The
linac has an accelerating gradient of 22McV/m, which is
the world's highest class for commercial machines5'6'. We
have thus succeeded in downsizing the linac, as well as the
SR ring.

2. Facility overview7'
Figure 1 is a bird's eye view of our facility. Both the

linac and SR ring are installed in an accelerator room
which is surrounded with 1.4m-thick shielding wall. Of the

3,500 square meter total floor space, 1,500 square meters
is occupied by an accelerator room and an experimental
hall.

The linac's output beam, typically macropulsc current
of 100mA at lOOMeV, is introduced into the SR ring
through the beam transport system approximately 25m
long. It injects an electron beam with small beam radius,
less than 5mm, and minimum achromatism into the SR
ring.

Klystron system lOOMcV Linac

. Beam transport sysltm

FIG. 1. Bird's eye view of the first floor of
Harima Research Laboratories.

3. SR ring "NUI-III"
A schematic configuration and main parameters of

NIJI-III are summarized in Fig.2 and Table I, respectively.
NIJI-III is a rectangular-shaped ring with approximate
dimensions of 3.5 X 6.4m. Since its lattice structure is
likely Chasmann-Grccn lattice, a dispersion-free condition
can be obtained in the long straight section and dispersion
functions arc kept small in the bending section. The latter
characteristic is the key issue for realizing a small beam
size at the light source point. Both horizontal and vertical
beam sizes arc smaller than 0.5mm in the bending section.

The superconducting bending magnets can generate a
maximum magnetic field of 4.0T, which enables us to
obtain a peak wavelength of 5A at beam energy of
600McV as shown in Fig.3. The most notable feature of
NIJI-III is the power leads of the superconducting bending
magnets. These arc made of high temperature (HTc)
practical superconductors fabricated by ourselves. These
power leads offers advantages of reductions in Joule loss,
suppression of ambient heat transfer and hence improving
the economy of the cryogenics.

At the injection energy of lOOMeV, a maximum stored
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current of above 150mA was achieved with an
accumulation rate of 30mA/s. No transverse instability is
observed nt the injection energy. Although sextupole and
octapole magnets arc installed in NIJI-III, those arc no
need to excite for electron storage.

Accelerating the stored beam to the final energy of
600MeV is accomplished by ramping all magnets
simultaneously. Beam acceleration has been carried out in
which currents of more than 100mA can be accumulated at
the final energy. A ramping ratio between the exciting
currents of superconducting bending magnets and of
normalconducting quadrupolc magnets is not a constant
value through the acceleration, from lOOMeV to 600McV.
This is attributed to magnetic saturation on the quadrupolc
magnets at high energy region and eddy current generated
in the vacuum ducts in the bending section.

The beam lifetime was approximately 6 hours for the
stored current of 100mA at 600McV. The lifetime is
thought to be limited by the vacuum pressure of
2X 10'*Ibrr. It will be lengthened by a decrease in pressure
rise. NIJI-III usually operates day and night when NIJI-III
provides SR light to users. Electrons arc usually refilled
into NIJI-III 4 times per day.

CO

10
wavelength (A)

FIG. 3. Output SR spectrum

4. Electron injector
Electrons for injection into NIJI-III are provided by a

compact linac. Main parameters of the linac is listed in
Table II. The linac normally produces electrons at lOOMeV
with a pulse width of I u s. Our final goal of development
of the linac is to realize a compact machine, as well as the
SR ring. At the end of 1993, an accelerating gradient of
22McV/m was achieved, which is the world's highest class
for commercial machines. Also, the linac has another
notable feature. It can produce a long-pulse beam of 10/i s
which is suitable for free electron laser (FEL)
oscillation8'9*. Our activities on FELs arc summarized in
latter section.

TABLE II. Main parameters of the linac

FIG. 2. Schematic configuration of NIJI-III

TABLE I. Main parameters of NIJI-III

Electron energy
Stored beam current
Circumference
Bending magnetic field
rf frequency
Harmonic number
Critical wavelength
Horizontal betatron tune
Vertical betatron tune
Momentum compaction factor
Einittaucc

600 MeV
200 mA
18.89 m
4.0 T

158.7 MHz
10

13 A
2.37
1.35

0.087
0.38 minmrad

cathode

rf frequency
beam energy

macropulse current

energy spread

normalized cmiltancc
repetition rale

accelerating gradient

Klystron

EIMAC Y646B

2856 MHz
100 McV (short pulse)

76 MeV (long pulse)

100 mA

0.5 %
60 re minmrad

2 pps

22 McV/m

TII2146

Electron gun is a thermionic triodc gun based on a
dispenser cathode assembly (EIMAC model Y646B). A
high d.c. voltage of 200kV is applied to anode-cathode
gap in order to obtain high beam brightness. A brightness
of more than 10lllA/m2rad2 has been achieved in
experiments carried out before installation into the linac
system.

The bunching system consists of three tubes:
subharmonic prcbunchcr (SHPB), prcbuncher (PB), and
bunchcr (B). The phase bunching characteristic of this
system is evaluated by a ballistic-model simulation. As a
result, for the electrons emitted from the gun, more than
40% are bunched into a 50 degree phase spread at the
entrance of the bunchcr. The SHPB is a standing-wave
cavity with a resonance frequency of 476MHz. It was made
of stainlcss-stccl. A portion of the inner surface of the
cavity was coated by OFHC in order to optimize both a
shunt impedance and Q-valuc of the cavity.
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The accelerating tube is a disk-loaded waveguide with
a constant gradient structure. There arc no rf windows or
bellows in thr waveguide system between the accelerating
tubes and the klystrons, in order to withstand the rf power
even if the klystron generates its maximum rf power of
45MW. To stabilize the energy of the output electrons, two
approaches are principally effective. Output power of the
klystron is designed for stable, since its modulator
generates a voltage pulse stabilized within 0.3% owing to
parallel pulse forming network (PFN). Also, the resonance
frequency of the accelerating tube is stable, since its
temperature is controlled within ±0.02 degree by a water-
cooling system.

5. Bcamlines and ,SR applications
Wfc have installed five bcamlincs in NIJI-III. Outline

of the bcamlincs arc summarized in Table III. In part of
them, the distance from the SR light source point to the
irradiation chamber is less than 3m, which enables us to
obtain high photon density by no means inferior to GcV-
class medium scale SR ring.

In this section, we briefly describe our representative
activity on SR applications. Recently, micro-fabrications
using a deep-etch x-ray lithography are demanded in
several fields such as a precision engineering, advanced
communication technology, medical engineering and so
on. We have studied on LIGA process, German acronym for
Lithographic, Galvanoformung, Abformung, which allows
microstructures of any lateral shape to be fabricated with
structual heights of several hundred micrometers. We have
succeeded in the development of PZT microstructurcs for
micro-ultrasonic transducers"1'.

TABLE III. Bcamlincs
ni . i m.-u nu-nia III.111b DI.-1V

PhotonPhoton 0.02-0.13 1-10 3 -10 0.1-1.5 0 .1-10
energy (keV)

Minor toroidal

Monochro- toroidal
mator grating

photo-
Experiments .

chemistry

none

none

micro-
fabrication

none

double

crystal

tomograph

XAFS

cylindrical

toroidal

spherical

grating

photo-

emission

carried out for lattice design. The BTS consists of two
bending magnets and five quadrupole magnets. The
bending angle of the two bending magnets is very small,
25.0 degree without edge-focusing, to realize the quasi-
isochronism.

TABLE IV. Experimental conditions of FEL

none

none

photo cxciled
process

6. Free electron laser (FEL)
Recently, we proceeded with studies on FEL in an

infra-red region using our compact linac. Experimental
conditions at present are summarized in Table IV. We have
succeeded in observing a spontaneous emission ranging
from 2 to 10// m. Main components of the FEL system are
briefly described in following section.

The linac's output beam is introduced into an undulator
section through the beam transport system (BTS). The BTS
for FEL requires very severe spec: double achromatic and
quasi-isochronous should be realized in the undulator
section. Simulations concerning the beam optics were

beam energy
peak current
K parameter
magnetic field
FEL wavelength
gain

50MeV
25 A
0.84
0.23 T
2.8 ii m
10%

Our undulator is the Halbach type using Nd-Fc-B
permanent magnets. Total length of the undulator is 2m
with periods number of 50. A roundtrip time in the optical
resonator is set to be 24lh harmonics of the micropulsc
interval time of 2.ins. The optical resonator consists of
two concaved Au-coatcd OFHC mirrors.

Gain calculation were carried out in accordance with
the reference No.I I . Small signal gain on our
experimental system arc estimated to be 10%. In this
calculation, five modified coefficients arc necessary to
calculate. In our condition, the modified coefficient caused
in the energy spread of the electron beam is by far smallest
in them. Therefore, we have tried to find out the optimum
conditions which enable to obtain the energy spread of
less than 0.9%.

7. Conclusion
NIJI-III superconducting compact light source facility

was operated at our newly opened Harima Research
Laboratories in Harima Science Garden City. Nowadays,
NIJI-III routinely operates in 600McV-100mA and
provides SR light to users for 16 hours in a day. We are just
accelerating the development of advanced technologies on
SR applications. Also, we intend to upgrade quantum
radiation equipment such as FEL.
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Helium Beam Acceleration in The KEK Proton Synchrotron
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A helium beam has been successfully accelerated in
the KEK 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron up to 23 GeV of the
limiting energy of the main ring. Although a charge
exchange injection of negative hydrogen ions has been used
in the booster synchrotron, it cannot be applied to the
injection of positive ions, such as helium ions and other
heavy ions. A new type of septum magnet for a beam
injection system which can realize both negative and
positive ion injections, has been developed. The septum
magnet has three conductor plates which combine the bump
magnet and the septum magnet in a body. A newly developed
injection system realized alternative use of both negative
and positive ion injection schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The charge exchange injection system has been
widely used for the injection system of proton
synchrotrons, because of its excellent efficiency of multi-
tum injection of proton beams. This system is also used
to inject proton and deutcron beams into the KEK
booster synchrotron [1]. This system, however, cannot
be applied to the injection of positive ions, such as
helium ions and other heavy ions. Therefore, a
conventional multi-turn injection scheme must take the
place of the charge exchange scheme. There is no space
for another injection system because of the booster
designed well-compact. To replace the injection devices
every operation cycle is not practical.

To avoid this, a certain technical break-through is
indispensable. A new injection system has been
developed to realize both negative and positive ion
injection. With this system, in April, 1994, a helium
beam was successfully accelerated, and a physics
experiment has been carried out [2]. Also, a high
intensity proton beam has been accelerated by using this
system .

Until now negative ion charge-exchange injection
system and positive ion multi-turn injection system
regarded to be a distinct system. But this new injection
system has opened the multi-purpose uses of the proton
synchrotron, i.e. from high intensity proton beam
acceleration to high energy heavy ion beam acceleration .
The principle of the newly developed positive/negative
ion injection system and the first helium acceleration is
summarized in this paper.

II. NEW INJECTION SYSTEM

A. Charge -Exchange Injection

A schematic layout of the combined injection
system which is presently being used for proton and

helium-ion acceleration is shown in Figure 1. Four
bump magnets having single-turn conductor plates are
arranged asymmetrically so as to enlarge the angle
between the injection orbit and the circulating orbit under
a limited magnetic field. Bump 2 is a newly developed
magnet, which is combined with the septum magnet for
positive ion injection.

During a charge-exchange injection, only the
bump magnets are excited. This situation is quite
equivalent to that in the conventional charge-exchange
injection system. These bump magnets are connected in
series, and are excited up to 0.39 T in order to change the
closed orbit so that the beam impinges on a carbon
stripping foil. In Figure 1 the dotted line indicates the
charge-exchange injection. Negative hydrogen ions are
fully stripped at the foil, and start to circulate in the ring.
In order to prevent an cmitlancc blow-up due to multiple
scattering at the foil, the bump magnets must be turned
off just after the completion of injection.

5. Multi-Turn Injection by a Septum Magnet

The solid line indicates positive-ion multi-turn
injection which overlaps the charge-exchange by bump 2.
A cross-sectional view of bump 2 is shown in Figure 2.
This has been newly developed and plays the role to
combine the bump magnet and the septum magnet. This
combined magnet bump 2 has three single-turn conductor
plates in the pole faces [3]. The electrical currents
flowing through these conductors produce two dipole
magnetic fields having opposite signs, which are
separated by a middle thin conductor plate (1 mm thick),
which forms a septum.

During positive-beam injection, the closed orbit
must be shifted by 60 mm toward the septum magnet in
parallel which is achieved by exciting two additional
bump magnets (not shown in Figure 1). Their positions
are one quarter of the bctcrtron wavelength upstream and
downstream from the injection point. Beams are
gradually injected from the center of the phase space to
the outside by changing the field excitation of the
additional bump magnets.

Bump 2 Bump 3 Bump 4

Central Orbit

Present address: Institute for Nuclear Study, University
of Tokyo, 3-2-1, Midori-cho, Tanashi, Tokyo 188 Japan

Negative Ion Beom.

Positive Ion Beom S e p | u m C o n d u c I o r stripping Foil

Fig. 1. New injection system for the KEK-PS booster
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Central Orbit
Negative Ion Injection Point

V Positive Ion Injection Paint

l -B)
Magnetic
Field

Septum Conductor
( tmm thick)

Septum Magnetic
Field

Fig. 2. Cross sectional view of Bump 2 and the exited field
pattern for positive beam injection.

III. POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

A block diagram of the power supply for the
bump and septum magnets is presented schematically in
Figure 3. The wave form of the bump field (excitation
current of the bump magnet) for charge-exchange
injection is shown in Figure 4 (a). The bump magnets
must be turned off just after completion of injection, in
order to prevent any cmittancc blow-up due to multiple
scattering at the stripping foil. This can be realized by
using a PFN-typc pulsed power supply. As for the
septum magnet, the pulse width, since it depends on the
number of possible turns at beam injection, would be
enough for 30 fiscc. Although it may be possible to use
DC current, in order to eliminate any cooling problems,
pulsed-mode operation is necessary. The wave form of
the septum field (excitation current of the septum
magnet) is shown in Figure 4 (b). This can also be
realized with a PFN-type pulsed power supply insulated
from ground, whose electric power is provided by an
insulating transformer. The PFN and its power supply,
floated on a high-voltage insulation, are controlled
through optical fibers [4],

As shown in Figure 4(c), in the middle thin
conductor which forms a septum, a current that is twice
as large flows instantaneously during positive ion-beam
injection by overlapping the bump current and the
septum current. However, since the pulse width of the
current is less than 40% of the bump current, it is not
necessary to add another cooling system to the ordinary
magnet system.

Bump f
Bump 2 Bump 3

Bump 4

(a) bump magnet (b) septum magnet (c) bump + septum

Fig.4. Excitation current on the central septum conductor.

IV. ACCELERATION OF HELIUM IONS

Most of the problems in RF acceleration of light
ions of Q/A = 0.5 at the KEK-PS had been cleared at the
time when deuteron acceleration succeeded in 1992.
However, in the acceleration of helium ions, there
remains difficulties with respect to multi-turn injection
of the positive ions.

A. Booster Injection

The 750kV He^+ ion beam is injected into the
linac. The helium beam is accelerated under the 47tmode
operation schcme[3]. Its velocity is half that in the case
of proton acceleration. As a result, at the end of the linac
it has 3% less momentum than that of proton beam. The
beam transport parameters and booster injection
parameters must be optimized according to the beam
momentum.

During multi-turn injection the beam is painted
on the horizontal phase space. As shown in Figure 5,
trace (c), by changing the decay current of additional
bump magnets, the circulating beam orbit during an
injection period was moderately shifted for efficiently
slacking the linac beam. This is also a new attempt in
accelerator technology. Four turns of the linac beam were
accumulated with this technique.

Stplum

PFN
til

—r-'WMW

(i)

— r - T r ^ -
PFN 2 Powtr

'" r 1 1 ID

Figure 5. Current wave forms of the injection magnets and
beam current monitor at the booster injection: (a) septum,
(b) main bump, (c) additional bump with two time-decay
constants and (d) beam current.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the power supply.
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We observed a very fast beam loss; only half of
the accumulated beam was extracted from the booster.
This beam loss was caused at the time that the mnin
bump magnet field fell sharply to zero. Field
measurements of the main bump magnets showed that
the eddy currents induced in the magnets caused a total
error field, so as to cause closed orbit distortions, the
maximum value of which was about 4 mm. The total
error field due to the septum magnet eddy current, as
well as the main bump magnet, was also measured.
However, both of the error fields induced by eddy
currents are of opposite sign and can cancel each other
by adjusting falling time of both magnets.

After the schedule of helium beam experiments,
ihe problem of beam loss ai the fall period of main bump
magnet field'has been solved by this cancellation, which
is confirmed by machine study using positive proton
beams. The acceleration of higher intensity helium ion
beams is expected in the next experiment.

B. Acceleration in the Booster and Main Ring
Synchrotrons

For heavy ion accelerations in both the booster
and main ring synchrotrons, the radio-frequencies of the
accelerating systems arc lower during injection, and
sweep more widely lhan in proton acceleration. The
tuning systems in both synchrotrons have been modified.
The injection frequencies can be changed by attaching
additional capacitors in both systems. Especially, in the
main ring synchrotron, the bias current power supplies
for the fertile loaded tuning cavities were upgraded.

The intensity of a helium beam was expected to
be at most on the order of 1010 particles per bunch. To
stable accelerate such a low intensity beam the pre-
amplifiers of both the position and beam phase monitors
for the RF feedback systems have been improved.

During a commissioning run lasting one month,
the helium beam was very stable, it was also expected at
various energies of 8 GcV (2 GeV/u) to 20 GcV (5
GcV/u), based on the requirements of the physics
experiments.

V. SUMMARY

A new injection system which combines the
bump magnet for charge-exchange injection and the
septum magnet for positive-ion multi-turn injection has
been developed to realize both negative and positive-ion
injection in the KEK PS. Although the "combined"
system is a rather novel one, it is not a fragile system as
a last resort. The combined injection septum magnet can
form a sharp, steep septum field, as shown in Figure 2,
rather lhan that of the conventional septum magnet used
to separate the circulating beam and injection beam.
Using this combined injection system in April, 1994,
operation to accelerate helium-ion beams (He++) for
physics experiments had been performed for one month.
After that, proton-beam acceleration by charge-exchange
injection has continued until now (May 1995) without
any trouble. The combined injection system has the
performance equal to a conventional charge-exchange
injection system.

This new injection system has opened up new
uses of the KEK PS, i.e. from high-intensity proton
beam to high-energy heavy-ion beams.
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Figure 6. Helium acceleration in the main ring: (a) a helium
beam intensity during a cycle, (b) a slowly cxlracied
intensity and (c) a main magnet field pattern.
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Abstract

The JAERI AVF cyclotron has been used for experiments
since January 1992. The routine operation of the cyclotron
began in September 1992. The total operation times
amounted to 10,000 hours in February 1995. So far,
twenty-five ion species for ranging from hydrogen through
xenon with energies of 10 - 520 MeV were used for
experiments. This paper report slatus on the performance
and operation of the JAERI AVF cyclotron.

1. Introduction

The TIARA (Takasaki Ion accelerators for Advanced
Radiation Application) facilities have been constructed at
the Takasaki Radiation Chemistry Research Establishment
of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) since
1987 for a materials science project using various ion beams
in a wide range of acceleration energy. The facilities
consist of an AVF cyclotron and three different types of
electrostatic accelerators: a 3MV tandem accelerator, a 3 MV
single-ended accelerator and 0.4 MV ion implanlcr.

Large AVF cyclotron , so far, have been used mostly for
fundamental nuclear physics and medical application to
radiation therapy and radioisotopc production. Our
cyclotron1-2' is mainly used for R&D in materials science
and other irradiation purposes. These applications of the
cyclotron require that many kinds of light and heavy ions
can be accelerated in a wide range of energies. To meet the
requirement, continuing efforts have been made on new beam
development, improvement of beam extraction and
transmission, etc.

The operation of the AVF cyclotron for experiment was
started from 1992 in daily operation mode on a trial base.
The weekly continuous operation was started from
September 1992. The total operation times amounted to
10,000 hours in February 1995.

2. Present Status

2.1 Operation
The JAERI AVF cyclotron is usually operated weekly.

The yearly opcraiion time is divided into three beam-time
periods, each of which consists of 11 weeks of beam-times
and allocated to experiments by Program Advisory
Committee. Three weeks for maintenance and additional
beam-times and about two weeks of opcraiion intervene
between the programmed beam-times. The experiment plan
and beam-times arc allotted for each period. The weekly
operation is usually carried out continuously from Monday
morning till Friday evening. Regular over-haul was carried
out for 4 weeks in the summer.

Operation statistics of the cyclotron during past 4 years
are shown in Fig. 1. The percentage of time in last two
years used for experiments, beam developments and tuning
were about 82%, 8% and 10%, respectively. The accelerated
particles and their beam time are also shown in Fig. 2. The
beam time for light ions exceed 50% of all as seen in Fig. 2.
In order to meet the requests from many groups of

researchers, the accelerated particles, their energies and the
beam courses were changed as shown in Table 1.

1991

• Experiment
H Beam development
IB Training

1992 1993 1994

Financial years
E3 Visitors use with charges
QTunig
D Acceptance test

Fig. 1 Statistics of the cyclotron operation from
1991 to 1994.
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Fig. 2 Statistics of the beam time from 1991 to 1994.

2.2 Maintenance and Status
The beam extraction system consists of an electrostatic

deflector and a magnetic channel and also of a gradient
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corrector to focus the beam horizontally. The positions of
the deflector and the magnetic channel can be controlled
remotely. However, the position of the gradient corrector
of a passive type could not be moved remotely. Recently,
the gradient corrector was replaced by remote driving type
one for easily optimizing a focus the beam horizontally
from cyclotron. A RF amplifiers (EIMAC 4CW800B and
4CW50000E) were also replaced by new ones in the yearly
overhaul.

Table 1
Frequency of particle, energy and beam course change in FY.

Table 2
Results of extracted intensity and overall transmission.

FY Particle Energy Beam Course

1992
1993
1994

42
43
70

47
51
74

64
123
145

A baffle slit system at the extraction hole of the
acceleration chamber in the cyclotron was replaced by
remote driving one for easily control the slit width. And we
added the plate to this system in order to measure the total
beam currents. To measure the beam profile from the
cyclotron, the single-wire profile monitor was installed to
just after the gradient corrector.

The accumulation of induced radioactivity in the
acceleration chamber is making it more difficult to conduct
maintenance work inside the cyclotron (maximum dose rate
is 25 mSv/h). The strongest source of radiation is the
electrostatic deflector. The septum electrodes of the
deflector were replaced by new ones. Furthermore, we
prepared a set of new deflector for rapid replacement in case
of trouble. For the protection against radiation hazards,
however, it will be necessary to replace some of the strongly
activated parts, such as probe-head, magnetic channel, and
magnetic channel probe-head.

3. Beam Development

3.1 Extraction Current and Transmission
Particles accelerated and extracted so far are listed in Table

2. The extraction efficiency is defined by the ratio of the
beam current measured with the main probe at r=900 mm to
that with the Faraday cup (FC) just after cyclotron. The
average extraction efficiencies for harmonic 1, 2 and 3 arc
56.0%, 65.5% and 56.3%, respectively.

The overall transmission efficiency is defined by the ratio
of the beam current with the FC just after analyzing magnet
at the injection line to that with FC just after cyclotron.
The average transmission efficiencies for harmonic 1, 2 and
3 are 13.6%, 17% and 12.7%, respectively. Recently it
increased up to 15-20%. The best extraction and overall
transmission efficiency was 86% for 330 MeV 4 0Ar1 I + and
26% for 20 MeV H+, respectively. The maximum beam
currents of heavy ions such as Ne, Ar and Kr mainly depend
on the ability of the ion source.

3.2 Single pulse Extraction
The beam chopping system consists of a pulse voltage

chopper (P-choppcr) and a sinusoidal voltage chopper (S-
choppcr)3\ The P-chopper was made to chop DC beams
from the ion sources into pulse beam in the injection line.
The S-chopper was made to extract a single beam pulse after
the exit of the cyclotron. The single pulses were
successfully extracted for 70 MeV H+ and 175 MeV 40Ar8+

ions using a chopping system as shown in Table 3.

Ion Encrg
y

vMeV)

Extracted Extraction Overall
Intensity Efficiency Transmission

H+

10
20
30
45
50
60
70
90

12
5.0
2.2
30
5
5
5
10

68
77
67
79
44
57
42
48

13
26
22
14
14
22
12
7.7

D+

4 He 2 +

12^5+

16O5+

\6Q6+

16Q7+

20N e6+

20 N c 7 +

20jvjc8+

36 A f 8 +

36Ar10+

40 A r 8 +

4 0 A r l l +

40A r13+

84Kr2O+

129X c23+

10
35
50

20
50
100

220

100
160
225

120
260
350

195
195

175
330
460

520

450

11
41
21

5.5
20
10

0.25

1.7
1.9
0.2

1.6
0.33
1.5

2.5
0.30

3.0
0.6
0.1

0.045

0.20

39
59
49

69
62
62

77

34
58
54

53
70
63

63
43

73
86
63

72

72

7.4
4.6
7.2

11
17
10

22

8.1
21
10

18
19
23

13
11

15
20
24

20

11

3.3 Measurements of Absolute Beam energy
The energy of the ion particle has been measured

absolutely by using the crossover technique4). This
technique is based on scattering kinematics, in particular the
variation with the angle of the energy of the particles
scattered by elastic and inelastic processes from deferent
target nuclei. It requires a target consisting of a
homogeneous mixture of reference nuclei having well-
known excited states and projectile nuclei. The absolute
energy of the incident particle is obtained from an angle,
"crossover angle", at which the recoil projectile particles
from light nuclei and the inelastically scattered particles
from reference nuclei having well-known excited states have
the same energy.

A 10 MeV proton was chosen since the crossover angle is
relatively large and it is easy to detect the particles at
backward angles. A 2.78mg/cm2 polyethylene film was used
as the target including hydrogen and carbon nuclei to use the
4.439 MeV excited slate in carbon. To detect the scattered
particles at around the crossover angle, a semiconductor
detector was mounted on a movable arm.

Figure 3 shows a typical pulse height spectrum obtained
at an scattering angle of 40* with a nominal 10 MeV proton
in the scattering chamber. The left peak is inelastic
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scattering on carbon nuclei and the right one is elastic
scattering on hydrogen nuclei.

The relationship between the scattered angles and the
pulse heights in the both interactions is shown in Fig. 4.
The crossover angle was evaluated from the crossing point
of the interpolating lines for the energies of the elastic and
the inelastic scattering. To compensate an asymmetric
factor of the scattering geometry, left and right angle
measurements were carried out.

The average value of the crossover angle obtained from
both angles was 44.3" . The absolute beam energy was
evaluated at 9.9 MeV in this case. The uncertainty of the
measurement is now under estimation.

2000

z

%
55

I
8

1600

1200

eoo

1 0 0

H elastic

C inelastic

+40deg

700 000 900 1000
PULSE HEIGHT (CHANNEL)

1 100

Fig. 3 Pulse height spectrum at an scattering angle of 40
deg. for a nominal 10 McV proton.

• •• PULSE HEIGHT (CHANNEL) HtH

A - PULSE HEIGHT (CHANNEL) C)H(E=4..1MEV)

UJ

zz
o

feo
inI
UJ

53

9 5 0

9 0 0

0 5 0

8 0 0

7 5 0

7 0 0

6 5 0

600

LEFT CROSSOVER

45.57deg

30 40 42 44 46 40 50 52

SCATTERING ANGLE(deg)

Fig. 4 Relationship between the scattering angle and the
pulse height for the elastic scattering and the
inelastic scattering.

3.4 Test of Metallic Ion Generation
The ECR ion beams arc presently used for two purposes;

(1) injection of highly charged ion beam into the AVF
cyclotron, (2) study and development of ECR for high
charged ion beams of gaseous and solid elements. A new
gas feed was added for isotope gases which arc usually very

expensive. Tubes from gas cylinders are connected to the
common line will be less than 3 cm3. Now it is used for
36Ar and 129Xe. Test generation of metallic ions arc carried
out by using insertion of ceramic rods into ECR plasma.
Ions of Ni are generated from NiO and Cr are CrSi2 a n ^
Cr2C>3. Though the insertion depth was not optimized,
maximum charge states are 17 for Ni and 15 for Cr, and ion
beam currents arc enough for acceleration by the cyclotron
as shown in Table 45 ' . These materials were chosen
according lo the result obtained previously by generation of
Al, Mo, B and La ions, and beam stability were good.

Table 3
Results of single pulse extraction.

particle

energy
pulse interval

pulse width
charge
detector

40 A r 8 +

175 MeV

3.3 ns
4.75 us

-
7*10-14C/pulse

SSD

H+

70 MeV

2.11 U5

1.27 ns
1.95 ns

2*10-15C/pulse
Sintilator

Table 4
Extracted beam current for ceramic roads.

Material NiO CrSi, Cr2O3

Beam
currents

(c|xA)

17+
16+
15+
14+
13+
12+
11+
10+
9+
8+

58 N i

0.5
1.0
1.8
2.8
3.8
4.0

4.4
2.1
1.2

52Cr

0.5
1.8

4.0
5.8

5.2
4.5

52Cr

0.5
1.2

1.9
2.7

1.5
0.9
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Abstract

For the purpose of the estimation of the characteristics
of low energy short pulse in an injector, the peak
currents and the pulse duration were measured by co-
axial beam catcher at the distance of 25mm, 225mm
and 475mm from the anode plane of Y-796 electron
gun. The 200 ps duration pulse with the peak current
of 13A and the energy of 90 keV lengthened until 390
ps time duration at the 225 mm measurement point.
The computer simulation almost agreed with
experiment a results.

1. Introduction

The X-band linear accelerator, which can generate a
ultra short single pulse in the femtosecond domain, is
under design at Nuclear Engineering Research
Laboratory, the University of TokyoL^J. We planed the
construction of the X-band linac, which consists of
thermionic gun, a subharmonic buncher (SHB), two
accelerating tubes and achromatic magnetic pulse
compression systcmP]. in order to generate a single

pulse in X-band linac whose electron source is a
thermionic gun, a shorter emission is required, because
an electron beam from the electron gun must be
compressed within one period of the X-band RF (87.5
ps), which is 1/4 period of S-band RF (350 ps). In
order to determine a frequency of SHB, it is important
to evaluate pulse response of a thermionic electron gun
and space charge effects of high current short pulse in
low energy region. In this paper, the pulse response of
a thermionic electron gun and lengthening of its
emission in the drift space are discussed.

2. Experimental

A test bench for measurement of waveform of an
emission from a therm-ionic electron gun was
constructed as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an
thermionic electron gun and a d-c biased grid-cathode
pulse generator placed on a -90 kV high potential deck,
focusing system and so on. Y-796 electron gun
(EIMAC) was used as a thermionic electron gun. The
accelerating potential of the electron gun is provided by
90 kV pulses of 8 u.s duration. The duration of flat top

Anode

Co-axial
Beam
Catcher

0~450mm Thermionic
,, Electron Gun

Y Sampling
Oscilloscope

Trig.

PG-10P
Pulse
Generator

Fig. 1. Test bench for an thermionic electron gun.
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is 4 M-s. The beam sizes in the transverse direction was
controlled by solenoid coils. We used two kinds of grid
pulsers (Pulser I and Pulser II). Pulser I have presently
been used for normal operation of the UTNL linac.
Pulser n was purchased from Kentcch Corporation.
Peak output voltages of each pulser are 300 V (Pulser
I) and 1.7 kV (Pulser II), respectively. Their rise times
are 1.2 ns and 100 ps, respectively. Their pulse width
(FWHM) are 1.6 ns and 130 ps, respectively.

The waveform and total charge of emission
from the electron gun were measured by using co-axial
beam catcher. The diameter of the beam catcher is <t> 14
mm. The signals passing through semirigid cable were
measured by sampling oscilloscope (S-4, Tectronix)
and DC microvolt ammeter (PM-18R, TOA
Electronics Ltd.). The time resolution of the co-axial
beam catcher is less than 50 ps. Measurement of the
emission was carried out at the distance of 25 mm, 225
mm and 475 mm from the anode.

3. Results and Discussion

? 6u

I 5
U)
in
"e
us

3

2

1

0

Vg:180V

Tw

t .5
3

U
V)

c

0
in

- 2 0 0 —150 —100 —50
GunGrld Bias (V) Vb

Fig. 3. Relation between grid bias and emission
current (Pulser I).

3-1. Pulse response of Y-796 electron gun
Typical output waveforms of Pulser I and of the
emission measured at the distance of 25 mm are shown
in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the relation between grid
bias and emission current. The peak current was 800
mA. On the other hand, typical output waveforms of
Pulser II and of the emission at the distance of 25 mm
are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the relation
between grid bias and emission current. The peak
current was 8 A. If enough voltage is applied, Y-796
respond to the trigger with the pulse length less than 1
ns.

Grid Pulser-1

Grid Pulser2
Kentech

Vp 90KV
Vh 9V
Vg 1.2KV

-200 -50

20V/div 500ps/div

Emission
Grid Pulser
(KENTECH)

-150 -100
Grid Bias (V) Vb

Fig. 5. Relation between grid bias and emission
current (Pulser II)

Emission

lOOmA/div
200ps/div

Fig. 2. Typical output waveforms of
Pulser I and of the emission
measured at the distance of 25 mm.

500V/div 50ps/div lA/div lOOps/div
Fig. 4. Typical output waveforms of Pulser II and of the emission at
the distance of 25 mm.
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3-2. Space charge effects
Lengthening process of the emission from the electron
gun were measured in the drift space as shown in Fig.
6. It is found that the pulse was lengthened by the
space charge effects. Lengthening by the space charge
effects are calculated based on the disk modelPJ. The
results are shown in Fig. 7. The pulse widths almost
agree'with the experimental results. However, peak
current does not. This is because beam loss is ignored
in this simulation. Figure. 8 shows dependence of
bunch lengthening on accelerating voltage. It is found
that the bunch lengthening of 200 keV beam by the
space charge effects is little at the distance of 225 mm
from the anode. This distance is enough long to locate
subharmonic buncher.

4. Conclusion

From the experimental results, it is found that Y-796
have pulse response was less than 1 ns. The
longitudinal lengthening of low energy short pulse was
evaluated.
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PLASMA JET EMITTER:
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Fukuoka 812, Japan

Abstract
Plasma emitter, which has been developed in

Novosibirsk1' for diagnostics in Tokamak type plasma, is
investigated conceptually in order to apply the source to
a high intensity particle generation with long range
focusing. The effect of thermodynamic cooling in the
expansion of charged particles is examined as well as the
effect of the restriction of radius in phase diagram of
expanded collisionless plasma. The magnetic field is
calculated for designing the geometric parameter of the
plasma jet emitter.

1. Introduction
A charged particle emitter has been developed for

high brightness ion and atomic beam formation by
Davydenko et al.1'. The emitter can supply beams with
high brightness because of significant reduction of the
transverse ion temperature in the plasma. The normalized
brightness of lkeV proton beam arrived in 3xl08

A/cnrrad2 by using a sophisticated extraction lens system.
The source should be useful for applications which need
a dense and focused beam. As a mechanism of the ion
beam formation, the effect of thermodynamic cooling is
expected to make the beam emittance lower. The cooling
should be investigated to realize a new performance for
low emittance beam, as well as optimization of the
plasma electrodes and nozzle.

2. Ion beam formation for low emittance
The schematic drawing of the electrodes of the

plasma emitter is shown in Fig. 1 for a half part divided
by the section.

10°

"ra

•a
CD "2S 10"2 £
CO

E
10 N~

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of
Electrodes of the plasma emitter.

10
0 5 10 15 20

Distance from nozzle (d)

Fig. 3 Ideal thermodynamic cooling in a free jet.

The construction involves a cathode, an anode and
floating electrodes between the biased electrodes. The
discharge is excited just after the expansion of the gas
generated by a specially designed pulse valve which is
connected to the cathode. The beam formation has been
explained originally by the effect of the expansion of
collisionless plasma^. The mechanisms of ion beam
formation are drawn in Fig. 2 schematically. The
transverse effective temperature of the ions is reduced by
a factor X^/d^ (»1 ) , where X is the distance from nozzle
to the extraction system, and d,, is the diameter of particle
quitting surface. In the figure, it is shown that the
fluctuation of the transverse ion vejocity dV, is mainly
depend on the solid angle of ion quitting surface.

Plasma jet
emitter

Quasi-continuum
flow region Free particle flow region

Extraction
electrode

Fig. 2 Ion beam formation by the plasma emitter.
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By considering quasi-continuum flow region at the
nearest point to the aperture of the nozzle, thermodynam-
ic cooling should come into effect. The ideal thermody-
namic analysis of a neutral gas expansion gives changing
of the temperature and the particle density as shown in
Fig. 32). This effect appears only for a dense region of the
plasma. Experiments using small PIG source plasma,
show the optimum gas pressure of less than 10 mTorr for
intense beam extraction from the plasma. On this
condition, the mean free pass of the ion is over 1 cm.
Therefore, the discharge should be examined at about 50
mTorr gas pressure in order to realize the quasi-continu-
um flow. The study of the plasma formation for high
pressure is needed by experimental and computational
works for the effective cooling.

3. Calculation of the magnetic field
The magnetic field components H. and H,. are

calculated by using integral expressions for the field of
the plasma emitter. The expressions are included
complete elliptic integral. The values are evaluated by
numerical integration. Iron pieces are taken into account
by assuming infinite permeability and by representing the
magnetization by Ampere's currents on the surface of
these pieces. The boundary problems are solved directly
by Gauss Jordanian elimination. The ratio of the values
of magnetic field should be 8.0 for cathode region and
anode region, according to the information from
Novosibirsk. By some modification of the shape of the
iron yoke, the ratio can be achieved in the final shape of
the yoke shown in Fig. 4. The calculated fields are shown
in Fig.5 for the axial strength Hj and the radial strength

4. Conclusion
In order to achieve the adiabatic cooling in the

expanding plasma, dense discharge should be generated
initially in the plasma emitter. A discharge in high
magnetic field is one of the solutions for the requirement.
The mechanism of ion beam formation of plasma jet
emitter should be confirmed by experimental method and
simulations.
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Fig. 4 Shape of the yoke for
the plasma emitter.
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PA07
Study of ECRIS for highly charged ion production

- HiECR MK3 -
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Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan

1. Introduction

The former HiECR had good performances in 6
and 10 [GHz] operations, while in the case of 14 [GHz]
operation, the intensity of highly-charged heavy ions
was very low [1,2,3]. It seemed that the result was due
to the narrow gap(3[mm] or less) between the surface of
ECR zone and that of the chamber wall.

HiECR MK3 has been designed to produce strong
axial mirror field and radial hexapolar field enough to 14
[GHz] operation.

The HiECR MK3 was constructed and operated for
the first time.

2. HiECR MK-3

The former HiECR had been operated with the
microwave frequency 6 or 10 [GHz]. Therefore some
improvements were required so that the MK3 can be
operated at 14 [GHz]. The number of mirror coils has
added up to 9 (MK2: 7), the plasma chamber has been
modified and the hexapole has been made newly.
Schematic view of HiECR MK3 is drawn in Fig.l and
main parameters are shown in Table. 1.

Table 1
Main parameters of HiECR (MK-3) Ion Sources

Gas Feed

RF Feed

300 L_
[mm] 0 100 200 300 400 [mm]

Microwave frequency

Diameter of chamber
Hexapole magnet

hexapole field on surf.
material
inner diameter
length

Mirror coils

no. of coils
max. current
max. power

14
70

13.1
Nd-Fe-B

76
145

9
600
57

[GHz]
[mm]

[kG]

[mm]
[mm]

[A]
[kW]

Fig. 1. Schema of HiECR MK-3

3. Magnetic Field

radial liexapoler field

Radial hexapoler fields were measured along the axis
and radius(Fig.2). The value is 13.1[kG] at the chamber
surface.

axial mirror field

We measured the axial mirror field through the
axis(r=0) with mirror coils current 600[A]. The result is
shown in Fig.3.

ECR zone

The magnetic field components [Br,B0,Bz) at a

position (/•, 6, z) in Ihe cylindrical coordinates is the

following.
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Hie closed surface |fl| = me is called ECR zone

and electrons are accelerated in this surface.

From the radial and axial field measurements, the

axial size of the ECR zone is 78 [mm] ]Ong and the

diameter is 36[mm](the gap between the surface of ECR

zone and that of the chamber wall;17[mm]).

3. First operation

Fig.4 shows a Ne ions spectrum obtained at the first

14 [GHz] operation. Wide peaks exists on right sides of

every charge-state peaks. Tliese seemed to be produced by

the ions which had captured an electron in acceleration

gap(Fig.5). The vacuum must be improved after this.

U-wtve 27OW

S.7X10-6Torr

Nc;0.2xlO-6Torr

S+-4 +

Fig.4. 20Ne ions spectrum

y
Anode Extraction Electrode

I

electron capture

A'*1 + e (in neutral particle) -» A«

10 9 8 7 8 5 4 3 2 1 [UV]

Fig. 5. one electron capture in acceleration gap
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4. Plasma volume and shape effect

In general, +q charged ions current extracted from a
plasma with volume V is following [4].

nqqeV
I *>* '

T
1

As concerns ECRIS, this relation is more complex
because of influences of the anode position and the anode
hole size and so on.

The new hexapole does not have return-yokes and it
is covered with SUS and the surroundings of SUS are
insulated by ethylene chloride.

Solenoid coils for adjustment of plasma volume are
been possible to set around the new hexapole because of
nothing of return-yoke. By varying the diameter of ECR
zone, we will investigate the best plasma shape to
generate highly-charged ions.
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Abstract

Many experiments have been carried out for he-
lium ion beam acceleration in the KEK 12GeV Proton
Synchrotron throughout in 1994. A helium beam has
been successfully accelerated, the 750 keV
Preinjector has a He* ion source of multicusp type
and a gass stripper cell installed in the low energy
beam transport(LEBT). Maxmum value of 4He2+ ion
current at the exit of the Proton Linac was 1.6 mA. A
deuteron beam was also produced by carbon strip-
ping foil installed in the LEBT just after high current
D~ ion source for machine tuning.

In addition helium-3 beam acceleration has been
tried in the 40 MeV Proton Linac in 4n-mode accel-
eration. 3He2+ ion beam current of 1.8 mA was ob-
served.

1. Introduction

been carried out and helium beam was supplied for
the physics experiment. [4] There were several modi-
fications: A helium ion source of multi-cusp type was
installed in the second preinjector for the production
and preacceleration of positive ions. [3]

2. Acceleration of He* ion beam in the preinjector

The injector comprises a 750 keV Cockroft-Walton
preinjector and a 40 MeV Alvaretz linac. There are
two sets of Cockroft-Walton preinjectors, the first
preinjector is used to accelerate a high intensity beam
of H- and D', whereas the second preinjector is for a

He Ion Source

Acceleration of heavy ion beams in the KEK PS
was discussed about more than 10 years ago. How-
ever, the project was stopped by several reasons and
heavy ion acceleration in the KEK PS has not ben re-
alized so far. Very recently, as one of the possible
candidates among the future plans of the KEK PS,
the PS-Collider, which aims to accelerate and collide
heavy ion beams with the beam energy of up to
7GeV/u for a gold beam, has been proposed.[l]
The PS-Collider is designed to use the present KEK
PS as its injector, therefore a much more simple
scheme compared with the previous one for acceler-
ating heavy ions in the PS has been examined care-
fully for ease of operation. Simultaneously, possibil-
ity of a polarized deuteron beam acceleration in
the PS has been also studied.[2]

In the KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron, the ex-
perimental study of helium beam acceleration have

- 4 3 -
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Fig. 3 KEK preinjector complex for the acceleration
of positive ions (deuteron and alpha).

polarized beam.
Some modifications of the second preinjector have

been made in order to accelerate positive ions. The
electric polarity of the Cockcroft-Walton high voltage
generator and the power supply for bending mag-
nets of low energy beam transport (LEBT) have been
inverted. A multi-cusp ion source is utilized to pro-
duce singly charged helium ions.[6] Fig. 1 shows a
shematic drawing of a helium ion source. This
ionsource has special anode hole electrode as shown
in Fig. 2. An extraction voltage of 50 kV is suppied
to the ion source, and a 50 keV-He+ beam is injected
into the 700 kV accelerating column of the
oreinjector. In order to convert a He+ beam to a He2*
beam, a gas stripper cell has been installed in the
LEBT as shown is Fig. 3 .

The 750 keV He2* ion beam is injected into the
linac. During linac acceleration, the helium beam is
accelereted under the 4K mode operation scheme. Its
velocity is half that in the case of proton acceleration.
A? a result, at the end of the linac it has 3% less mo-
mentum than that of proton beam. The beam trans-
port parameters and booster injection parameters
must be optimized according to the beam momen-
tum.

3. Production of He2+ion beam
by a charge stripper

Production of He2* ions by the charge stripper.
Two methods of charge stripping: an argon gas cell
and a carbon foil were tested to convert fro He+ ions
to He2* ions. A gas charge striper device was installed
in just after first bending magnet in 750 keV beam
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Fig. 4 Waveform of He2* ion beam at the entrance of
the Linac and Linac output.
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Fig. 5 Waveform of the accelerated 3He2* ion beam at
the Linac.

transport line. The canal size of a stripper gas cell
areinnerdia.of30mmand full length of 600 mm and
the maximum efficiency of charge transfer from 1+
to 2+ was 46 % in partcle number.
Whereas a carbon foil stripper device which was in-
stalled in a straitght section of beam line, a carbon
foil stripper device showed the efficiency of charge
transfer was about 50 %. It was obtained the maxi-
mum capture efficiency at the accelerated voltage of
759 kV with a gas cell stripper. Whereas, in the case
of a carbon stripper foil, aditional higher accelera-
tion voltage was required: 16 kV for 10 |ig/cm2, 24
kV for 20 |ig/cm2.

4 2*

4. Acceleration of He ion beam

Most of the problems in accelerating heavy ions of
Q/A=0.5 at the KEK-PS had been solved at the time
when deuteron acceleration succeeded in 1992.
However, in the acceleration of helium ions, there
remains difficulties with respect to multi-turn injec-
tion of the positive ions.

In 4K mode acceleration of deuteron in the linac,
the possible injection energy is not only 375 keV,
which is a just half of that for proton. A relatively
high energy of 540 keV is also possible. It is found
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Table 1.
Typical Operating Parameters during Helium
Acceleration

Lotv Energy Beam Transport

Ion source
Type of ion source:

Beam width:
Beam repetition rate:
Extraction gap/voltage:
After pre-acceleration
He* beam current:
After gas stripper
He2* beam current:
Linac beam
Beam current:

Emittance*: £V/£H

multi-cusp ion source
with 19 multi-anode hole
20 msec
20 Hz
14 mm / 50 kV

7.6 mA(750 keV)

6.6 mA

1.5 mA(20 MeV)

0.8 mA(40 MeV)

0.94 / 0.75 mm.mrad

He2+(ct)
D + (d) D'lon Source Hc*lon Source

TandemPrcinjoctor Complex

Fig. 6 Proposed scheme of the preinjector complex
for the light ion beams with a Tandem accelerator.

preinjector complex for the light ion beams with a
Tandem accelerator.[l ]

At present, a heavy ion beam acceleration pro-
gram has been scheduled for one month every April.
Polarized deuteron acceleration is also planned.

The auther thanks all members of the PS group
for useful discussions and their encouragement.

that not only the beam energy of 375 keV but the
higher energy such as 540 keV can be acceptable for
the linac. [7][8] In normal operation, 540keV injec-
tion was chosen and the optimized beam capture ef-
ficiency in the linac was reached to about 30 %.

Figure 4 shows a typical waveform of heliumion

beam. Typical operating parameters during 4He2+

acceleration is shown table 1.

5. Acceleration of He * ion beam

He +ions was also accelerated by 47r-mode in the
Linac A wave form of the He' ion beam is shown
in Fig. 5. In this operation, the voltage of Cockcroft
is 567 kV, a beam intensity of 10 mA was obtained
jast after the accelerating column. It was obtained
that he capture efficiency of the Linac was 26%, 7.0
mA at the Linac entrance and 1.8 mA at the exit of
the Linac as shown in Fig. 5.

6. Conclusion

Helium beam acceleration is one of the setp to
next step. It is proposed to deveplope the KEK Pro-
ton Synchrotorn for acceleration of light ion beams.
Figure 6 shows the proposed scheme of the
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ABSTRACT

Development of a high brightness negative
hydrogen ion source has been performed for a high
intensity proton linear accelerator. Negative ions are
generated in a magnetically filtered multi-cusp
plasma generator. The negative ion production is
enhanced by seeding a small amount of cesium in the
plasma generator. As the result of the ion source
beam test, negative hydrogen ion beam of 36 mA (23
niA/cm2) was extracted from a single aperture at an
acceleration voltage of 50 kV. To obtain higher ion
beam current, the focusing of bcamlcts extracted
from multi-aperture grid has been demonstrated with
aperture displacement technique.

1. INTRODUCTION

At JAERI, construction of a 1.5 GeV/10 mA
proton linear accelerator has been proposed for
engineering tests of accelerator-based nuclear waste
transmutation and for various basic science
researches [1]. A high brightness positive hydrogen
ion source was fabricated for the accelerator. The ion
source has been successfully operated at the full
design value of 100 kcV and 140 mA peak [2]. At
the next stage of the ion source development, a
negative hydrogen ion source has been newly
designed and fabricated. Negative ion beam is
required mainly for basic researches to inject the
beam into the storage ring which produces certain
specific pulse duration and repetition rate at the high
energy portion of the accelerator.

The basic performance of single aperture
beam extraction system was investigated with the
volume negative ion source which has been
originally developed for the neutral beam injector for
fusion application [3]. The multi-aperture beam
extraction with aperture displacement technique was
also tested with the modification of the positive ion
source which was used for previous beam
performance experiments [2].

2. SINGLE APERTURE EXTRACTION

Ion Source

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the
volume production type ion source. The plasma
generator, whose dimensions are 340 mm in
diameter and 3-*0 mm in length, has a large semi-
cylindrical volume and strong magnetic cusp field.
The source plasma is produced by arc discharge
using eight tungsten filaments. The filaments arc
supported by molybdenum chips on coaxial
fcedthroughs. The plasma is confined by strong
multicusp magnetic field. A magnetic filter, which is
formed by Sm-Co permanent magnets, divides the
generator into two regions and modifies electron
energy distribution so as to produce negative ion.
Negative ion production rale is enhanced by seeding
a small amount of cesium in the plasma generator.

Plasma Generator

Sm-Co Magnet

Cs Inlet

Cooling Pipe

span

Extraction Electrode Grounded Electrode

Fig.l Cross sectional view of the negative ion source

The beam extractor consists of four electrodes
such as a plasma electrode (PE), an extraction
electrode (EXE), an electron-suppression electrode
(ESE) and a grounded electrode (GE). Negative ion
is extracted from a single aperture of 14 mm in
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diameter. The gap length arc adjusted to 5.1 mm
between the PE and EXE, 2.5 mm between EXE and
ESE, and 30 mm between ESE and GE. The plasma
electrode is made of molybdenum plate. There was a
strong dependence of the negative ion production
rate on the plasma electrode temperature. This is
because the cesium coverage is optimized by the
temperature rise to give a minimum work function of
the plasma generator surface. The plasma electrode
was heated up at 200 - 300 °C by pulsed arc
discharge power and its temperature was controlled
by the duty cycle of the power. The temperature was
monitored by a thermocouple. The extraction
electrode is made of a 11 mm thick copper plate with
a water cooling channel and magnet grooves. In the
extraction electrode, Sm-Co permanent magnets arc
inserted so as to produce a dipolc magnetic field.
This field deflects the extracted electron and prevents
the leakage of the electron to the acceleration gap.
The electron-suppression electrode is installed for
trapping the leakage electron escaping from the
extraction electrode. By applying deceleration
voltage of a few kV, electron leakage is suppressed
efficiently.

Extracted Ion Current

For measurements of the beam current and
profile, a multichannel calorimeter was installed at
1.4 m downstream from the ion source in the beam
diagnostics chamber, where no electrons reached to
the calorimeter. Figure 2 shows the negative ion
current as a function of the arc power at filling
hydrogen gas pressure of 10 mTorr. The beam
current increased with the arc power and reached to
36 mA at 45 kW. The arc efficiency which is defined
by the ratio of the beam current to the arc discharge
power is calculated to be 0.9 mA/kW.

Beam Optics

The cmittancc of the negative ion beam was
measured by using a double slits with a Faraday cup
system. To prevent the beam from spreading by space
charge force, the vacuum pressure in the beam
diagnostics chamber was kept at 8 x 10"5 Torr where
beam neutralization effect is expected for negative
ion beam. Figure 3 shows a typical cmittancc
diagram at an acceleration voltage of 50 kV and a
beam current of 20 mA. As shown with solid and
dotted lines in the figure, there are two beam
components corresponding to those which are
extracted from central and peripheral region of the
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Fig. 2 Negative ion beam as a function of arc
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electrode, respectively. These two components have
different intensity distributions as a function of the
beam divergence. The normalized cmittancc of the
beam from the central region was calculated to be 1.1
jtmm.mrad. Such a large amount of the beam from
the peripheral region is due to aberration of beam
optics and may be decreased by optimizing the beam
extractor,
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Fig.3 Emittance diagram at an acceleration voltage
of50kV
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3. MULTI APERTURE EXTRACTION

The multi-aperture beam extraction with
aperture displacement technique was tested. The
basic design of the ion source is the same as the
positive hydrogen ion source [2] except for the
existence of the transverse magnetic field, which is
created by changing the polarity of the cusp magnets
near the plasma grid. A conceptual illustration of the
aperture displacement technique is shown in Fig. 4.
The peripheral apertures on electron-suppression
grid and grounded grid are slightly displaced, and
the negative ion beams extracted from peripheral
apertures are steered by electrostatic lens. Each
beamlct is merged into a single beam at the entrance
of the accelerator.

In the preliminary beam test, the beam
trajectories were measured by observing the Balmer-
alpha light emission from the negative hydrogen ion
with CCD camera. It has demonstrated that the
bcamlets from seven apertures were successfully
merged into single beam at the focusing point of
about 1 m downstream of the ion source.
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Plasma Grid

I Extraction Grid

Electron-Supp. Grid

Grounded Grid

Fig.4 A conceptual illustration of the multi-aperture
displacement technique

4. SUMMARY

The beam test of the negative hydrogen ion
source has been performed. The extracted ion beam
current (density) from a single aperture of 14 mm in
diameter was 36 mA (23 mA/cm2) at the arc
discharge power of 45 kW. The test of the aperture
displacement technique has also been performed.
The preliminary test proved that the technique has a
possibility to produce the high brightness beam. The
R&D work of the technique is continued.
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Abstract

An 18-GHz ECR ion source for multiply charged ions
was constructed and is now in operation for development. A
new distribution of the mirror field was adopted, of which
minimum strength is varied by a solenoid coil installed
between the mirror coils. Measured mirror field distribution
is close to designed one and its maximum strength exceeds
1.4 T. The source is now being tuned by use of Ar ion
generation. Relatively high base pressure in the plasma
chamber has been improved by installing an additional
vacuum pump. The source performance has been growing up
gradually with the vacuum and Ar ions with charge states up
to 13+ has been observed so far.

1. Introduction

The JAERI research programs on materials science and
biotechnology using cyclotron beams require various heavy
ion species including metallic ions in a wide energy range ".
According to the requirement, a new ECR ion source was
constructed to generate ions with M/Q (ratio of mass to
charge numbers) of less than 6.5, highest limit of the JAERI
AVF cyclotron acceptance, for all the stable atomic
elements.

The basic design of the source design was reported at
last symposium 2]. The detailed designs of the source,
electric current supplies, a microwave power supply and a
beam analyzing system were completed in October in 1993.
After being manufactured, they were installed in the ion
source room cited on the basement of the cyclotron building
in Feburuary, 1994, and the first plasma was fired at the end
of June. The source was named ECR-18 after the microwave
frequency.

2. Source Description

We adopted a solenoid coil between a pair of the
mirror magnets to vary the shape and the size of the ECR
shell as shown in Fig. 1. The relative position of the ECR
shell to the extraction hole is adjustable by moving the
magnet assembly in the axial direction. This structure also
allows easy replacement of the plasma chamber. The
specification of the source is summarized in Table 1.
Magnets were designed to obtain sufficiently strong fields
so that a closed shell with the strength equal to twice the
ECR field was produced (2coce shell)". The maximum mirror
field strength over 1.4 T was obtained in the calculation.
Two mirror magnets have the same structure with soft ion
yoke of 8 cm in thickness. They arc magnetically separated
and the mirror ratio reaches 14. Figure 2 shows the
calculated and the measured mirror fields and they arc in
good agreement.

In order to obtain a strong sextupolc field, we
examined various configurations and combinations of the

solenoid coil mirror coil 2

-1/sTMP

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the ECR-18.

Table 1 Specification and measured magnetic field of the
ECR-18.

mirror magnet (including vokc)
number
outer diameter
inner diameter

length
number of turn
maximum field

solenoid coil
number
outer diameter

inner diameter
number of turn
maximum field

sextupole magncl
material
thickness
length
bore diameter
maximum field

plasma chamber
length
outer diameter
inner diameter

klvstron amplifier
frequency
maximum power

2
104 cm
8.0 cm (smaller)

18.5 cm (larger)
27 cm
224
1.4 T(on axis at 700A)

1
82 cm

18.0 cm
206
0.9 T (on axis at 700A)

NdFcB
4.5 cm
30 cm
8.0 cm
1.05 T (at 0.5 cm distance

from inner surface)

100 cm
7.5 cm
7.0 cm

18 GHz
2.5 kW

turbo-molecular pumD
evacuation speed 1500 1/s (extraction chamber)

340 1/s (plasma chamber end)
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Fig. 2 Mirror distribution on the axis.

magnetization direction of permanent magnets in the
calculation. Since the field strength of permanent magnets
increases as a function of a permeance, the strongest field
can be produced, in principle, by a configuration in which
magnetization directions gradually change from one pole to
the next. The best result was obtained by the configuration
in which the pieces magnetized in the radidal and the

azimuthal dircctins have the angular size of 10° and the

intermediate pieces 20°, and the maximum field was over 1.4
T on the magnet surface. The configuration is similar to that
proposed by Halbach 4| and realized by Schicmcnz ct al. ''.

The angular size of all the pieces were finally fixed at 10 , of

which magnetization direction rotates by 30 from one piece
to the next, as shown in Fig. 3, for smoother change of the
direction and the convenience of manufacture. The measured
field is about 95 % of the calculated value on the inner
surface of the plasma chamber.

The calculated field without the solenoid current
has a closed ECR shell of 5.6 cm in diameter and 22 cm in
length at full excitation of mirror coils, and the length and
the diameter decrease down to 17 cm and zero, respectively,
with increasing solenoid current. The ECR shell disappears
at the solenoid currents over 70 % of the maximum because
the field strength exceeds the resonance value everywhere
inside both peaks of the mirror field distribution. The shell
of 2cixc appears around the sextupole extremities and
expands with the increase of the solenoid field. However,
the shell is not closed in the plasma chamber even at the
highest solenoid current.

The microwave is fed through wave guides from the
rear end of the plasma chamber in the axial direction. It is
generally considered from many experiences that a
microwave power of a few hundreds watts is enough for a
small ECR plasma1" In our design, the plasma size is
relatively large and the higher frequency is apt to result in
larger power loss in the waveguides. Therefore the
maximum power was fixed at 2.5 kW.

The outer surface of the sexupole is cooled by air to
avoid conduction of heat from the coils of which temperature

rise up to 45 C. because the temperature leads to 1.5 %
reduction of the permanent magnet field and the heat cycle
ma> deteriorate the rrugnct. The air is fed from an opening
between a mirror coil and the solenoid, passes through
narrow gaps about 3 mm between the coils and the
sextupole, and goes outside from an opening between the
mirror coil and the plasma chamber. Air flow rate of 10

1/min keeps the sextuple temperature lower than 30 C.
Ion beams extracted from the source arc focused by an

cinzel lens in the extraction chamber and analyzed by a 90
bending magnet with the trajectory radius of 40 cm.

Fig. 3 Configration of the sextupole magnet. Arrows show
magnetization direction.

3. Operational Experience

We have been tuning the source by generating Ar ions.
In the initial operations, the ions with higher charge state
than 11+ were not observed. This was considered to be due

to relatively high base pressure which was 1.8x10"^ Pa in
the extraction chamber and was assumed to be higher by ten
times or more in the plasma chamber. For improvement of
the vacuum, an additional evacuation port equipped with a
340 1/s TMP was installed at the rear end of the plasma
chamber. Conscqucntrly the base pressure went down below

5x10"° Pa in the extraction chamber, and ions with charge
states up to 13+ were observed.

Oxygen gas is fed into the plasma chamber as an
support gas for Ar ion generation, however, it docs not work
effectively. This suggests that the plasma chamber is still
filled with too much outgas and the oxygen pressure can not
be optimized. The charge state distribution of Ar ion,
shown in Fig. 4, has the highest intensity for Ar"+ and the
similar results have been observed for the conventional ECR
ions sources. However, the intensity decreases more rapidly
at higher charge states. The rapid decrease may be also
attributed to the relatively high pressure in the plasma
chamber.

The optimum solenoid currents for highly charged Ar
ions is about 55 % of the maximum and show a tendency to
increase slightly with charge state, for example, the

difference between the optimized currents for Ar^+ and
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Fig. 4 Charge state distribution of Ar ions.

Ar1 2 + is about 4 %. The mirror ratio at the optimum current is
estimated at 2.4, which is close to that of the Caprice-type
sources.

4. Conclusion

The 18-GHz ECR ion source was constructed at JAERI
and is now in test operation by generating Ar ions since
June, 1994. The source performance has been improving
with vacuum in the plasma chamber, and the charge states up
to Ar '3 + have been observed so far. The optimum currents
of the solenoid coil, mounted between the mirror coils to
vary the mirror ratio, show a tendency to increase with
charge states. Further investigation is necessary for an
appropriate explanation on a rule of the solenoid. The
source performance will still grow by further optimization of
the magnetic field, the position of the extraction hole and
the improvement of the vacuum in the plasma chamber.
After goal performance is attained by using Ar ions, the
metallic ions will be generated in the next stage.
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Abstract
A program that simulates a small ion source plasma

in the cylindrical coordinate system is developed. In this
computation, technique of Partic!e-in-Cell is used. The-
program includes the electromagnetic field of three dimen-
sions, the process of tin; ionization by electron's collision,
a discharge electric current and so on. Comparing the re-
suits of the calculation for ion source plasma using this
program with experimental results for PIG ion source, we
gel. good agreement for the electronic temperature, tin?
electron and the ion density. As a result, of this calcula-
tion, we will be able to analyze the plasma jet emitter that
has cylindrical discharge tube with axial magnetic field by
considering the collision mechanism and the examination
of the initial condition.

1 Introduction
In an accelerator, an ion source plays an important

role to decide efliciency of acceleration, brightness and/or
intensity of the extracted ion beam. To optimize a quality
and a utilization rate of (he extracted beam, the char-
acteristics of the source should be investigated by using
simulation technique as well as experimental work.

In this work, we pay attention to small ion sources
which have a cylindrical discharge lube with axial mag-
netic field. This type of ion source includes the plasma
jet emitter ami PIG type ion source. For the first step,
we have calculated the PIG ion source plasma, because
of its simplicity. Our purpose is to establish the method
of simulation and suggest a model for explaining physical
phenomena in the small plasma space.

2 Plasma in the cylindrical discharge tube with
axial magnetic field

Figure 1 shows scheme of our ion source. Discharge
processes in the cylindrical discharge tube with axial mag-
netic lield are as follows. Electrons extracted from the
cathode surface are accelerated by the electric field be-
tween anode and cathode. Then electrons interact with
neutral particles and ionize them. The electrons have ex-
cessive energy, so electrons go forward after interacting
with the neutral particles. Then electrons drift toward to
another side of cathode, they are accelerated by the re-
verse electric, field and return to the discharge space. In
this way, ionizalion chain is continued.

This process is continued until the electron energy is
less than ionization energy of neutral particle. These elec-
trons drift to the anode. Ions produced by this ionization
are attracted to cathode and knock the cathode. Then the
cathode releases secondary electrons. They repeat above
processes. As a result of this effect of amplification, the
discharge reaches to the anode and discharge current be-
comes the value that is decided by the internal resistant
of circuit. Characteristic of this ion source is that it has a
small discharge space, because of spiral motion of electron
by the ;ixial electromagnetic field.

3 Modeling of the cylindrical discharge tube
with axial magnetic field

This system has a symmetrical geometry about the
v — 0 plane and the z axis (r — 0). From this geometrical
feature, the following assumptions are made in this work.

cathode <t» 8

Fig. 1 Scheme of the cylindrical discharge tube with axial
magnetic lield.

zaxis

raxis
(mm)

Fig.2 Coordinates of calculation area.

Same phenomena occur in both sides of r — 0 plane. The
electromagnetic field in the discharge space is uniform to
the direction of 0. Therefore we use the r — z coordinate in
order to minimize the simulation space (see Fig.2). Actual
geometry between the cathode and anode is more complex,
but in this calculation we simplify this geometry as shown
Fig.2.

We make assumptions about the interactions between
charged particles and the walls as follows. Electrons are
absorbed at the anode. When ions collide with the anode,
they are elastically scattered. Ions are absorbed at the
cathode. There is no interaction between the cathode and
electrons.

4 Method of simulation
Basic equations and some conditions used for simula-

tion are as follows.
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Fig.3 Flow-chart of the simulation.
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Fig.4 The change of time of the potential distribution on
the central axis.

^ = q(E + vxB),

V2<1> = -'-,

V - B =

1

0 , '

(1)

(2)

(3)

where m is the mass, v the velocity, q the electric charge,
E the electric field, B the magnetic field, c the light ve-
locity, J the current density, t the dielectric coefficient, t
the time, p the charge density, <I> electric potential. These
equations are translated to the finite-difference equations
and numerically solved.

To develop the simulation code, we use a PIC (Particle-
in Cell) method. This code uses Leap-Flog method (2| to
calculate Eq.(l). Though this simulation is done in r — z
plane, (7-, z,vr, vg, vz) are used as the parameters of parti-
cles. Because this calculation is carried out in the three-
dimensional electromagnetic field.

The potential distribution is divided into two cases.
(a) The potential distribution by impressing voltage on
the cathode without electric charge density.
(b) The potential distribution with electric charge density
(not impressing voltage on the cathode).

In the computation, the case (a) data is used as the
basic potential distribution data by electrode and the case
(b) data is used as the potential distribution data for ex-
pressing the spatial electric charge effect. Finally, the
whole potential distribution is computed by piling up these
data.

The discharge current is estimated by only consider-
ing the number of ionization events; ionization phenomena
play significant roles in the present simulation. The num-
ber of ions and electron which are generated per unit time
is assumed so as to be equivalent to be experimentally
obtained result|l|.

In this work, to simplify this model we use only the
hydrogen ions and elections. This calculation is carried
out by using spur particles which represent huge number
of these particles, because many particles exist in the dis-
charge space. Cathode potential is-1.8 kV, axial magnetic
field is 0.09 T. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the sim-
ulation. This computation is continued until the number
of particles reach to equilibrium value.

5 Results and discussion
The Figure 4 shows the potential distribution along

the z axis (r — 0 mm). Fluctuations of the potential
are seen all over the discharge space. The steep potential

105

104

l
a.
"51
3

10'

10°

AVE. = 5.67 eV :

103 102 10° 10° 10' 102 103 104

Energy (eV)

Fig.5 The distribution of the electron energy.

gradient which is located in the ion sheath is seen near
the cathode (z = 26 ~ 28mm). This is characteristic
phenomenon in the plasma.

Figures o and (5 show energy distribution of electron
and hydrogen ion, respectively. Both distributions have
maximum value near 0 eV and exponentially decrease to-
ward high energy. The average energy of the electrons is
5.67 eV. That of the hydrogen ions is 3.74 eV. These re-
sults are slightly higher than the values of experimental
report] 11 because the electrons are caught and accelerated
by the fluctuation of the potential.

Both number densities of electron and hydrogen ion
are around 1012cm~3 and these values are approximately
equal to the experimental values[l).

6 Conclusion
In this work, a simple model for the simulation of the

plasma in the cylindrical discharge tube with axial mag-
netic field was established. The results of this calculation
agreed well with the experimental results[l|. From these
results, this model could be useful for studying the plasma
in the cylindrical discharge tube with axiai magnetic field.

The simulation of the plasma could be done more ac-
curately by examining the width of At, the number of the
super particle and the boundary condition of the Maxwell
equation. Furthermore, we will be able to analyze the
plasma jet emitter by considering the collision mechanisms
and the initial condition of particles.
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Fig.6 The distribution of the hydrogen ion energy.
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Abstract

Conceptual designs of the RF systems for
both 3 GeV and 50 GeV proton synchrotrons are
described. The RF systems provide an accelerating
voltage per station of 40 kV because of a high
accelerating rate, and also the systems are
required to be stable for the heavy beam loading to
accommodate high intense proton beam accele-
ration. In order to reduce enormous beam loading,
a low plate-resistance tetrode and a fast feedback
technique are considered to use.

I. Introduction

Accelerator complex for the JHP is located
in the KEK site and consists of four accelerators:
pre-injector, 200 MeV linac, 3 GeV booster and 50
GeV main ring synchrotrons-1-).

The booster is a rapid-cycling proton
synchrotron and will be constructed in the present
KEK-PS tunnel. The booster magnet is excited by
using a resonant network ^). The repetition rate of
the booster is 25 Hz, in future 50 Hz operation is
scheduled. A circulating average beam current in
the booster is designed to 200 (iA. The beam is
supplied to the adjacent 3 experimental facilities1^
as well as injected into the 50 GeV main ring.
Because of a high repetitive operation, a sweep-rate
of rf-frequency and an accelerating voltage needs
to be high. The RF harmonic numbers of both rings
are 4 and 34, respectively. Thirty-two bunches from
the booster are injected into the main ring.

The main ring synchrotron is located on the
northern part of the KEK site. The size of ring is
about four times larger than that of the booster ring.
The main ring synchrotron operates in a cycle of 6
seconds; the accelerating period is 2.5 seconds. The
main ring synchrotron is also a high current beam
accelerator. Proton beams of 4 x lO1^ ppp (particles

per pulse) is designed to be accelerated. The
circulation beam current in the main ring is about
twice larger than that in the booster, the beam
loading effects in the main ring acceleration
become more serious than in the booster.

In both the synchrotrons, for stable
accelerations of high current beams, the reductions
of heavy beam loading effects must be dispensable.

The main parameters of both the rings
summarized in Table 1.

II. RF System for The Booster

A. Cavity and RF-station

The requirements for the high intensity and
rapid cycling synchrotron determine many
parameters on the RF system. In the case of the
booster, a fast time-response for tuning a cavity and
to minimize a heat power loss in the cavity should be
required.

The rf-frequency range is from 2. to 3.4
MHz, at the request of experimental users. For this
frequency range, a ferrite-loaded re-entrant cavity
is practical. The number of the rf-stations is 10 and
the length of the station is 3 m. One rf-station
consists of four quarter-wave coaxial lines, there is
two accelerating gaps to obtain the required
acceleration voltage .

Under the conditions of maximum accele-
ration rate of 220 GeV/sec and an intensity of 5 x
lO1"^ PPP, the beam consumes a maximum peak
power of 180 kW per rf-station. An accelerating
voltage of 40 kV per station must be required at a
synchronous phase angle of 45 degrees.

The design of cavity strongly depends on the
choice of ferrite materials. A u.Q/-product (u:
relative permeability of a ferrite, Q: quality factor
of a ferrite and / : operation frequency) is one of the
key parameters when the cavity impedance is
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determined. A shunt impedance (.Rsh) ' n an

equivalent circuit of the resonant cavity is given
by;
Rsh = coLQ^iiQf. (1)

On the other hand, the beam current flows in
the opposite direction of the generator current. The
beam induced voltage acts on decelerating the
beam. The maximum peak current of circulating
beam is 7 amperes. Though its fundamental fourier
component db) depends on the bunching factor and
the longitudinal distribution, its maximum value
is twice of the peak current and 14 amperes. This
enormous beam current affects on all the RF system
through the accelerating gaps and feedback
systems. The stability for the beam loading is
estimated by a relative beam loading Y, Y=Ib/Io,
where Io is an RF generator current to give the same
gap voltage without beam load and with cavity tuned
to resonance and equals to shunt-resistor current
3). For stability Y must be less than 2. In order to
reduce the relative beam loading, a low plate-
resistance tetrode is considered to use because the
resonant cavity resistance can be reduced.

In our design, for instance, the required RF
generator current is ~ 10 amperes; Y = 1.4. Peak
power loss in ferrites is set to be -200 kW per cavity.
In this case, the shunt impedance of 4000 Q. and
ferrite materials of which minimum uQ/-value is
greater than 4 x 10^ , would be necessary.

B . Feedback System
The rf-generator current Io is smaller than

the circulating beam current. Specially, during the
beam capture process in the booster, because the
accelerating voltage should be low to avoid a
longitudinal emittance growth. The relative
loading Y becomes larger and the beam loading
effects grows big. To reduce such loading effects,
several rf-feedback systems must be considered to
control the accelerating rf-system in stable*^.

For the resonant cavity, beam induced
voltage (Vbeam) is;

Vbtam=-Rtlr,H-h, (2)
where Reff.sh is a n effective shunt impedance
which is an impedance seen from a beam. The
effective shunt impedance must be reduced to
minimize the beam induced voltage.

III. RF System for The Main Ring

In the 50 GeV main ring, the rf-frequency is
swept 3 % during the acceleration, and the average
acceleration rate is - 20 GeV/second, which is ten
times less than the booster acceleration rate.
However, the beam loading current in the main

ring is more than twice larger than in the booster.
The choice of ferrite materials and the design,
which take into consideration such a heavy beam
loading, are very important.

A. Cavity and RF-station
The number of the rf-stations is 5 in the

main ring. As the accelerating rate is - 20
GeV/second, the required accelerating voltage is 40
kV per rf-station at the synchronous phase angle of
30 degrees. The rf-frequency is swept from 6.86 to
7.07 MHz. The beam intensity is 4 x 1014 ppp. The
corresponding peak current is -13 amperes.
Considering twice of the peak current as the beam
loading current, even if the relative loading Y
allows 2, the generator current becomes larger than
that in the booster. The RF feedback system is
definitely required to compensate such a heavy
beam loading.

Table 2 summarizes RF parameters for both
the booster and main rings.

IV. Summary

In the recent high intense proton synchro-
trons, the beam current inclines to be larger than
the generator current. Nevertheless, the ferrite-
loaded resonant cavity is the most practical as a
tunable cavity in the frequency regime of several
mega-hertz. In those ferrites, the heat loss limits to
increase the generator current and RF voltage,
because the quality factor and the curie point of
ferrite materials are relatively low.

In FY1995, we have started to examine the
ferrite materials. In these examinations, the basic
parameters of loaded ferrites will be cleared.

The preliminary design for the RF systems
for both 3 GeV booster and 50 GeV main ring
synchrotrons are described. As the performances of
ferrite materials are not clear, the design is limited
at this moment.

The author thanks all members of the KEK-
PS groups for useful discussions and their
encouragement.
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Table 1
Specifications of the booster and main ring synchrotrons

Circumference
Transition gamma
Beam energy
Bp
PY
Revolution frequency

Repetition rate
Accelerating period
Accelerating rate
Number of particles
Beam current
Circulating current (peak)
Beam power

inj. / ext.
inj. / ext.
inj. / ext.

inj. / ext.

3 GeV Booster

339.4 m
6.25

200 MeV/ 3 GeV
2.15/12.8 Tm

0.687/4.08

0.50/0.86 MHz
25 Hz (50 Hz)

20 msec
220 GeV/sec
5 xlO13 ppp*

200 uA
4 - 7 A
0.6 MW

50 GeV Main Rin|

1442 m
27 i (imaginary)
3 GeV/50 GeV
12.8/170 Tm

4.07 / 54.3

0.20/0.21MHz
6 sec

2.5 sec
20 GeV/sec
4 xlO14 ppp

10 uA
13 A

* protons per pulse

Table 2
RF parameters of the booster and main ring synchrotrons

No. of acceleration gap per station
Max. rf-voltage per gap
Max. phase angle
Accelerating voltage
Number of RF stations
RF harmonic number
RF frequency sweep range
Length of rf-station
Diameter of beam pipe
Duty Cycle

3 GeV Booster
2

20 kV
45 degree

400 kV
10
4

2.00 - 3.43 MHz
3 m

20 cm
50%

50 GeV Main Ring
2

20 kV
30 degree

200 kV
5
34

6.86 - 7.07 MHz
3 m

20 cm
42 % (2.5 sec/6 sec.)
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Abstract

We developed a compact linac as both an injector for
synchrotron radiation (SR) ring and an electron source for
free electron laser (FEL). The linac has a high accelerating
gradient of 22McV/m and is very compact. Recently, we
proceeded with studies on FEL using this linac. The beam
acceleration of 10|is macropulsc duration at 50MeV was
achieved and energy spread and peak current were 0.6% and
28A, respectively.

1. Introduction

Recently, it gets much attention that synchrotron SR
light has potential for the industrial applications, thus a
compact SR machine has been awaited. We have continued
our R&D efforts to develop compact SR machines. The SR
machine consists of a linac and an SR ring. Both of them
require compact design. We first launched the development of
a compact SR ring (NIJI-III) using superconducting
magnets. It has already completed in 1991.

For the linac, we completed the development of a compact
linac by ourselves in 1993 (Fig.l) and achieved the electron
beam acceleration at lOOMcV-lOOmA in July 1994. The
compact linac has two special features. One is a high
accelerating gradient (22McV/m) and another one is the two
mode accelerating (SR and FEL mode).

Recently, we proceeded with studies on FEL using our
Iinac[l][21. On this paper, the beam characteristics of our
linac and the experimental results of FEL arc described.

2. Compact linac for FEL oscillation

Since very severe qualities of electron beam, described as
follows, are needed for FEL oscillation, we make some
efforts in our linac.

(l)long macropulsc duration
(2)narrow energy spread
(3)lowcmittancc
(4)high peak current

We aim for FEL oscillation in an infra-red region. In order to
obtain small signal gain of 10%, the peak current of 25A and
the energy spread of 0.6% arc necessary. The gain was
calculated ii accordance with the reference of [3].
Experimental conditions arc summarized in Table I [1].

Table 1. Experimental conditions of FEL

Beam energy
Energy spread
Peak current
FEL wavelength
Gain

50McV
0.6%
25A
2.8um
10%

Hum. her

Accelerating tulie Nu._l

Electron Gun

(I 1.0m
I i . . . . I

2-1. Long macropulsc duration

When we discussed the macropulsc duration of the electron
beam for FEL experiments, the results of FELIX [4] was
referred. As the intensity of FEL saturates after 3ns or so
from the pulse rising of the beam, the macropulsc duration of
more than 10(is is necessary for the infra-red FEL
oscillation.

A klystron used in our linac is the TH 2146 by Thomson
Tubes Electroniqucs. It is capable of producing the two
different microwaves of Ins duration (45MW) to inject the
SR-ring and of 10ns (22.5MW) for FEL. The mode of
SR/FEL can be changed automatically.

2-2. NaiTOW energy spread

In order to achieve the energy spread of 0.6%, we
attempted to stabilize the temperature of an accelerating tube
and the output voltage of a klystron modulator.

Temperature variation of the accelerating tube causes
thermal expansion/compression of the oxygen-frce copper,
the major structural material for the accelerating tube, and
causes the resonance frequency to shift by approximately 50
kHz / t . . Since the accelerating tube has a quite high Q of
12,500, even a slight shift of resonance frequency can cause
impedance mismatching, and the microwave power that can
be injected into the accelerating tube is consequently
reduced. As a result, beam energy varies. To further narrow
the energy spread, the temperature stability of the cooling
water must be improved. Some time ago we developed a
high-precision cooling water system for optical fiber
testing. For the present study we developed, with assistance
from Sumitomo Dcnsetsu Co., Ltd., a cooling water system
with a very high temperature stability of less than ±0.02'C.
With conventional cooling water systems, the beam energy
spread caused by temperature variation of the accelerating
tube is 0.7%, whereas it is below 0.1% with the our cooling
water system.

Suppressing beam energy fluctuation requires stable output
pulse voltage for the klystron modulator. A high-stability
klystron modulator was developed with cooperation from
Nissin Electric Co., Ltd. The klystron demands a high-power
driving pulse with a voltage of 305 kV and current of 340 A
(short pulse mode). The klystron modulator has several
features as follows:

1)PFN (Pulse Forming Network) consisting of parallel
networks of~2l capacitors and 21 reactors

2)capacitors with vciy low self inductance (<100nH)
3)Mcpping motors to simplify a reactance adjustment of

the PFN circuit

The output voltage stability of less than 0.3% was achieved
as shown in Fig.2.

Accelerating tube No.2

Fig.l. Compact linac for FEL oscillation
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Time

Fig.2. Pulsed voltage waveform of the klystron modulator
(ordinatc : 44kV/div, abscissa : 2ns/div)

2-3. Low cmittancc

The electron gun is a thermionic triode gun based on a
dispenser cathode assembly (EIMAC model Y646B). A high
D.C. voltage of 200KV is applied to anode-cathode gap to
obtain low cmittancc. The shapes of the electrodes were
optimized through simulations. A normalized cmittancc of
7n mmmrad and beam current of 1.5A were obtained in the
electron gun testing.

2-4. High peak current

To achieve high peak current (25A), an SHPB system (an
SHPB cavity and a 476MHz if amplifier) was installed in the
compact linac. The SHPB is a standing-wave cavity with a
resonance frequency of 476MHz. Short filling time and high
shunt impedance arc necessary to reduction of the rf
amplifier load. In order to optimize both Q-valuc and shunt
impedance of the cavity, a portion of the inner surface of the
cavity was coated by OFHC.

To supply rf signals to the SR ring (158.6MHz) and the
grid pulsar of the burst-mode electron gun (79.3MHz), we
chose a frequency multiplier system which can generate the
microwaves of 79.3. 158.6. 476. 2856MHz. In general the
lowest frequency is chosen as a fundamental one. On the
other hand, the frequency stability for acceleration
(2856MHz) is most important. In consideration of the
frequency-limitation of IC-countcr, the harmonic relation of
four microwaves, the results of KEK and so on. we chose
467MHz as the fundamental frequency. The rf power
amplifier for the SHPB is all-solid-state one and its
maximum rf output power is 4.6kW.

The electron beam emitted from a cathode is focused by the
focusing electric field of the Wchnclt-anodc gap. Also the
beam is defocused by the space charge effects in the
bunching section. Thus, according to the increase of
electron density, the beam focusing of the solenoid is
changed.

An ideal magnetic field of nine hclmholtz coils arranged
along the bunching section is given by Kapchinsky-
Vladimirsky cquation[l]. If electron beam energy is lower
than 5McV, using the V-K equation, the magnetic field Bs to
fix a radius of an electron beam can be calculated from:

BslT) = 3.69xlO-5Jl(A)/py /r(m)

where I is peak current of electron beam, r is beam radius.
(J=v/c .and y is Lorcntz factor.

The longitudinal magnetic field distribution along the
bunching system at present is shown in Fig.3. The field
optimized at the experiment is identical with the calculation.

0 5

Helmholtz Coil Number

Fig.3. The longitudinal magnetic field distribution

3. Experimental results and discussion

3-1. Measurements of micropulsc shape

The SHPB is effective for the increase of the peak current.
So it is important to understand the characteristics of the
SHPB.

In order to measure a micropulsc shape of the electron
beam, Chcrenkov radiation which electron beams emit in air
arc detected by the bi-planar phototube (HAMAMATSU
PHOTONICS : R-1328U-O2 : Rise time : 60ps). The
measurement set-up of Chcrenkov radiation is schematically
depicted in Fig.4. A wire monitor (secondary-emission
monitor) was installed to the end of the beam line to obtain a
characteristic of the micropulsc shape.

We measured the bunching ratio for various rf power
outputs to obtain optimized rf power of SHPB. The bunching
ratio was obtained by the ratio to a pulse height at bunched
beam to non-bunched one that measured by the bi-planar
phototube or a wire monitor. The if power dependence of
bunching ratio is shown in Fig.5. When the rf power was
optimized (about 3kW), the peak current increased from 6A
to 28A. The pulse shape of the beam bunched at 476MHz is
shown in Fig.6. The transformation of micropulsc shape for
various rf phases is shown in Fig.7. These behaviors can be
explained that the if phase and power to the SHPB cavity
was optimized.

Accelerator

SR-Rlnn

Fig.4. Optical guiding and measurement system of
Chcrcnkov radiation
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OS

Fig.5. Rf power dependence of bunching ratio

Fig.6. Micropulsc shape
(abscissa : lns/div)

e = +20°
Fig.7. Rf phase dependence of the micropulse

(abscissa : lns/div)

3-2. Energy spread measurement

Small signal gain depends on the energy spread of the
beam. The energy spectrum at 50McV is shown in Fig.8. The
energy spread (FWHM) of 0.6c'r was achieved.
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Fig.8. Energy spread at 50McV

4. Conclusions

We have developed the compact linac as both the injector
for NIJI-III and the electron source for FEL oscillation. The
accelerator tube cooling system with high temperature
stability and the klystron modulator with a output pulse
voltage stability of less than 0.3% help the achievement of
narrow energy spread and the stable micropulsc cycle. As a
result, the acceleration of 50McV with energy spread of
0.6% was achieved.

The SHPB system was installed and we tested its
performance. As a rcsult.thc SHPB system was successfully
operated and the peak current increased from 6A to 28A .

We achieved the experimental condition of FEL. Also we
intend to accomplish FEL oscillation .
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COLD TEST OF A 25.5 MHz DOUBLE-COAXIAL A/4 RESONATOR
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Abstract

A 25.5 MHz A /4 coaxial line resonator has been
constructed. The resonator has a double-coaxial structure
and the total length is as short as 1.3 m. Drift tubes
mounted at the open end of the central conductor compose
six acceleration gaps. This resonator is to be used as a
rebuncher in a linac complex for the acceleration of
unstable nuclei. The cold test on the completed resonator
has been made and the result is consistent with the half-
scale model tests.

1. Introduction

A linac complex for the acceleration of the unstable
nuclei produced by cyclotron beam bombardment is under
construction at Institute for Nuclear Study, University of
Tokyo [1]. The ions from ISOL with charge-to-mass ratio
1/30 at minimum will be accelerated first by 25. 5 MHz RFQ
linac of split-coaxial type [2] up to 170 keV/u and, after
charge stripping, will be further accelerated by 51 MHz
interdigital-11 linac [3] up to 800 keV/u. The reason of
the doubled operation frequency for the interdigital-H
linac is to make the tank size small and to obtain higher
shunt impedance. This configuration, however, requires a
rebuncher between two linacs to adjust the longitudinal
beam-emittance to be efficiently accelerated by the rear
linac [4]. The rebuncher works also to compensate the
energy loss at the charge stripper just behind the RFQ
linac, about 7 keV/u. Since a linearly varying electric-
field is desirable for the emittance adjustment, the
operation frequency of the rebuncher should be 25. 5 MHz
rather ttv.n 51 MHz. The necessary peak voltage at the
rebuncher is about 200 kV [4],

The rebuncher with these specifications may be
prepared based upon the A /4 transmission line resonator
with a few acceleration gaps. The natural length of the A
/4 resonator for the frequency of 25.5 MHz. however, is
very long, 2. 94 m. To make the tank size compact, we can
employ the so-called spiral resonator, even in which the
length of the inner conductor stays to be the same, and we
can' not expect the mechanical stability of the drift tube
to be installed at the open end of the conductor. Thus we
have developed a double-coaxial resonator, which is a
folded coaxial line, and in which the outer conductor of
the inner coaxial line is concurrently the inner conductor
of the outer coaxial line. Thus the length is, in
principle, almost the half of the natural line length.
Furthermore it is known that the resonant line length of
the transmission line which is composed of two parts
having different characteristic impedances becomes shorter
than the one for uniform transmission line [5-6]. The
capacitance accompanying the drift tubes also contributes
to shorten the resonant line length.

By using a half-scale model, we have determined the
detailed design dimensions of the resonator [5], and have
constructed a real resonator. The length from the bottom
of the resonator to the center of the drift tube is about

1.04 m. which is short enough to install the resonator
between the floor and the beam level.

The outline of the completed rebuncher is described
in section 2 and the result of the cold tests is given in
section 3.

2. Construction of the A/4 Resonator

In Fig. 1 is shown the cross section of the 25. 5 MHz
double-coaxial A /4 resonator constructed as a rebuncher.
The dimensions of the resonator and the drift tube
parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Due
to the floating capacitance around the drift tubes, about
37 pF, the resonant transmission line length is shortened
by 30&. Further reduction of the length is realized by
increasing the difference in the impedances between the
inner and the outer coaxial lines. Since the diameter of
the outer coaxial line is limited to the extent of the
six-cell drift tube length, we have to shorten the
distance between the intermediate and the central
conductor. To lighten possible multipactoring, the central
conductor is a square' pillar while the intermediate
conductor is a cylinder. Thus the impedance of the outer
coaxial line is 1.8 times as large as that of the inner
conductor, which brings 193» reduction of the resonant
transmission line length. These effects in addition to the
folding of the transmission line enabled us to construct
a rebuncher with a limited length.

e- A-A'

Fig. 1 Cross section of the 25. 5 MHz rebuncher.

The tank i s composed of an upper l id , an outer
conductor cylinder and a bottom flange. The intermediate
conductor is supported between the cylinder and the lid.
They are assembled by use of sealing gaskets and rf
contactors. Drift tubes of earth potential are mounted
inside the upper l id, on which are also furnished an
evacuating port, a capacitive tuner, a vacuum gauge port
and a viewing port in addition to entrance and exit beam
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Table 1

The dimensions of the 25. 5 MHz rebuncher

Central Conductor 60x60x905 mm
Inner Diameter of the Intermediate Conductor 150 mm
Thickness of the Intcrredir>.te Conductor 5 mm
Inner Diameter of the Outer Conductor 690 mm
Characteristic Impedance of the Inner Coaxial Line 48 Ohm
Characteristic Impedance of the Outer Coaxial Line 88 Ohm
Length of the Double-coaxial Structure 850 mm
Total Inside Length of the tank 1170 on
Height of the Basement 108 mm
Distance from the Floor the Drift Tube Center 1175 am

Table 2

The drift tube parameters of the rebuncher

Number of Cells
Unit Cell Length
Gap Distance
Inner Diameter
Outer Diameter
Drift Tube Edge
Fabrication and Setting Accuracy
Transit Time Factor

6
112. 3 mm

20 mm
60 mm
100 mm
10 R

0.1 mm
0.84

ports. The outer conductor cylinder is equipped with an rf
coupler, an rf monitor, a fixed and an adjustable
reactive-tuners and vacuum gauge port. Since the
evacuation is made only from upper part of the tank, many
holes are drilled in the disk supporting the intermediate
conductor and separating the tank volume.

Three drift tubes mounted at the open end of the
central conductor together with the ones attached to the
upper lid compose six acceleration gaps. This
configuration has following significance: (l)Hoderate
capacitance is introduced to shorten the resonant
transmission line length, (2)Necessary voltage of 200 kV
in total is shared to six gaps and the voltage required at
the open end of the central conductor is only 33 kV, (3)60
mm bore of the drift tube allows for the beam to satisfy
the beam optics requirement without focusing element
inside drift tubes. Measurement on the half-scale model
proves that the electric field distribution in each gap is
almost equal in spite of rather asymmetric structure of
the drift tube support.

Measurement on the model resonator indicates that the
necessary rf power to generate 33 kV at the drift tube
will be about 1 kff. The power loss distribution in the
resonator has been studied by use of the computer code
SUPERFISH. The result of the calculation shows that the
power loss is concentrated on the central and the
intermediate conductors, especially at their lower parts.
Thus one cooling water channel is equipped inside the
central conductor pillar. Since the power loss at the
drift tubes and their support is quite small, the water
channel runs only in the pillar. Another cooling water
channel is wound on the intermediate conductor getting in
and out through the supporting disk edge with a thickness
of 22 mm. The third water channel trails on the tank
surface whose purpose is to keep the temperature of the
tank constant.

The capacitive tuner and two reactive tuners, fixed
and adjustable, will work as follows: The reactive tuners
are both cylinder blocks of 188 mm in diameters. Insertion

of these tuners into the lower tank reduces the tank
volume and will increase the resonant frequency. The
capacitive tuner is also a cylinder block having smaller
diameter of 56.8 mm. Insertion of this tuner towards a
drift tube with high potential increases the capacitance
of the drift tube and will decrease the resonant frequency.
When possible resonant frequency deviation of completed
resonator does not exceed the capability of the adjustable
reactive-tune, we need no other tuners. After the cold
test on the completed resonator, the insertion length for
any of the fixed-type tuner will be specified if necessary.

3. Cold Tests of the Resonator

A. Resonant Frequency

We expected for the completed resonator to have the
resonant frequency lower than 25. 5 MHz by some tens kHz,
which may be brought to proper frequency only by use of
adjustable reactive-tuner. The resonant frequency without
any tuner, however, resulted in rather high frequency,
25. 52 MHz. This may be partly due to the installation of
the cooling water channel inside the tank, which reduces
the tank volume and increases the resonant frequency. Thus
we have to use the capacitive tuner to bring the resonant
frequency into the range covered by the adjustable
reactive-tuner, which is shown in Fig. 2. As is seen in
the figure, the tunable range is about 100 kHz. The
characteristics of the capacitive tuner is shown in Fig. 3.
The resonant frequency drastically decreases when the
tuner approaches the drift tube closer than 100 mm. fe
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decided the distance between the tuner edge and the drift
tube to be 50 mm, the resonant frequency corresponding to
which comes into the middle of the tunable range by the
adjustable reactive-tuner.

B. Q-values
The unloaded Q-value is about 6,000, which is

consistent with the value expected from the measurement on
the half-scale model made of Brass [5]. ffe have measured
Q-values under the various conditions both for the
capacitive and reactive tuners. The result shows there is
no significant change in Q-value.

C. Longitudinal Electric-field Distribution
The longitudinal electric-field distribution along

the dr i f t tube axis as measured by bead perturbation
method is shown in Fig. 4. The bead is made of aluminum,
the diameter of which is 10 mm. One can see that the
field strength in each gap is almost constant, as expected
from the measurement on the model.
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Fig. 4 Longitudinal electric-field distribution.
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Shunt impedances on and off the axis are shown in
Fig. 5 to show horizontal and vertical position
dependence. The shunt impedance on the axis is 20.3 MQ/m
which is close to the value expected from the model
measurement. The reason why the shunt impedances become
higher at the positions far froa the center is that the
electric field including its radial component is higher
there than on the axis. Our purpose of this series of
measurement is to examine possible asymmetry of the field
distribution in the drift tube bore. One-sided capacitive
tuner may affects the field symmetry along the horizontal
direction, and the vertically asymmetric structure of the
drift tube support may introduce asymmetry in vertical
direction. As can be seen in the figure, there is no
asymmetry in the horizontal direction, and we can say that
the capacitive tuner gives no effect on the field
distribution in the drift tube bore. On the other hand,
obvious asymmetry in the vertical direction is seen. The
origins of this asymmetry may include the effect of the
dip of the bead trajectory due to the gravitation. Further
examination will be made by using computer code MAFIA.

4. Conclusion

In constructing 25.5 MHz X/4 resonator, we have
employed a double-coaxial structure, which enabled us to
make the total resonator length as short as 1.3 m. The
results of the cold tests on the resonator are almost
consistent with the measurements on the half-scale model
made of brass. Preparation of both capacitive and reactive
tuners is quite efficient to adjust the unexpected
resonant-frequency shift. Next step will be to excite the
resonator with high rf power. Since multipactoring is more
or less expected, a pulsive aging system is prepared. Beam
acceleration test is scheduled at the end of 1995 fiscal
year.
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and to the upper direction, respectively.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN RF ELECTRON BEAM IRRADIATION SYSTEM
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Abstract

A prototype electron beam i r r a d i a t i o n system
using a re-entrant type RF accelerator(630mm in
length, 500mm in diameter) has been studied to make a
compact device for electron beam processing. The
maximum beam energy is planned to be 900 keV. The
resonator is powered by a self-excited oscillator.
This report gives brief explanations and the present
status.

Table 1. Specifications of ELECTRON SHOWER.

Beam energy:
Energy resolution:
Maximum beam intensity:
scanning width:
Beam spot size:
Line power:
Space for accelerator:

300 -900 keV
i 5%
10 mA
30 cm
<20mm in diameter.
3 phase, 200V, 35 kVA max.
Floor:1500*900 mm,
Height:1850mm

1. Introduction

Recently many electron accelerators are used in
industries for electron beam(EB) processing. Host of
accelerators whose beam energy is lower than 5 MeV are
DC type. The main reason why DC machines are used, is
because the electric power efficiency of DC machines
is much better than that of RF machines ,and principle
and technology of DC machine are well established
comparing to the RF machine. An RF accelerator,
however, is much smaller and less expensive than a DC
machine in the energy higher than 300 keV.
Furthermore, RF accelerator is more reliable than DC
machine because any insulator is not used in the area
where strong electric field arises and no accessory is
required such as a reservoir of SF6 gas for DC
machine. Then we studied a prototype RF electron
accelerator to develop an electron beam irradiation
system named 'ELECTRON SHOWER' for industrial use.

As shown in our previous report 1', the principle
of the accelerator is established, that is, the self-
excited tetrode oscillator^' functions well and
overcomes multipactoring in the resonator without use
of the conventional DC bias scheme. The new beam
bunching system3' gives a sufficiently good energy
resolution for EB processing. The maximum acceleration
voltage, however, was 300 kV and the averaged
intensity 0.1 mA. Then we have improved machine and
increased the acceleration voltage up to 800 kV and
the averaged beam intensity up to 10 mA. Now, a unit
for industrial application based on the study is under
construction.

2. Specifications and Outline of ELECTRON SHOWER

Table 1 shows the specifications of 'ELECTRON
SHOWER'(ES) that were already described in our
previous report '. These, however, are typical
values and should be changed according to requests by
a small modification of the prototype without change
of fundamental construction.

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of ES. An
electron beam is extracted with DC grid voltage(5.5kv)
from a hot cathode(Lal!g, 4 mm in diameter) of an
electron gun mounted in the Btem. Velocity of the
extracted beam is modulated by the RF fields induced
at a bunch gap and electrons are concentrated in the
narrow phase of the main acceleration field at the
acceleration gap. The beam accelerated at the gap is
transported to a bending magnet and bent to the
vertical direction. Then the beam is scanned 30 cm in
width by a scanning magnet and extracted into the No
gas or air through thin titanium foil. Samples placed
immediately below the foil are irradiated by electrons

ermanent
magnet b e n d i l l 5

feed back
circuit

Fig.l Cross-sectional view of ELECTRON SHOWER.

3. Radio-frequency system

The principle of radio-frequency system and
structures of ES were already described1'. Here, the
brief explanation for RF system and for its
modifications is given. The inner conductors( stem:
270mm in length, 80 mm in diameter) made of copper are
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mounted on the flat end of the outer cylindrical

conductor and faced to each other at the center of the

resonator. As shown in Fig. 2 the, stem in which the

electron gun is mounted, has slots to generate the

electric field for the velocity modulation of the

extracted electron beam.

The resonant frequency of the fundamental mode is

182 MHz, and the measured Q-value is 15000. The shunt

impedance is estimated to be about 3 M ohm from the Q-

value of the resonator coupled to the oscillator. The

resonator is powered by self-oscillator system and the

oscillation is switched by the control grid bias.

Table 2 shows the specifications of the oscillator.

Table 2 Specifications of the oscillator.

cathode erid

Frequency

Maximum RF power

Duty

Type

Tube

182 MHZ

130 kW pulse peak

(when duty<l/lO)

from 1/5 to 1/50

self-excited oscillation

4CV25000A

4. Increase of beam intensity

4-1. Electron gun

A triode type electron gun is operated in pulse

mode by switching the grid bias in synchronous to the

pulse mode of the main RF -.field. The cathode of

electron gun made of LaBg( 4mm in diameter) is heated

by pyrolytic-graphites set on both sides of the

cathode. The grid made of molybdenum or tungsten mesh

is set in front of the cathode with gap of 1 mm. The

extraction electrode is one similar to a Pierce type

as shown in Fig. 2.

4-2. Focusing system

The duty factor for normal operation of ES is

1/10. Then the peak current of 100 mA is required to

accelerate the averaged current of 10 mA. Furthermore,

the intensity more than 1A is concentrated in the

narrow phase of RF acceleration field by velocity

modulation. In such a case, very high tension as a

few tens kV is usually applied to an extraction

electrode to suppress the space charge effect. The

low extraction voltage of 5.5 kV is .however, supplied

in ES because a machine for industrial application

should be as compact and inexpensive as possible.

For effective transportation" of the low energy beam to

the main acceleration gap, a beam focusing system

consisting of cylindrical permanent magnets is mounted

in the stem(see figure 2). The beam focusing system

consisting of cylindrical magnets is also mounted in

the other stem to transport the electron beam to the

bending magnet.

4-3. Buncher coupled inductively to the main resonator

We developed a new type buncher system whose RF

voltage is generated by an inductor in the middle of

the stem . Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the

stem having the buncher. An electron gun and also a

beam focusing system are installed in the stem. The RF

electric field of the buncher is anti-phase with the

main accelerating field.

extruction
electrode

permanent
uagnel

Fig.2 Cross sectional view of the stem with a beam

focusing system and a buncher.

5. Present status

5-1.Beam loading

The insufficient maximum acceleration voltage of

300 kV in our previous report, was caused by poor

adjustments of coupling between oscillator and

resonator, and also of feed back elements. It is,

however, difficult to optimize the coupling and feed

back ratio, because these depend strongly on the

acceleration voltage, biases of the tetrode and beam

loading. Particularly, it is difficult to adjust the

parameters when the beam is accelerated, because the

shunt impedance of the resonator including beam

loading is, for example, one thirds of the Impedance

without beam loading in a case of 300 keV 100 mA(pulse

peak) acceleration. Figure 3 shows a time structure of

the acceleration voltage when the beam is accelerated.

Even if the self-excited oscillator were adjusted to

operate under beam loading, the acceleration voltage

decreased considerably when the beam was injected.

Now, intensity of 100 mA(pulse peak) has been stably

accelerated at 300kV.

Fig.3 Typical beam loading effect.

5-2. Acceleration test

Figure 4 shows the typical energy spectrum of the

electron beam analyzed by a bending magnet. The RF

modulation voltage proportional to the main

acceleration voltage is adjusted to obtain the best

energy resolution at the beam energy of 250 keV.

The typical result of acceleration test is summarized

in Table 3. The energy resolution of 5% at 300keV is

sufficient for EB processing.
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Fig. 4 Typical energy spectrum.

Table 3 Typical result of acceleration test.

Maximum acceleration voltage 820kV
Beam intensity(330 keV, duty=l/10) 100 mA
Energy resolution(300 keV) 5X

5-3. Irradiation test
It is required to irradiate sample uniformly in

wide area. In the present case, as the machine
operates in pulse mode(width:100 micro sec, period: lm
sec), the beam was scanned by so low frequency(501Iz)
that a beam spot of a pulse overlaps with that of the
successive pulse. The uniformity of +. 10% is obtained.

The depth dose curve measured by use of CTA films
is shown together with one obtained with DC machine
in Fig. 5. The disagreement between the data is little
problem for SB processing.
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Fig.5 Depth dose curve obtained by ES

We usually estimate the effect of irradiation by
dose(Gy). Most of data of electron beam irradiation
.however, are obtained by DC machine. Then we carried
out preliminary experiments such as sterilization,
cross linking of lubber, polymerization, coloration of
glass, and etc. In most of the tests, we could not
find out difference between effects of RF and DC
machines, but found that one thirds of dose required
for DC machine gave same effects on one of
polymerization experiments. This result shows the
typical example that irradiation effect depends on
dose rate.

6. EB system for industrial use

Figure 6 shows the cross sectional view of
electron beam irradiation system designed based on
study for prototype machine. The reasons why the
accelerator are set vertically are as follow.
1) The energy resolution obtained is sufficient for

usual EB processing. Then the beam energy has not to
be analyzed with a magnet.

2) Most of materials are Irradiated in horizontal
plane.

3) The transmission efficiency of beam is naturally
better for a system without a bending magnet.

Fig.6 Cross sectional view of ES for industrial use.

7. Conclusion

The prototype electron irradiation system was
successfully studied and also preliminary experiments
have been carried out. Now the machine is installed
in a university and used for several experiments. The
system for industrial application based on the
prototype is under construction.

We thanks Dr. Batygin for his help in calculation
of electron trajectories and Mr. Chiba for providing
convenience for calculation of RF electric fields.
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Abstract

Cold model test of a biperiodic L-support Disk-and-Washer
linac structure is performed. The structure is a variant of the
biperiodic 4-T support DAW. Each washer is supported by two
L-shaped supports 180° apart azimuthally. The results of the
cold model tests are described.

1. Introduction

An electron linac') has been installed at the Accelerator
Laboratory, Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University.
It is mainly intended to be used as the injector for the electron
storage ring KSR ^3), which is being assembled. The disc-
loaded wave-guides are installed as the accelerator tubes, which
are operated at 2857MHz. Because of the limited space in the
building, only three accelerator tubes of three meter in length
can be installed. The available RF power from a klystron is up
to 20 MW for each tube, and then the output electron energy is
expected to be about 100 MeV at the peak current of 100 mA.
In order to have a shorter damping time in the storage ring, the
higher injection energy is desirable. A new accelerating tube
with a higher shunt impedance is thus required to achieve the
higher accelerating gradient with the same RF power.

A cold model made of Aluminum^) is fabricated to study
the possibility of a DAW structure with biperiodic washer
supports. The coupling-mode frequency shift by the supports,
and biperiodic disturbance on the field distribution are
measured and compensated in cold model tests. The mode
spectra is also measured.

2. Biperiodic L-support DAW

The DAW structure has outstanding features in high
stability, good vacuum properties, high shunt impedance, and
ease of fabrication^. It was found that the mode overlapping
problem can be overcome by the biperiodic support
configuration with the careful choice of the tank diameter (See
Fig. 1). There is variety of options for DAW linac structure
with such washer support. For example, in the configuration
with a large tank-diameter, the operating frequency drops
between two split TM1 l(-like) mode passbands, and the shunt
impedance is higher. When the tank diameter is small, both
passbands are above the operating frequency, and the mode
density is smaller. The basic configuration described here is the
extension of the PIGMI**) geometries, except for the thicker
washers and the reduced tank diameter by 20%. This geometry
has fewer undesirable modes and a shorter filling time
compared with the large diameter 4-T support DAW. The
washer thickness is increased for the cooling water channels
inside the washers. Because the L-support configuration has
only two supports on a washer, there are only one inlet and one
outlet for the cooling water, and the fabrication of the coolant
path is straightforward, although the design of the path is not
strait forward. This may simplify the fabrication problem
compared with the 4-T support geometry whose washer has
two inlets and two outlets on ifl&\ The multiple inlets and
outlets may cause the fabrication problem when the paths have
splits and merges. A typical design specification based on
SUPERFISH calculation is listed in Table 1. The notations for
the DAW dimensions are shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.l DAW with Biperiodic support

3. Tuning Process

The positions of the
washer supports are
determined so that their
effect on the accelerating
mode is minimized. Then,
the coupling mode
frequency fc is inevitably
disturbed by the existence
of the supports, and its
frequency is pushed up
from its calculated value.
Because fc should coincide
with the accelerating-mode
frequency fa, fc should be
compensated. Besides this
effect, the biperiodicity of
the supports breaks the
uniformity of the electric
field distribution on the
axis. Because the supports
reduce the electric field
around them, the coupling
coefficients between the
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cells are not uniform, yielding the biperiodic modulation on the
field distribution. In order to improve the coefficient unbalance,
the disk radii Rdn and Rds (sec Fig. 2) arc changed
biperiodically; namely, the disks with the washer supports have
a larger radius than that without supports, which enlarges the
disk-washer opening. Thus, the coupling coefficients are
enhanced biperiodically, and the coupling frequency is
corrected by adjusting the average of Rdn and Rds. Finally the
accelerating frequency will be tuned by modifying the washer
radius Rw.

The tunings are performed with a six-washer geometry.
The coupling mode frequency is measured in the geometry with
the half washer endplates, which has three disks with supports
and three disks without support (See Fig. 3-a). Although the.
simple biperiodicity in the whole system is broken, this
geometry will give the correct coupling frequency^. There is
another option of the support direction; namely, the quad-
periodic geometry where the support direction changes
alternatively (See Fig. 3-b). Photos 1 and 2 show the typical
parts for the model cavity, and the close view of the disk-
support-washer assembly.

Rc/X
B
Frequency

L=BX/4
Re (cavity radius)
Rd (disk radius)
Td (half disk thickness)
Rw (washer radius)
Tw (half washer thickness)

9 (nose angle)
Rn (nose radius)
Rb (bore radius)
G(gap)
Rt (supporting point)
Rr (support curvature)

0.585

1.0
2.856

26.24

61.40
49.6
12.53
42.
2.5

30

1.2
5.13

14.84
32.3
9.

-

-
GHz
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

degree

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Table 1 DAW cavity dimensions

(a)

Vertical
plane

Horizontal
plane

(b)

Vertical
plane

Horizontal
plane

Fig. 3 Geometry for the measurement of the coupling mode
frequency, (a) biperiodic (b) quad-periodic.

Photo 1 The typical parts for the DAW cold model

Fig. 2 Notations for DAW dimensions

Photo 2 Close view of the disk-support-washer assembly

4. Measurements and results

Figure 4 shows the geometry for the mode spectra
measurement. Although it is intended to be the "bi-periodic
configuration", the bi-periodicity is broken by the terminations.
It does not have a mirror symmetry even. Figure 5 shows the
preliminary result of the mode spectra measurement for the "bi-
periodic configuration". Because of the broken bi-periodicity
and the fewer number of cells, the understanding of the mode
spectra is somewhat complicated. Because the stem modes
have very low Q-values, and could not be observed easily, they
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are not shown in the figure. The TEj i mode passband is
degenerated in this support configuration, and only one
passband is shown. Because the symmetry of the support
configuration breaks the degeneracy, TE21 mode has two
passbands; namely TE21E// (electric field parallel to the
support) and TE21EJ. (electric field perpendicular to the
support). The TE21E// couple strongly to the TMrji modes, and
they are mixed together particularly around the 71 mode. It
makes the mode identification process difficult.

The mode overlapping on the acceleration mode is avoided
in this configuration. The TMji(-like) passband splits into two
narrow passbands and both passbands sit 86MHz above the
operating frequency. The slope of the TM02 passband around

the ;i mode shows the high coupling and is the same as the
designed one, which indicates that the confluence condition
comes close sufficiently. Because of the boundary condition of
the termination, the coupling mode cannot be observed in the
same configuration as the one that shows the accelerating
mode. This situation makes the confirmation of the confluence
difficult. The measurement with more cells is going on.

Vertical
plane

Horizontal
plane

Fig. 4 Geometry for the accelerating mode
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Abstract

Sixteen bullet-shape sintered SiC (silicon carbide)
ceramics were used as the HOM absorbers for a
prototype of KEK B-factory (KEKB) normal conducting
cavityfl]. RF simulations show that the reflection rale
from the SiC absorber increases abruptly when the
frequency decreases under IGHz. This behavior can be
explained as the attenuation property of a cylindrical
dielectric waveguide. The RF characteristics of the SiC
absorber are discussed by analyzing properties of the
cylindrical dielectric waveguide.

1. Introduction

A prototype of normal conducting cavity for KEKB
was designed and built [2]. This prototype cavity is
loaded with a coaxial waveguide for damping higher
order modes (HOM's). The waveguide is equipped with a
notch filter. Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of this
cavity with the SiC absorber. For HOM absorption,
sixteen bullet-shape sintered SiC ceramics are inserted
from the end of the coaxial waveguide.-The absorber
dimensions are 40 mm in diameter, and 400 mm in total
effective length including a 100-mm nosecone section.
Each SiC absorber has a cooling water channel bored
inside and is directly cooled. The HOM power (at
frequencies above 0.7 GHz) to be handled will be on the
order of -10 kW per cavity, corresponding to ~1 kW per

•^ Coaxial WG »~

Notch Filter

100 mrr
«* + L=400 mm

absorber. The permittivity of the SiC material is 22.2-
6.I0J at 0.75GHz and 20.7-4.58j at 1.5GHz. The design
of the SiC absorber is based on the S-band waveguide
load for the 2.5-GeV electron linac in KEK[3].

Closed circles (fl=20mm) in figure 2 show the
frequency response of the reflection (Sn) from the HOM
absorbers in the test cavity, which is simulated with
hfss[4]. The TEM mode in the coaxial waveguide is
assumed in this simulation. When the frequency
decreases under IGHZ, the reflection increases rapidly.
This poor absorption properties under IGHZ should be
improved because some HOM's exist at 0.7-0.8GHz.

2. Frequency response of the HOM absorber

Several solutions, which improve the frequency
response at 0.7-l.OGHz, were obtained through
numerical simulations with hfss. It was found that
effective parameters are the radius of the absorber (=«)
and the real part of the permittivity (=£'). Figures 2 and 3
show the effects of these parameters. Larger values of a
and e' improve the absorption at lower frequencies. But
the length of the absorber is not so effective as a and e'.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the nosecone section at the
tip of SiC. A SiC absorber without the nosecone section
has a similar frequency response at 0.7-l.OGHz. The
taper improves the absorbing properties above IGHZ.

The frequency responses shown Figures 2 and 3
resemble the cutoff response of a metal waveguide filled
with a dielectric material. This suggests that the RF
propagation properties in the. SiC absorber, which is
considered a kind of waveguide, are essential in its

Figure 1: A schematic drawing of the test cavity with the SiC
absorber.

2 275
Frequency(GHz)

Figure 2: S n frequency response curves for the HOM
absorbers with o=15,20, and 25 mm. Closed circle for the SiC
absorber («=20) employed in the test cavity.
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1.2 1.4 1.6
Frequency (GHz)

Figure 3: S,, frequency response of the SiC absorbers with
different permittivities.

1.5 2 2.5

Frequency(GHz)

Figure 4: The effect of the noseconc on the S,, frequency
response.

frequency response.

3. Propagating mode in the SiC absorber

In order to identify the propagating mode clearly, a
simplified 2-dimensional lossless model without a
cooling water channel was simulated in a parallel plate
transmission line. Figures 5-(a) and 5-(b) show the
electric field of the propagating mode obtained by the
hfss simulation. The electromagnetic wave (HE(j-like
mode) is mainly propagating inside the SiC at 1.5GHz.
On the other hand, the electromagnetic wave tends to
propagate outside the SiC at 0.7GHz.
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(a) f= 1.5 GHz (b)f = 0.7GHz

Figure 5: Electric field of the propagating mode in the 2-
dimcnsional lossless model. (o=20mm, e'=22)

4. Analysis using waveguide theory

Here we will analyze the attenuation properties of
the cylindrical dielectric waveguide which is regarded as
a simplified model of the bullet-shape SiC absorber.
Attenuation in a dielectric circular rod was studied by
Elsasser and Chandler in detail[5][6]. The analytical
solutions of the propagating modes are described in
many textbooks. We shall follow the notation in the
textbook by Kawakami [7]. We will choose a cylindrical
coordinate system r, 6, z with the z axis lying along the
guide axis. The radius of the rod will be a; dielectric
constants inside and outside the rod will be e, and e2

(which are assumed real numbers). The longitudinal
components of the field vector are, inside the rod,

E. = An Jn(jitr) cos (nO+5n) J°*

j2

(*

withjS, = (
and outside the rod,

z = CnKn(alr)cos(n6+8n)J

with a, = f/32-ofe2no)'
where Jn is a Bessel function; Kn is a modified

Bessel function. Kn decreases exponentially for large
values of r.

The continuity of the tangential components of the
field at the boundary r=a gives the following relation.

2 2 ^ 2

(e/w2)) (4-1)

w = a ta, T],=Jn'(u)/(uJn(u)),with u=fita,

n2=Kn'M/(wKn(W))
In addition u and vv are related by the equation

2 2 2 2 2

u +w = co (ej-e^fjga = v (4-2)
From the equation (4-1) the values of u and w of the

H E | [ mode (n = 7) are obtained by numerical
calculations. These are shown in figure 6. On the other
hand, the equation (4-2) expresses a circle on the u-w
coordinate. The radius of the circle is (oa((ere2)n0) s
v. Numerical solutions are obtained by the intersections
of the circle (expressed by (4-2)) with the curves in Fig.
6. No matter how small v becomes, even at v=0, there is
always an intersection. This means that this mode has no
cutoff frequency.

In order to evaluate the field outside the rod, we will
pay attention to the value of w (=ata). When w is large
enough, Kt(wr/a) decreases rapidly as r increases, then
the outside field of the propagating mode is confined
near the rod surface. Figure 6 shows that w increases
abruptly above the some value of u, especially when £j is
large. Above this value of u the solution of w becomes
large with extreme rapidity with small increase of the
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Figure 6: The values of u and w of the HE,, mode (n=l) arc
obtained by numerical calculations. A quarter of the circle is
given by equation (4-2).

circle radius (=v) of (4-2). Let us define this critical
value of v as v,. When v is smaller than v, the field is
spread out and only small amount of the field exists
inside the rod. On the other hand, when v is larger than v,
the field concentrates inside the rod and near the rod
surface. If the dielectric waveguide is lossy, the
attenuation change abruptly at v=v,. Since v is a function
of (O, a and £; indicated in (4-2), the attenuation
properties strongly depend on these three parameters. It
should be noted here again that the absorption properties
of the SiC depend on the parameters. Figure 7 shows
w/a(=at) as a function of frequency for three radii of the
rod. The values of w/a{=a() are plotted in figure 8 as a
function of frequency for three dielectric constants of the
rod.

The critical frequencies indicated by arrows in
figures 7 and 8, which correspond to v,, show good
agreement with the those of the SiC absorber shown in
figures 2 and 3.

5. Conclusion

The frequency response of the bullet-shape SiC
absorber can be explained as the attenuation properties of
the cylindrical dielectric waveguide in which the HE],
mode propagates. The electric field pattern of the

50

- * - a = t 5 mm

- * - a = 2 0 mm

-a -a=25 mm

t( - 2 2

\ O.b

/

1
1

1

I

..I...
1

I
/

/ j
1.5 2

Frequency(GHz)

0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
Frequency(GHz)

Figure 8: Values of w/a(=at) as a function of frequency for
three permittivities.

propagating mode dominates the frequency response of
the SiC absorber mainly. This dielectric waveguide
model gave us much information to design the bullet-
shape and similar type absorber. The result of this
analysis suggests that a thicker SiC absorber than the
present design would be better. Furthermore, a shorter
absorber design would be possible because the length of
the absorber is not so effective to the frequency response.
The design of a new SiC absorber is being under way.
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Abstract

The construction of the SPring-8 linac (2856 MHz,
60 pps) was started in 1991 March. In 1993, we mod-
ified the design of Linac RF system. We choose new
80 MW klystrons, instead of 35 MW klystrons. With
this situation, RF power from one klystron is led to
two accelerating structures, instead of one acceler-
ating structure. This linac is composed of 13 high
power klystrons and 2 medium power klystrons with
26 accelerating structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 2856 MHz RF system of SPring-8 linac
is shown in Fig. 1. This system is composed of
three systems. One is the injector (buncher and
pre-bunchers) line and the driver system of main
klystrons by the booster klystron. The injector line
is already completed and tested in Tokai establish-
ment of JAERI [1]. This system ware transferred
from Tokai to Harima in summer 1995. Next is the
phase measurement system with the reference line.
Last is the high power RF system with wave guide
circuit. There are required the phase stability of 2 de-
grees on the beam line.

II. BOOSTER KLYSTRON AND DRIVE
LINE

The 2856 MHz low-level CW output of a highly
stable master oscillator is divided into two signal
lines. One is provided for the booster klystron
through a pulse modulator and a 300 W TWT ampli-
fier. The other provides for the reference line through
the 1 W CW amplifier to the phase measurement sys-
tem.

The output of the booster klystron is fed into the
injector line (two prebuncher and buncher). Drive
line is divided by a 6-dB directional coupler from in-
jector line. The injector line is filled with 2 kg/cm2

SF6 gas. In the drive line, about an 1 MW RF power
that controlled by DR^A with SF6 gas is provided in
plesured dry air at 2 kg/cm2. Each fo these klystrons

are driven by RF (about 1 kW), branched by direc-
tional coupler, from the drive line with I^A (Isolator,
Phase shifter, Attenuator).

III. PHASE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

For high stability beam control, the RF system
needs phase measurement and feedback system. The
drive line consists of an 120 m length copper wave
guide. The phase of the drive line for last klystron
drifts by 11.2 degree/cC. For correction of the phase
drift, 0CMP detects a phase drift by comparing with
the standard phase of the reference line.

The reference line is the phase stabilized coaxial
cable (Mitsubishi Cable). Electrical length of this
cable is stabilized at 2 PPM/°C (0.5 degree/°C at
140 m). The standard phase of the reference line is
picked up from the long pulse beam (or the mon-
itor directional coupler of the buncher). The beam
phase after HO accelerating structure is detected by a
waveguide type pickup cavity (only long pulse mode).
It is the duplicated reference line through phase
shifter after the CW amplifier. The phase drift that
is detected by <£CMP is corrected by VME controlled
l(j>A before each klystron. This system will be avail-
able within 2 degree phase drift.

The 0CMP is composed by phase discriminator
(Anaren 2A0756) and phase shifter. The phase dis-
criminators compares with the output of the forward
acceleration structure of main klystron and the stan-
dard phase of the refarence line. After beam tuning
(beam is on the best phase), phase shifter adjust to
zero-cross point for avoiding the effect of RF power
strangth. When the input RF phase of acceleration
structure is drift, the phase discriminator detect the
phase shift. Output of the phase discriminator after
sample hold is fed the VME analogue modules. The
VME control the \<j>A of the klystron input of the
drive line.

When the linac was driven in the long pulse (1 (is
beam width) mode, the beam phase with the pickup
cavity can duplicate to the refarence line using the
phase shifter after the CW AMP in Fig.l. On the
shortpulse or single pulse mode, we will use the
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Fig. 1. R F system of SPring-8 Linac

Solid line is high power line. Dashed line is monitor line.
H0~M19 : number of accelerating structure, KLY : klystron, xi : RF window

(j> : phase shifter, DR^A : phase shifter and Attenuator for drive line
l<f>A : isolator, phase shifter and Attenuator, <f>GMP : phase drift detector

buncher input phase instead of the pickup cavity.

IV. HIGH P O W E R R F SYSTEM

The first accelerating structure (HO accelerat-
ing structure in Fig. 1) is powered by one 80 MW
klystron (Toshiba E3712). After the second accel-
erating structure, the RF power from one 80 MW
klystron is divided by a 3 dB directional coupler,
and fed to two accelerating structures exclude the
e+/e~ converter section. It is important to control
optimized phase and power for the positron converter
section [2]. The accelerator structure of the converter
section (Ml section in Fig. 1) is driven by the 35 MW
klystron (MELCO PV3035) as 1:1 drive.

For a 1.15 GeV electron beam, the RF power of
26 MW is fed into all accelerating structures that
produce an electric field gradient of about 16 MeV/m.
As we have some margin when one or two klystrons
faults, we should keep the linac energy for injection
by the rest klystron.

Each klystron is driven by traditional a 190 MW
pulse modulator [3] with a flat top of 2 /zs within
the voltage fluctuation of ±0.5 % at 60 pps. This
modulator output will be lead to main klystron with
the 1:16 pulse transformer. The voltage stability of
PFN charging is achieved of ±0.5 % using the De-
Q'ing method.

Wave guide circuits is composed of RF windows,
3 dB directional couplers, vacuum pumps and phase
shifters. As the wave guide is fevered by about 50 °C
increment at 80 MW without cooling, it is cooled by
water of the ordinary water cooling system. En one
side route to behind the 3 dB directional coupler, a
high power phase shifter is prepared. By this, each
phase of accelerating structure can be controlled.

Recently, the high power test of the wave guide
circuit was carried out by Toshiba Co'. The result
and the photograph are shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3 [4].
A large RF power up to 80 MW-4 /J.S-60 pps shall pass
through the wave guide system. Critical components
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Fig. 2. Result of high power test

Fig. 3. Photo of high power test

such as ceramic-RF-window and a phase shifter are
adopted in this high power system. After 420 hours
aging process a stable operation with the maximum
RF power was realized. Especially, the high power
phase shifter was operated in the full RF power with-
out breakdown.

V. CONCLUSION

The installation of the linac is started in May,
1995 in Harima. RF system will be started to install
in October, 1995. The aging of the waveguide circuits
will be started in April, 1996. And the first beam
commissioninng of this linac will start at the first of
August 1996.
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Abstract

Pulse modula to rs for 80MW k lys t rons
(TOSHIBA E3712) had been designed. The modulator is
a line-type pulser, consists of rectifier section (a rectifier
circuit, IVR and step-up transformer), charging section
(de'Qing circuit) and discharging section (PFN) . In the
charging section, re-chargeable de'Qing circuit are used,
and the discharging section is composed of four parallel
coupling type PFN (Pulse-Forming-Network). A first
modulator was already constructed and tested in June
1995. The test data were good enough compared with
design parameters. In this paper, modulator design are
mentioned, and performance test are reported.

1.Introduction

As the SPring-8 is a commercial operating
machine, it is to be desired that shutdown or maintenance
time is shorter as possible. So even if one or two klystrons
failed, beams of which energy is more than 1 GeV has to
be provided, to the Synchrotron. For this reason, we
selected TOSHIBA E3712's, of which peak output power
arc 80MW, for main klystrons. The number of E3712's
are 13, and each klystron feeds rf power to two accelerator
structure except of first klystron for just after bunching
section. Usual operating power from E3712 klystron will
be about 52MW compared with design parameter of
80MW.°

So in this system, 13 sets of 190MW Modulators
for E3712 are required. Design of the modulator had been
accomplished and now, 7 units of modulators are delivered
to the SPring-8 site, another 6 modulators are now under
construction by TOSHIBA Corporation. All modulators
will be delivered to SPring-8 site until this November.

2.Design of Modulator

The modulator is separated into two units, control
unit and high voltage circuit unit. Size of the high voltage
circuit unit is 3900Wxl900Dx2300H. The control unit are
mounted in two 19 inch racks. The parameter of the
modulator is shown in Table. 1. Outline of circuit is also
shown in Fig.l.

2.1 Rectifier Section

The rectifier section consists of IVR, step-up

transformer, and rectifier circuit. Input voltage of the IVR
is 3<j>420V, and output voltage is 580V maximum. We
selected the IVR that minimum output voltage is 260V,
not 0V, so that it is smaller compared with the same class
IVR. Output voltage of the step-up transformer is 25kV
maximum. In order to keep phase balance, halves of the 13
modulators are delta-star connection, and others are delta-
delta connection. Input power of the modulator is 95kVA.

2.2 Charging Section

For regulating charging voltage, we adopted a
de'Qing circuit in a usual way. A de'Qing circuit is a re-
chargeable type circuit21, and has a range of 7% regulation.
Almost all energy stored in charging choke are fed back to
the rectifier circuit. So This section can be made compact.

2.3 Thyratron

Originally, thyratron F-157 (ITT) is adopted as
switch tube.31 Its maximum anode voltage and current arc
75kV and 15.000A respectively. These tubes are mounted
in several modulator and tested for two months. But prc-
fire trouble were appeared. The number of pre-fires are
different in each tube case, they were averagely occurred
twice or three times during 8 hours operation. So we
decided to replace thyratrons. New thyratron is F-351
(ITT). It is remodeller of F-241, which has been used at
SLAC for many years and had few pre-fire trouble. But
F-351 is a new tube and does not have operation data.
Maximum anode voltage is 55kV and current is 10,000A.
Major difference between F-351 and F-157 is the number
of gaps. F-157 is three gap type but F-351 has two gaps.

Table. 1 Modulator
Input Power

Output Voltage

Output Current

Pulse Width (FWHM)

Pulse Width (Hat top)

Voltage Regulation at flat top

Regulation Value of de'Q

Repetition Rate

Pulse Trans. Turn Ratio

parameters

•5KVA

391kV

474A

5/j sec

H/j sec

<+0.5%

>7%

60pps

1:16
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Fig.l Outline of the modulator circuit

So F-351 is more compact and volume of inner gas are
smaller compared with F-157. Two F-351 's are tested in
two different modulators individually. There were no
knock out during 8 hours operation.

2.4 Discharging Circuit

Design value of pulse width of flat top is more
than 2|isec with fluctuation of less than ±0.5%. In order to
obtain this design, pill-box type oil condensers, of which
leakage inductance are less than 250nH (This includes va-
lue of circuit between the condenser and an analyzer) are
selected for pulse-forming-network (PFN) condensers.
And moreover, pares of adjoining coils in the PFN have
mutual inductances which decrease leakage inductance of
the condenser equivalently. In this case, value of mutual
inductance is arranged equal to the leakage inductance.
But It is difficult to form large mutual inductances. So, in
order to obtain small leakage inductance of the condensers,
we selected small capacitor. Therefor, the PFN forms 4
parallel networks. Each network has 14 sections.
Capacitance is 0.015|aF, and maximum voltage is 50kV.
Simulation data of this coupling type PFN cleared the
fluctuation level.

Impedance of the PFN is about 3.3ft. The PFN is
designed not to be negative mismatch, but slightly po-
sitive mismatch during discharge. But if positive mismatch
keeps after discharge, stored energy in primary side of
pulse-transformer backs to the PFN and the condensers
become to have initial storage charge. In order to avoid
this, the PFN designed to be slightly negative mismatch
after discharge and the storage charge of condensers are
discharged by shunt circuit.

Assemblies of modulator output cable are tri-
axial, made by STANGENES, where two cables are co-
nnected parallel to a pulse-transformer tank. A pulse
transformer and the tank are also made by STANGENES.

No.2

modulator

No.3

modulator

!No.4

modulator

Fig.2 Magnifications of klystron beam voltage after

8 hours operation with keeping full power,

(ordinate: 500ns/DIV, abscissa : 1.0%/DIV)
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2.5 Control

The modulator itself is controlled by a sequencer
unit, and communicates to the upper control system
through VME-boards, which are mounted near the
modulator body. And analog signal between the
sequencer and the modulator are range of less than 10V.
So it is very important to reduce noise level of the
modulator. Three kinds of filters, isolators, passive
filters or bypass condensers, are inserted in cable lines.

3. Test Results

Now 7 modulators had finished performance
test and all of them achieved output power level (see
Table. 1) which are needed to drive klystrons.

Fig. 2 shows the fluctuation of klystron beam
voltage with connection to a dummy klystron. These
waveforms are after 8 hours operation with keeping full
power. Length of pulse top with fluctuation of less than
± 0.5% are about 2.1|isec in each case.

Noise level of the analog signal connected
between the sequencer and the VME board are observed.
Magnitude of signal is 10V maximum but there was
spike noise of about 20V at the point of thyratron trigger.
Earth level fluctuations or noise at another timing were
not occurred. Something like LC filters for reducing the
spike noise are needed.

Control test from the VME had been also done.
We could confirm expected communications.

4. Conclusion

Halves of the modulators have been constructed
and they were cleared the design value. Noise level were
relatively smaller than predicted level.

All modulators are accomplished by this
November and operation start will be next year April.
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Abstract
A ferrite loaded untuned type RF cavity has been fabri-

cated and tested for a compact proton synchrotron dedi-
cated for medical use. Using a new power-feed method
named as multi-feed coupling, a gap voltage of more than
lkV has been achieved with the generator power of 1.5kW
in the frequency range from 1.5MHz to 10MHz. These
values satisfy the requirement of a few hundred volts for
the medical synchrotron. The multi-feed coupling has
been confirmed to be effective by high power tests. The
temperature rise caused by power loss in ferrite cores was
less than 25 degrees up from the room temperature at 2
hours after the start of the power feeding when the genera-
tor power was lkW. This cavity can therefore be operated
only by the forced air cooling system.

1. Introduction
Nowadays a compact proton synchrotron has been

hoped to be used efficiently for treatment of tumors. We
proposed a medical compact proton synchrotron which
consists of combined type magnets with the circumference
of about 23m[l]. In the compact synchrotron, due to its
short circumference, the cavity voltage required in an ac-
celeration process is relatively lower than that of a large
synchrotron, though a wider operating frequency range is
needed. Based on this condition, an untuned type RF cav-
ity in which the tuning procedure of resonant frequency is
not necessary, has been adopted as an accelerating system
for the synchrotron [2]-[3].

Untuned type RF cavities have already been con-
structed in several laboratories[4]-[7]. These cavities con-
sist of a quarter or a half wavelength coaxial resonator and
magnetic materials with large permeability. Power loss
caused by the imaginary part of the complex permeability
in the magnetic materials plays an important role in ob-
taining a wide operating frequency range. However, in
general, this effect makes it difficult to get a high acceler-
ating voltage in the untuned type RF cavities. We have
developed a new power-feed method named as multiple
power feeding(multi-feed coupling) so as to increase the
accelerating voltage over a wide frequency range com-
pared with the conventional direct or push-pull power
feeding. In section 2, the principle of the multi-feed cou-
pling is described in brief. The construction of the high-
power model cavity and experimental results of the multi-
feed coupling are mentioned in section 3.

2. Multiple Power Feeding
An untuned type RF cavity is characterized as a

simple RLC resonant circuit, in which R, L and C corre-
spond to the resistance of the cavity, the inductance of the
magnetic materials (ferrite cores) to obtain a wide operat-
ing frequency range, and the capacitance of the accelerat-
ing gap, respectively. In the direct coupling which is the
usual method of power feeding, RF power generated by
the power source is fed into the inner conductor directly
and returned to the source through the outer conductor.
The cavity voltage V. is given as

= i/2 4 5
1 + S)

(1)

where P, P , Z. and S are the net power, the generator
power, the shunt impedance of the cavity and the value of
voltage standing wave ratio(VSWR), respectively. The Zd

depends only on the inductance L of the ferrite cores be-
cause their permeabilities are large enough to get the wide
operating frequency range. As Zd increases, a large im-
pedance mismatching between the cavity and the power
source occurs and almost all of the generator power is re-
flected back to the power source. The Vd cannot be in-

L/n R/n

Ideal transformer 1:1
Fig. 1. Equivalent Circuit in Multi-
feed Coupling.
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creased because of the decrease in the net power fed into
the cavity. The reflection power becomes too large to op-
erate the power source under this condition. This effect is
the main cause of lower accelerating voltage in the
untuned type RF cavity.

In order to reduce the reflection power and increase
the cavity voltage, the impedance mismatching must be
improved keeping the cavity impedance higher. A new.
power-feed method, hereafter we call multiple power
feeding (multi-feed coupling), was developed to solve this
problem. Figure 1 shows the equivalent circuit in multi-
feed coupling. The cavity and the generator are divided
into the same number of sub-circuits as the loaded ferrite
cores. Assuming n the loaded number of the ferritc cores,
the cavity is represented by the scries connection of n sub-
circuits whose impedance is one-nth of that of the direct
coupling. The coupling impedance between the cavity and
the power source can therefore be decreased to one-nth
while the total impedance is equal to that of the direct cou-
pling. In this scheme, the reflection power is much re-
duced and the cavity voltage is increased by the scries con-
nection of the sub-circuits. The cavity voltage in the
multi-feed coupling V is given by

Vm =

where Z is equal to the impedance of the sub-circuit
given by Z^n. If the VSWR is large enough, S » n > l , Vm

can be /n times larger than Vd> However, if the VSWR S

is nearly equal to n, S=n>l, Vm can be •/n/2 times larger
than V.. Hence, in the real cavity, V is expected to be

m
between -in and Jn/2 times of V.. In this analysis, mutual
inductances between the ferrite cores are ignored.

3. High Power Experiments
3.1 High-Power Model Cavity

In low power level, the effects of multi-feed cou-
pling have already been verified[2H3]. To confirm RF
and thermal characteristics in the multi-feed coupling, the
high-power model cavity has been fabricated and tested.
The cavity has been constructed with a double re-entrant
coaxial resonator and Ni-Zn ferrite cores manufactured by
Hitachi Metals Ltd. The outer and inner diameters are
550mm and 160mm, respectively. The lengths of the cav-
ity and the accelerating gap, vacuum-sealed by ceramic
duct, are 400mm and 20mm, respectively. Photo 1 shows
the high-power model cavity. The dimensions of the fcr-
rite cores installed in the cavity are 500mm and 280mm in
outer and inner diameters, respectively and 25.4mm in

Photo 1. Photo of the high-power model cavity.

thickness with the complex permeability of about
(1000,100) at 5MHz. The number of ferrite cores is 8 to
increase the cavity voltage. In the multi-feed coupling, the
same number of independent RF-power amplifiers are
employed. The RF power is fed into the cavity through the
one-turn coil wound on each ferrite core in such a way that
the magnetic flux is generated in the same direction. At
first, low power tests were performed to measure VSWR
using a network analyzer. The experimental results show
that the cavity can be operated from 1MHz to 10MHz
which satisfies the proposed specification of the operating
frequency range from 1.57MHz to 8MHz[l].

3.2 Measurement of Cavity Voltage
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of measurements.

The cavity voltage induced at the accelerating gap was
measured with a voltage divider connected to the direct
coupling loop. The voltage divider consists of capacitors
of lpF and lOOpF, giving the dividing ratio of 1/100. Fig-
ure 3 shows the dependence of the cavity voltage on the
generator power and the operating frequency. The genera-
tor power P means the total power toward the cavity. Up
to 2kW, RF^ower can be fed into the cavity stably in the
multi-feed coupling. The cavity voltages at the frequency
of 2MHz, 4MHz and 8MHz are indicated with blackened
circles, squares and open circles, respectively. It is obvi-
ous that the cavity voltage of more than lkV was achieved
with almost flat property in the required operating fre-
quency range from 1.5 to 8MHz. The experimental result
satisfies the voltage of 500V required for a medical com-
pact proton synchrotron. Figure 4 shows the frequency
dependence of the cavity voltage normalized by the value
in the case of the direct coupling. Measurements with the

- 8 0 -
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Ni-Zn
Ferrite
Cores

Ceramic
Seal

Direct
Coupling
Loop

Multi-feed
Coupling

Power Source
Fig. 2. The block diagram of high
power measurement.

feed power of more than 200W were not carried out in the
direct coupling, because the waveform of the cavity volt-
age was deformed. The figure presents the measured val-
ues at P=200W. Blackened circles and solid line indicate
the experimental results and the calculated values, respec-
tively. The latter is obtained from equation (2) by using the
VSWR measured by the low power experiments. Mea-
sured and calculated values are in good agreement. Mean
value of the voltage ratio is 1.8 which can be explained by
equation (2) substituting n=8 and S=13. It also confirmed

1500

e
500

0

..&

• 2MHz
a-4MHz 1
O 8MHz

0 2000500 1000 1500
Pg (W)

Fig. 3. The generator power and frequency
dependence of the cavity voltage.

the effects of the multi-feed coupling.
The cooling system consists of only two forced air-

cooling fans which are attached to the lower part of the
outer conductor. The temperature rise of the cavity wall
and ferrite cores was measured under P = lkW, and the
highest values are plotted in figure 5. The temperature
reached the equilibrium value, namely, 25 degrees up from
the room temperature, at 2 hours after the start of the
power feeding. The result shows the cavity can be driven
only by the forced air-cooling.
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Abstract

An electron linear accelerator and a compact storage ring
have been constructed at Kyoto University. The beam energy of
the storage ring is'300 MeV and will be utilized as a synchrotron
radiation source. The output beam energy of the linac is 100 MeV
and the designed beam current is 100 raA at the pulse width of 1
^isec. The construction of the linac had been finished and the test is
under going. The electron beam of 300 mA is extracted from the
electron gun and the peak RF power of 20 MW is successfully fed
to the accelerating structures at the pulse width of 2 usec.

1. INTRODUCTION

A compact electron storage ring (Kaken Storage Ring, KSR)
and the linear accelerator are now under construction at the Institute
for Chemical Research, Kyoto University [1], The layout of the
accelerators is shown in Fig. 1. The KSR has a race track shape
and the maximum beam energy is 300 MeV. It will be used as the
synchrotron radiation source from the dipole magnet and the
insertion device. The critical wave length of the synchrotron
radiation is 17 nm. It will be also used for the research of the free
electron laser.

The beam energy of the electron linear accelerator is 100
M e ^ . Table 1 shows the main beam parameters. For the linac
constriction, some components of the JAERI linac were transported
from the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) to the
Kyoto University [2]. The linac is used for the beam injection to
the KSR and some beam experiments. The beam parameters are
determined by the condition of the beam injection to the KSR and
the restriction of the size of the building. Photo 1 shows the view

Table 1 Beam parameters of the linear accelerator.

Energy
Beam Current
Pulse Width
Maximum Repetition

100 MeV
100 mA
1 usec
20 Hz

Photo 1 View of the front part of the accelerator. The electron
gun, the buncher, and the first accelerating structure from
the right to left.

Optical Beam Course

Sm

Electron Injector

Buncher Accelerator No.l Accelerator No.2

Electron Strage Ring

Electron
Gun

Quadrupole
Magnet No.l

Undulator
or Wigglcr

Quadrupole Bending
Magnet Magnet

Quadrupole
Magnet No.2
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Quadrupole
Magnet No.4

Quadrupole
Magnet No.5

Beam
Dump

Figure 1. Layout of the electron linac and the KSR.
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of the front part of the accelerator.

2. ACCELERATOR

The electron gun has the Pierce electrode and the cathode
assembly is the Y-796 (Eimac). The maximum extraction voltage
is-lOOkV. The pulse width of the grid pulser is variable from 10
nsec to 1 (isec. The beam current of 300 mA has been achieved at
the pulse width of 1 |J.sec.

The pre-buncher is a single reentrant cavity. It is designed
to bunch the beam within the phase spread of 60 degree. The
buncher is a disc-loaded and 3 step constant gradient structure. It
has 21 cells and the total length is 777 mm. The designed phase
spread is within 3 degree at the beam current of 100 mA when
the input power is 12 MW.

There are three main accelerating structures. The main
characteristics of the accelerating structure are listed in table 2.
The maximum electric field is 45 MV per an accelerating structure
without beam loading at the input power of 20 MW.

The doublet of the quadrupole magnets is used as a focusing
element between the accelerating structures. The calculated beam
radius along the beam axis is shown in Fig. 2. It is assumed that
the normalized emittance is 100 n-mm-mrad. The calculated beam
radius is kept within 6.5 mm along the beam axis. The steering
coils are placed at the entrance of the first and the third accelerating
structures.

3. RF SYSTEM

The block diagram of the RF system is shown in Fig. 3.
The master RF oscillator is a synthesized signal generator (HP-
8664A). The booster klystron (TH-2436, Thomson) has a gain of
40 dB and the output power is 10 kW. The pulse width is 3.5
Usec. The output power is divided by the 4-way RF divider and
supplied to the four main klystrons. RF attenuators and phase
shifters are inserted between them.

The main klystron is ITT-8568. The maximum output power
is 21 MW. Figure 4 shows the input RF power of the buncher
and the three accelerating structures. The peak RF power is 12
MW at the buncher and 20 MW at the accelerating structure. The
RF frequency is 2857 MHz and the repetition is 7 Hz. The RF
pulses are picked up by the directional couplers and detected by
the RF diodes.

The modulator is composed of the high voltage power
supply, the pulse forming network (PFN) and the pulse
transformer. The stabilized power supply for the modulator is

Table 2 Main specification of the injector.

Election Gun (Pierce type)
Cathode Assembly
Extraction Voltage

Accelerating Structure
Mode
Number of Cell
Bore Radius
Length
Operating Frequency
Maximum Electric Field

Klystron (ITT-8568)
Cathode Voltage
Output RF Power
Gain

Y-796 (Eimac)
-lOOkVDC

2/37C, Const. Gradient
85
11.74-13.4 mm
3m
2857 MHz
15MV/mat20MW

250 kV, 250 A
21 MW
53 dB

'H4 = .1H0mV I H P • I

Figure 4 Input RF pulse to the buncher and the three
accelerating structures. The peak power is 12 MW
and 20 MW, respectively. The repetition is 7 Hz.

Q-mag. 1 Q-mag. 2 Q-mag. 3 Q-mag. 4 Q-mag. 5

Figure 2 Calculated beam radius along the beam axis. The normalized emittance is assumed to be 100 Tt-mm-mrad.
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Figure 3 Block diagram of the RF system
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adopted to keep the electron beam energy constant. The maximum
voltage is 25 kV and the current is 500 mA. The voltage stability
is less than 10°. It feeds the electric power to the three PFNs for
the accelerators at the repetition of 20 Hz.

4. BEAM MONITOR

connected by the optical fiber each other. The fiber cable isolates
each devices and reduces the noise. The master controller is a
personal computer IBM-PC/AT with ISA GP-IB card (AT-GPIB,
National Instrument). The control software works on the Microsoft
V/indows system. A user can operate by the mouse or a touch
panel.

The current monitor is installed between the accelerating
structures. The monitor is the ferrite core with the coil. The current
sensitivity is 1 mV/mA.

The beam profile monitors will be installed at the close to
the current monitors. The material of the beam screen is an
alumina ceramic in which a little chromium oxide is
homogeneously doped (Desmarquest, AF995R). The beam profile
monitor is also used for the cmittance measurements combined
with the upstream quadrupole magnets

5. CONTROL SYSTEM

The block diagram of the device control system is shown
in Fig. 5. The controller units have the GP-IB interface and

•
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Fiber \
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Room

Power
Supply
Controller

i

RF
Controller

Data
Logging
Controller

Magnet
Power
Supply

RF Phase
Shifter,
Attenuator

Sensors
Vacuum,

Temp., etcli

6. SUMMARY

The construction of the 100 MeV electron linac had been
finished and the tests of the main components such as the klystrons
and the electron gun were carried out. We succeeded to feed the
20 MW into the accelerating structure at the repetition of 7 Hz.
The conditioning work is now in progress. The beam acceleration
test of 100 MeV is scheduled in autumn 1995.
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§1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to propose an
aluminum chamber with superior performance and
high reliability at low cost for the recycler
r ing" in Fcrmilab. Key perlormance advantages of
aluminum chamber and components in comparison to
stainless steel are provided with the requirements
needed for developing the rccycler ring. Analysis
and actual case experience indicates thru when
stainless steel components are irradiated by
antiproton beams, melt-down can occurs, but not
aluminum as it has a very high tolerance.

It is understood that the antiproton storage
ring has basically noeffect of dynamic outgassing.
However, for high current proton storage ring such
as CERN-1SR had dynamic gas desorption effect.
Antiproton ring has negative potential, then
ionized ion is trapped within antiproton beam.

§2. BENEFITS OF ALUMINUM2'
Extrusion is possible to make elliptical

chamber with heater groove as shown in Fig.I.

Fig. I Cross section of beam chamber for bending
and quadrupole magnets.

Clean extruded pipe has very low specific
outgassing rate, Qo at I5O°C, 2'» hours baking31

with following performance: Torr fl/s cm2

99.99% high purity aluminum: 2 X 1 0 " "
guaranteed high purity aluminum: 10~13

without bakout of aluminum: part in IO~10

originally proposed stainless steel: I 0" ' 2

Based on the aluminum vacuum system performance
charactristic, the major advantages are:
1) Reduce pumping speed of ion pumps.
2) Extend distance between ion pumps.

3) Before baking residual gas is mainly water
after' baking residual gas is mainly hydrogen. If
bakeout by chemical process" of COFj is employed,
a vacuum of 10"' ° Torr region can be achieved with
a mild bakout S0°C instead of the normal
temperature of I50°C.
<0 Energy loss dE/dx is proportional to material
density, ( and atomic number squared of the
material, z2. The localized high heat flux for
aluminium was more than several ten of times
higher than stainless steel material against melt-
down and the fine leak from the flanges.
Temperature distribution of localized heat flux
irradiated flange is shown in Fig.2 due to low
energy loss and high thermal conductivity

characteristics.

Fig.2 Temperature distribution irradiated from
localized high heat flux against stainless steel
and aluminum.

§3. VACUUM BEAM CHAMBER
A. Beam chamber

Circumference of the ring is about 3,300 m
long. Since the bending angle for half cell is
less than 1°, it is not necessary to provide a
bending process for bend beam chamber. Extruded
aluminum tube with elliptical aperture and heater
groove are used for bending magnet and quadrupole
magnet chambers. Length of the unit beam chamber
is about 17 m long. Thickness of the elliptical
chamber is <* mm. Total number of 17 m long beam
chamber is about 200 pieces along the entire ring.
Using automatic welding beam chamber, beam
position monitor and bellows can be joined without
flanges as shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 Half cell beam chamber of 17 m long consists
of bellows, beam position monitor joined automatic
welding without flanges.

End of the chamber against gate valve has flange.
The design and construction of bellows for 17 m
long vacuum beam chamber require thermal expansion
and contraction of about 3<> mm for l00°C
temperature rise during baking procedure.

Flanges for the pumping manifold ICF-1 1 <t and
the gauges ICF-70 are adopted on the vacuum
chamber. Gate valve will be used aluminum alloy
products. The distance of the gate valve is about
I 50 m long.
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B. Beam chamber material

The high purity 99.99% aluminum should be

uced to minimize adsorption and desorption from

the chamber wall. The high purity aluminum are

produced by gas bubbled flushing of argon and

halogen mixture to reduce the internal hydrogen to

less than 0.03 cmVlOOgr-Al5' . A special extrusion

process2' using an oxygen and argon mixture with

water content in the 10 ppm range is used in the

chamber to keep the surface clean. Depth profiles

of the oxide layer of the EX extruded surface were

analyzed by Auger electron spectroscopy. It was

found that the oxide layer for the EX extruded

surface was about 30 A thick. On contract, the

oxide layer for an ordinary extruded aluminum

surface is I20-I80A thick.

C. Ueam position monitor

Beam position monitors are required for every

quadrupole magnets. Total number of the beam

position monitors are about 200 pieces. Primary

candidate for beam position monitor is

electrostatic pickup type. The cut electrodes

which as elliptical aperture same as beam chamber

are installed in aluminum housing. The electrodes

are made from titanium plate. Assembled electrode

is mounted on aluminum flange using ceramic

insulators. Output signals are fed using non-

magnetic SMA coaxial feedthroughs. The housing

utilize extruded aluminum tube. After installation

of electrode inside the housing and calibration

using wire as beam position monitor, the flange

and the housing assembly are welded by electron

beam welder.

D. Clean machining and surface treatment

Beam chambers, flanges, beam position

monitors are machined using clean machning system,

namely EX plasma process. EX plasma process means

machining in clean oxygen and argon mixture

environment with Corona discharge, thus producing

ozone. The Ozone is extremely active with strong

oxydization and cleaning effect. After the surface

has been cleaned, high density non-porous oxide

layer is formed with extremely low outgassing

rate.

To eliminate additional carbon contamination,

ozone treatment" was applied on metal surfaces.

The surface of aluminum without any treatement

were exposed to ozone using dry air including

ozone. No carbon was detected in the sputter

profiled layer using Auger electron spectroscopy.

E. Flange, bellows and feedthrough

The aluminum alloy flange is compatible system

for stainless steel CF type flanges. A basic

feature of the system is the use of A22I9-T87 die

forged aluminium alloy. The knife edge is a

mirror-finished surface, processed by a diamond

tool. A titanium carbide coating is applied to the

surface of the knife edge by ion plating. TiC

treatment on the knife edge provides nearly

perfect ptotection fron sticking between the knife

edge and the gasket, and against surface

scratches. The machined gasket is A1050-H2'*. The

combination system of an aluminum alloy and an

ordinary stainless steel CF flanges using aluminum

gasket and aluminum alloy bolts are leak-tight

during thermal cycles.

Aluminum alloy A300<* seamless bellows are

produced by hydraulic forming of a seamless tube

and provides the most uniformed wall thickness

with the longest fatigue life. The th:ckness of

the corrugated part of the bellows is 0.3 mm while

the thickness of the welding edge is if mm. This

bellows has life time of more than 1,000 cycles

for +5 mm expansion and 35 mm contraction. RF

shield is not necessary inside the bellows due to

long beam bunches.

SMA type Icedthrough has good RF

characteristics over a frequency range of DC-*

GHz. These coaxial types made of aluminum and

ceramic brazed are useful for beam position

monitor. The outer shield can be welded using

electron beam welder to aluminum housing.

F. Automatic welding assembly

Automatic welding equipment for an elliptical

chambers were developed for small size, light in

weight, easy to handle, and ensures uniform

penetration. This equipment is designed to move

the TIG welding torch along the elliptical cross

section of the vacuum chamber by adopting orbits.

The arc torch is supported by automatic nrc

voltage controller with servo mechanism. Guide

orbit of the automatic welder can separate two,

and can adopt fixed beam chambers installed in

bending and quadrupole magnets. Moving area of

automatic welder is inside of 500 mm in diameter

circle.

§'». PUMPING SYSTEM
A. Pumping system

Given the criterion of an average vacuum

IQ-io - j - o r r r a n g e i t n e distance of lumped ion pumps

of 30 fl/s is determined on the assumed value of

the specific outgassing rate Qo- Fig. '* shows

pressure distribution along the beam chamber

against three kinds of specific outgassing of

chamber and pump distance.

a) Staniless steel chamber: Qo = 10"lz Torr 2/s

cm2 and pump distance: 8.5 m long.

This value approximate given in reference 1 and

not acceptable.

b) Aluminum chamber: Qo = I0"1 3 Torr fi/s cm2 and

pump distance: 17 m long.

This value is acceptable against requirement.

c) Aluminum chamber: Qo = 1 0 " " Torr fi/s cm2 and

pump distance: 3*» m long. This value is expected

as a margin.

OulgusJng rate
(i) 1.0e-l2Torr-l/i-cniZ
(b) 1.0e-13Torr-l/j-cm2
(c) l.Oe-14ToiT-l/s-cm2

Pumping speed 30 l/j

10'
15 20

DISTANCE (rn)

Fig.4 Pressure distribution along the beam
chamber.

To reduce a cost, new type controlled power

source for ion pumps which one-tenth in size
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compared to the standard is recommended. A D-
shaped I-V charactrictic (foJd-back over current
protection) ion pump power supply7' was used in
the TRISTAN without any problems.

Roughing pump system are transportable cart
station. After starting ion pumps, roughing pump
station of turbomolecular pump and dry-pump
combination will be separated from the metal seal
right angle valve with manual operation. Dry-pump
consists of diaphragm type and drag pumps
combination. This combination is oil-free pump
system. Distance of the roughing pump is about 70
m long. Two roughing pump stations are adopted
inside section with 150 m separation by gate
valves.

13. Operations
Estimated pumping time will be about several

hours from atmospheric pressure to operating
pressure of turbomolecular pump. Upon reaching to

Torr rnnge using chemical process at K0°C10"
instead of ordinary 150°C baking, sputter ion
pumps operation is activated by a single ON switch
foV many of the ion pumps along the storage ring.

§5. PROTOTYPE BEAM CHAMBER FOR EVALUATION
The prototype beam chamber is two 17 m long

with e l l ip t ica l shape joined aluminum alloy
bellows without flanges. Total length is 3'f m
long. The unit chamber of 8.5 m long has dummy
beam position monitor, pumping manifold of ICF-I!<»
and gauge port of ICF-70 flanges as shown in
Fig.5. Ends of beam chamber are flanges of 1CF-
152. These flanges are only use for connect and
disconnect for transportat ion. Two 30 C/s ion
pumps are instal led. A SO 0,/s turbomolecular pump
and dry-pump combination as a roughing pump is
installed. A l l -meta l seal r ight angle valve
installed between the beam chamber and
turbomolecular pump. Distance of the ion pump
is 17 m or 34 m long. The expected ultimave
pressure on the ion pump is 10" ' ° Torr range
during the I500C, 24 hours baking period.

The chemical process using COF2, and fast
pump-down process" using super-dry nitrogen wi l l
be applied for the test chamber.

§6. KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Construct extruded aluminum beam chambers, each
I7 .m long. The unit chamber installed with
bellows, beam position monitor, pumping manifold.
2) Using automatic welding, beam chamber, beam
position monitor and bellows can be joined without
flanges.

3) Install ion pumps at a distance 17 m or 3'* m
apart to achive the predicted u l t imate pressure of
10~'° Torr range.
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Abstract

An ultrahigh vacuum of the order of 10~8Pa has
been kept to obtain sufficient beam life tines for the
beam experiments at TARN-II. Recently, positive high
voltage was applied to inflector electrodes to inject
H" ion beam in the ring. In this case, vacuum pressure
rose up to the order of 10~6Pa and residual gas com-
ponents of CO and C02 remarkably increased. We tried
to get a required inflector voltage at normal vacuum
pressure by conditioning the electrodes. As a result,
vacuum pressure was improved to 1.2x10"BPa at high
voltage of +44 kV.

1. Introduction

An ion storage/cooler synchrotron with an electron
cooling system TARN-II has been operated for the
studies of atomic physics and accelerator tech-
nology[l]. Vacuum pressure of the order of lxlO~BPa
is required to get sufficient beam life times for the
beam experiments. The ring h:s a hexagonal shape with
six long straight sections and has a circumference of
78 m. Ion beams from an SF cyclotron are transported
through a beam line and injected into the ring by an
electrostatic inflector system which was originally

used at the former storage ring TARN [2,3].
Recently, positive high voltage, as veil as usual
negative voltage, was applied to the inflector
electrodes to inject H" ion beam. Initially vacuum
pressure increased to the order of 10'BPa, We tried
to get the inflector voltage required to inflect the
beam at a normal vacuum pressure by conditioning the
electrode.

2. Electrostatic inflector

The inflector system is composed of successive one
pair of electrode with an arc length of 300 mm and a
gap of 8 mm. A mean radius of curvature is 5005 mm
and an inflection angle is 6.9' , The septum
electrodes are made of tantalum foils of 0.1 mm thick
and are earthed to ground potential. The high voltage
electrodes are made of stainless steel and supported
by ceramic insulators. Designed maximum electric field
at the gap is 100 kV/cm. Three beam probes are in-
serted at upstream, middle and downstream of the
electrodes. The inflector system is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Conditioning

Usually, vacuum pressure of the order of 10~BPa has

Septum Electrode

( 0.1 mm Ta foil )

To Vacuum Poop

Movable Base Plate

Fig. 1. The plan and side view of the electrostatic inflector.
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been kept at the beam time in which negative high
voltage of about 50 kV was applied to the electrodes
(for example 10 MeV-HeD4). However, when positive
high voltages were applied to the electrodes, a huge
amount of outgassing occurred and the vacuum pressure
at the long straight section (SI) in which inflector
electrodes are equipped increased to the order of
10"B?a. Main outgassing was observed at the
downstream inflector (inflector 2) and any change of
vacuum pressure was not observed while a high voltage
of +60 kV was applied to the upstream electrode
(Inflector 1).

In order to improve the deterioration of vacuum,
two aging processes were applied to the electrodes.
1) positive high voltage aging.

When a high voltage of +60 kV at the inflector 1
was applied, electric leakage current was lower than
0.1mA and any change of vacuum pressure was not ob-
served. On the other hand, at the inflector 2, a high
voltage was applied gradually to +45 kV. At this volt-
age, electric leakage current was 1.3 mA and vacuum
pressure increased to 10'8Pa. After recovery of
vacuum pressure to the order of lxl0"7Pa, the high
voltage was increased to 48 kV. Such a conditioning
was performed at the interval of about 10 hours per
day. An example of vacuum pressure during condition-
ing is shown in Fig. 2. Vacuum pressures when high
voltage swiched on and swiched off are shown by
(A,B,C) and (1,2,3), respectively.

Improvement of the vacuum pressure by conditioning
is shown in Fig. 3 (A). Vacuum pressures of HV on
and HV off shown in Fig. 3 correspond to the pressures

24 4fl
TIME (H )

Fig. 2. An example of vacuum pressure at an aging
time.

at (1,2,3) and (A.B.C) in Fig. 2. The accumulation
time while high voltage was applied to the electrodes
was shown as aging time. The total conditioning time
of 100 hours was achieved with positive high voltage.
The vacuum pressure was then decreased from 10"BPa to
6.3xlO-sPa at high voltage of +48kV and from 1.4xl0"7

Pa to 1.2xlO-BPa at +44 kV.
2) Negative high voltage aging.

Total conditioning time of 200 hours was achieved
while a high voltage of -60kV were applied to the
both electrodes, inflector 1 and 2. Results are
shown in Fig. 3 (B). The vacuum pressure
decreased from 3.5xlO"7Pa to 7.2xl(rsPa at a high
voltage of -60 kV and from 1.5xlfl-8Pa to 1.0xl0"8Pa at
-30 kV.

In the case of positive high voltage aging,
residual gas spectra at the high voltage on (A) and
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Fig. 3. Improvement of the vacuum pressure in the inflector chamber
by appling positive (A) and negative (B) high voltages.
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off (B) were measured. Results after aging times of
30 Sours are shown in Fig. 4. Variations of the
residual gas components by the aging are listed in
Table 1. Ratios of ion current at HV on and HV off
,I(on)/I(off), are remarkable for the outgas com-
ponents of CO and C02 at the aging time of 30 hours.
However, the ratios decreased by a factor of 4 after
85 hours.

Table 1 Variations of the residual gas
components by the aging

Gas Aging Ion current(au) l(on)/I(off)
time(H) HV off HV on

H2 30
85

CH« 30
85

H2O 30
85

CO 30
85

CO2 30
85

3.0xl0"7
3.0xl0"7

3.4x10""
3.5x10""
5.5x10"°
5.0x10""
U x l O " 8

1.3xlO'B

6.7x10""
7.0x10""

lO.OxlO'7
3.7xlO"7

2.6xlO"8

l.OxlO"8

4.6x10""
1.3x10""
l.lxlO"7

5.0x10""
l.lxlO-7

3.0xl0-8

3.3
1.9

7.6
2.9

8.4
2.6

14.2
3.9

16.4
4.3

IO--A

H/o 2 IB 18 28

We deduce that some oil vapor condensed on the
electrode and the insulator, because the temperature
of the inflector was lower than other parts of the
vacuum chamber during the baking time.

4. Conclusion

1) When positive high voltage was applied to the in-
flector electrode to inject H" ion, remarkable out-
gassing occurred and vacuum pressure increased to the
order of 10"BPa.
2) Improvement of vacuum pressure was achieved by
conditioning the electrodes with positive and negative
voltages. For example, vacuum pressure was improved
from 1.4xl0'7Pa to 1,2xlO~BPa at operation voltage of
+44 kV.
3) We deduce that high residual gas components of CO
and CO2 cone from pump oil which sticked to low tem-
perature place during baking time. Baking at a
temperature as uniform as possible for the whole sys-
tem is important.

fig. 4. Mass spectra of the residual gas in the cham-
ber at positive high voltage on (A) and off(B) after
aging time of 30 hours.
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Abstract
A bellows assembly with an RF-shield has been

designed for the KEK B-factory (KEKB). The RF-shield
suppresses the excitation of the higher order mode (HOM) at
the bellows gap and reduces the impedance. Our new-
designed RF shield is a usual finger type but has extra spring
fingers to ensure the sufficient electrical contact between
contact fingers and beam duct. The wearing test is
performed using aexperimental model over 5000 expansion-
contraction cycles with a 20 mm stroke and any mechanical
problem is not found except for the dust production due to the
abrasion. Since the abrasion depends on the contact force,
the heating of the model is measured transmitting 80 kW of
508 MHz microwave in atmosphere for several contact forces
and the necessary contact force, 50 g/finger, is obtained
experimentally.

1. Introduction

The collider of the KEK B-factory (KEKB)
consists of two rings, High Energy Ring (HER, for 8.0 GeV
electrons) and Low Energy Ring (LER, for3.5 GeV positrons).
The average beam currents for the HER and the LER are 1.1 A
and 2.6 A, respectively. The designed bunch length (Oz) is
4 mm for both rings, which gives the strict limitation on the
impedance of vacuum components [1]. For easy

installation and alignment, about 750 bellows assemblies are
to be installed in each ring and, therefore, are likely to be one
of large impedance sources in the ring. The RF-shield has a
role to flow the wall current as smoothly as possible and
reduce the impedance [2-4].

The main criteria in designing the RF-shield is to keep
a good electrical contact while absorbing the expansion and
contraction during the beam operations. Failure to meet
this criteria will result in electrical discharge and possible
melting on the contact point [5]. Large enough contact
force without excess wearing is required, but there has been
no practical data for the .ontact force so far.

A bellows assembly with an RF-shicId for the
KEKB collider has been specifically designed to meet these
requirements. The RF-shield is a usual finger type but has a
special spring fingers to press surely the contact fingers on
to the beam tube. The wearing test was performed using a
experimental model. To find the necessary contact force,
furthermore, the heating of the RF-shield was checked
transmitting 508 MHz microwave through the model. We
report here the structure of the bellows assembly and these
experimental results.

2. Structure

Aschematic drawing of the bellows assembly for
the LER is shown in Fig. 1. The RF-shield is composed of
three parts, a inner tube, a contact finger and a spring finger
(slide finger). The contact finger is positioned between
the spring finger and inner tube. Since the contact finger
is outside of the inner tube, the impedance of the bellows
assembly is kept very small. For 1 mm thick inner tube,
for example, the calculated broad band impedance (Z/n) and
the loss factor (k) of a bellows assembly are4.23xlO'6<3 and

2.5xlO"3 V/pC, respectively for the LER. The electrical
contact between the contact finger and the inner tube is
ensured by the spring finger. Each spring finger is in
contact with one contact finger with an appropriate force.
The structure can be applied for not only the circular beam
tube but the non circular one, such as racetrack or
rectanglular shape. Cooling water channels in the drawing
should be attached to absorb the heat flux due to the reflected
synchrotron radiation power, the joule loss and the higher
order mode (HOM) loss [3].

Fig.l. Aschematic drawing of the bellows assembly

Figure 2 shows the outlook of an experimental model
of the bellows assembly (without bellows). The model is
for the LER and has a circular cross section. The inner
diameter is 94 mm and overall length is 160 mm. The spring
finger and the contact finger have thickness of 0.4 mm and
0.2 mm, and widths of 4.6 mm and 5.5 mm, respectively.
The gap between each contact finger is 0.5 mm. In total
50 contact fingers surround the inner tube. RF-shield has a
maximum expansion stroke of 20 mm and transverse offset of
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1 mm. The inner tube has 1 mm thickness. Good
elasticity is required for the spring finger to maintain
sufficient contact force. Furthermore, high thermal
conductivity is necessary for the thin fingers to avoid excess
heating. Both the spring finger and contact finger are
therefore mads of Beryllium-Copper (Cl 720). The contact
point ofspring finger is coated with about 1 urn TIN to reduce
wearing. Both the contact finger and spring finger were
heat treated at 315 CC. All other pans of the bellows
assembly including the inner tube are made of Stainless Steel
(SS304).

Fig.2. The outlook of an experimental model

3. Experiments

3.1 Mechanical test
Testing was carried out using a model with the

same parameters described above under a pressure of lxlO"2

Torr. The contact force per finger was set in the range from
150 g to 170 g. The RF-shield was expanded and contracted
5000 times over a stroke of 20 mm, which corresponds to
100000 times with a stroke of 1 mm that will be experienced
by the real bellows assembly during 10 years beam operation.
One stroke took approximately 10 seconds.

We observed finally no kinking or sticking of
contact fingers and found no mechanical problem. However,
metal particles due to the wearing of contact parts were
observed. The mean size of panicles was approximately
50 urn. Such panicles have been found to reduce the beam
lifetime or broaden the beam size when passing though or
trapped to the beam [6]. Since the wearing is inevitable
for finger type RF shield, the panicle generation is one of the
important problems in the present design. An approach to
reduce the panicle is to choose appropriate combination of
the materials or the coatings for the contact finger, the spring
finger and the inner tube. The wearing test is now

undergoing for several promising materials such as inconel,
titanium or hastclloy. The second effective solution is to
choose a sufficient but not excess contact force. We have
tried to find the suitable contact force experimentally as
described in the following section.

3.2 Heating test
Excess heating at the contact points was checked

by transmitting 508 MHz microwave for several contact
forces using the experimental model. The microwave was
applied because it can simulate more realistic wall current
excited by the bunched beam than the DC current. The CW
508 MHz microwave was supplied from a 10 MW klystron
used for the RF cavity of the TRISTAN Main Ring. The
average and the peak beam current of LER are 2.6 Aand 156
A, which are induced by 14.3 kW and 600 kW of 508 MHz
microwave power, respectively. In the experiment the
microwave power up to 80 kW was transmitted and was
sufficient to investigate the heating due to the average beam
current.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental
apparatus. A 50 £2 coaxial transmission line was formed
using the model bellows assembly and a brass rod as an inner
conductor. The transmission mode is TEM mode. The
wall current, therefore, has only axial component that is just
the same as the real wall current in the beam tube. The
bellows model is similar to that descried in Sec.2 but has the
length of 200 mm and the body of Aluminum alloy. Spring
fingers under five different loads investigated, that is, load 1
(Oto 3g), Ioad2(15g), load 3 (50g), load 4 (90g) and load 5
(160g). The bellows assembly is thermally isolated by a
cover to simplify the experimental condition. The input
powerwas increasedin step of 10 or 20 kW and maintained
at each power level for about 10 minutes. Temperatures
were monitored using three thermocouples positioned at the
inlet, at the middle and at the outlet of bellows assembly.

Model
Bellows Assembly

Rectangular-Wave Guide to Taper
Coaxial-Line

Transformer

Directional
Coupler

508MHz CW
Microwave ~

Cooling
Water

Input Power

Reflected Power

Fig.3. A schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

Figure 4 shows the increase rate of temperature ("C/sec)
versus input microwave power. The temperature is the
average of three thermocouples. The straight line is the
result forthecase of the minimum powerloss, that is, without
any contact resistance , calculated using the surface resistance
and the specific heat of the model. From this figure it can
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seen quite clearly that abnormal heating occurs for the load
less than 50 g/finger. To see more definitely the effect of
contact force, the power loss per 10 kW input power is
plotted versus the average contact force in Fig.5.
Observation of the fingers after the experiments revealed
arcing spots on the contact fingers with a load less than 50
g/finger.

From the results it can be concluded that the contact
force larger than 50 g/finger is necessary to provide the
sufficient electrical contact. Considering manufacturing
and setting errors, however, the spring finger should be
designed to provide the contact force of 100 g/fingerat least.
This value is much less than that in the mechanical test (170
g/finger), and the problem associated with metal particles
may be reduced. Be careful, however, that the experiments
were done in atmosphere where the water vapor in the air will
work as a lubricant. Furthermore, the frequency of wall
current in the experiments is far lowcompared to those in the
real beam tube. The more realistic investigation will be
necessary.

H" 0.02

0.015

01

a.
0} 0.01

0.005 -

•
•
A
D
0

0-3 s
15 g
50 s
90s
1601

- dT/di.cal

20 80 10040 60
Input Power [kW]

Fig.4. The increase rate of temperature (°C/sec) versus input
microwave power. The straight line is the calculated minimum
increase rate of temperature.
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4. Summary

A bellows assembly with an RF-shield has been
developed for the KEKB. The RF shield is a usual finger
type but has the special spring fingers to press the contact
finger without fail. The minimum contact force was
investigated experimentally by transmitting microwave up to
80 kW though the bellows assembly in atmosphere. A
contact force above 50 g/finger was found to be necessary to
avoid abnormal heating. Considering manufacturing and
setting errors, however, the spring finger shouldbe designed
to provide the contact force of 100 g/finger at least. A test
using 2856 MHz microwave to check the arcing in vacuum is
now in preparation. Further tests to find the best
combination of finger materials will be also carried out in
high vacuum.
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KICKER MAGNET FOR THE HIGH BRILLIANCE LATTICE OF THE PHOTON

FACTORY
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Photon Factory, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics,
Oho,Tsukuba,Ibaraki, 305 Japan

Abstract
New injection schemes for the three kind of

low emittance lattices of the photon factory was
designed. A traveling wave type kicker magnet
is applied to make a injection pulse bump. A
model kicker magnet was also designed and
constructed. The magnet is traveling wave
kicker magnet and the impedance of the test
magnet was designed to 6.25n. The experimental
measurement of properties of the magnet will be
mentioned.

1. Introduction
In recent few years, the third generation

high brilliant synchrotron radiation facilities are
constructed and to start the operation. At the
photon Factory, we are studied to design new high
brilliant lattices those gives a small emittances
near to the third generation synchrotron radiation
source1)2'. In this paper, it is described that a
design of the injection system for the high
brilliant lattices of the Photon Factory and a
construction of a test model of the kicker magnet.

2. Design of injection system
The design of the injection system consists of

the four kicker magnets and the two septum
magnets. Hence the injection point is just same
position as in the previous lattice3), these pulse
magnets are located almostly same place as in
the previous arrangement3). In the present new
design, a fast injection bump(faster than the
revolution time 624nsec) is applied to obtain an
enough wide aperture for the first few turns of
the injected beam. The present existing septum
magnets are used again in the new system. Under
these conditions, we optimized the design of the
injection pulse bump for three set of high brilliant
lattices. The phase advance of the lattices are
90degree, 105degree, and 135degree1)2). In
table 1, the parameters of the injection bumps

and the positions and angles of the injected beam
at the injection point are listed.

Table 1
injection parameters

90"

105°

135°

lattice

lattice

lattice

pulse bump

(mm.mrad)

(17.0.0)

(17,0.0)

(17,0.0)

position and angle of

injection beam

(mm.mrad)

(27.5,1.5)

(27.5,1.5)

(27.5,2.0)

The design of the injection bumps are shown in
Fig.1. The position and the angle of the injected
beam are set 27.5mm and 1.5mrad or 2mrad.
The magnitude and angle of the injection bump are
set 17mm and Omrad. The steering angles of the
kicker magnets are listed in table 2.

Table 2
steering angles of the kicker magnets

Kl

K2

K3

K4

90° lattice

3.20 mrad

-2.24 mrad

3.14 mrad

1.79 mrad

105° lattice

3.30 mrad

-2.30 mrad

3.43 mrad

1.78 mrad

135° lattice

3.50 mrad

-2.71 mrad

3.91 mrad

1.71 mrad
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(c) bump design for the 135deg. lattice
Fig.1 design of the injection bumps

3. Construction of a model 6.25n-kicker magnet
As mentioned in previous section, a fast

injection bump(faster than the revolution time
624nsec) is applied to obtain an enough wide
aperture for the first few turns of the injected
beam. To realize the fast injection bump, the
traveling wave magnet is chosen as the kicker
magnet. This magnet is divides the C-shaped
ferrite core into discrete sections to form a
uniform impedance transmission line4*5). The
sections are capacitively coupled to the return
conductor through a discrete capacitors. To
obtain intense magnetic field with limited space of
the kicker magnet, the smaller characteristic
impedance of the magnet is better. Recently, a
6.25n traveling wave magnet was developed by
J.Dinkel et al. at the Fermilab6). We also designed
6.25fi traveling wave magnet, and to construct a
test-model of the kicker magnet. The design
parameters of the magnet are listed in Table 3.

Table 3
magnet design parameters

Magnetic length

Gap height

Gap width

Peak field

Choracterrislic impedance

picld propagation time

Numbcrof cell

Imductance per lccll

Capacitance per lccll

360mm

60mm

170nun

942Guuss(tt<t500A)

6.250

187nscc

30ccU

38.9nH

996pF

A schematic drawing of the designed magnet is
shown in Fig. 2. In this construction of the test-
model, poll viniliden fluorite(PVdF)was used as a
dielectric of the capacitor to obtain the
capacitance of 996pF.

Earth plate Ferrite core

HV plate

-Dielectric

Earth conductor tVconduclor

Fig.2 A schematic drawing of the magnet
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A general view of the constructed test-model
magnet is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 A general view of the test-model magnet

4.Capacitance and Inductance measurements of
the test-model magnet

The 29-cell magnet's total capacitance and
inductance were measured using an HP4284A
Precision LCR Meter. Results of the capacitance
and inductance measurements are shown in
figures 4 and 5 respectively.

so

40 -

,-. 30
c

" 20 h

10

100 1000 1 04 10*

In the frequency region from 1kHz to "lOOkHz.the
measured capacitance is almost constant value
37.5 nF and the measured inductance is 1.6nH.
By these values of capacitance and inductance,
the characteristic impedance of the magnet
conclude to be 6.5 Q. A discrepancy between the
calculated value of the characteristic impedance
of 6.25J2 and measured value of 6.5n is
considered to error in the inductance
measurement and fringing effect from the edges
in the capacitance measurement. The return
connection between the conductors produce
additional inductance.
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design study on a high brilliance configuration
of the PF storage ring" ,KEK report 92-20,
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Fig.4 measured capasitance of the magnet
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Fig.5 measured inductance of the magnet
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Abstract
The SPring-8 storage ring is under construction.

The girders on which several magnets are put are
surveyed with a laser tracker by making network. After
the smoothing the relative displacements are within
±0.04 mm. A laser and a CCD earner system is used for
a precise alignment of quadrupole and sextupole
magnets on a girder. The target shift from the 5m-
straight line can be measured to be less than 10 jam.
The misalignment of them are estimated to be less than
the torelance.

Introduction
The storage ring has a 1436m circumference which

surrounds the hill called Mihara-Kuriyama, and has 48
cells. Each cell has 17 quadrupole and sextupole
magnets put on three girders, and two bending magnets.

Whole ring was surveyed before building
construction two times. After tunnel construction, all
monuments were surveyed again. According to these
survey results, the 88 monuments positions were
decided. After the girders are set up, both the end
magnets on the girder are surveyed by the laser tracker
SMART310, and then girders are smoothed.

Five or seven magnets on the girder are aligned
precisely using a laser and CCD camera system and
tiltmetcrs. The hole center on the magnet fiducial plane
are shifted from the line right above the magnetic axis,
and the shifted values have been acquired at the magnet
measurment process. Spherical targets which diameter
is 75 mm are used at several steps, that is survey, level
measurement, pre-alignmcnt and precise alignment.

Tolerances for magnet misalignment
The tolerances for the magnets of this storage ring

Table 1 Torerances for magnet misalignment

retroreflecior encoder

motor

position
detector

Magnet

Dipolc

Quadrupole
•magnet

•girder

•total

rms displacement error*')
Ax

0.5

0.05

0.2

0.21

Ay
(mm)

0.5

0.05
0.2

0.21

Az

0.5

0.5

rms rotation error*2)

6x

1.0

1.0

Gy
(mrad)

1.0

1.0

6z

0.1

0.2

Sextupole
•magnet

•girder

•total

0.05

0.2

0.21

0.05

0.2

0.21 0.5 l.o 1.0 0.5

* 1 )Ax, Ay, and Az denote the horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal
displacement errors, respectively.

*2)0x, 6y, and Oz denote the rotation errors around the horizontal,
vertical, and longitudinal axes, respectively.

are listed in Table 1. In order to reduce the sensitivity
to the misalignment of quadrupoles adopted alignment
method is to divide the alignment into two stages, that
is in a girder (torelance 50 Jim) and between girders
(0.2mm).

Monuments Survey 1
Before building construction, 21 concrete blocks

shaped like tombstones were made along the ring every
60 m, and monument plates were buried on the top.
Monument is placed at the intersection point of the
straight lines at both sides of the bending magnet.
These monuments and geodetic points outside the ring
were surveyed two times with a distance meter ME5000
and a theodolite T3000. The error ellipses of these
results were smaller than the circle of radius 1 mm.

Monuments Survey 2
The laser tracker is for the first lime employed in

the measurement of storage ring networks.
The SMART is a dynamic
measurement system, that
is laser can chase the target
wherever we move. This
system consists of a laser
interferometer, a rotating
mirror on two axes with
two angle encoders and
servo motors, a position
diode etc. The tracker gives
3D spherical coordinates of
a target in space with a
distance resolution of
1 |j.m, an angular

resolution of about 1
arc sec..

Experiments show the laser tracker has a distance

accuracy of 0.001+0.2ppmXL(mm) and an angular
accuracy of 10 Jirad. This accuracy will result at least
7.3 mm traverse disclosure for the storage ring orbit if
SMART is simply used for coordinate measurement.

Alignment network for SPring-8 storage ring is
designed as a distance-only trilateral network. Several
aspects are optimized. The laser tracker has different
accuracy for distance measurement when its position
changes in respect to measuring targets. To reduce the
influence of angular error, the laser tracker's positions
within network are chosen by checking the distance
accuracy it results:

where / is the length between two measuring points,
CC,h,h are angle and lengths from laser tracker to

encoder
motor
beam
splitter

-interferometer

Principle of the
laser tracker
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these points, mo, mix, nih are their measurement
accuracy respectively. To calibrate measuring distance,
a 20m-long stand is being made to compare SMART
with HP 5527A interferometer.

When putting the target on the monument, a
tripod is used. The laser light when measuring the target
is in the plane which height is 1700mm. The height of
the stage on the wall is also 1700mm. The body of
SMART sensor unit is modifyed so that we can adjust
the height and shift horizontally. This is because the
survey can be carried out without using the rotary
encoder for vertical angle.

After tunnel construction, all 88 monuments
including 21 points were surveyed with SMART.
Since this survey network was narrow and the
circumstances were not good, it was difficult to decide
the monuments coordinates using only SMART. Thus
the data of the angles between the 24 monuments were
added. The difference between survey 1 and survey 2 was
small.

Magnets Setting
The quadrupole and sextuole magnets are set.

Alignment of both end magnets on the girder
There is a fixed target stage on both end magnet.

This stage is used for the alignment between girders and
for a reference stage of the precise one in a girder.

Both the end magnets are aligned using survey2
results. This alignment is necessary before girder
alignment. The magnets except both end are also
aligned roughly to make shorter the time used for
precise alignment in a girder.

Alignment between girders
1. Survey

The network precision depends on both the accuracy
of laser tracker and the structure of network, and also the
ratio of measurement length to the width of net.
Measurement lengths are optimized by simulation study
of error accumulation. The results show that the
measurement length shorter than 15 m (1/2 cell) has
least error accumulation rate along the ring.

The alignment network is composed of 288
quadrupole fiducial points and 96 auxiliary brackets on
inner wall. Over 50 percent distances are measured
directly by laser tracker interferometer. Precision for
magnet positioning is estimated on the assumption that
the distance measurement errors have a Gaussian
distribution. Error ellipse analysis shows that
maximum position displacement of magnets in respect
to geodetic coordinate less than ±1 mm, relative
displacement between adjacent girders of ±0.05 mm are
expected. Simulations results are well coincide with
precision estimation.

First survey and smoothing is 4 cells, second 8
cells, third 8 cells,..and so on. Also the monuments are
surveyed for references in these survey. The shift values
from the smoothed fitting curve are calculated.

2. Smoothing
The girders are adjusted according lo these values.

The girder is monitored with eight digimatic ingicators.

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

Tlmw: 20
Mure 0.B7
RMS O.8S
Std.DiK 0.06

0.70 0.7G 0.81 0.87 0.93 0.99 1.04 1.10

Maximum Displacement (mm)

Fig.2. Maximum magnet displacement of twenty
time simulations.

3. Survey
After repeating this 1-2 cycle two times, survey is

made. If this result is good, girder alignment is finished.
Primary magnet installation results show that the

relative displacement between girders of ±0.04 mm has
been achived.

0.4

0.0

-0.2 h

•0.6

??' S3

P*U 72
Mnkui'O.O
McclnunO.O;
RMS 0.0-

i i

1

Fig. 3.

3 SO 100 ISO 200 2SO 300 3SO 400
Dkunce(m)

Relative displacement between girders.

Level survey
The level reference on the wall is for pre-alignmcnt

of the magnet. It is important to smooth not the wall
references but the magnet stage. This level survey is
done after the girder position on the horizontal plane is
fixed and is locked. Wild N3 is used. Now NA2 with a
diode laser instead of N3 is tested. A PSD(Position
Sensitive Devise) is used as the detector. However, this
method is too sensitive to the NA2-PSD distance.

Alignment of bending magnet
Bending magnet is aligned with SMART after the

Fig.4. Tiltmetcr and SMART target on it.
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spacial filter

collimator n o o d w i t n diaphragm

~~i— I ŝ

stages for fine adjust

Fig.5. Laser with spacial filter and collimator.

girder alignment. Target for SMART is put on the
tiltmeter as shownin Fig. 4. and its coordinates are
displayed in real time on the CRT.

Alignment of quadrupole and sextupole
magnets in a girder

~ Laser and CCD camera System ~
A laser source is put on the fiducial plane of the

aligned bending magnet because the adjust of laser is
easy. This He-Ne laser shown in Fig.5. has a spacial
filter and a collimator to make parallel light beam of
gaussian shape. The diameter of a pinhole is 25 \xm.
The diameter of the light beam is about 3mm and its
change is within 2% from lm to 5 m. A CCD camera
is used for a detector shown in Fig.6. The CCD camera
can always see the distribution of light beam which is
sensitive to the mechnical stress because of small
pinhole.

ND filter 1/100

i-CCD device

Fig.6. CCD camera with spherical housing.

It is difficult to receive the laser light directly on the
CCD device because of the interference striped pattern.
Thus the coating to suppress the reflection is used.
However the interference pattern remains a little. The
CCD device on which an optical fiber plate was tested.
This camera showed no interference pattern, but it was
too sensitive to the incident angle of the light.

The signal of the image comes into a video frame
grabber board in the Macintosh computer. The center
coordinates are extracted from this two dimensional
distribution. Thouth the size of a CCD cell is 11 |im x
11 jam, the accuracy of this system is about ±2 ]im in
the ±0.5 mm region at 60 cm distance. The total
counts of summed up distribution is of the order of 108-

The straightness of this laser and CCD system was
checked with 4m-long stage. The small deformation of
the stage was observed by a tilt sensor. The straightness
is estimsted to be within 10 p.m during 4m. If there is

Fig.7. Stage on which the
taget is put.

no pinhole in ihe filter, the straightness became bad.
It is important to place the camera in the housing so

that the center coordinates do not change even if the
spherical housing rolls a little.

The hood is quite important to stop the air flow.
The magnets on the girder are usually aligned where the
wind velocity is around 0.02m/s.

The change in temperature is very small in the
tunnel. Thus the direction of laser beam is rather stable.
The drift of laser beam observed at the distance 6m is
usually within 10 |i.m during a few hours.

One or two planes are made on the magnet for the
fiducial ones, and has a hole into which the stage is
inserted. The diameter of this hole is 20 mm and its
fluctuation among the fiducial planes was over.20 nm.
Thus the ball cage is used as shown in Fig.7. It is easy
to take the stage in and out the hole.

The reference line used for alignment is 0.5 m upper
than the electron beam axis, thus the roll of the magnet
is very important. It is difficult to measure the tilt
precisely with a tiltmeter if the span between the
contact points is short. A means to get good
repeatability is necessary.

Since the tolerance between the girder is lager than
that of magnets on one girder, firstly, both the end
magnets are aligned. The fixed target stage is adjusted
only the height, because this position is already aligned.

While the magnet is being adjusted, not only CCD
camera but also 8 digimatic ingicators are used to
monitor the magnet shift. The shifted values are
displayed on the CRT also. Operators adjust the
magnet looking at the ingicators. These ingicators are
useful for moving to an accuracy of several |i.m.

The adjust of each magnet continues until the
displacement at the position of CCD camera becomes
within 10 Jim on the CRT monitor.
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Abstract

A compact steering magnet has been devised. The
steering magnet has "eight-pole structure". The strength and its
direction of the dipole field can be electrically changed. The
outer radius, the bore radius and the length of the magnet are
120 mm, 14 mm and 60 mm, respectively. The effective length
is measured to be 97 mm and magnetic field of 0.4 kG is
achieved. The steering magnet is very useful under severe space
limitation.

1. Introduction

The 7 MeV proton linac at Institute for Chemical
Research, Kyoto University consists of 50 keV piroton ion
source, 2 MeV RFQ linac and 7 MeV Alvarez DTL. The linac
system has been operated since 1992[1]. Unfortunately, the
output beam from the DTL has a slight angle against the
designed axis, and then the beams are deflected away by
quadrupole lenses installed downstream.

A conventional steering magnet system consists of
two dipole magnets whose fields are perpendicular to each
other, while our facility does not have enough space for two
dipole magnets between the exit of the DTL and the quadrupole
magnets. Because the direction of the output beam is found to
be changed with operating conditions, a short steering magnet
system, which has the variable strength and the steering
direction, was required. Considering these requirements, we
have developed a new type of compact steering magnet which
has "eight-pole structure". The main features of this steering
magnet and the results of the field measurements are described
in the present paper.

2. Concept of the multi-pole structure

It is well-known that a circular distribution of electric
current, in which the current density is proportional to the
cosine of the azimuthal angle, can produce a perfectly uniform
dipole field [2][3]. In analogous way, it also can be shown that
a magnet with "multi-pole structure" can produce a dipole field
around the axis.

Inside the aperture TQ, where their is no electric
current (ignoring the beam), the magnetic field can be
expressed as the gradient of the magnetic potential $, i. e.,

(1)

The magnetic potential of the perfect 2N-poIe field can be
written as

=£*2W ~ MN6)

(3)

The above considerations provide us a guide line for a
design of a dipole magnet with "multi-pole structure". The
extension to a magnet for higher order field is straight forward.

Applying the above considerations to an actual
magnet, the sinusoidal magnetic potential should be
approximated by segments where the magnetic potential is
constant and chosen to be proportional to the sine of the
azimuthal angle. Further more, coil space should be reserved.
Taking these requirements into consideration, we adopt "eight-
pole structure" in which the sinusoidal magnetic potential is
approximated by eight poles (See Fig. 1 and 2). The magnetic
potential on the pole tips is chosen to be proportional to the sine
of the azimuthal angle. In this structure, enough space is
available for coils and we can get relatively large field strength.

coil 4 coil 3

coil 4

coll 8

pole 8

coil 6 ^ r~'~" ~coi l7

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the eight-pole structure

pole 2

0

(2)

where I^N is an appropriate coefficient representing the- field
strength and 6 is the azimuthal angle relative to the horizontal
direction. In order to generate the dipole field (N = 1) inside the
radius rp, the magnetic potential at r = ry must have the form

- 1 0 0 -

pole 3

7C/2 n 2JT

pole 1

pole 6

9 (rad)

pole 8

Fig. 2 Magnetic potential distribution at r = IQ
The magnetic potential is linearly interpolated between poles.
broken line: sine curve, solid line: generated by eight poles
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We adopt thin poles to reduce leakage flux and have a
good approximation of the sinusoidal magnetic potential.

It can be easily derived from eq. (1) and (3) that in
eight-pole structure the field strength on the pole tips can be
written as

{n = 1, 2, 3 8)
(4)

where Brn is the field strength on the n-th pole tip and 0 is the
azimuthal angle of the dipole field relative- to the horizontal
direction. The azimuthal angle of the n-th pole tip measured
relative to the horizontal direction is (n-l)n/4 radian (See Fig.
1). The excitation current in each coil can be written as

/„ = /„ jcos<^*-Q)-cos(Jir-e)}

(n= l ,2 ,3 8)
(5)

where /„ is the excitation current in the n-th coil and IQ is a
coefficient representing the strength of the excitation current.
iV-th coil is located between the n-th and (n+l)-th poles (See
Fig. 1 ).

With this structure, we can change the field strength
and its direction only by changing the excitation currents and
then we can steer the beam in both horizontal and vertical
directions by a single element. It is very advantageous under
severe space limitation.

3. Field calculation and design

The geometry of the steering magnet is shown in Fig.
3. The outer radius, the bore radius and the length of the magnet
are 120 mm, 14 mm and 60 mm, respectively. In order to have
long effective length, the length of the pole is longer than that
of iron yoke. Its iron yoke is octangular rather than circular for
simple fabrication.

j 60mm j

(a)

Fig. 3 Geometry of the steering magnet

Fig. 4 Flux Plot of a eight-pole magnet
Io = 2.0 A. Mesh size is 1 mm.

(a) 9 = 90" (b) 6 = 78.75' ( c ) 0 = 67.5*

- 1 0 1 -
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Fig. 5 Results of harmonic analysis
(a) harmonic field components
(b) azimuthal angle of the generated dipole filed 8

Table 1 Main features of the steering magnet

iron pole number of poles
bore radius
axial length

iron yoke axial length
coil number of coils

number of turns per coil
cross section
axial length
excitation current

total axial length
effective length
maximum field strength

14mm
56 mm
22 mm
8 •
498
18x40 mm2

60 mm
< 5 A
60 mm
97 mm
>0.4kG

This geometry is designed by PANDIRA[4]. Some
Tesults of the calculations are shown in Fig. 4. In the
calculations, we found that a steering magnet with eight-pole
structure can produce sufficiently good dipole field around the
axis, in which higher components of the field are negligibly
small. Some results of harmonic analysis are shown in Fig. 5.
The harmonic field components are normalized at 10 mm from
the axis.

Four DC power supplies feed the excitation current
with an accuracy of ± 1 %. Main features of the steering magnet
are shown in Table 1.

4. Magnetic field measurement

The steering magnet has been fabricated and some
characteristics of its magnetic field are measured. The
dependence of the field strength at the magnet center on the
excitation current strength l0 is measured by a Hall probe
(FWBELL 4048) (See Fig. 6). The field strength of 0.4 kG is
achieved and it is strong enough for the present purpose. Above
Ig = 3 A, the field strength becomes to saturate. Judging from
the results of the two-dimensional calculations with PANDIRA,
the nonlinearity is mainly due to the iron saturation in the
connection region of the iron pole to the yoke.

The magnetic field distribution on the beam axis is
also measured with the Hall probe (See. Fig. 7). The effective
length of the steering magnet is calculated to be 97 mm from
the measured results, which is considerably larger than the pole
length of 56 mm. It provides larger deflection angle for the
beams.
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. . . .
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. . . .

' ' ' '

. . . .
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Excitation current strength l0 (A)

Fig. 6 Magnetic field strength as a function of the excitation
current strength 1Q
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Fig. 7 Magnetic field distribution on the axis

5. Summary

A compact steering magnet with eight-pole structure,
which has variable strength and field direction has been
developed. It has been installed in the beam line. The outer
radius, the bore radius and the length of the magnet are 120
mm, 14 mm and 60 mm, respectively. The effective length of
the steering magnet is measured to be 97 mm and the magnetic
field of 0.4 kG is achieved. The steering magnet with eight-pole
structure is very advantageous under severe space limitation.
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Abstract

SPring-8 Synchrotron ring is composed of 64
dipoles, 80 quadrupoles and 60 sextupoles. The 80
quadrupoles and the 60 sextupoles are supported on
girders. The circumference of the ring is about 400m.
Since the tunnel of this ring is very narrow,
SMART310, laser tracker for 3D measurements of
moving targets, is used for the alignment. This paper
will present the alignment method, results and present
status.

1. Introduction

SPring-8 Synchrotron ring is under construction
now. In June 1995, we began with the first survey of
reference points for prealignment. We will finish the
alignment of the magnets until January 1996. The
alignment method is based on reference points inside
the ring since there is no reference points outside the
ring. This alignment consists of two levels. The first
level is the network which survey and set the reference
points of the prealignment for installing the magnets.

The second level is the network for the precise
alignment of the magnets.

2. Tolerances

The specification of the tolerance of the alignment
is relative precision of ± 0.2mm in radial direction,
vertical direction and beam direction. And ±0.2mrad in
tilt for the magnets. Table 1 shows the deviation of the
relative precision of the alignment of each magnets.

Table 1
Deviation of the relative precision.

Magnet

Dipole

Quadrupole

Sextupole

Correction

Radial Vertical Beam Tilt

± 0.2mm ± 0.2mm ± 0.2mm ±0.2mrad

± 0.2mm ± 0.2mm ± 0.2mm ±0.2mrad

± 0.2mm ± 0.2mm ± 0.2mm ±0.2mrad

± 1.0mm ± 1.0mm ± 1.0mm ±1.0mrad

BMC64 L2

BMC 16

S4

Fig.l Reference points of SPring-8 Synchrotron

- 1 0 3 -
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3. Alignment Method

3.1 Reference Points Setting
The first level of the alignment is setting the

reference points for the magnets installation to the
tunnel and prealignment. We survey the reference
points and set them for the proper location.

Fig. 1 shows the reference points of the
synchrotron ring. LI and L2 which are on the injection
line from Linac ensure the correct location and
orientation of the ring. Based upon them, we set the
reference points SI to S12. These reference points are
imbedded in the floor and are able to adjust the X-Y
axis of the location. Monuments are set up on the
points.

Using LI, L2 and other supplementary points,
reference points of the straight line are set.

Since the Tunnel is very narrow and reference
points are very few, it is remarkably difficult to realize
highly accurate positioning of the reference points by
triangle network calculation. For this reason, we use the
center location of the 64 dipole magnets as
supplementary points. Survey network comprises nearly
80 points of reference points and supplementary points.
The objective of the first level alignment is that the
deviation of the network calculation of the reference
points is less than ± lmm.

The height reference is taken from the Linac
injection line. Beam line is 1200mm height from the
floor. This height reference is transferred to 1560mm
height which is visible after the installing of the
magnets. Nearly 10 height reference points like this are
set up on the wall along the tunnel.

SMART310, theodolite, N3 and NA2 are used as
survey equipment. Direction and Angle are measured by
theodolite. Distance is measured with SMART310.
Height is measured by N3.

3.2 Prealignment
At the reference points setting, supplementary

points of 64 dipoles are simultaneously set, marked and
inked on the floor. Magnets are installed in the tunnel
according to this markings and inking.

The objective of this prealignment is as follows.
(l)Radial ±lmm
(2)Beam axis ±lmm
(3)Vertical ± 0.5mm
(4)Tilt 0.2mm/m

3.3 Precise Alignment
Monuments are set on the reference points.

SMART310, Theodolite, N3 and NA2 are used as
survey equipment..

Reference points are measured with SMAET310
for confirmation.

Fiducials on the 64 dipole magnets are used as
supplementary points in order to obtain the accuracy of

the network calculation. There are three fiducials on a
dipole magnet. "BMU" means up stream, "BMC" means
center and "BMD" means down stream. Sphere mounted
retroreflector of SMART310 is positioned on the three
fiducials.

According to the measurement data, magnets are
correctly positioned.

Fig. 2 shows the precise alignment method of the
magnets. Using the reference positions as reference,
position of the three fiducials are measured. Using the
previous data as reference, three fiducials of the next
magnet are measured, and so on. After the survey is
completed, each position is calculated by triangle
network. If the result is not satisfactory, correct the
position of the magnets and submit the network
calculation again. This precise alignment is made in two
rounds of the runnel.

4. Instrumentation

Due to the narrowness of the tunnel, SMART310
is used for this alignment(see Fig.3). SMART310 is
laser tracking system for 3D measurements. This is a
single instrument for measuring angles and distances
with automatic tracking of freely moving retroreflector.

The following is the instrumentation for this
alignment.
(1) Distance

SMART 310 (Leica)
Accuracy

distance resolution ± 1.26 u m
Inside Micrometer

1500mm Accuracy max. ± 0.04mm
5000mm Accuracy max. ± 0.115mm

(2) Direction and angle
SMART310(Leica)

Accuracy
angle resolution 0.7'

\ BJICU+I]

BMCUl \

__ SMART 3 1 0 N 3

Fig. 2 Precise alignment method

- 1 0 4 -
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Theodolite T2000, T2000S(Wild)
Standard deviation Hz: 0.5"; V: 0.5"

(3) Height
N3, NA2(Leica)

Standard deviation for lkm ± 0.2mm
(4) Inclination

DL-D3(Nigata seiki)
Accuracy O.Olmm/m

(5) Plumbing
ZNL(Wild) 1:30000

5. Results

In June 1995, we have finished reference points
setting.

The deviations which is the difference between
designed positions and calculated positions by network
calculation were in the range of nearly ± lmm.

6. Conclusion

The alignment of SPring-8 Synchrotron is in
progress now. 64 BMC's were set on the floor as
marking. Applying these markings, positions of all
components were inked on the floor.

In August and September 1995, according to the
BMC markings and inking, magnets will be carried in
the tunnel, and supports and girders will be fixed on the
floor. Prealignment will be carried out after that.

Precise alignment will begin in November 1995. It
requires three months to complete the second level of
the alignment.

Fig. 4 Reference point and supplementary point setting

Fig.3 SMART310 System

- 105 -
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Abstract

This paper describes the operation principle of

DCCTs which arc used in the magnet power supplies of the

TRISTAN main ring.

1. Introduction

The current sensor used in the magnet power supply

must be of high precision. In the TRISTAN main ring,

high-precision DCCTs comprising 2 Brcnlford/Hingorani

(B.H.)-type DCCTs (direct-current current transformer)

arc used.

The usual textbooks explain the Kracmcr type DCCT,

which has a well-known defect: the waveform of the

output exhibits "notches" at the peaks of the ac voltage

wave. The output therefore has a large ripple of 100 Hz.

Although capacitors can be used to smooth out this ripple

so as to produce a pure dc component, this sacrifices the

response speed.

Dr. Hingorani and Brentford corporation in England

developed a modified version of the Kraemcr circuit in

the early 1960's which eliminated the current notches

(rcfs.1-2). Although any DCCTs of this type arc now

operational in power supplies, no papers explaining the

principle of the B.H.-typc DCCT could be found. This paper

thus gives both the principle and a procedure for

building DCCTs.

2. Brcntford/Hingorani-typc DCCT

Principle of operation

The B.H.-type DCCT comprises two salurablc inductors,

four rectifiers and there resistors. The primary and

secondary windings arc wound on a single core (Fig. 1)

The core is the key clement. A rectangular hysteresis-

loop core material is employed to obtain a sharp break

between the saturated and unsaturatcd states. As soon as

the flux in the core reaches the saturation region, the

impedance of the inductor changes from a high value to a

low value. The operation is alike that of the SCR (silicon-

controlled rectifier), since the load current can be

controlled by firing the saturablc core as well as the SCR.

The' photograph in Fig. 1 shows the load voltage. The

firing angle can be controlled by the dc current of the

primary. The difference between the SCR and a saturablc

inductor is that the SCR allows the current to pass in only

one direction, whereas inductors conduct current in both

directions. It is worth noting that the return current is

nearly constant. This property depends on the B-H loop,

because the characteristics on the integral of the voltage

versus the current arc almost as sharply rectangular as

the B-H characteristics.

B.H.-typc DCCTs make use of the flatness of the return

current. The circuit in Fig.2 can be regarded as being an

equivalent 'circuit of that shown in Fig.l. The resistor (R)

in Fig.l is equivalent to a mixture of the resistors and

diodes in Fig.2. The bypass diodes arc connected to the

resistors in parallel. The rectifiers are switched

alternately; the rectified output across the resistor (RL) is

shown in Fig.2. We obtain square pulses. The height is

proportional to the primary current. Since the region is

wider than 180 degrees, a pure dc output can be made

from 2 square pulses by means of a circuit functioning as

an AND-gatc.

Fig. 1 Circuit with a salurablc core

- 1 0 6 -
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V RL

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit

SPICE analysis

In order lo fully understand the operation, computer

simulations were performed. The circuit shown in

Fig.3(b) was investigated using computer code SPICE. The

Jilcs and Athcrton hysteresis model (rcfs.3-4) is listed in

the library of SPICE. The model is fcrritc so that the

hyslcrcsis-loop is not rectangular.

Many computer runs were made in order lo obtain a

smaller ripple waveform. The resulting ripple, even in

the best case, was about 30%. This was caused by not-

rectangular hysteresis.

Test of DCCT

The DCCT used for tests has two cores with 6000 turns.

The core material has a high permeability and a

rectangular-hysteresis loop. The inductance was 980 H,

which was almost the upper limit of the LCR meter.

(1) The B-H loops in operation arc shown in Fig.4.

In Fig.3(a), two saturablc cores are combined to supply

each square pulse (shifted by 180 degrees) to a common

load resistor (RL). The core is periodically magnetized

into saturation; the role of the two cores is reversed in the

next half-cycle, providing a DCCT. Fig.3(a) is equivalent to

Fig.3(b). The circuit arrangement shown in Fig.3(b) is

familiar to us.

( b )

Fig. 3 Superposition of saturable core circuits

Ip=10A

Ip = 50A

Fig. 4 Oscilloscope presentations of the B-H loop.

Ip=20A

(2) The ripple of. the output was about 8%. This unwanted

ripple component is generated by the width of the

hysteresis loop.

(3) A pulsed current was measured using the DCCT and a

precision shunt. Fig.5 shows the current waveforms.

Although the carrier frequency of the magnetization

source is 50 Hz, .' short pulsed current can be observed,

because a core in the unsaturalion state serves as an

ordinary transformer.

- 1 0 7 -
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LOAD

To obtain high stability, a stabilized ac voltage source

and a temperature-controlled oven arc required. These

performances arc well documented in the literature, and

fulfill the requirements of the storage ring.

6 ms

Fig. 5 Pulse response of the DCCT

Fig. 6 Circuit of the high-precision DCCT

3. Construction of a high-presition DCCT

The circuit of the high-presition DCCT is shown in Fig.6.

There is one primary winding and 3 auxiliary windings. A

large dc current for making measurements flows in the

primary cable. Four windings for the carrier current are

provided in each core; 2 bias windings arc provided in

each DCCT, which arc connected in scries. The output of

each DCCT is set to the proper operating level by a bias

current. The primary cable and compensating winding

arc wound in opposite directions to each DCCT, and are

connected in scries. The current to be measured is

compensated by the secondary compensating winding

current through a high-gain power amplifier with a

feedback loop. This control circuit maintains a decrease

in the difference between the two DCCTs. The negative-

feedback circuit improves the linearity, dynamic range,

frequency characteristic, temperature stability, and

signal-to-noisc ratio. The burden resistor (V,,f) converts

the compensating current into a voltage signal (Volll ). The

voltage is proportional to the primary dc current.

We constructed a high-prccilion DCCT. Matched DCCTs

were chosen for a pair. Although the ripples of about 8%

of the DCCTs were canceled in the input of the amplifier, a

slight ripple remained in the output voltage. A spike

ripple was caused by diodes when the current was turned

off. Above a high amplification, an oscillation of 2 ~ 3

kHz occurred, and quickly shifted to the voltage limit.
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1. Introduction

The booster synchrotron of the SPring-8 has
a circumference of 396.12 m with a FODO lattice of
40 unit cells. The synchrotron ring contains 64
bending magnets. Basic ability have been test for a
preceding magnet. Manufacture of bending magnets
have been finished on July in 1995. Field
measurements have been performed for all magnets.
Based on this results, we discussed sorting of 64
bending magnets in the synchrotron ring to suppress
horizontal closed orbit distortion (C.O.D.). Horizontal
C.O.D. was calculated by means of the code
"SYNCH". In case of the magnets are arranged
consideration the phase of betatron oscillation, the
C.O.D. decrease to about 1/7 in comparison with the
C.O.D. without the above mentioned consideration.

2. Field Measurement

Energy of a electron is increased from 1
GeV to 8 GeV in 0.4 sec by the synchrotron.
Following the ramping of the energy, the excitation
current of bending magnets were increased by eight
times. To estimate the hysteresis of bending magnet,
excitation was measured for three preceding magnets.
The excitation were measured by means of NMR
probe at the center of the pole. It was verified that the
magnetic field was nearly in proportion to excitation
current within 0.2 % of linearity. Field distribution
were measured with a hall-probe for two excitation
current ( are equivalent to 1 GeV and 8 GeV ).
Horizontal field distribution and integrated field are
shown in Fig.l and 2, respectively. For three
preceding magnets, the variation of the former and the
latter were less than 2 X 10"4 and 1 X 1O-3 for the
range of ± 30 mm, respectively.

The integrated field was measured for three
excitation current ( are equivalent to 1 GeV, 4 GeV
and 8 GeV ) by means of long-flip coil for all bending
magnets. The coil has 12 mm width, 3600 mm length
and 3 turn. It is flipped by 180 deg during 5 ~ 20

f

—
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t 0.04
£9
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j •
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Fig.l The cross sectional distribution against
horizontal position at the center of the pole.
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Fig.2 The integrated field distribution against
horizontal position.

sec. The integrated field was measured along straight
line. Consequently, the measurements were performed
at 18 mm in the direction of the outside of electron
orbit at edge of the pole because sagitta of bending
magnet is 35.6 mm. Since the measurement was
performed for a half year, a reference magnet was
measured in every measurement of a sample magnet to
keep long term stability. The deviation from the

1 0 9 -
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average for all bending magnets were obtained as an
instrumental error. The instrumental error was less
than ± 8 X 10^ for tliree excitation current.
Histogram of the instrumental error for 1 GeV was
shown in Fig.3. The instrumental error were divided
into eight classes of "A" ~ "H".

25

,20 -

CO 1 C

E 1 5

£10
I

12 5 1-

A B C D E F G H

Class of the instrumental error

Fig.3 Histogram of the instrumental error of integrated
fields. The symbols of "A" ~ "H" indicate the class
of instrumental error. Where, A: -0.08 ~ -0.06 (%),
B: -0.06 ~ -0.04 (%), C: -0.04 ~ -0.02 (%), D>
0.02 ~ 0 (%), E: 0 ~ 0.02 (%), F: 0.02 ~ 0.04
(%), G: 0.04 ~ 0.06 (%) and H: 0.06 ~ 0.08 (%).

3. Arrangement of the magnets

All bending magnets are excited serially
make use of one power supply. Thus, horizontal
C.O.D. is generated by the field error of bending
magnets. The instrumental error is equal to the field
error of bending magnets. Let the direction of electron
beam as the s coordinate axis, horizontal C.O.D. x(s)
is shown as n ,

x(s)=
2sin it v

cos{zr

X ( A B / B ) 0 (3-1)

where, si is position of the field error, /3(s) is
beta function (m), jU(s) is phase advance (rad), v
is horizontal tune, A B/B is the field error and 9 is
bending angle (rad). From eq. (3-1), a sign of x(s)
changes as phase advance to be 180 deg. We assume
that the field error is generated at the center of the
magnet. If two magnets with same instrumental error
were arranged at distance is equivalent to 180 deg,
kicked electron by first magnet is returned to design
orbit by second magnet. The C.O.D. is canceled

except for an interval of two magnets.
3-1 Arrangement of two pairs of magnets

Since horizontal rune is designed to be
11.73, the phase advance of betatron oscillation to be
~ 105 deg every one cell. A number, k, of cells is
equivalent to about 180 deg phase advance are k =
2,5,12,15,19,22,29,36,39 cells. Distance of two
magnets should be short because the C.O.D. remain
for an interval of two magnets. It is wished that the
phase advance is closer to 180 deg. In this reason, two
magnets were arranged with separation distance 5
cells (call first pair).

In order to cancel remained C.O.D., a pair
of magnet with opposite sign were put ( call second
pair ). There are two bending magnets every one cell
in a normal cell because of a FODO lattice. Let the
position of the magnet of upstream in n th cell and that
of downstream in n th cell are (n,u) and (n,d),
respectively. The first pair were put (n,d) and (n+5,d)
and the second pair were put (n+l,u) and (n+6,u).
Since the phase advance is approximately 26 deg from
(n,d) to (n+l,u), the remained C.O.D. decreases to
less than 1/2.

To confirm the above mentioned discussion,
the C.O.D. was calculated by SYNCH with following
three cases.
(1) One magnet with A B/B = -0.05 % was put at

(2) First pair of magnets with A B/B = -0.05 % were
put at (4,d) and (9,d).
(3) Add second pair of magnets with A B/B =
+0.05 % were put at (5,u) and (10,u) to case (2).
In case of (1), maximum of the C.O.D, was 0.33 mm
and root mean square (r.m.s.) of the C.O.D. was 0.18
mm. In case of (2), r.m.s. of the C.O.D. decrease to
0.09 mm. However, maximum of the C.O.D. was 0.45
mm for the interval of two magnets. Thus, the C.O.D.
was remained for the interval. In case of (3),
maximum and r.m.s. of the C.O.D. were obtained to
be 0.16 mm and 0.04 mm, respectively. It was
confirmed that the C.O.D. was decreased to about 1/3
for the interval of the first pair due to insert the second
pair.
3 -2 Arrangement of all magnets

Electron beam size is maximum at 1 GeV
and become minimum at 8 GeV 2). To suppress the
C.O.D. at 1 GeV, 64 magnets were arranged based on
the result for 1 GeV. For example, two magnets which
were taken from class of " B " in Fig.3 ( first pair )
were put at the position of (3,d) and (8,d). The second
pair were selected from class of "G" and were put at
the position of (4,u) and (9,u).

Horizontal C.O.D. was calculated at the
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upstream of every quadrupole magnets (location of
monitors ) by "SYNCH". The C.O.D. against the
monitor number was shown in Fig.4 by the solid line.
Maximum and r.m.s. of the C.O.D. were 0.35 mm and
0.10 mm, respectively. For comparison, the C.O.D.
was also shown in Fig.4 by the dotted line when the
magnets were put according to the order of production
of magnets. In this case, maximum and r.m.s. of the
C.O.D. were 1.71 mm and 0.69 mm, respectively.
These results show that the C.O.D. was decreased to
about 1/7 by discussion of section 3-1.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Monitor Number

Fig.4 Horizontal C.O.D. against the monitor number.
Monitor number 1 indicates the position of the inlet of
first quadrupole magnet from the injection point of
electron beam. Eighty monitors are equivalent to a
circumference of the synchrotron. The solid line
indicate the C.O.D. for the magnets are arranged
consideration the phase of betatron oscillation. The
dotted line indicate the C.O.D. without the above
mentioned consideration.

4. Conclusion

Integrated field were measured for
all bending magnets of synchrotron. The
variation of integrated field was less than ± 8 X
10-4. We decided the arrangement of bending
magnets based on the result to suppress horizontal
C.O.D.

References

1) OHO '88 (1988) pIII-2.
2) JAERI-memo 04-289 (1992).
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Abstract

HIMAC (Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in
Chiba), which is the first heavy-ion
accelerator facility for medical use in the
world, is in operation at NIRS. A project of
time-sharing-operation of the injector is in
progress and a solenoidal magnet with a
laminated core is designed and assembled for
the time-shearing-operation of the injector.
Specifications and results of magnetic-field
measurement are described.

Introduction

The HIMAC facility can be divided into
three parts; the injector, the synchrotron
with two identical rings, and the irradiation
system with horizontal and vertical-beam
lines. The injector comprises two kinds of
ion sources ( ECR and PIG ), two kinds of
linear accelerators ( RFQ and Alvarez linac ),
and beam-transport systems. The linacs
accelerate various ions of 8 keV/u, ranging
from He to Ar, up to 6 MeV/u. A medium-energy
beam line, in cooperation with two pulse-
operated magnets, can supply beams to three
beam lines, i.e. two synchrotron rings and
a medium energy experimental room ( see
Fig. 1 ), ̂ simultaneously', changing the beam
directions from pulse to pulse.

In order to increase the versatility of
the facility, the time-sharing-operation of
the injector, i.e. acceleration of different
kinds of ions from pulse to pulse, was studied
and the project is in progress. In the present
case operating parameters of all devices will
be adjusted to the optimum values so that ions
with values of largely different q/A can be
accelerated. All the magnets and monitoring
devices in the beam transport line must,
therefore, be replaced by those bearing
pulsed-operation. Since a solenoidal magnet
of DC-operation is installed in the low-
energy beam-transport line, in addition to
the electro-static quadrupole lenses, a new
solenoidal magnet with a laminated core is

designed and assembled.

Structure of the solenoidal magnet

Specifications of the solenoidal magnet
are listed in Table 1 and its dimensions and
structure are displayed in Fig.2. A coil of
288 turns with a current of 350 A y^nerates
maximum magnetic field of 6.8 kGauss at the
center. A water-cooled coil is made of the
hollow copper conductors. A magnet core
consisted of two types of segments, Core-A
and Core-B ( see Fig.2 ), both of which are
made of 0.5 mm thick steel plates coated with
electrical insulators. The Core-A is a pile,
25 mm thick, of octagonal plates and is fixed
to the Plate-A being made of SUS304.
Rectangular plates of 65 mm * 218 mm in size
are piled up to form eight pieces of Core-Bs;
six of them are 160 mm thick and two of them
are 130 mm thick. Each one is tightened by
bolts and Plate-Bs, then fastened to the
plate-A. The coil is also fixed to the Plate-A
with supporting rods.

All the components, cores and the coil,
were bolted, and no welding method was
employed. It is, therefore, free from the
strain induced by the welding. End faces of
the coil, which define the spacing between
Plate-Bs, were carved with accuracy of î 0.2
mm. Overall accuracy is within ±0.5 mm by
controlling torque of the bolts. Omission of
the welding process can cancel out the
additional cost due to longer machining and
assembling processes.

Magnetic-field distribution

Measurement of magnetic-field
distribution was carried out. The current
source was operated in a DC mode. An example
of the field distribution is shown in Fig.3
for the cases of I = 50, 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 350 A. An effective field length was
calculated to be 180 mm. Relation between the
maximum magnetic field ( Bmax ) and the
electric currents ( I ) is plotted in Fig. 4.
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The Bmax values linearly depend on the
current values, so that saturation effect
inside a core seems to be negligible small.
The Bmax of 6.915 kGauss obtained with the
current of 347 A is strong enough compared
to the specification.

Laminated cores of solenoidal magnets
have more complicated structure then that of
ordinary dipole magnets. Our design of the
new magnet can be one of the solution.

References
(1) A.Kitagawa, etal., The 5th Japan-China
Joint Symposium on Accelerators for Nuclear
Science and Their Applications. (1993)

Table 1

The specifications of the solenoidal magnet

Coil length
Bore diameter

Maximum magnetic field

Maximum magnetomotive

Turns

Maximum current

Maximum voltage(at 20"C)

Maximum power (at 20^,00

Cooling water circuits

Pressure drop
Water flow
Water temperature rise

218 mm
110 mm

6.87 kGauss
IX 10s AT
288 tu rns
347.2 A
34 V
11.8 kW

8
3 kg/cm2

14.2 1/min
12.5 deq

ECR Ion Source

To The Synchrotron.

Alvarez Linac RFQ Linac

PIG Ion Source
To The Experimental Room

RFQIinac
Low-Energy

Beam-Transport line

'* PIG Ion Source

Fig.l Layout of the injector
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Plate-B

Coil

Core-A

Plate-A

Fig.2 Structure of the solenoidal magnet
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Simulation of Power Supply for Rapid Cycling Accelerator

FQ.Zhang
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Oho l-l,Tsukuba-shi,Ibaraki-ken, Japan

Abstract
This paper presents a simulation of power supply
for rapid cycling accelerator. Both the normal
and fault condition operations are described.

f = °LL = -L
Ja 2n 2K"

=50Hz.

1. Introduction
In rapid cycling accelerator, magnet circuit is
designed into a resonant network because of two
important considerations: the need to avoid
drawing a large reactive power from the magnet
a.c excitation source, and a uniform field
intensity in each magnetO. These requirements
are satisfied by the method of connection which
is based on the distributed resonance system
proposed by M.G.White. The well-known White
circuit (Fig.l) were consequently employed on
Princeton Pennsylvania Accelerator, Electron
Synchrotron NINA, KEK Proton Synchrotron
Booster etc.. As for a.c excitation source, pulse
method is generally chosen chiefly because of its
operational flexibility and reliable performance.
An energy storage choke is used to seperate a.c
and d.c source and the resonant circuit also
provides a path for circulating d.c current (but
the path for d.c connection is omitted in Fig.l for
simplicity). Here we take the NINA resonant
magnet network and power supply as example to
carry out the simulation.

2. Normal Operation
(1). Parameters
The parameter of each element is shown in Fig.l.
The filter circuit has a resonant frequency fp_

/ =A = * = = i2.5//z ,
Lit ZTt^jLpLp

and the pulse circuit resonate at frequency of fp.

fr =
(0p _ 1
2n

• = \50Hz.

Assume the resonant
network is fa, we have

frequency of the magnet

The total resonant magnet network a.c power loss
is Pa.c=950kW at maximum excitation.
(2). Operation and simulation results
The cyclic operation of the system can be divided
into two periods: charging period and pulse
period.
The normal operation is according to
following basic equations provided by J.A.FoxO.
During the charging period

27t Tl "|

=0
n

2(0.,
—»

0)., 2co „ lr

lF =
_ Vs COS(tO/rr-Tt((0/r/(l)a))

1 +

sinP

sin((O/r-7t((O/r/(Oa))

(l.a)

d.b)

(l.c)

note:Vs=V'ch

During the pulse period
2(0,

—>
2(0,

in = • cotP(l+sin(op/) + —£-
(0/7

(2.a)

iF = cotp-
(0

COS(x)pt (2.b)

(l-sin(Op0-
(0

p
(2.c)

n
where p = —

2

the

With simulation software PSpice53,
waveform of steady-state behavior of the
is obtained as shown in Fig.2.

each
system
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From the results, we can see that in pulse period
the energy-storage-choke primary voltage V' c n

reaches the peak value VM/n, and the energy
storage-capacitor voltage VF is opposed by V'ch,
the capacitor Cp is charged twice the V'ch voltage
peak. The peak capacitor voltage of 2V'cn is
obtained by cyclic charging through filter choke
Lp. The choice of Vs=V'ch makes it possible to
discharge the capacitor voltage Vp to zero and
utilize the capacity C F economically.
Thus, the steady-state behavior of the pulse
power supply can be described as follows. The
rectifier set supplying the d.c voltage of Vg^V'ch,
charges the Cp through filter choke Lp to 2VS.
The pulse thyristor is then triggered to discharge
Cp through the pulse choke L,, and the energy
storage choke, consequently the resulting half-
cycle current ip occurs symmetrically around the
positive peak of the choke primary voltage V'c n.
Following self extinction of the pulse thyristor
at ip=0, Cp is charged once more and the process
is repeated.

3. Fault operations
Under fault condition, such as parameter
mismatch, considerable Vs variation, and
maloperation of pulse thyristor, the system
operation will deviate from the normal operation,
and result in large voltage or current swing. In
serious case, the system operation will not be
recovered.
(1). Parameter mismatch
According to the circuit behavior, the pulse
power supply has to provide the pulse of energy,
equal to the cyclic ac power loss of the the
resonant magnet network. Fig.3 shows the
resonant network (lmesh) and it's equivalent
circuit. The balance between the average
network a.c power loss Pa.c and power provided
by the pulse power supply can then be expressed
as: Pax =VSX iF(av) (3.a)

where Pac =_ "ch-rms

R,,
xlO (3.b)

and the average value of I F is provided by,

V. ,l(fli (
1 (0,,

2-
JtCO/r

1 (0

71
L)

(4)

lF(av)=l«7A and Pa.c=950kW.
Accordingly, Re=2.164k Q,

and the Q value is, (i)rt ReCM= 1 OS.

Now a circuit simulation at Re ^2.164kf2 (Fig.4)

shows that Vp, iF ancl >p have no change if
compared with the normal operation in steady
state. But we noted that the related phase changed
and desired magnet current will not be reached.
(2). Vs variation
a. Start-up fault operation
Owing to the high Q value of the magnet resonant
network, a number of cycles elapse before the
magnet current reaches the steady state
corresponding to the initial Vs

Fig.5 shows a large negative voltage swing on Cp
due to sudden starting by the initial value of Vs.
b. Vs step reduction
Similar to the starting transient described above,
the effect of an unrestrained reduction of Vs is of
great severity. The case of a step reduction of Vs

to half its original steady-state value is
examined. Fig.6 shows the results.
(3). Maloperation caused by pulse thyristor
a. Failure of pulse valve to fire
Vp is limited to a peak value of Vp=2Vs according
to eq(l) at normal operation. However, should the
thyristor fail to fire during any one of the
subsequent pulses, Vs will rise to a maximum
positive value of 2.64VS, and the pulse thyristor
will be applied an overvoltage of 3.64VS. This
process is simulated as shown in Fig.7.
b. Firing impulse 180° out of phase
This occurs when firing impulse triggered the
thyristor halfway through the charging cycle. As
the simulation (by Micro-cap4) shows(Fig.8), an
overswing occurs on Vp> and ip reaches a value of
almost twice the normal amplitude.

The knowledge on either the normal operation or
the fault condition behavior of the system will be
valuable for us in designing control and
protection system for this kind of power supply.

Acknoledgement : The author would like to
express thanks to Prof.K.Endo, Dr.H.Someya and
Prof.Y.Irie for their great helps in this work.

Reference, (I) Resonant magnet network and power supply for
the 4GcV Electron Synchrotron NINA, J.A.Fox. Proc.I.E.E.Vol
M2.No.6Junel965.

According to circuit parameters, we get
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.J<-m2

i r

CH3 = = CH2

0.3l9HU f 8CR 0.0036M Nl:N2
Loh

Cml

LmtO

Cml»Cm2»Cm3". . ,»CmCn>". . .Cml0-CM"160.3UF
Lml»Lm2»Lm3».. .»Lm(n> = . . .LmlO*LM<O.O94SH
Lch <cooond Jr-y> »0 .1896H, N1:N2>1:4

Fig.l White circuit for resonant magnet
network and pulse power supply

IB,) • «|H1

Fig.2 Steady state normal operation

I H i 4=C»$l»» Sum

Fig.3 Equivalent circuit for 1 mesh

i. t.it) t.iu

Fig.4 Parameter mismatch at R e -4k

Al n

Fig.5 Start-up fault operation (Vs=5.07kV)

Fig.6 Behavior of step-reduction of Vs

(Vs=50.7V)

Fig.7 Thyristor firing failure (Vs-50.7V)

Fig.8 Halfway firing (180° out of phase)

Vs-5.07k
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Design of Magnet Power Supplies for KEKB Accelerator
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Abstract

A number of magnet power supplies (for Bending,
Quadrupole, Sextupole and Wiggler magnet) and about
1800 Steering magnet power supplies will be prepared
for KEKB Accelerator. The required specifications for
these power supplies, especially the specification for the
current stability is very severe. Various measurements
have been carried out and in progress at present to try
to realize these specifications. In consideration with
the results of the measurements the design of power
supplies has also been going on.

1. Introduction

There are 4 small and 4 large power supply stations
in TRISTAN. 90 main and 520 steering magnet power
supplies have been installed in these stations. These
existing power supplies will be recycled as far as
possible for KEKB Accelerator. Especially almost all
of the main magnet power supplies in 4 large power
supply stations will be utilized again. But the number
of power supplies which have to be prepared for KEKB
Accelerator is quite larger than TRISTAN case. Thus
4 new power supply stations for the installation areas
of new power supplies will be reserved in the floor of
the existing buildings or experimental hall of
TRISTAN. The design of power supplies has been put
into account in consideration with the room condition of
12 power supply stations which are different with each
other.

To investigate the recycling method of the power
supplies we altered a power supply of TRISTAN last
year which is not in use. We are going to fabricate
typical R&D magnet power supplies as well. One is
for the 20kW class and the other is for the steering
magnet power supplies. We will adopt the switching
mode power supplies in both cases.

In this report the design process and its plan will be
discussed taking into account the results from the
various measured data.

the Power2. Required Specifications for
Supplies

Table 1. shows the required current stability and
magnetic field ripple content rate of the power supplies.
In the Cu vacuum chamber actual magnetic field

ripples will be smaller than current ripples because the
magnet field ripples will be reduced by eddy current
effect of vacuum chamber.

Thus how to realize such high current stability is a
most important problem for the design of magnet power
supplies.

Required Current

Magnet Power
Supplies for

QCS

Table 1.
Stability and Field Ripple

Current Stability

lxlO^/year
(Superconducting

Quadrupole Mag.)
Quadrupole Mag.
(Curved Section)
Bending Mag.
Scxtupole Mag.
Correction Mag.

lxlO^/year

lxlO^/ycar
5xl04/ycar
5xl04/year

Content(P-P)

Magnetic Field
Ripple Content

Ratc(P-P)

lxlO"5

lxlO"5

lxlO"5

5X10"4

5xl0-5

To estimate the power supply design parameters
many kind of measurements have been carried out to
attain these current stability and . Later these problems
will be discussed in detail.
Table 2 shows the list of power supplies to prepare.

Table 2.
The list of magnet power supplies required at KEKB.

Ring Magnet Voltage Current Number of Total
Type (V) (A) Units Units

LER Dipole 1400
250
130
120
70
70
40
30

Wigglcr 400

1250
1100
1100
1250
1250
1100
1100
1250
1250
550
1100

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
2

30
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Quadrupole 700
600
400
130
100
80
70
50
40
30

Sextupole

Steering

HER Dipole

50
40

1400
40
20

Quadrupole 900
500
400
300
100
60
30
20

Sextupole 60
50

Steering

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

425
425
425

840
840
840
840

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

425
425

3
2
2
1
3
2
2
12
35
56
2

4
48
2

886

1
4
3
9

1
1
6
3
10
12
46
29
1

24
28

Fifl.1
Temp. Measurement of small

Power Supply Station 950822-24

886 886

120

54

886

17

109

52

3. Measurement of the Room Condition of
the Power Supply Station

The room temperature of the existing 8 power supply
stations have not been controlled. But the existing
magnet power supplies satisfy the specification of
TRISTAN because the control circuits of the power
supply have been kept in constant temperature box. We
are planning to install all new Sextupole, Steering and
several Quadrupole magnet power supplies in 4 existing
small power supply stations, and the other new
Bending, Quadrupole and Wiggler magnet power
supplies in 4 new power supply stations. But in both
cases the constant temperature box will not be used by
reason of the cost performance. Therefore we measured
the room temperature variation at the time of power
supply operation. Fig.l shows the measured data on
this summer. As can be seen the room temperature is
same as the air outside when the ventilation fan has
been operating.

S1

Aii Temp.

«020 t 30
8/23 8/24

Time (hour)

It will be able to keep the room temperature in the
range of 20 to 40 degrees in all the year only by on/off
control of ventilation fan. Consequently it became clear
that to guarantee the specification given in Table 1 the
design of KEKB magnet power supplies must be carried
out by taking account of the room temperature change
of 20 degrees.

4. Configuration Plan of KEKB Magnet
Power Supplies

The KEKB magnet power supplies will be separated
into two parts because of the reason mentioned in the
previous sections. Namely one is a hardware part not
affected by the temperature variation comes from
surroundings. The other is a control part which is most
important part to satisfy the specification and easily
affected by the temperature drift. So the latter part has
to be kept in air-conditioned room. Fig.2 shows the
configuration plan of the KEKB magnet power supply.
All the control units of power supplies will be put
together in same air-conditioned room. The temperature
coefficient of the head of DCCT will be ignored
normally. So it will be installed in hardware part. On
the other hand the control circuit of DCCT will be
installed in air-conditioned room. In case of steering
magnet power supplies the current sensors will be
probably kept in air-conditioned room to reduce the
cost.

5. Measurement of altered TRISTAN magnet
Power Supply

Various measurements have been carried out with the
configuration shown in Fig.3 by using altered
TRISTAN magnet power supply. DCCT of HOLEC
company has been used as the external monitor. 20m
length of connection cable between DCCT head and
control circuit is guaranteed by the company. So we
used it to confirm the specification.
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Fig.2
B, Q and Sx Power Supply Plan for B-FActory

r — '

i

Power Supply Hardware Unit 16bit Digital Signal-

Magnet"

•» DCCT Head Unit

Error Amp.

Differencial
Driwr

DCCT Control Unit

Air Connditioned Room 25±2 °C

Fig.3

Altered Puwer Supply

Block Diagram of Current Stability Measurement
GND 0.75mm square cable

Air-conditioned Container

16bit Digital Signal with Optical Coupling

f Maonet I

Fig.4 shows a typical measured data. Large drift of
DCCT output at warming up was perhaps caused by
temp, drift of the resistors which have been used for the
differential amplifiers in the current feedback loop.
The temp, coefficient of resisters is 100 ppm/ degree.

Fig.4

Current Stability Measurement of .f!U"jd Power Supply
1. 0*C aid wror anp cent ticxh ae placed in at condtoned room

apal from atered povwr suvy *uri 25TI ostaice.
2. Oily DCCT 9gna transfer is affeienaa type aid driver arcur is

n temp, constait box at this test
3. [XCT moniwaicut is impoved to oos«ve correct s

2 3 4 S 6 7

Time (hour)
Fluctuaton-(CUtput|V)-0utpm(V)(fim))/0utpU(V)(fir5t)

Test aa-tsaftef SJOU I nour iamg win SOA (10%) cutpui.

600SEP-6 Flue, m&.-min.* 6.7 10 s

The current stability of this power supply is within
10 ppm after wanning up. This value is enough for the
specification of KEKB magnet power supplies.

6. R&D Magnet Power Supplies

It proved to be clear that the configuration shown in
Fig.3 has been applicable to KEKB magnet power
supplies on the basis of the measurement described in
previous sections. Accordingly by this way the
fabrication of 20kW class and low power bipolar
steering magnet power supplies has been going on as
R&D at present. Recently in Europe and USA
switching mode power supplies have been introduced
for almost all of the power supplies of these classes.
For example nowadays it is not difficult to use
semiconductor component like IGBT. In Japan
switching mode magnet power supplies for accelerator
are not so popular. So we would like to adopt
switching mode power supplies in both cases which
have many merits like very small sizes, high power-
factor etc.

7. Magnet Power Supplies for KEKB
Accelerator

As pointed out in this report it will be surely possible
to fabricate KEKB magnet power supplies which
satisfy the given specifications. But here we point out
again that how important are the selection of electric
parts and the design of electric circuits.

We arenow drawing up a detail construction schedule
of the magnet power supplies toward KEKB
Accelerator operation.
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MAGNETS FOR THE HIGH BRILLIANT CONFIGURATION
AT THE PHOTON FACTORY STORAGE RING

Yukinori KOBAYASHI, Masahiw KATOH, and Toshio Kasuga

Photon Factory, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

Abstract

The quadrupole and sexlupole magnets have been
fabricated for the high brilliant configuration at the
Photon Factory Storage Ring. The field measurement of
these magnets is now in progress. The shape and
thickness of the end-shims in both of the quadrupole and
sextupole magnets were determined to correct the higher
multipole fields, whose effects were less than ±1x10'4

for the quadrupoles and ±2x10"4 for the sextupoles at a
position of 36 mm from the magnetic center.

1. Introduction

The emittance upgrade for the high brilliant
configuration is made by doubling the quadrupole and
sextupole magnets in the normal cell section [1]. Severe
conditions are however required to these magnets. The
space to place the double magnets is limited and they are
interfered with the photon beam lines because the
bending magnets are fixed. Moreover, they are rather
strongly excited than the existing ones; twice for the
quadrupoles and ten times for the sextupoles at
maximum. Under such conditions the magnets have
been designed and fabricated, and the field measurement is
now going.

2. Design and Fabrication

2-1. Qtiadnipolcs
Two types of the quadrupoles for QF and QD in the

normal cells were designed. Their principal parameters
are summarized in Table 1. The schematic drawing is
shown in Figure 1. They have same cross-sectional view
and arc different in core length. The cores are made of
soft iron. The coils arc water-cooled. Because of the
space limitation, not only the core lengths but also the
mechanical lengths including coils were made as short as
possible. The bore radius (40 mm) is smaller than that
of the present quadrupoles (55 mm) to produce field
gradient strong enough to realize a 3 GeV operation with
the smallest emittance optics. Not to disturb the SR
extraction to the existing beam lines, the cores are
Collins types. The cores are supported by SUS blocks
to keep the field symmetry. The outer SUS supports
have several types of shape to fit several types of the SR
extraction ports.
2-2. Sextupoles

The core of all the sextupoles are same. Their
principal parameters are summarized in Table 1. The
schematic drawing is shown in Figure 2. The cores are
made of soft iron and are C-shaped for the SR extraction.
The coils are water-cooled. The lengths and the bore
radius are small because of the same reason on the
quadrupoles. The cores are supported by SUS blocks to

prevent mechanical deformations, which have several
types of shapes as in the case of quadrupoles. The
sextupoles have auxiliary windings for vertical steering
to save the spaces for correcting magnets. They also
have auxiliary windings to correct the field asymmetry
which arises from the core shape.

Table 1 Specifications of the magnets

Type
Core Length
Bore Radius
Max Field Gradient
Max. Current
Turns/Coil
Power Dissipation
Water Flow

QF
0.40 m
40 mm
24 T/m
900 A
19 turns
17 kW
9.4 1/min

QD
0.25 m
40 mm
24 T/m
900 A
19 turns
13 kW
7.2 1/min

SX
0.20 m
45 mm
600T/m2

450 A
17 turns
6kW
4.0 1/min

3. Field Measurement

The field measurements of these magnets are now in
progress using a harmonic coil method [2], which is a
standard technique to obtain the main field and the higher
multipole components precisely. In this method, the
induced voltage is represented as a function of an angular
position since a coil is rotated in a magnet. Then the
harmonic content of the magnet is directly given as the
Fourier components of the induced voltage.

Fig.l Schematic drawing of the quadrupole magnet
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Field
Correction

Coil

Fig.2 Schematic drawing of the sextupole magnets

3.1 Measurement System
Figure 3 shows the schematic view of our

measurement system. The system is designed so that we
can measure two magnets simultaneously; for example, a
pair of quadrupole and sextupole magnets. The length of
the coil is within 1 m in consideration of a distortion of
the bobbin made of glass-epoxy resin, in which the coil
is winded. The bobbin is packed in the rotating cylinder
which is fixed by two chacking collet. The
reproducibility of the cylinder position is less than ± 50
(.im. The cylinder is rotated by a DC motor whose speed
is available to change from 10 to 100 rpm. During
rotation an angular encoder mounted in one side of the
cylinder outputs an angular position signal, which is
used as a trigger of the integration of the induced voltage.
The alignment between the geometric center of the
magnet and the coil axis is made using a level scope and
targets whose center position is marked. Two digital
integrators employing a voltage-to-frequency converter
(VFC) and a precise amplifier are used in data acquisition.
They are controlled by on-line computer through GP-IB
interface. The specification of the system are listed in
Table 2.

Table 2 Specifications of the harmonic coil measurement
system

Guarder
material

Coil Support
method
signal output

DC Motor
rotating speed

Angular Encoder
resolution

iron

chacking collet

4 pin rotary connector

10- 100 rpm

6000 pulse/turn

(T) Harmonic Coil
( D Chocking Cdlel
( I ) Gordtr
® Operation Boord
(§) Angutor EncooV

i Power Supply] j Digital Integrator ]
l.[AC_Z00_V_3_«J [[METR0LB pdi5025]_|

Fig. 3 Schematic view of the harmonic coil measurement
system

3.2 Rotating Coil Probe
Two different set of the rotating coil probe are used

in the measurement; one is a radial coil set, and the other
is a tangential. The radial coil set is located in the plane
of one axis, while the tangential is installed on the
cylinder surface.

The radial coil set consists of two separate coils; one
is a long coil for measuring the integrated field gradient
and the other is a short for the point field gradient, whose
parameters are listed in Table 3. The purpose of the
radial coil is to measure a precise main field gradient and
a deviation of the magnetic center from the geometric
center.

Table 3
Coil
Length (mm)
Radius (mm)
Turn Number

Parameters of the radial
Long
1000
29.9
10

coil set
Short
20
29.5
50

On the other hand, the tangential coil set is
composed of six different coils; (j)4, Ji4, rc/2, and 3/2it
coils for the quadrupole magnets and <j>6, Tt6, jt/2, and
3/2rc for the sextupole magnets are connected. The cross
section view of coil geometry is shown in Fig. 4. All
are long coils to measure the integrated field. Since the
main field components reduce with proper angles and turn
numbers of the coils listed in Table 4, the higher
multipolc components should relatively enlarge. For
example, the measured data are shown in Figs. 5 for QD
and SX types. While the main field components reduced
in both magnets, the higher multipole ones are clearly
observed; the dodecapole component (n=6) is dominant
for QD and the 18 poles (n=9) for SX without a end-shim
correction.
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Table 4 Parameters of the tangential coil set

Coil 04 06 ir4 n6 nil 3/2TU
Length (mm) 925 925 925 925 925 925
Radius (mm) 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0
Angle(rad) 0.206 0.148 n n 0.5n 1.5 jr.
Turn Number 10 14 2 6 2 2

Jt4-coil

3/2n-coil
n/2-coil

i—coil

Fig.4 Cross section view of the tangential coil geometry
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Fig.5-b The integrated induced voltage as a function of an
angular position at an excitation current of 450 A on SX

3.3 End-Shim Correction
Since large higher multipole fields are undesirable in

rea! operation, it is hopeful to reduce them as possible.
In general it is available using a proper end-shim
implemented on the magnetic poles. So one of the
important purpose in the field measurement is to search
parameters of the end-shim. Figures 6 show a field
gradient ratio of the dominant higher multipole field
component to the main field one. Data were measured by
100 A step of an excitation current and 2 mm step of a
thickness using a tangential coil. Since the higher
multipole effect depends on the thickness of the end-shim
we could easily determine the best thickness to reduce
them; 4 mm for QD and QF, and 3 mm for SX. As a
result the higher multipole effects were reduced less than
± lx lO- 4 for QD and QF and ±2x10"4 for SX at a
position of 36 mm from the magnetic center.

E

— 0.01
q

n

- 0.00

m
: a . -o.oi

in

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Excitation Current (A)

Fig.6-a The field gradient ratio of the dodecapole field to
the quadrupole field on QD

a . -0 05

0 100 200 300 400 500

Excitation Current (A)

Fig.6-b The field gradient ratio of the 18 pole field to the
sextupole field on SX
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Abstract

Design study of the sector magnets for a
superconducting ring cyclotron, which is adopted as a
post-accelerator of the existing ring cyclotron, is carried
out. Superconducting main coils as well as super-
conducting trim coils for rough fitting to isochronous
fields are adopted for the sector magnets. Isochronous
field distributions and betatron tunes arc calculated.

1. Introduction

An "RI beam factory" has been proposed as a
next facility-expanding project of the RIKEN
Accelerator Research Facility (RARF)DL The "RI
beam factory" aims at production and acceleration of
radioactive isotope beams covering the whole mass
region. It requires the energy of ion beam to be higher
than 100 MeV/nucIeon. To meet this requirement, we
have adopted a superconducting ring cyclotron (SRC) as
a post-accelerator of the existing RIKEN Ring Cyclotron
(RRC).

The SRC is expected to boost the energy of ion
beam from the RRC up to 400 MeV/nucleon for light
heavy ions like carbon ions and 150 MeV/nuclcon for
very heavy ions like uranium ions. The sector magnet
of SRC have to be flexible enough to generate
isochronous fields in a wide range of energies and for
various q/A's. In this report we describe the feature of
the sector magnet together with field calculation and
orbit analysis.

2. General Description

The maximum acceleration energy of the SRC
was determined by experimental requirements. The
maximum energies for typical ions are summarized in
table 1. Beam currents are expected to be more than 100
pu.A for 400 MeV/nuclcon light heavy ions such as
carbon and oxygen ions and about 0.2 puA for 150
McV/nucleon uranium ions. The minimum acceleration
energy of the SRC is about 60 MeV/nucleon for very
heavy ions.

Table 1 Required maximum energy of the SRC.

84^6+

12C6f

238^80+

300 MeV/nucleon
400 MeV/nucleon
150 MeV/nucleon

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the
SRC. The number of sectors for the SRC has been
chosen to be 6. Diameter of the SRC is 20 m. The pole
length is more than 3 m, the sector angle is around 23
deg., and the weight of one sector magnet is nearly 900
tons. From the matching condition with the RRC, the
injection radius of the SRC was selected to be 2/3 of the
extraction radius of the RRC; the SRC operates with a
harmonics of 6, while the RRC with a harmonics of 9.
Velocity gain factor is 2.26. RF frequency range is from
18 to 38 MHz. Main parameters of the SRC arc listed in
table 2.

Fig.l Schematic drawing of the SRC.

Table 2 Main parameters of the SRC.

Number of sectors
Harmonics
Average radii

RF Frequency

injection
extraction

6
6

2.37 m
5.36 m

18-38 MHz
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Fig.2 Isochronous fields for typical ions for
(1) 400 MeV/nucleon
(2) 300 MeV/nuclcon
(3) 150 MeV/nuclcon 238U80+ and
(4) 58 MeV/nucleon, q/A = 0.25.

Isochronous field distributions for typical ions
are shown in Fig.2. The maximum required field in the
sector magnet becomes nearly 4 T. Field difference
between at the injection radius and at the extraction
radius on the sector axis is 0.7 T for 400 MeV/nuclcon
ions and 0.1 T for below 100 McV/nuclcon ions.
Therefore both main coils as well as trim coils for coarse
Fitting have to be superconducting.

3. Sector Magnet and Field Calculation

Magnetic fields were calculated by the three-
dimensional code TOSCA[2]. For the sector magnet
only a quarter of it was modeled because of its
symmetry. For the coils a complete set of them in only
one sector was taken into account in the calculation. An
example of modeled magnet for TOSCA is shown in
Fig.3. Strictly speaking, TOSCA requires all conductors
of the system to be taken into account. But owing to
appropriate selection of reduced potential region, good

Fig.3 Example of modeled magnet for TOSCA.
Iron part and main coils are shown.

agreement of the magnetic field on the median plane can
be obtained for both the six-symmetry system and the
system with only one set. This method shortened the
calculation time to be less than 25% of that of the six-
symmetry system.

One important point in the design of the sector
magnet is to optimize its geometry so that the magnetic
forces acted on Uie main coil can be as small as possible.
The expanding force acted on the radial part of the main
coil reaches the Oder of several hundreds tons. One way
to support such a main coil is to put the pole in the
cryostat and to fix the main coil directly to the pole
(cold-pole method). Detailed study has been carried out
in ref. 3. In the case of the cold-pole magnet with a
sector angle of 23 deg., the excitation current is 2.9
MA/sector.

Conceptual sketch of the superconducting trim
coils is shown in Fig.4. If the trim coils can be
controlled by many independent currents, fields can be
generated flexibly and precisely. But cryogenic system
requires the minimum number of current leads to reduce
heat load. Three sets of superconducting trim coils thus
bring a realistic solution. Maximum excitation current
of one set of trim coils is estimated to be 240 kA.

Outer Middle
- • <

Inner

Fig.4 Conceptual sketch of superconducting trim coils.
Three sets of trim coils are wound in three radial
regions.

4. Isochronous Field and Tune

Equilibrium orbits and betatron tunes were
calculated by the computer program that had been
originally developed for the RRC. Results of the field
distributions by TOSCA were used in the orbit
calculations.

Because of saturation of the iron pole, the field
distribution is largely affected by coils' configuration.
Examples of field distributions are shown in Fig.5 and
Fig.6. In the region of the valley, negative field is
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3 4 5

Radius (m)

Fig. 5 Field distributions along the sector axis produced
with (1) Main coil and (2) Main coil + Trim coil
for 400 MeV/nuclcon 12C6+ ions.

10 20

Angle (deg)

Fig. 6. Field distribution along the azimuthal direction at
(1) r = 5.5 m , (2) r = 4.7 m and (3) r = 3.9 m.

created. This field brings large flutter and sharp fringing
field. Therefore, vertical focusing force is larger than
that in a normal conducting ring cyclotron.

Using three sets of superconducting trim coils,"
it was possible to adjust various distributions of
isochronous fields within ±0.02 T. By the optimization
of the configuration, it is expected to be less than ±0.01
T. Further fine adjustment will be done with trim coils
of room temperature.

In the case of high energy acceleration, vertical
tune vz decreases as the energy increases. The sector
angle was selected so that vertical tune value never
across vz = 1.0. Smaller sector angle causes larger
vertical focusing force. But from the viewpoint of
minimizing the maximum field, large sector angle is

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

1-S

(3)
X̂ :

.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9

Fig.7 Tune values at a sector angle of 23.0 deg. for
(1) 400 MeV/nucleon ^C 6 * ,
(2) 150 MeV/nucleon ™\J*<» and
(3) 60 MeV/nucleon ions with q/A = 0.25.

preferable. Figure 7 shows typical tune values
calculated for the sector angle of 23.0 deg. All the tune
values are within the range from vz=1.0 to vz=1.5.

5. Summary

Design study of the sector magnet for the super-
conducting ring cyclotron for the proposed RIKEN RI
beam factory has been carried out. Until now, it has
turned out that isochronous fields for various ions can be
generated by using superconducting main coils and
superconducting trim coils within ±0.01 T. Detailed
design studies and further optimization are under way.
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Abstract

A conceptual design of the super-
conducting sector magnet for the RIKEN
superconducting ring cyclotron is described.
A comparison of the warm pole system with
cold pole one is discussed. Magnetic forces,
coil support system, coil cooling method and
cryogenic system are also described.

1. Introduction

The superconducting ring cyclotron
proposed for the RIKEN RI beam factory
needs six units of superconducting sector
magnets, each of which must generate the
maximum magnetic field strength of 4 T in
the beam orbital area. We use
superconducting coils for the sector magnet to
obtain a compactness in size and to save
electric power and cooling water. The yoke
and pole made of magnetic iron are arranged
in the sector magnet to reduce the ampere
turns of the superconducting coils and to
minimize the leakage magnetic flux.

2. Structure of Superconducting
Sector Magnet

Figure 1 shows an overview of the
sector magnet. A cryostat is not drawn in this
figure. The main components of the magnetic
elements are superconducting coils, poles and
a yoke. We use two kinds of superconducting
coils: a pair of main coils and a group of
trim coils. Both coils are located upper and
lower sides with respect to the mid plane. We
have studied two ways of arrangements for

the pole. One is a warm pole system and the
other a cold pole one. Figure 2 shows the
both systems and a cryostat. As for the
warm pole system, the poles are directly
connected to the yoke in room temperature
region, and thus the cold mass at 4.5 K
consists of superconducting coils and coil
vessels. As for the cold pole system, the
main superconducting coil is wound around
the pole directly, so the cold mass consists of
superconducting coils, poles and coil vessels.
From points of view the mechanical rigidity
and magnetic force, we have decided to use
the cold pole system. However, a serious
problem on the cold pole system is the
difference of thermal contraction between
the pole and the coil vessel during the
cooldown of the cold mass from 300 K to
4.5 K. We are currently investigating this
problem.

3. Magnetic Field and Forces

A three dimensional display of the
magnetic field on the median plane
calculated using the OPERA (TOSCA) code
is shown in Fig.3. Figure 4 shows the
comparison of expanding forces on the
straight section of the main coil between for
the warm pole system and the cold pole one.
It is clear the force in the cold pole system
can be reduced by one-third of that in the
warm pole system. This effect is due to the
short distance between the main coil and
the pole in the cold pole system. Figure 5
shows the changing of the maximum
magnetic field (at a radius of 6 m on the
median plane) and the magnetic forces Fx,Fz
in the cold mass (consists of main coils and
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cold poles), as a function of the ampere turns of
two (a pair of) main coils . The magnetic force
Fz in the vertical direction is supported with two
coil links which are arranged between the upper
cold mass and lower one. The force of 300 tons
maximum causes a mechanical deflection of
about 4 mm maximum of the cold mass. The
magnetic force Fx in the radial direction is
generated with a configuration of the six sector
magnets . Each cold mass is pushed toward
outer radius by the forces from sector magnets at
both-side. The maximum force of Fx is estimated
to reach about 500 tons per each magnet. It is
very difficult to support this force by thermal
insulating supports which locate in between the
cold mass and the vacuum vessel. To support
such a large Fx, we are investigating a cold ring
of 2.6 m in diameter and 200 mm in thickness
which connects the six cold masses in the
central region of the ring cyclotron.

4. Superconducting Coils

The main superconducting coil has a
triangle shape with two long straight sections of
about 4 m length. This force is supported by
the coil vessel and the cold pole. It is very hard,
particularly for the coil in non-circular shape, to
prevent the coil's wire movement that causes a
coil quench. However, we should avoid the coil
quench,because the total magnetic energy stored
in six magnets reaches as much as 300 MJ.
Quench-free is indispensable for maintain a
reliable long-time operation for the cyclotron.
Taking the above matter into account, we apply
fully cryogenic-stable cooling for both the main
coil and the trim coil adopting a method of
conservative liquid-helium bath cooling. The
operation currents of the main coil and trim coil
are roughly set to be 5000 A and 500 A,
respectively. In order to maintain the cryogenic
stability, the average current densities of them
should be less than 40 A/mm2 and 50 A/mm2,
respectively.

5. Cryogenic System

The total heat leak of six magnets is
roughly estimated to be 500 W at 4.5 K.

A helium refrigerator having a capacity of
1 kW at 4.5 K stage will be used for six
sector magnets and the beam injection &
extraction channels. Weight of the total
cold mass of six magnets is about 360 tons.
It will take almost one month for the
cooldown of the cold mass from room
temperature to 4.5 K by the helium
refrigerator.

6. Conclusion

Conceptual design of the super-
conducting sector magnet for the RIKEN
superconducting ring cyclotron has been
carried out. The arrangement of the coil and
pole has been studied, and we have decided
to adopt the cold pole system in order to
support and reduce the magnetic forces in
the coil. We are planing to construct a
model of the superconducting sector magnet
to confirm our design.
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Abstract

Frequency up-shifts and some higher fre-
quency components have been observed in the in-
teraction of a high power microwave (fo=9GHz)
with an unmagnetized inhomogeneous argon
plasma. The relationship of the frequency up-
shift with incident microwave power, plasma den-
sity and strength of electric field have also been
investigated. The induced frequency up-shift is
considered to be related to a rapidly expanding
plasma which is created by the ponderomotive
force of a strong standing wave.

I. Introduction

Recently, the frequency up-shift (blue shift)
has been studied in laser plasma interaction and
plasma wake field accelerator [1,2]. Frequency
up-shifts in laser-plasma interaction have been
observed in recent experiments by Wood et al.
and Savage et al [3,4].

The first observation of the frequency up-
shift in the microwave-plasma interaction with-
out any ionization front has been reported [5,6].
In this paper, we demonstrate that when a high
power microwave is injected into a underdense
plasma a frequency up-shift around 2MHz and
some other higher frequency components from 2
to 8MHz have been observed.

II. Experimental Arrangement-

In the present experiments, a cylindrical,
unmagnetized argon plasma column was cre-
ated by a pulsed discharge between two directly
heated LaB6 cathodes in a vacuum chamber
(32cm in diameter, 60cm in length) as shown in

•Fig.l.
A typical plasma discharge pulse duration is

tw=2ms with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The typ-
ical plasma parameters are: maximum electron
density n0 < 1.2xl012cm~3 and electron temper-
ature Te ~ 3 ~ 5eV. The estimated electron-ion
collision frequency is ue{ ~ 4.5 x 106sec-1, and
ion neutral collision frequency is V{n ~ 105sec~a.
Within the experimental region of concern, a
parabolic density, n0 = nm a x[ l - [z — ZQ)2/L% is

observed in the z direction. Here Lz is the half-
width of the density profile along the chamber
axix, nmax is the maximum plasma density dur-
ing the experiment and ZQ is the position of the
maximum density layer, while in the radial di-
rection there is a quite weak linear density gradi-
ent. In the present experiments, the L- is around
25cm and LT, the gradient length in radial direc-
tion, is around 300cm.

Pimp

Fig.l Experimental set-up.

Pulsed microwave (/o=9GHz) with a rise-
time of rr « 100ns, maximum power of 250kW
and a typical pulse width of r i 3/zs is irra-
diated synchronously with the discharge pulse
through a rectangular horn antenna (aperture
area= 13.5 x 10.5cm2) from the lower density
side of the plasma along the chamber axis (z di-
rection). The ratio of the electric field energy to
the plasma energy is EoEQ/AncKTe x 0.1, where
EQ is the amplitude of the electric field of the
incident microwave, nc = 1.0 x 1012cm~3 is the
plasma density of critical layer and K is Boltz-
mann's constant. Because the pulse width of the
microwave is short enough for the ionization or
plasma heating, these effects can safely be ne-
glected. The plasma density perturbation and
rf signal in the plasma are detected by a plane
Langmuir probe and a cylindrical probe, respec-
tively.

III. Experimental Results

The frequency spectra of rf signals are ob-
served along the center axis of the chamber. A
typical example of the frequency spectra of mi-
crowave pulses is shown in Fig.2. These fre-
quency spectra are observed inside the plasma
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at z=llcm where plasma density no=0.5nc with
two different incident powers. Here z is a dis-
tance from the horn antenna aperture. The
dashed and solid lines represent the spectra of
rf signals of 37 and 250k\V, respectively. It can
be seen that the up-shift is 2.5MHz when P; is
250k\V, but is 0.5MIIz when P,- is decreased to
37kW.

• The relationship between the upper fre-
quency components and the incident power is
plotted in Fig.3. We found that as the in-
cident power of the microwave P, is increased
from 0 to 250kW, the frequency up-shift (fi) and
the higher frequency components (fm, m=2, 3)
can only been observed when P, is higher than
7.9kW, i.e. the threshold power for the present
phenomenon is around 7.9kW. This result is the
same as that we obtained before [5,6].
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The relationship between the frequency up-
shift and plasma density has also been investi-
gated. Figure <1 shows the dependence of the

frequency on plasma density. It can be seen that
when the plasma density no is increased from 0
to 0.9?ic ( nc = 1 x 1012cm~3 ) the up-shifted fre-
quency increases from 0 to2MHz, and the higher
frequency components increase from 0 to about
8MHz proportionally to the plasma density.
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Fig.4 Frequency up-shift and higher frequency
components vs. plasma density.

As mentioned in Ref[5,6], the up-shifts are
due to moving plasmas which are created by the
ponderomotive force of the incident wave. So,
the frequency up-shifts should have a relation to
the strength of the electric field of the incident
wave. In order to verify it, a moveable reflect-
ing plate is put near the end wall of the cham-
ber (zr=0cm) for investigating the dependence
of frequency spectra on the intensity of the elec-
tric field. The the electric field intensity of the
incident wave \E\2 and frequency spectra are ob-
served at a fix point z=llcm while the reflecting
plate is moved from zr=0 to 9cm with a step
Az=0.4cm.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Z,(cm)
Position of reflecting plate

rig.5(a) Electric field intensity vs. reflecting
position.
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The electric field intensity \E\2, frequency
up-shifts and higher frequency copmonents ob-
served as a function of reflecting position are
shown in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b). It is obvi-
ous that the frequency up-shifts and higher fre-
quency components have been observed at which
the electric field intensity is strong.
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Fig.5(b) Higher frequencies fm (m=l,2,3,4) vs.
reflecting position.

IV. Discussion

Frequency up-shifts have been verified ex-
perimentally in the interaction of high power mi-
crowave and plasma. As shown above, the ob-
served up-shifted frequency and higher frequency
components depend not only on the incident
power of the microwave and the plasma density
but also on the strength of electric field. Accord-
ing to Refs.[5,6], the frequency up-shifts are due
to moving plasmas arising from ponderomotive
force and the velocity of the expanding plasma
can be written as

r/(m,-no), (1)

where A is the irradiation area of the microwave,
c is speed of light in vacuum and m< is ion mass.
T{ and Te are ion temperature and electron tem-
perature, respectively. If we take P^ 250kW,
/o=9GHz, Te = 3eV, A= 5 x 10~3m2, r = 3 /« ,
/ = 8 x 10~3 m, the velocity of the expanding
plasma is estimated to be v « 7.5 x 106 cm/s.
When the incident wave encounters such a mov-
ing plasma, a part of it is reflected by the plasma,
and the rest transmmits through the moving
plasma. In the frame of the moving plasma (the
prime frame) the frequency of the incident wave
is u'o = 7(1 + p)u0, where 7 = (1 - (32)-1'2,
(3 = v/c. Performing an inverse Lorentz trans-
formation to get back to the lab frame, the wave
frequency for the reflected wave is

while for the transmitted wave, it is found that

/ , ,2 \

2, .2+/3)W0 (2)

(3)
Substituting v = 7.5 x 106 cm/s (experimental
result) into Eq.(2), the frequency up-shift of the
reflected wave is A / r = ^fe. ~ 4(MHz), and for
the transmitted wave, the frequency up-shifted
is Aft = j ^ « 2.1(MHz). These results are in
good agreement with the experimental results.
Since the up-shifted frequency signal interacts
with the moving plasmas several times within
one pulse duration of the incident wave, higher
frequency components could be observed in the
experiments.

V. Conclusion

In summary, the frequency up-shift around
1 ~ 2MHz and some other higher frequency com-
ponents in the range of 2MHz to 8MHz have
been demenstrated again experimentally in the
interaction of microwave (fo=9GHz, P,=250kW)
with underdense plasma. It has been predicated
theoretically that a frequency up-shift may oc-
cur when an electromagnetic wave interacts with
an underdense ionization front [7]. This mecha-
nism is verified by our experiments of microwave-
plasma interaction when there is no ionization
front. It means not only an underdense ioniza-
tion front but also a moving underdense plasma
can be used to up-shift the frequency of a mi-
crowave radiation. In the present case, because a
strong standing wave is established in the cham-
ber, the plasma is expanded rapidly by the collec-
tive ponderomotive force arising from the electric
field gradient of the standing wave. The reflected
and transmitted waves interact with the moving
plasmas, and the frequency is up-shifted due to
the Doppler effect.
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Abstract

The first experimental demonstration of ducitng of
high power microwave in a preformed density chan-
nel is studied. The microwave remains trapped and
guided in a preformed density channel. These results
are in good agreement with a numerical model de-
scribing the microwave propagation.

1. Introduction

One of the most interesting topics is the applica-
tion of the laser to plasma based particle accelerators
with a ultrahigh gradient. A number of ways to excite
plasma waves having gradients as high as several ten
of GeV/m have been proposed so far. A laser driven
accelerator that has a number of attractive features
is the laser wakefild accelerator (LWFA) [1,2]. But
LWFA has the fault that the acceleration distance is
severely limited to the diffraction length, or Reyleigh
Length zR = nrg/Ao, where XQ is the laser wavelength
and r0 is the laser spot size at focus. The self-guiding
[2] of an intese electromagnetic wave in a plasma has
been proposed to overcome its limitation. This phe-
nomenon is particularly interesting for processes re-
quiring a long interaction length such as x-ray lasers
[3] and laser-driven accelerators. More recently nu-
merous theoretical works on this subject [4,5] have
been performed and experimental results [6,7] have
also been presented.

2. Theory of optical guiding

One approach to the guiding of an intense elec-
tromagnetic waves uses the effect depending on self-
induced modulations of the plasma refractive index.
In a plasma there are two types of optical guiding
mechanisms. One is the self optical guiding due to
the ponderomotive force of an intense electromagnetic
wave and the other is the optical guiding due to the
relativistic effect. The former utilizes the dependence
of refractive index on the plasma, which is given by

(1)

where UIQ is the incident-wave frequency, up =
(47rne|e|2/m(.)

1/'2 is the plasma frequency and ne is
the electron density. With the preformed density
channel along the pass of electromagnetic wave, it
propagates in this channel over distances exceeding
Reyleigh length. The latter results from the increase
of the refractive index due to the relativistic quiver
motion of electrons. Because the refractive index has
the largest peak on the axis where the intensity of
electoromagnetic wave has a maximum, the distribu-
tion of refractive index is the same as that of an op-
tical fiber. Such relativistic self-guiding occurs when
the inident-wave power P exceeds a critical power
[8,9] given by Pc = 16.2(w/wp)

2 GW.

3. Experimental Set up

The experimental arrangement used in the present
studies is shown in Fig.l. A cylindrical, unmagne-
tized argon plasma is produced in a stainless-steel
chamber of 60 cm length by 32 cm diameter covered
with a number of multidipole permanent magnets for
a plasma confinement.

Pump

Magnetn

Peimanent
magnet

Fig.l Experimental apparatus

The plasma is produced by a pulsed discharge with
discharge duration of 2 msec and 10 Hz repetition be-
tween the LaBfi cathode and the chamber wall. The
plasma density is measured by both a cylindrical and
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a plane Langmuir probe. The typical plasma parame-
ters are the maximum electron density no «* 2.0 x 1012

cm"3, electron temperature Te « 3 ~ 5 eV in an ar-
gon gas pressure Po = 3 ~ 4 x 10~4 Torr.

The pulsed microwave with frequency /o =
WO/2T = 9 GHz and a maximum power of 250 kW
and the pulse duration of 1 /zsec in FVVHM is ir-
radiated from a rectangular horn antenna (aperture
area= 13.5 x 10.5 cm2) with a metal lens located at a
lower end of plasma density toward a higher density
area along the chamber axis.

4. Experimental Results

The density channel is formed by inserting the
Polyimide film sheet with 240 mm length by 15 mm
width and 125 /im thickness at the center of the cham-
ber filled with the plasma. In the present experiment,
the sheet is inserted from the higher density to 15 cm
position from the edge of metal lens. We may esti-
mate that the radius of density channel is about 1
cm.

When the microwave pulse is injected into this
density channel, Fig.2 shows an axial profile of ob-
served electric field pattern as a function of incident
power. We observe that with increasing the incident
microwave's power the microwave pulse propagates
deeper along the density channel and that the electric
field also becomes stronger. The electric field tends
to be confined around the axis (r = 0 cm) as the mi-
crowave pulse propagates along the channel. We can
measure that the spatial separation of three peaks
(Q,/? , 7) appeard in Fig.2 (a) is about 2.2 cm. Three
peaks can be visible as the incident power increases.
We know that the wave length of the fundamental TE
mode in the wave guide (WRJ-10: 2.29 x 1.02 cm2)
is Xg =4 .8 cm. If we assume that the observed wave
in the experiment is the fundamental TE mode, we
suppose that the stanting wave of the mode is formed
in a density channel.

P=250kW

• P=150kW

- - • P=S0VW

5 10 15 20 25 30

2 (cm)

(a) r=0 cm

5 10 15 20 25 30

z(cm)
(b) r=4 cm

Fig.2 Profiles of ihe nnmalizcd field IS as a function of the
axial distance. Radial positions (a) r = 0 cm, (b) r = <1 cm.

Figure.3 (a) shows the half width of the radial field
profile Av as a function of z. The half width Ar
changes along the channel and has minimum around

r = 19 ~ 20 cm, while the field amplitude has max-
imam on the axis. Therefor, we can say that the
microwave pulse is focused at z = 19 ~ 20 cm.

Figure.3 (b) shows the half width of the field ra-
dial profile as a function of the incident power. Fig.3
(b) indicates that the half width has a minimum at
the maximum power P = 250 kW. It is evident from
Fig.3 (b) that the half width tends to decrease with
increasing the incident power.

3

2.5

2

•1.5

' 1

0.5

O P-2S0KW

a p-isokW

a • p-iocmw

)6n

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

z(cm)

(a)

50 100 150 200 250

P(kW)

(b)

Fig.3 (a) Half width of radial field profile Ar as a function of
the axial distance (z). (b) Half width Ar as a function of the
incident power. Solid circles, open circles, triangles, and
squares are the axial positions z — 17 cm, z = 18 cm, z = 19
cm, and z = 20 cm, respectively. Solid lines represent
theorical calculations.

5. Discussion

In order to interpret the observed behavior, we
calculate a transverse profile of the microwave in the
density channel. We assume that the microwave pulse
is weak enough to neglect the relativistic effect. We
use a propagation model approximated by that in an
opticl fiber with refractive index Ni inside and N?
outside. Because the microwave field is axially sym-
metric, we can look for the fundamental TE mode
solution of Maxwell's equations. In a slab geometry,
this solution [10] is given by

{ E0cos(kyy)exp(-jkz) (\y\ < a),
Eocos(kya)
x exp[-p(|y| - a)]exp(-j*z) (|y| > a),

where K~ = JVffcg — k~, p" = k' — NjKQ and ko =
c is the speed of light and a is the channel radius.
Applying the continuity condition of magnetic field
Hy, we obtain the characteristic equations

(3)

(2)

p = ky

This numerical calculation enables us to determino
the transverse profile for propagation of microwave in
the plasma channel.

We assume that the channel radius is a — 1 cm
from the experimental result. Because the plasma
density of channel outside is overdense, we may put
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A'-j = 0. We carry out the calculation as a function
of the refractive index N\. Figure.4 shows the trans-
verse profile of the microwave calculated for above-
mentioned conditions and the observed experimental
results. Note that experimental and numerical values
are normalized. Solid lines and dashed lines are re-
sults calculated for the cases of N\ = 1 (in vacumm)
and A'i = 0.5, respectively. One can see that there is
a fairly good agreement between experimental and
numerical results. The experimental result at the
lower density (Fig.4 (a)) is more agreement with the
numerical result of N\ = 0.5 than that of /v*i = 1,
while at the higher density (Fig.4 (b)) the observation
shows better agreement with A^ = 1. These results
obtained for Fig.4 can understand as follows. As the
microwave propagates along the plasma channel, the
electric field of microwave in the channel is maximum
around z — 19 cm. Therefor, the refractive index
of channel increases, since electrons in the channel
are pushed out of the channel by the enhanced pon-
deromotive force. As a result, the refractive index
of channel changes gradually along the plasma chan-
nel. We can say the results indicate that the ducting
of the microwave is formed and that the microwave
propagates along the channel.

1 2 3
r/a

(a)z= 17 cm

Fig.4 Normalized radial field profiles. Each curve represents
numerical results. The parameters arc channel radius a = 1,
refractive index iVj = 0, and /V"i = 0.5 (dashed line), N\ = 1
(solid line). Axial positions (a) z = 17 cm, (b) z — 19 cm.

The variation of refractive index is very important
and the motion of the electron has to be taken into
account. The plasma is modeled using no relativis-
tic cold fluid equations. Using the momentum and
continuity equations, we can estimate that 8n/nc is
directly proportional to the incident power. The half
width has Ar ~ l/fcy. Using equation (3), the half
width is approximated by Ar ~ \/ky ~ l/A^. Be-
cause the channel refractive index is given by Ari =
(1 — n/nc)

l/~ ~ \fp~, where we put n — nc — 6n, the
half width is given by

A r ~ 1/A'i ~ \/\fP. (4)

On writing in this result on Fig.3 (b) by solid lines,
the experimental and the theorical results are in good
agreement. But this comparison can only be qualita-
tive.

6. Conculsion

We have demonstrated that the ducting of the mi-
crowave is formed and the microwave pulse remains
trapped and guided in the plasma channel at the fun-
damental TE mode. The comparisons of the exper-
imental observations with the theorical calculations
produce good agreement for both the transverse pro-
file of the electric field and the dependence on the
incident power of the half width Ar. We have shown
that the experimental result can be explained by the
concept on the "otical guiding ".
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Abstract

Electron linear acceleration, using a slow transverse
electromagnetic wave (TE wave) supplemented with a
crossed static magnetic field, has been demonstrated.
An energy gain of 3.5 keV is measured for electrons
with a 64 keV incident energy, in a 0.5 m long ac-
celerator, when an external magnetic field of 0.67 G
is applied. The results show the feasibility of a high
gradient, compact accelerator using TE mode intense
laser or short wave length microwave without slow
wave structure or mode converter.

I. Introduction

An accelerator is proposed in which a TE-mode
wave is used to drive charged particles in contrast
with the usual linear accelerators based on the vpxB
acceleration mechanism in which longitudinal electric
fields or TM-mode waves are supposed to be used.1~6)
Using TE mode as a driving wave allows higher gradi-
ent and more compact accelerators, because the slow
wave structure, or mode converter, is not necessary
for high energy accelerators. In this paper, we re-
port results of proof of principle experiments on the
vpx B acceleration scheme using the TE wave in vac-
uum. In order to couple particles with the transverse
wave we use a slow wave structure created waveg-
uide composed of parallel dielectric materials and of
conductors.2^

II. Theory

Suppose that the transverse electromagnetic wave
which has a maximum electric field Ex and a maxi-
mum magnetic field By in the x and y direction, re-
spectively, propagates with a phase velocity vp in the
z direction (see Fig. 1) . When an external static
magnetic field Bo, with an amplitude smaller than
By is applied in the y direction, there exist two mag-
netic neutral points (A and B) where the electric field
is non-zero. Around point B, the Lorentz force acts
on the particles with its velocity, v w vp, which are

accelerated by the electric field in the x direction, in
the z direction as restoring force. Therefore the par-
ticles bunch there and are accelerated by the wave
electric field in the x direction, continuously.

The motion of a charged particle with the rest
mass, 772, and charge, q, in the above-mentioned sys-
tem is described by the equation of motion.2^ The
trapping condition is obtained by the balance of the
equation of motion in the wave propagation direction
(z direction) such as,

\By\ > (1)

where j p is the Lorentz factor measured with the
wave phase velocity, vp. Inequality represents the
unlimited acceleration condition. In other words, if
this condition is satisfied, electrons can be acceler-
ated continuously without detrapping from the wave
trough.

Bo

Ex =ExO sin(kz - cat)

By =Byo sin(kz - cot)

Fig.l. Schematic diagram of the vp X Bo acceleration using a
transverse electromagnetic wave. An electromagnetic wave
with a transverse electric field component propagates in the z
direction with the phase velocity vp. A static magnetic field
Bo is applied in the y direction. A charged particle is
accelerated in the x direction.

III. Experimental set-up and results

A schematic view of the experimental set-up is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The injected electrons with beam
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Table I. Dimensions of the dielectric wave guide.

Dielectric materials
Accelerator length
thickness Ad
width 2/i
separation 2d

Maccrl and Folsteright
48 cm
50 mm
50 mm
13~33 mm

hight l (=2rf+2Ad) 113~133 mm

current: 1 mA are initially accelerated, by a high-
voltage DC power supply, up to a maximum energy
of 100 keV. Here, we use a Pierce-type gun with a
hair-pin-type cathode which is made of a tungsten
filament originally made for an electron microscope.
The acceleration section has a slow-wave structure of
TE mode2) and a schematic view of this structure
is shown in Fig. 2(b). This structure is designed so
that the phase velocity is 0.46c (corresponding energy
of 65 keV) by adjusting the seperation to a value 74
mm. The dimensions of the slow wave structure are
listed in Table I. This structure consists of 20 dielec-
tric blocks and 48 cm long in the wave propagation
direction. The blocks are installed upper and lower
side of the wave guide with the separation for the
electron path.

Load

^•v Analyzer

Macorl

Folsteright

Fig.2. Experimental apparatus and the crossectional view of
the wave guide loaded dielectric material, (a) Experimental
apparatus for the proof of the principle of the electron
accelerator using TE wave, (b) Schematic drawing of the
dielectric wave guide.

The electrons accelerated through the accelerator
are analyzed by a magnetic field bending type en-
ergy analyzer which has a uniform magnetic field of
200 G. The electrons are detected by a microchan-
nel plate (MCP) electron multiplier with a slit of 2
mm in front of it. The MCP is scanned spatially
in the analyzer and the position at which the sig-
nal is detected from the MCP corresponds to the en-
ergy and the signal intensities to the electron fluxes.
The maximum resolution of the energy analyzer is
less than 0.1 keV. This instrument is calibrated with
the above-mentioned electron beam source. The cal-
ibration is carried out by changing the acceleration
voltages without RF power before and after the main
experiments. In the experiments, the orbit of the elec-
trons is bent by the applied magnetic field. When the
electron energy was measured, the energy analyzer is
adjusted such that the electrons are injected nomal
to its slit inlet.

A pulsed electromagnetic wave, with a 10 kW max-
imum power, is generated by a magnetron which is
triggered by an external timer with a typical pulse
width of 5 /JS with repetition of 10 Hz. The gener-
ated microwave is absorbed by a nonreflection dummy
load after going through the slow-wave structure.

The static, vertical magnetic field for the vp X Bo

acceleration is generated by a pair of saddle-shaped
external coils. Uniformity less than 3 % covers length
of 32 cm (40 cm for 5 %) in the z direction and 5 cm
in the y direction. A maximum field strength of 10
G is measured at the center of the accelerator. This
value is high enough to demonstrate the vp x 2?0 prin-
ciple with TE mode under the present experimental
parameters.

Q)

CO
0-

-2-

_

- (

1t
1

1

*

Ex = 40 kV/m
Ex = 30 kV/m

55 60 65
e0 (keV)

70

Fig.3. Energy increment, Ae, as a function of the incident
electron energy, crj, without external magnetic field. Incident
microwave power : P = 10 kW. The solid lines indicate the
calculated maximum energy increment, at the maximum
electric field value of Ex = 20, 30 and 40 kV/m.

Figure 3 shows the electron energy increment as a
function of incident electron energy e0 with no exter-
nally applied magnetic field. The maximum electron
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energy increment, A : = 1.3 keV, is observed when the
incident electron energy c0 is 64 keV. This implies
that this slow wave structure is resonated with the
frequency of 2.-15 G!k, and the phase velocity is cor-
responded to the energy of the order of 64 keV. The
vertical error bars indicate the variation in electron
energy due to the instability of beam transparency
arised from the induced space charge on the dielectric
surface through the wave guide. The resonance at the
electron energy of 64 keV is slightly smaller than the
designed value of 65 keV. The results show that an
efficient acceleration is occured when the wave phase
velocity is slightly larger than the beam velocity. A
strong deceleration is observed for electrons with an
energy £o = 60 keV. In Fig. 3 the calculated results
of the electron energy increment are also displayed by
solid lines when the wave electric field is Ex = 20, 30
and 40 kV/m (shown in the next section).

0
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ti l l
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- — — •
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i 1
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i t i i

I
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i i i <

Ex = 30 kV/m

Ex = 20 kV/m

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
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Fig.4. Energy increment, Ac, as a diction of the static
magnetic field Bo with P = 10 kW. The solid lines show the
calculated values when EQ = 20, 30 and '10 kV/m. Symbols
O and A stand for e0 = 6-1 keV and 66 keV, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the electron energy increment as a
function of an external applied magnetic field. Sym-
bols O a"d A stand for values of the incident electron
energy of £o = 64 and 66 keV, respectively, and solid
lines are the calculated results with an electric field
amplitude ET - 20, 30 and 40 kV/ni. In Fig. 4, as the
static magnetic field is increased, the electron energy
increases until 5 0 = 0.67 G at £Q — 64 keV. A maxi-
mum energy increment of 3.5 keV is observed at the
incident energy of 64 keV with an external magnetic
field of 0.67 G.

IV. Discussion

The energy increment is computed by solving the
equation of motion of an electron for the parameters
of the present experiment, assuming vp = 0.461c, Ex

= 20, 30 and 40 kV/m and r = 3.2 ns, where r is the
time that the electrons travel throughout the wave
guide. The electric field strengths are estimated from

the distribution of an incident microwave power in
the wave guide. The Runge-Kutta method is used to
these calculations with 100 test particles uniformly
distributed initially in the phase spare. Although the
profile of the electric field amplitude in the wave guide
depends on the position, we select the value on the
axis of the waveguide, because almost all electrons
propagate through the center of the wave guide in
the present experiments. In the present experiment,
the trapping condition inequality (Eq. (1)) is vio-
lated, because it takes more than 20 ns to reach the
steady state. When Ex = 30 kV/m , it is good agree-
ment with the experimental deta in Fig. 3. There-
fore the assumption on the intensity of the electric
field is reasonable to energy increment the electron
motion in the wave guide. In Fig. 4 , the observed
energy increment is larger than the calculated value.
This discrepancy is not clarified yet. The condition
of the transient state, however, should be taken into
consideration for more precise explanation of the ex-
perimental results.

V. Conclusion

Electron acceleration using a slow transverse elec-
tromagnetic wave (TE wave) supplemented with a
static magnetic filed has been demonstrated. An en-
ergy gain of 3.5 keV for electrons is observed from
an incident energy of 64 keV in a 0.5 m accelerator,
when an external magnetic field of 0.67 G is applied.
The results show the feasibility of high gradient com-
pact accelerator using an intense laser or short, wave
length microwave without slow wave structure.
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Abstract
Continuous beam monitoring can ensure beam

stability during beam irradiation for charged particle
therapy.lt can also detect the beam which is not synchro-
nized with a patient's respiratory in case of treatment of
an organ moving with respiratory. A MWPC was adapted
to these purposes. It was used in air not to disturb beam.
The effective thickness of the MWPC with respect to the
beam is only that of wires. Therefore, scattering the beam
and losing the energy of the beam in the MWPC is
sufficiently small so that they do not affect charged parti-
cle therapy. The MWPC was proved to be useful by use
for biology experiments.

Introduction
The Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba

(HIMAC) at National Institute of Radiological Sciences
is the first heavy ion accelerator complex dedicated for
charged particle therapy1-2). Charged particle therapy
severely requires controlling dose of beam and safety
assurance. In the HIMAC, the dose is measured by using
two monitors, an ion chamber and a secondary electron
monitor, at the same lime. Occurrence of any abnormal
conditions interlocks the beam irradiation through a
global interlock system.

Furthermore, the continuous beam monitoring is
one of strong means to ensure beam quality as follows.
The first is assurance of stability of beam profile and
position, because they affect beam intensity distribution

at an isocenter. The second is detection of the beam
which is not coincident with a patient's respiratory during
the treatment of an organ moving with the respiratory.
When such a beam spill is detected, the treatment is
interrupted in order to make beam extraction coincident
with the respiratory. Thus the continuous monitoring
shall be one of the activities of quality assurance for the
charged particle therapy.

Beam monitor for medical use
A multi-wire proportional chamber was in use for

the continuous monitoring. The MWPC is same as that
developed for beam monitors used at the high energy
beam transfer lines (HEBT) of the HIMAC3). A picture
of the MWPC is shown in Fig.l.

Neutron Shutter
Fig.l MWPC used in air

MWPC Wobbler Magnets
Ridge Filter

Collimcter
Isocenter

Scatterer

DoseMonitorsR a ngc S h i f t c r

Fig.2 Configuration of the BIOLOGY beam course
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Rare gases or organic gases are generally used to
obtain high amplification factor of the MWPC. In these
cases, thin windows are necessary on the MWPC to have
gas tight structure. Our purpose is focusing to use the
MWPC as a sort of non-destructive monitors, so that the
MWPC should have no window on it. Eventually, air is
used as the sensor gas of the MWPC. Therefore the beam
passing through the MWPC has a probability to collide
with only the wires. We describe the effects of the colli-
sion as an average thickness of the wires, that is approxi-
mately 8xlO-2g/cm2. This is corresponding to water
equivalent thickness of only 0.8mm. This value is negli-
gibly small in comparison with thickness of a margin on
a target volume in a body.

The MWPC was installed at the end of BIOLOGY
beam line as shown in Fig.2. The MWPC is located
between the end of beam duct and Wobbler magnets. The
beam intensity is uniformly distributed at the isoccnter by
a pair of Wobbler magnet and a scatterer. Each wobbler
magnet sweeps sinuously the beam in horizontal or
vertical direction. Combination of both motions of the
beam results in rotational motion. The rotating beam is
scattered by the scatterers. In this way, the beam of maxi-
mum diameter 22cm become uniform within ±5% at the
isocentcr. Scattering effect at the MWPC affects the
uniformity. However, the effect evaluated by a calculation
is only less than 1x10-3%. Eventually the MWPC can be
regarded as the non-destructive monitor for the charged
particle therapy.

Electronics
We used the same electronics with that used for the

beam profile monitors of the HEBT3). Generated current
on a wire of the MWPC is integrated on a capacitor in the
integration circuit.

The electronics gives us good performance as
follows. Typical noise level is 1 digit of full scale 2048-
digit. The noise level is independent of the time width of
integration. It means that leak currents in electronic
elements do not contribute to the noise, or are very small.
A simple estimation shows that the leak currents are
supposed to be less than O.lnA each channel. Cross talk
between adjacent channels is less than -60dB. Because of
the low noise level and the small cross talk, the beam
profiles can be observed clearly even though the peak
height of the profile is less than 0.1V.

Tests and results
In order to test the MWPC under various beam

conditions, the MWPC was installed in BIOLOGY beam
course as mentioned above. The BIOLOGY beam course
is used for biology experiments and not therapy.

Fig.3 shows dependence of the gas amplification
factor on applying voltage. It was measured at C6 +

290MeV/u beam. The amplification curve is normalized
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Fig.3 Dependence of amplification
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to 1 at plateau region. Because the amplification factor
should be 1 at the plateau region. The curve shows the
amplification factor is about 20 at -2.7kV the maximum
voltage of the MWPC. The amplification factor 20 is
small compared with that of same type profiles monitors
used at the HEBT. They gain more than 5,000 filling
with Ar-CO2 mixed gas4). Comparatively small amplifi-
cation factor results from quenching effect due to oxygen.
An oxygen component of air strongly quenches electron
avalanche even under a considerably strong electric field.
Charged particle therapy is performed using the beam
intensity of 3.6~3.2xl08pps. In order to observe such a
beam, the MWPC does not need to obtain a wide intensi-
ty range. This condition does not require the MWPC to
have high amplification factors.

Dynamic range of this MWPC system spans from
1 to 2,000. This results from that the range of amplifica-
tion factor of the MWPC is from 1 to 20, and the dy-
namic range of the electronics is from 0.1V to 10V as
mentioned already. Then the intensity range of observable
beams is estimated, for instance of C6* 290MeV/u beam,
to be from SxlO^ps to 6xl09pps. It is sufficiently wide
to cover the intensity range necessary for charged particle
therapy or related measurements except for measuring
LET.

A beam profile of C6* 290MeV/u beam observed
by the MWPC is shown in Fig.4. The MWPC is located
at downstream from the last triplet quadrupole magnets of
the BIOLOGY beam course. The triplet quadrupole
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magnets are forming 10mm diameter beam at the
isocenter l lm downstream. Therefore, the beam has an
approximate round shape as shown in the figure.
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A range of He2+ 150MeV/u beam in water was
measured by using a water column. The measurements
were carried out with and without the MWPC in the beam
course. Both results are plotted in Fig.5. Circles indicate
the results of the measurement with the MWPC, and
squares indicate those without the MWPC. Difference
between both Bragg peak positions was not detected. It
means the difference is less than position resolution of
the measurement.

120 140
Depth in water [mm]

160

Fig.5 Dose spectra measured with and
without the MWPC. Circles show
results of with the MWPC.

Although an exposure of a film to the beam and
scanning the density measured the beam uniformity,
difference of the uniformity was undetectable as expected.

High voltage of -lkV was continuously applied to
the MWPC for about 3 months. An approximate amount
of total beams was 1.314 particles. No damage due to
radiation is found on the MWPC at present.

Conclusions
We summarize the results of the MWPC and

these tests as follows.
(l)The MWPC worked stably in air and gained the ampli-
fication factor of about 20 at -2.7kV. The total dynamic
range including that of the electronics is from 1 to about
2,000. It is sufficiently wide to monitor the beam for
charged particle therapy and related measurements.
(2)Disturbance of the beam was negligibly small so that
it was supposed not to affect charged particle therapy and
related measurements.

We do not test the MWPC to detect the beam
which is not synchronized with a patient's respiratory,
because the irradiation coincident with a patient's respira-
tory is in a test stage at present. However, we know that
the response of MWPC is sufficiently fast to interrupt
the irradiation within acceptable dose ambiguity.

We can conclude the MWPC system is working
as a non-destructive beam monitor with versatility to
ensure the quality of treatment. A damages due to radia-
tion of a long term, however, must be watched continu-
ously in future.
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1. Introduction

Most storage machines require a multi-bunch
operation in order to achieve a high intensity. KEKBM
also requires a multi-bunch operation, where about 5000
bunches will be filled in rf buckets with a period of 2 ns.
It is not guaranteed that stored bunches have always the
same intensity and the same position. Therefore, it is
important to measure the beam parameters of each
bunch. There would be two methods to obtain the beam
information on each bunch. The first one is to sample
successive bunches with a rale of more than 500 MHz
and store data in a memory bank after digitalization.
The second as an alternative method is to pick up a
specified bunch with a ultra-fast gating switch. A gated
signal is slowly processed within one revolution. A
switching time should be much shorter than a bunch
spacing time. Changing timing of a gate pulse
responds to other bunches. The former is applied for the
bunch-by-bunch feedback systemf2,3]. However, it
would be technically difficult to convert sampled data to
a normalized position signal in real-time. The latter
technique using a gate is described here. This technique
is adequate for measuring a specified bunch in real-time,
but cannot measure all bunches at the same time.

2. Analog Switch

In order to pick up one bunch under a multi-bunch
operation, a switching time of less than 1 ns is required
in the KEKB. However, commercially available analog
switches using PIN diodes and GaAs FETs do not
satisfy the requirement. A fast analog switch using Si-
bipolar transistors with fT of 10 GHz has been
developed^] for a burst modulator. A switching time
was obtained to be 1.2 ns. The on/off isolation was
more than 60 dB at 200 MHz. Circuit configuration of
the switch has been kept and the transistors used in the
circuit were replaced by those with higher fT of 35 GHz
in order to shorten the switching time. Fig.l shows the
circuit of the ultra-fast analog switch. The circuit
consists 12 transistors. The transistors from T3 to T6
control the switch by comparing the voltage externally
applied at JI with the In order to pick up one bunch
under a multi-bunch operation, a switching time of less
than 1 ns is required voltage VR1. The switch is off
when the voltage at Jl is zero and on at -0.7 V. An rf
signal passes through from J2 to J3. The bias voltages
VCSl and VCS2 are used for adjusting offset voltages of
an output signal.

GND
50

OUTPUT
J3

J1
T9

CONTROL
INPUT

Fig. 1 Circuit of analog switch.

3. Performance

The switch has been manufactured as a monolithic IC
and packaged in a case of 9.3 mm square with 21 pins. A
frequency response was measured using a network analyzer.
Fig. 2 shows transmission loss (S21) with on and off.
The insertion loss is about 11 dB up to 1 GHz. The
on/off isolation is about 40 dB at 500 MHz and is getting
worse as frequency increases. The isolation is worse than
that expected in a simulation, which may be due to stray
capacitances.

A transient response was tested. A continuous rf wave
of 508 MHz was prepared and divided into two ways. One
is applied to the switch input J2 and the other to a
frequency divider. The divider produces a pulse
corresponding to the revolution frequency by doing 1/5120,
where 5120 is the harmonic number of K.EKB. An output
pulse of the divider is used as a trigger of a gate pulse.
Rise and fall times of the gate pulse which synchronizes
with the rf wave should be much faster than the bunch
spacing time. The switching time was less than 200 ps.
Switching noises were observed in an output signal of the
switch. The noises shaping a spike were reduced by a
low-pass filter of 800 MHz. Fig. 3 shows an example of
the transient response. We may notice that a continuous
wave is converted to a mono-pulse. Table 1 summarizes
specifications of the analog switch.
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Table 1 Specifications of the switch.

Input/Output Impedance
Input Amplitude
Bandwidth
Control
Switching Time
ON/OFF Isolation
Insertion Loss
Power Supply

50 ft
0.7 V p-p max.
1.0 MHz to 1.0 GHz
0 to -0.7 V
200 ps max.
40 dB min. at 500MHz
l ldB
200 mW

Fig. 3 Transient response of the switch. Upper trace
shows an input rf signal of 500MHz with 400mV/div.
Middle one is a gated output signal with 50 mv/div. A
low-pass filter of 800 MHz is used. Lower one is a
gate pulse with lV/div. All traces are swept with
lns/div.

4. Signal Processing

Two techniques to detect a beam pulse are widely
used. One is a narrow-band method, where a specified
frequency component of a beam pulse is detected with a

band-pass filter. The other is a wide-band technique,
where a pulse height or area of a pulse is detected. Let's
compare the S/N in both techniques assuming that one
bunch is gated with 2 ns gate width and the signal process
is carried out within one turn (10 |is). The bandwidth is
more than 100 kHz. The thermal noise level is
proportional to square root of the bandwidth. On the
contrary, a signal amplitude in the frequency domain is
approximately reduced to the duty factor(2xlOE-4) in the
time domain. Therefore, the wide-band detection in the
time domain has an advantage for the S/N ratio in a turn-
by-turn measurement.

One example of the turn-by-turn measurement is shown
in Fig. 4. The apparatus will be able to measure the
betatron tunes ar is used in TRISTAN^]. A beam pulse
is picked-up by a button electrode and will be stretched out
by a coaxial cable. Low-pass fillers also stretch the beam
pulse further so as not to overlap successive bunches. A
low noise amplifier is needed in order to compensate the
loss occurred at the gate. The BOD^(Bunch Oscillation
Detector) samples the gated beam pulse with a self-
produced pulse and holds its peak voltage. The BOD
can detect AC components of a normalized beam position
with a help of an AGC (Automatic Gain Control) loop.
The betatron tune measurement is very important an
especially in the components of a normalized beam
position with a help of an KEKB since the beam-beam
tune shift gives us a transverse beam size at a colliding
point.

'with variable delay

1.5 ns

BOD: Bunch Oscillation Detector

Fig. 4 Block diagram for detecting the betatron tunes.

As a summary, we have developed an analog switch
for gating a single bunch. The gating switch has the
switching time of 200 ps. The on/off isolation was 40
dB at 500MHz. This switch would be used for
monitoring a bunch intensity and the betatron tunes in
real-time.
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Abstract

The analog processor for the emittance monitor in
the SPring-8 linac is composed of a charge sensitive
amplifier with gain control, a sample/hold circuit and an
isolation circuit. The charge sensitive amplifier detects
pulsed charge from the wire scanner. The sample/hold
circuit maintains the signal to which can be accepted by
an A/D converter on VME computer. It is designed as
lV/pC, O.lV/pC or lV/nC. The linear region was
measured as -5V~5V of output. Fluctuation of output for
200 seconds was ~1.5mV of l a . However voltage drift
was observed for 150 hours. But this is acceptable for
emittance measurement.

1. Introduction

Profile monitors are generally used for emittance
measurement There are many kinds of profile monitors
for example a wire scanner, a scintillation screen, an
OTR monitor and so on. In the SPring-8 linac, a wire
scanner is employed for the emittance monitor [1]. When
an electron beam impinges on the wire, secondary
emission charge and the bremsstrahlung are generated.
Both are proportional to the charge of incident electron
beam. An analog processor which detects the secondary
emission charge is employed for the emittance monitor
in the SPring-8 linac. However the efficiency of
secondary emission charge from incident charge is
reported as 6-7% for total surface at 30MeV~lGeV.
Because of this low efficiency, a high gain charge
sensitive amplifier is required. The analog processor has
a sensitivity of lV/pC nominally. The minimum charge
is expected as <0.01pC/pulse at the positron mode (Ins
width and 10mA peak current). Therefore the minimum
signal output is expected as <10mV. The fluctuation of
output signal is must be comparable (~10mV of 6a) to
measure the positron beam profile.

Because an A/D converter on VME computer only
acquires DC voltage, the output signal of the charge
sensitive amplifier is processed to DC voltage by a
sample/hold circuit.

2. Composition of Analog Processor

The analog processor is mounted on a print circuit
board (see Fig. 1). The main components are a charge
sensitive amplifier (CS-507, CLEAR-PULSE), a
sample/hold IC (ADI 154, ANALOG DEVICES), an
adjusting circuit and an isolation circuit. The block
diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

Two diodes (PAD1, SILICONIX) are used for input
protection. The PAD1 is a low leak diode which has
specification of <lpA leak current. When the voltage
exceeds over ±6V at the input of CS-507, the extra
charge is bypassed though the diode.

Fig. 1 Photograph of the analog processor.

The CS-507 is a hybrid IC which has a sensitivity of
lV/pC, nominally i.e. the built-in feedback capacitance
Cf of lpF. In order to release the. charge on the feedback
capacitor a resistance of lOOOMil is also attached in
parallel with the capacitor. The time constant of
relaxation becomes lms. The sensitivity can be changed
by attaching external feedback capacitors. The
sensitivities are designed as lV/pC (Cf~lpF, high gain
mode), O.lV/pC (Cf~10pF, medium gain mode) and
lV/nC (Cf~1000pF, low gain mode). Of course each
time constant of relaxation is designed as ~lms. The
sensitivity can be changed by remote control. An MOS-
FET is used as input stage in the CS-507. It has offset
voltage of ~-0.5V nominally. Therefore the offset
voltage appears on the CS-507 output.

The AD 1154 works to make a DC voltage from the
pulsed signal of the CS-507. The appropriate external
trigger is required for sampling.

The adjusting circuit adjusts sensitivity to designed
one and offset at the output of analog processor. The
adjustable range is designed as 0.88-1.54. The reason for
exceeding of 54% is to compensate the increase of
feedback capacitance due to the stray capacitance. This
stray capacitance will be a problem especially for the
high gain mode.

The isolation circuit breaks the ground inductor loop.
When the ground line is connected to the vacuum
chamber by two or more route, a ground inductor loop is
constructed. If the impedance of the loop is small, a
ground current flows. A ground current degrades the S/N
ratio. If a ground current of lOnA flows, a voltage of
10V (high gain mode) emerges on the DC output. In the
SPring-8 linac there are two isolation points. One is in
the analog processor and the other is an isolation
amplifier in the A/D converter on VME computer. The
isolation method in the analog processor is described
below. The DC voltage from the ADI 154 is converted to
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of analog processor.

frequency by the PLL circuit. Then the frequency is
transferred through an isolation transformer to the
second PLL circuit. Finally the frequency is restored to a
DC voltage by the second PLL circuit.

3. Examination of Analog Processor

The analog processor was adjusted and examined
using a simulated pulse. An appropriate reference
capacitor Q , lOpF, lOOpF or O.OljJ-F, was connected to
the input of the analog processor. When a step voltage
Vj was applied, a corresponding charge -CjVi was
generated on the reference capacitor. At the same time
the charge flowed into the analog processor. This means
the charge of CjVj was transferred to the feedback
capacitor of the charge sensitive amplifier. Fig. 3 shows
the CS-507 outputs when various charges were applied.
Due to the charge QVj on the feedback capacitor, the

CS-507 generated the voltage of £i^L However the

charge was released exponentially through the resister.
Once the exponential curve was obtained, the peak
voltage would be calculated by the curve fitting as the
value at '=0. Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the peak
voltage of CS-507 output when the various charges were
applied. The variation of DC output is also plotted. The
region where the output is proportional to the input
within ±1% is named linear region. The linear region
was measured as -5V-+5V of DC output. The linear

region will be extended to -10V~+5V of DC output if
further adjustment will be performed. The sensitivity and
the offset voltage arc calculated by the curve fitting in
the linear region. These measured characteristics are
summarized in Table 1.

2 3
Time (ms)

Fig. 3 CS-507 output when the simulated charge is
applied from -lOpC to lOpC by lpC step.

The fluctuation (standard deviation) of DC output for
200 second (100 samples) was measured as shown in
Fig. 7. The correlation between the input charge and the
standard deviation means that this fluctuation was
caused by the PLL circuit. The average is ~1.5mV (10).
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This value can be acceptable to measure the positron
beam profile.

Fig. 8 shows the fluctuation for 150 hours. Each data
was acquired in different run. The maximum difference
of CS-507 output is ~3.5mV. On the other hand the
maximum difference of DC output is ~85mV. The
sample/hold circuit and the isolation circuit may be
affected by room temperature drift.

• DC Output
o CS-507

DC Output Fitting
CS-507 Fitting

-5 0 5
Input Charge (pC)

Fig. 4 Linearity curves of high gain mode for CS-507
output and DC output.

• DC Output
O CS-507

DC Output Fitting
CS-507 Fitting

-100 -50 0 50

Input Charge (pC)
Fig. 5 Linearity curves of medium gain mode for CS-507
output and DC output.

10

• DC Output
O CS-507

DC Output Fitting -
CS-507 Fitting

-5 0 5
Input Charge (nC)

Fig. 6 Linearity curves of low gain mode for CS-507
output and DC output.

4. Conclusion

The analog processor achieved as designed
characteristics. The fluctuation for 200 second can be

acceptable to measure the positron beam profile.
However the fluctuation for 150 hours is rather large.
This means that measurement must be performed in few
minutes. The linear region is -5V-+5V of DC output.
This can be extended to -5V-+10V.
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Table 1
Measured data of sensitivity, offset and linearity

Output
Gain
CS-507
Hieh
DC Output
HiRh
CS-507
Medium
DC Output
Medium
CS-507
Low
DC Output
Low

Linear
Region
-6-+10
[pCl
-6~+6
fpCl
-50-+100
fpC]
-50-+60
[pCl
-5-+10
fnCl
-5~+5
[nCl

Sensitivity.

-0.7324
rv/nci
-1.0046
rv/pq
-0.09795
fV/pC]
-0.10030
fV/pCl
-0.9920
[V/nCl
-1.0038
fV/nCl

Offset of
DC Output
NA

10.1
rmvi
NA

6.35
[mVl
NA

13.55
fmVl
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Fig. 7 Standard deviation of DC output.
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Fig. 8 Time evolution of CS-507 output and DC output
for 150 hours.
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Abstract

A horizontal COD measurement system has
been made which has twelve electrostatic pick-up
monitors beside focusing quadrupole magnets. The
measured horizontal COD has maximum value of
14mm, and is corrected clown to 2mm with simple
way by use of twelve steering magnets which have
been set at same places of the monitors.

I. Introduction

HIMAC synchrotron[l] has been designed to
accelerate heavy ions from He to Ar. Injection
energy is 6MeV/u and maximum energy is
800McV/u for ions of e/m=0.5. The maximum
required beam intensities for each ion species are
determined to have dose rate of 5Gy/min. In the
carbon case which is being used for cancer
treatments now, required beam intensity is 4xl09ppp.
To obtain this value in the synchrotron, the multiturn
beam injection scheme is adopted. Hence, horizontal
and vertical acceptances of the ring are 260;r and
26JI mm mrad, respectively. Slow beam extraction
with third order resonance is used, and this process
requires extra horizontal space for last three turn. To
determine the sizes of vacuum chambers and good
field regions of magnets, additional spaces for
residual COD after the correction are added. Hence
the maximum apertures are ±122 and ±28mm in
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Non
uniform contraction and deformation of base concrete
after final alignment deteriorate its accuracy, and
increase the COD. To correct these horizontal CODs
and maintain the machine acceptance large, the
horizontal beam position monitor and the steering
magnet systems have been constructed.

II. Electrostatic pick-up monitors

To measure the horizontal COD, electrostatic
pick-up monitors with triangular right and left
electrodes have been made. The electrodes that are
260mm long are made of stainless steel SUS316L.
The aperture is 238 mm wide and 32mm height,
which is defined with window frames to prevent the
noise due to lost beam hitting. The capacitance is
HOpF and its balances between the right and left
electrodes in each monitors are adjusted within 2 pF
with a movable ground plate (see Fig.l).

Fig.l Electrostatic pick-up monitor together
steering magnet.

with

To check the output, test signal with a rod in
the monitor chamber has been used. Amplitudes of
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output signals from right and left electrodes (VR and
VL) have been measured as a function of the rod
position. With simple assumption the position (x) is
given as follows;

X = (W/2)(VR-V0/(VR+Vp, (1)
where W is electrode width. In Fig.2 the measured
values of ( V R - V J / ^ R + V J are plotted versus the
horizontal rod position, and show linear dependence
on X in the full aperture' with 24% larger value of
the coefficient W (294mm) than the geometrical
electrode width (238mm). If there are unbalanced
capacitances or setting errors of right and left
electrodes, measured beam position has offset error.
If this error was larger than 0.5mm, we adjusted the
capacitance valance to reduce the measured position
at the center.

-90 -75 -60 -45 -30 -15 0 15 30 45 68 75 90

The rod position (mm)

Fig.2 Output values of
positions.

versus rod

Fig.3 The upper is the input signal from signal
-generator and the lower signal is the measured output
of the monitor electrode.

III. Monitor electronics

Monitor electronics is similar to the one[2],[3]
in an acceleration system except for following points.

1) Between pick-up electrode and first FET
amplifier, there is semi-rigid cable of 40cm which
has resister of 100Q in the middle. As shown in
Fig.3 this attached rcsister permit to amplify the
beam signal without distortion by the signal
reflection. And this cable permit to attach the first
amplifier away from the vacuum chamber and to
decrease radiation damage of the FET amplifier.

2) There is only one beam signal processor for
position detection, and the beam signals from twelve
monitors are selected with diode switches. Isolation
between input channels arc better than 62dB, which
value is good enough for our purpose. Switching
speed is 200ns and this fast speed make it possible
to measure twelve horizontal beam positions in a
short time as flat base period.

At the end of signal processor a low pass filter
of 1kHz is used to reduce the white noise. The
measured output values are shown in Fig.4. In this
monitor system, frequency range of input signal is
from 1 to 8MHz, and gain range from 0 to 60 dB
(range used in daily operation). With difficulty of the
fine adjustment in the wide range of frequency and
gain, monitor electronics have offset errors of
±2mm. Owing to the wide horizontal aperture of
± 122mm, this error is acceptable.

e
5
4
3
2
1
0

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7

-1.0 -0.6 -0.2 0 0.2 0.6 1.0

Fig.4 Output of the monitor processor versus input
value of (Vr-Vl)/(Vr+Vl) with the monitor gain of
20dB and the frequency of 8MHz.

IV. Steering magnets

Twelve steering magnets have been installed at
the same place as monitors to correct the horizontal
COD. The magnets have been made with laminated
core to make possible the pattern operation for COD
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correction at flat top. Maximum field strength is
determined to correct the expected CODs at the flat
top field which are 16mm. The value is 800 Gauss
with the magnet length of 10cm. The magnet power
supplies are controlled with pattern data of 12 bits.

V. COD measurement and correction

To check the monitor, beam positions were
measured for different RF capture frequencies (see
Fig.5). Changing RF frequency (£f)> t n c beam
position (Sx) varies as follows;

Sx =7?r2r l r
2 ( r t r

2 - r 2 r 15f / f , (2)
where V is dispersion at the monitor, 7 is the
energy in units of the particle rest energy, and 7 u is
the value at the transition energy. In the HIMAC
synchrotron 7tr =3.67, V =2.5m, and 7 =1.0 at
injection. By use of these parameters,

x = 2.7 X 6 f/f (m), (3)
and this coefficient is consistent with the measured
value of 2.8m.

Measuring the displacement of beam position at
the monitor with excitation of one steering magnet,
this matrix elements of A can be determined
experimentally.

At the flat base the COD could be reduced
to the value smaller than 2mm (sec Fig.6) with
steering magnets, whose field strengths were
calculated with a equation-(5).

10F

co
5

()
O
Q.

CO
CD

C O

-5 h .

1.046 1.048
RF frequency (MHz)

Fig.5 Measured beam positions with different RF
capture frequencies.

Assuming linear lattice for COD correction,
displacements of beam positions can be expressed as
follows,

X = A0 (4)
where Xi is displacement of beam at the i-th
position monitor, and 0\ is deflection angle with i-
th steering magnet. The deflection angles (0)
to correct the COD (X^,,) is given with the inverse
matrix of A as follows;

0=A-lXCOD. (5)

-10
0 10

Fig.6 Measured COD before correction (Top), after
correction (Bottom).
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Abstract

A beam pulse monitor has been developed for timing
information about pulsed beams produced by the JAERI AVF
cyclotron. This monitor provides fast timing signals for
beam pulses of proton and heavy ions using a micro-channel
plate, which detects secondary electrons and photons yielded
by interaction between the beam and a target. In addition to
using a wire target, we adopted a thin aluminum foil target for
increasing the amount of electrons and photons. The moni-
tor has been tested in 45 MeV proton and 260 MeV neon
beams.

1. Introduction

The JAERI AVF cyclotron (K=110) accelerates various
ion beams from proton to xenon in a wide range of energies
mainly for materials science experiments. The extracted
beams from the cyclotron are pulsed at the same frequency as
the RF of the cyclotron and thinned out at an interval
(lus-lms) by a beam chopping system for timc-of-flight
experiments and time-resolving analyses.

The timing information on the beam pulse is needed for
tuning parameters of the chopping system to a required con-
dition of the beam pulse. Use of a trigger signal produced by
detection of the beam pulse allows higher time-resolution
experiments than that of a signal originated from the RF
because of fluctuation of phase difference between the beam
pulse and the RF. We have a plan in which the cyclotron
beam energy will be measured by a timc-of-flight method
with fast timing counters to calibrate an analyzing magnet.

For these purposes, a beam pulse monitor, detecting the
beam pulse with high time resolution and high sensitivity,
has been constructed and tested using 45 MeV proton and
260 MeV neon beams.

2. Beam Pulse Monitor

The beam pulse monitor provides a fast timing signal
of the beam pulse by detecting secondary electrons and pho-
tons emitted from a target inserted into the beam1'. A struc-
ture of the monitor is shown in Fig. 1.

The monitor allows installation to a small port 98 mm
in diameter and permits transmission of a beam 40 mm in
diameter through the inside of the monitor. The monitor is
driven by a stepping motor to adjust the relative positions
between the targets and the beam.

Wire targets is widely used in beam diagnoses for their
convenience, but it is difficult to provide enough secondary
electrons and photons produced by interaction between a

Beam

2 mm
50 mm

Fig. 1 A beam pulse monitor with a hollow structure,
constructed from insulator rods and electrodes, has iwo
targets and a MCP. The targets consists of a foil and a
wire, stretched between a set of electrode away from each
other for independent use. The left figure indicates that
the targets are arranged not to disturb a flow of electrons
from the wire target.

wire target and high-energy light ion beams. Therefore, a
foil target, having a large interaction area with the beams,
has been adopted for detection of high-energy light ion
beams. A wire target was also mounted for detection of low-
energy heavy ion beams so as to minimize the degradation of
the beam.

The foil target is a 3 mm thick aluminum-foil strip with
5 mm width, and the wire target is a tungsten wire 0.3 mm in
diameter. The foil and the wire targets are placed in front of
the MCP at a distance of 50 mm and 94 mm, respectively.
The foil and the wire targets are stretched in parallel with the
MCP and at a right angle to the beam direction. They are
positioned away from each other in the beam direction so as
not to disturb a flow of the secondary electrons from the wire
target. The foil target is tilted at an angle of 45 degrees to the
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beam axis for efficient detection of secondary electrons and
photons emitted from the surface of the foil.

Secondary electrons are collected into a micro-channel
plate (MCP, F4655-10, Hamamatsu photonics Ltd.) through
a slit using an electrostatic field. The operational voltage of
the MCP is -2.4 kV, a recommended maximum voltage.

The collection field for secondary electrons, biased up
to -6 kV relative to the entrance of the MCP, is produced with
seven sets of electrodes. The electrodes are spaced at 20 mm
by insulator rods of Al,O3. Each electrode is connected with
neighbor ones by dividing resistors to form a uniform elec-
trostatic field. A floating high-voltage power supply with
two outputs is used for adjustment of the collection field in-
dependently from the MCP voltage. One of the outputs
serves a potential of the MCP and the other serves a poten-
tial of the top of the electrode relative to the MCP.

The entrance face of the MCP, and the surfaces of the
wire and the foil targets were evaporated with Csl for opti-
mizing the emission of secondary electrons1'.

The monitor was installed in a chamber at the end of the
beam line, where the pressure is around 10'* Pa.

The output signal from the MCP was amplified by a fast
preamplifier (Ortec VT120) and fed into a constant fraction
discriminator (Ortcc 935) to produce fast timing signals. A
time to amplitude converter (TAC) was started by the MCP
signal and stopped by the RF signal with a divided rate. The

output of the TAC was fed into a CAMAC analog to digital
converter (ADC) and analyzed on a personal computer with a
data taking system, "K-max".

3. Results and discussion

Time spectra for 45 MeV IV and 260 MeV:0 Ne7< beams
at a collection voltage of - 4 kV are shown in Fig. 2 and 3.
Each spectrum shows the time structure of the beam having
one or two peaks in this case. Difference between the peak
widths measured with each target indicates that the time reso-
lution using the foil target is superior to the one using the
wire target.

The expansion of the peak width for the wire target
suggests interference with the secondary electrons emitted
from the wire target. A flow of secondary electrons from the
wire target may be disturbed and widen in time when passing
through the field near the foil target.

At a collection voltage of 0 V, the peaks of the spectra
appear at faster positions on time axis than the peaks of the
spectra at collection voltages of more than a few kV. An
example of the peak shift is shown in Fig. 4.

The results of the test suggest that the main particles
collected into the MCP are photons at 0 Vand electrons at -4
kV. Adjustment of the collection voltage allows the selec-
tion of the particles detected with the MCP.
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Fig. 2 Time spectra measured with the foil target and
the wire target at the collection voltage of - 4 kV for 45
MeV H' beam. The values of FWHM were evaluated on
the assumption of the Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 3 Time spectra measured with the foil target and
the wire target at the collection voltage of - 4 kV for
260 MeV 20Ne7t beam. The values of FWHM were
evaluated on the assumption of the Gaussian distribu-
tion.
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Fig. 4 Time spectra measured with the foil target at
collection voltages of 0 and - 4 kV for 45 MeV H*
beam. An average of the time differences between the
corresponding peaks of them is 5.0 ns, which is in
agreement with a calculated value of 5.6 ns, the differ-
ence between the traveling times of electrons and pho-
tons.

4. Conclusion

We have developed a beam pulse monitor which pro-
vides a fast timing signal for light and heavy ion pulsed
beams produced by the JAERI AVF cyclotron using a MCP.
An aluminum foil and a tungsten wire can be used for produc-
ing electrons and photons originated from the beam pulse. In
this arrangement of the targets, the foil target is superior to
the wire one in time resolution.
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Abstract

We report here diagnostic measurements of
accelerated protons of 400MeV in RCNP Ring
Cyclotron.

1.Introduction

To clear the problems on the extracted beam
qualities concerned with accelerated beam
dynamics in RCNP Ring Cyclotron[l] , we
developed a beam viewing system with TV
camera and a phosphor covered scintillation
plate. It enable us to take a continuous picture of
beam position and size in full radius of
acceleration. The scintillation plate is mounted in
front of the copper beam stopper of the main
probe head. From these measurements, we can
deduce the vertical and radial oscillation
frequencies in each radial positions.

2. TV. camera and scintillation plate

The phosphor plate which has scintillating
surface obtained by sprayingZnson an aluminum
plate(lmm thickness) is mounted in front of the
copper beam stopper( on the main probe head for
an integral current monitor). The viewing ports
for this is set at the valley region beyond the one
sector magnet from the main probe location. The

TV. monitor camera outside the vacuum chamber
views the inside mirror inclined 45-degree to the
median plane of the accelerator. In order to look
over the whole view for the radial range of the
main probe, the setting of the mirror and TV.
camera should be changed several times. One
measurement for that radial range is about
600mm. The scintillation plate on the main probe
moves at the speed of 20mm/sec by taking a
picture for the monitor TV with POLAROID
camera at B-mode. The observed vertical
oscillation is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Main probe

A main probe measures the current and the
transverse shape of the beam in the Ring
Cyclotron. It consists of a tomography head of
three thin platinum wires and an indirectly cooled
beam stop. The probe can be adjusted for the
probe head to face the tangential direction of the
beam orbit at any radius. The driving speeds can
be chosen between 20mm/sec and 200mm/sec.
At the beam tuning, the current measured with
this probe is about lOnA. Thus the efforts to get
good signal to noise ratio for weak beam current
down to lnA are being made. A 30 Hz 5th
order(30dB/Oct.) low pass filter is used.
Moreover, the attenuation of 30dB for 60Hz was

Fig.l. Observed vertical oscillation
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achieved by using an integrated circuit of
switched capacitor filter LTC1062.

4.Results and discussion

(1) Both from the observed pattern for the
vertical beam oscillation and from the recorded
turn numbers obtained with the three wire
tomography monitor, we can deduce the turn
numbers in each oscillation cycle. Thus, there are
two results when the cycle is estimated from the
successive top peak positions or from the bottom
peak positions in the observed figures. Specified
radial length in Fig.2. shows this oscillation
intervals and specified ones are described at the
middle of the cycle in the radial axis. The
betatron oscillation frequency can be estimated
from the reciprocal number of turns in this cycle
plus one. Less than about 1500mm in radial, the
pattern of tomography monitor can be
distinguished in turn by turn, although some of
them are a little overlapped each other which
introduced more errors.

With these procedures, we can obtain
vertical betatron oscillation frequency at each
radial intervals as shown in Fig.2.

200

turn of the radial spectra observed with vertical
wire of the tomography monitor from injection to
the distinguished turn about 1600mm where we
can put the turn number 260-revolutions. Thus,
we plotted dr separation to this revolution
numbers. It shows oscillatory pattern with a
increase of the radial position as shown in Fig.
3.

Fig. 2. Deduced vertical oscillation frequency

(2) We assume that the betatron oscillation of
the beam is enhanced with miss matching in the
injection to the Ring Cyclotron and purely
introduces the unequal separation in successive
turns. Thus, we measured dr separation in each

dr

I I
I I

10 )0 40 tO

110 no

TURN NUMBER

Fig.3. Measured dr separation in each
acceleration turn

Between the successive dr maxima or dr
minima in this figure we can measure the turn
numbers in the one cycle from which we
estimated radial betatron frequencies. Over the
1000mm in radius the figure shows an irregular
pattern mixed with two or three cycles of
oscillation intervals. Even taking into account the
regular increase of the radial betatron oscillation
frequency, the observed structure was somewhat
disturbed with several processes such as unequal
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acceleration process in beam phase, imperfect
isochronous field and considerable amount of
beam dispersion in energy.

As a result, we can deduce radial betatron
frequencies from injection to almost full
acceleration radius as shown in Fig.4.

Compared with the betatron frequencies
calculated from the data of magnetic sector field,
these observed values are roughly consistent
with their radial response for both betatron
oscillation frequencies[l]. However, vertical
oscillation frequency rapidly increases at around

1500mm over vr=1.0 which may suggest the

unstable behavior of accelerated beam induced
from magnetic field structure and trim coil
parameter optimization.
This phenomena is coincided with the
measurement of induced radio activities remained
in acceleration gaps of three cavities. Although
this oscillation have not brought about a fatal
situation for obtaining the full transmission from
the injection to the extraction, it needs precise
tuning the isochronous field shape and the beam
injection phase.
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Abstract

In the Super-ALIS superconducting storage ring for
synchrotron radiation, the electron beams have been
suffering from slanted profiles. These profiles degrade the
uniformity of exposure in X-ray lithography. The most
possible reason for this slanting problem is x-y coupling
originating from the combination of the sextupole
components and the vertical closed orbit distortion (COD)
in the superconducting bending magnets. In this work,
we present the results of correcting profiles in the Super-
ALIS by reducing COD and canceling out the scxtupole
components.

1. Introduction

Compact storage rings for synchrotron radiation (SR)
have recently been developed[l,2]. The magnetic fields in
superconducting bending magnets for these machines
generally have a large amount of scxtupole components.
In these sextupole fields, vertical closed orbit distortion
(COD) creates skew-quadrupole components whose
strength is where is the strength of the sextupole kick and
is the vertical COD. Such localized skew-quadrupole
components make the principal plane of the betatron
oscillations slanted to the ordinary (x,y) axes[3]. This
means that the beam profiles become slanted. Especially
in the condition close to the difference resonance, this
problem becomes serious.

Vertical steering
Profile monitor BL4 PL5[
(pin-hole)

Superconducting
bending magnet
(BM2)

RF cavity Vertical steering

BL8

Vertical steering Vertical steering {
Superconducting Profile monitor
bending magnet (CCD camera)
(BM1)

Fig. 1. The superconducting storage ring Super-ALIS.

Such slanted beam profiles are undesirable for
experiments using SR. In X-ray lithography beamlines
that generally adopt toroidal mirrors, the asymmetry of
the beam profiles are much emphasized on the exposure
plane and the uniformity of exposure is therefore
seriously degraded. In beamlines using monochromators,
the intensity is decreased because the slit of the
monochromator must k: narrow for fine resolution.

Especially in the Super-ALIS superconducting storage
ring[4], the slanting of beam profiles is serious because
the operation point of the machine must be set close to
the difference resonance to increase the beam lifetime. In
this work, we present the methods and results of
correcting these distorted profiles in Super-ALIS.

2. Scxtupole components of Super-ALIS

Super-ALIS is a compact storage ring for SR as shown
in Fig. 1. The machine parameters are shown in Table 1.
This machine has two superconducting 180-degree
bending magnets; BM1 and BM2. The magnets have a
maximum magnetic field of 3 tesla. The uniformity of
the field is not much better than that of normal
conducting magnets. Therefore, these magnets have
cancellation coils for multipole components.

The measured magnetic field at the center of BM1 excited
to 3 tesla is shown in Fig. 2(a). The solid line is the field
produced without employing cancellation coils. The solid
line in Fig. 3 shows the sextupole components along the
orbit in BM1. The sextupole component in the magnet
is about -1.8 T/m except for the edges. At the edges, the

Table 1. Super-ALIS machine parameters.

Max. energy
Max. bending Field
RF frequency
Peak RF voltage
Betatron tune, horizontal

vertical
Synchrotron tune
Natural emittance
Circumference

600 McV
3.0 T
124.855 MHz
45.0 kV
-1.59
-0.59
-0.003
9.35xl0-77tmrad
16.8 m
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Fig. 2. Radial distribution of the magnetic field on the
median plane in BM1. (a) at the center and (b) at the
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Fig. 4. Simulated beam profile at the 135-degree position
in BM1. The betatron tunes are (1.585,0.583) and the
CODs are assumed to be -1 mm in BM1 and +1 mm in
BM2. The initial horizontal emittance is 4xlO"6 n m rad.

field distribution is quite different as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The effect of these sextupole components on the beam
profiles is very serious. As shown in Fig. 4, beam
tracking simulations including the sextupole components
with the corresponding COD show that even 1-mm
vertical COD is critical.

By using cancellation coils, the sextupole components
can be reduced to one tenth (except for the edges) as
shown by dotted lines in Figs. 2 and 3. At the edges,
however, the sextupole components become large
even if the cancellation coils are used.

3. Correction of the beam profiles

Before profile correction the sextupole components were
present and the vertical COD was large as represented by
the solid line in Fig. 5. The beam profiles in this
condition are slanted as shown in Fig. 6. The profile was
observed from BL9 SR port in BM2. The SR light
extracted from the port was telescoped and monitored by a
CCD camera.

To cure the slanted profiles, two methods can be
proposed; reducing vertical COD and canceling the
sextupole components by cancellation coils. In practical
reducing COD seems to be easier than canceling
sextupole components. However, we must take into
account the high sensitivity of COD to profile slanting
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Orbit length [ m ]

12.6 16.8

Fig. 5. Vertical CODs in the experiments for profile
correction.

Fig. 6. Beam profiles before correction.

Fig. 7. Beam profiles with canceled sextupole
components and reduced COD.

as described in Section 2. If the sextupole components are
not reduced, COD must be reduced with 0.1-mm
precision. However, such a high sensitivity is not
preferable for stable operation of storage rings. Moreover,
such precise COD reduction might be technically difficult
especially in superconducting bending magnets. This is
mainly because the median plane of the magnetic field,
which is mainly determined by the shape and position of
the coils as well as the yoke geometry, may be slightly
displaced from the geometrical median of the iron yoke.
The restricted number of steerings also makes precisely
reducing COD difficult.

To correct the beam profiles, therefore, we first reduced
the vertical COD as small as possible and then canceled
the sextupole components. The vertical COD was reduced
as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 5. The resulting beam
profiles are shown in Fig. 7. The slant angle of the beam
profiles was completely corrected and the intensity
distribution on the exposure plane of the X-ray
lithography beamline was greatly improved.

4. Summary

We can draw the following conclusions about slanting
beam profiles in superconducting SR rings.

1) The vertical COD in the large sextupole component of
a superconducting bending magnet generates large x-y
coupling. This coupling seriously distorts beam profiles.
2) Theoretically, this problem can be
corrected by either reducing vertical COD or the sextupole
components.
3) In a real machine, however, using both methods makes
it easier to correct the profiles and to ensure stable
operation of the machines.
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Abstract

Experimental studies to examine calibration accuracy
of beam position monitors (BPM's) with an RF-antenna
were conducted as an R & D for the BPM's of the
SPring-8 storage ring. The antenna was optimized so as
to generate the electric field similar to that carried by an
electron beam. The accuracy was evaluated better than ±
1 % for the position sensitivity after correction of
systematic error due to the effect of the finite diameter of
the antenna, and within ± 56 urn for the offset of
electrical center.

I. Introduction

To measure the position of an electron beam with a
BPM, it is necessary to calibrate precisely the offset of
electrical center, and the relation between imbalances of
signals from pickup electrodes and the deviation of the
electron beam from the electrical center. The imbalances
are expressed by position sensitivities U and V (Fig. 1).

v=

V4+V3

f
2VV, +VA

Fig. 1 Conceptual drawing of a BPM and definition of
position sensitivities U and V.

We studied the calibration procedure with an RF-
antenna as an R & D for the BPM's of the SPring-8
storage ring. Since the electric field around a relativistic
electron beam is contracted into a thin disk perpendicular
to the direction of motion, the electric field from the
antenna has to be dominated by a transverse component
at the position of a BPM. We optimized the antenna to
generate a TEM field and examined the accuracy of
position sensitivity and offset measurements with the
antenna.

II. Equipment for BPM Calibration

A. RF-Antenna

The RF-antenna is made of a straight semi-rigid cable
with an inner conductor bared at the tip (Fig. 2). The
outer diameter of the cable is 3.6 mm and the length of
the coaxial cable is chosen to be 295 mm which is a half
wavelength of 508 MHz sinusoidal wave fed to the
antenna. The frequency of 508 MHz is the RF frequency
of the SPring-8 storage ring and the BPM electronics of
the storage ring detects the 508 MHz component of the
electric fields excited by an electron beam. The antenna is
supported by a long rod which is fixed to a three-
dimensional moving stage.

B stage Supporting Rod

' t o o '

Absorber Semi*rigid Cable

Fig. 2 Structure of the RF-antenna.

B. BPM Chamber

Two BPM chambers have been prepared for the
present study.

One has a circular cross section of 30 mm in radius.
The chamber has been made to have symmetry of
rotation. Its dimensions have been measured with a
precise coordinate measuring machine. This chamber was
used to define the reference point for BPM calibration.

The other has an ideal elliptical cross section of the
beam chamber of the SPring-8 storage ring. Since the
electric field around a relativistic electron beam is
transversal to the direction of motion, it can be modeled
as two-dimensional electrostatic field from a line charge
of infinite length located at the mass-center of the
electron beam. We can calculate it numerically by the
two-dimensional boundary element method (BEM) [1]
imposing the boundary condition of the elliptical cross
section of the chamber, and calculate the dependence of
the output voltages of individual pickup signals upon the
beam position. We measured the output voltages by
moving the antenna in this chamber, and investigated its
systematic difference from the calculation.
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III. Experiments and Results

A. Distribution of Transverse Electric Field

Because uniformity of the coaxial structure, which is
composed of the antenna and the elliptical BPM
chamber, is broken at the tip of the antenna, many
modes of electric field may exist there. However, only
the TEM mode can propagate through the coaxial
structure since the cutoff frequency is higher than 50S
MHz.
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Fig. 4 Normalized voltages of individual pickup signals.
Open circles show the measurement with the antenna.
The broken curves and solid curves show the voltages by
BEM calculated for an electron beam and the TEM mode,

respectively.

To find the maximum point of the transverse electric
field, we investigated the longitudinal distribution of
transverse electric field along the antenna [2], Changing
the longitudinal position of the BPM with respect to the
antenna, we measured the voltage of a pickup signal
which is proportional to the transverse electric field. The
transverse electric field reaches a minimum at the tip of
the antenna and a maximum at about 130 mm (Fig. 3).
We decided to use the maximum point at 130 mm for
BPM calibration.

We measured the dependence of the output voltages of
individual pickup signals upon the antenna position in
the transverse plane in order to verify if the distribution
of the electric field around the antenna is consistent with
that of the TEM mode. The voltages measured with the
antenna moving on the horizontal and vertical axes are
shown as open circles in Fig. 4. They are normalized to
be unity at the electrical center. We can calculate the
expected voltages for the TEM mode by BEM, assuming
an indefinitely long charged metal rod of 3.6 mm in
diameter (solid curves). The position dependence of the
measured voltages agrees with the calculation quite well.
The theoretical voltages for an electron beam are
calculated by assuming an infinitely long line charge
(broken curves). Small systematic errors are found in
measured voltages. We conclude that the electric field
around the antenna is consistent with that of the TEM
field, but is slightly different from that of an electron
beam because of the finite diameter of the antenna.

II Position Sensitivity

Moving the antenna by 1 mm step in a central square
of 10 mm by 10 mm within the elliptical BPM chamber,
we measured the position sensitivities U and V (open
circles in Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 The position sensitivities U and V measured with
the antenna (open circles) and calculated theoretically

(crosses).

Crosses represent the sensitivities calculated for the
electron beam by BEM at the same points. We found
small systematic errors in measured sensitivities. They
are caused by the finite diameter of the antenna. In order
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to evaluate the systematic errors AU and AV
quantitatively, they are plotted as a function of the
theoretical sensitivity, respectively (Fig. 6). According
to least squares fit to a straight line, the systematic errors
are evaluated to be + 2.8 ck in horizontal sensitivity U
and - 2.2 % in vertical sensitivity V. After correction of
the errors, residual systematic errors are ± 0.3 % for U
and ± 0.6 % for V. Taking account of the random error
of 0.2 % caused by the repeatability of measurement, we
conclude that the total accuracy of position sensitivity
measurement is ± 0.5 % for U and ± 0.8 % for V.

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
U

-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Vcat

Fig. 6 Systematic errors of the position sensitivities
measured with the RF-antenna.

C. Offset of Electrical Center

To measure the offset of the electrical center of a
BPM, we have to locate the antenna at the reference
point whose location is definitively identified. We
defined it as the rotational center of the circular BPM
chamber.

Owing to the measurement of its dimensions,
location of the rotational center of the circular BPM
chamber is known (crosses in Fig. 7). The position
where we can set the antenna directly, however, is not
the rotational center, but the electrical center (a solid
circle in Fig. 7 (a)). If we know the distances between
the rotational center and the electrical center, we can
identify the location of the rotational center through the
electrical center. In order to find out the distances, we
rotated the chamber to the configuration shown in Fig. 7
(b), and measured the displacements of the electrical

center (an open circle) from the position measured in case
of the setup in Fig. 7 (a). Since the rotational center is at
the midpoint of the electrical centers thus measured, we
can identify the location of the rotational center, i.e., the
reference point.

Fig. 7 Measurement of the distances between the
rotational center and the electrical center of the circular
BPM chamber. The midpoint between tow electrical
centers in setups (a) and (b) corresponds to the rotational

center.

After setting the antenna at the reference point with
the circular BPM chamber, we slide the antenna away
from the chamber and replace it with a BPM chamber
which should be calibrated. Then the antenna is slid into
the chamber, and the offset of the electrical center is
measured.

The precision of the reference point and that of the
electrical center of the elliptical BPM chamber were ± 24
|jm (full error) and ± 15 |im (full error), respectively.
The total accuracy of offset measurement is evaluated to
be ± 54 u.m (full error), which is the sum of the
precision of the reference point, the precision of the
electrical center and the residual errors of the
characterization of the signal processing circuits.

IV. Conclusion

We studied the calibration procedure for BPM's and
evaluated the calibration accuracy. An RF-antenna was
optimized so that the distribution of electric field around
it was consistent with that of TEM mode. The position
sensitivities were calibrated with accuracy of within ± 1
% after correction of systematic errors due to the finite
diameter of the antenna, and the total accuracy of offset
measurement was evaluated to be within ± 54 pm.
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Abstract

We have developed a stripline type beam position
monitor system. This system was intended to be used in
the beam study on the orbit feedback system which will
be used in the KEKB. Characteristics of the monitor
system were investigated in both bench tests and beam
tests. We succeeded to detect these positions with enough
accuracy of a few micron using the system.

1. Introduction

An orbit feedback system is vital for maintaining
an optimum collision condition at a B factory where two
beams circulate in separate rings. For this purpose the
beam-beam deflection technique, pioneered at the SLC,
may be utilized to detect an offset of the two beams.
Methods of applying this technique to a ring collider arc
described in a previous paperfl]. Feasibility study of the
technique has already conducted successfully by using
beams of the TRISTAN Main Ring. Details of this beam
test were shown in another paper[2].

In this paper we focus on characteristics of the
beam position monitors developed for the beam test.
Results of bench tests and beam tests on the
characteristics of the monitors are described in detail.

, Button
1845

Fig.l Beam position monitor locations.

2. Stripline Monitor

Stripline electrodes, which are also called
directional coupler pickup electrodes, are essentially
transmission lines with a well-defined characteristic

impedance. Since we want to pickup the signal of two
beams separately, we chose this stripline monitor with
four electrodes. In addition, the stripline has the advantage
of the higher signal level in comparison with button type
electrode.

The design value of the characteristic impedance is
50 Q. The length of the stripline electrodes was chosen
as 148 mm to maximize signal amplitude at the detection
frequency of 508MHz. Directivity of stripline electrode
can help us to distinguish a signal of one beam from that
of the other. To avoid degradation of accuracy due to
insufficient directivity of stripline electrodes, we have
worked out two countermeasures. First, the locations of
the monitors were carefully selected as shown in Fig.l so
that Fourier components of this signal are not disturbed.
very much by the counter-rotating beam at the detection
frequency. Second, we designed the structure of the
monitors so that the characteristic impedance of the
dipole mode matches to 50 Q. taking account of the
electromagnetic coupling with the other electrodes.
Details of the two countermeasures are described in a
previous paper[3].

The schematic view of the stripline monitor we
finally adopted is shown in Fig.2.

N-Connector /Stripline

* 9 2

Fig.2 Stripline monitor

Matching of the characteristic impedance of
electrodes was measured by using a time domain
reflectrometer (TDR), as shown in Fig.3. A mismatch of
the stripline electrode itself seems small. A large
mismatch exists at the part of line to connect the
stripline and the center conductor pin of the feedthrough.
Although this mismatch can not be avoided, the
directivity is hardly influenced by this at the detection
frequency. To obtain the beam position, we convert the
electrical position(H,V) to the geometrical position(X,Y)
following the first order approximation as;

X=kx-H, Y=kyV
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where kx and ky are coefficients of conversion which are
determined from the geometry of the monitor chamber.
And the electrical positions are given by the
normalization procedure as follow;

H=(A-B-C+D)/(A+B+C+D),V=(A+B-C-D)/(A+B+C+D)

where A,B,C and D are the induced voltages of the four
electrodes.

450nV
-."cable. i..:

53.4bns

Fig.3 TDR response of four stripline electrodes.
The waveforms are outputs of each electrodes

50mV/div., 500psec/div.

The kx and ky were determined by using actual
beams as is shown below. Two button electrodes are
housed in the monitor chamber at both upstream and
downstream sides of the stripline electrodes. We measured
beam positions at seven different beam orbits by using
both the stripline and the button electrodes. The beam
orbit was changed by making orbit bump around the
monitors. According to the beam positions obtained from
the button monitors, the calibration constants of the
stripline monitors, kx,y were determined. This is because
we have mapping data for the button monitor from the
bench test and we do not have those for the striplines.
Fig.4 shows plots for the calibration. We obtained the
values of kx,y=33.1.

3. Electronics

We developed new electronics for the beam
position monitor. We adopted basically the same signal
processing method as that for the BPMs of the TRISTAN
Main Ring.

1-26
5

| - 2 8

2

o
" - -32

-3.4

Strlpllne/Button callbratlon(NL)

y • o

y^

38927 * 3 a i O 6 x R . 0 39821

. . . .

•0.115 -0.11 -O.105 -0 1 -0095 -009 -0085
Electrical position from Stripline

Fig.4 Calibration of Stripline monitor

We aimed at obtaining much better resolution than
that in the TRISTAN. The configuration of position
monitor electronics is shown in Fig.5. Eight output
signals from a monitor chamber are sent to the local
control room(D10) through their own coaxial cables. The
signals are selected by RF switches and processed by a
common front-end circuit. A programmable attenuator
adjusts the signal level to match to the circuit. The front-
end circuit consists of a triple stage super -heterodyne
circuit, a synchronous detector and a 20 bits ADC.

These circuit components were made as CAMAC
modules such as an RF switching module and a
programmable attenuator module. We are able to control
these modules from the central control room. A pick up
frequency was chosen as 521 MHz which is the 5267th
harmonics of the revolution frequency (99.9KHz). This
frequency was determined experimentally so that we can
mitigate the effect of insufficient directivity. We mention
this frequency choice in more detail in the next section.

The position resolution of this system is designed
to be a few micron and this value was actually achieved
in the beam test. The time which is needed to get beam
positions of the two beams at one position monitor is
about 3 sec. The time is mainly determined by A/D
conversion, the typical value of which is around 120msec
per conversion.

521MHz 39.3MHz

Stripline Monitor

Fig.5 Configuration of position monitor electronics
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4. Measurement
We measured beam positions repeatedly by using

the monitor system to check performance of the
electronics and to observe an orbit change. Fig.6 shows a
history of the beam positions at 8GeV for about three
hours. We confirmed that the monitor system has a high
position resolution of a few micron. We also measured
repeatedly beam positions of the two beams at 29GeV as
shown in Fig.7. We observed some fluctuation of the
beam positions. Those were changing with a period of
about 150 sec and about 50 min. The FFT analysis of
those data reconfirms those periods as shown in Fig.8.

Position change at 8GeV(950516/20:50)

1 15 2
Time(hour)

Fig.6 History of beam position at 8 GeV.

Position change at 29GoV(950509/13:10)

Fig.7 History of beam position at 29 GeV.

Horizontal Position

To see an influence of the counter-rotating beam on
the beam position measurement, we made measurements
in the following two conditions. First, with the positron
beam we observed the signals coming from the upstream
port of each electrode .Secondly, with the two beams we
observed the signals from the same port. In the
measurements the beam current was 1.2mA for the
positron beam and 0.8mA for the electron. Fig.9 shows
results of the measurements. The vertical axis is the
difference of the signal levels in the two conditions. If the
directivity of the stripline is perfect, the voltage shift
should be zero. In reality, however, the signal levels do
change due to the influence of the counter-rotating beam
as seen in Fig. 9. The horizontal axis is the relative
bucket difference of the two beams. The zero bucket shift
corresponds to the situation where the two beams collide
at the nominal collision point. We intended that the
voltage shift should be zero with the zero bucket shift at
the design detection frequency of 500MHz by choosing
the locations of the monitors correctly. However, in the
experiment the shift of 15 RF buckets were needed to
minimize the voltage shift. We have not yet understood
the reason for this. In the experiment on the beam-beam
deflection[2], the detection frequency was changed
temporarily to 521MHz to minimize the voltage shift.
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Fig.8 FFT analysis of the position history.

Fig.9 Influence of the counter-rotating beam observed at
four stripline electrodes
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Abstract

We have developed a single-bunch
selector with fast repetition rate (1 MHz) for the
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. The system is compact
due to use of a beam chopper for the beam with
low velocity- Moreover by operating the buncher
for injection in the AVF cyclotron with a sub-
harmonic mode, a purity of the single-bunched
beam was raised up. The obtained purity of the
beam is more than 99.7 %.

1. Introduction

A single-bunched beam is often demanded
to measure a time spectrum in very short range (< 1
ms). To fulfill the demand a single-bunch selector
has been developed. In the first step a beam
chopper was installed at the injection line of the
AVF cyclotron (AVF). We could get the almost
single-bunched beam. A purity, that is a ratio of
the current of the desired bunch to total one
including undesired bunches, is about 90 %.
However the purity is not enough for the
experiment to measure the time spectrum with a
low background. In the next step we tried to raise
up the purity by operating the buncher with sub-
harmonic frequency of the AVF.

In similar cyclotron, the single-bunched
beam is normally produced at downstream of the
cyclotron where the beam energy is relativity so
high. For the case the purity is independent of
extraction of the beam but the system is very large
and needs a high power. On the other hand, for
the present method a single-turn extraction is
needed. As the beam can be extracted from the
AVF and the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC) 1), the
present method can be applied in our facility.
Since single-bunched beam can be produced at low
energy the whole system can be small and of low
cost

2. Principle

Figure 1 shows the method for production
of the single-bunched beam. The single-bunched
beam can be produced by sweeping undesired
bunches.

sub main sub main sub main sub

ni inni inni in
nnnnnnnnn

Continuum beam from
the ECR ion source

Beam picking up by the
chopper

Acceptable bunches
o! the AVF cyclotron
with the buncher

Single Bunch Mode
( 1/3 mode)

(Normal mode)

Single bunched beam
from the AVF cyclotron

( swept bunch)

Fig. 1. Production scheme of the single-
bunched beam in the method.

One way is to sweep the beam
transversally using the chopper with parallel-
plate electrodes. In the present method sweeping
is done for the continuum beam with a low energy
from the ion source (extraction voltage < 10 kV). A
base of the single-bunched beam is formed by the
remaining part which is not swept. It has tails
inevitably as shown in Fig. 1. Origins of the tail
are a traveling time that the beam is passing
through the electrodes with low velocity as well
as a rise and fall time of the voltage supplied to
it. In order to produce the pure single-bunched
beam the tails should not overlap with the
acceptance of the next bunch to the desired one.
However, as it is difficult to shorten the tails for
technical problems there is a limitation to produce
the pure single-bunched beam in this way.

Another way is to sweep the beam
longitudinally by operating the buncher with the
sub-harmonic mode. In this way, a phase
acceptance becomes wide for a bunch synchronized
to the AVF and narrow for the other bunches. As
the result, the intensity of the synchronized bunch
is much stronger than that of the others. By use of
the synchronized beam as the desired one the
intense single-bunched beam can be produced
although the purity is not so high.

By combination of the two ways, clearly,
overlap between the tail and the acceptance of
the undesired bunch becomes small. There might
be no limitation for production of the pure single
bunched beam in the combined way. In principle,
if the acceptance of the desired bunch can becomes
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wide enough to include the tail, the single-
bunched beam with the purity of 100 % can be
produced.

3. Devices

The electrodes of the beam chopper connect
with a DC power supply via a switching module.
The repetition rate of the switching module is
1MHz that is demanded from a typical
experiment.

A schematic drawing of the circuit of the
switching module is shown in Fig. 2.

Switching Module ,

HV1000P

Elocirodes

HV 1000N

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing for the circuit of the
switching module

The switching module has two trans-
coupled switches with repetition rate of 1 MHz
(HV 1000 P, N), which are bought from DEI inc in
USA. One is for the charge-up of the electrode
and the other for the discharge. To avoid an
electrical oscillation between two switches and
the electrode, we inserted several resisters there.
Two pulses for the switches are made by a pulse
generator located at upstream of the switching
module. One is a leading pulse which is sent to
the switch for discharge and the other is a
delayed pulse which is sent to the one for charge.
The difference of time when each pulse arrives at
each switch corresponds to the duration for the
base of the single-bunched beam. Characteristics
of the pulse made by the switching module are
summarized in Table 1. The choppers are
installed on the two injection line. One is from the
ECR ion source (ECRIS) and the other is from the
polarized ion source (PIS).

Table 1. Characteristics of the pulse made by
the switching module.

Voltage
Repetition rate
Rise time
Duration time

0-500V
<lMHz

15 ns
100-250 ns

We used the buncher that has been
already installed.-) In order to operate the sub-
harmonic mode we must use the buncher with low
frequency (4 ~ S MHz). For the purpose we made a
new frequency divider that an amplifier and a
phase is controllable. A wave made by the
divider is sent to the buncher via the wide-band
amplifier. A shape of the voltage is sin-curve.
For the single-bunch operation, the range of phase
to be compressed is wider than that for the normal
one. In this case, even the sin-shape can compress
the phase efficiently because the sin-shape is
approximately a straight line for the main region
of the phase to be compressed.

4. Performance Study and Result

A performance study of the single-bunch
system was carried out for the 7.45 keV H2"1* beam
from the PIS which was accelerated to 7
MeV/nucleon by the AVF with an RF frequency of
16.3 MHz and to 135 MeV/nucleon by the RRC
with an RF frequency of 32.6 MHz. The setup is
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Setup for a performance test of the
single-bunch system.

The duration that the voltage between the
electrodes was switched off was 150 ns. Voltage of
the electrodes was 470 V. The variable delay
connected with the switching module was adjusted
so as to get the purest single bunched beam for the
RRC. Time structures of the beam after the AVF
and RRC were measured by using a time of flight
(TOF) between a reduced RF signal and a timing
signal of micro channel plates (MCP's) with a
target 3). In this study we operated the buncher
with the normal mode because the frequency
divider had not been installed by that time.

Figure 4a shows a typical example of the
TOF spectrum of the AVF. The main peak in Fig.
4a is due to a single bunched beam to be extracted.
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The peak next to the main one is due to the next
bunch of the main one. The existence of the other
two peaks means that the same bunch inside the
AVF is extracted with two-turns. Production
mechanism of those peaks is explained in Fig. 5a.
The result of the many peaks in the spectrum
might be caused by the adjustment of the variable
delay that is suitable to the RRC. In fact, using
the system we obtained the single bunched beam as
shown in Ref. 1 by adjustment of the variable
delay for the AVF and by single-turn extraction
from the AVF.

Figure 4b shows a typical example of the

200
TOF SPECTRUM OF BEAM FROM AVF

T avf

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Channel

TOF SPECTRUM OF BEAM FROM RRC

IUUUU

B000

E 6000

3
4000

2000

2T_rrc

•—

4T_rrc

1.1,

2T_rrc

—•

5T rrc
,_ 1 .

1

.1 ., . . .100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Channel

Fig. 4 Examples of time spectra of the
single-bunched beam. From the AVF in a) and
from the RRC in b) T_avf means the RF period of
the AVF and T_rrc, of RRC.

TOF spectrum of the RRC. The main peak in Fig.
4b is made by the single bunched beam to be
extracted. The peaks next to the main one are due
to the next bunches of the main one. The two small
peaks correspond to another turn of the RRC ( right
side ) and that of the AVF (left side ). The purity
of the single bunched beam is ~ 80 %. Production
mechanism of those peaks is explained in Fig. 5b.
As shown in Fig. 5b, in principle, the other turn of
the AVF gives a bad effect to the single bunched
beam extracted from the RRC but the peak of the
turn is not so strong. This might be due to bad
transmission of the RRC for the turn.

Recently, the whole system including the
new controller was used to make a single-bunched

Dellrcior

AVF (h=2)

A and C :
Two-turnt extractor* or on« hurKti

B a n d D :
Two-tumi »itraction of another Bunch

TAVF

Dellrctor, — TRRC

Main
_ Bunch

—— Another

RRC (h,5) l u ' n i n A V

Another turn In
both AVF and RRC

Another s'
turn in RRC

B Originated from mam bunch

ZZ Originated Irom next bunch

TRRC RF period ol RRC ( = 0.5'Ta», )

Next
Bunch

Time Structure ot RRC

— - — — 5TRRC

Another Next
urn in AVF Bunch

Main
Bunch

Another turn in
both AVF and RRC

TOF
Another

turn in RRC

Fig. 5 Time structure of the extracted beams for the
two bunches with two-turns extraction from the
AVF and the RRC. The case for the AVF is shown
in a) and that of RRC in b).

beam for the deuteron beam from the ECRIS which
was accelerated to 4 MeV/nucleon by the AVF
with an RF frequency of 12.3 MHz. For the beam
we used the buncher with an frequency 4.1 MHz.
The purity of the single-bunched beam is 7 % by
using the only buncher with the sub-harmonic
mode. Using the whole system we obtained the
beam with the purity of 0.3 %. The current of the
beam was about 100 en A.
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Abstract
A single-pass beam position monitor (BPM) system

that monitor injection-beam positions is under
development. A signal extracted through a button
electrode was detected using a high-speed digitizer.
Waveform of the button signal was recorded by real-time
sampling. The waveform could be measured with enough
sensitivity even for positron beam as well as electron
beam. The beam position was determined with a
resolution of a few hundred microns.

1. INTRODUCTION

Photon Factory ring (PF ring) is a 2.5 GeV electron
/ positron storage ring dedicated to a synchrotron radiation
source. In 1997, reconstruction for a lower emittancc
lattice is scheduled. [1] The reduced cmittancc is achieved
by replacement of quadrupoles and sextupoles in FODO
cells. The brilliance of synchrotron radiation will be
increased by a factor of 10. In the normal-cell sections,
vacuum ducts arc replaced by new ones, and the number of
quadrupole magnets and BPMs are doubled. All electronic
components related to COD measurements will be also
updated. [2]

In the low-emittancc configuration, there is a weak
point of a small dynamic aperture. The small aperture
would demand a strict correction of the injection beam
path. A COD correction in advance of beam storage will
be inevitable. So a BPM system to monitor the injection
beam is being prepared for the sake of efficient
commissioning after the large reconstruction. In
following sections, we will report about a single-pass
measurements of button signals using a digitizing
oscilloscope and results of a preliminary position
measurement.

II. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

We have installed three BPMs in a beam transfer (BT)
line between the injector linac and the ring. A schematic
cross section of the BPM is shown in figure ] (a). It has
a circular cross section of 38 mm diameter. Four button
electrodes of 10 mm diameter arc placed as in the figure. In
the storage ring, a vacuum duct has a polygonal cross
section. EachBPM of the PF ring has six electrodes of 30

mm diameter. The four electrodes numbered in figure 1 (b)
were used in the present measurement. An output voltage
of these large buttons is estimated to be a factor of four
higher than that of the small buttons in the BTIine.

A bunch signal extracted by a button electrode was
led to a digitizing oscilloscope through a double screened
coaxial cable of 20 m long. The cable had an attenuation
factor of3dB/10m at the frequency 1 GHz. Thedigitizing
oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS684A) has four channels
with four digitizers. Each channel is a 8-bit digitizer with
a maximum sampling rate of 5X10'' samples/s and a
analog bandwidth of 1 GHz. The signals from four
buttons were simultaneously recordedin the four channels
by a real-time sampling. A time base for the measurement
is a trigger pulse of an injection kicker magnet. A
maximum record length was 15,000 for each channel. 10
turns of bunch signals that revolving at a period of 625 ns
could be recorded turn by turn with a sampling rate of
2.5x10"/s.

40 mm

10 mm

(a)

Figure 1. Dimensions of button BPMs installed in the beam
transfer line (a) and the storage ring (b).

A beam position is calculated from the peak-height
ratios, U and V.

U = ((V2+V3)-(V 1 +V4))/(V 1+V2+V3+V4),

V = ((V1+V2)-(V3+V4))/(V1+V2+V3+V4),
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where V# means a peak height of the #-th electrode's
signal. Because the injection beam position would change
with a large amplitude, nonlinear behaviorof the ratios has
to be taken into account. For the BPM of the storage ring,
U and V were computed in a range, 0 mm < X, Y < 16
mm. Figure 2 shows the U vs. V plot. We determine the
beam position using following quadratic equations.

X [mm] = (12.4 U2 + 21.8- 17.7 V2) U.

Y [mm] = (-79.0 U2 + 65.5 + 71.3 V2) V.

These approximations are valid up to 16 mm with an error
of about 3%. For the BPM in the BT line, following
equations are adopted. These are valid up to 10 mm with
an error of 10 %.

X[mm] = ( 13.5 U2+12.4- 15.0 V2) U

Y[mm] = (- 15.0 U2+ 12.4+ 13.5 V2) V

Figure 2. A (U,V) plot for the BPM of the storage ring. Solid
squares are plotted by a 4 mm step for a (X,Y) range from 0

mm to 16 mm.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

An injector of the PF ring is a 2.5-GeV linac.
Positron or electron beam is available for usual operation.
Measured waveforms for electron and positron pulses are
shown in figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively. Those were
records of the first-turn's signals observed with one button
in the storage ring, while RF acceleration system was not
powered. Solid squares in the graphs are the sampling
points at a rate of 5X10IJ samples/s, and the solid lines are
curves drawn by a 3rd order spline interpolation. Charge
per bunch for the electron beam was about 2X10'" C, that
was estimated from an output of a current transformer in
the BT line. Charge of positron beam was an order of
magnitude less than that of electron beam. The waveform
of the positron bunch was measured with an amplifier of
20 dB gain and 1 GHz bandwidth. The amplifier was
located in the neighborhood of the BPM in orderto keepa

good signal-to-noise ratio. Compared with simulated
waveforms of the button signals based on a Gaussian
approximation, bunch lengths (standard deviation) of the
electron and positron beams were estimated to be about 0.4
ns and 0.7 ns, respectively. For the both injection beams,
the present measurement system had a enough sensitivity
to deduce peak heights from the button signals.
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Figure 3. Measured waveforms for electron (a) and positron
(b) injection beam pulses.

Figure 4 is records of revolving injection beams
(positron) observed with one BPM in the storage ring.
Four lines in a figure were signals of the 4-button
electrodes, and they consist of 15000 points at an rate of
2.5x109 samples/s. Nine spike-like peaks at an interval of
about 600 ns correspond to the first- to ninth-turn's
signals after the injection. Figure 4 (a) was a record
measured when all operation conditions of the storage ring
were the same as the usual ones except for the RF
acceleration system. Beam would be possible to be stored
if the RF system is powered. On the other hand, figure4
(b) was a record measured when an abnormally high
octupole fields were applied. At this condition, no more
storage was possible because of the very small dynamic
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aperture. Rapid attenuation of the peak heights were
observed in the several turns.

>
o

time (1 us/div)

(a)

o
in

i

i

;

:

I

time (1 us/div)

(b)
Figure 4 The first 9-turn signals from four electrodes of one
BPM in the ring measured with usual condition (a) and with

abnormally high octupole fields (b).

Beam positions of the first nine turns deduced from
the records in the Figure 4 (a) were plotted in figure 5. The
BPM used in the present measurement was located just
upstream the injection point. Numbers beside the solid
circles means the data of theN-th turn. The peak heights
were determined by interpolated curves for the sampled
data, and the approximation equations described above
were adopted to the calculation of positions. A horizontal
injection bump generated by the kicker magnets had a
duration of about 5 us. A timing of the injection pulse
was adjusted to the centerof the bump duration. The bump
would disappear just before the fourth-turn pulse go back
to the injection point. It seems that a large horizontal
oscillation occurred after the bump disappeared A
resolution of the position measurement was estimated
from variations of data in measurements for large number
of injection pulses. For the BPM of the ring, the
resolution for horizontal and vertical measurements were

0.3 mm and 0.8 mm, respectively. The poor value for the
vertical was mainly due to a rectangular arrangement of the
four electrodes. It is not the case for the BPM in the BT
line that has the same position sensitivity for both
directions.

6

4

2

0
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-4

-6
-6 -4 -2
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7

-

0
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Figure 5. The first 9-turn beam positions deduced from the
peaks in the figure 4 (a).

IV. SUMMARY

In the present measurement, it would be confirmed
that the button signal of the injection beams could be
measured with good sensitivity to determine the beam
position. Now, we are going to develop single-pass BPM
systems fortheBTlineandthe storage ring on the basis of
the present method. When any number of button signals
from different BPMs are combined to one channel, the
peaks for every buttons can be recorded at the same time.
[3] So using a small number of high speed digitizers, the
BPM system that extended over the whole ring would be
constructed.
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Abstract

A beam stability test was carried out at ATF
80MeV injector linac. The test was performed by
taking data of each monitor in pulse to pulse base. A
data acquisition system which consists of a PC and a
GPIB network was used for the test. In order to
analyze the data, 'Correlation plot' method is used
which is effective to find out some source of the
observed the beam fluctuation. This paper describes
the result of the stability measurement and the
comparison between ATF injector and SLC injector.

1. Introduction

The Accelerator Test Facility(ATF) consists of a
1.5 GeV linac and a damping ring which is under
construction in KEK.l) The purpose of the ATF is
development of accelerator components to realize
future Linear Collider. The injector part of the linac
consists of a thermionic gun, two SHBs(357MHz),
seven cells of buncher following to a 3m long S-
band(2856MHz) accelerating structure(AS). The
energy of beam is 80MeV at the exit of the AS when
60MW of RF power is fed into the AS. The diagnostics
of the injector are an amorphous core current
transformer(CT), an integrated current transformer
(ICT), wall current monitors(WCMs), beam position
monitors(BPMs), florescent screen profile
monitors(PRMs) which measure the beam size and
the relative position, optical transition radiation
monitors(OTRMs) which measure a bunch by bunch
beam profile using a fast gate camera and a bunch

length using a streak camera and a photo-
multiplier(PMT) with a scintillator which measure a
beam loss.

In order to produce a stable beam at the injector
is a key issue for a stable operation of ATF. 4% of the
fluctuation of beam intensity at the injector is
measured which should be reduce to less than 1%. In
order to investigate a source of the fluctuation, the test
was performed by acquiring the pulse to pulse data
from each monitors in each position. The data
acquisition system consist of a PC and a GPIB
network which connect between the PC and the data
acquisition devices. The acquired data are treated
statistically and analyzed by 'Correlation plot'. The
correlation coefficient which is evaluated in the
correlation plot exhibits a strength of connection
between the two measured quantities. This technique
is used at SLC beam tuning.2)

2. Data acquisition system

System configuration
The configuration of the data acquisition system is

shown in Fig. 1. Two scopes for electrical pick up
signals, a streak camera for bunch length
measurement and a pulse generator for generating a
system trigger signal, are connected to a PC through
a GPIB network. A video analyzer for the energy and
the energy spread measurement at PRM4 not yet
have the interface software. The beam trigger signal
starts the beam emission of the electron gun which is
distributed to each acquisition device as the
acquisition trigger signal in order to acquire at same

GUN

r—iC T 1

| 1 or

PMT

BPM8 BPM9BPM1 BPMZ BPM3 BPM4 BPM5

.....T /....
Video
Annly/.er
(HI'9000)

n Current Transforr' ir(CT)
Integrated Current transformcr(ICT)
Wall Current Monitor(WCM)

Beam Position Monitor
(BPM)

11 Profile Monitor
I (PRM)

Fig 1 ATF injector linac and acquisition system
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SHB1 phas«(dog.) Acc.phas«(dag.) Rang*

Fig. 2a) SHBliJ) distribution Fig. 2b) AS(f) distribution Fig. 2c) Beam intensity distribution

timing. The acquisition sequence is following, the
pulse generator generates a single pulse for the
system trigger by the software, the other devices
acquire each points of monitors at same timing, the
acquired data are recorded to the PC and then the
pulse generator generates a next single pulse for next
data acquisition. For each test, 100 data are recorded
and used for the analysis. The acquisition speed was
5-10 sec. per data. The size of data was 10k~20kbytes
per data. The software used in this system are VEE
for the GPIB control and MATLAB for the data
processing and analysis.

Monitoring beam signals
Following signals were used for the test.

a) Gun high voltage: The gun use a pulsed high
voltage of 3 fxsec which is made by a PFN and a
thyratron circuit. The fluctuation of this voltage
will affect to the beam intensity and the beam optics
directly.

b) Beam intensity : The CT and the WCMs measure
the micro-pulse of beam intensity. The ICT
measure the total beam intensity of multi-bunch.

c) Beam loss: The PMT detects the beam loss at the
down stream of the accelerating structure.

d) Beam position: The signals from BPMs are
stretched by the head amplifiers and recorded its
wave forms. The beam position are calculated by
using the peak amplitudes which are estimated by
polynomial fittings for the sample hold points of the
scope. The sum of the opposing electrode signals is
proportional to the beam intensity approximately.

e) RF phase: The RF phases of two SHBs and a AS are
measured by a mixer at the output level of <j>-
crossing.

f) Beam energy and energy spread: The PRM4(OTR)
is located after a 90 degree bending magnet. The
horizontal position and width of the profile show
the beam energy and the energy spread. The video
analyzer acquires the video signal and calculates
the projection of the profile. 3)

g) Bunch length: The light from the PRM5(OTR) is
fed to feed to a streak camera.4) The bunch length
is measured by the projection of the sweeped image
of the light.

3. Result

The beam parameter for the test were
following, beam mode: single bunch, charge number
-1.5 x 10*0 electrons, beam energy: 80 MeV. None of
machine parameters were changed during each test.

Signal distribution
The examples of the signal distribution are

shown in Fig.2. Fig.2a), b), c) show the distribution of
RF phase of SHBl(SHBl<j>), RF phase of'AS(AS<|>) and
beam intensity by ICT, respectively. The sigma values
of the fitted gaussian distribution were SHBlij):
0.16deg., AS<>: 0.78deg., ICT: 4%. Some data points
which were deviated from the main distribution were
observed in the phase distribution of SHBl. It's
assumed to the possibility of discharge at inside of the
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cavity.

Con-elation plot
The examples of the correlation plot are shown

in Fig.3. Fig.3a), b), c) show the correlation plot of
AS<j>-ICT, SHB1<HCT and ICT-BPMsingle signal.
The correlation coefficients were 0.12, 0.40 and 0.90,
respectively. A correlation of 0.2 or lower is hard to
find out the causality. Correlation of 0.3 or more are
assumed to be the causality between two observed
quantities. In the case of Fig.3c), the beam intensity
monitored two different monitors exhibits a strong
correlation.

Same measurement were repeated for each
signals. The result are summarized in table 1 and 2.
The tables are presented in the form of correlation
coefficients matrix with one-sigrna of the distribution
in the diagonal. In the table 1, correlation can be seen
between SHB2$-BPMposition and SHB2<>-BPMsum. No
other correlation except for between the same physical
value. It's assumed that the change of the RF phase of
SHB2 affect to the beam position and the intensity.

4. Summary

The stability of ATF injector is compared to the
stability of SLC injector in table 3. The ATF data is
two times to several times lager than the SLC data.
The one of reason come from the noise from klystron
modulator. The small correlation coefficient was
observed even between two current monitors that is a

evidence of the noise effect. The noise cure is
significant problem to realize the stable beam at ATF.

The unexpected distribution of RF phase of
SHBs were observed in the result. The fluctuations
were assumed to be correlated to the beam current
and the position. The after the test, we could find the
evidence of the discharge at the vacuum shield
ceramics of the couplers when open the cavities.
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Tablel. example of correlation coefficients and one-sigma distribution.
(SHB2 0, BPMs, streak camera)

SHB20
BPM8 position
BPM8 sum
BPM9' single
Streak sigma
width
Streak
integration.

SHB2
phase

.06deg

.34

-.21
-.33
.06

.10

BPM8
pos

94^m
-.67
-.86
.17

.02

BPM8
sum

0.8%
.86
-.09

-.05

BPM9'
single
port

1.7%
-.12

-.01

Streak sig

14%

-.62

Streak
integ.

15%

Tablel. example of correlation coefficients and one-sigma distribution.
(AS0, SHB10, WCM, BPM, E, dE/E)

AS0
SHB10
WCM4
BPM6 single port
Energy
dE/E

AS
phase

.47deg
0.06
0.079
0.094
0.095
0.017

SHB1
phase

O.lldeg.
0.068
0.25
0.077
0.057

WCM4

2.3%
0.11
0.015
0.21

BPM6
single
port

2.9%
0.044
0.092

Energy

0.086%
0.1

dE/E

13%

TableS comparison of the stability of each components of ATF and SLC
' SHB1 phase I SHB2 phase I Gun HV ' | BPM xAS phase BPM sum

ATF 0.5-2 deg 0.16-0.4deg 0.11 deg 0.07% 20-100|im 1%

SLC .07deg 0.02 deg 0.03 deg 0.01%DC 15 n 0.5%
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PRESENT STATUS OF NAR
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Abstract

Transverse coupled bunch instability, ion trapping effect,
and closed orbit distortion arc shown to be fundamental problems
of NTT normal-conducting accelerating ring (NAR), which
adopted extremely low injection energy (15 MeV). Elucidation
of these problems as well as present status of NAR are presented.

1. Introduction

NTT LSI Laboratories have constructed their own
synchrotron radiation (SR) facility to develop X-ray lithography
system. The facility consists of two storage rings, NAR " and
Super-ALIS 2), and injector LINAC 3). NAR is a multi-purpose
ring which functions as a booster synchrotron for Super-ALIS
and as a storage ring for SR applications.

To minimize the size and cost of injector LINAC, low
injection energy (15 MeV) is adopted. Therefore, beam dynamics
in low energy region had to be clarified to attain enough beam
current. Outline of NAR is shown in Fig. 1 and fundamental
parameters are listed in table 1.

Operation of NAR started in November 1987. We
succeeded in extracting SR in May 1988. A beam current was
about 20 mA at the beginning and stayed the same level for a few
years. At injection energy, because of the short life time and the
lack of appropriate monitors, we had difficulties in analyzing the

Table 1.
NAR parameters

Final energy
Injection energy
Circumference
Radio frequency
Beam current
Betatron tunes

V i

v y

(designed) (achieved)
800 MeV
15 MeV
52.8 m

125 MHz 124.985 MHz
500 mA 120 mA

3.25 3.15
1.25 1.46

QFc

phenomena and improving the beam current. Closed orbit
distortion due to small magnetic fields or magnet displacement
also offered serious problems. With difficulty, transverse coupled
bunch instability and ion trapping effect were shown to be current
limiting factors. As a result of solving these problems, as much as
120 mA could be stored.

On the other hand, we succeeded in extracting high energy
electrons to inject Super-ALIS in 1992. Super-ALIS, which could
have stored 200 mA with low energy injection scheme, attained
more than 700 mA by injecting high energy electrons from NAR.

In this paper, improving process and present status of NAR
are presented. Problems peculiar to low energy injection are also
described.

2. Improvement Process and Present Status of NAR

Improvement process of NAR beam current is shown in
Fig. 2. At the beginning of the operation, current limiting factors
were not clear and suitable parameters were surveyed without
any reference. In May 1991, the beam current increased by
adjusting RF modulation pattern during acceleration but the reason
why the modulation is effective was not clear. We can explain
now that transverse coupled bunch instability was avoided by this
modulation. The alignment of magnets suddenly displaced in
October 1991 and then re-alignment were performed immediately.

April 16,1993
—•

March 12,1992
—»

March 27,1991
—a

May 25, 1990

Fig. 1 Outline of NAR

2 4
Elapsed Time (hr)

Fig. 2 Improvement process of NAR

Closed orbit distortion was also corrected again both at injection
and during storage. Octupolc magnets were newly installed in
April 1993 because transverse coupled bunch instability was
shown to limit the beam current of NAR. After all, we can store
maximum 120 mA. Although it is not shown explicitly in this
improving process, the decrease of vacuum pressure also seems
to contribute to the current increase because ion trapping effect
became somewhat suppressed. These problems are described later.

In NAR, six beamlines have been constructed and are
used. Normally, three days a week (Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays) are used for SR applications. The other two weekdays
(Mondays and Tuesdays) arc used for machine study or system
maintenance of NAR and/or Super-ALIS.

3. Problems of Low Energy Injection Scheme

Through the machine study of NAR, several problems of
low energy injection scheme were shown. These problems arc
summarized here.

As lower energy electrons are more liable to be affected
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by electromagnetic fields, collective phenomena such as beam
instabilities arc apt to be induced. However, in such low energy
as adopted in NAR, radiation damping time is so long that large
beam size at injection preserves over a long period. Large beam
size may weaken the collective phenomena. Therefore, the effect
cannot be estimated simply from electron energy. For example,
average beam size of NAR at injection is estimated as large as
(ox, cy) = (5 mm, 2 mm) by simulation while the size in final
energy is calculated as (o , 0y) = (1.2 mm, 0.35 mm) from theory.
Longitudinal beam size (bunch length) at injection is also much
larger than that in storage. This beam size difference affects
drastically in case of transverse coupled bunch instability or ion
trapping effect. The analyses are described later.

Concerning single particle behavior, closed orbit distortion
due to small magnetic fields such as geomagnetism or residual
fields is fatal. More than a few tens milli-meters closed orbit
distortion is roughly estimated. Meanwhile, the velocity of low
energy (15 MeV) electrons is not so close to the light velocity
that the electrons in NAR can be accelerated without radio
frequency modulation4).

The reproducibility worsens at injection in case of NAR
because the stability limit required to magnet sources is determined
supposing the stability in final energy.

4. Transverse coupled bunch instability

Abrupt loss of electrons is often observed just after
injection or in the middle of acceleration. Whether the electron
loss occurs or not or when the loss occurs depends on various
injection conditions. Furthermore, once the loss occurs, electrons
arc lost immediately. These factors made it difficult to examine
the case.

Judging from the symptom, the phenomena were supposed
to be due to transverse coupled bunch instability. To ascertain
this assumption, it is difficult to use conventional method, that is,
observing the corresponding peak in RF pick up signal with
spectrum analyzer because the loss occurs faster than the scanning
speed of spectrum analyzer. Fortunately, the higher order mode
of RF cavity was measured before the installation and TM110-
likc mode was supposed to cause the instability. RF pick up signal
was observed with a spectrum analyzer triggered by injection
pulse. The center frequency was set nearby 493.5 MHz (the
corresponding frequency of TM110-like mode) and the frequency
span was set to 0 MHz. The timing of beam loss was monitored
by fundamental mode frequency component of RF pick up signal.
As shown in Fig. 3, the frequency component near by TM110-
like mode appears in the beam signal in coincidence with beam
loss. This is a distinct proof that the beam loss is due to transverse
coupled bunch instability induced by TM110-like mode RF cavity.

As a result of above experiment, we decided to introduce
four octupole magnets. Then we could store more than 100 raA.

Meanwhile, transverse coupled bunch instability shows
an interesting aspect in low energy region5). The strength (growth
rate) of the instability is expressed by the following formula6),

1 elfnBc

where c is the electron charge, 1 is the beam current, f0 is the
revolution frequency, (J is the betatron function at the RF cavity,
E is the electron energy, Re Z is the real part of transverse coupling
impedance and F is the form factor. F' represents the frequency
components of an electron bunch. The center of F is determined
by chromaticity of the ring while the width of F' is inversely
proportional to the bunch length. The value of F at higher order
mode frequency determines the strength of transverse coupled
bunch instability. From the shape of F' distribution, it is clear that
the instability is slightly dependent on chromaticity in final energy
whereas it has strong dependence at injection energy. Fig 4 is the
chromaticity dependence of the transverse couple bunch instability
observed in NAR at injection energy. The strength of the instability
is measured by the octupole current required to suppress the
instability. That is, direct observation of the form factor
distribution became possible in low energy injection storage ring.

As the electron energy increases, the bunch length shortens
and the width of the form factor becomes wide. Accordingly, even

though the transverse
c o u p l e d b u n c h
instability can be
avoided by controlling
the chromaticity, it
cannot help occurring
in the middle of
acceleration. This is
one of the reasons why
transverse coupled
bunch ins tabi l i ty
occurs at rather high
energy.

5. Ion Trapping Effect

... J u L . . . . -

Fig 3. RF pick-up signal with
the occurrence of transverse
coupled bunch instabilityNAR has 12

button type electrodes
to clear trapped ions. The high voltage of 200 V and 800 V is
applied to the electrodes during injection and storage. They are
effective but seem to be insufficient to clear ions completely.

At injection, the life time is much shorter than expected
from vacuum pressure. This is supposed to be due to trapped ions
which may be stored in neutralization pocket even if clearing
electrodes arc used7I. This phenomenon seems to limit the beam
current of NAR.

6. Closed Orbit Distortion

In NAR, which adopted 15 MeV injection energy, closed
orbit distortion due to geomagnetism, residual fields from magnets,
and leakage fields from Super-ALIS can be more than a few tens
mm without correction.

As for geomagnetism, assuming the flat distribution of
geomagnetism of 0.3 tcsla in the straight section of 3.5 meters
long, 15 MeV electrons arc kicked about 2.1 mrad. Therefore,
electrons cannot circulate the ring without correcting the effect
of geomagnetism. To cancel the geomagnetism, solenoid coils
are set at the two long straight section reserved for insertion
devices. However, it is impossible to cancel the geomagnetism
which exists narrow spaces between the magnets. Then, closed
orbit distortion is corrected by the steering magnets together with
the effects of residual fields or alignment errors of multi-pole
magnets.

The effects of residual fields of magnets arc also examined.
NAR consists of several kinds of magnets which have iron poles.
The injection energy of NAR is 1 / 50 times as small as the final
energy. As a result, residual fields of the iron poles arc not

1000

unstable
occasionally unstable
stable

1
u

I
g

-500

-2000 0 2000

Sextupole Current (arb. units)

Fig. 4 Chromaticity dependence of
transverse coupled bunch instability

4000
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negligible after magnetization. Even if the sextuple magnets or
steering magnets are not magnetized, they get magnetized by the
leakage field from the bending magnets which are fully
magnetized. The residual field reaches a few gausses. Accordingly,
magnets which are connected to bipolar power sources are
demagnetized before routine operation. The other magnets with
uni-polar power sources' are used after the same magnetization
pattern so that the reappearance of residual field is guaranteed.
Then, closed orbit distortion can be corrected by steering magnets
without adjusting in each operation.

Closed orbit distortion is also caused by leakage field
from Super-ALIS though the situation is unique to our system. If
the superconducting bending magnets in Super-ALIS are
magnetized fully, the leakage fields attains as much as a few
gausses on the NAR orbit. Luckily, if the current of the solenoid
coil placed at the nearest long straight section from Super-ALIS
is sent properly, the closed orbit distortion due to the leakage field
can be roughly corrected.

7. Rcproducibility

One of the problems that makes machine study at early
stage complicated is bad reproducibility of injection experiment.

One of the distinct reasons is the offset change of magnet
power sources. Power sources of bending or quadrupole magnets
arc designed to achieve 104 stability against maximum output.
However, this stability correspond to as much as 0.5 % against
injection level. Moreover, the accuracy and stability of 10"1 arc
secured by the feedback system from the output current monitors
(DCCT) to power sources but the offset value of this DCCT shows
long term shift which results in the bad reproducibility of output
current.

Another reason which affect the rcproducibility is the
characteristic change of LINAC. Energy, current, or position of
electrons from LINAC changes slightly per pulse. After an
interval, LINAC sometimes shows larger characteristic shift. In
consequence, adjustment of microwave output is required in
routine operation.

The reproducibility at injection is determined by various
conditions but main factors are focused on the reasons described
above.

8. Magnet Displacement

Another factor which made machine study more difficult
is the displacement of the magnets. When we measured the vertical
alignment of the magnets a few years after the installation, more
than a few milli-meters alignment errors were found out (Fig. 5).
These alignment errors arc very large considering the error limit
at initial installation is less than 0.1 milli-meters. When this
displacement happened is not clear. As the operation condition
was adjusted under these alignment errors, no correction was made
even though these alignment errors were detected.

Moreover, the alignment suddenly changed in September
1991 (Fig. 5). The change must have happened in a week during
which no-one used SR. An earthquake which happened in the
middle of this interval might have caused this displacement. Fig.
5 shows the similarity between the original magnet displacement
and the second alignment change. This similarity suggests that
these displacements are caused by the same reason.

The second alignment change result in decrease of
injection current and movement of SR position which could not
be corrected satisfactorily with steering magnets. In consequence,
the vertical re-alignment was performed and closed orbit distortion
was rc-corrccted with steering magnets both at injection and during
storage.

9. Shortening of Life

During the storage, sudden change of beam life is
sometimes observed. Two kinds of life shortening seem to exist.

One of them is thought to be caused by dust particles
trapped in electron beam. In this case, the life can be recovered
by changing the electron orbit with steering magnets. The response
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Fig. 5 Magnet displacement observed in NAR

time of steering magnets is so slow that lighter particles such as
ions cannot escape. No distinct change in beam profile is observed
before and after the shortening and the life changes sharply.

The other seems to be related to ion trapping. According
to the beam profile monitor, the vertical beam size changes before
and after shortening of life. The life seems to be determined by
touschek life from its dependence on RF voltage. This
phenomenon is interpreted as follows. Trapped ions causes the
coupling between horizontal and vertical oscillation. As a result,
the enlargement of vertical beam size and the increase of bunch
volume make louschek life longer. Trapped ions happen to escape
and the decrease of vertical beam size and bunch volume shortens
touschek life. In this case, the life cannot be cured by changing
electron orbit with steering magnets and the life changes gradually.

10. Summary

After the first SR from NAR was extracted in 1988, it
took about five years to improve the beam current and achieve
more than 100 mA. The machine study at injection was
complicated and difficult because a couple of factors limited the
beam current and the reproducibility was not good. After all, the
current limitation could be attributed to individual factors, i.e.,
transverse coupled bunch instability, ion trapping effect, and
closed orbit distortion. At present, these phenomena can be
examined independently.

While low injection method required several efforts, some
interesting phenomena such as chromaticity dependence of
transverse coupled bunch instability can be observed because the
electron beam size is large in such low energy.
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Abstract

Prc-commissioning of the PNC high power electron accelerator,
a 10 MeV CW(Continuous Wave) TWRR(Travcling Wave Resonant
Ring) electron linac, has been started. AH the major components of
the injector arc installed and aligned. After prc-commissioning, the
rest of six accelerating TWRR tubes will be installed by the end of the
1996 fiscal year. Commissioning of the entire machine will begin in
April 1997.

1. Introduction

Design and construction of a high power CW electron linac to
study feasibility of nuclear waste transmutation [1] was started in
1989 at PNC.

A high power L-band klystron and a prototype high power TWRR
accelerating tube were built and successfully validated many of
design concepts by the end of 1992 at KEK facility. The injector,
first accelerating tube and utility equipments were installed. These
portion is ready to accelerate beam by winter 1995 at beam energy
of 3 McV. The whole facility will be completed in March 1997 at
energy of 10 MeV.

The accelerator facility building has been completed in August,
1991. The facility has three floors, where there arc the accelerator
in the basement, klystrons and their power supply in the first floor.
The accelerator room is surrounded with 2.3 m concrete shielding on
its roof and wall. The utility facility such as a gas processing
equipment and a cooling-water system arc in the basement and first
floor, respectively. A schematic isometric view of the building is
shown in Fig. 1 A.

PNC linac is a IOMCV, 20mA (average current, 20%duty) CW
accelerator with eight normal conducting TWRR disk loaded
accelerating tubes[2]. The linac uses 1249.135 MHz constant
gradient of 1.2 MeV/m and a Qo of about 5800 (with beam loading).
The L-band as accelerating frequency was chosen to be suppressed
the regenerative beam break up. In order to achieve the high
accelerating efficiency, the TWRR (or Feedback of rf power) is
adopted. In this manner, the rf power entering the accelerator can be
increased to the value above that available from the rf source.

The injector consists of a 200kV DC gun with thermionic cathode,
a rf chopper, a prebuncher, and a bunchcr. Solenoid coils cover these
elements from the gun exit to the first accelerating tube except the rf
chopper and chopper slits. A beam dump is located in the end of
accelerator. The high power low energy (200kW of 1 OMcV electron)
beam dump poses some challenging problems because of very short
electron range in a beam dump target.

2. Present status of the PNC facility

Fig. 1(A) to 1(H) show recent pictures of major components of
each system with a schematic isometric view of the whole facility.

As of October, 1995, all construction works of the building and
utility facility has been completed. The injector, the first accelerating
tube, and a beam dump arc installed in the accelerating room.

The cooling-water system for the accelerating tubes and the
klystrons has been optimizing for the injector test.

The new klystron designed specifically for this project and the rf
power supply, 90kV 4 msec 50Hz, can be produced the power of
200kW. The klystron development includes much effort to make a
L-band 1MW CW klystron with one pill-box type if window. The
klystron is able to handle continuous powerof about 1MW at factory
test. Fig. 1(B) shows picture of the klystron and the power supply in
the klystron gallery.

Fig. 1(G) shows the electron gun and power supply. At present,
the electron gun is under the conditioning up to 200kV. The injector
is shown in Fig. 1(E) and 1(F) with view of solenoid coils and
TWRR. To reduce the transverse momentum to the part of beam, the
rf choppcrcavity is driven at fundamental frequency with TM2iomodc
and second harmonic with TMuo mode, and DC magnetic bias.
Adjusting rf field amplitude and phase, a superposed magnetic field
can be equal to nearly zero on the beam center line in 120 degree
phase length[3]. The aluminum mock up cavity has shown good
results but the feeding rf power and tuning the cavity with different
frequency very critical. A copper made cavity was fabricated with the
results of prototype. The beam dump core and cooling plumbing is
shown in Fig.l(D) without a vacuum jacket.

The beam line components such as profile monitors, position
monitors, and current monitors were installed and have been adjusted.

The injector beam acceleration test (as pre-commissioning)will be
started with short pulse (~100|iscc) and few repetition rate (~lHz) to
avoid the temperature changes of accelerating tubes by feeding high
power rf.

3. Summary

All components for the injector has been adjusted and tested at the
PNC site to confirm the performance toward injector test.

Presently the PNC accelerator facility is coming to the injector
commissioning. This partial operation is necessary for verification of
a few new ideas such as two frequency driven rf chopper and the
studies of the accelerator that has no existence in the past.

After commissioning of the injector, the rest of six accelerating
TWRR tubes arc going to be installed by the end of the 1996 fiscal
year.
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(E) Injector
(Q-magnel, solenoid coils)

Fig. 1 Schematic isometric view ^
and recent pictures of PNC facility. J^

(F) Injector (TWRR, rf-fecding) (H) Gas processing equipment (partial)
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Abstract

Generation of subpicosecond single electron pulse with
the charge of 1 nC have been succeeded at the S-band
(2856 MHz) linear accelerator of the university of

' Tokyo. 34.8 MeV electron pulses with the pulse width
of 10 ps have been compressed by the achromatic
magnetic pulse compression system. 890 fe (FWHM)
single pulse have been generated with the charge of 1
nC through a 3 ej> slit. No satellite of the main pulse
could be observed.

1. Introduction

The development of short pulse electron accelerator
enables direct observation of ultrafast dynamics of
electron-matter interaction. In 1977, a 10 ps electron
single pulse was first generated at the 35 MeV S-band
linear accelerator of the university of TokyoM, and
then the pulse radiolysis system was established^' 3],
Since then, ultrafast phenomena such as excitation,
ionizaHon and relaxation of atoms and molecules have
been investigated in picosecond regime with the time
resolution of a-few couple of ten picoseconds^. 3]. In
the case of photoinduced reactions, investigation on
ultrafast phenomena in femtosecond region have been
started by using femtosecond laser. On the other hand,
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Trajectory of Cherenkov Radiation

the time resolution of pulse radiolysis remains a few
couple of ten picoseconds. Recently, generation of
subpicosecond pulse (900 fs, 150 pC/pulse, 7.1 mm X
11 mm) was succeeded at the university of TokyoW.
However, the charge was too little to detect radiation-
induced reactions. We attempted to generate high
intensity subpicosecond pulse.

1. Experimental Setup

2-1. Achromatic pulse compression system
The achromatic pulse compression experiment was
carried out at the 35 MeV S-band linac of the utnl twin
linacs. This linac has two accelerating tubes (ACCI
and ACCII). The experimental setup is shown in Fig.
1. The achromatic pulse compressor consists of two
45° sector magnets and four quadrupole magnets. The
upstream sector magnet was also used as an energy
analyzer magnet. The longitudinal distribution of
electron pulse was modulated for pulse compression by
adjusting RF phase of ACCII.

2-2. Induction system
The injector consists of an thermionic electron gun (Y-
796) and a d-c biased grid-cathode pulse generator
placed on a -90 kV high potential deck, a 476 MHz
(1/6 of the main accelerating microwave frequency of

Trajectory of
Electron Beam Bending Magnet

Energy
Analyzer

Quadrupole Magnet

Bending Magnet

Fig. 1. Magnetic pulse compressor and Cherenkov
radiation measurement system.
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2856 MHz) subharmonic buncher (SHB), a 2856 MHz
traveling wave type 6 cell prebuncher and focusing
system. The accelerating potential of the electron gun
is provided by 90 kV pulses of 8 u.s duration. The
duration of flat top is 4 us. The velocity of the
electron beam injected from the electron gun is
modulated by the electric field at a gap of the SHB. In
order to generate an isolated pulse without satellite, a
fast rise-time , low jitter trigger pulse synchronized
with the accelerating RF waves is required. Up to now,
a single pulse have been generated by the grid pulser,
whose voltage is 300 V with the pulse width of 1 ns.
A higher voltage pulser was purchased by Kentech
corporation. The output voltage of the new pulser is 1
kV and the pulse width is 1 ns. We attempted to
increase the charge of emission from the Y796 electron
gun using this pulser.

2-3. Measurement of pulse shape
Pulse shape of emission from electron gun with the
energy of 90 keV was measured by co-axial beam
catcher at a distance of 2.5 cm from the anode. The
time-resolution of co-axial beam catcher is less than 50
ps. The charge of emission was measured by faraday
cup.

Pulse width of relativistic beam was evaluated
by measuring Cherenkov radiation emitted by the
relativistic electrons in air at the beam ports.
Cherenkov radiation was measured by using a
femtosecond streak camera which has a time resolution
of 200 fs (HAMAMATSU). The optical measurement
system is shown in Fig. 1. All data were acquired by
single shot measurement to avoid effects of jitter by
accumulation. Beam sizes were measured by using
phosphor screens (Desmarquest AF995R) at the beam
ports.

3. Results and Discussion

3-1. Magnetic pulse compression at achromatic system
In the magnetic pulse compression experiment, the RF
phase in ACCI was tuned so as to minimize the energy
spectrum of the pulse. Its energy and energy spread are
19.1 MeV and 0.26 %, respectively. The RF phase in
ACCII was tuned so as to accelerate electrons in the
early phase of the pulse more than those in the later
phase of the pulse. The best RF phase in ACCII was
adjusted so as to make the shortest pulse monitoring
its width by using streak camera. The peak electric
field in ACCII was 10 MV/m. The charge passing
through a 3 § slit at the straight beam port was 700
pC/pulse. A typical measured , pulse shape of
compressed pulse riding on the phase of 72° is shown
in Fig. 2. The pulse width is 850 fs and the horizontal
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and vertical beam sizes of the compressed pulse were
3.3 mm and 5.8 mm, respectively. The charge was 208
pC/pulse. Also, 900 fs single pulse with the beam size
of 3.3 mm X 3.0 mm was measured at the RF phase
of 61.5°. Figure 3 shows the results of simulation.
The simulation parameters are 100 nmm mrad as 90 %
normalized emittance, 19.1 MeV as the energy and
0.26% as the energy spread at the exit of ACCI. Both
the pulse width and the beam sizes are agreed with the
experimental results.

3-2. Change of Grid Pulser
By increasing applied voltage to the grid up to 900V
from 80V, the emission from Y-796 electron gun was
increased up to 11A with the pulse width of 1 ns. With
the increase of the emission, the SHB power was
increased up to 2.8 kW from 2.0 kW so as to form a
single pulse. The electric field of SHB cavity was
increased up to 0.029 MV/cm from 0.024 MV/cm.
Figure 4 shows the pulse shape at the beam port in the
straight direction. The satellite of the main pulse could
not been observed within 10 ns before and after the
main pulse. The charge of the original pulse passing
through 3 <}» slit was 2 nC/pulse. The charge was
increased more than twice. This pulse was compressed
by achromatic pulse compression system. Figure 5
shows the typical pulse shape of subpicosecond single
pulse with the energy of 34.8 MeV passing through 3
<|> slit. The charge was 1.04 nC. The charge of the
compressed pulse passing through 5 <t> slit was 1.36
nC. About 20 percent of the initial charge before
compression is lost by the energy modulation.
Furthermore, a part of the charge is lost at the slit of
the beam port.

4. Summary

34.8 MeV electron pulses with the pulse width of 10
ps have been compressed by the achromatic magnetic
pulse compression system at the university of Tokyo.
890 fs single pulse have been generated with the charge
of 1 nC through 3 <}> slit. The satellite of the main
pulse could not been observed. Subpicosecond pulse
radiolysis system is under construction to investigate
radiation chemistry and physics in a subpicosecond
time domain.
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Abstract

Construction of the photon storage ring, a novel free-
electron laser has been started at Rilsumeikan Univer-
sity. The optimized scheme is composed of a 50 McV
exact circular electron storage ring having 155.8 mm
orbit radius, and a concentric optical cavity surrounding
the orbit. The beam injection is a 2/3 resonance
method. We will start with lasing of 31.2 ujn
wavelength, although the final goal is of a few (im.

1. Introduction

The idea of photon storage ring(PhSR) was origi-
nated in Japan in 1989.[1] The PhSR is based on an
exact circular electron storage ring and a concentric
barrel shaped optical resonator surrounding.the electron
orbit. This instrument may be categorized in a compact
free-electron lascr(FEL), but an undulator is not
introduced at all. Stimulated emissions occur due to
interactions between electrons in the circular orbit and
the synchrotron radiations accumulated in the optical
cavity when the phase velocity of the radiation in the
electron velocity direction and the electron velocity is
matched. TE(pjl) mode is concerned to be built in the
circular resonator. [2] A large gain is demonstrated by
an analytical formula as well as simulations[3], which is
common to a circular FEL[4] and a magnctron[5]. The
minimum obtainable wavelength is determined by the
quality of the electron beam. The use of relalivistic
electrons possibly leads to an oscillation in a few
micron wavelength range[6]. One another advantage of
the PhSR is that coherent synchrotron radiations[7] are
generated in this small storage ring[8]. The estimated
bunch length is the order of 0.1 mm, which leads to
coherent radiations of a tens micron wavelength.
Therefor the lasing start with this coherent radiation in

the PhSR, while it start with noise signal in an conven-
tional FEL.

In this paper we discuss the designing of a 50
McV version photon storage ring. We have started the
construction of the ring and will be completed by 1997.
We will have lasing at 31.2 pxn wavelength, but the
final goal will be a few micron.

2. Ring parameters

The machine parameters of the electron storage ring is
determined as follows. The laser growth rate of the
PhSR is inversely proportional to electron energy, y, and
energy distribution, (oy/y) • In the case of the weak
focusing exact circular ring (6y/y) ' s proportional to y^/p
, where p is the central orbit radius. Consequently the
growth rale is inversely proportional to y , which sug-
gests that lower electron energy gives higher growth
rale in principle. In the low energy ring, however, the
emiltancc grows due to the inlrabeam scattering, and the
damping rate decreases. When we want to construct the
ring with a normal conducting magnet, we find that the
cmiltancc becomes smallest at 50 McV under 1 T
magnetic field. We are concerned thai in this case the
Touschck lifetime becomes smallest value, around 1
sec, but this value is large enough for the lasing as well
as for the injection of beam. Another concern to be
made is the practical problems to construct the ring.
The 150 mm electron orbit radius for the 50 MeV ring
is almost the smallest size to install the acceleration
cavity and the purlurbator for the resonance injection.

One of the advantage of the PhSR is there in its
beam injection method. The resonance injection
method keep the beam in the central orbit undisturbed
over more than 10 mm radial width.[9] This enable us
continuous injections during FEL oscillations in PhSR.
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Table 1 Machine parameter of 50 McV ring under following conditions: RF-vollagc=120 keV, coupling constant=
0.1, harmonics=8.. The growth rate is calculated for 100 iim wavelength. Correction for intrabeam seattering(IBS)
is calculated at 1A beam current.

parameters\n-va lue

emittance(7rmrad)
energy spread(AE/E)
RMS bunch length (nun)
horiz. bunch size(mm)
vert, bunch size (mm)
growth rate(1)/turn
growth rate (2)/turn
power loss/turn

0.01
natural IBS
3.88E-07 8.87E-06
9.O5E-O5 4.46E-O4

0.247 1.22
0.235 1.16
0.074 0.365

14.7 0.283
23.5 0.426

0.3
natural IBS
1.45E-08 1.88E-06
9.76E-05 1.11E-03

0.317 3.6
0.051 0.58

a 0063 0.055
13.5 0.021
22.2 0.034

0.5
natural IBS
1.03E-08 1.40E-06
1.11E-Q4 1.29E-03

0.425 4.9
0.047 0.545

0.0047 0.055
12.2 0.008
19.5 0.013

0.7
natural IBS
9.49E-09 8.57E-07
1.92E-04 1.82E-03

0.949 9
0.051 0.485

0.0041 0.039
1.85 0.0022
2.96 0.0332

0.014
note) growth rate(1):cylindrical resonate growth rate(2):barrel shaped resonator

The field index of the ring may be selected to near the
integer, 2/3, 1/2, or 1/3 resonance values. Since the
field index affects the laser gain, we have studied the n-
value dependence of the beam parameters and the
growth rates fora 100 urn wavelength as shown in
Table 1. Both natural values and corrected values for
the intrabcum scattering arc listed. It is clear from the
table that the smaller index gives higher gain. The use
of the integer resonance is recommended. The problem
of the integer injection is that the damping speed is
slower, and the injection efficiency could be relatively
smaller.

3. Optical resonator

We use TE(pjl) mode with large azimulhal, p, and
radial, j , mode numbers, and ;;xial mode number of one
as the operating mode. The whispering gallery mode,
which has fundamental mode numbers, (p,l,l), is
inadequate for PhSR, because the optical cavity has to
be set too close to the electron orbit within millimeter,
and also the power loss due to the ohmic loss becomes
too large. The radial mode number dependence of the
power loss is shown in Fig. 1, together with the inte-
grated power in the resonator. We can find thai the
lllling factor decreases as the radial mode number
increases, but the power loss is reduced more
dramatically than the decrease of filling factor.

In order to increase the filling factor the resonator
is made in a barrel shape. vStrictly speaking the
curvature should be specified for each wavelength.
This implies that the changing wavelength for not
optimized wavelengths is not easy, while it is easy with
a simple cylindrical mirror. If enough large gain is
observed, we will switch it to the cylindrical resonator.

The optimized curvature of the barrel shape has
been obtained by the Gclerkin technique in corporaling
with the quasi-oplics approximation.[10J For 31[xm
wavelength we have selected the mirror width, D=2()
mm, the curvature in axial direction, Ro= 207 mm, and
the mirror radius, R= 155.8 mm. The mirror has a 2x10
mrn^ slit on the surface for injecting beams as well as
extracting laser radiations. Mode mixing due to this slit
has already been analyzed.[10]

Fig. 1 Radial mode numbcr(j) dependence of power
loss and integrated power.
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We have introduced a several new features in this ring
in comparison with AURORA, the first exact circular
ring. The ring is made of normal conducting magnet.
The vertical cross sectional view is shown in Fig. 2. In
order to generate 0.94 T magnetic Held in 120 mm
rather wide pole gap, the pole is made in grating shape.
Six trim coils arc placed in the groove of the grating.
Instead of using inflcctors and magnetic channels, a
field clamp is introduced.

Major components in the ring magnet is one pur-
turbator and two RF-cavities. The RF-cavity is of 2.45
GHz, which serves 8 harmonics. We have already suc-
ceeded in fabricating a prototype cavity which has a 10
mm wide slit in the median plane for extracting laser
beam.[11] We are planning to use a CW magnetron as a
RF source. We arc working on a techniques for sta-
bilizing magnetron.

The purturbator is a one turn coaxial coil. To
provide 12 kA peak current, we use pulse compression
technology based on a non-linear amorphous core for
generating a 0.1u.scc width pulse train at 50 Hz repeti-
tion rate.

Injector is a s-band linac. One accelerator column
and pre-bunchcr, which load 50 McV beam, will be
transferred from KEK. A 30 MW klystron, which will
also be transferred from KEK, provides power to both
the prc-buncher and the accelerator column. We will
operate this at a 0.1 ^sec macro pulse, a 50 Hz repeti-
tion rate, and 1 A peak current. Note that a long macro
pulse is unnecessary for PhSR, which is normally
required for a conventional free-electron laser.

5. Project goal

The initial target of the lasing wavelength is around 3(),u
m. This wavelength was chosen because the laser
growth rale drops dramatically at shorter wavelengths.
The growth rate increases as the beam current
increases. Lasing of 30 u.m wavelength requires about
100 mA beam current, and for 10 \im wavelength,
nearly 10A. We have a experiences of accumulating
1A beam current with AURORAf 12], but 10 A beam
current sound loo large. We hope, however, the number
of electrons in bunches arc order of 1()1() in the present
case, which is comparable to the 1 A in AURORA,
since the circumference of this ring is smaller.

Our first objective is an accumulation of 10 A
beam current with such a small and low energy ring,
which must be a first experience in the world, and our
success in lasing short wavelengths will be influenced
by this result. An introduction of gas into the beam duct

is a proposed method to accumulate large beam current
without increasing beam size, as it was observed by
using AURORA at 151) MeV operation. [11)

Generation of coherent synchrotron radiation in a
range of 10 to 100 u,m wavelength is the target before
installing the barrel shaped optical resonator.

All these experimental studies are planed to be
held in early 1997. We hope to complete machine by
the end of next year.
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Abstract

The injection system of the 7MeV proton linac has been
improved to transport the high intensity beam. A
measurement device for the longitudinal emittance of the
7MeV proton beam has been developed. A lOOMeV election
linac has newly assembled to study electron-photon beam
physics. An electron storage ring will follow this linac. A
heavy ion 4-rod RFQ linac was completed and has been
moved to the cooperating company to perform acceleration
test for industry. The cold model study of the improved DAW
structure for the high energy linac was done and a power test
model has been designed. A medical synchrotron design has
been also studied. An untuned cavity for this synchrotron
has been constructed and a new RF power feeding scheme has
been tested. Theoretical studies of the space charge effect and
an improved 4-rod RFQ structure are in progress. An
accelerator-based reactor which consists of a proton linac
and a subcritical assembly has been proposed as a pulsed
neutron source.

1. Introduction

It may be necessary to use a large accelerator for high
energy physics, nuclear physics, photon factory or neutron
factory. Only at a national laboratory we can construct such
large machine. While at universities accelerator physicists
are now disappearing in this country because of the
concentration of the budget into the national laboratory. But
it is very important to study fundamental accelerator physics
or beam physics at universities in order to develop advanced
technology and educate younger generation. Our laboratory
was a nuclear physics center with a cyclotron more than
thirty years ago. But now it becomes a unique accelerator
laboratory developing small accelerators and promoting
accelerator physics or beam physics at the university.

2. Proton linear accelerator

Our 433MHz RFQ linac accelerated the first beam of
2MeV protons in 1991. Since January 1992 we have
obtained 7MeV proton beam from a 433MHz Alvarez linac
which follows the 2MeV RFQ linac. So far intensity of the
beam has been limited by small aperture of the injection
line. Recently we have replaced a bending magnet(a mixing
magnet to-be) by a newly designed one which has a larger
gap and an entrance angle against the sector focusing. We
can now transport a wider envelope beam, which reduces
space charge effect. Not only the high intensity beam
transportation during the injection line but also beam
matching to the RFQ acceptance is necessary to increase the
accelerated beam intensity. For this purpose a permanent
magnet symmetric lens(PMS) has been designedl). The
injection line is shown in Fig.l. The designed beam
envelope in this injection line is shown in Fig.2. To ensure
the beam matching a measurement system of the emittance

of the extracted beam from the ion source is now designed.

ImSourco .

Pwnunrm Midst Symmetric Lent
(ace moiled)

Fig. 1. The injection line of the proton linac

Venial Unjifa • 756&fft c m

Fig. 2. The matched beam envelope between einzel lens and
PMS section at current of 20mA (TRACE-3D calculation).

Measurement systems of properties of the 7MeV proton
beam from the Alvarez linac have been constructed and
installed in the down stream beam line. One of them is a
double-slit emittance monitor2) and the other is a phase-
energy distribution (longitudinal emittance) measuring
system3).

The principle of the double-slit emittance monitor is not
new but pulse beam detection is necessary in our case
because the linac is operated in pulse mode with a repetition
rate of 18-l80Hz and pulse width of 50^scc. The typical
measured rms emittance of the 7MeV proton beam is
4.8nmmmrad which varies depending on the RF power fed to
the Alvarez Iinac2).

The schematic view of the newly developed system of the
longitudinal emittance monitor is shown in Fig.3. It
consists of a narrow gold target, an RF deflector and a
position sensitive detector. A slit and a focusing system are
also included. The phase of the accelerated particle
corresponds to the position of the detected proton at the
position sensitive detector. The energy of the accelerated
particle is also obtained from the measured energy of the
detected particle at the position sensitive detector.
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Cold Target
W= 0.3 mm. H= 8 mm

Scattered Proton Beam

Slit W=0.1 mm. H=3mm

RFCavir
J33MHz. ISOkV

Table 1. Characteristics of the electron linac

Position Sensitive Detector
H=8mm, W=15mm

Fig. 3. Concept of the longitudinal emittance monitor

3. Electron linear accelerator and storage ring

On the occasion of the shut-down of the JAERI electron
linac and the storage ring JSR some components have been
kindly transferred to our laboratory. We have designed a
lOOMcV electron linac and our storage ring KSR for the
study of the electron and photon beams using these
transferred components and additional parts4)

Electron Stragc Ring

Fig. 4. Layout of the electron linac and the storage ring KSR

In Fig.4 the schematic layout of the accelerator is shown.
At JAERI the linac had five accelerator tubes and it was
operated with repetition up to 600Hz. But our laboratory
area and electricity are limited so that the number of the
accelerator tubes and repetition are reduced to three and 20Hz
respectively. W<-. changed the original triangular shape of
the ring to a race-truck to have long straight sections,
which requires rebuilt of the vacuum chamber. At the
moment the electron linac has been completed but the
storage ring KSR is not completed yet, where only the six
bending magnets and focusing magnets are aligned. Main
characteristics of the electron linac are listed in Table 1 and
the designed values of the KSR are listed in Table 2. Only
three of 3m accelerator tubes are used, while the first two of
five accelerator tubes at JAERI were 2m. Therefore we have
examined beam transport during acceleration in our case.
The calculated beam envelope is shown in Fig.5. The first
beam acceleration test is planned in September 1995.

Output Electron Beam
Energy
Beam Current
Pulse width
Max. Repetition

Electron Gun (Pierce type)
Cathode assembly
Extraction voltage
grid voltage (typ.)

Accelerating structure
Mode
Number of Cell
Bore Radius
Length
Operating Frequency
Shunt Impedance
Maximum Electric Field

Klystron (ITT-8568)
Cathode
Output RF Power
Gain

100 MeV
100 mA
1 usec
20 Hz

Y-796 (Eimac)
-100 kV DC
100 V

2/3re, Constant Gradient
85
11.74-13.4 mm
3m
2857 MHz
53MW/m
15 MV/m at 20 MW input

250 kV, 250 A
21 MW
53 dB

Fig. 5. Calculated beam radius (emiltancc of lOOnmmmrad)

Table 2. Design parameters of the storage ring KSR

Maximum energy

Injection energy

Circumference

Lattice structure

Superperiodictwy

Bendini; ant;le

Radius uf Curvature

/(-value

Edige .M)t;le

300 MeV

100 MeV

25.689 m

Triple bend doubly achromatic lattice
o

60°

0.835 m

0

0'

Length of lorn; straight section 5.619 m

Harmonic number

RF frequency

Numbci of Betation
Huiizontal

Vertical

Critical wave length

10

116.7 MHz

Oscillations

2.75

0.75 11.25)

from dipole 17 nm

4. Boron beam acceleration with the 4-rod cw RFQ linac

At the ICR Kyoto University the 4-rod cw RFQ linac was
constructed and the first beam was obtained on December 25,
1992. At the University He, N and C ion beams were
accelerated to test the operation of the system. After one
year test the linac system was moved to Kuzc factory of
Nissin Electric Co., Ltd. to continue the acceleration test of
the boron ion beam which would be used in the process of
semiconductor industry. The characteristics of the 4-rod
RFQ linac are listed in Table 3 and a schematic plan view is
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Table 3. Characteristics of the 4-rod RFQ heavy ion linac

Ion source

Extraction volume

M.UJ anaivzcr

Focusing elements

Beam optical lenith

Size

RFQ:
Tvptf

Frequency

Average bore mdius

Focusing strength

Inicr-clcctrode voltage

Charge to mass ratio

Injection enerijv

Outptn encrsj>

Length of electrode

Cuvttv inner diameter

rt" power

Operation mode

Transmission

Freeman i\pe
50 kV max.

90' magnet with nextupolc corrections

four magnetic qu-idrupolc lenses and one Einzrl lens

'2.5 m. Including; J beam monitor
1.3 i.WMI.j I D I X I . 8 (H)

fixed frequency "modified" I-rod
J3JMHz (desiiin)
0 8 cm

6.79

34.9 kV

t / t l (design,

2.73keV/u

S'i.5keV/u I Wo half-cell)

222 rm (Wo hall-cell)

hi) cm

jOkW nu\.

Descriptions of icons.

C Fi.eJ F4H1U. euo

n Ret'Ki*Mc fintUr <up V Emiiunce

Fig. 6. Experimental setup of the 4-rod RFQ linac system

shown in Fig.6. We have obtained the singly charged boron
beam intensity of 330(i.A with total beam transmission of
80% 5). The measured beam emittance was about
lOjtmmmrad at the accelerated beam energy of 0.92MeV.

5. DAW cavity

The disk-and-washer (DAW) structure of the linac has been
studied in our laboratory. Recently a biperiodic L-support
structure has been proved to have high quality without the
mode overlapping problem. MAFIA and SUPERFISH
calculations and cold model study have been made6). Then a
power model is now under construction for S-band electron
linac because the S-band RF power sources have become
available as mentioned above.

6. Medical proton synchrotron

A compact 230MeV proton synchrotron with a combined
function lattice has been designed for medical use. A proton
linac like our existing 7MeV linac may be used as an
injector. Slow beam extraction of diffusion-resonant
scheme has been studied7). A ferrite-loaded untuned cavity
with multiple RF power feeding has been designed and
constructed8). The concept of the feeding is shown in Fig.7.
According to the cold model test the reflection power from
the cavity is reduced from 75% of the forward power in the
direct coupling case to 20% in the multi-feed coupling case.
It is also confirmed that the cavity voltage is increased by
factor 1.5 for multiple coupling case comparing to the direct

Outer Conductor

400mm - / — - I

J 550mm

160mrr

Accelerating Gap
50mm \ Ni-Zn fcmie Cores

H -yoomm -V— I

loo \ tai

Accelerating
Gap
50mm

Direct

Coupling VznFem.es

(Hitachi Metals Ltd.
ST-3U)

OPT

0 degree power splitter Coupling

Network
Analyzer

Network
Analyzer

la I Direct coupling. (bj Multi-feed aiuulini!.

Fig. 7. Setup of the direct and multi-feed coupling

coupling casc8). The power model test is being carried out in
cooperation with Hitachi Ltd..

7. Other studies

Space charge effect and halo formation in case of high
intensity linac are investigated by analytical and simulation
methods. A simulation code is developed at our laboratory0-).

A normal mode analysis of transmission lines for TEM
mode waves is applied to a 4-rod RFQ resonatorlO). Results
of this analytical method are in good agreement with
calculations by MAFIA code. A 2.5-D RF cavity code
PISCES II is also developedll).

A pulsed neutron source which consists of a proton linac
and a subcritical assembly is proposed for a future project of
Kyoto University Research Reactor Instituted). The linac
will accelerate a 300MeV-30mA proton beam and the power
gain of the subcritical assembly will be 20. Characteristics
of an example of the proposed pulsed reactor with a proton
linac are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. A proposed pulsed reactor with a proton linac

Accelerator

Ion source

RFQ section

DTL section

DAW section

Beam intensity

Pulse width

Repetition

Neutron yield

Subcritical assembly

Fuel

Peak power

Average power

Neutrons

multi-cusp

2 MeV,

100 MeV,

300 MeV.

30 mA at

50^isec

60 Hz

10'8n/sec

180 MVV

600 kW

10"n/sec

field type

433 MHz

433 MHz

1,300 MHz

peak

at peak

at peak
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Abstract

A new pre-injector system for the RIKEN heavy-ion linac
(RILAC), which is used as an injector of the RIKEN Ring
Cyclotron (RRC), has been completed in order to increase beam
intensities of heavy ions by one or two orders of magnitude. The
system consists of an ECR ion source, a variable-frequency RFQ
linac and a beam transport line between them. The performance
tests of the whole system including beam acceleration test arc
being made successfully. It is planned to be installed on site next
year.

1. Introduction

Recently we have started to do R&D's for the Rl-bcam
factory project,'' which aims to increase beam energies up to 400
MeV/u for light heavy-ions and 150 MeV/u for very heavy ions
using a superconducting ring cycloiron as a booster of tlic RIKEN
Ring Cycloiron (RRC). One of ihe main purposes of the project is
to produce radioactive-isotope beams and/or new isotopes in ihe
whole range of nuclear masses up to uranium. In order to achieve
the goal, it is indispensable to provide the RIKEN heavy-ion linac
(RILAC), ' the injector of the RRC, with much higher-intensity
of heavy ions.

To meet the above demand, we have dcvelopped a new pre-
injector system for ihc RILAC. The RILAC consists of six

resonator tanks, each being of the Widoroc type and frequency
tunable. The existing pre-injector system consists of an 8 GHz
NEOMAFIOS and a 450 kV Cockcrofi-Walion terminal. In the
new pre-injector system is used a high-field, 18 GHz ECR ion
source that is expected to have significantly high performance
compared to ihe present 8 GHz NEOMAFIOS. A variable-
frequency RFQ linac is adopted as an equivalent to the existing
Cockcroft-Walton terminal, which is unable to accomodale such
an 18 GHz ECR ion source that requires high electric power.

In this paper we describe the characteristics of the new pre-
injector system and the status of its construction.

2. Description of the New System

Figure. 1 shows a planned layout of the new prc-injcclor
system toghether with the beam transport line from the existing
one. The existing beam transport line is slightly modified from
the present for installation of the new system.

2.1 18 GHz ECR Ion Source

The ECR ion source-5) is of a single-stage type and operates
at 18 GHz. The axial mirror field has peaks of 1.4 T (mirror ratio
is 3.0) and the radial hexapole field is 1.4 T at the pole surfaces of
80 mm in diameter, both of which are high enough for the double-
frequency operation. The axial mirror field is produced

F'ast Chopper

TQ ATT ATT DQ PM

Hunclier
2nd 1st

1st tank of RILAC

DQ : quadrupole doublet
TQ : quadrupole triplet
ATI ' : attenuator
PM : profile monitor
SL:sli i
FC : Faraday cup
KM : emiltance monitor

I'M
FC
S 1 90° Analysing

M a 8 n c l

From
NEOMAFIOS

on the
Cockcroft -

Walton
.(cnnin.il

III p
18 GHz
ECRIS

1m
Shield door Ln

Fig. 1 Planned layout of the new pre-injcclor system for the RILAC together wiih the beam
ranspori line from the existing one.
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with a pair of solenoids enclosed with an iron yoke that arc
excited by two power supplies of 800 A. The power consumption
of the solenoids is 140 k\V and the required electric power for the
power supplies is 210 kVA. The outer dimension of the yoke is
about 700 mm in diameter and 550 mm in length. The radial field
is produced with 36 segments of permanent magnets made of Nd-
Fe-B, each segment 224 mm in length. The permanent magnet is
protected from plasma heat by a plasma-chamber thai is cooled by
water of 20°C. The chamber is made of two copper cylindrical
tubes that are welded to each other after the surface of the inner
tube is carved to make conduits for coolant water. The thickness
of the chamber is 3 mm. The temperature of the chamber is
expected to rise up to 26°C at the maximum. The magnet is also
protected from the heat of the solenoid coils by a similar copper
cylindrical tube. RF of 18 GHz is fed by a Thomson TH 2463
klystron with a maximum output power of 1.5 kW. This RF
power source is designed to operate in both cw and pulse modes.
A rod of metal can be inserted axially for producing metallic ions.
The plasma cathode method can be applied. The inside of the
plasma chamber is evacuated with 500 and 150 1/s turbo-
molecular pumps. Ions arc extracted from an orifice of 10 mm in
diameter with a maximum voltage of about 10 kV. The orifice is
positioned at the end of the permanent magnet.

2.2 FC-RFQ Linac

The RFQ linac •*' is required to have the same function as
that of the existing 450 kV Cockcroft-Walton terminal. It is
designed to accelerate ions with a range of m/q = 6-27 up to 450
keV/q in the cw mode. The operational frequency should be
varied between 18 MHz to around 40 MHz, which is one of the
most important problems to be solved in the design of the RFQ
linac. We have adopted a "folded coaxial" RFQ (FC-RFQ)
structure. This structure allows the cavity to be tunable in a wide
range of frequencies and to be compact even in the low frequncy
region below 20 MHz. The FC-RFQ structure can also enable the
intcrvanc voltage to be flat enough to obtain high beam-
transmission efficiency. The length of the vanes is 1420 mm and
the inner volume of the resonator is about 1700 mm (length) x
700 mm (widih) x 1000 mm (height). The stroke of the shorting
plate for coarse tuning is 790 mm. For the details of the slruclurc,
see rcf. 4. The required maximum intcrvanc voliage is 33.6 kV.
RF power is fed by an oscillator wiih an Eimac 4CW50(K)0E with
a maximum output power of 40 kW between 16.9 MHz lo 40
MHz. The total water flow for cooling is about 2001/min of 7 aim
and the temperature of water is 30 °C. The temperature of the
vanes is expected to rise up to about 40 °C at ihc maximum. The
resonator is evacuated with two turbo-molecular pumps of 1500
1/s.

2.3 Beam Transport Line

The beam transport linc^) between ihc ECR ion source and
the FC-RFQ linac consists mainly of (from lupstrcam) an Einzcl
lens, a 90° bending magnet, a beam diagnostic chamber and a
solenoid magnet. In the design an ion beam is at first focused with
the Einzel lens onto a spot of 10 mm in diamcicr at the symmetric
position of the extraction orifice with respect lo the lens. The
beam is then analysed wiih the 90° bending magnet having slanl
edges and doubly focused at a point between the bending magnet
and the solenoid magnet. The dispersion and magnification in the
horizontal direction at this point arc 2.2 cm/% and -0.98,
respectively. From the values of dispersion and magnification,
mass resolution m/Am is about 200. The beam is finally matched
to the FC-RFQ linac with the solenoid magnci.

The Einzcl lens is of ihrco-clcctrodc type with different
diameters: the diamcler of the center electrode is 100 mm and that
of the end electrodes is 74 mm. A voltage of about 15 kV at the

maximum is required lo be applied to the lens. The bending
magnet has a curvature radius of 500 mm and a gap of 80 mm.
The maximum magnetic field is 0.16 T. The angle of the slant
edge is 28.7° at boih the entrance and the exit. The solenoid
magnci consists of coils and an iron yoke enclosing them. The
inner diamcicr, outer diameter and length of the magnet are 90
mm, 610 mm and 310 mm, respectively. The maximum magnetic
field is 0.63 T. Beam diagnostic devices such as a profile monitor,
a Faraday cup and a pair of slits arc set in ihc beam diagnostic
chamber located between the bending magnci and the solenoid
magnet. A beam emittance monitor can also be set in this
chamber. The beam transport line is evacuated with two lurbo-
molccular pumps of 350 1/s.

3. Fabrication and Test

Fablicaiion of ihc whole system was completed in the spring
of 1995. Performance lest of the characteristics of the 18 GHz
ECR ion source and the FC-RFQ linac as well as beam
acceleration lest in the system have been made. Details of the
results are rcporlcd in refs. 3 and 5.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the 18 GHz ECR ion
source. Ion beam intensities were measured for gaseous elements
such as oxygen, argon and klypton wiih an extraction voltage of
up lo 15 kV (though a required maximum voltage is about 10 kV
for delivering a beam to the FC-RFQ). Obtained beam intensities
of A r ' + and O ' + ions, for example, were 160 and 130 CJJ.A,
respectively, with an RF power of about 600 W and an extraction
voltage of 15 kV. Typical gas pressures of ihc plasma chamber

Fig. 2 Photograph of the 18 GHz ECR ion source.

and the extraction stage were 1.0x10. and 9x10" ' Torr,
respectively. Figure 3 shows ihc comparison between beam
intensities from the 18 GHz ECR ion source and those from
NEOMAFIOS 8 GHz. It can be seen thai the beam intensities
from the 18 GHz ECR ion soucc are higher than those from
NEOMAFIOS 8 GHz by one or two orders of magnitude. It is
also noicd thai the beam intensity of, for example A r ^ + ions,
from the 18 GHz ECR ion source was twice higher than
CAPRICE 14.5 GHz. Pulse mode operation was also tested and
significant afterglow effect was seen particularly for heavy ions
like klypton and high charge stales: the ratio was 4 for Kr^"+

ions. A rod for metallic ions and a plasma cathode have not yet
been tested.
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Fig. 3 Comparison between beam intensities from the
18 GHz ECR ion source: and those from
NEOMAFIOS 8 GHz.

Figure 4 shows a photograph of the FC-RFQ linac. The
vanes have been three-dimcnsionally machined and assembled
within an accuracy of ± 50 |im, the value meeting the requirement
for good beam transmission. ' The surface of the vanes were
polished with electrochemical buffing within a flatness of less
than 1 |im. The resonant frequency was measured to vary from
17.7 MHz to 39.2 MHz. The measured Q-valucs and shunt
impedances were about 60 % of the MAFIA calculations. From
the shunt impredancc measurement, the required maximum RF
power was found to be 26 kW (cw). Typical gas pressure of the

resonator was 1-3x10 Tor. We have encountered a serious
problem on the ceramic pillars that are used to fix the high
voltage pan (to which the vertical vanes are attached) on the
bottom plate of the resonator. A multipactoring occurred on the
pillars at an intcrvanc voltage of below 15 kV, and heating due to
dielectric losses in a local region of the pillars occurred at an
intcrvanc voltage of above 35 kV. To fix this problem, ceramic
pillars were redesigned and are being newly fabricated. Beam
acceleration tests have been performed for Ar^+, AT"+, Ar
and O 5 + ions at the frequencies of 17.7, 26.1, 34.4 and 39.2 MHz,
respectively, at the intcrvanc voltage of about 20 kV. The beam
velocity after acceleration, which was measured by the TOF
technique using three capacitivc pickup probes, was in agreement
with the designed value within 1 %. The beam transmission
efficiency of 85 % at the maximum was obtained. Beam
cmittance has not yet been measured in the acceleration test.

4. Summary

A new pre-injector system for the RILAC was completed in
the spring of 1995. The performance tests including beam
acceleration test showed that the beam intensity from the RILAC
will increase by one or two orders of magnitude as expected. The
system is planned to be installed on site next year. A beam
rcbuncher will also be installed at that time between the FC-RFQ
linac and the RILAC.
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Fig. 4 Photograph of the FC-RFQ linac.
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Abstract

A heavy-ion linac complex for radioactive beams is
now under construction at INS. The linacs are a 25.5-
MHz split coaxial RFQ and a 51-MHz interdigital-H
(IH) linac. Ions with a charge-to-mass ratio (q/A)
greater than 1/30 are accelerated from 2 to 172 keV/u
by the RFQ. The beam passes through a carbon-foil,
and ions with q/A > 1/10 are accelerated further by
the IH linac. The output energy is variable in the
range of 0.17 through 1.05 MeV/u. The RFQ has al-
ready accelerated stable ions, Ne+ and N+. The IH
linac has undergone low-power tests. Other devices
in the beam transport line between the linacs are un-
der fabrication or tuning. The first beam acceleration
through the linacs is scheduled for March, 1996.

1. Introduction

A radioactive-beam facility is now under construc-
tion at INS. The beam from an isotope separator on-
line (ISOL) will be accelerated by a 25.5-MIIz RFQ
and a 51-MHz interdigital-H (III) linac, and used for
nuclear physics experiments.

Figure 1 shows the layout of the linac system.
The RFQ accelerates ions with a charge-to-mass ratio
(q/A) greater than 1/30 from 2 to 172 keV/u. The
output beam is enhanced in charge state in a carbon-

foil stripper (q/A > 1/10), and then shaped in the
longitudinal and transverse phase spaces by a 25.5-
MHz rebuncher and 2 doublets of quadrupole mag-
nets. The IH linac consists of 4 tanks and 3 triplets
of quadrupole magnets between tanks. The tanks are
excited separately by 4 rf power sources, and hence,
it is possible to vary the output beam energy con-
tinuously in the range from 0.17 to 1.05 MeV/u by
adjusting the rf power levels and phases.

In Fig.l, the ion source, low-energy beam transport,
RFQ, and the first quadrupole doublet came into op-
eration in March, 1995. The RFQ, whose parameters
are given in Table 1, accelerated stable ions Ne+ and
N+. The ion source was a 2.45-GHz ECR one located
near the RFQ. The measured transmission efficiencies
and emittance profiles of the output btam agreed well
with PARMTEQ predictions.1^ The IH tanks have un-
dergone low-power tests: tuning of the resonant fre-
quency, measurement of the Q-values, bead-pull mea-
surement of the field distributions in the accelerating
gaps, and evaluation of the shunt impedances. Similar
low-power tests have been conducted on the rebuncher
cavity, which is a folded coaxial-line resonator with 6
gaps.2) The second quadrupole doublet is now being
fabricated.

The linac system will be completed in March, 1996.
Then the first beam acceleration through the linacs
will be conducted.

25.5-MHz SCRFQ 51-MHz IH Linac
Ion Source •Stripper

Q—Triplet

170-1050keV/u

ISOL

Figure 1: Heavy-ion linac system under construction.
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Table 1
Design parameters of the RFQ.

Table 3
Main parameters, of the 1H linac.

Frequency (/)
Charge-to-mass ratio (q/A)
Kinetic energy (7]n — Toul)
Normalized emittance (en)
Vane length (Lv)
Number of cells (A'c)
Inlervane voltage (Kv)
Maximum surface field ( £ i i m i I )

Mean aperture radius (ro)
Minimum aperture radius (<tmin)
Max. modulation index (mm a x)
Final synchronous phase (<j>t)
Transmission (0 mA input)

25.5 MHz
1/30

2—172 keV/u
0.06 7Tcm-rnrad

858.5 cm
172

108.6 kV
178.2 kV/cm

(2.49 Kilp.)
0.9846 cm
0.5388 cm

2.53
-30°

91.4%

2. Split Coaxial RFQ
During the beam tests conducted in April, trans-

mission efficiencies were measured for various inter-
vanc voltages." The ion was N+, and the input beam
current was 0.21 ~ 0.22 mA in peak (duty factor was
5% = 0.53 ms x 95 Hz). At the nominal voltage (Vvv

= 50.68 kV), 90% of the injected ions were acceler-
ated; 91.4% is the PARMTEQ value. Good agreements
between the experimental data and simulation predic-
tions were obtained also at higher intervane voltages;
the maximum was 81 kV. At Vvv = 81 kV, the rf peak
power (/peak) and the averaged one (Pave) were 134
kW and 6.7 k\V, respectively. At such a Pave level or
lower, the RFQ has a good performance; this is our
conclusion for the beam tests.

We aim at operating the RFQ at higher power lev-
els. The issues are to keep the resonant frequency
under control and to verify that the vanes are well
cooled. If they are distorted by heat, the beam per-
formance obtained at the lower powers would not be
preserved. We have been trying to raise the intervane
voltage to 109 kV (design value for q/A = 1/30 ions),
and the duty factor to 30%. As shown in Table 2, the
duty factor is still lower, but the intervane voltage has
almost reached the goal.

3. Interdigital-H Linac
Table 3 lists main parameters of the III linac. The

output energy is variable in the range of 0.17 through

Table 2
Progress in feeding high power into the RFQ.

Date

3/22/95
4/13/95
6/20/95
7/12/95
9/05/95

goal

Kv
(kV)

81
91

104
107
108
109

* peak

(kW)
134
170
220
242
235
242

-*avc

(kVV)
26.5
2.6

13.2
6.1

18.8
72.6

duty

(%)
19.8
1.5
6.0
2.5
8.0

30.0

width
(«ns)
0.66
0.53
0.50
0.50
2.00

rep.
(Hz)
300

29
120
50
40

/ (MHz)
q/A
ro u l (keV/u)
iunk (cm)
£>lank (cm)

RboTo (cm)

Od.tube ( c m )
No. of cells
£*cc (MV/m)

Tank 1
51

> i / i o
294

68
149
1.0
3.8

9
2.10

Tank 2
51

> i/io
475

90
149
1.2
4.4
10

2.15

Tank 3
51

> i / i o
725
116
149
1.4
4.6
11

2.17

Tank 4
51

> i/io
1053

153
134
1.6
5.2
12

2.14

1.05 MeV/u. Figure 2 shows a simulation result of
the energy spread as a function of the output en-
ergy. The levels and phases of the rf powers into the
tanks are optimized so that the energy spread might
be minimized. The input beam is a simulated C3 +

one that has passed all the elements before the IH
linac (a 10-/ig/cnr carbon-foil stripper is included).
The input energy is 167 keV/u, and the full widths of
the phase and energy spreads are 35° and 1 keV/u.
Resultant energy spreads at the output are ±0.85%
at 0.7 MeV/u, and ±0.45% at 1 MeV/u. Without the
stripper the energy spreads are 3/4 of these values.

X I.U

2i±0.8
•a
(0
0)
5. ±0.6

| ± 0 . 4

0)

<£ ±0.2o
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n

-

' . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i , ,

-

-

. . , '
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output energy (MeV/u)

Figure 2: Energy spread vs output energy.

We had fabricated a cold model for each of the
4 tanks, and studied the rf characteristics of the IH
cavity.3'41 The models were scaled up to the present
IH tanks; the scale factors are 20/9 at Tanks 1 ~
3, and 2 at Tank 4. Low-power tests of the tanks
have been almost finished. The results are summa-
rized in Table 4. Every tank was matched to a 50-fi
signal generator via a loop coupler. It was attached
to a port placed near a ridge end. Before the tuning,
Tanks 1 ~ 3 had resonant frequencies (/initial in Table
4) higher than 51 MHz by 84, 134, and 180 kHz, re-
spectively. We decreased the frequencies closer to 51
MHz (/tuned) by using capacitive tuners: every tank
has a C-tuner, which is a movable disk (19 cm dia)
facing a ridge.
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Table 4
Summary of low-power tests of the IH tanks.

/initial (MHz)
/tuned (MHZ)
Vunloaded

ZtS (MQ/m)

P (k\V)
AKKiP (%)

* : preliminary,

Tank 1
51.084
51.003
10681
11077'
264
247'
10.5
±2.0

Tank 2
51.134
51.007
15387
11602'
289
219'

15
±2.9

t : estimated from

Tank 3
51.180
51.057*
15758*
13462'
249*
211'
27*

±4.2*

cold-model

Tank 4
51.003
51.000
18490
14541'
218
179'
39

±2.2

tests.

Figure 3 shows the results of bead-pull measure-
ments. An aluminum sphere (6 mm dia) was moved
along the beam axis. We obtained gap-voltage distri-
butions almost flat except at the tank ends (see also
AVgap in Table 4) without any particular tuning for
the flatness. From the measured unloaded Q-values
and field distributions in the gaps, we figured out ef-
fective shunt impedances (Zefr)-

The estimated rf powers (P) required for the ac-
celeration of q/A = 1/10 ions up to 1.05 MeV/u are
lower than the capacities of the power sources. Their
nominal maximum powers in cw operation are 12 kW
(Tank 1), 22 kVV (Tank 2), 30 kW (Tank 3), and 50
kW (Tank 4). The stabilities in power and phase were
measured. Table 5 lists the results obtained from cw
operations with a dummy load. The measurement
lasted for 1 ~ 1.5 hours after aging of 4 ~ 6 hours.

Table 5
Stabilities of the power sources for the IH tanks.

Source

No. 1
(for Tank

No. 2
(for Tank

No. 3
(for Tank

No. 4
(for Tank

1)

2)

3)

4)

Pout
(W)

12,000
120

22,000
220

30,000
300

50,000
500

APout/Pout
(%)

±0.24
±0.1
±0.1
±0.2
±0.3
±0.4
±0.4
±0.5

(deg)
±0.1
±0.1
±0.2
±0.1
±0.15
±0.15
±0.1
±0.15
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Abstract

An independently phased heavy ion linac composed of
46 supcrconducling quarter wave resonators has been built for
the booster of the tandem accelerator at Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute, Tokai. Several kinds of heavy ions of Si
to Au have been accelerated. The performances of the
resonators and the results of the beam acceleration arc
described.

1. Introduction

An upgrade project of the JAERI tandem accelerator with a
superconducting booster has been completed after a R&D of a
superconducting quarter wave resonator from 1984[1],
fabrications and testing of prototype units composed of two
superconducting resonators from 1986 and a full scale
construction of the booster from 1988[2-4]. Heavy ion
beams of Si to Au have been accelerated by the tandem and
the booster for the commissioning test in 1994.

For heavy ion beams up to around Au, a bombarding
energy higher than nuclear reaction threshold has become
available at the new target room.

2. Outline of the Tandem Booster

The diagram of the JAERI tandem booster is shown in
Fig.l. The continuous beam from the tandem is injected into
the booster. The booster starts off with a double drift
bunching system composed of two 129.8MHz QWRs and two
259.6MHz QWRs. One of the two for each frequency is used,
while the other stands by. The linac comprises ten
acceleration units, each of which contains four 129.8 MHz
QWRs in a cryostat and a quadrupole doublet lens outside.
After the linac, there is a debunching unit composed of two
129.8MHz QWRs. The debunched beams are analyzed by a
double focusing bending magnet. The beams obtained from
the booster arc, then, 129.8 MllzCWbeams.

With respect to the beam transport system, the beam
waists should be located at the middle of the two bunching
units, at the entrance of the linac, in the middle of the linac,
at the exit of the linac, at the object and image points of the
analyzing magnet and finally the target position in a target
beam line. At or near the waist points, apertures or slits,
beam profile monitors and Faraday cups arc placed. Beam
baffle apertures of 16mm in diameter arc put at the entrances
of all the acceleration units to protect resonator surfaces from
stray beams.

The longitudinal beam diagnostics are important to an
independently phased linac. Energy and time detectors arc
placed before and after the linac and after the debunchcr.
Those are compact scattering chambers that ions scattered
from a Au foil are detected by a solid state detector. Three
beam bunch phase detectors, 129.8 MHz normally
conducting QWRs, are used for the phase setting of the linac
resonators.

* On leave from China Institute of Atomic Energy

The booster is equipped with two identical refrigerators of
Qaudc cycle with two expansion turbines. Each system has
two loops, a liquid helium loop and a 80K gaseous helium for
the radiation shielding in the transfer line and in the
cryostats.

TANDEM
ACCELERATOR

26OMHiOWH«2
130MHz OWR 2

I0 1INAC UNITS

UOMKz OWR >< .10

0E-8UNCHFR

UOMKrOWRiJ

Fig. 1 Diagram of the JAERI tandem booster.

3 . Cryogenics

The flow diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Liquid helium
passes through heat exchangers cooling four resonators,
flows into the Dcwarand inside the resonators and returns to
the transfer line. The pressure in the Dewar was about 0.35
kg/cm2 during operation.

Each cryostat is connected to a valve box through four
retractable transfer tubes. Remotely variable valves are used
in liquid supply lines to cryostats, and locally variable
valves in gas supply lines.

The refrigeration power necessary for the booster was
estimated to be more than 300W for the liquid loops if an rf
power of 4 W is dissipated in a resonator and 2500 W for the
80 K gas loops. The refrigeration power designed for one
system is, then, 250 W for the liquid loop and 1.5 kW for the
80K gas loop. In the cold box, there is a small sump of a
volume of about 10 litters. The liquid level is controlled by
the heater in the sump. The helium liquefied by the heat
exchanger in the sump is supplied to the resonators. The
returning gas and liquid from the resonators flow into the
sump. We obtained the refrigeration powers 10% more than
those in the commissioning test.

The operation can be done scmi-automatically. We have
several operation modes, COMPRESSOR MODE,
CIRCULATION MODE, COLD BOX MODE, CRYOSTAT
MODE, RECOVERY MODE and WARM-UP MODE. The cold
box and 80K radiation shields arc cooled in COLD BOX
MODE before the resonators. The CRYOSTAT MODE starts
to cool the resonators when the radiation shields arc cooled
to 150K. It took 2.5 days from a start of COLD BOX MODE
to cool the resonators and 12 to 15 hours to fill all the
Dewars with liquid. Liquid filling was excellent except an
acceleration unit, no.5. The unit needed to open the variable
valve a lot more than others. The rf power dissipation was
limited to about 80W/systcm(4 W per resonator) for the
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stable resonator operation that the helium pressure was stable
or the liquid levels were kept full during the operation of all
the resonators. Power of as much as 120 W was
supplementary dissipated by the heater in the sump for
stabilizing the system.

CRYOSTATS

Fig.2 Diagram of gas and liquid flows in a cold box and a
valve box.

4 . Resonator Performances

The resonator performances were measured in an off-line
test cryostat. Fields of about 7 MV/m were obtained at an rf
input of 4 W[4, 5]. For most of the resonators, the Q-
decrease due to electron field emission at high fields was not
so much that high maximum fields were obtained without
high power pulse conditioning. This result is due to that the
resonators were cleaned well in the final surface treatment.

We have found the Q-degradation with the resonators
which absorbed much of hydrogen (an order of a few wppm)
in the electro-polishing and were cooled slowly around
120K[4,5]. This phenomenon is understood as a
precipitation of a niobium-hydride weak superconductor onto
the niobium surface[6]. The cooling rate at 120K was lOK/h
when the resonators on line were cooled by the refrigerators.
The rate is approximately one-fourth of that in the off-line
test cryostat. The Q-values at low fields measured for the
resonators in off-line and on-line are shown in Fig.3. A
strong Q-dcgradation happened to most of the resonators
from no.l to no.16. Hydrogen absorption was not prevented
enough for them. But, the following improvement was
given to the resonators from no. 17 in the surface treatment.
The hydrogen gas coming out during electro-polishing was
brought away as much as possible from the polishing
solution by passing nitrogen gas bubbles. The bubbling
seemed to be efficient for preventing hydrogen absorption
into the niobium for the closed cavity structure.

Fields gradients obtained for the on-line resonators arc
shown in Fig.4. The resonators of no.l to no.16 needed the
present allowable rf power input of about 4W per resonator
mentioned above to obtain their maximum field gradients.
Many of them were lower than the design value of 5 MV/m.
For those from no.17 to no.40, the degradation was not so

severe that field gradients higher than 5 MV/m were obtained
within 4 W.

The Q-degradation can be reduced by increasing the
cooling rate at the precipitating temperature, around 120K..
The cooling rate from 130K to 90K was increased to about
15K/h in a lest that we split thcl6 resonators into two
groups and used the whole gas from the cold box to cool
down one of two groups at a time over the temperature range.
The increases are also shown in Fig. 4. An increase of about
0.5 MV/m was obtained. The acceleration voltage summed
overall the resonators finally passed 30 MV.

With respect to the frequency stability, the frequency
oscillation was only a few IIz when the cryogenic system
was stable. A frequency deviation of about 10 Hz or more
happened at the time that the liquid levels fell down from
100% or came back to 100 %, and the pressure deviated by
about 0.05 kg/cm^. The rf input coupling was set to give a
band width of more than 20 Hz for stable phase lock.
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Fig.3 Resonator Q-valucs at low fields measured for the
resonators in off-line and on-line.
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Accelerating field gradients obtained for the on-line
resonators. Open bars indicate the increase of the
fields after a faster precooling around 120K.

5 . Resonator Cont ro l with Beam Diagnos t i c s

Each resonator is controlled in a self-excited resonant
loop which is composed of a resonator with a variable rf
input coupler and a signal pick-up probe, a resonator control
circuit and a 120 Wrf power amplifier. The rf signal and the
rf power are transmitted through heavy doubly shielded
coaxial cables. We use control stations made by Applied
Superconductivity Inc., in each of which control circuits for
8 resonators are assembled.
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For selling ihc bunchcr resonators of alto (129.8 MHz)
QWR and a 2w (259.6 MHz) QWR, the energy and time
detector located at the entrance of the Hnac was mainly used
in the beam acceleration tests. Next to the detector, a beam
bunch phase detector, a 2<a normally conducting QWR, is
placed. The phases of the beam bunches respectively
bunched by the lto QWR and the 2u QWR were measured by
using the phase detector and a vector volt meter. This was
useful for quick phase setting.

For the phase setting of the linac resonators, three beam
bunch phase detectors, lio normally conducting QWRs are
located after the 3rd acceleration unit, after the 6th unit and
after the last unit. Their optimum 0s are 0.08, 0.1 and 0.11
and their sensitivities are 7, 10 and 12mV/nA, respectively.
The signals are amplified by about 40dB and inputted to
vector volt meters. Computer aided measurements were done
to display a curve of beam bunch phase as a function of
resonator phase in an instant.

A beam bunch phase shift due to the change of time of
flight is given as

Acp = a)AT=-<uL/(2vo£o)q EaCC Lg f((3) cos <j>

where Lis the flight length from the resonator in operation
to the phase detector, EQ the incident beam energy, (3 = vo/c
the incident beam velocity, q the charge slate, f>acc the field
gradient, La the acceleration length, f(P) the transit time
factor and § the synchronous phase. By measuring a curve of
the phase shift as a function of resonator phase, one can find
the value of the resonator phase which corresponds to f=0 or
the synchronous phase to be act.

The measurements were so quickly done that this method
was suitable to repeat 40 times of resonator phase setting.
At each resonator setting, the beam energy was checked by
using the energy detector located after the linac.

With respect to the debuncher, one of the two QWRs was
enough. Phase and field gradient were set, after bending
beams 90°, by looking at the beam profile at the image of
the analyzing magnet.

6. Acceleration Test Results

We have accelerated various heavy ions of 28Si, 3SC1,
58Ni, 74Gc, 107Ag, 127I and ^7AU from the tandem
accelerator. The results are shown in (able 1. The injection
beam intensities were not the maximum.

In many cases, the total acceleration voltage was about 28
MV because a few resonators were not • used because of
problems in control circuits. The beams of I and Au in the
last two lines were accelerated after the improvement of field
gradients by the fast prccooling mentioned above. For Si
and Ge, which were the latest cases, field gradients were set at
3 MV/m for nearly all the resonator. The synchronous
phases were set to the values calculated to give a good
condition for debunching. The values were the same among
all the resonators from no. 1 to no. 40. The final energies
were in good agreement with calculated ones.

According to the beam optics[3,7], the ideal beam
transmission efficiency is about 60 %. A satisfying beam
transmission was obtained in the cases of 58Ni20+ and
74Gc11+ but not in other cases. It seemed partly due to our
skill of the beam transport, because we had to transport the
beams through many small apertures using many quadrupole
lenses and steering magnets. For example, in the adjustment
of the 9 quadrupole doublets, the transmission could not be

improved by adjusting one by one. We finally obtained a
good feasibility in the case of 7 4GeI I + as a result of
simultaneously varying the field parameters of all the
doublets. There could be partly other possibilities such that
some resonators were out of alignment.

As long as the rf load to the cryogenic systems was within
the limit and the liquid levels in the Dewars were kept full, all
the resonators were locked in phase and stable beams were
obtained for a long time with a phase stability of about
±0.5°.

Table.1 Results of beam acceleration tests

Ions Energy(McV) Currcnt(nA) Total Synchronous
initial final in out acceleration phase

voltage(MV) (deg)

28SJ10+
3SQ10+
35Q14+
58/vJj20+
5 8 Ni 2 0 +

7 4 G c m
107^25+
127]27+
127J27+
197Au2S+

180
164
164
190
190
180
231
225
225
340

327
351
446
628
658
326
798
812
880
912

80
130
80
80

170
110
45
20

100
19

7.

20
40
16
30

100
60
15
4

23
3

17.3
24.6
27.6
28.2
27.7
17.3
27.6
28.3
30.2
30.7

Conclus ion

-22
-30
-25
-30
-18
-35
-21
-25
-18
-22

The superconducting booster for the JAERI tandem
accelerator was tested with many species of heavy ion
beams.

A total acceleration voltage of 30 MV was obtained as
expected, although a severe Q-degradation occurred with
many resonators. The cryogenic systems worked well. The
rf load was limited to about 4 W per resonator in stable
operation. The measurement of beam bunch phases was
successfully done by using beam bunch phase detecting
resonators. The beam transmission was satisfactory in a few
cases. It is promising to improve the transmission for
others.

Various heavy ions from C to Au can be available with
enough energy for nuclear reactions from the tandem booster
from now on.
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Abstract

In designing a vacuum system of a new
asymmetrical collider for KEKB, the vacuum
ducts deal with intense heat from synchrotron
radiation because of high stored current. Due
to the short bunch length, the requirement for
the smoothness of the inner surface is tight.
OFC is adopted for vacuum chambers. Acid
etch or chemical polishing is applied to clean
extruded surface. Using NEG strips as the main
pump, pumping speed is designed as 100 1 s"1

m"J. When the photo-desorption coefficient is
10'6 a pressure of 10"9 Torr will be realized.
All chambers are baked before installation.
By adopting "dry-hood" technique, in situ bake
out will be omitted. Pumping slots are backed
up by grid to prevent the penetration of beam
induced field which causes heat up of pump

elements. A gap between flanges are filled
using Helicoflex as a vacuum seal. Contact
force of an RF finger in a bellows is assured by
a spring finger.

1. Introduction

KEKB is a project to study B meson
physics as a second stage of TRISTAN. The
accelerator consists of two rings with one
intersection where electrons and positrons
collide with different energies! 1]. The vacuum
system deal with high beam current to obtain
high luminosity. Described in the following
are general aspects applied for the most part of
rings which includes the regular arc, the
wiggler straight and the RF cavity sections.
The design outline of KEKB vacuum system are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

Beam energy
Beam current
Circumference
Bunch length
Bending radius
Total Power of SR
Critical Energy of SR
Total photon flux of SR
Local maximum of the linear
power density

Duct material (thickness)
Radiation dose on duct surface
Maximum temperature
Maximum strain
Surface exposed to SR
Average linear photon density
Average pressure with beam
Average base pressure
Photo desorption coefficient
Static outgassing rate
Linear pumping speed
Cross section of duct
Conductance of beam duct (lm)
Arrange of pump
Main pump

LER
3.5
2.6
3016
4
16.31
2117 (arc)
5.84
7.35xlO21

14.8 (bend)
-13 (wiggler front)
-10 (wiggler)
OFC (6)
<105

120 (bend)
-0.15 (bend)
wall of beam duct
3.3xlO18

-10-9

-10-10
10"6

.10-12
lOO(target)
circle
102
array of port
NEG cartridge

HER
8.0
1.1
f-
<—
104.46
3817
10.9
7.11X1021

5.8 (bend)

<107

not estimated
not estimated
<—
3.2xl0l8

<—
<-
<—
<r-

<r-

racetrack
52.3
integrated
NEG strip

GeV
A
m
mm
m
kW
keV
photons s" 1
kWm"1

(mm)
rad year'l
°C
%

photons s'l m'l
Torr
Torr
molec. photon'1
Torrls"! cm"2

ls-l m-1

ls-l

LER=Low Energy Ring, HER=High Energy Ring, SR=Synchrotron Radiation.
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2. Effect of Synchrotron radiation

In designing pumping system, we
assume the desorption coefficient reaches 10"^
after about alOOO Ah operation for the LER. In
recent high current rings this is an attainable
value [2]. It is considered important to set a
static base pressure to be one order lower than
the operating pressure.

Because of the high local linear power
density, OFC is adopted as a material for
vacuum chambers of the LER. It is known
copper works as a good self-shield against y-
ray[3]. So it is used also for the HER

In the LER, rather large strain of
-0.15% is induced locally by synchrotron
radiation from a dipole magnet. Applying a
0.15% strain over 10^ cycles does not cause
cracks on a half or quarter tempered OFC[4].
However, localized heating will lead to
annealing of the material which can reduce
the local mechanical strength[5]. Annealed
OFC can still withstand 104 cycles of 0.5%
deformation at 150°C[6]. But it is considered
preferable to keep the local temperature below
140°C at KEKB.

2. Fabrication of copper chamber

The grade of OFC is ASM C10100
(oxygen-free electronic copper) for vacuum
surface, and C10200 (oxygen-free copper)
elsewhere. An oxide layer on the inner surface
of an extruded pipe contains a large amount of
carbon compositions, which are released as
CO and CO2 in photo-desorption. To avoid
frequent conditioning of NEG during
commissioning, it is necessary to remove this
first oxide layer and to produce a new oxide
layer with much less carbon. This treatment
will be done by using a commercially
available chemical polisher which contains
H2O2 and H2SO4[7]or by applying standard
acid etch with H2SO4, HNO3, HC1, and water.
Both treatment can reduce the total amount of
the desorbed gas to a one order value compared
to an untreated case.

Joining together Cu pieces is possible
by TIG welding, EBW and Brazing. TIG welding
in uncontrolled atmosphere will give a
damage on vacuum surface. The use of TIG
welding must be limited. The joint between Cu
and stainless steel which is necessary to use
stainless steel flanges is possible by various
ways, direct welding along a lip structure[8],
welding using third material, explosive
bonding , HIP, and brazing.

3. Pumping elements

Since the space of dipole magnets fills
only 5% and 31% of the standard cell in the
LER and the HER, respectively, a build in
sputter ion pump is not effective as a
distributed pump. We adopt, instead, NEG [9]
strip (St707) for distributed pumping. All
pumps of LER are attached to pumping ports
(see next section). A distributed pumping speed
of 100 1 s"1 m"1 is possible by installing a 200 1
s"1 pump to a port with a 2001 s"̂  conductance
at every ln i .A special cartridge arranged with
short NEG strips is designed for the LER. At the
HER, a beam duct is pumped through side slots
by long NEG strips.

In addition to NEG, 200 1 s"1 ion pumps
are installed at every 10m in the arc. These ion
pumps are of recently developed type which
can keep their nominal pumping speed down
to 10'10Torr[10]. Roughing pumps are attached
at every 40m. Roughing unit consists of a
magnetic bearing turbo-molecular pump and a
scroll pump. It is essentially oil free. The
pressure of the ring must be monitored at
intervals less than 20 m to find a vacuum leak
which affect an average pressure over the ring.
Cold cathode gauges will be equipped at the
same pumping port as an ion pump.

All chambers are baked 24 hour at
150°C before installation fully equipped with
vacuum components to check an outgassing
rate. After bake out they are filled with dry N2
and closed with flanges for storage. In the
tunnel chambers are connected using "dry-
hood" technique like ALS[11] and will not be
baked in situ.

4. Impedance-related structures

Pumping slots must be backed up by a
grid so that penetration of wake fields which
causes a heat-up of pumping elements may be
reduced. Unfortunately no reliable estimation
is available on the magnitude of the radiation
that propagates through pumping slots.
Consequently, the vacuum system design must
be prepared for an unexpectedly high power
penetration especially in the LER which has
higher current. This is done by making it
possible to add a further grid through a
pumping port.

The connection with standard conflat
flanges will leave a gap between the gasket and
the flange where beam induced field can be
trapped. There are 1500 flange connections in
the LER arc. The contribution for broad band
impedance is not negligible. The use of
Helicoflex[12] with the same inner diameter as
a beam duct can drastically reduce the loss
factor to an acceptable level.

All bellows have an RF-shield inside to
connect a duct aperture smoothly. In our
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design, contact fingers are pressed by spring
fingers to ensure a contact force between the
contact finger and an inner tube. The detail of
this bellows will reported by Ohshima[13].

Q-chamber

Mask

Pump port

Fig. 1 Typical vacuum chambers of the LER

5. Vacuum chambers

In the current design three types of
beam ducts will be fabricated. The first is the
"B chamber" which is used with dipole bend
magnets and supplied with pumps. In B
chamber the linear power density is highest.

The second is the "Q chamber" which is
used for quadrupole magnets. It includes a
beam position monitor and a mask, but no
pumping port. Q chamber is fixed to a
quadruple magnet through the support of the
beam position monitor. It is separated from
other chambers with bellows of 16 cm long to
avoid strong force from outside. It has a
symmetrical cross section which is necessary
to causes the eddy current with a good left-
right symmetry during an active modulation
of the excitation of quadrupole and sextupole
magnets for the beam-based alignment.

The third is the straight "S chamber"
which has a cooling channel, a mask and
pumping element. It is used between Q
chambers. Typical Q chamber and S chamber
of LER are shown in Figure 1.

6. Schedule

LER chambers will be fabricated from
1995 to 1996. The fabrication of HER will start
in 1996 and continue to 1997. Installation will
start in the beginning of 1997. During 1997-
1998 other special chambers used in the
injection section and the interaction region
will be constructed.
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Abstract

We developed an experimental system investigating trap-

ping of dust particles and installed it to an electron storage ring

(TRISTAN AR) where one can reproduce a condition that

microparticle trapping artificially occurs. Using this system called

micro rjarticle analyzing system ((iPAS) , trapping of

microparticles was systematically observed for the first time in a

manner that a well-defined microparticles are dropped into the

electron beam. It was found that trapping of metallic microparticles

does not occur but trapping of ceramic microparticles and dia-

mond microparticles do for several ten minutes. This would be

explainable based on heating and radiation cooling of

microparticles which determines a lifetime of trapped

microparticles in conjunction with an electron beam current.

1. Introduction

Phenomena that a beam lifetime drops suddenly have been

seen in some electron storage rings[l-6] including the observa-

tion of it in TRISTAN AR[7]. It was recently reported by DESY

group that a considerable problem of the sudden beam loss has

been found in HERA ring and has limited the operation for the

luminosity run[5, 6]. In HERA ring the problem is attributed to

operation of the integrated ion pumps (at the dipole magnets)

where dustparticles which are generated and positively charged

at the anode surfaces are ejected through the pumping slots to the

beam duct so as to be trapped by the electron beam. But neither

many experiments to reveal the mechanism were made nor the

details of the trapping have been made clear. Moreover all the

trappings can be explained by the same scheme while efforts to

explain some observation theoretically were done.

The most difficult thing in observation of microparticle

trapping in reality is that one could not reproduce the trapping at

any time. One might see trapping by exploring operation condi-

tions of a beam of a ring and the related equipments of the ring

such as applied voltage of ion pumps for instance. This is again

difficult since it is impossible to control generation of dust at all

and dusts generate spontaneously under a complex condition.

Therefore we tried to establish an active observation sys-

tem where microparticles are able to be given to an electron beam

at any required time. This system would be able to ensure obser-

vation of trapping under a condition that information about both

the microparticle such as its atomic composition and its size dis-

tribution and operation conditions of the ring is well known. In

this report we mention the installation of fiPAS and the first ob-

servation of microparticle trapping which was reproducible in

TRISTAN AR under defined conditions.

2. Experimental

A schematic of U.PAS is shown in Fig. 1. |iPAS mainly

consists of a microparticle launcher, a microparticle collector, a

vacuum system and a monitoring system. In the launcher there

are small eight holders where option of a species of microparticle

can be made and dropping of the microparticles is carried out by

remote computer control and is confirmed by a CCD camera. After

a free fall of 250mm, microparticles are crossed over the electron

beam probably as a cluster. The horizontally cross-sectional size

of the cluster is restricted by a guide tube to be no more than

lmm in a diameter before the crossing. ox and o are typically

measured to be 2.2mm and 0.1mm, respectively. The crossing

time was estimated to be 90|is. The crossing is finally controlled

by adjusting COD.

Microparticles which are

passing down through

the beam are collected at

the bottom of the vacuum

system. The all flange

ports of the beam duct at

(jPAS are equipped with

many small holes (5

mm in a diameter) for

shie lding RF. The

vacuum of (iPAS is

maintained by turbo mo-

lecular pumps (TMPs)

and a sputter ion pump

(SIP) giving a base pres-

sure of 10"8 Pa. Total and

partial pressures of re-

sidual gas In the system

are measured by residual

gas analyzers (RGAs) .

The geometrical

configuration of the

Lead
Glass
Counters

RGA

Microparticle
Collector

Fig. 1 A schematic of the experi-

mental set-up of pPAS which was

installed to TRISTAN AR.
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Gcmmo-co) d;Hctor3 Up -Out B-A 90U9;

Gammo-icy oe'tdor Z

Gotnmo-toy dcteclor 1

(iPAS

B ; Bending magnet
0 ; Quodrupole mognet
S ; Sexlupole magnet

S T ; Steering mognet

Sapphire RGA
Borescope

CCD Camera

Fig. 2 The geometrical configulation of |iPAS and lead glass counters.

monitoring system of uPAS and lead glass counters at a north-

west arc section of TRISTAN AR is shown in Fig. 2. The elec-

tron bunches move forward clockwise. Four lead glass counters

which are labeled Up-Out, Dn-Out, Up-In and Dn-In at the out-

side and the inside or the upstream and the downstream of |iPAS

were used in this experiment as shown in Fig. 2. Two counters of

Up-Out, Dn-Out are for observation of y-ray due to Bremsstrahl-

ung and others of Up-In and Dn-In for monitoring beam loss. An

ion source of one of RGA faces with the electron beam of the ring

from its inside in order to monitor not only residual gas species

but also possible evaporation of microparticles. Installation of a

sapphire borescope with a CCD camera into pPAS was also made

for visual observation.

Species of microparticle with information of their typical

sizes are the followings : Al(0.iu.m), Ti(45u.m), Cu(0.lu.m), Zr-

V-Fe(unknown), C(diamond, 0.5|im), TiO,(0.3u.m),

CuO(0.35u.m), and SiC(lu.m). The size distribution of

microparticles for most of the materials are known. Less sized

micropowders of Ti were not prepared due to its strong combus-

tibility. Zr-V-Fe is a material of pumping elements of NEC Its

microparticles with a typical size of several ten urn were pro-

duced by grinding the material which had been used hard in

vacuum and would have been strongly oxidized while the analy-

sis was not done. Molal quantity of each species of microparticles

which were introduced onto the beam was regulated to be 5 (imol

except an amount of 10 nmol for diamond aiming an accuracy of

10% in the weighing. Purity of those materials except Zr-V-Fe

were measured to be not more than 99.8 wt%.

3. Results and Discussions

Microparticles of CuO, TiO, and Zr-V-Fe were introduced

into the electron beam in a series. Fig. 3 shows beam current,

beam lifetime and signals of lead glass counters as a function of

elapsed time when microparticles of CuO and TiO, were dropped.

Note that time stamps of the current, the beam lifetime and the

signals of the counters differ each other in the chart of a mechani-

cal pen recorder and baselines of those records do each other as

well. Therefore the introductions of CuO and TiO,are labeled by

the symbols a and b in the figure, respectively.

The collision of CuO microparticles with the beam made

the current reduced from 28 mA to 14 mA. Trapping, however,

did not occur since the lifetime recovered in half a minute and the

detector signals were observed only in a moment. In addition to

this, trapping of the microparticles of Al, Ti and Cu was not ob-

served either while they were repeatedly introduced into the elec-

tron beam for a couple of times and an interaction with the beam

was confirmed by sharp signals from the detectors. Those

microparticles would have been melted simply ( m.p. of Al, Ti,

Cu and CuO are 930, 1940,1360 and 1650 K, respectively) .

On the other hand, trapping of microparticles of TiO,

(m.p.: 2100 K) and Zr-V-Fe (m.p.: 1600-3200K depending its

oxidation) was clearly observed as shown for TiO, in Fig. 3. The

beam current decreased from 14 mA to 6 mA at the moment of

the collision with the microparticles. After a sudden drop of the

lifetime, its slight recovery to 80 min was found with a remark-

able Bremsstrahlung as seen in the signal of Dn-Out. Then the

signal lasted roughly for 20 min with its monotonic decrease un-

til the trapping ended. The lifetime that gradually got recovered

was recorded to be 375 min by the end. The similar trend was

found in the signal of Dn-In while the signal intensity was small,

showing a beam loss for a long time.

The monotonic decrease of Bremsstrahlung for 20 min implies

that mass of the trapped microparticles slowly decreases through

its evaporation as a result of high temperature where beam heat-

ing and radiation cooling become equilibrium. A number of the
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Fig. 3 Beam current, beam lifetime and signals of lead glass

counters as a function of elapsed time when microparticles of CuO

and TiO, were dropped into the electron beam.

trapped microparticles is unknown. But the spikes and the steps

which were seen in the monotonic decrease of Bremsstrahlung

would suggest that some amount of the microparticles occasion-

ally escapes from the trapped volume and microparticles or a clus-

ter of microparticles sometimes get burst due to the heating. Trap-

ping of TiO2 was reproducible. Trapping of Zr-V-Fe

microparticles was also observed while it lasted only for several

minutes, showing smaller signals of the detectors. Fig. 4 shows

trapping when microparticles of diamond (m.p.: 4000 K) were

introduced into the beam. Different from the result of TiO2, the

beam current gradually decreased almost to null for a few min-

utes and the lifetime hardly recovered. Looking into the detail,

the lifetime which slightly recovered to about one minute in half

a minute after the sudden disruption resulted in a lifetime of 3

minutes during a few minutes. In the mean time, the signals of

the counters smoothly decreased showing relatively stable ther-

mal evaporation except a stepwise decrease which is coincident

with the recovery of the lifetime.

According to a preliminary result of calculations on the

microparticle in a condition, diamond microparticles have a life-

time of a few minutes though Cu microparticles melt away in a

time of less than ms. This result does not contradict the observa-

tion and gives a qualitative explanation that microparticles of a

material which has high melting point would get easily trapped.
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MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD CENTER OF
THE QUADRUPOLES AND SEXTUPOLES

FOR THE SPRING-8 STORAGE RING

Jun-ichi OHNISHI, Minoru KAWAKAMI and Sakuo MATSUI

SPring-8, Kamigori-cho, Ako-gun, Hyogo Pref., Japan

abstract

The quadrupole and sextupole magnets for the
SPring-8 storage ring were made the measurement of the
magnetic field center with a rotating coil one by one to
define the position of the fiducial points above the upper
part of yokes. The measurement accuracy was estimated
to be about 10 \im. This paper describes the
measurement system, method and error estimation.

1. Introduction

The SPring-8 storage ring has a circumference of
1436 m with a Chasman-Grecn lattice of 48 unit cells
and contains 88 dipole, 480 quadrupole and 336
sextupole magnets. Their mechanical design and
fabrication was started in 1991 and finished all in this
spring by Hitachi, Sumitomo Heavy Industries and
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. Field Measurements have been
made in the SPring-8 site for all of about nine hundreds
magnets. It took nine months from September 1994 to
June 1995 for the measurement of the quadrupolcs and
sextupoles. The magnetic lengths and multipole field
strengths were measured for all magnets and the position
of the magnetic field center also measured for the
quadrupoles and scxtupoles. A long flip coil was used
for the measurement of the dipoles and a rotating coil for
the quadrupoles and sextupolcs.

Main parameters of the storage ring magnets is
listed in table 1. They are normal ones with water cooled
coils. Magnet yokes are made of laminated silicon steel
of a thickness of 0.5 mm. Manufacturing accuracy was
achieved within ±40 p.m in bore diameter and minimum
gap for the quadrupoles and ±50 |im for the sextupoles.

All magnets have two machined fiducial points for
alignment at the upper part of the yokes in front and rear.
Fig. 1. shows the fiducial points for the quadrupolcs. The
fiducial points consist of a plane with a hole. The
fabrication accuracy of the fiducial plane is ±0.04 mm in
the height from the magnet median plane and 0.04 mm
in the degree of parallclization to the median plane.
Since the horizontal position of the fiducial hole is
changed with tilt of the magnet, position accuracy of the
hole is dependent on the parallelization of the fiducial
plane. The target position for alignment is in a height of
500 mm from the median plane and the position
accuracy of the fiducial hole corresponds to ±0.13 mm.

Five or seven of the quadrupoles and sextupoles are
placed on one girder and aligned along a straight line.
Alignment accuracy is required to be within ±50 |im in a

TABLE I
MAIN PARAMETERS FOR T I E SR MAGNETS

Number
Gap / Bore Diameter (mm)
Length (m)

BCD, B'CT/m), B"(T/m2)
HA)

Dipole
B
88
64
2.8

0.679
1232

Quadrupole
Oa-Of
480
85
0.35.0.41,
0.51,0.97
17.5
550

Sextupole
Sa-Sc
336
92
0.3, 0.45

420
300

girder so that the manufacturing accuracy of the fiducial
points of each magnet is not sufficient. Therefore, We
had to measure the position of the fiducial points with
more accuracy during the field measurement.

2. Measurement System and Method

A rotating coil system was used for the field
measurement of the quadrupolcs and scxtupolcs. Fig. 2.
shows the side view of the measurement system. Two
measurement probes were used and both have measuring
coil windings in a cylinder made by FRP with a length of
1960 mm and a diameter of 80 mm. Fig. 3. shows cross-
sectional views of the both probes. Probe A is used for
the measurement of the main field component and probe
B is a type of a bucking coil which cancels out the
quadrupole component and used for the multipole fields
of quadrupole magnets. The measurement cylinders are

fiducial point

Fig. 1. A top view of the quadrupole magnet. Fiducial
points are located on top of yokes, which consist of
planes with a hole (<)>20) parallel to the median plane.
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Fiducial Points Laser

Slip Ring

(b)

CCD Camera

Basement

Fig. 2. (a) A side view of the rotating coil sys'em. Four arrows indicate fiducial points. We place a
CCD camera and basement (b) on each fiducial point and measure the position of the laser beam.

supported with bearings at the both sides and can be
pulled out during the exchange of magnets or probes on
left side in the figure. The coil is rotated at about 30
r.p.m. The output from the coil is integrated with a PDI
5025 (METROLAB)by a constant angle (ex. 2rc/32 rad.).
The main and multipole components of the magnetic
fields can be calculated by the Fourier transformation.
The multipole components can be separated into normal
and skew component against the direction of the main
field.

In case of quadrupoles, a deviation between a
rotating axis of the probe and a magnetic field center
induces a dipole component in the output signal. The
ratio of the both components is proportional to the
deviation as the follow equations.

, dy = *ls/<i>2n x R / 2

C>1 and O2 indicate the maximum flux of dipole and
quadrupole fields which goes through the coil. Suffix n
and s denotes normal and skew components. R means a
reduce raidus of the coils. In case that a quadrupole is
measured with coil 1 of probe A, maximum flux is 0.24
Vs at maximum current level and output voltage is about
±0.75 V. The resolution of the integrator is 4 x 10"6 Vs
in five times amplification because a V-F converter of
500 kHz / 10 V is used for voltage integration.
Consequently, the resolution of position measurement of
the magnetic center corresponds to 0.2 |im. Actually
measurement stability was about 2 pun due to coil
vibration and others.

The rotating coil measures an average field along

beam axis because measuring coils are longer than the
magnets. In the measurement of the field center, only an
average position is measured and the direction of magnet
axis cannot be measured. However, the direction of
magnet axis docs not affect the beam if it is not very
large.

The measurement procedure of the field center is
following: First, a sample magnet is prc-aligned on the
rotating coil system in about 0.1 mm. In the first
measurement after the initialization process, the
deviation of the field center from a rotating axis of the
coil is measured. The stage where the magnet is located
can be driven with motors with accuracy of several
microns. Actually, the field center is made coincidence

probe A probe B

Fig. 3. Cross-scclional views of the rotating coil probes. Probe A is
for the measurement of the main term and probe B for multipole
fields.
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Fig. 4. Histogram of the position of the magnet fiducial
points measured with the rotating coil system. Dx and dy
indicate horizontal and vertical deviations.

with the rotating axis of the coil by moving the magnet
with the stage. After that, the main term and multipolc
field strengths are measured in some current levels.
Finally, the position of the fiducial points on top of the
magnet is measured. The method is as follows.

The rotating coil system has two fiducial points just
above the bearings on the both sides. A laser beam goes
through above the four fiducial points and its positions
are measured by locating the target with CCD camera on
each fiducial point by turns. The accuracy of these
position measurements is about five micron meters in the
farthest point from the laser source because of the
fluctuation of the laser beam. This system is also used
for the magnet alignment in the ring and being reported
in another paper of this meeting.

In addition, the tilt of the magnet has to be measured
at the same time because the position of the laser beam is
located in a height of 500 mm from the median plane of
the magnet as already mentioned. The tilt is measured
with an electrical level instrument TALYVEL (RANK-
TAYLOR- HOBSON). The TALYVEL had to be
located in the same position on the fiducial plane every
time because ihe roughness of the surface was not very
good. This positioning of the TALYVEL could obtain
the reproducibility of 10-15 p.rad between the position
measurements and magnet alignment.

3. Result and Analysis

Each quadrupole and sextupole was made the
measurement of position of the fiducial points. Fig. 4.

Instability of coil rotation
Rcproducibility of coil calmp
Position stabilty of the fiducial
points
Measurement of magnet tilt
position measurement with
the laser-camera system
Temperature effect

2
2
5

3
6

2
3

6

5
Total

shows the histogram of the measured position of the
fiducial points. The fluctuation of the position deviations
is within ±140 |im for horizontal direction and ±50 |im
for vertical. This fluctuation indicates the fabrication one
of the fiducial points though a measuring error of about
10 |im is included as mentioned later and it is found that
the magnitude is agreement with the specification of the
fabrication accuracy. The reason why the averages do
not equal to zero is that some kinds of offset exists in
fabrication and measurement such as position error of
the fiducial point of the rotating coil, coil sag and so on.

Now, it is important to estimate the accuracy of the
measurement because all magnets are aligned in the ring
according to each measured position of the fiducial
points. Table 2 lists the estimation of the measurement
errors of the field center. The magnitude of errors
indicated in the table is about half of the maximum and
may correspond to the standard deviation. The first,
fourth and fifth error sources listed have been mentioned
in a previous section. The second source means the
reproducibility of the coil position in clamping on the
bearings. This rcproducibility was confirmed by
measuring the field center with two probes for every
magnet. The third means that a slight tilt of the bearing
supports with the fiducial points is changed with time
and the points are moved. Though the tilt of the supports
was being monitored and the position of the fiducial
points corrected, this order of error was remained. The
sixth is the effect due to the temperature difference
between the apparatus and the magnet generated by the
change of the room temperature.

Total of these errors is estimated to be 9 ^m in the
standard deviation for both horizontal and vertical
directions.

4. Conclusion

Strong quadrupole and sextupole magnets arc used
in an electron storage ring with low cmiitancc beams and
beam dynamics are very sensitive to their alignment.
Accordingly, the alignment accuracy of 50 |im is
required to the SPring-8 storage ring. This value is
comparable to the dimensional accuracy of usually
fabricated magnets and it is impossible to make fiducial
points mechanically with more accuracy. Therefore, it is
significant and essential to position the fiducial points by
measuring the magnetic field center.
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HIGH STABILITY, HIGH CURRENT DC-POWER SUPPLIES

K. Hosono, K. Hatanaka, T. Itahashi, I. Miura, K. Sato, T. Saito, A. Shimizu,
K. Takahisa, K. Tamura, T.Yamazaki, S. Ano, M. Kibayashi, H. Tamura, M. Uraki

Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University,
10-1 Mihogaoka, Ibaraki, Osaka 567, Japan

Abstract

Improvements of the power supplies and the con-
trol system of the AVF cyclotron which is used as an
injector to the ring cyclotron and of the transport sys-
tem to the ring cyclotron were done in order to get
more high quality and more stable beam. The power
supply of the main coil of the AVF cyclotron was ex-
changed to new one. The old DCCTs used for the
power supplies of the trim coils of the AVF C3'clotron
were changed to new DCCTs to get more stability.
The potentiometers used for the reference voltages in
the other power supplies of the AVF cyclotron and
the transport system were changed to the temperature
controlled DAC method for numerical-value settings.
This paper presents the results of the improvements.

1. Introduction

The K=140 AVF cyclotron is a three sector, 180°
single-dee, variable energy machine. Any necessary
isochronous field can be produced by a main coil and
sixteen trim coils. The power supplies of these coils
have been used for more than 20 years. The AVF cy-
clotron is now mainly used as an injector of the ring cy-
clotron. In order to obtain more high quality and more
high stable beams in acceleration of ring cyclotron, the
quality of the beam from the injector is essential. Ac-
cordingly, more high stability of current is required for
these power supplies. Improvements of all power sup-
plies of the injector have been made to achieve more
high stability.

2. Power Supply for the Main Coil of the Injector

The maximum rating currents of the power supply
is 1,430 A and the output voltage is 350 V. The old
power supply of the main coil was pre-regulated by a
motor generator and the DC current was regulated by
series transistors. The stability was about 3xlO~5/8h.
The stability was not so good to get high quality beam.
So, the power supply of the main coil has been changed
to a new one.

The new power supply is pre-reguhated by a sat-
urable reactor in stead of a motor generator and is cur-
rent regulated by series transistors. A current sensor
to achieve high stability is performed with a high pre-
cision shunt resistance made of germanium manganese
copper alloy(ZERAMIN) with a temperature coeffi-
cient less than 3 ppm/°C between 15° C and 40°C.
The shunt resistance is cooled by temperature con-
trolled water in ±0.1 °C. The feedback amplifier and
the DAC for the current control are placed in the ther-
mostatic oven.

The stability and ripple were examined. The cur-
rent stability of 4xlO~G for 8 hrs was achieved at the
currents between 1300 A and 400 A. The stability was
measured with a zero-flux current transfonner(DCCT)
put in the cubic for a, current monitor. Figure 1 shows
a. result of the measured current stability. Figure 2
shows a photograph of the voltage ripple of the out-
put. The results are very similar to the stability of the
power supply for the main coil of the ring cyclotron.
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Fig. 1 A result of stabilty measurement of main coil power supply for the injector.
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3. Zero-flux Current Transformers

Zero-flux current transformers(DCCT) have been
used as current sensors for trim coil power supplies of
the injector. However, these DCCTs are old and are
not satisfactory in accuracy, reliability and in thermal
stability, the current stabilities of the power supplies
were lxlO~4. In order to exchange the old DCCTs
used for the trim coil power supplies to more high pre-
cision ones, we have carried out performance tests of
a few type of the DCCTs. Figure 3 shows a schematic
block diagram for the measurements. Figure 4 shows

Fig. 2. A photograph of the voltage ripple.

Fig. 3. Schematic block diagram for the
measurement of DCCTs.

the results of measurements of the temperature coeffi-
cients and Figure 5 shows the scnsibility(resolution) by
a current change of lppm for the two kinds of DCCTs
made by A company and B company, respectively. The
temperature coefficient of A is less than 0.04ppm/°C
and that of B is about 0.25ppm/°C. The DCCT made
by A company has better quality in both temperature
coefficient and sensibility than one made by B com-
pany, but is easily affected by a small noise from the
outside and stops to work. The DCCT made by B
company is not so influenced by a noise. We have
adopted the DCCTs made by B company as the cur-
rent sensors of trim coil power supplies because we
have to consider a counterplan for a noise.

4. Power Supplies of the Trim Coil for the Injector

A new DCCT has been included as a current sensor
of the trim coil power supply. The maximum current
of the power supply is 1500 A. The DCCT feedback
signal is 10 V for the current of 1500 A. The feed-
back amplifier and the DAC are placed in a oven. We
have measured the current stability of the power sup-
ply. Figure G shows a result of the measurement of the
current stability. We have obtained the current sta-
bility of less than lxl0~s . The current stability has
been improved by about 10 times in comparison with
the current stability of the power supply. We are go-
ing to change the old DCCTs used as current sensors
in other many power supplies to the new ones of high
precision.

5. Improvement of Power Supplies for the Injector

An improvement has been made to the water cool-
ing system of the injector to ensure better beam sta-
bility, because the current stabilities of power supplies
are severely dependent on the temperature of the cool-
ing water. So, the temperature control devices of the

sm

'B rri'

Fig. 4 Results of the measurements of the temperature coefficients.
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cooling water have added to the cooling system.
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Fig. 5. Sensibility of DCCTs by a current change of
lppm.

Trim 1 700 A "
I ! :

Fig. 6. Results of the current stabilities of trim coil
power supplies.

The potentiometers used as the reference volt-
ages in the all power supplies of the injector and the
beam transport system have been changed to the tem-
perature controlled DAC method for numerical value
settings. Due to the DAC method, the old type con-
trol system for the injector and the beam transport
system has been replaced to the computer control sys-
tem and has been included in the control system of the
ring cyclotron.

The beam stability for a long time has been
become better due to the these improvements.
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DESIGN OF MAGNETS AND POWER SUPPLIES OF 3 GEV BOOSTER
FOR

JAPAN HADRON PROJECT

Toshikazu ADACHI and JHP Accelerator Design Group

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, 1-1 Oho, Ibaraki, 305, Japan

Abstract
Magnets and power supplies of 3 GeV Booster for Japan

Hadron Project (JHP) have been designed. This paper describes
design concepts and the parameters of the magnets and the
power supplies.

1. Introduction

3 GeV Booster for Japan Hadron Project (JHP) is a rapid-
cycling synchrotron with a repetition rate of 25 Hz. The
repetition rate will be revised up to 50 Hz when an rf
acceleration system is completely installed. The Booster supplies
3 GeV proton beams into 50 GeV Main Ring, a neutron facility
and a meson facility. It comprises 48 bending magnes and 48
quadrupole magnets. The optics of this machine is described
elsewhere in this proceedings. In addition, two bending magnets
and two quadrupole magnets are needed to measure magnetic
field, which is used by a current feedback system.

Magnets are classified into three groups in accordance with
their functions such as bending, focussing and defocussing. Each
group is exicited using an independent resonant network:

-BM Network (for Bending Magnets),
-Qf Network (for Focussing Magnets Qf),
-Qd Network (for Defocussing Magnets Qd).

Each network contains a resonant capacitor and a choke
transformer for feeding a dc current. Using the resonant network,
magnetic field is obtained by a superposition of the dc current
and the resonating ac current or sinusoidal current.

Two kinds of feedbacks are needed in this magnet system.
One is a current feedback in order to maintain a stable magnetic
field. The other is a phase feedback for 'tracking' which fixes
phases of oscillating currents of four resonant networks.

A total power of 6 MW was estimated including power
dissipation of resonant capacitors and choke transformers.

2. Magnet Design

The requirements of the 3 GeV Booster to magnets are
summarised in Table 1. Here, we intend to use the same
quadrupole magnet for focussing and defocussing magnets.

Table 1
Requirements of the 3 GeV Booster to magnets

Radius of curvature (m)
Magnetic Field
Magnetic Length
Good Field Region

-Quadrupole Magnes
Magnetic Length

(T)
(m)
(mm)

(m)

13.369
0.161-0.954
1.75

280

0.5
Radius of Good Field Region (mm) 110
Field Gradients (T/m)

Focussing Magnet Qf 0.911 ~ 5.400
Defocussing Magnet Qd 0.692-4.100

2-1 Bending Magnet
An aluminium stranded conductor of 30 X 30 mm2 is used

as a coil conductor of the magnet in order to reduce eddy loss. A
stranded conductor comprises a stainless pipe in the center and
thin aluminium wires. Fig. 1 shows plan view of the bending
magnet. Supposing field homogeneity of ± 5 X 10"4, a shim
was optimized by an arc (D - E) and a line (B - C - D). The
parameters of the bending magnet arc listed in Table 2.

limn)' ytrnm)
A 0000 106 000
B 175000 106000
C 190000 101500
D 120000 101 MO
B 239.772 IJ7.BS

r ;\
! r ^ \

Cot. End

Fig. 1 Plan view of the bending magnet.

-Proton Kinetic Energy (GeV) 0.2 - 3.0
-Repetition Rate (Hz) 25
-Bending Magnet
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Table 2
Parameters of the bending magnet

Gap Height (mm)
Number of Turn (turn/pole)
Maximum Current (A)
Minimum Current (A)
dc Current (A)
ac Current (A)
series resistance (m Q)
series inductance (mH)
Power dissipations

dc loss (kW)
ac loss (kW)

212
42

1916
323
1119.5
796.5

25.6

58.1

32.1
12.3

2-2 Ouadrupolc Magnet
As mentioned above, we use the same quadrupolc magnet

for two kinds of quadrupolc magnets wlu'ch are required by the
optics in this machine. The magnet parameters were optimized
with respect to the specification of the Qf. Fig. 2 shows plan
view of the quadrupole magnet. The shape of the pole is a
hyperbola and a shim was optimized by an arc (A - B),
supposing the homogeneity of the field gradient of i 5 X 10'3.
In Table 3, the parameters of the quadrupolc magnet are listed.

Fig. 2 Plan view of the quadrupolc magnet.

Table 3
Parameters of the quadrupolc magnet

Bore Radius (mm)
Number of Turn (turn/pole)
Maximum Current (A)
Minimum Current (A)
dc Current (A)

130
18

1914 (Q0 1453 (Qd)
323 (Qf) 245 (Qd)
1119 (Q0 849 (Qd)

ac Current (A)
scries resistance (m Q)
series inductance (mH)
Power dissipations

dc loss (kW)
ac loss (kW)

796 (Qf)
9

8q

11.3 (Qf)
4.5 (Q0

3. Resonant Network

604 (Qd)

6.5 (Qd)
3.0 (Qd)

As mentioned above, magnets arc grouped in accordance
with their functions. Each group is excited using an independent
resonant network:

-BM Network (for Bending Magnets),
-Qf Network (for Focussing Magnets Qf),
-Qd Network (for Dcfocussing Magnets Qd).

The resonant network comprises magnets, resonant capacitor
and a choke transformer for feeding a dc current. Fig 3 shows
the BM Network. Here, Lch is inductance of the choke
transformer, C is the resonant capacitor and Lm is inductance of
the magnets. The number of magnets included in Lm is restricted
by an allowable ac voltage. In our case, such a voltage is 10 kV.
It is easily proved that Lch, C and Lm form a parallel resonant
circuit. The number of such a circuits is called a mesh number.
For example, BM Network is 25-mcsh resonant network and Lm
includes two bending magnets. The parameters of resonant
networks are listed in Table 4. Here, repetition frequency was
supposed to be 25 Hz.

Fig. 3 Schematic view of the BM Network.

Table 4
Parameters of the resonant networks

BM Network
Number of Mesh 25
Number of Magnets (/mesh) 2
Lm (mH) 29.05 *

Lch (mH) 58.1
C (mF) 2.09
dc Current (A) 2239
ac Current (A) 1593(magnet)
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Peak Voltage (kV)
dc loss (kVV)
ac loss (kW)

Qf Network
Number of Mesh
Number of Magnets (/mesh)
Lm
Lch
C
dc Current
ac Current

Peak Voltage (kV)
dc loss (kW)
ac loss (kW)

Qd Network
Number of Mesh

(mH)
(mH)

(mF)

(A)
(A)

Number of Magnets (/mesh)
Lm
Lch
C
dc Current
ac Current

Peak Voltage (kV)
dc loss (kW)
ac loss (kW)

(mH)
(mH)

(mF)
(A)
(A)

2389.5(capacitor)
7.27

3210
1665

5
5

44.5
89.0
1.37

1119
796(magnets)
1194(capacitor)
5.56
565
232

5
5

44.5
89.0
1.37

849
604(magnets)
906(capacitor)
4.22
325
154

' In order to reduce an ac voltage, coils of the bending magnet are

connected parallel so that the inductance Lm is reduced to one-fourth.

4. Power Supplies

4-1 dc Power Supplies
Ratings of dc power supplies are listed in Table 5.

Table 5
Ratings of dc power supplies

Name of Network BM
-Power (kW) 3210
-Voltage (V) 1433
-Current (A) 2239

4-2 Pulse Power Supplies

Qf
565
503
1119

Qd
325
382
849

A schematic view of a pulse power supply is shown in Fig.
4. Parameters of the elements shown in the figure are listed in
Table 6.

Table 6
Parameters of elements of pulse power supplies

Name of Network
-Power (kW)
-Vs (V)

BM
1665
909

Qf
232
1390

Qd
154

1060

-Cf
-Lf
-Lp

(mF)
(mH)

(mH)
-Choke Stepup Ratio

34.5
18.8
0.13

8

2.04
317
2.20

4

2.37
273

1.90
4

Fig. 4 Schematic view of the pulse power supply.'

Concluding Remarks

In order to realize the magnet and power supply system of
the 3 GcV Booster, there arc many problems to be solved. At
first, magnet size is very huge, which makes accurate stacking of
thin iron plates so difficult. Therefore, large-scale and accurate
stacking method must be established. An aluminium stranded
conductor of 30 X 30 mm1 is used as a coil conductor. Since a
stranded conductor requires a larger radius for bend than a
radius of a hollow conductor, a free space between magnets may
be shortened. This problem, however, is solved by using a
stranded conductor with smaller size.

Concerning the power supplies, the most important
problem is to establish a feedback method. Especially, there is
no established method by which large-scale and independent
resonant networks are operated synchronously. Now we are
preparing an R & D in order to fix a feedback method by which
phases between two resonant networks are adjusted.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH DUTY PULSE POWER SUPPLY FOR S-BAND KLYSTRON

K.Satoh,N.Kumazawa,O.Endoh,M.Imagawa,Y.Yamashita.Y.Suzuki.M.Shinohara,
A.Miura,K.Nagatsuka,N.Matsunaga,K.Suzuki,H.Matsumoto,H.Baba,K.Shinohara,

S.Katoh*,Y.kamino*,T.Noguti*,N.Hisanaga*

NIHON KOSHUHA Co.,LTD
1119 Nakayama-cho,Mi dor i-ku,Yokohama-shi,Kanagawa-ken,226,Japan

-MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES.LTD
*NAGOYA AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

* 10,Oye-cho,Minato-ku,Nagoya-shi,455,Japan

Abstract
As industrial equipments , we have developed

the line-type pulse modulator for S-Band kly-
stron with 700pps maximum repetition rate and
205kW average electric power loss. And then PFN
charging period is about 500uS , charging peak
current is 50A and average current is 16A. Esp-
ecially, we describes an issue on the design and
test results in this paper.

Introduction
This paper describes the outline and test re-

sults of Klystron Pulse Modulator which we have
developed as S-Band rf power supply of the ind-
ustrial equipments in order to operate steadily
with high duty (see Table 1).

Table 1
Parameter of power supply

Klystron beam voltage [kV] 140
Klystron beam current [A] 108
Gun voltage [kV] 150 CONSTANT
Gun current [A] 0.7 CONSTANT
Pulse width [uS] flat top 14

-3dB 19.2
Pulse stability and flatness [%] ±0.7
Pulse rise time [uS] 2.5
Pulse repetition [ppS] 60-700

Composition
Fig.l shows the block diagram of klystron mo-

dulator and Fig.2 indicate the Klystron mount.
And then Photo.4 shows the thyratron unit.

Microwave
output

Fig.2 Klystron mount

Li L2 L3 L26

NF loop

Trigger-
input

60~700ppS

Comand
charge
trigger

trigger
timing

Thyratron
tn igger

Fig.l Block diagram of this klystron modulator

3
Zo-140
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Design,point
1. Selection of switching device:

Thyratron is used in general for the switch
of high voltage and high current . As to the
thyratron as satisfying to Table 2 , we have
chose the big tube, CX-1720MN which has a effe-
ctive result after discussion with EEV(Maker of
thyratron).

Table 3
Parameter of thyristor

PFN charging voltage [KV]
PFN charging
Peak current [A]
RMS current [A]
Average current [A]

33

50
30
16

Table 2
Parameter for operating switching device

Max.rating
[KV] 33 50

1080 5000
14.4 25

25

PFN charging voltage
PFN peak current [A]
PFN average current [A]
Recovery time [uS]

3-1. Research for the SCR break down voltage
In case of high speed thyristor , the peak

repetitious opposite voltage is about 2500V at
the maximum, if required as Table 3, it is- better
to use in series /30pcs according to the device
of dilating break down voltage, and then we use
6pcs per 1 stack , ie using 5 stack. And also
using high speed thyristor(turn off time <40uS)
was adopted in order to keep the precision of
charging voltage.

2. Use of command charging system
One of specifications in thyratron , there is

problem of recovery time . In order to recover
thyratron , it should be kept over 25uS at con-
dition of Anode voltage below 100V after stopp-
ing thyratron. Therefore, thyristor is used for
the switch in order to turn on or turn off the
charging voltage . Thyratron surely was recove-
red by trigger timing as Fig.3.

3-2. SCR gate trigger system
It is required to put the reliable gate trig-

ger in order to operate surely all of SCR/30pcs
at the same time without failure , and then it
is operate by the insulated pulse transformer
which is able to endure 40kV . Fig.4 shows the
configuration of the insulated pulse transfor-
mer for SCR gate trigger unit.

33kV

OV
Trigger
source

Comand
charge

de-Q
timing

Thyratron

Charging
voltage
waveform

Sec
SCR 20V/4A

Pri
156V

40kV
/

Fig.3 Block diagram of trigger timing Fig.4 Configuration of the insulated pulse
transformer for SCR gate trigger unit

3. Selection of SCR thyristor for hold
off of command charging system

The SCR thyristor is required to satisfy
Table 3 , and so there are two important an
issue . One is the research for the SCR break
down voltage (3-1) . The other is the SCR gate
trigger system (3-2).

4. Treatment for noise
With regard to noise treatment , we bind the

sheet copper (width 365mm , thickness 0.1mm)to
bottom of enclosure and between enclosure and
klystron . Then we have succeeded to operate
surely this equipment without any trouble .
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Test results
Picture 1 through 3 shows the wave form at

each position for this line-type pulse modula-
tor , and then these wave form have indicated
really steady operation without disturbance due
to noise.

Photo.1
Up rf output power 5.5MWpeak
Down Klystron beam voltage 140kVpeak

Up 50mV/div 5uS/div
Down 20kV/div 5uS/div

Photo.2
Up de-Q R current 300Apeak

Middle de-Q current 800Apeak
down de-Q C current 800Apeak

Photo.3
Up Charging voltage 33kV
Down de-Q timing of trigger

Up 5kV/div 500uS/div
Down 5V/div 500uS/div

Conclusion
We have succeeded to develop the pulse power

supply at the first achievement in the world
which has gained pulse width 14uS and the pulse
repetition 700pps.

Up/Middle/Down 200A/div 200uS/div Photo.4 Thyratron unit for forced oil cooling
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Development of Long Pulse, High-Flatness Pulse Modulator
for an S-band Klystron

E. Oshita, S. Okuma, K. Wakita and T. Tomimasu
Free Electron Laser Research Institute, Inc. (FEU): 4547-44, Tsuda, Hirakata, Osaka 573-01, Japan

I. Ito, Y. Miyai, K. Nakata and M. Hakota
Nissin Electric, Co., Ltd.: 47, Umezu-Takose-cho, Ukyo—ku, Kyoto 615, Japan

Abstract
Two infrared free electron lasers (FELs) of the

FEL1 arc operating using an S-band 80-MeV linac
with a thermionic gun and a 165-McV linac and
UV-FEL facility arc in the commissioning stage.
Since an RF system for linac-based FELs is required
of long pulse duration and high quality, improved
pulse klystrons (Toshiba E3729) have been operated in
24-MW, 24- [i s pulse mode for the FELI linac. Our
klystron modulator developed by the FELI and NISSIN
Electric Corp. has an inverter-converter charging
system. The line switch is consisted of 30 light
triggered thyrisiors (Toshiba SL1500GX22). A
saturablc reactor is used in series to protect 30
thyristors from overvoltage caused by a delay of
thyristor's turn-on time. The flatness of modulator
pulses is 0.08%P-P at 24-MW, 24- / is pulse
operation. The 24- M s stable RF pulses can increase a
conversion efficiency from electron beam power to
FEL power for IR- and UV-FELs.

1. Introduction

The FELI is now operating two IR-FELs using an
80-McV linac with a thermionic gun and is testing a
165-McV linac and an UV-FEL facility. It is
essentially necessary for linac-based FELs using
pulsed rf sources to get a stable and long rf pulse from
a klystron. A stable and long rf pulse sources enables
to yield a stable and saturated FEL pulse source. The
FELIX group has succeeded in keeping a pulsed rf
source stable to accelerate a 22.5-McV, 10-Ms beam
with an energy spread of 0.5% [1]. For this purpusc,
we have developed a 24-MW, 24- M s pulse modulator
for an S-band klystron (Toshiba E3729) at three
operation modes shown in Table 1. Mode 1 and
Mode 2 are for FEL generation and Mode 3 is for
injection to a storage ring.

2. Klystron Modulator

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of the klystron
modulator. This modulator is consisted of the charging

Table 1 Parameters of Klystron Modulator

Mode
Output voltagc(kV)
Output current(A)
Pulse width( M s)
Flat-top CP-P>(%)
Stability (%)
Repctition(pps)
Rise time(Ms)
Fall l imeys)

Mode 1
285
280

24
0.08
0.08

10
2
3

Mode 2
304
305
12.5
0.08
0.08

10
2
3

Mode 3
390
477
0.5
1.5
1.5
10
2

3.5

*Rise and fall time is measured from 10-90% of the
output pulse.

section using the converter-inverter, the pulse forming
nctwork(PFN) section, the main switch section using
light triggered thyristors, and the mounting tank for the
klystron to supply high voltage by a pulse transformer.

The output voltage is measured at the secondary side
of the pulse transformer by a capacitive divider.
Details of these sections are as follows.

(1) Charging Section
We use a converter-inverter charging circuit

instead of IVR~De-Qing one, because De-Oing one
has the following problems.

i) A charging voltage of the PFN involves about 0.2%
fluctuation due to an input voltage,
ii) Pulse repetition rate is low (lOpps). Therefore, the
scale of charging section becomes bigger due to a large
time of constant at resonant charging.

Therefore, our inverter is consisted of 5 cascades at
15kHz and we have acheived a high stability within ±1
x 10"" of charging voltage.

(2) Pulse Forming Section
The output pulse width of the PFN are 24Ms, 12.5

Ms and 0.5Ms at mode 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Each
reactor of the PFN is adjustable by means of a remote
control system using a motor driving plunger. The
minimum adjustable amoul of the PFN reactor is
0.005% and the maximum adjustable span is 45%.
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Converter Inverter DCG E"L ^ .. t. • Saturablu
Clipper (I'ulse forming Network) s^-!"]?8 Reactor

1>uls(! Klystron
Transformer

Light triggered
thyristor

Charging

section

Pulse forming

section

Main switch

section

Klystron mounting

tank

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of klystron modulator

Therefore, the adjustment of output waveform has been
easily performed, and a 0.08% flat-lop of output pulse
waveform has been achieved. If the klystron has
break down during a high voltage is applied, the PFN
capacitors suffer from large reverse voltage. To
reduce this damage, an EOL (End of line) clipper
circuit is set and the reliability of the modulator is
improved.

(3) Main Switch Section
We have used the light triggered thyristor(Toshiba

SL1500GX22, 3()scries) stack as the main switch for
keeping the output voltage stable. Generally speaking,
a thyratron is suitable for switching of high voltage
and large current. But in this case, the thyratron is not
suitable because a change of its resistance become
large during the conduction time, if the pressure in the
tube changes. Therefore, we decided not to use the
thyratron in order to achieve the 0.08% stability.

However, in order to use the light triggered
thyristors, we had to solve the following problems.

i) The value of dl/dt is more ten times (~3000A/££s)
than the thyristor's specification,
ii) It is necessary to trigger 30 thyristors
simultaneously as a switch.

Before adopting the light triggered thyristor, we have
tesled dl/dt of Ihe same device. The results was that
the thyristor was breaked down at about 1700A//US.
The damage occured at the only part of near the center
gate. The reason is that the light triggered thyristor
could not have the conduction space by the high dl/dt.
Therefore, we have set a saturable reactor in series

with the light triggered thyristors to secure the
conduction space before large and high dl/dt main
current follows and to keep a counter-measure to a
delay of each thyristor's turn on. The use of the
saturablc reactor enables us its running under a hard

condition of dl/dl ~3000A/#s. On the other hand, the
use of the light triggered thyristors makes it is easy to
insultate the gate drive circuit and to withstand to a
high reverse voltage.

3. Performance

(1) Light Triggered Thyristors
Figure 2 shows the time response of the resistance

of light triggered thyristors at the mode 1. After the
main current reached the peak, the resistance is about
0.6-0.3 fi/30deviccs, that is, 20m Q -10m Q /I device.
The resistance at the whole conduction is about 0.5

mfi(at 4kA). Therefore, the conduction space of this
thyristor is about 1/40-1/20 of the whole conduction at
the mode 1. Though we have already tried 4 x 107

shots under this condition, there arc no any troubles at
all.
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Fig. 2 Time dependence of the resisitance of light
triggered thyristor
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It is easily understood from Fig. 2 that the
resistance of the light triggered thyristor decreases in
micro-second order, so we can adjust the waveform so
as to cancel this effect.

(2) Klystron Modulator and Klystron
Table 2 shows the characteristics of the output at

three modes and Figs. 3 and 4 show the waveforms of
the output voltage at the mode 1.

Table 2 Performance of Klystron Modulator and
Klystron E3729

*Rise and fall time is measured-from 10-90% of the
output pulse.

The rise time of the output is about 2-3 fi s. This
shows that the light triggered thyristors can withstand
for the rise of 2-3 Vs because of the effect of
saturable reactor. Fig. 4 shows the flatness of the
modulator pulse is kept within 0 .08%P-P at 24-MW,
24- U s pulse operation

(3) Modulator Pulse and 24- (J. s rf Pulse
Figure 5 shows the waveforms of the modulator

current pulse and 24-/^s rf pulse. Tiny ripples seen
on the waveforms are due to white noise of the
sampling oscilloscope (TDS460-Tecktronics).

4. Conclusions

We have succeeded in the development of the long
pusle (24 ̂ s ) , and high-flatness (0.08%) klystron
modulator using the light triggered thyristor as a main
switch and the remote controll systems for variable
reactors of the PFN. This modulator have contributed
needless to say much to the FE1 oscillations[2].
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WITH A VARIABLE PERMANENT MAGNET MIRROR
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Munetaka Fujita, Norio Yamazaki, Mitsuo Nishiguchi and Hideshi Muto
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Abstract

A new small size ECR ion source working in 6-10
GHz is manufactured and now under the first test. This
source is made of permanent magnets only, and its total
weight is about 40 kg. Its remarkable features are con-
tinuously variable axial mirror field, comparatively
large inner diameter of the plasma chamber and radial
multiport windows for an RF injection and a plasma vie-
wing. The variable field is realized by a continuous
replacement of the mutual position of two ring magnets
on the beam axis. The design, manufacture, experimental
setup and introductory beam test for this new source
are reported shortly.

1. Introduction
Until quite recently, as for a very compact ECR ion

source with permanennt magnet only, there was "NANOGAN"
alone in the world". But now, such kind of sources are
in manufacturing at several insitutes21. Usually, typi-
cal measures of these sources are within tens of kg in
total weight and roughly within 02OOmmx2OOmm in outer
dimension.

However, these compact sources have commonly a few
problems to be improved. First, the confining magnetic
field is fixed in almost cases and hard to change cont-
inuously for the fine tuning of an extracted ion beam.
Second, when the source size is reduced as possible as
small, the inner size of the plasma chamber is also apt
to shrink corespondingly. Third, in addition, both a
local heating by the microwave power which is not abso-
rbed into the plasma and the reduced size of the plasma
chamber give rise to a hardness of an effctive cooling
of the source. Considering these problems, we have dev-
eloped a new compact ion source with a variable axial
mirror field and with a large size ratio of the plasma
chamber compared to the outer total size. Its outline
will be described below.

2. Design Parameters and Structure of the Source
Tab.l shows main parameters of our new ion source.

Especially remarkable points are as follows:
(1) The inner diameter of the plasma chamber is set to
060mm. This is the largest value in several same order
compact sources in the world ( Usually, its order is ~
$630mm). In order to produce a multiply-charged ion
beam as possible as high, it is desirable that the inn-
er diameter of the plasma chamber is over several times
larger than the anode hole diameter.
(2) The confining magnetic field can be changed contin-
uously by a replacement of two radially magnetized ring
magnets on the beam axis ( one is magnetized to inner
direction and the other outer direction ). As a result,
the axial mirror ratio can be controlled continuously

for an optimization of the extracted beam.
(3) A few quartz windows are mounted in the radial dir-
ection into the plasma chamber. These are used for the
microwave port and also as a viewing port. Furthermore,
it is also possible to inject the microwave power from
such multiports, simultaneously. It can be considerd
that the radial injection method of microwave power is
not necessary inferior to an axial one31.
(4) The total volume of the permanent magnet parts are
considerably decreased than the other compact sources.
By this reason, our new source is made with very small
expense. Its volume is a very important measure for co-
mpactness, lightness and economy of a source.
(5) Considering that if this source is used for the
injection to an ion accelarator( such as linac or cycl-
otron), the beam hole diameter is set to (A2-4mn, which
is relatively smaller than many usual cases.

The total weight of the source amount to about 40
kg and the plasma chamber is cooled with pure water.
The photograph and sectional views of the new source
are shown in Fig.l and Fig.2 respectively. These design
concept and technology are mainly based on a succeeding
experience of development works for the 2.45GHz compact
ECR ion sources in INS4>.

3. Magnetic Field Configuration of the Source
The confining magnetic field distribution is shown

in Fig.3. The solid and broken line denote the simula-
ted results by the POISSON code and circled points are
measured results. The used magnetic material is a neod-
ymium alloy with a maximum BH-product of 46HG0e(NE0HAX-
46). The simulated results agree with the measured one
within accuracy of 3X.

As for the axial mirror field, if the ring-to-ring
distance Is selected properly to a given microwave fre-
quency, the required ECR field is sufficiently realized
within the axial region in the plasma chamber, correspo-
nding to 6-lOGHz one. On the other side, the radial ECR
field is formed alwaysCthat is, independent of the ring
-to-ring distance, in the first order approximation )
inside the wall of the plasma chamber within the range
of 6-10GHz. Very roughly speaking, the maximum distance
between two ring magnets (=130mm) corresponds to the 6
GHz operation and minimum distance (=90mm) to the lOGHz
operation.

Therefore, to a certain given frequency, the ext-
racted beam can be optimized by a fine adjustment of
the initial position of these two ring magnets on the
beam axis. Since these ring magnets are jointed by a
cylindrical yoke with the dimension of ?il90x?5 220x
190 mm3 and sectupole magnets are surrounded also by
this yoke, a leakage flux to the radial direction is
extremely reduced. Further, as the extractor electrode
is made of a mild steel, the axial mirror field is for-
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med more effectively than in case of a non-magnetic
material.

As in Fig.3, a very strong inverse magnetic field
is formed in the gas-supporting side on the beam axis.
Generally, if a microwave power is injected from this
axial direction, this feature limits to the effective
absorption to a plasma. But in our case, the microwave
power is injected from the radial direction of the cha-
mber, then the problem does not become seriously.

A more detailed discription on these field config-
uration is given in our other report51.

4. Experimental setup
The constructed ion source is set into the injec-

tion transport system of the INS-SF Cyclotron. A 45°
bending magnet of the transport line is used as the ion
analyzer. The distance from the ion source to the anal-
yzer is 1827 mm, which is relatively longer compared to
an usual setup. Then, in order to arrange the focusing
condition and to realize the calculated beam envelope,
an einzel lens, a collimator and a Q-triplet are insta-
lled between them. A typical example of the beam trace
is given in Fig.4. The simulation was carried out by
the GIOS code. In this choice, about 50 of the mass re-
solving power are realized.

The ion source is exhausted by a 300 1/s turbo
molecular pump through both a radial side port of the
plasma chamber and the axial anode elctrode hole. The
no-loaded pressure and the working one is 2.1xi0'6Torr
and 3-5xl0-6Torr at the beam-extractor side respectiv-
ely.

The microwave power is injected into this ECR ion
source from the proper microwave system for the large
ECR ion source of the SF-Cyclotron. This microwave sou-
rce is a klystron amplifier and the operating frequency
is fixed a t 6.1 GHz. Therefore, a lOGHz operation and a
variable frequency performance are not scheduled in the
f i rs t beam-extraction test.

5. Summary
A new type of a very small size ECR ion source has

been made using permanent magnets only.
(1) The inner diameter of the plasma chamber is set to

?J60mm. This value is the largest size among those
kind of compact sources in the world, at present.

(2) I t s confining fields can be changed continuously by
a replacement of the radially magnetized ring magne-
ts .

(3) Since the volume ratio of magnets to a whole of the
source is fairly reduced, the cost reduction for ma-
king the source is realized drastically, too.

(4) Based on the experience for manufacture of this new
source, a further advanced version can be designed.

Now the beam extraction has started up. By a very
introductive adjustment, about 600/uA of a total beam
is extracted from an anode hole of 05mm at 10 kV, when
the input RF power is 80 W. But in order to produce the
multiply-charged ion beam effectively, there are a few
tasks to be done as follows : (l)production of electron
source as a f i rs t stage,(2)optimization of the relative
axial position of the anode to the peak magnetic field,
etc. These problems will be handled hereafter.
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Table 1
Design Parameters of the 6-10 GHz Compact ECRIS

GHz
W(C.W.)
kV

(desired)

Input microwave frequency 6-10
Input microwave power £200
Beam voltage £30
Normalized emittannce ~0.57r
Beam hole diameter 2-4
Inner dimension of plasma chamber > 060x70 mm3

Outer dimension of body 0 220x230 mm3

Dimension of ECR surface 6GHz: 0=44,L=50 mm (B=2.14kG)
lOGHz: 95=52,L=65 mm (B=3.57kG)

Dimension of ring magnets ?>6Qx 0140x30 mm3

02OX 080X30 mm3

20mm (gas injection side)
20mm (beam extraction side)

6-25X25x60 mm3

3.1-5.0(gas injection side)
2.0-3.0(beam extraction side)

40 kg

Stroke of ring magnets

Dimension of bar magnets
Variable mirror ratio

Total weight

Fig.l Photograph of the ion source
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Abstract

To obtain highly vector-spin polarized negative deuterium

ion beam, a dual optically pumped polarized negative deuterium

ion source has been developed at KEK. It is possible to select a

pure nuclear-spin state with this scheme, and negative deuterium

ion beam with 100 % nuclear-spin vector polarization can be pro-

duced in principle. We have obtained about 70 % of nuclear-spin

vector polarized negative deuterium ion beam so far. This result

may open up a new possibilities for the optically pumped polar-

ized ion source.

1. INTRODUCTION

An ordinary deuteron beam was successfully accelerated

to an energy of 11.2GeV (5.6GeV/u) in the KEK 12 GeV proton

synchrotron (KEK-PS), the limiting energy of the ring, in 1992.

[1] The beam intensity of the accelerated deuterons reached more

than 2 x 1 0 ^ ppp which was almost the same as that for protons.

Following this success, it has been strongly requested to acceler-

ate polarized deuteron beam, and it will be started from this au-

tumn. For this purpose, a polarized deuteron beam with high

nuclear-spin vector polarization and large beam intensity is de-

manded. So we started development of polarized negative deute-

rium ion source with dual optical pumping.

As for polarized ion source, an optically pumped polarized

ion source(OPPIS) has been used for generating nuclear-spin po-

larized negative hydrogen ion beam so far. The idea of this type of

polarized ion source was proposed by Anderson [2] and the first

operational ion source has been successfully developed at KEK.

[3] Afterwards, various institutes have developed an optically

pumped polarized ion source (OPPIS) for their accelerators.

It has been believed that this type of polarized ion source is

not useful to produce a highly nuclear-spin polarized(vector and

tensor) deuterium ion beam. In 1987, Schneider and Clegg[7] pro-

posed a new nuclear-spin state selection scheme. In spite of this

possibility of making a highly polarized deuteron beam by optical

pumping, they concluded eventually in their paper that this dual

optical pumping scheme might not be practical because efficient

optical pumping of the thick target in the ionizer is difficult due to

radiation trapping. However, we have re-examined the dual op-

tically pumped scheme in detail and found that radiation trap-

ping was not a serious problem and highly nuclear-spin polar-

ized negative deuterium ion beam could be obtained with the

dual optically pumped scheme.[8]

In this paper, we report the experimental results which

showed that the highly nuclear-spin vector polarized negative

deuterium ion beam could be produced by OPPIS with dual

optical pumping.

2. DUAL-OPPIS FOR DEUTERON

The principle of a dual optically pumped polarized

negative deuterium ion source is shown in Fig.l schematically.

The idea of this scheme is as follows: After picking up the po-

larized electrons from optically pumped alkali atoms, for ex-

ample, deuterium atoms are electron-spin polarized in the state

of mj =+1/2 as shown in Fig.l. These electron-spin polarized

deuterium atoms equally populate three hyperfine sub-levels

Iz=+1,0, and -1 in a high magnetic field, which are labeled the

states 1, 2, and 3, respectively in Fig.l. Using the Sona transi-

tion, the state 1 (mj =+1/2, Iz=+1) goes to the state 1' (mj =-1/2,

Iz=-1), the state 2 (mj =+1/2, Iz=0) goes to the state 2' (mj =+1/

2,IZ=-1), and the state 3 goes to the state 3' (mj =+1/2, Iz=0),

respectively as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the deuterium atoms

with only ihe hyperfine sub-level of Iz=-1 (state 1' in Fig.l) has

an opposite electron-spin state, mj =-1/2, of the other two sub-

levels (2' and 3') after Sona transition. When the alkali atoms in

the ionizer are also optically pumped and their electrons are to

be spin polarized in the mj =+1/2 state, only deuterium atoms

with the electron-spin state of mj =-1/2 ( state 1') can form

negative ions because of the Pauli exclusion principle. The

nuclear-spin state of the negative deuterium ions in this case is

Iz=-1, the nuclear-spin vector polarization becomes -1. The

nuclear-spin tensor polarization is, in this case, -1. Using a

proper rf transition simultaneously, a pure nuclear-spin tensor

polarization of -2 may become possible.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
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Fig. 1 The principle of a dual optically pumped polarized negative

deuterium ion source
Schematic ofdual-OPPIS

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of a dual-optically

pumped polarized negative deuterium ion source which has been

developed at KEK. There are ECR ion source and neutralizer in

the super conducting magnet which makes a high magnetic field

of about 2.7 Tesla. A microwave is fed into ECR source from

upstream of it. The solenoid has three independent coils which

allows control of the magnetic field shape. A deuteron beam is

extracted from ECR ion source by an electrode system which ac-

celerates the beam to energy of approximately 6 keV. The deu-

teron beam enters a electron-spin polarized rubidium vapor cell,

where a fraction of the deuterons picks up a polarized electron by

charge transfer from rubidium and are thus neutralized, we call

this cell neutralizer. The electron-spin polarization is induced by

optical pumping with circularly polarized laser tuned to the ru-

bidium D i transition at 795 nm. Rubidium is chosen because of its

relatively high charge exchange cross section with fast deutcron

|9|, and the availability of high laser power at the wavelength.

Most of neutralized deuterium is created in the excited

n=2 state. For that reason it is necessary that charge exchange

occurs within a high magnetic field which preserves the electron-

spin polarization of deuterium atom as the atom decays to the

ground state 110). The ECR cavity extraction electrodes and neu-

tralizer are both contained within the same high magnetic field so

as to reduce the effective emittance increase of the deuteron beam

as it enters the magnetic field region of the neutralizer. The mag-

netic field reverses direction in the region between neutralizer and

negative ionizer cell, and as the neutral deuterium beam passes

through this region, the nuclear-spin polarization is enhanced by

means of a Sona transition 111 ]. This deuterium atom picks up a

polarized electron by charge transfer from rubidium in ionizer.

The electron-spin polarization is induced by optical pumping.

Nuclear-spin vector polarized negative deuterium ion beam is cre-

ated with this scheme. In the downstream of the ionizer, there are

einzel lens, wien filter and Faraday cup for which D" beam current

is measured. In order to pump the rubidium atoms in neutralizer

and ionizer, two broad band Ti-sapphire lasers are fed into neutral-

izer and ionizer from downstream of it respectively. The thickness

and electron-spin polarization of rubidium in neutralizer and ion-

izer are measured by Faraday rotation with linearly polarized

laser light tuned to the rubidium Do transition at 780 nm. This

probe laser fed into neutralizer and ionizer from upstream of

this ion source.

ECR Deuteron Source

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of ECR deuteron

source and extraction electrode system. The ECR cavity is a

stainless steel cylinder of 29 cm length and 6 cm inner diameter.

It is mounted to an insulating Teflon holder to allow the applica-

tion of the 6 kV potential for deuteron extraction. The Teflon

holder also supports the extraction electrode system. The

plasma chamber is made of stainless steel and the inside of it a

quartz glass tube contains to evacuate the plasma. External

grooves in the stainless steel cylinder hold a Sm-Co hexapole

structure to make a good plasma confinement. Microwave is fed

into a plasma chamber through a thin vacuum sealed microwave

window. Microwave power is generated by a 18 GHz klystron

which operates with a long pulse duration ( upto 1 msec ) and

high repetition rate ( 20 Hz). A maximum power of microwave

generated by this klystron is 1 kW.

18 GHz
Mice

Super Conducting
Magnet

Ionizer wien liter Farao'/
CuP

pumping
Laser

ECR Ion Neutralizer Detection
Source Plate

4uJ
Fig.2 Schematic diagram of a dual optically pumped polarized

negative deuterium ion source at KEK

Extraction Electrode System

A three-electrode system consists of 0.5 mm thick mo-

lybdenum disks with an hexagonal array of 91 holes 0.9 mm in

diameter. The first electrode is integral to ECR cavity. The

outer two electrodes are supported by stainless steel holders

which are attached to the Teflon insulator. The first electrode

and second one arc consisted in 1 mm apart, and the distance

between second electrode and third one is 1.5 mm. The elec-

trodes are operated in an accel-accel mode with the second elec-

trode set about 1 kV below the cavity potential. The third elec-

trode is kept at ground potential.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In a dual optical pumping scheme, the deuteron polar-

ization can be estimated with an unique method, which is called

as "intensity modulation method". One of three hyperfine

sublevels is selected to be D" ions by Pauli exclusion principle.
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Fig.3 Schematic diagram of ECR deuteron source

and the extraction electrode syatem

Beam intensity can be modulated by switching an optical pumping

from on to off or changing a electron-spin polarization direction.

Deuterium atoms in only one hyperfine sub-level can become

negative deuterium ions by picking up polarized electrons from

the optically pumped alkali atoms in the ionizer. Thus, the beam

intensity of negative deuterium ions depends upon the population

of deuterium atoms in each hyperfine sub-level after the Sona

transition. This means that the deuteron vector polarization ( P z )

and the electron-spin polarization of optically pumped alkali at-

oms in the ionizer ( P e ' ) affect the beam intensity of negative

deuterium ions. These values are related each other as expressed

in the following equation.

Pz = -2e/Pe'(l-e).

Here, e = (Iorr - Ion) / 'off> where Iorrand Ion are the beam intensities

of negative deuterium ions when the optical pumping of the alkali

atoms in the ionizer is turned off and on, respectively. The result

of the experiment is shown in Fig.4. The vertical axis in the figure

presents the nuclear-spin vector polarization of negative deute-

rium ions. The horizontal axis shows the relative change of the

beam intensity of the negative deuterium ions by switching the

optical pumping of the alkali atoms in the ionizer on and off. The

solid line in the figure presents the relation between e and nuclear-

spin vector polarization for Pe ' = 0.95. In our experiment, the

electron polarization of the alkali atoms in ionizer was 95 %. The

electron-spin polarization of alkali atoms in the ionizer (P e ' ) was

measured by using a Faraday rotation method. The nuclear-spin

vector polarization of D" ions can be estimated from that equation.

The triangle plot in the figure shows the experimental result when

the magnetic field strength of the neutralizer is 1.2 Tesla, and the

circle plot shows the experimental result when the magnetic field

is 2.7 Tesla. The errors shown in the figure present the fluctuations

of the data taken at different times. In 1.2 Tesla e value obtain in

our experiment was about 0.21. It correspond to nuclear-spin vec-

tor polarization of D" ions of 55 %. In 2.7 Tesla e was about 0.25

and nuclear-spin vector polarization was 70 %. The magnetic

field strength of the neutralizer increased from 1.2 Tesla to 2.7

Tesla, the nuclear-spin vector polarization of D" ions also in-

creased from 55 % to 70 %. This is because of the spin-orbit cou-

pling in the neutral deuterium atoms, which are created by picking

up polarized electrons from the optically pumped rubidium at-

oms in the neutralizer, reduces the electron-spin polarization at

the large magnetic field strength.

5. CONCLUSION

We have been developing at a dual optically pumped

polarized negative deuterium ion source for producing deuteron

with high nuclear-spin vector polarization. With this source,

negative deuterium ion beam with about 70 % nuclear-spin vec-

tor polarization was obtained in the present experiment. In order

to obtain a large beam intensity, we are optimizing this

source.We are now installing this source into the high voltage

station for the KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron (KEK-PS). We

hope to get the polarized deuteron beam acceleration in the

KEK-PS by the end of this year.
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Fig.4 The relation between e and nuclear-spin vector polar-

ization for Pei=0.95. The plots in the figure show the experi-

mental results when the magnetic field strength of neutralizer is

1.2 T and 2.7 T.
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Abstract

We constructed a new ECRIS which has an
operating frequency of 18 GHz. The intense beams of
multi-charged ions are successfully produced. We observed
that the beam intensities of highly charged and heavier
ions are strongly enhanced using an afterglow mode.
This ion source is connected to a new variable-frequency
RFQ and used as a new injector of the RILAC(RJken
heavy ion Linear ACcclerator)-Ring cyclotron complex .

1. Introduction

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source
(ECRIS) technology has developed rapidly since the
original pioneering work of the Grenoble group. These
ion sources are capable of producing intense beams of
highly charged ions.1J These are used as an external ion
source of cyclotrons and linacs, and also for atomic
physics experiments. Recently, intense beams of medium
mass heavy ions, mainly metallic ions, becomes one of
the major requests in RIKEN Accelerator Research
Facility. For satisfying such request, a new ECRIS is
demanded as an external ion source of the RILAC2>-Ring
cyclotron accelerator complex. According to the scaling
low proposed by R. Gellcr, die beam intensity increases
with increasing micro wave frequency and magnetic field
strength.1* Therefore, the micro wave frequency of 18
GHz has been chosen for the RIKEN new ECRIS. It is
connected to a new RFQ and used as a new injector as
described in refs 3 and 4 .

Hexapole Magnet
Solei

In this paper, we present the description and the
performance for producing multi-charged ions from
gaseous elements in the 18GHz RIKEN ECRIS.

2. Description of RIKEN 18 GHz ECRIS

Figure 1 illustrates the design of RIKEN 18 GHz
ECRIS. A single 18 GHz, 1.5 kW klystron supplies RF
power to the source. The axial confinement of plasma is
obtained by two solenoid coils which provide magnetic
mirror. The source is completely enclosed by an iron
yoke in order to reduce the current of solenoid coil. The
maximum power consumption is 140 kW. The mirror
ratio has a nominal value of 3.0. as shown in fig. 1 (Bmax

-1.4 T, Bmin ~ 0.47 T). To optimize the radial
confinement of the plasma, we used a hexapole magnet
which consists of 36 segments made of Nd-Fe-B
permanent magnets.5' The outer diameter (OD) and inner
diameter (ID) are 180 and 80 mm, respectively. The field
strength at the surface of magnets is about 1.4 T. To
protect the hexapole magnet from demagnetization by
high temperature, a water-cooled plasma-chamber ( ID=
74 mm, OD= 80 mm) has been constructed. The water
cooled hexapole housing also protect the permanent
magnet from the high temperature caused by the solenoid
coil.

The high vacuum of the plasma chamber is very
important to produce the intense beam of highly charged
ions .6) This may be due to the effect of recombination of
the ions. To minimize such effect, the plasma chamber is
evacuated with 500 and 150 1/s turbo-molecular pumps.
The ultimate vacuum pressures of the plasma chamber
and extraction stage are die middle of 10'8 TOITS.

ioid coil
Iron yoke

Microwaves (18GHz)

Z(cm)
JTMP 5001/s

Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of RIKEN 18 GHz ECRIS
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3. Performance of 18 GHz ECRIS

3.1.CW mode operation.

Figure 2 shows the beam intensities of highly
charged ions produced from gaseous element. These
results were obtained by using the gas mixing method."
The typical gas pressures of plasma chamber and
extraction stage were 1.0xl0"6,and 9xlO-7 Torrs,
respectively. The extraction voltage was 15 kV. For
example, beam intensities of Ar11+and O7+were 160 and
130 e|iA, respectively. Figure 3 shows the beam
intensities of Ar11+ as a function of the extraction
voltage. As shown in fig.3, the beam intensity is
proportional to V1 5 below lOkV, which follows the
Child-Langmuir law, where V is the extraction voltage.
Above 10 kV, it is deviated form it and increases linearly
with increasing me extraction voltage.

The distance between the orifice (<|)= 10 mm) and
the extraction electrode (<))= 13 mm) is also one of the
important parameters to optimize the performance of
ECRIS. It strongly depend on the condition of plasma,
shape of extraction electrode, and charge state of extracted
ions. 7> For RIKEN 18 GHz ECRIS, the best results of
medium charge states of heavy ions (i.e., O5+>6+, Ar8+~"+

) could be obtained at the distance of about 30 mm
Figure 4 shows the beam intensities of Ar11 +

ions for 18 GHz ECRIS, CAPRICE (14.5 and 10 GHz)
developed in Grenoble 8» and ECRIS 4 (GANIL)9)as a
function of RF power. At the same RF power, the beam
intensity increases with increasing the frequency of micro
wave and magnetic field strength. In the figure the Bmax

indicates the maximum field strength of the mirror
magnetic field.
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Fig.2. Charge state distributions of O, Ar and Kr ions
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Fig.3. The beam intensity of Arll+ as a function of
extraction voltage
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Fig.4. Beam intensity of Ar11+ for various ion sources as
a function of RF power. The extraction voltage of
RIKEN ECRIS is 13 kV. The extraction voltage
of die other sources is 20 kV.

3.2.Pulsed mode operation

It is well known that at the turnoff of the RF
power of an ECRIS, the extracted current for highly
charged heavy ions dramatically increases. As described in
Ref. 10. if the central plasma shows a depressed negative
potential A<|>, the ratio between the beam currents of a
steady sate and the afterglow can be written as follows,

Iafterg!ow/Isteady=exp(qA<|>/kTi), (1)
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where q, A<j> and T( are the charge state of ions,
depressed negative potential, and ion temperature,
respectively. Figure 5 shows the typical result of
laftergiow/Isteady ^ a funclion of charge state in die case
of Kr and 0 ions. In this figure, we observe the
exponential dependence of this ratio as described in eq.
(1).

Fig. 5.

10
Charge State (q+)

f°r

The maximum current can be produced only if
the duration of die RF pulse is long enough to achieve
the maximum ionization of the considered ions. In our
case the duration was fixed to 15 ins to produce the Kr,
and Ar ions. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the
best results of CW mode operation (open circles) and
afterglow mode (closed circles) at the extraction voltage of
10 kV. The RF power was kept at the same value for
both operations. It is clearly seen that the beam
intensity of highly charged and heavier ions strongly
enhanced by pulsed mode operation.

4. Conclusion

The RIKEN 18 GHz ECRIS has been
constructed and tested in CW and pulsed mode operation.
The intense beam of multi-charged ions can be produced
at the relatively lower micro wave power ( for example,
160 e^A of Ar11+, 130 epA of O7+ at 600 W). In the case
of pulsed mode operation, we observed that the beam
intensities of highly charged and heavier ions were
strongly enhanced. In the next step, we will try to
produce the highly charged ions from solid materials.

10 20
Charge State

Fig.6. Charge state distributions of Ar and Kr ions.
Open and closed circles are the results of CW and
pulsed mode operation, respectively
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THE NEW EXTERNAL ION SOURCES
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abstract

A new polarized ion source and a new axial injec-
tion system have been constructed at RCNP in order
to increase beam intensities and to get high quality
beams. We get a proton current of 50 /iA in the axial
injection system. The polarization of the proton ac-
celerated by a cyclotron is 70% or more. Beams from
an ECR heavy ion source were successfully injected
into AVF cyclotron through the new axial injection
system at the end of September, 1994. We use a spi-
ral inflector instead of the old mirror system to obtain
good transmission of beams.

1. Introduction

At the Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka
University, a Large fraction of the experimental pro-
gram is devoted to studies of spin degrees of freedom.
The original atomic beam type polarized ion source
and the axial injection system were constructed in
1975, and since then extensive researches have been
performed with polarized protons and deuterons ac-
celerated by the K140 RCNP AVF cyclotron. In 1991,
a ring cyclotron (K=400) was completed as a post ac-
celerator which is designed to accelerate protons up
to 400 MeV. Polarized proton beam current on the
target in the scattering chamber was a few nA. In
order to enhance the opportunities in spin physics
research using intermediate energy beams from the
ring cyclotron, the construction of a new High Inten-
sity Polarized Ion Source (IIIP1S) and a new axial
injection system using glaser lenses were proposed as
a two years project in 1993. Its design is based on
sources in operation at PSI\ TUNL2, IUCF3, and
R1KEN4, which employ cold (~30 K) atomic beam
technology and electron cyclotron resonance ionizers.
The source is coupled by a high-efficiency bunching
system, a high-transmission injection system to the
AVF cyclotron and a spiral inflector system. Both
polarized ions from IIIPIS and unpolarized ions from
an ECR source, NEOMAFIOS, are injected through
the vertical injection system and the inflection sys-
tem. Due to this injection system we can not only
decrease the maintenance times, but also accelerate
highly charged heavy ions from NEOMAFIOS up to.
higher energies than those from the internal source.

I ECR Ionizer

' Strong Field Soxtupolas

Extraction Rpr un j i S Orillco

Electrostatic Lonsos

Variable

/ Capacitor

O - RF Powor

Dissociator

Flglll'G 1: Schematic layout of the RCNP atomic beam source

2. The new External Ion Sources

2.1 High Intensity Polarized Ion Source (IIIPIS)

The overall feature of the IIIPIS built at IICNP
is shown in Fig. 1. The beam of 11 or D atoms is
produced from II-, or D2 gas in a 13.6 MHz, 50~200
W discharge contained in a pyrex tube of 20 mm in-
ner diameter. The discharge is cooled by water flow-
ing between the dissociator tube and the second, sur-
rounding pyrex tube of larger diameter, 30 mm. The
Macor serves to isolate the nozzle thermally at ~30
K from the high temperature of the discharge. The
nozzle is cooled by conduction to the cold head of a
9 W closed cycle helium refrigerator. Helium cooling
of the nozzle part of the vessel is very effective to get
a high intensity atomic beam. Cooled atoms emerge
as a directed jet from a 3 mm diameter nozzle orifice
into the first vacuum chamber which is evacuated by
a 2800 C/scc turbomolccular pump with a magnetic
suspension. With 25 std-cc/min of II2 flowing into
the dissociator, the pressure in the first chamber is <
6.5 x 10-3 Pa.

An atomic beam is formed at the entrance to
the second vacuum chamber when the beam passes
through a skimmer aperture placed 25 mm from the
end of the nozzle. This skimmer separates the first
and second chambers. With other two 2800 C/scc tur-
bomolecular pumps on the second chamber, the pres-
sure there is < 1.2 x 10~4 Pa. A third vacuum cham-
ber follows where another 2800 C/scc turboinolecular
pump holds the pressure during operation < 3 x 10~5

Pa.
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The design of the ECR ionizer was essentially based
on that at PSI1. The microwave frequency is 2.45
GHz at present. If the magnetic field 87.5 mT dete-
riorates the proton polarization, we can increase the
microwave frequency higher than 6 GHz.

The desired states of nuclear polarization for Ho
and Do beams are produced by three sextupole mag-
nets with one weak field radio-frequency transition
(IIFT) unit between the second and the third mag-
net, and the second weak field and one (1480 MHz
for Ho) or two (455 MHz and 331 MHz for Do) strong
field units following the last sextupole. With this con-
figuration, both the pure vector and the pure tensor
states are produced for deuterons.

2.2 ECR Ion Source (NEOMAFIOS)

NEOMAFIOS is the ECR ion source of 10 GHz RF
frequency for non-polarized light heavy ions. This ion
source has a permanent magnet (Fe-Nd-B) instead of
solenoidal coil and was built by R. Geller at Grenoble.
Main parameters of NEOMAFIOS is shown in Table
1. Intensities and charge states of typical ions are
shown in Table 2.
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Tnble 1: Main parameters of NEOMAFIOS

cs
1+
2+
3+
4+
5+
6+
7+
8+
9+

'II 'He

500 1100
580

'Li

10
16
2

"N

110
65
6

180
85
35
2

"Ne

29
100
145
96

16
4

"Ar

34
50
51

47
35
35
8

Tnble 2: Intensities and charge states of typical ions

3. Injection Systeiu -nfco the AVF Cyclotron

A new injection line for the AVF cyclotron was de-
signed and constructed. In the new system, both po-
larized ions and unpolarized ions produced with the

F i g u r e 2 : Injection system or the RCNP AVP cyclotron

NEOMAFIOS are injected through the common ver-
tical injection system and the common inflection sys-
tem. A schematic layout of the new injection system
is shown in Fig. 2. At the exit of the source, protons
and deuterons are longitudinally polarized. Protons
are deflected by 96.7 degrees with a dipole magnet,
and deuterons by 105 degrees, so that the beam re-
mains longitudinally polarized after the 90 degrees de-
flection into the vertical beam line. For this purpose,
small parts of pole pieces are added at the magnet en-
trance when deuterons are injected into the cyclotron.
An electrostatic deflector is used to compensate the
beam trajectory shifts. In the system electrostatic
lenses are used instead of electrostatic ones used in
the previous system. They ensure an efficient focus-
ing and a good vacuum through the line. A beam
buncher is plussed 2.5 m upstream from the median
plane of the cyclotron. It consists of two parallel mesh
plates forming a single gap, and is excited by an RF
voltage with a sawtooth-like waveform generated by
combining RF sine waves with the first three higher
harmonics.

A spiral inflector system was designed and fabri-
cated. In the previous axial injection system, an elec-
trostatic mirror system0 has been used to inflect po-
larized ions on the median plane of the cyclotron. A
spiral inflector seems more suitable for high intensity
beams than a mirror system, because there are no
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grids intersecting beams. A spiral inflector can be
treated as a component of a beam transport system
either analytically or numerically. The shape of elec-
trodes was designed based on the analytic solution of
the Lorentz equation7. The electric radius was taken
to be 24 mm, and the magnetic radius of the first
cyclotron orbit 15.1 mm. For 65 MeV protons the in-
jection energy is 15 keV. These parameters were de-
termined by the simulation of a particle orbit in the
central region of the cyclotron. Numerical integra-
tions of the equation of motion were performed with
an impulse approximation assuming a Dee voltage 70
kV. The electrode spacing is 6 mm and the electrode
width is 16 mm. Results of initial testing of the new
system are summarized in Table 1. In the table, the
efficiency is the ratio of the beam intensity extracted
from the AVF cyclotron to the beam current mea-
sured after the mass analysis magnet in the axial line.
The accelerated beam current increases by a factor 3
~ 6 by using the buncher.

4. Development of the Source

J,.l Reliability

During initial ofF-line testing of the source, it was
noticed that the ECR ionizer worked stably for peri-
ods of more than two months. On the other hand, the
atomic beam intensity from the dissociator dropped
by a factor procedure, warming the copper nozzle
to room temperature then cooling it under vacuum,
could not recover the source. The accumulation of
green spots was observed on the surface of the cop-
per nozzle. The material of the nozzle was changed
from copper to aluminum. In the beginning of the
operation, the aluminum nozzle produced an atomic
beam of similar intensity as the copper nozzle, and
the source could be recovered by a heat cycle. It was
found that the cold nozzle occluded with frozen am-
monia. By reducing the No gas flow rate to the cold
nozzle, the dissociator now runs stably for periods of
longer than one month before nozzle cleaning is re-
quired. With nominal source operating conditions, a
proton current of 50 ~ 100 /(A was measured at 15
keV after the mass analysis magnet in the axial in-
jection line. A maximum proton current of 8 /iA was
extracted from the AVF cyclotron at 65 MeV.

J,.2 Polarization

When the source began to deliver beams for exper-
iments last November, the proton polarization was
much lower than expected. The beam line polarime-
ter measurements indicated an average polarization of
p = 0.55 or less. Extensive investigations have been
performed to optimize source parameters in order to
improve proton polarization. It was found there were
two kinds of sources of unpolarized protons; one was
residual hydrogen molecules and the other recombined

molecules1. The former is now reduced by improved
pumping of the plasma region. The latter was due
to atoms from the dissociator which were not ionized
in the ECR ionizer and recombined on the surface of
quartz vessel containing the plasma or on electrodes.
In the RCNP source, since we use permanent mag-
net sextupoles to focus the atomic beam, there are
no ways to adjust the hardware of the atomic beam
transport system, so it had to be optimized by simula-
tions using a Monte-Carlo code. Diameters of the noz-
zle, the skimmer aperture, and the spacing between
them were optimized to improve proton polarization.
The optimum diameter of the nozzle orifice was 3 mm
which is the same as that initially designed. The skim-
mer aperture diameter was reduce! from the initially
designed 6 mm to 4 mm. Additional orifices were
installed at weak field RF transition units to reduce
the undesired flow of molecules and atoms to the ion-
izer. Each orifice has a conductance of 6 C/sec for
air at room temperature. One of two turbomolecular
pumps initially installed at the dissociator was moved
to the exit chamber of the ECR ionizer for improved
pumping of the plasma region. These modifications
improved the average polarization to p ~ 0.75.

Conclusion

The RCNP atomic beam source was successfully
constructed on schedule, and has delivered polarized
proton for nuclear physics experiments at intermedi-
ate energies. It has operated stably for periods of
longer than one month of continuous operation with-
out maintenance. With normal source operating con-
ditions, a proton current of 50 ~ 100 ;iA was obtained
from the AVF cyclotron at 65 MeV and a polarization
is about 0.75. Future development will be devoted to
improve the degree of polarization, and to get polar-
ized deuterons.
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Abstract

A direct fast chopped beam extracted from
a surface-plasma H~ ion source is proposed and
a preliminary test has been examined. The con-
verter bias voltage is modulated by rf pulses and
the extracted H~ beam is observed. The di-
rect fast chopped H~ beam extracted from the
ion source has a good response to the modula-
tion of the converter bias voltage as expected.
The chopped H~ beam extracted by this method
has been injected into the 500 MeV booster syn-
chrotron at. KKK-PS.

1 Introduction

Recently, the increase of the beam intensity
is more desired at 12 GeV proton synchrotron in
KEK(KEK-PS). One of the difficulties to increase
the beam intensity is the beam loss at the beam in-
jection from the linac to the booster synchrotron.
In order to eliminate the beam loss at the beam in-
jection, the fast, chopped beam synchronized with
the rf frequency of the booster synchrotron is re-
quired.

The fast beam choppers such as electrostatic
deflection devices have been developed and suc-
cessfully achieved. However the space charge neu-
tralization is distracted, and then the beam loss
and the emittance growth become severe in this
device. Therefore, it would be ideal that the fast
beam chopping can be achieved the H~ forma-
tion in the ion source. Some new methods are at-
tempted to make the fast chopped beam in the
ion source. For example, there are two meth-
ods to make the fast chopped beam by applying
the pulsed high voltage at the collar electrode in
the PIG type H~ ion sourcc[l] and at the plasma
electrode in the voliimc-procluction-typc H~ ion
source[2].

At KEK-PS, a surface-plasma type H~ ion
source(BLAKE)[3][4][5] is used for the H" beam
formation. In this ion source, the negative ions are
produced by the interaction between the positive
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Fig.l: The schematic drawing of the sur-

fncc-plasma H~ ion source.

ions in the plasma and the metal surface called
converter that is shielded from plasma. The con-
verter bias voltage is modulated by the synchro-
nized pulses with the rf frequency of the booster
synchrotron. The direct fast chopped H~ beam
is produced by changing the H~ production effi-
ciency.

In this paper, a new method of the fast beam
chopping in the surface-plasma H~ ion source at
KEK and preliminary results from the direct fast
H~ beam chopping are presented.

2 Experimental setup

Schematic drawing of a surface-plasma type
H~ ion source used in this experiment is shown in
Fig. 1. Permanent magnets surrounding a plasma
chamber are used to confine the plasma by cusp
magnetic field. The hydrogen plasma is produced
by the electron emission from a couple of LaB6
filaments. To enhance the H~ beam, the work
function of the converter must be lowered. Cs va-
por is introduced into the plasma chamber and
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Fig.2: The circuit diagram of the rf modulated

power supply for the converter.

the thin layer of Cs atom is formed onto the con-
verter surface. H~ ion is produced by the interac-
tion between the plasma and the converter surface.
The direct fast chopped H~ beam is produced by
changing the efficiency of H~ formation following
the frequently changed voltage of the converter
bias. The extracted H~ beam is accelerated up to
750 keV by Cockcroft-Walton type pre-accelerator
and up to 40 MeV by the linac. The frequency of
the direct chopped H~ beam is synchronized with
that of the rf cavity in the 500 MeV booster syn-
chrotron. Therefore by injecting a chopped H~
beam into each rf bucket, the beam loss caused by
the leak of the rf bucket is decreased in principle.

3 Result and discussion

3.1 Production of direct fast chopped H~
beam

The circuit diagram of the rf niodulatecl power
supply for the converter is shown in Fig. 2. The
converter bias is modulated with the high voltage
pulse triggered by the clock pulse of rf frequency
of the booster synchrotron. The characteristic of
the output voltage for the input voltage of the
matching circuit as a function of the rf frequency
is shown in Fig. 3. In the region of this experi-
ment (about 2.2 MHz), the matching circuit is de-
signed to make the unique ratio of input voltage
to output voltage and not to cause any resonance.
The converter is shielded from the plasma by the
ion sheath. However the ion sheath is broken by
applying the rf voltage beyond the ion-plasma fre-
quency. The ion-plasma frequency, w,-, is given by,
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Fig.3: The characteristic of the ratio of the output

voltage for input voltage as a function of the rf

frequency.

where n,- is the ion density in the plasma. In
this ion source, the ion density seems to be about
1 x 1012 (cm"3). The ion-plasma frequency is es-
timated about 200 MHz. The frequency of modu-
lated voltage for the direct fast beam chopping is
about 2.2 MHz which is a negligible value from the
ion-plasma frequency. The H~ ion source is oper-
ated in pulse mode (200 //sec x 20 Hz) and the fast
chopped H~ beam produced from the ion source
is accelerated up to 30 keV at the test stand. The
H~ production efficiency was changed by the mod-
ulated voltage of converter bias with this circuit,
and the direct fast chopped H~ beam was pro-
duced successfully.

3.2 Acceleration of the direct fast
chopped H~ beam

The power supply for the rf modulation of con-
verter bias is installed in the high voltage station
of the Cockcroft-Walton type pre-accelerator. A
direct fast chopped H~ beam extracted from the
ion source is accelerated up to 750 keV, injected
into the 40 MeV linac and then injected into the
500 MeV booster synchrotron of the KEK-PS. The
wave form of the direct fast chopped H~ beam
measured by the Faraday cup after the 40 MeV
linac is shown in Fig. 4. About 94% of the maxi-
mum H~ beam current, is suppressed by the mod-
ulation of converter bias voltage[6].

3.3 Longitudinal emittance of the direct
fast chopped H~ beam in the booster

synchrotron

The direct fast chopped H~ beam is accelerated
at the linac and injected into the booster syn-
chrotron. The wave form of each bunched H~
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Fig.4: An example of the waveform of the fast

chopped H~ beam measured by the Faraday cup

at 40 MeV beam line, (vertical axis:2 mA/div.,

horizontal axis:l psec/div.) About 94% of the

maximum H~ beam current is suppressed by the

converter bias modulation.

beam is observed during the accelerating period in
the booster synchrotron, and the bunch length in-
cluding 90% of the bunch height is measured. The
longitudinal emittance is derived from the bunch
length of each bunch in the direct fast chopped H~
beam injected into the booster synchrotron. From
the phase equation[7], the longitudinal emittance,
f/, is given by,

T

2' (2)

where AE, r are the energy spread for the en-
ergy of the synchronous particle and the bunch
length of 90% of the bunch height, respectively.
The longitudinal emittance as a function of the
time delay from the particle injection is shown
in Fig. 5. The particle number injected into the
booster make to be almost equal in each exper-
iment; about 4xl0npPP- In non-chopped H~
beam directly from the ion source, the beam in-
tensity is decreased by the carbon mesh. The lon-
gitudinal emittance with the direct fast chopped
H~ beam is almost equal to that without chopped
H~ beam directly from the ion source. Using the
direct chopped H~ beam, the beam loss of the
leak from the rf bucket could be suppressed by a
good matching between rf bucket and linac beam.
From this figure, the longitudinal emittance de-
pends upon the amplitude of the rf voltage, nev-
ertheless the particle number is equal in each ex-
periment.
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4 Summary

The direct fast chopped H~ beam is produced
from the ion source and injected into the 500 MeV
booster synchrotron of the KEK-PS. And it is
confimed that, the longitudinal emittance depends
upon the amplitude of the rf bucket.

The authors would like to thank Prof. Yamane
and PS group for valuable comments.
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Abstract
The R&D for the high intensity and high duty factor

proton linear accelerator has been carried out since 1991. A
hydrogen ion source, an RFQ and an RF power source have
been developed and 2 MeV proton beam test has been
conducted to study the front end of the accelerator. To
demonstrate the high duty operation of the DTL, a hot test
model was fabricated and high power test has been carried
out. In this report, present status of the R&D is described.

Introduction

A high intensity proton linear accelerator with an energy
of 1.5 GeV and an average current of 10 mA has been
proposed to perform the various engineering tests for the
nuclear waste transmutation system and to apply for the basic
researches[l,2]. In the R&D for the accelerator
development, low energy accelerator components have been
developed, since the beam current and the quality are mainly
determined by the low energy portion. Heat removal problem
of the accelerator structures is an important issue because of
the high duty factor operation.

To study the front end of the accelerator, the ion source,
the RFQ, and the RF source were fabricated and 2 MeV beam
tests have been performed. In the beam test, acceleration
current of 50 mA with a duty factor of 6 % was achieved. To
demonstrate the high power and high duty factor operation of
the DTL, a hot test model was fabricated and a high power
test has been carried out by feeding an RF power.

Beam Test of the 2 MeV RFQ

The RFQ is a four-vane type and designed to accelerate
100 mA (peak) of protons to 2 MeV with a duty factor of 10
%[3]. The low power tuning, the high power conditioning
and the first beam test were carried out at the test shop of
Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. and the basic performance
of the RFQ was obtained[4]. To study further properties, the
beam test has been made at JAERI since November, 1994.

The layout of the RFQ beam test is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A multicusp type ion source has been developed to obtain a
high brightness proton beam. The ion source has been
operated successfully at the designed current of 140 mA at
100 keV[5]. The proton beam from the ion source was
focused by the two solenoids to match to the RFQ acceptance.
The input and the output beam currents of the RFQ were
measured by the Faraday cups of FC2 and FC3, respectively,
and the RFQ transmission was deduced. The energy of the
proton beam from the RFQ was measured by the compact
magnetic energy analyzer (MEA) installed in the medium
energy beam transport (MEBT). Figure 2 shows the beam
energy spectra for five relative intervane voltages as well as
the PARMTEQ simulated results. As the vane voltage is
reduced, the energy spectrum shifts to the lower energy and
many peaks are observed, which are in good agreement with
the simulated results.

The maximum RFQ output current was 70 mA at the ion
source extraction current of 155 mA. The ordinary RFQ
operation current, however, was 50 - 60 mA at the ion
source current of 125 -135 mA to prevent an overheat to the
ion source electrodes. The estimated transmission rate through
the RFQ was around 70 %, although the precise proton
fraction in the input beam was not clear due to the mass
separation effects of the solenoids. There are several reasons
to be considered for lower transmission than that of the
designed value of 95 %. To reveal the reason for the lower
transmission rate, re-alignment of the components, proton
fraction and emittance measurements of the injected beam are
being prepared.

PM-2

* • *

Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Mitsubishi Electric Corp.

Fig. 1 Layout of the RFQ beam test
FC: Faraday cup
PM: Beam profile monitor
MEA: Magnetic energy analyzer
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Experiments
PARMTEQ

|Vn = 0.8 (X2)|

|Vn = 0.65

— '
0.5 1 1.5

Proton Energy (McV)
2.5

Fig. 2 Measured and simulated RFQ beam energy spectra

At the beginning of the beam test in JAERI, the maximum

duty factor was limited less than 2 % due to the partial burn

out of the RF contact at the RFQ. The silver plated spiral type

RF contact, which is made of beryllium copper alloy, was used

between the tank and the vane. To improve the heat transfer

properties, it was replaced by a thicker silver plated type. In

addition to the contact replacement, a copper block was

installed to cover the open space between the vane and the

tank to reduce the heat dissipation at the vane end region. As

a result of these modification, a duty factor of 6 % at the

beam current of 50 mA was achieved. The further study is

in progress to achieve the designed duty factor of 10 %.

Development of the 1 MW RF Source

The RF source was designed and manufactured for the

RFQ beam test and the DTL high power test. The tetrode tube,

4CM2500KG (E1MAC), is used with three-stage amplifier

configuration^].

The dummy load tests have been made successfully. The

RF power output of 1 MW was achieved at the duty factor of

0.6 %, whereas the measured gain of the final stage amplifier

is lower than the designed value. The power efficiency was

60 % which is in good agreement with the designed value of

62 %. At the high duty operation of 12 %, RF power of 830

kW was generated, which satisfied the requirement for the

tests in the R&D.

The low level controller of the RF system includes

feedback circuits to compensate power loss and phase shift

due to the beam loading. The performance of the feedback

system was examined in the RFQ beam test. Waveforms of

the forward and reflected power from the RF source to the

RFQ, RF pickup level in the tank and accelerated beam are

shown in Fig. 3. The amplitude change was remarkably

small to be within 0.5 % when the beam loading was 110

kW. On the other hand, the phase error was relatively large

to be > 5 deg. The feedforward control system will be

examined to improve the phase error.

Fig. 3 RF characteristics of the RFQ operation.
Waveforms of the forward power to the RFQ (top),
reflected power (2-nd), pickup level at the RFQ
tank (3-rd) and accelerated beam (bottom).

High Power Test or the DTL Model

A DTL hot test model with 9 cells, which is a mockup of

the low energy portion of the DTL, has been fabricated to

study the RF characteristics and the cooling capabilitics[7].

An electromagnetic quadrupole using a hollow conductor

(5mmx5mm) was chosen for the focusing magnet, of which

field is 80 T/m with 5.5 turns of 780 amperes. Two

quadrupole magnets have been fabricated and installed in the

test model.

The high power test was carried out with the RF power

source. Figure 4 shows the schematic layout of the test. Prior

to the cooling capability test, high power conditioning was made

with monitoring the vacuum pressure and the RF signals from

the pickup loop and the directional coupler. In the

conditioning, the input RF power of 128 kW with a duty

factor of 20 % was fed to the model. Bremsstrahlung X-ray

spectra from the gap were measured to estimate the gap

voltage. The measured gap voltage was 195 kV at the RF

power of 128 kW, which was in good agreement with the

calculated value of l97 kV by the SUPERFISH code.

The measured RF heat dissipation power in the each

drift tube and end plate was in good agreement with the

SUPERFISH results. The frequency shift as a function of the
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#S drift tube temperature also agrees well with the calculated
values as shown in Fig. 5. These high power test results
confirm the heat dissipation calculation and the cooling
design of the DTL.

TV Camera

Q-magnets

Thermocouple
(DT Temperature)

- - • • Cooling Water

FkwRats
Temperature

Rise

Pickup Loop

HP-Ge Detector

Shield

Fig. 4 Schematic layout of the DTL high power test

0

4

6

RF Power : 128 [kWl

• Experiments
Calculated

35 40 45
Temperature (°C)

50

Fig .5 Frequency shift of the DTL model tank
as a function of the #8 drift tube temperature

Summary and Plan

The R&D with the design and the fabrication of the
prototype accelerator structures (ion source, RFQ, DTL and
RF source) have been carried out. The good performance of
the components has been confirmed, while some problems
arc remaining. For the RFQ, it is necessary to increase the
duty factor and the transmission. For the DTL, erosion and
corrosion in the hollow conductor will be examined to

establish a reliable operation. These further R&D will be
performed in FY-1995.

To inject the beam into the storage ring for the application
of the basic researches, negative ion beam is required. The
development of the negative ion source has been started and
the R&D is continucd[8].

For construction of the high intensity accelerator
facilities, beam dump is one of the important issues to stop
the accelerated beam effectively and safely. To investigate
a beam stopper fabrication method and its thermal performance,
preliminary mock-up experiment using 2 MeV proton beam
has been startcd[9].

The superconducting (SC) cavity is one of the feasible
candidates for the high-p structures and its design work is
about to be started. For the injector of the SC cavities,
continuous-beam or much longer duty operation will be
required. Design work on the RFQ and DTL as well as SC
cavities for the CW operation are being performed.

[1]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Abstract

Development of a variable-frequency RFQ
linac which will be used for a new injector for the
RIKEN heavy-ion linac (RILAC) is under progress. The
RFQ will accelerate ions with mass-to-charge ratios of 6
to 27 at up to 450 keV per charge by varying its
operational frequency from 17.7 lo 39.2 MHz. The RFQ
resonator has a folded-coaxial structure and the resonant
frequency is changed by a movable shorting plate. After
low- and high power tests of the real RFQ structure, the
acceleration tests have been performed using Argon and
Oxygen beams at the frequencies of 17.7, 26.1, 34.4, and
39.2 MHz. The maximum transmission efficiency
obtained from the first tests was 85 %.

1. Introduction

A new injector for the RIKEN heavy ion linac
(RILAC)1) has been developed, which consists of an
18GHz-ECRIS and a variable-frequency RFQ linac, in
order to meet the growing demand for more intensity of
heavy ion beams. As for the RFQ linac, a real structure
has recently been constructed based on the study of the rf
characteristics using a half-scale model. In this paper we
describe recent results obtained from various tests as well
as the outline of the RFQ resonator.

2. RFQ resonator

The RFQ resonator is based on a folded-coaxial
structure. The distinct features of this RFQ are thai it can
be operated in a low frequency region and the frequency
range is quite large.2)

Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the RFQ
resonator. Horizontal vanes are held by front and rear
supports fixed on the base plate. Vertical vanes arc fixed
on the inner surfaces of a rectangular tube which
surrounds the horizontal vanes. This tube is supported by
four ceramic pillars placed on the base plate. A stem
suspended from the ceiling plate is in electric contact
with the rectangular tube. A shorting plate placed around
the stem can be moved vertically, which varies the
resonant frequency. Radio-frequency power is capacilively
fed through the side wall. A capacitive tuner is set on the
other side and two capacitive pick-up monitors are on the
base plate.

In addition lo the equipment described above, a
detachable stem is installed underneath the conductor
tube. This stem is, however, pulled in only when high-
frequency operation is required, and is in electric contact
wiiii both the conductor lube and the base plate svhile it
is detached below the base plate in low-frequency
operations. Because at installation, the rf electric current
is shared by the detachable stem and the upper stem, the
power consumption is expected to be less than that when
only the upper stem is used.3)

Movable
Shoriing

Plate

Conductor —
Tube

Base Plate

- Horizontal
Vane

Ceramics Pick-up Vertical
Pillar Monitor VaneDetachable Stem

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the RFQ resonator.

The inner volume of the. resonator is about 1700
mm (length) x 700 mm (width) x 1000 mm (height).
The resonator is separable into upper and lower parts, its
shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal vanes and the
rectangular tube with the vertical vanes are rigidly fixed
inside the lower part. The upper part containing the stem
and the movable shorting plate can be removed as a unit.
This separable structure permits accurate alignment of the
vanes and easy maintenance.

The cooling pipes are placed by taking the result
of tiie heat analysis into account. Cooling water for (he
horizontal vanes is supplied through the front and rear
supports of the vanes. That for the vertical vanes and the
rectangular lube is supplied through the inside of the
upper stem. The total water How is 155 1/inin of 7 aim.
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Two turbo-molecular pumps (1500 1/s) arc fixed on both
sides of (lie resonator.

The vanes have been three-dimensionally
machined within the accuracy of ±50 \im. The vane
parameters have been modified from the output values of
the PARMTEQ program because decrease of the
transmission efficiency has been observed by a numerical
simulation.4)

3. Recent results

3.1 Low power tests
The resonant frequencies, the Q-values and the

shunt impedances were measured in the same manner as
in our previous paper.2) Figure 2 shows the measured
resonant frequency along with the values calculated by
the MAFIA program. The horizontal axis represents the
gap distance between the top surface of the conductor
tube and the bottom surface of the shorting plate. The
resonant frequency varies from 17.7 to 39.2 MHz by
changing (lie position of the shorting plate by a stroke of
790 mm.

40

35-|

_i i

Detachable Stem - in

o O-'
-Meas.

• Catc.

200 400 600 800
Distance Tube - Short (mm)

Figure 2. Measured resonant frequency along with
die MAFIA calculations. The closed circles and
Hie solid curve represent the measured and the
calculated values, respectively, when the
detachable stem is out of the resonator. The open
circles and the dashed curve represent, the
measured and (lie calculated values, respectively,
when the stem is in the resonator.

Figure 3 shows the measured Q-values and shunt
impedances. The corresponding MAFIA-calculation
curves arc shown in the figures as well. The shunt
impedance Rs is defined by V2/(2P), where P is the rf
power consumption and V is the intcrvanc voltage. As
expected, above 30 MHz the measured Q-values and
shunt impedances with the detachable stem installed are
larger than those without the detachable stem. The

MAFIA calculations overestimate die measured values by
about 50 %. This is considered to result from the fact
that the calculation does not realistically treat the
roughness of the wall surface and the imperfection of the
electric contact. The power losses estimated from the
shunt impedances are 6 kW at 17.7 MHz and 26 kW at
39.2 MHz for the designed intervane voltage of 33.6 kV
in the cw operation.

20 25 30 35
Frequency ( MHz)

40

Figure 3. Measured Q-values and the shunt
impedances along with the MAFIA calculations.
The data of symbols and curves arc obtained under
the same conditions as in Fig. 2.

3.2 High power tests
The rf power source with an Eimac 4CW50(X)()E

has a cw power of 40 kW at maximum between 16.9
MHz and 40 MHz.

As a result of the high power tests, the
following results have been obtained: [ 11 The RFQ can
be stably operated when the intervane voltage is between
20 kV and 30 kV. The vacuum stays in a range of 1 - 3
x 10"7 Torr at a pump head. No temperature rise lias
been detected during the operation. [2] Emissions of blue-
white glow are observed on the ceramic pillars below the
intervanc voltage of 15 kV. [3] Emissions of red-white
light are observed above the intervane voltage of 35 kV.

The reasons of [2] and [3] described above are
considered to be the multipactoring on the ceramics
pillars and die healing due to the dielectric losses around
the metal screws fixing die pillars to the conductor tube,
respectively. Alternative structure of the pillars are under
fabrication so as to avoid diese drawbacks.

3.3 Acceleration tests
Acceleration tests have been performed using

beams from an 18GHz-ECRIS. Figure 4 shows the
schematic drawing of the beam line. The extracted beam
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from the ion source is focused by Einzel lenses and are
bent by a bending magnet. The bending magnet also lias
a focusing function by the slant pole edges. The beam is
focused again by a solenoid lens before entering the
R.FQ.5) The diagnostic boxes contain Faraday cups,
profile monitors, and slits. Three capacitive pick-up
probes are used for the TOF measurement of the beam
velocity.

The accelerated ions so far are Ar3+, Ar6+,
Ar1 1 +, and O 5 + at the frequencies of 17.7, 26.1, 34.4,
and 39.2 MHz, respectively, at the intervane voltage of
about 20 kV. The maximum transmission efficiency was
85 % with the beam intensity of 10 - 50 e^A. The
velocity of the output beam is in agreement with the
designed value within 1 %.

In these tests the emittance of the input beam
was not measured. The measurement is in preparation.
Acceleration tests with full-intensity beams from the
ECR1S are also to be performed.

4. Summary

A variable-frequency RFQ which will be used
for a new injector of the R1KEN heavy ion linac
(R1LAC) has been constructed. Acceleration tests have
been performed using be;uns from the 18GHz-ECRIS
after low- and high power tests of the resonator. The
maximum transmission efficiency obtained from the first
tests was 85 %.

Alternative shapes of the ceramic pillars are
under fabrication so as to avoid the drawbacks observed in
the high power tests. Measurements of the beam
einitlancc and the acceleration tests with full-intensity
beams from the ECRIS arc in preparation.
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing of Uie beam line.
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Abstract
The high power model of the damped-cavity which

being developed at ISSP and Photon Factory (PF) was
fabricated The high power conditioning of the cavity was
carried out. The input power of 150 kW was obtained
without any severe problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have developed the damped-structure RF cavity for
two low cmittance electron/position storage rings. One is a
third-generation VUV and SX synchrotron radiation source
which is a future project of the University of Tokyo. The
storage ring has abeam energy of 2.0 GeV, a circumference
of about 400 m, an emittance of less than 5 nm-rad [1,2].
The other is a high brilliance configuration of the PF
storage ring [3], In these storage rings, coupled-bunch
instability due to higher-order modes (HOM's) in RF cavity
is a serious problem when stable and high beam current is
required The damped cavity, we have studied, has large
beam duct, a part of which is made of a SiC microwave
absorber. The HOM's propagating out from the cavity
through the beam duct arc expected to be damped by the S i C
part.

We fabricated two cold models of the cavity and
measured their RF characteristics in low power level. As the
SiC absorber, we chose CERASIC-B (made by Toshiba
Ceramics Co. Ltd.) which was fabricated by sintering in an
argon atmosphere under normal pressure. The low power
measurement showed the SiC beam ducts strongly reduce
the Q-values of HOM's in the cavity [4, 5, 6]

Table 1: Parameters of the cavity.

RF frequency
Shunt impedance
Unloaded Q
Coupling coefficient (B)
Maximum wall loss

500.1 MHz
7.68 MQ

44000
> 2

140 kW

The design parameters of the damped-cavity are
summarized in Table 1. The nominal operating voltage of
the cavity system is 1.5 MV for both the PF ring and the
VUV-SX ring. The number of the cavity to be installed in
the storage rings is four for the PF ring and three for the
VUV-SX ring. For the VUV-SX ring, the nominal gap
voltage per cavity is 0.5 MV, requiring the power of about
33 kWto be dissipated in the cavity. The design of 140 kW
wall loss has large safety margin and operational flexibility.

The R&D of the damped-cavity is now focusing on a
high power test of the cavity. The specification of the high
power model and recent status of its high power
conditioning are presented here.

II. HIGH POWER MODEL

The high power model cavity was manufactured at
Keihin Product Operations of Toshiba Corporation [7].
Figure 1 shows the cross sectional view of the high power
model.

Coupler port

Wator cooling
channej_ - J a m

Blank-flange port
5J.2

Figure 1: Cross section of the high power model.
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The main part of the cavity is made of classI-OFHC
copper which was treated with Hot Isostatic Press (HIP).
The layout of water cooling channel is also shown in Fig. 1.
The water flow of 200 1/min is available with a pressure
drop of 4 kgf/cm!.

The cavity has two beam ports andfourside ports for an
input coupler, a tuning plunger and two blank-flanges. U-
tight seal gaskets are adopted as RF contacts between the
port franges and the attached equipments.

A thermal structure calculation with two dimensional
mesh was carried out [7]. The analysis assumed a water flow
of 140 l/inin and inlet water temperature of 20 °C. The edge
of nose cone gave the highest power density in the cavity.
For I60kW total power dissipation, peak power density
around the nose cone was calculated to be 30 W/cm:. Then,
the temperature of the inner wall of the cavity was 50 - 60 °C
and the edge of the nose corn was about 70 °C. The frequency
shift caused by the thermal deformation was expected to be
-250 kHz for the fundamental mode.

Figure 2 shows the input coupler of the cavity. The
coupler was newly designed basing on the coupler which is
used for the 508 MHz APS cavity or the TRISTAN ring.
We changed the shape of the end of coaxial line and
optimized the positions of the short plates of rectangular
waveguide and coaxial line in order to obtain low-loss of
500 MHz microwave [8].

/ /
Loop ;

Outer conducto

Nozzle (or air cooling I

WR1500 waveguide

Figure 2: The newly designed input coupler.

The tuning plunger of the cavity is the same type as used
in thcPF cavity. The blank-flange, also called fixed tuner, is
a flange with cylindrical block to pad the port of the cavity.
Figure 3 shows the fixed tuner block. The center of the
block was hollowed out and a viewing port was attached
there. The cavity has two blank-flanges (horizontal and
vertical). The blocks of the blank-flanges are projecting 10
mm from inner surface ol" the cavity.

'"V.-.

Figure 3: The fixed tuner block.

Figure 4 shows the fabricated high power model. The
unloaded Q value of the accelerating mode was measured to
be 40000 at 500.1 MHz. The coupling coefficient 15 was
2.35, while the value expected from the low-power
measurement was 2.27 [6].

Figure 4: The high power model.

III. HIGH POWER CONDITIONING

The high power test of the cavity has been carried out at
the high power test bench of the Photon Factory. SiC
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beam-duct was not attached to the cavity in this test. Before
the high power test, the cavity was prebaked at 150 °C for 24
hours at Keihin Product Operations of Toshiba
Corporation.

In the high power test, a 300 I/sec turbo molecular
pump was attached to the cavity and an ionization gauge was
placed between the beam port and the turbo pump. The
vacuum pressure before input RF power was 5x10" Torr.

The high power conditioning started with an input
power of a few hundreds watt and the power level was slowly
increased by keeping the vacuum pressure below 5xlO'6

Torr. The reflected RF powersignal was used as an interlock
trigger. The tuning plunger was controlled for
compensating a thermal detuning of the cavity.

After 20 hours conditioning, the input power was
reached to 60 kW. The vacuum pressure was 5xl0'8 Torr
without RF power. In order to try higher power
conditioning under the lower vacuum pressure, the cavity
was baked at 150 °C for 24 hours. After the baking, the
pressure was drop to 3x10" Torr, and then pulse
conditioning at 100 kW with 10% duty was carried out for
12 hours. After that, cw conditioning was restarted.

The cavity has three viewing ports to observe discharge
phenomena around input coupler, tuning plunger and nose
cone. Small glowing points and occasional arcing were
grow with increasing input power. However, as the high
power conditioning progressed, the number of these
glowing points decreased at the same level of input power.

l/min and 22 °C (inlet temperature). When HOkWis applied,
the reflection power of 23 kW is expected from the value of
coupling coefficient, 6 = 2.35. However, the measured
reflection power was lower than the expected value. The
reason of this discrepancy has not been clarified yet.

We have also fabricated the SiC beam-duct for high
power test. The duct is composed of Al duct with ICF253
flanges and CERASIC-B duct which is inserted in the Al
duct by the method of shrink fit. The high powertcst of the
SiC beam-ducthas been successfully carried out as described
in Ref. [9].
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Figure 5: An example of high power test.

Up to now, total conditioning time has been 60 hours.
The input power of more than 150 kW was obtained without
any severe problems. Figure 5 shows an example of input
power, vacuum pressure and reflection power. At an input
power of 140 kW, the maximum temperatures of cavity
wall was measured to be 47 °C with the cooling waterof 200
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abstract

Applying a bridged-T type all-pass network to a res-
onator described as a parallel circuit, the output volt-
age of the resonator shows a band-pass feature over a
certain frequency range, while the input impedance
is always constant against frequency. This feature
is considered to realize the ferrite-loaded tuning-free
RF accelerating cavity. It has several merits such as
a simple cavity structure without bias windings, an
easy operation without feedback control of the bias
current, applying new ferrite with favorable RF char-
acteristics and so on.

1. Introduction

A ferrite-loaded RF cavity for an RF system of a syn-
chrotron produces, in general, the accelerating voltage
at its resonance frequency, which is synchronized with
the revolution frequency by bias field. On the other
hand, applying a bridged-T type all-pass network to
a cavity regarded as a parallel resonance circuit, ac-
celerating voltage shows a band-pass feature without
bias field.

The accelerating cavity as above can be energized
by a commercial transistor RF power amplifier be-
cause the input impedance of the network with a ter-
minating resistor is always equal to one of the resistor,
i.e. always constant against frequency.

A rough estimation of behaviors of the all-pass cav-
ity circuit has performed, based on RF characteristics
of new ferrite material under development. It shows
that an RF accelerating voltage of 630 Vover the fre-
quency range from 1 MHz to 8 MHz can be achieved
in a 60 cm long cavity by a 1 kW RF power ampli-
fier. This type of accelerating cavity is applicable to
a proton-synchrotron for radio therapy and a cooler-
synchrotron in multi-GeV region.

2. A bridged-T type all-pass network

As shown in fig.l, a bridged-T type circuit consists of
three impedances, Z\,Zi and Z3, and is terminated
in a resistor R. In this circuit, the all-pass conditions
that the input impedance is always constant value R
are,

S (1)

z, V,

Figure 1: A bridged-T type all-pass network with a
terminating resistor R.

In general, a lumped constant circuit of an accel-
erating cavity is shown as a parallel resonance circuit
with a self-inductance, a capacitance and a resistance
caused by RF power loss of ferrite. However, an equiv-
alent circuit of a cavity is approximately equal to a
parallel circuit that Z\ consists of L\ and C\ as shown
in fig.2, because the RF power loss of new ferrite is
far less than the former one, as discussed in the next
section, and also because the terminating resistor ex-
ists.

Figure 2: A bridged-T type circuit regarding an ac-
celerating cavity as a parallel resonance circuit.

From the all-pass conditions of eq.(l), Z-> should be
a series circuit of L-x and C'2, Z% should be a parallel
circuit of L3 and C3. They should satisfy the following
conditions respectively in any resonance frequency;

r - 2 i l r -
~RF' ~

r - Cl r - AT O\

When these conditions are satisfied, the ratio of the
input voltage V to the input current / is constant
as R against frequency, that is, an all-pass feature
appears. As for the voltage VR between both ends
of the terminating resistor, |V/{/V| = 1 is satisfied
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at all frequencies. Then the voltage V\ that appears
between ends of the parallel resonant circuit of L\ and
C\ has band-pass characteristics, as shown in fig.3.
iVi/Kj = 1 is satisfied at frequencies ^7 and uu, and
V\ exceeds the input voltage between them, which
satisfy

uil (3)

where u>o is a resonance frequency. The purpose of
this study is to apply the band-pass characteristics
like fig.3 to an accelerating cavity.
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Figure 3: The frequency dependence of |Vi/V|. The
voltage V\ between both ends of a parallel resonant
circuit of L\ and C\ has band-pass characteristics.

Let N be the ratio wu/w<, then N is given as the
expression with the terminating resistor R and the
characteristic impedance of the resonant circuit.

u, •5S7r + ii\7rl (4)

From eq.(4), a wider frequency range can be realized
by increasing a characteristic impedance or decreasing
a terminating resistor R.

3. Development of new ferrite
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Figure 4: A frequency dependence example for //Qf
product of new ferrite developed.

Since there is no bias field on ferrite of a cavity in
this circuit, new type ferrite material can be applied.
NiZn has been used for the cavity because of quick
response to the bias field. However, it is not necessary

in this circuit and the ferrite containing Co can be
used. Accordingly RF power loss can be reduced.

Now, Such material of the ferrite, which RF power
loss has minimum value around -1 MHz, lms been de-
veloped, supposed that this cavity is used over the
frequency range 1-8 MHz. From the preliminary data
until now, the frequency dependence for /<Qf prod-
uct of the ferrite recently developed is shown in fig.4.
From this data, it is shown that //Qf product of de-
veloping ferrite is up to several decade times as large
as conventional ones, and finally, RF power loss is
strongly reduced. In fig.4, /tQf product is largest
around 8 MHz, but the ferrite material for a lower
frequency is being developed.

An equivalent lumped circuit of an accelerating cav-
ity is approximately equal to a parallel circuit of a self
inductance and a capacitance because the RF power
loss of the new ferrite is much smaller and terminating
resistor exists in this circuit. It is also a merit that
the accelerating cavity can be used for large ampli-
tude. Thus Q-loss effect caused by the excitation of
the exchange spin wave associated with the bias field
is much less, because the ferrite without bias field is
always used in the initial state.

An inner diameter of a ferrite ring cannot be very
small because of the bias windings in a conventional
cavity[l]. However the inner diameter of the ferrite
is a little larger than the outer diameter of the flange
of the vacuum duct in a new cavity, because the bias
windings are not necessary. Thus the occupation of
the ferrite is higher, and the self-inductance turns to
be larger. From this point, a length of an accelerating
cavity can be shortened. And a high characteristic
impedance cavity is realized, if a capacitance of an
accelerating gap can be made small.

4. Design and estimation of performance for
accelerating cavity

Assuming a diameter of a beam duct is 200mm, its
conflat flange cannot be smaller than 1CF253. Thus
ferrite toroidal core with inner diameter 255 mm is
used, and the space between the vacuum duct and the
flange is used for the installation space of the baking
heater and for insulation. The outer diameter of the
commercially available ferrite is 500 mm and its thick-
ness is 25 mm. Since RF power loss of the new ferrite
is small, a cooling system for the ferrite RF power loss
becomes simpler. The structure of the system is that
1 mm thickness copper plates, whose edges are sil-
ver brazed with the copper cooling pipes, are inserted
between the 25 mm thickness ferrite alternately.

The relative permeability of the ferrite is deter-
mined to be 200 because it is necessary for the ferrite
that its permeability is not much changed in a avail-
able frequency range below Snoek's limit. Using 20
ferrite cores, the self-inductance is 13.5 //II, and the
resonance frequency is 3 MHz, if a capacitance of an
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accelerating gap is 200 pF. And the terminating re-
sistor is 200 Q, because a characteristic impedance is
250 Q. From the rough estimation as above, 630 V
of an accelerating voltage is achieved, in case a 60 cm
accelerating cavity is energized by a 1 kW RF power
amplifier.
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Figure 5: Frequency dependence of |Vi/V| including
"RF power loss of ferrite.

Fig.5. shows an analysis result for the output volt-
age of the cavity including the ferrite RF power loss
and the frequency dependence of the ferrite com-
plex permeability. From fig.5, the available frequency
range, where Vj exceeds V, does not change so much.

5. Measurement of the performance in an
equivalent lumped circuit

Figure 6: An equivalent lumped circuit model.

Figure 7: The equivalent lumped circuit model.

The authors fabricated a simple model of an equiv-
alent lumped circuit, regarding an accelerating cavity

as a parallel resonant circuit, and measured the per-
formance. The model is shown in fig.6, and the figure
of its equivalent lumped circuit is shown in fig.7. The
size of the model is 25 cm x 20 cm x 25 cm. The
main body is made of a copper plate, capacitances are
ceramic condensers, the inductor of 56.8 /(H in fig."
is ferrite loaded coil, and other inductors are plastic
loaded coil. The voltage Vi in fig.7 is shown in fig.8.
It is obvious that the same characteristics as fig.3 and
fig.5 appears in fig.8.
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Figure 8: Frequency dependence of the output voltage
\V\jV\ of the model.

6. Discussion

In the next stage, the authors will construct a real
cavity with a bridged-T type circuit, and will investi-
gate whether the all-pass characteristics are achieved.
With developing the ferrite, design of a real cavity is
proceeding.

Since the frequency range can be tuned arbitrarily
from eq.(4), this cavity can be applied in various syn-
chrotrons. Furthermore, this cavity is also applicable
to a rapid cycle synchrotron due to no bias windings.

For a high energy synchrotron, a larger amplitude
circuit must be developed.

If an accelerating frequency range is higher than
a resonance frequency of a cavity, the influence of
the beam loading is avoided. However the case that
an accelerating frequency range includes a resonance
frequency is under investigation now. And in the
bridged-T type circuit, when the cavity is excited by
the beam energy, the current taken by the beam is
considered to have a band-pass characteristic as the
input current. It also must be investigated in the next
step.
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Abstract

The Intcrdigital-H(IH) type linac is
well known for its high shunt impedance at
low and medium particle velocity. Therefore
the IH type structure is possible high
acceleration rate by same power. The IH linac
cavity is able to generate 10 MV/m ( effective
acceleration voltage) with focusing particle by
super conducting solenoid. We designed the
compact HIF driver by the IH linac with high
acceleration rate. The IH linacs can accelerate
particles with a charge to mass ratio (q/A)
greater than 1/250 from 0.3 McV/amu up to 50
McV/amu. The total effective length of the IH
linac cavities is about 1250 m.

1 . Introduction

Until now for the electric power plant
of 1 GW, Heavy Ion Incrtial Fusion (HIF)
driver system was needed to the length of
several km, even if it were RF linacs[l-3J or
Induction linacs. In the case of Induction
linac, we could not make the acceleration rate
up because of the voltage limit of fcrritc. And
in the case of RF linac because of beam focus
and wall loss of Alvarez type cavity, we could
not make acceleration rate over about 2 MV/m.
So that driver system of HIF is necessary the
length of several km.

The LBL and LLNL group[4] in USA
presented the plan of compact HIF driver in
1991. It was the type of Induction linac, the
aim was to be compact of driver by
combination of Induction linac and circular
ring.

On the other hand, the progress of RF
linac was shown in 1980's and 1990's.
Especially the study of the IH linac was
remarkable. In the IH type structure, it was
proved that the shunt impedance was high in
low and medium energy region, comparing to
other linac structure. So it was possible to

keep the acceleration rate to 10 MV/m in
energy region of about 50 MeV/amu by using
high shunt impedance. From consequence of
it we chose the IH type to main linac of HIF
driver, We found that the length would be 1-2
km. As we designed the conceptual design of
compact driver for HIF, the following is the
report.

2. High Shunt Impedance of III Linac

2.1 IH type Linear Accelerator

In 1956, an intcrdigital H (1H) type
linear accelerator was first proposed by
J.P.Blcwctt|5]. As one of the various
candidates for an injector of BNL proton
synchrotron, AGS. In the survey of the BNL
injector, Blcwctt indicated that the shunt
impedance of the IH type structure is high at
low and medium particle velocity. At higher

200
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00

N

TIT-IH (48MHz) V TIT-IHQ (100MH2)

TIT-IH (96MH2)

Fig.l Effective Shunt Impedance of IH and
other type.
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energies, however, its shunt impedance falls
rapidly. The further development of this
structure has been abandoned in USA for a
long time. The RF characteristics of an 1H
resonator, instead, have been extensively
studied by Russian[6,7] and French [8,9].
According to their experimental results, the HI
structure has the substantial advantages of
small transverse dimensions and high shunt
impedance especially at low velocity region

The small tank diameter gives relatively
low Q-valucs of the resonator, and therefore,
the RF excitation is very easy to handle. A
simple mechanical structure of linac cavity is
also one of the most attractive points of the IH
resonator. This accelerating structure,
therefore, is suitable for heavy ion accelerator.

The high shunt impedance has been
realized in a post accelerator of the large
Tandem Van dc Graff accelerator in
MunichflO-13]. The beam energy boosters
for tandem accelerators have a relatively small
energy gain in comparison with incident beam
energy. r

Table 1 Measured Effective Shunt Inpcdancc
and Cavity Parameters of IH Structure

InMihilc Zctt I) f I.
(MQ/in)(m) (MHz) (in)

IW lirail/liin Htn-l-mil C
(McV/u)

INS(.in-n) (198.1)")
TIT&TUM( 1994)2')
(ISI (1991)2')
TIT-1 (l9Kfi)"*>

4% 0.48
337 0.65
320 0.63
179 1.4

100 0.92
103 1.8,9
108 3.55
48 7.(1

0.(1121
0.0360
0.1)401
0.(147(1

10.7 11.(115-0.16
15.5 I). I-1.55
4.7 0.3-1.4

1(1.(1 (1.24-2.4

0.652
1.43
1.57
1.88

Pi 1 -IIIQ (19X9)IK>
TIT-2(1987)»)
Nlll-I (1990)12)
TUM-I (1982)10
UT(I984)I')
NDI-2 (I99I))'2)
TUM-2 (1990)12)

132
131)
142
150
137
HIS
1511

0.54
0.76
(1.72
1.0
0.75
0.72
0.5

102
96

100
78

100
MX)
157

0.92
3.0
3.64
5.0
3.0
3.64
3.(1

0.0534 '
0.0784
II.08IO
0.0842
0.088
0.0955
0.1044

'.50
.42
.54
.79
.27
.32
.4

0.82-2.0
2.4-3.4
2.4-3.7
2.4-4.3
3.4-4.3
3.7-4.9
4.3-6.0

2.23
2.10
2.45
2.54
2.66
2.57
2.71

An IH structure having large energy
gain as main accelerator was studied in INS
university of Tokyo] 14] and RLNR Tokyo
Institute of Technology] 15-19]. Figure 1
shows comparison of effective shunt
impedance of the IH structure and of other
acceleration structures. Table 1 shows linac
parameters and measured effective shunt
impedance of IH structure until now.

2.2 Effective Shunt Impedance of III
Structure

In order to obtain a rough estimation of
a shunt impedance for the IH structure linac,
let's consider the simplest case where the
acceleration structure is approximated by a

double ridged circular wave guide resonator.
As suggested by J.Potticr|20] and other
groups[10,21], the shunt impedance of the
ridge wave guide is estimated as.

Zs = C-a-ff2-D--f5.
Where the symbols arc Zs: shunt impedance, f:

operation frequency, D: diameter of cavity, P:
synchronous particle velocity divided by light

velocity c and a : correction factor clu to the
surface roughness.

The effective shunt impedance is given
as follows.

where T: transit time factor, C(B): coefficient
of effective shunt impedance for IH structure
linac. C(B) is displayed
c = Zeff'P 'D •/ •

Figure 2 shows comparison of
coefficient of effective shunt impedance ( C )
and particle velocity. The empirical
coefficients arc near the straight line as log-log
plots as shown in Fig.2. If diamctor of
resonator cavity is estimated, the effective
shunt impedance is expected various energy
region by using the empirical line.
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3. Conceptual Design of Compact
Driver by IH type Linac with High

Acceleration Rate

First we examine main parameters
using the empirical coefficient shown in Fig.2.
We can keep cavity diameter large even if
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operation frequency is high, in condition of the
drift tube without installing focusing elements.
Therefor the shunt impedance of cavity is kept
over 100 MQ/'m until 50 McV/amu. Even if
we control the voltage between drift tubes into
below of twice of Kilpatrick limit, we can
enough keep acceleration rate 10 MV/m. From
this rate, the peak wall loss is 1.2 MW/m at
normal temperature, and 120 kW/m at liquid
N2 temperature. So we can operate this linac
system safely.

For the sake of it we can keep the
acceleration rate 10 MV/m and construct the
RF linac system of HIF driver in the length of
1 to 2 km. The main parameters of HIF driver
linacs arc shown in Table 2. As shown in
Table 2, The effective length of the 1H linac
cavities is 1245 m and the total length of the
RF linacs containing RFQ linacs is 1405 m.
Considering the funncling and jointing
sections, it is sufficient to be with 2 km. If
acceleration rate is high at supper conducting
RFQ linac cavity, the length will be shorter.

Tablc2 Main Parameters of RF linacs for HIF
Name ill Urine
Frequency (MHz)
Inpnl Energy (McV/u)
Oulpiil Energy (McV/u)
Tnl:iM;cngih(tn)
ninm. nf Cnvily (m)
•/xff(MSVm)
I'cak Wall | j w (MW)
Wall IJISS Hale ( W / m )

nl l.ii|. N2
Accclenilinn Vullagc (MV)
Acceleration Kale (MV/m)
I'cak llc.'im Cuticnl (rnA)
llcnm I'cwct (MW)

RPO-I
2(1
11.(11
(I.IK
IIXI
2
10
I.K
IK

42.5
0.4
20
11.85

RPO-2
40
O.IS
0.3
m
211
0.8
13

30
0.5
40
1.2

I l l - l
INI
0.3
1.3
25
0.42
377
11
44
4
250
III
Kll
40

111.2
320
1.3
4.9
9(1
0.24
325
4(~>
511
51
9(10
111
IWI
2KK

111-3
320
4.9
in.)
130
n.2fi
208
III]
792
79
I3IK)
111
320
416

Ill-l
MO
IO.I
50.1
1000
11.12
138
1192
1192
119
IIKKKI
III
MO
32IK)

4. Considering Subjects in the Future.

We did not mention about beam
focusing in the above chapters. As the
characteristic of the IH, the diameter of cavity
gets small. The solenoid lens and quadrupolc
lens of supper conducting will be possible to
set in outside of the cavity. It is efficiently
expected to be focus. When it is constructed,
because of the progress of super-conducting
technology, stronger magnetic-field is possible
to generate. We arc planning to start the
correct Particle analysis.

It is necessary to cool the cavity it self
as the cooling shield of the super conducting
system that is set outside of acceleration
cavity. So it is possible that the wall loss of
cavity decrease until 1/10. In the case of
HIBLIC[2], HIF driver is operated in 10 Hz,
and it will be driven 100 Hz. Ad in the case of
100 Hz operation, the 100 fusion reactors are
possible to make electric power of 10 GW.

We must carry out a farther examination of
these problems.
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Abstract

We are developing a new device to measure the
longitudinal emittance of the proton beam accelerated by the
Alvarez linac. For the longitudinal cmittance measurement,
the simultaneous measurement of the phase and energy is
required. The protons scattered by a gold target placed on the
beam line are deflected by an RF electric field and detected by
a position sensitive detector (PSD). We can reconstruct the
phase and energy of the protons on the target by the
position and energy information from the PSD.

1. Introduction

The information of the longitudinal emittance may be
useful for the understanding of the operation condition of the
linear accelerator. But it has not yet been measured for the
high frequency proton linac. There are two difficulties in this
measurement. At first, the simultaneous measurement of the
phase and kinetic energy of the beam requires very careful
treatment. Secondly, the phase measurement requires a high
time resolution.

The longitudinal cmittance measurements for the H"
beam using the laser neutralization technique were studied at
Los Alamos laboratory W). They neutralize the H' beam by
the short pulsed laser for the time slice of the beam, and
separate them by the dipole magnet. Then the energy
distributions of the neutralized beam are measured. But this
technique cannot be used for the proton linac.

The measurements of the phase distribution for the
proton beam were studied by some laboratories ^ f i 0 . They
developed such devices as detect the secondary electrons
emitted from the biased thin wire target and deflected by an
RF electric field. Only a part of the beam in the short time
region sliced by this RF shutter are detected with the Faraday
cup. The time distribution of the secondary electrons
obtained from this monitor is well considered to have the
same longitudinal structure as that of the original beam. This
device has a good phase resolution, but cannot measure the
kinetic energy of the proton beam.

We have been developing the new longitudinal
emittance monitor which detects the phase and energy of the
proton simultaneously since autumn in 1994 $), A focusing
system using permanent magnets has been studied in order to
decrease the RF voltage of the deflector and increase the
phase resolution. The mechanical design of this new
measurement system and the fabricated devices are described.

2. Measurement System

The longitudinal emittance monitor mainly consists of
five parts: Au target, RF deflector, permanent-magnetic
quadrupole-lcnses (PMQ), position sensitive detector (PSD),
and the circuit system. The schematic view of the monitor is
shown in Fig. 1.

The 7MeV proton beam from the Alvarez linac is
scattered by the narrow Au strip target. Some protons
scattered to the 90 degree go through the thin slit and the
PMQs. The PMQ1 and PMQ2 focus the protons to the PSD.
Then the particles are deflected horizontally by the RF
deflector whose RF frequency is the same as that of the
Alvarez linac. The deflection angle mainly depends on the
RF phase when the protons go through the RF gap. The
PMQ3 enhances the deflection angle. Then the position and
the energy of the protons are measured by the PSD. The yield
of this measurement is estimated to be about 23 counts/s at
the peak beam current of 1 mA with the pulse width and the
repetition of 60 \LS and 180 Hz, respectively. The signals
from the PSD are amplified and A/D converted in the circuit
system. The raw data are accumulated in the personal
computer. The longitudinal emittance can be reconstructed
by this position and energy distribution data.

RF deflector

Pb Shield

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the longitudinal emittance
monitor.

3. Simulation of the system

Simulations of this measurement have been performed
to determine the parameters of the system. The optimization
factors are the RF voltage, the deflection angle and the
position resolution on the PSD. The calculated positions on
the PSD as a function of the original position in the bunch
applying the decided device parameters are shown in Fig. 2.
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The initial longitudinal distribution of the proton beam is
assumed to be uniform in a rectangular phase space. The
phase spread is ± 90 degree and the energy spread is ± 100
kcV. The position X on ihc PSD depends on the longitudinal
position Z0 and the kinetic energy. Because the deflection
voltage is sinusoidal, the X is not proportional to the Z0.
The spread range on the PSD is about 12.6 mm.

The position data which shows the initial phase value
have errors, because of the energy spread and the finite size
of the target and slit. This spread limits the phase
measurement resolution. We estimated the error less than 4.3
degree assuming the energy resolution of the PSD as 40 keV.

X 12mm

-20
30mm

Fig. 2
The simulated positions of the protons on the PSD for the
rectangular longitudinal phase space distribution. Z0 means
the longitudinal position at the target and X is the position
on the PSD.

4. Target

The target is located at the 20 cm downstream from the
Alvarez linac. The narrow Au strip target is evaporated on
the thin carbon foil whose thickness is 20 ^g/cm 2 . The
deposited area is 0.7 mm x 3.0 mm and the Au thickness is
0.1 urn. The target should be set on the straight line passing
centers of the PMQs. The alignment error should be less than
0.1 mm to obtain enough measurement accuracy. The angle
between the accelerated beam direction and the normal line
to the target plane is 20 degree. In this way, the area of the
Au viewed from the PSD are reduced to nearly 0.2 mm X 3.0
mm, and the scattering cross section becomes large. The
mean energy loss in the target is 9.8 keV that is not small
enough but compromised value with the yield.

The proton beam is scattered by the Au on the target
and is also scattered by the carbon film. The protons
scattered by the contamination material in the target can be
separated by the kinetic energy of the scattered protons,
because the kinetic energy of die proton scattered by Au is
6.93 McV, and one by carbon is 5.91 McV.

5. Cavity

the proton
The RF cavity produces the electric field which deflects

l scattered by the target. The deflection cavity is

shown in the photo 1, and the specifications of the cavity
are shown in Table 1. The inner conductor is tapered in order
to increase the shunt impedance. The resonant frequency is
tuned by a $34 mm plug tuner with 30 mm moving range.
The folders of the PMQs are fixed before and after the voltage
gap. The unloaded Q and the shunt impedance are evaluated as
12680 and 4.69 MSI, respectively by the 3-D field
calculation with the MAFIA code. The measured resonant
frequency of the fabricated cavity was 420 MHz which is
lower than design value. Then the electrode gap was enlarged
from 4.0 mm to 4.65 mm for tuning. The Q value was
measured to be 7010 after the resonant frequency was tuned
to 433.0 MHz. The design value of the electric field is 116
keV/cm. The high electric field is desirable for the better
resolution of the phase measurement. But the high electric
field needs a high power source. We estimate the necessary
power as 1.1 kW by the measured Q value and the calculated
Z/Q. We tried the high power test and more than 1.1 kW peak
power could be supplied.

Photo 1 RF cavity for deflecting the protons. The
rectangular one seen in the center is an 30 X 14 ^
electrode for deflection gap.

Table 1
Specifications of the RF cavity.

frequency [MHz]
unloaded Q
electrode gap [mm]
electrode length [mm]
electrode height [mm]
outer conductor diameter [mm]
inner conductor maximum diameter [mm]
inner conductor minimum diameter [mm]
outer conductor height [mm]
inner conductor height [mm]
outer conductor material
inner conductor material
shorting plate material
design gap voltage [kcV]
necessary peak power [W]

433.0
7010
4.65
30.0
14.0
200
100

14
210
106

Aluminum with Cu-plated
Copper
Copper

54.0
1100
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6. PMQ

The permanent magnetic quadruples (PMQ) are set to
the hoJdcrs in the RF cavity. The PMQ is assembled from the
eight trapezoidal magnet pieces made of Nd-Fe-B (NEOM AX-
41H). The PMQs installed in the holder is shown in photo 2.
The specifications of the PMQs are given in Table 2. The
PMQl and PMQ3 defocus the protons, and the PMQ2 focus
them horizontally. The PMQ3 enhances the deflection
angle. The 0.1 mm x 3.0 mm slit is located on the front
cover of the PMQl. The slit is made of the four pieces of 0.2
mm tantalum plates.

Photo 2 The PMQ folders. Right one has PMQl and PMQ2,
and left one has PMQ3. The folders arc made of copper-plated
stainless . The tantalum slit is attached on the PMQl.

Table 2
Specifications of the PMQs.

PMQ-No.
Bore diameter [mm]
Numbers of the Segments
Height of the segment [mm]
Lower base of the segment [mm]
Upper base of the segment [mm]
Field gradient [kG/cm]
Length [mm]
Material

1
10
8

9.18
11.75

4.14
-19.5
43.0

2
10

<--
9.18
<—
4.14

+19.4
43.0

3
12

<•-
8.18
<—
4.94

-14.8
45.0

Nd-Fe-B < - <--

7. PSD and circuit system

The PSD (IPP 1508-500) is a Si charged particle
detector with PN junction, whose front surface is P-type
semiconductor and back side is N-typc semiconductor. There
are two contacts on the surface side edges, and the resistance
between them is about 10 kfl. The bias voltage is + 80 V to
the backside N-typc semiconductor. The one connector on
the P-type side is grounded, and another connector is the
output of the signal proportional to the position and the
energy. The connector for the N-typc side is the output of the
signal proportional to the energy. Therefore the position is
given by the ratio of the two signals. The area of the PSD is
8x15 mm^, and the position resolution is 0.15 mm. This
detector is set at the 75 mm from the exit of the PMQ3. For
decreasing the X-ray from the Alvarez linac, we set the Pb
shield around the detector. Two magnets arc also used for
sweeping out the electron cloud coming from the deflection
cavity.

The circuit diagram for the signals from the PSD is
shown in Fig. 3. The two signals from the PSD are amplified

and A/D converted to 13 bits. The timing of the event in the
60 |is of the RF macro pulse is also measured. We can know
the time dependence of the longitudinal emiltance in the RF
macro pulse. The outputs of the three A/D converters go to
personal computer and the raw data are memorized. The data
taking program is KODAQ °) which is a flexible data
acquisition system based on NEC PC-9801 distributed by
Institute for Nuclear Study (INS), Univ. of Tokyo. The
histograms of the three ADC-outputs and two-dimensional
scattered plots for the ADC-outputs of the position and
energy signals can be seen on the graphic display by using
this program.

I ruttet I

n oimc<«ol

ll>*wlC(0)
— INTO

Fig. 3 The circuit diagram for the data taking system.
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Abstract

Beam position monitors (BPMs) for SPring-8
synchrotron were already designed and manufactured.
80-BPMs were successfully calibrated for the beam
position measurement. In this paper, we introduce the
structure of BPMs, the electronics of signal detection
system and the calibration system, and the results of
calibration are reported.

1. Introduction

Beam position monitors, which are placed in the
SPring-8 booster synchrotron, are designed to measure a
closed orbit distortion (COD). The BPMs are located at
the upstream position of 80-quadrupole magnets. Each
BPM consists of four button-type electrodes which are
mounted on the wall of the vacuum chamber. The
diameter of all the electrodes are 18 mm. Output signals
from the electrodes of 20-BPMs are selected by PIN-
diodc switches, and tlie amplitudes of these signals arc
measured by the same detection system. Four detection
systems are used at the same time for 80-BPMs, and the
measurement time of tliis system is less than 30 ms.

The BPMs are calibrated by using an antenna to
simulate an electron beam. The antenna is mounted on
the X-Y table which is driven by the pulse motors. The
508.58 MHz signal, which is the acceleration RF in the
synchrotron, is supplied from the tracking generator to
the antenna. The output signals from the electrodes are
measured by the spectrum analyzer. The normalized
values about horizontal and vertical positions arc
obtained by the output signals.

2. Structure of BPM pickup

The BPM pickup consists of four button-type pickup
electrodes which are attached to the SMA-type coaxial
feedthroughs welded on a 80x30 mm2 or 100X30 mm2

racetrack-type vacuum chamber. About the electrode, the
diameter is 18 mm and the capacitance with a
feedthrough is about 6.8 pF.

We use three types of BPM pickups. The type 1
BPM pickups arc placed at 78 positions. The horizontal
distance between the center of the vacuum chamber and
the electrodes is 14 mm. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional
view of the type 1 BPM pickup. The type 2 pickup has a
100x30 mm racetrack-type vacuum chamber, and the

position of A and D electrodes are x=24 mm from the
center of the vacuum chamber to measure the beam
positions on both the reference orbit and the bump orbit
for the beam extraction.

The type 3 pickup has also a 100x30 mm2 vacuum
chamber, and the position of the electrodes are as same
as the type 1. The type 2 and the type 3 pickups are
located on the straight-section where the beam extraction
systems are placed.

Fig. 1. The cross-sectional view of a type 1 BPM
pickup

3. The Electronics of BPM

The block diagram of BPM electronics for COD
measurement is shown in Fig. 2. The output signals from
the BPM pickups are transmitted through the 3 dB
attenuators and the coaxial cables to the electrode-
selector which consists of fast PIN-diodc switches and a
600-MHz low-pass filter (LPF). The switching time of
the PIN-diode is less than 0.01 ms, and the duration of
an one-electrode selection is 0.35 ms. The output signals
from the electrode-selectors are transmitted through
low-loss, high-frequency cables (WF-H50-4) to the
BPM-selector.

Heterodyne circuit is used at the detection system.
The 508.58 MHz signal, which frequency is the same
one as the acceleration RF in the synchrotron, is
transformed to a signal of 70 MHz intermediate
frequency by mixing with a 438.58 MHz signal from the
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local oscillator. The 70 MHz signal is converted to DC
level as position signal by the synchronous detector and
the 3.5 MHz LPF.

The output signals from the 80-BPM pickups are
detected by four detection circuits. It is expected that the
total measurement time of SO-BPMs is less than 30 ms.
To measure a single-bunch beam position, the output
signals from a BPM pickup are observed simultaneously
by digital sampling oscilloscope (SONY Tektronix
CSA803A, sampling head SD-26). Five electrode-
selectors have functions to change over from COD mode
to single-bunch mode.

4. Calibration System

The schematic diagram of the BPM calibration
system is shown in Fig. 3. To simulate an electron beam,
semi-rigid coaxial cable (UT-85) is used for an antenna
and is mounted on the X-Y table which is driven to x, y
and s directions by the pulse motors. The coaxial cable is
inserted in the stainless steal sleeve which has 3 mm
inside diameter and 5 mm outside diameter. The length
of the inner conductor out of the sheathe is 50 mm.

The optical sensors are used to set the antenna at the
initial position before every measurement.

The 508.58 MHz signal is amplified and is supplied
to the antenna from the tracking generator output of the
spectrum analyzer (HP 8560E). The output signals from
the electrodes: VA,VB,VC and VD arc switched by
electrode-selector and are measured by the same
spectrum analyzer. The X-Y table and electrode-selector
are controlled by HP model 362 through the motor
controller and I/O box. The offset distances between the
initial position of the antenna and the center of the BPM
pickups have been measured previously, and they are
compensated on the software.

To simulate a distribution of electromagnetic field
in the beam duct, two dummy ducts are attached both
ends of the BPM pickup. To avoid a noise signal by the
leaked electromagnetic wave, electromagnetic shield
rubbers are stuck on the inside of dummy duct's outer
sides and on the base of the antenna. At the longitudinal
position more than 60 mm from the end of sleeve,
electric field distribution is nearly constant. Therefore,
the X-Y table is driven to s-dircction that the position
comes on the center of the electrodes.

PIN-D sw. (-1

1
PIN-D sw. H

|
PIN-D sw.(—

|

PIN-D sw.f-J

LPF
600MHz

-H O/E

electrode-selector /]\monitor reset signal
reset signal

signal detection system

Fig. 2. The block diagram of BPM electronics for COD measurement

HP model 362

GPIB

motor
controler
& I/O box

spectrum RF out
analyzer

HP8560E

-{optical; sensor

motor *
driver ,

RFAMP X-Y table

output signal
;:Sj?fti:&B&^ :|

electrode select signal

electrode
selector

antenna

T

BPM
pickup

Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of BPM calibration system
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5. Result of Calibration

The normalized values calculated with the output
signals from electrodes:
H=(VA-VB-VC+VD)/(VA+VB+VC+VD) and
V=(V A +VB-VC-V D )/ (V A +V D +V C +V D )
are obtained at a position (x,y) of the antenna. Fig.4
shows an example of a result of measurement between
(H,V) and (x,y) of type 1 BPM. The calibrated area of
type 1 and type 3 BPM pickup is x=± 15 mm and y=±8
mm, and type 2 is from x=-15 mm to x=+25 mm and y=
± 8 mm.

calibration is about 0.1 mm. To estimate the accuracy of
this calibration system, we calibrated ten times about a
same BPM pickup. The deviation of the electric center,
which is the position of H=V=0, is within 0.04 mm.

6. Conclusion

80-BPMs were successfully calibrated and the
accuracy of calibration was about 0.1 mm. The BPM
pickups are already welded to the beam ducts.
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The relationship between (x,y) and (H,V) are expressed
as sextic polynomials that obtained by least square
method. Figure 5 shows an example of a calibrated
relationship between (x,y) and (H,V) of type 1 BPM.
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The precision of the X-Y table is about 0.005 mm
and the accuracy of installation of BPM pickup on the
calibration system is within 0.05 mm. The accuracy of
the optical sensors to set the antenna at the initial
position is within 0.05 mm. Thus the accuracy of the
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if this is the reason for the emittance growth. At first, of course,
we have to find the reason for the emittance growth in the magnetic
lenses. For this purpose we performed beam-simulation studies
on magnetic-lens LEBTs in the realistic magnetic field calculated
by using the computer program POISSON or MAFIA [5,6],

The growth of effective emittances in a low energy beam
transport (LEBT) is one of the most important problems to be
solved for the high-energy, high-intensity proton linacs, in the
high-energy part of which the beam loss should be extremely
reduced. Although a variety of LEBTs using electrostatic lenses
were examined at Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory,
large effective emittance growth due to lens aberrations was
observed in almost of them. Therefore, we performed design
studies on LEBTs with magnetic lenses in order to inject a proton
beam into a 432-MHz radio frequency quadrupole linac developed
for the Japanese Hadron Project. The smallest effective emittance
growth (no growth in RMS emiltance and small growth of less
than 159b in 100% emittance) was obtained in the LEBT with
two short, strong solenoid magnets (SMs). The LEBT with two
triplet quadrupole magnets gave rise to the larger effective
emitlance growth than that with two SMs, even in the case that
the beam optics was simulated in the ideal quadrupole field without
higher-order components under the linear space charge force.

Introduction

A 432-MHz, radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) linac was
developed as a pre-injector for the high-intensity proton linac of
the Japanese Hadron Project (JHP) [1]. A variety of low-energy
beam transports (LEBTs) for RFQs with resonant frequencies
around 400 MHz have been studied extensively at
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory (SSCL) and Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [2,3,4]. LEBTs with
electrostatic lenses were studied at SSCL, while those with
magnetic lenses at LANL. However, the results of their
developments are not satisfactory for our purpose, since the
measured "effective emittances" at the exit of their LEBTs were
about twice as high as that measured just after the ion sources.

It is perhaps necessary to present the definition of
"effective emittance" and the reason why we introduce this. How
to eliminate the loss of the high-intensity, high-energy beam is
one of the most important issues for the design of the high-energy,
high-intensity proton linacs, since the beam loss gives rise to the
radioactivity, eventually making the maintenance impossible.
From this point of view the mathematically defined emittance or
even the root-mean-square (rms) eniittance is not an appropriate
measure of the beam quality. In order to represent the quality of a
LEBT we use the phase-space area surrounding the positions and
gradients of all the particles with the designed TWISS parameters
of the RFQ linac. We here refer to thus defined emittance as an
effective emittance. Of course the parameters of the LEBT are
here adjusted to obtain the lowest effective emittance.

Critically inspecting the experimental results at SSCL we
concluded that the effective emittance grew in the LEBT with
electrostatic lenses mostly through their lens aberrations. Since it
is difficult to reduce the aberration of electrostatic lens, we had to
give up the use of the electrostatic lenses. On the other hand,
although the effective emittance in the LEBT with magnetic lenses
at LANL was also increased (the reason is not clear from their
papers), there is a hope of the improvement in this case, since one
may find the way to improve the aberration of the magnetic lenses,

Tabel 1
Design beam parameters in the LEBT

Proton or H" beam energy
Beam intensity
Particle distribution in transeverse emittance
4 times of normalized RMS emittance
TWISS parameters at the entrance

TWISS parameters at the exit

50keV
40 mA
KV
1.5 7i mm»mrad
a%i =cc =0.00
P,, =P =0.043
a =a =-1.05

; ; ;>

Design Beam Parameters and Preliminary Design Study

The design beam parameters at the entrance and exit of
the LEBT are respectively listed in Table 1. These parameters
were estimated or assumed, based upon the beam-simulation
results in the RFQ and the measured beam parameters extracted
from a volume production H - ion source at KEK [7]. It is assumed
that the particles are distributed with the KV-distribution at the
entrance of the LEBT (the particle distribution at the exit of the
ion source (IS) is not well-known). It is thus possible to study the
effect of the lens aberrations on the emittance growth, separately
from the non-linear space charge effect, since the particles with
the KV-distribution (uniform distribution in real space) exert only
the linear space-charge defocusing force. If the particles are non-
uniformly distributed, the stronger focusing force than that for
the KV-distribution is required (almost the same focusing force
required for a 40 mA beam with the KV-distribution is necessary
in order to focus a 20 mA beam with the Gaussian-distribution).
Therefore, the design peak beam intensity of the LEBT is chosen
to be twice as high as the required value of the JHP linac.

As the first step, three LEBTs were preliminarily designed
by using the computer program TRACE [8]. (With TRACE using
linear transfer matrices, we cannot obtain nny information on the
lens aberration.) The design parameters of each magnet are
summarized in Table 2. The LEBT is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. Two solenoid magnets are used in each of the first two
LEBTs, respectively referred to as BT-SM1 and BT-SM2. Two
triplet quadrupole magnets (TQMs) are used in the third LEBT,
referred to as BT-TQM. The following four technical restrictions
were imposed on these designs; (1) a distance of 90 mm between
the exit of the ion source (IS) and the first magnet is required for
sufficient vacuum pumping speed just after the IS, (2) a distance
of 215 mm between the two magnets is necessary for the space of

Table 2
Parameters of magnets determined by using TRACE

Magnet length L (cm)
Magnet bore radius rtoI(cm)
Field strength of 1st magnet

BT-SM 1
10
2.5
1.02T

BT-SM2
20
5.0
G.533T

Field strength of 2nd magnet 1.15 T 0.573 T

Total length (cm)
Max. beam radius r
ratio of radii r

BT-TQM
20
2.5
-10.2T/m
15.9 T/m
-10.2T/m
10.8 T/m
-16.9 T/m
10.8 T/m
74
2.5

.0

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the LEBT
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the gate valve, beam diagnostics and vacuum pumping, (3) a
distance of 35 mm between the second magnet and the entrance
of the RFQ vane was already occupied by the end plate of the
RFQ, (4) the field strength should be smaller than the value
obtainable without significant saturation in iron yoke of SM or
TQM.

The BT-SM1 was designed in such a way that the
maximum beam radius rta> was minimized by using almost the
strongest magnetic field obtainable with normal-conducting
solenoid magnet. The BT-SM2 was studied in order to find out
the reason for the emittance growth observed at LANL. The total
length of BT-SM2 and the dimensions of the SMs in BT-SM2 are
similar to those used in the LEBT developed at LANL. As seen
from Table 2, the significant differences between BT-SM1 and
BT-SM2 are in r ^ (1.2 cm in BT-SM 1 and 1.7 cm in BT-SM2)
and in the ratio of rtaI with the bore radius rhir (^,^^=0.48 in
BT-SM 1 and 0.34 in BT-SM2). In the later section, we will
investigate which parameter of r^, or rhm(/rhir has more effect on
the lens aberrations.

In general, quadrupole magnets are considered to have
smaller aberrations than SMs. This is the reason for studying the
BT-TQM. Since the convergence angle of the beam injected into
the RFQ is very large (about 80 nirad), the shorter quadrupole
magnets is preferable in order to reduce the beam radius. On the
other hand, the thin quadrupole magnet has large higher-order
components due to the fringing field. In order to compromise these
two conflicting requirements we set the two additional restrictions
upon TQM: (1) the minimum pole length of the quadrupole magnet
is equal to the bore diameter, (2) the minimum space between the
two quadrupole magnets is equal to the bore radius.

Kcam Optics Simulation in LEBTs

As described in the previous section, we expected that
the lens aberrations play an important role in the growth of the
effective emittance. In order to study the effect of the lens
aberrations, we have to simulate the trajectories of particles in the
realistic field, for example the solenoid magnetic field calculated
with POISSON. However, it takes very long time to optimize the
LEBT design by using the simulation program such as
BEAMPATH [9]. Therefore, we developed the program, referred
to as SHU in order to simulate the effect of the lens aberrations

more easily. With SHU, we trace the trajectories of particles, the
positions of which in the x-x' phase space are shown in Fig. 2 (no
emittance in the y-y' phase space : y=y'=0 for every particle),
undergoing the realistic magnetic field. In SHU, the particles also
undergo the linear space charge force estimated only from the
intensity and diameter of the beam (the axially symmetric beam
with the uniform particle distribution in the real space is assumed).
In order to justify the validity of the calculation using SHU, the
simulated results will be compared with those using BEAMPATH.

The emittance profiles calculated with SHU at the exits
of BT-SM 1, BT-SM2 and BT-TQM are shown in Fig. 3a), 3b)
and 3c), respectively. In these figures, the design emittance profiles
injected into the RFQ and the areas of the 100% emittances are
also shown with dotted lines. The 100% emittance surrounding
the simulated emittance profile has the same TWISS parameters
as those designed. The magnetic field distributions calculated with
POISSON were used in the simulations for BT-SM 1 and BT-
SM2. Since the current version of BEAMPATH supports the
simulation only for the ideal quadrupole field (not for the arbitrary
3-dimensiona! field), the ideal quadrupole magnetic fields were
used in the simulations for BT-TQM in order to make possible
the comparison with the BEAMPATH results. The calculated
emittance profiles were matched with the design profile by slightly
tuning the field strength. The beam envelopes, calculated at the
same time with Figs. 3, are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, we also
show the beam envelopes when the beam intensities are 0 mA.

In order to compare the simulation results using SHU with
those using BEAMPATH, we performed the simulations in BT-
SM 1, BT-SM2 and BT-TQM under the same conditions as before.
In these simulations, we traced the trajectories of 10000 particles.
The simulated emittance profiles at the exits of BT-SM I, BT-
SM2 and BT-TQM are shown in Fig. 5a), 5b) and 5c), respectively.
In these figures, the design emittance profiles injected into the
RFQ and the 100% emittance profiles are also shown with dotted
lines. As can be seen from Figs. 3 and Figs. 5, the simulation
results using SHU are in good agreement with those using
BEAMPATH. In this sense the use of SHU is justified in order to
study the lens aberration effects. The calculated RMS and 100%
normalized emittances of each LEBT are summarized in Table 3.

The results of the present simulation studies are
summarized as follows;
(1) Almost no growth of the effective emittance was observed in

Fig. 2
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the entrance of LEBTs.

x (mm)

(a)

Fig. 3. The emittance profile at the exit of LEBTs estimated with SHU.

(a) BT-SM 1, (b) BT-SM2, and (c) BT-TQM, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Simulated emittance profile at the exit of LEBTs with BEAMPATH.

(a) BT-SM 1, (b) BT-SM2, and (c) BT-TQM, respectively.
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Table 3
Normalized emittances

simulated with BEAMPATII.
(it mnvmrad)

4xRMS 100 %
BT-SM 1 1.50 1.74
BT-SM2 1.52 1.83
BT-TQM 1.53 2.10

S40
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- 8 0

2
E o

• 160

• Z40 )

/

x (mm)

Fig. 6. Calculated emittance profile of the focused particles
extracted from a point source with the ideal focusing
quadrupole field.

any LEBT, when the beam intensity was 0 mA.
(2) It can be seen from Table 3 that the effect of the lens aberration
was revealed on the growth of the effective emittance for the 40-
mA beam, while almost no effect on the RMS emittance.
(3) The growth in BT-SM1 with two short, strong SMs was the
smallest among the three LEBTs.
(4) The largest growth of the effective emittance was observed in
BT-TQM in contrast to the naive prediction from its ideal
quadrupole magnetic fields.

The sources of these emittance growths are discussed in
the next section.

Sources of Aberrations

(1) Source of Aberration in TQM
In order to find the source of the aberration occurring in

BT-TQM, we simulated >he trajectories of the particles extracted
from a point source in the ideal focusing quadrupole field by using
SHU. In this simulation, the beam intensity was 0 mA and the
particles with initial divergences of up to ±300 mrad were traced.
Since the focal length of the quadrupole magnet is 7 cm, the
particles were traced until 14 cm, where the particles will be
focused again at one point if there is no aberration. The simulated
emittance is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the linear
oscillation in the idea! quadrupole filed is satisfied only for the
particle with initial divergence angle of within around ±120 mrad.
In the BT-TQM, the simulated maximum value of the divergence
angles for the beam intensities of 0 mA and 40 mA are 140 mrad
and 270 mrad, respectively. The latter value is significantly higher
than 120 mrad. This is the reason for the remarkable filamentation
in the simulated emittance at the exit of BT-TQM.

In order to study the effect of the fringing field in BT-
TQM we used the SHU together with the realistic quadrupole
magnetic field calculated with MAFIA. The simulated emittance
at the exit is shown in Fig. 7. The extremely large filamentation
was generated due to the fringing field. The filamentation shown
in this figure is very similar to that observed in the LEBT with
several electrostatic quadrupoles developed at SSCL. It is thus
concluded that any short quadrupole lens has large aberration due
to the fringing field, when it is necessary to inject the beam with
large convergence angle into the RFQ with a resonant frequency
ofaround400MHz.

(2) Source of Aberration in SM
If the divergence angle of the particles exceeded ±120

mrad, the aberration described above should also occur in the
SM. Fortunately, this is not the case for SM, since there is no
defocusing force in the field of SM and the divergence angle is
not so enlarged as above.

In order to reveal the source of the aberration observed in
BT-SM 1, we simulated the beam optics in BT-SM 1 with the first-
order magnetic field distribution (Br=-r/2*(dBz/dz)) by using
SHU. The simulated emittance at the exit is shown in Fig. 8.
Almost no filamentation can be seen in this emittance profile.
Therefore, the effect of the aberration seen in Fig. 3a) and 5a)
arises from the higher-order components of the field which are
generated by the edge of the iron yoke and the fringing field. It is
noted that this kind of geometrical aberrations in BT-SM 1 is
significantly smaller than that due to the fringing field in the
realistic TQMs. The aberration in BT-SM2 also arises from the
higher-order components of the field. It is seen that filamentation

1 0 0 % . 4 04

x (mm)
Fig. 7. Calculated emittance

profile at the exit of BT-
TQM with the practical
quadrupole magietic
field.

x (mm)
Fig. 8. Calculated emittance

profile at the exit of BT-
SM 1 with the first order
m a g i e t i c f i e l d
distribution.

is magnified in proportion to the beam radius. This is the reason
why the aberration of BT-SM2 becomes larger than that of BT-
SM 1. On the other hand, the difference of the ratio r^/r^, in BT-
SM 1 and BT-SM2 has not so large effect on the aberration. (The
simulated emittance growth in BT-SM2 is smaller than that
measured at LANL, perhaps due to the lower beam energy (35
kev) in the LEBT at LANL.)

Conclusion

Three types of LEBTs with magnetic lenses were
investigated. In BT-SM 1 with two short, strong solenoid magnets,
the smallest effective emittance growth was obtained (no growth
in RMS emittance and a small growth of less than 15% in 100%
emittance). We will construct BT-SM 1 in near future for this
reason. BT-SM 1 is suitable for precise experiment on the non-
linear space charge effect, since there is only small emittance
growth when the linear space charge force is assumed.

Two important mechanisms of the emittance growth in
tlie quadrupole magnets were also comprehended. One is the
aberration due to particles with large divergence angles of more
than ±120 rnrad. The other is large aberration due to the fringing
field of a thin quadrupole magnet. We should also pay attention
to these aberrations in the medium energy beam transport (MEBT)
located just after the RFQ, since a number of thin quadrupole
magnets are used there.
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Abstract

It was pointed out recently that there ccxisls
an appreciable beam position dcocndcncc in the wall -
current monitor widely used in electron accelerators.
Detailed study of this dependence is performed on a test
bench varying the pulse width and the frequency of the
input signal simulating the beam. The results of
experiments show that when the pulse width becomes
shorter more appreciable becomes the dependence, and
it approaches to that of calculated from the method of
images. A unified analysis is under way.

Introduction

A wall-current monitor is one of the monitors which
are widely used in particle accelerators. It is used to
measure the beam current and its waveform, and most
suited for short pulse electron beams of a few nanoscc.

However, it was pointed out recently that there is a
significant beam position dependence [I] ~ [3] . A detailed
study was then made to make clear the charactrislics and
performance of this monitor. One of the results of this

study is that the output signal is not proportional to the
input signal in magnitude, but precisely proportional
in area. These results arc reported elsewhere [/]] .

This paper describes a study about the beam position
dependence of this detector; a detailed experiment is made
to clarify the properly of this dependence.

Experimental method

The operational principle of this monitor is well
kown; across the register set along the beam duct a
voltage difference is produced by a wall-current flow

bo.in duel

C M I

(DIGITAL
OSCILLOSCOPE)

CI1 1

I" i o n I

through it, and the current flow is csuscd by the beam.
A schematic drawing of the monitor cross-section is
shown in Fig. 1, the monitor has four output ports to
make clear the current distribution around the register.

The layout of the experimental apparatus is shown
in Fig 2. The beam duct has an insulator in its middle,
around wluch the monitor is installed. The beam is
simulated by a current passing through a wire set in the
center of the beam duct. The current is supplied by a
voltage pulse from a pulse gcncrator( UP 8131A ).

To measure die dependence of the monitor signal on
the beam position, the beam duct is varied with a
stepping motor instead of varying the wire position. It
is varied by a step of 1 mm up to 5 mm in the
horizontal plane as shown in Fig. 1. Each signal from
the four output ports is measured with an oscilloscope

(TDA6481A). •
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the monitor cross-section

Fig.2 Schematic representation of the test bench

Two kinds of experiment arc performed in studying
the beam position dependence of the monitor. One is
the experiment in which the width is varied of the input
signal, the other is that the frequency is varied for the
sinusoidal waveform used as an input signal. Although
the beam docs not have a sinusoidal waveform, the
frequency dependence of the cause to produce die
position dependence may probably be shown more
directly by using the sinusoidal input.

The attenuation of the signal in the cable and the
voltage gain of the oscilloscope depend on the pulse
width or the frequency of the signal, and both are
measured and corrected for each measurement.
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l;ig.3 Wavcfonns of the monitor outputs from cli.l to 4
for 1 ns input

I J r li I |- r l< 'I. O r U n A r '' 1

Fig.4 Output voltage vs. beam position for ch.l to 4

Results and disscussions

Typical output wavcfonns arc shown in Fig.3. The
pulse width is I nscc, and the beam position is +5 mm.
The channel number of each signal from the top to
(he bottom is J to 4, respectively, and corresponds to
the output port indicated in Fig.I. An appreciable
reflection of the signal is observed, however, its
influence may be mostly avoided in reading the
magnitude by selecting an appropriate time point.

A result of the measurements is shown in Fig.4,
in which the output signals from four channels arc

plotted as a function of the beam position . The pulse
width is I nscc in all measurements. As is shown in
the figure, four curves give different behaviours which
arc characteristic for the output positions relative to

U
0
I
t
a
9
e

r
a
t
i
o

the beam position deviation from the center.
Figure 5 shows a summery of the measurements

for channel 1, where the output vs. the beam position
is shown and llic parameter is the pulse width varied
from 750 ps to 50 ns.

When the pulse width is 50 nscc long, the output
sccarccly depends on the beam position. However, when
the width becomes shorter, more aprcciablc becomes
the dependence, and when it comes near or less than
a few nanoseconds, the outputs seem to approach

gradually to a solid curve shown in the Fig.5. This
curve is obtained by the method of images, and given
by [5]

I = •

— 2r $ cos (0 -
(1)

O 4 n s A I O n s X r > n n 5

0.7
-2 0

Beam position

Fig.5 Output voltage vs. beam position; the parameter
is the pulse width
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0-- WZ

Fig.6 Beam position in the beam duct

where the quantities used arc those given in Fig.6. In
the calculation the value of r is required, and is
assumed to be 35.25 mm which is about die average
value of the solid register.

The result for channel 3 of the monitor output is
very similar to the channel 1 described above. As
shown in Fig. 1, the channel 2 and 3 arc much less
sensitive to the beam position displacement as is also
expected fromliq.(I).

Figure 7 represents the output waveforms for the

channel 1 to 4 when the sinusoidal input is supplied.
The frequency is 300 MHz and the beam position
t 5 mm. The results of the measurements for
channel 1 is shown in Fig.8, where the frequency
of the input is varied. The parameter is the frequency
varied from lOMIIz to 300 Mil/., and at 10 MHz the
output docs not seem to depend on the beam position.
I Iowcvcr.lhc frequency becomes highcr.morc appreciably
depends the output on the beam position. This is very
similar to the previous experiment where the pulse
width is varied. The solid curve is the one calculatrd
by F.q(l). At 300 Mil/, the experimental data show
more appreciable beam position dependence than the
calculated. Detailed examination of these data is under
way. The reason to cause such beam position
dependence is suggested to be due to the rxistancc of an

1.5-

Fig.7 Waveforms of the monitor outputs from ch. 1 to 4
for 300 MHz input

impedance along the beam duct in a/Jmuthal direction
111 , [2| , ami this impedance is shown most likely

to be an inductance [3l ..However, unified quantitative
analysis of this monitor is required on various
characteristics, and now in progress.
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Abstract

The KEK 12GeV proton synchrotron is
scheduled to serve an intense beam for a
neutrino oscillation experiment. This experiment
is foreseeing about two times higher proton
intensity than the current one, and accelerator
machine studies are going on to improve the
current proton intensity. The most important
machine study is the investigation of an
emittance blow up mechanism during the
injection/acceleration period. An observation of
a fast transverse emittance blow up is one of the
key issue in this machine study and a flying wire
monitor is now developing at KEK-PS.

1. Introduction

A transverse beam profile provides so
many information related to the blow up
mechanism, such as orbit miss matching,
strength of resonances, space charge effect etc.
The beam profile varies turn by turn during the
acceleration. The slow profile change is caused
from, for instance, weak resonance and
adiabatic damping etc. It can be detectable by
employing a residual gas ion monitor1), which
collects the ions produced from the ionization of
the residual gas by circulating proton. However,
this type of monitor has ambiguity due to the
space charge and the finite ion drift time to the
electrode. A flying wire profile monitor is one of
the candidate to check each other and to observe
the fast profile change during the acceleration2)-
5).

The KEK-PS flying wire monitor is
designed to observe the vertical beam profile by
rotating a thin Aluminum wire (25(im(|>) into the
beam bunch by a speed of 20m/sec. Then the
crossing time duration is about 3msec and make
it possible to observe the fast profile variation

during the injection/acceleration period. A single
photo-multiplier mounted beside the rotator
detects the secondary particles produced by the
proton/wire interaction. Figure 1 shows a
mechanical device.

Fig.l Mechanical device

KKK12GcV[>ROTON
SYNCHROTRON

Fig.2 Instrument position

2. Flying wire mechanism
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Flying Wire monitor is installed just
behind a lattice defocus magnet as shown in
Fig.2. It consists of the low inertia U-shape
fork, the high precision potentiometer and the
high power DC servo motor. The U-shape fork
has a gap of 66mm with an aluminum wire of
25|im diameter stretched. The fork spacing and
length are determined to cover whole beam size
at the location where the wire is installed. The
fork is placed aiming to observe the vertical
beam profile and it crosses the circulating beam
from up to down with the maximum velocity of
20m/sec using a DC servo motor. An angle of
rotating fork is detected by the potentiometer
which is connecting to DC servo motor by
pulley. The fork velocity is automatically
controlled by comparing the motor driving
signal and the rotational angle signal.

Collision between the proton beam and
the wire material produces secondary particles,
number of which is proportional to the proton
density in the beam bunch.

(WS) through a 16 bit parallel I/O which can
transmit them by 4Mbyte/sec.

Function
Generator

i

trigger

Flyinc] Wire

r1n\/ n ^

signal

Photo-multiplier

1

Control
Unit

data

Y
data

Wave Form Digitaizer

Fig.3 System block diagram

3. Data acquisition

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the
signal flow. The photo-multiplier signal and the
potentiometer signal are digitized simultaneously
by a Wave Form Digitizes(WFD). The photo-
multiplier signals is a pulse train each of which
has a length of about lOOnsec and varied
according to the acceleration RF frequency from
6.0MHz to 7.8MHz. Therefore the sampling
rate should be at least 200Msample/sec to obtain
20samples for lOOnsec. Total memory of
0.6Mbyte is necessary to cover all the times
where the wire crosses the whole beam cross
section. Since the harmonic number of the
KEK-PS main ring is nine, a tagging signal is
necessary in addition to two signals mentioned
above in order to identify each bunch. The WFD
stores three signals in 1 Mbyte/channel memory,
and transmits them to a high speed Work Station

Fig.4 Tagging signal and photo-multiplier
signal when three bunches were injected.

Fig.5 Potentiometer signal

The data from the WFD is analyzed by a high
speed WS. Photo-multiplier signal express the
integration of number of secondary particles.

The peak of photo-multiplier signal is
proportional to the number of secondary
particles produced when a bunch hits the wire.
The analysis program of the WS looks for the
peak value of the each bunch signal and plot it
on the Y-axis as a function of the wire rotation
angle on the X-axis. Since the bunch
identification by the tagging signal is carried out,
the beam profile of each bunch can be also
deduced. The tagging signal and the photo-
multiplier signal are shown in Fig.4, and
potentiometer signal shown in Fig.5.
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4. Heating of the wire
and the emittance blow up

Beside the high energy secondary
particle shower detected by the photo-multiplier,
the beam/wire interaction also causes a multiple
scattering of the circulating proton and the
proton losses its energy at the same time. The

temperature rise of the wire material, AT, is
assumed to be caused by every loss of the
proton without considerlation of the energy
transfer to the secondary particle etc.

AT=
dE/dX d

m Cv (1)

where dE/dX, m, d and Cv are the minimum
ionization loss, mass, thickness and specific
heat of the wire, respectively.

Temperature rise is estimated by using
eq.(l) and that of all wire materials is much less
than the melting point as shown in Table 1.

Table 1.

wAl
C

u

[|im<j)]
10
25
10

AT
[K]

433.924
35.028
29.435

as

melting point
[K]
3660
993

3773

The emittance blow up, Ae, is described

(2)

where Py is the vertical beta function, d is

thickness of the wire, 6 is the rms value of
multiple scattering angle and n is the number of
revolution, respectively. 0 is estimated") by

0=
20[MeV/c1

(3)

where P, P and Zinc are the momentum (in
MeV/c), Lorentz factor and a charge number of

the incident particle, d and LR are the thickness
and the radiation length of scattering medium,
respectively. Typical circulating beam emittance,
e, is -ISmm-mrad. Dependence of the emittance
blow up on the wire materials is estimated as
shown in Table 2. It is obvious that W(tungsten)
causes about 10% blow up, then we don't use
it.

Table 2.

wAl
C

d
[[xm]

10
25
10

Ae
[mm-mrad]
(500MeV)
4.2464
0.27922
0.25911

Ae
[mm-mrad ]
( 12GeV )

0.13117
0.0086182
0.0079973

Ae/e

[%)
9.437
0.620
0.576

By the taking account of the
temperature rise and the emittance blow up, we
decided ro use aluminum wire which is more
easy to stretch on the fork than a carbon wire.

5. Conclusion

Design of the fast wire scanner at the
KEK-PS main ring was described. This flying
wire has just installed on early September. A
feasibility study and the software development
are now going on. The result of the study will
be presented at the Symposium.

*Miyazaki University
1-1, Nishi, Gakuenkibanadai, Miyazaki, Japan
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Abstract

3D visualization of Cherenkov radiation in water gen-
erated by an electron beam from the 28 MeV linac
of University of Tokyo was performed. We intro-
duced the light, emission computed tomography the-
ory. We adopted the fan beam projection using a
rotating mirror, a collimator, an optical fiber and a
photo-multiplier. Cherenkov radiation passing through
the collimator enter a photo-multiplier via an optical
fiber. The optical fiber should be shielded against X
rays. At the first stage, we succeeded in reconstruct-
ing the image of distribution of Cherenkov radiation
in water, with the nanosecond time resolution.

1.Introduction

Recently, Computed Tomography(CT) is progressing
remarkably in the field of the diagnostic technology
and medical treatment technology. Dynamic light
emission CT is the way of 3D visualization of a lu-
minous body using the algorithm of CT. For now, it
had obtained the distribution of the emission that was
emitted from a fluorescent tube or a discharge tube,
with the millisecond time resolution. The purpose
of this research is to enhance the time resolution of
this CT and to get the dynamic image of distribution
of light emission phenomena in nano- and picosec-
ond time domains. At the first stage, we measured
Cherenkov radiation in water generated by an elec-
tron beam from the linac of University of Tokyo, and
reconstructed the image of distribution of the emis-
sion by the light emission CT theory.

2.Theory of CT

In order to obtain the CT image of a body, we need to
get projection data in all directions. Assuming that
f(x,y) is the distribution of light emission from the
body, the projection data in the (^direction, p(r, 0), in
the r-s coordinate which rotate 0 angle from the x-y
coordinate are given as follows (see Fig.l),

p(v,0)
/•CO

= / f(rcosO — ss\nO,rs\n6 + scosO)ds
J — CO

/•CO /-CO

= / / f(x,y)8(x cos 0+ y sin 6 — r)dxdy
J — (X> J — CO

where r = xcosO •+• ysinO,s = — xsin0 + ycos0.

fan beam
Drojection

mirror"

Ar

parallel beam
projection

Fig.l: Parallel beam projection and Fan beam
projection

This equation is called the Radon transformation. Ap-
plying this transformation to the angle range 0 < 0 <
2/T, the projection data are made. This projection
method is called the parallel beam projection (solid
lines), while there is another method, the so-called
fan beam projection(broken lines). To reconstruct the
image from projection data, we backproject the pro-
jection data in all directions. Actually we perform
Radon inverse transformation discretely. There are
three methods for the backprojection such as the 2D-
Fourier transform method, the filtered back projec-
tion method and the convolution method. Here, we
use the convolution method since we can choose an
appropriate filter function to get a clear image. The
projection data are multiplied by filter function h(r)
and we carry out the convolution to get corrected pro-
jection data. We can reconstruct the image of f(x,y)
by backprojecting this corrected data ^\

fit frmax

= / p(r,0)h(xcos0 + ysmO - r)drdO
J0 J-rmax
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We use the Shepp and Logan filter function as follows,

h(nAi-) = 2/7T2(&r)2(l~4n-)

3.Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig.2. The energy
of an electron beam is 28MeV, macro pulse width is
2.5ns, electric charge is 3.2nC/pulse. The electron
beam passed through a glass tube. The glass tube
is filled with water and the water is shielded by Ti
windows at the both ends When the electron beam
passes through it, we take Cherenkov radiation in wa-
ter from the side of the glass tube through a collima-
tor. The light signal passes through the collimator,
an optical fiber, a photo multiplier with multi chan-
nel plate(MCP-PMP), and is measured and processed
at a transient digitizer. The diameter and the length
of the glass tube are 050mm and 175mm, respectively.
The inner diameter of the collimator is fdlmni and the
outer diameter and the length of the fiber is </>600/nn,
and 10m respectively. We applied -2kV to the photo
multiplier. The xyz coordinate is defined as shown
in Fig.2. The measurement plane is vertical to the
z axis, and we carried out the fan beam projection
by using the rotating mirror. Then, we move the op-
tical equipment along the z axis, to obtain the data
for 3D reconstruction. The mirror area is a 18mm
square, and the mirror is fixed and centered at the
axis of the rotation stage to reflect the light into the
colliinator. By using this mirror, we could avoid that
the optical fiber faces directly, the water tube where
X rays are generated, so as to reduce the light noise
generated by X ray irradiation in the optical fiber. By
taking account of axisymmetry of the water tube, we
didn't scan the collimator in the azimuthal direction
and scanned the mirror only in the range of 24° at
a half side of the fan beam projection. The step an-
gle is 3°, and the measurement plane is changed by
10mm step from the point of z=19mm to z= 119mm.
We measured the light noise data by cutting the visi-
ble light at the entrance of the collimator by a paper
beforehand and subsrtucted them from all measure
data.

175mm

oplical fiber

•(.Result

Because of axisyminetry of the configuration, »ve mea-
sured only (ho Innst nrrossary dntn. and assigned them
to 31 fan beam projection data in the mirror angle
range of ±15° at 72 azimuthal angles around the wa-
ter tube. Under this assumption, we calculated the
reconstruction image. We show the reconstruction
image of the distribution of Cherenkov radiation in
water as shown in Fig.3. It is the view in the x-y
cross section at z=29mm After we reconstructed in
the x-y image at each z position, we integrated them
with respect to the x coordinate and time, the y-z im-
age as shown in Fig.4. For comparison, we show the
picture of Chorenkov radiation taken by a CCD cam-
era as shown in Fig.5. It looks that strongly radiated
area in the reconstruction is more widely distributed
than in the photograph. It can be attributed to lack
of spatial resolution in the x-y plane due to the large
radius of the the optical fiber.

1

0

Fig.3:x-y cross sectional image (z=29mm)
1

Fig.4:fmage of reconstruction integrated data
along x axis and about time.

Fig.2:Experiment setup Fig.5:Picture of Cherenkov radiation in water
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Next, we show the time variation of Chrrenkov radia-
tion in the y-z plane at x=0 as shown in Fig.6(a)~(c).
Fig.7 shows the time variation of maximum projection
data at z=19mm. It is clear that the electrons lose
their energy near the entrance of the electron beam
and the resultant emission area is localized there.

(a):t = 1.0ns

In this experiment, we manually positioned the mir-
ror and other optical equipments and it is thought
that there are rather position errors. Rut now we are
manufacturing a automatic measurement system as
shown in Fig.8. The system has a column made of Pb
to cover the body to shield the optical fiber against
X rays, and the column has a small window for light
extraction into the collimator. It rotates keeping the
window to face the mirror. By using this system, we
can get fan beam projection data with high spatial
resolution quickly. Now, because we use the photo-
multiplier as the detector of light, the time resolu-
tion is limited to nanosecond, but we will introduce
a streak camera to enhance the time resolution to pi-
cosecond soon.

rotative stage motor
X ray shield (Pb)_ \ m o l o r fo r m i r r o r

measured
body

one axis
stage motor

beam line

optical fiber

(b):t=2.0ns(peak)

(c):t='l.0ns
Fig.6:Tirne variation of Cherenkov radiation in the

y-z plane.

0.0 2.0 4.0
1.0

Fig.7:Time variation of maximum projection data at
z=19mm

Fig.8:3D Automatic Measurement System

5.Conclusion

A 28 MeV electron beam generated by the linac passed
through the glass tube filled with water. Then we
took the Cherenkov radiation in water by the collima-
tor with the rotating mirror, the optical fiber and the
photo multiplier. Using the measured data, we calcu-
lated the reconstructed image of each section which
is vertical to the beam line by the light emission CT
theory. Finally, then we succeeded in getting the 3D
image of the radiation distribution with the nanosec-
ond time resolution. We used the convolution method
for numerical reconstruction where the Shepp and Lo-
gan filter function is used. Hereafter we attempt to
enhance both spatial and time resolutions by intro-
ducing the 3D automatic measurement system and
the streak camera.

Reference

(l)Tsuneo SAITO : "Image Processing Algorithm"
,Ohmikagakusha,1993.
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Abstract

Non-destructive profile monitors (NDPM), based on
micro-channel plate (MCP), have been developed and
installed in both the synchrotron ring and high-energy beam
transport (HEBT) line at HIMAC. Beam test using these
monitors have been carried out since April of 1995 to
investigate a change of vertical beam size in synchrotron and
a possibility of observing beam with high energy by one
pass. In this paper the measurement system is mainly
reported, and the preliminary results are also briefly presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

NDPM based on MCP has been studied and
developed at many accelerator facilities f 1 ~ 3 ] , because of a
powerful method for non-destructive beam diagnostics. The
NDPM utilizes residual gas ionization. The ion-electron pairs
created by the impact of high energy charged particles on
residual gas are accelerated in a uniform electric field, and
ions or electrons bombard the surface of MCP. Electrons
emitted by the bombardment are multiplied in MCP when a
bias voltage is supplied between both ends of MCP. The
multiplied elections in MCP arc collected to multi-anode
strips or resistive anode using charge division method. One-
dimensional beam profile is obtained as electric signal
through a read out circuit.

NDPMs at HIMAC have been studied and installed
for following purposes. (1) To investigate a change of vertical
beam size of circulation beam during acceleration and
extraction at synchrotron, because the measured vertical
emittancc of the extracted beam is not consistent with the
calculated value based on the adiabatic dumping. (2) To
monitor the beam profile non-destructively at HEBT during
irradiation treatment of tumor. Therefore, two NDPMs have
been designed, and installed to the synchrotron ring and
HEBT, respectively.

The paper reports the design considerations of the
NDPM and the preliminary testing results.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATION

The NDPM consists of an accelerating electrode of
ions or electrons created by a beam, a cascade-MCP with
32ch multi-anode strips and a read out circuit.

2.1 Estimation of output signal level

The expected signal amplitude obtained from a
monitor was roughly estimated using the well-known Betlie-
Bloch formula. The number of ion-pairs, that can be
produced along the unit length of a 290McV/n carbon beam,
is first estimated. In this case, 5.7pairs/cm/Torr is obtained
for the beam revolution frequency of 1.5MHz in the average
vacuum pressure of lxlO"9Torr in the ring. Taking these
values into account, since the gain of a cascadc-MCP and the
beam intensity are assumed to be 107 and 108pps,
respectively, the estimated output current per channel is
44nA. In NDPM at HEBT, the output current is estimated at
2.9pA/ch under the conditions of 1X10'7TOIT of the vacuum
pressure and 107 of MCP's gain.

The estimation suggests that measurement in HEBT
needs cascade-MCP to obtain large gain, and possibly worse
vacuum condition, in the ring , lower gain is enough for
assumed intensity. Nevertheless, cascade-MCP was adopted
also for the ring to cover the request for weaker beam.

2.2 Structure of NDPM

Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the NDPM at 111MAC.
The NDPM has 7 electrodes, which are arranged to realize
a uniform electric-field to accelerate ions or electrons created
by a beam. The field was calculated by using the code
Poisson as shown in fig. 2. The maxii im voltage is ± 25kV.
The effective area that beam can pass through is 180x75mm2

for measuring a vertical profile in synchrotron, and
100x100mm2 for a horizontal beam profile in HEBT. The
electrode at the opposite end of the field cage to MCP is made
of mesh, in order to use U V-rays for gain calibration of each
anode. In both cases, the size of MCP is 55x8mm2 (Hamamasu
Photonics F4772-01), and the interval between neighboring
anode-electrodes is 1.7mm. The output of the MCP was
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operated at 0.5kV negative to the anode strips which arc at
the grand level.

In the case of ring, the electric field of the NDPM may
distort a closed orbit by about 8mm during the injection. In
order to correct this disturbance, an additional electrode is
installed at just downstream of the NDPM. This correction
electrode has a similar structure to the monitor, and is fed
high voltage with the inverse polarity by same power supply
as the NDPM. In the case of HEBT, however, the correction
electrode is not used because an orbit distortion is negligible
due to one pass high energy beam.

In order to keep high vacuum in the ring, the NDPM
was baked at 2 0 0 ^ for 24hr before installation to the ring,
and the resistor of 20M Q to divide the high voltage to each
electrode are equipped outside of the vacuum chamber to
remove out-gas sources.

Fig. 1 Photo of the NDPM at HIMAC synchrotron.

Fig.2 Equipotential line calculated by Poisson code. At the left
is the mesh electrode and MCP position is at the right end.

2.3 Read-out circuit and control system

Fig 3 shows a schematic block diagram for the read
out circuit and control system. In the case of ring, the charge
from the anode strip is converted to a voltage with the
conversion ratio of 1 V/nA, then it is digitized after a 32ch
analog-multiplexer. The digitized signal is thirdly stored in a
memory. The signal acquisition is repeated in this way for
1.4s at the minimum interval of 10ms. The stored data is
transferred to the control computer in the central control
room, and finally displayed on a CRT. The local control
system is connected to the control computer through GPIB.
The operation of the NDPM is normally carried out at the
central control room. In the case of HEBT, generated current
signal in the NDPM is integrated in the existing read out
circuit with exchanging a capacitor from lOOOOpF to 500pF,
which is used for multi-wire proportional counter type
monitor[4]

vacuum chamber

1

Fig. 3 Block diagram of read-out circuit and control system.

3. PRELIMINARY TEST

3.1 Calibration

UV-rays were irradiated to investigate uniformity in
the gain characteristics of MCP. Results of both before beam
Jest and after 300hr beam exposition are shown in fig. A. As
can be seen in fig. 4(a), the uniformity of gain was within
± 5 % at NDPM in the ring before beam test. In the case of
ring, however, since the created electron intensity is
somewhat high due to high revolution frequency, the gain
seems to become small gradually . It is thus necessary to
compensate the gain deterioration. At present, the fluctuation
of the gain in each channel is measured by using UV-rays,
and it is compensated in the level of software, resulting in a
flat response on a CRT. In HEBT, since the created electron
intensity is usually small due to one pass beam, such gain
deterioration has not been observed yet.
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10
duumd

Fig.
ring

(a) (b)
4 Gain characteristics of anode channels of NDPM in the
. (a)before beam test, (b)after 300hr use.

3.2 Profile measurement

As shown in (ig 5, the beam profiles can be observed
in both cases of ring and HEBT under the conditions
summarized on Table 1. In the case of ring, signal levels were
decreased as increasing a beam energy, because of reduction
of energy loss.

When a correction electrode was not used in the ring,
a decrease by 2O~3O% in the beam intensity was seen due
to the kick by the accelerating electric field of the NDPM.
Such a decrease was compensated by using the correction
field. In HEBT, when the supplied voltage to the accelerating
electrode is higher than 20kV, an increase in the noise can be
found. As long as the vacuum pressure is better than 10"7Torr,
this noise remain very small, however the beam profile was
not satisfactorily observed.

Table 1. Testing conditions.

beam
vacuum
energy
intensitv
MCP gain
field voltage

synchrotron
C6'

lxKr'Torr
6~350MeV/u

5xl08pps
5xlO4

~ 1 7 W

HIZBT
Nc'°f

3xI0"Torr
400MeV/u

lxl08pps
10'

~20kV
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Fig. 5 Measured beam profile, (a)synchrotron.(from injection
to the end of extraction, the interval of 30ms), (b)HEBT

4. SUMMARY

The NDPMs at HIMAC have been designed and
tested. As a preliminary result, they measured the expected
beam profile in both the cases of ring and HEBT. Both in the
ring and HEBT, the measured output was consistent with the
estimation. In HEBT, however, the beam profile was not
satisfactorily observed when the vacuum is better than 10'
Torr and the beam intensity lower than 10 pps.
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Abstract

The PF 2.5-GcV linac is now being upgraded for
the KEKB project. A stripline-type beam-position
monitor is under development in order to easily handle
the beam orbits of primary high-current electron beams
for producing a sufficient number of positrons. The
spatial dimensions of the mechanical monitor
components were decided during its design. In the
monitor design, it is particularly important to determine
the opening angle of the electrode, because larger
electromagnetic couplings between the electrodes
generate a larger nonlinearity concerning pick-up
signals. The opening angle of the electrode was decided
based on a numerical calculation which considered the
charge-simulation method. This report summarizes the
method and results of the numerical calculation in detail.

1. Introduction

The linac is required to stably accelerate primary
high-current electron beams in order to produce a
sufficient number of positrons in the KEKB projcct[l].
The beam-position monitor (BPM) is important in order
to easily handle orbits of high-current electron beams so
as to suppress any beam break-up generated by a large
transverse wake field. A stripline-type BPM was
designed in order to perform this function. In its design,
it is required to determine the mechanical spatial
dimensions of the BPM components, that is, the bore
radius, the stripline length, the opening angle of the
electrode etc.. The opening angle of the electrode is
generally designed from the point of view of the signal-
to-noise ratio of the pick-up signals and the
electromagnetic coupling strength between the
electrodes. That is, although a large opening angle is
desirable from the former point of view, it generates a
larger electromagnetic coupling between the electrodes
through equivalent capacitors, which are only
determined by the geometrical configuration of the
electrodes and the bore radius. The capacitive couplings
between the electrodes do not preserve a good linearity
of the pick-up voltage induced by beams, and, thus, a
small opening angle of the electrode is desirable from
this point of view. A numerical calculation of the
electromagnetic coupling strength between the electrodes
was performed in order to determine the optimum
opening angle of the electrode on the basis of the charge
simulation method[2]. This report describes the method
and results of the numerical calculation in detail.

2. Brief overview of the charge-simulation method

A numerical analysis based on the charge-
simulation method is briefly discussed here using a
simple example. Two conductor rods and a ground-
potential plane are arranged by some geometrical
configuration (Fig. 1). The electrostatic potentials and
charges on rods #1 and #2 arc given as (Vu Q,) and (V2,
Qj), respectively. Rod#l, #2 and the ground-potential
plane are mutually electrically coupled through
equivalent capacitors (Cy).

Conductor rod # 1 ( ^ , 2 , )

Conductor rod #2 (K2,

Ground-potential plane

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of a simple three-conductor
system comprising two conductor rods and a ground-
potential plane.

These parameters can be related by the following
formula:

C. = C.. (i * j * 0).

(2-2)

(2 - 3)

Here, Ci0 and Cti (j*0) are called the self-capacitance
and the partial capacitance, respectively. The coupling
strength between the rods is given by the ratio of the
partial capacitance to the self-capacitance (Cj/Ci0). This
ratio is determined only by the geometrical configuration
of the conductor system. The charge-simulation method
rearranges the charge (CD as a finite number of
imaginary charges, q-, (<2( = L<7,), on the conductor

surface. The configuration of the imaginary charges is
chosen so as to give an electrostatic potential (Vj) on the
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surface of each conductor which can be uniquely
determined by the electrostatic theorem.

3. Application to the beam-position monitor

The capacitivc couplings of the striplinc-type BPM
arc shown in Fig. 2.

VA, (<t>=37t/2)

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of the striplinc-typc BPM.
The equivalent capacitivc couplings arc also shown
inside the pipe.

It is a conventional striplinc-lypc BPM with rc/2
rotational symmetry. The interval between the electrode
and the inner surface of the pipe is chosen in order to
make a 50Q transmission line. The opening angle (A<1>)
of the electrode should be determined in terms of both
the signal-to-noisc ratio of the pick-up signals and the
coupling strength between the electrodes.

The electric field generated by rclativistic beams
inside the pipe can be treated as a two-dimensional
electrostatic field because the field is almost boosted in
the transverse direction to the beam axis. Thus, only the
electrostatic field is treated in the analysis.

Outline point on the pipe surface

\
\ Imaginary charge

Outline point on
the electrode surface

All/
Segmentation (n) N ^ y Opening angle

(Ac

Beam center

Fig. 3. Segmentation of the beam pipe and electrode
surface.

First of all, the surface of the pipe and each
electrode arc segmented as shown in Fig. 3. The black

circles indicate the outline points on the pipe and
electrode surfaces, the cross points being imaginary
charges. The cu'Jinr points pn bolh !he inner (radius
c=28.5mm) and outer (radius d=32.5mm) surface of the
pipe arc configured in equal (n) parts in the azimuthal
direction. The electrode surface (inner radius, a=20mm;
outer radius, b=21.5mm) is segmented in the azimuthal
direction so as to have an azimuthal angle which is equal
to the segmentation of the pipe, and is segmented in
equal m parts in the radial direction. The coordinates (x,,
>i) of the outline points are given as:

xt = r cos(2?ri / n), (3 - 1)

yt = r sin(27ti / n), (1 < i < n). (3 - 2)

The coordinates (X,,Yd of the induced charges are given
as:

X. = (r ± 5; cos(27ii / n), (3-3)

Yt=(r± 8) sin(27ii / n), (1 < i < n). (3 - 4)

Here, r indicates the pipe and electrode radius (r=a+(b-
a) j/m, (1 < j £ m)) is used in the case of the electrode
side surfaces), and 5 is the interval between the outline
point and the imaginary charge to the radial direction,
which must be inside the outline point. The parameter 5
is generally given by the following formula:

5 = e x / , (3-5)

where e is twice the interval length between the
adjoining outline points and/ is a free parameter to be
tuned (to be generally chosen within 0.2-1.5). The
electrostatic potential (Vj) on each outline point can be
calculated by superposing the potentials generated by all
of the imaginary charges, as follows:

V^Zv,, 0-6)

= Z /I ?,, (3-7)

In
4ne.

, (3-8)

where V| is the potential generated by one imaginary
charge (q^) and P Vi is the potential coefficient
approximated for a line charge with infinite length. The
coupling strength (CS) between electrodes #1 and #2 is
calculated using:

cjcl0
(3-9)

(3 -10)
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Here, the summations of the imaginary charge {qx and
Qi) arc on electrode #1 and on all of the electrodes,
respectively.

4. Check or the numerical calculation

The parameter/ was tuned so as to produce good
symmetrical and constant electrostatic potentials on the
electrode surfaces. Figure 4 shows the result of a
calculation in terms of the electrostatic cquipotcntial
field lines on the use of the parameter /=1, which gives
the best result. The segmentation numbers (n and m)
were also tuned by checking the convergence of the total
induced charges on both the electrode (Qi) and pipe
surfaces (X Q,). A segmentation number of n=120 (to

be fixed on the segmentation number m=3) was obtained
by a convcrgcncy calculation, the accuracy of which was
deduced to be - 2 % from the convcrgcncy. The
parameters used in the calculation arc summarized in the
following table.

Table 1. Several parameters used in the check
calculation. „„„„„„.,..

Pipe potential Vo (Volt) 0
Electrode potential VX~VA (Volt) 1
Azimuthal segmentation n 60-140
Radial segmentation m 3
Free parameter / 0.2-1.5
The opening angle of the electrode (deg) 60

j

1
Jl

!?*iiiijl§ii^

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
-30-20 -10 0 10 20 30

Fig. 4. Calculated electrostatic potential field lines (solid
lines) inside the BPM pipe. The black points indicate the
outline points of the pipe and the electrode surface.

4. Results or the numerical calculation

The coupling strength between the electrodes was
obtained by using equation (3-10), in which the
parameters derived in the section 3 were used. Figure 5
shows the variation (solid line) of the coupling strength
as a function of the opening angle of the electrode. The
coupling strength is about 11% for an opening angle of
60°. The linearity of the pick-up signals is changed by
the induced charges generated through the capacitive
couplings. The induced charges through the couplings

are approximately estimated only by taking account of
the nearest-neighbor electrode using equation (2-1), as
follows:

(4-3)

(4-4)= cs
fy,-y,)

where AQ, is the charge induced by electrode #2. The
pick-up voltage (Vj) is determined by the well-known
wall-current formula:

2 I 2

a - X -, (4-5)
1 2 2

a + X - 2aXcos($t - 9)

where X and <p are the displacement and azimuthal
angle of the beam, and <J>j is the azimuthal angle of the
electrode. Figure 5 shows the variations (dot lines) of
the nonlincarity (Af2,/j2i) as a function of the opening
angle of the electrode.

25

i s :
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Fig. 5. Variations of the coupling strength (solid line)
and nonlincarity (dot lines) as a function of the opening
angle of the electrode.

5. Conclusions

The opening angle of the striplinc-typc BPM was
analyzed on the basis of the charge simulation method.
The coupling strength between the electrodes was -11%
at the opening angle 60° which generated a 2.3%
nonlinearity of the pick-up signals induced by the beams.
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Abstract

A beam spill control system has been designed and
installed in order to improve a spill structure of extracted
beams from synchrotron at HIMAC. The system concept
is to optimize a current setting pattern for correction
quadrupole magnets (QDS), by utilizing an iterative
control based on information of a spill structure from the
beam ripple monitor.

1. Introduction

A high accuracy for the dose distribution is
required in heavy ion therapy because of its sharp
localization and high RBE (relative biological
effectiveness). It is thus necessary to obtain a uniform
dose with sharp boundary in the lateral direction, and to
control precisely the total dose per patient. An irradiation
system at HIMAC adopts a beam wobbling method along
with a scatterer to obtain such uniformity within ±2%
[1]. However, when a frequency of ripple in the extracted
beam spill is close to the driving frequency of wobbling
magnets (57Hz), the dose uniformity can be lost due to a
beat phenomenon.

In a resonant slow extraction at HIMAC, a main
ripple of beam spill is caused by a current ripple
generated in the power supply of main focusing
quadrupole magnets (QF), which is lOOHz. It is
monitored with a thin scintillator at extraction beam line.
A signal of harmonics synchronizing with the PLL
(phase locked loop) was fed forward to the active filter of
QF power supply, which was effective to reduce ripple
[2]. This observation suggests a possibility of ripple
reduction by quadrupole components. A beam spill
control system has, therefore, been developed in order to
reduce a beam ripple and to secure uniformity by shaping
a spill envelope. A set of QDS, originally installed for
tune-shifter, is utilized in the system. This paper reports
a design consideration and preliminary experimental
results concerning the beam spill control system.

2. Design Consideration

2-1. Framework
As mentioned above, basic component of ripple

reduction is harmonics of power supply driving
frequency. Superpositioned harmonics forms starting
point of QDS output current pattern. However, there
must be other sources of ripple and also fluctuation in
AC line, for example, affect actual ripple output. An
adjustment is necessitated for current setting to reflect
these effects. It means that our system should have a
function of feed forward setting and feed back from ripple
signal. Iterative control of current pattern by beam signal
would provide long term operability against various
fluctuation conditions.

2-2. Optimization Algorithm
The important aspect of the system is an

algorithm to optimize a current pattern for QDS
automatically by utilizing the iterative control [3] based
on information of a spill structure from the beam ripple
monitor.

Assumptions on the algorithm is summarized as
follows: (1) transfer function concerning the parameters
of digital filter and a power supply are known; (2) the
extracted beam spill is reproduced at each operation cycle
of synchrotron while the beam intensity is fluctuating;
(3) gain of the iterative control can be optimized in order
to make the control system stable.

The optimization for the current pattern is carried
out separately at low (for shaping a spill envelope) and
high (for correcting a beam ripple) frequency regimes, as
shown in fig.l. At a low frequency regime, an error
between the spill signal after the low-pass filter and a
current pattern is fed back to QDS after averaging. At
high frequency regime, the spill signal after the band-pass
filter with phase compensation is fed forward to QDS.
Each filter is employed a FIR (finite impulse response)
digital filter because of considering stable. The
optimization is completed when a root mean square of the
error between the spill signal and the pattern becomes
smaller than a specified value. Parameters of filters at
both frequency regimes as well as the feed-back and feed-
forward gain are designed to be adjustable.

2-3. Structure of hardivare
A beam spill controller and QDS magnet power

supply have been developed to realize the system
algorithm. The system structure is shown in fig.2.
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Beam Spill Data

Band
Pass
Filter

The Low Frequency regime.

Conditional Judgment

Ripple Data
Comparison

Phase
shifter

The High Frequency regime.

Fig. 1 Each algorithm enclosed by broken lines indicates the low and high frequency regimes.

QDS power supply is designed to have bipolar
outputs, so that QF current pattern can be the same with
or without the beam spill controller system. QDS power
supply is operated according to the current patten that is
produced based on the beam waveform.

In the control device of QDS system, VME
computers are used to carry out the real-time control.
VME computers consists of processors, memories and
I/O's in the unit, which use a digital signal processor
(DSP). CPU is MVME147S, which is used for the

operating and file management, DSP is DSP8031 for
filtering and other pattern control function, memory is
HIMV210, A/D converter is DSP8112, D/A converter is
DSP8124 and clock generator is DSP8240 for making
sampling clock of 6kHz. The system realizes fast I/O
handling by using a "mtt Link" bus independently. The
system has been designed to be maintained by E.W.S.,
including file management [4]. The sampling cycle of
beam waveform is 1200Hz. That of the current pattern to
QDS power supply is 6kHz, whicli was chosen to reduce

Beam Spill Control Device
(VME System)

QDS2

Beam Ripple Monitor

QDS Power Supply

T
The Beam Stop Signal

(from Irradiation System)

Harmonics Superposition
Waveform Generator PLL

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of spill control system and HSWG.
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the peak voltage due to discrete signal.
In addition, CDS magiieis a;;;! pvwvr .supply arc

used to determine the tola] dose for treatment. They can
directly move a horizontal tune from the resonance. When
the "beam stop" signal comes from the irradiation
system, forcing in QDS power supply without software
handling directly realizes stopping of a beam extraction
faster than few ms.

3 . Experimental result and discussions

3-1. HSWG with feed forward
The experiment was carried out first by using only

the "Harmonics Superposition Waveform Generator"
called "Ripplebasher" [5] for the feed forward to QDS
power supply. It is shown in the part enclosed by broken
lines in fig. 2.

Fig.3 shows beam spills and their FFT analysis in
the operation with and without HSWG, under the
condition of 3 X 108pps C&+ beam with an energy of
350MeV/u. The amplitude and phase of HSWG were
adjusted to reduce the frequency component of lOOHz at
the beam ripple, respectively. The effect for ripple
reduction was -14<1B at lOOHz.

3-2. Computing system with VME
Fncouraecd by the experimental result of HSWG.

the beam spill control system was tested where HSWG
was removed from the system. The upper and lower limit
of the band-pass filter were set to 150Hz and lOOHz. The
dimensions of FIR filter are 81. The relation between the
gain of the beam control system and the lOOHz
component at the beam spill is shown in fig.4.

An effect in correcting the beam ripple of lOOHz
has been undoubtedly recognized. However, it has not yet
been satisfactory. Possible explanations are as follows:
(1) the parameters of the band-pass filter seem to be
inappropriate; (2) time delay due to the. power supply and
the load must be taken account; (3) the sampling cycle of
the beam waveform seems to be too low. Next
experiments will be carried out to shape the spill
envelope at the low frequency.

120

110

100
to

| 90

(a) (b)

Fig.3 Comparison between without (a) and with IISWG (b).
beam spills and their ITT analysis are shown in the upper
and lower photographs. Arrows points out a component of
lOOHz.

Harmonics of 50Hz component in the case of
synchronizing with the PLL was decreased by some
degree compared with that in the asynchronizing case.
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Fig. 4. Relation between the beam ripple of lOOIIz and F/F

gain (high frequency regime). Points at gain 0 (O) represent

the ripple before the correction, while the others (O) show

correction effect the system.
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A DESIGN OF THE BEAM PROFILE MONITOR FOR THE HIGH BRILLIANCE
LATTICE OF THE PHOTON FACTORY
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Abstract
A beam profile monitor by means of an

imaging the visible part of synchrotron radiation
beam was designed for the high brilliance lattice
of the Photon Factory. The design consists
extraction mirror for SR beam, adaptive optical
system, and focusing system. A Fourier optical
analysis of the system has been done. A
preliminary result of the monitor will be
described.

1. Introduction

The beam profile monitor based on an imaging
of the synchrotron radiation will give a visible
beam profile, which greatly improves the
efficiency of the commissioning of the new high
brilliance configuration of the Photon Factory.
By digitizing the image data, transverse beam
size can be obtained, and with the knowledge of
the lattice parameters, various beam parameters
such as beam emittance and horizontal- vertical
coupling can be deduced. The dependence of the
beam size measured with this device on the beam
current gives some information on the collective
effects. Furthermore, by using a streak camera
or photon counting system, the longitudinal
profile of the beam bunch can be observed, in this
paper presents the design of the optical beam
profile measurement system for high brilliant
configuration of the Photon Factory. A
preliminary result of the system is also
described.

2. Extraction of the visible synchrotron light and
correction of the thermal deformation of the
extraction mirror by use of corrective mirror

Since the focusing system will be placed in the
atmospheric environment, which is separated
from the accelerator, the visible synchrotron
light must be extracted from the ring through a
vacuum-tight optical quality window. The
window system consist of two optical grass

windows those place in scries. The windows are
made of BK7 and SF11,those having a surface
quality of X/10 (X=500nm now). The first window
separates ultra-high vacuum of the ring and next
high vacuum room of 10'6Pa. The second widow
separates high vacuum room and atmospheric
environment.

The extraction mirror must withstand the
maximum angular power of the synchrotron lights
given in Table 1.

Table 1
Parameters of the bending magnet and angular

power of the SR light

Bend radius

Dipolc Held

Angular power of SR

Beam size (90deg latice)

8.66m

0.96T

13.2W/mrad at 350 mA

a,: 450(im, a,: 95 urn

An optimum design of a water-cooled Be mirror
has been designed and constructed. The outline of
the Be-mirror is shown in Fig.2. Nevertheless, a
thermal deformation of the optical flatness of the
mirror can exceed the tolerance of the
diffraction-limited optics such as Rayleigh's
criterion(about wave front error < X/8).

Extraction mirror

Fig. 1 The schematic design diagram of the
corrective system
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There may be also the mirror deformation
caused by the mechanics of mounting and cooling
water. To correct such errors corrective
optical system is designed2'. It is basically a
feedback system based on an active(corrective)
mirror that makes the point response function of
the two-mirror system as correct as possible! A
schematic diagram of the corrective system is
shown in Fig.1. Because of the wave front of the
SR light is spherical, the point response between
two mirror must be modified by distance of tow
mirrors.

cooling water tuba

Fig.2 Design of the Be-mirror

3. Focusing system

The optical image of the beam is produce by a
diffraction limited focusing system placed in the
experimental room under the accelerator tunnel.
The focusing system consists a ED doublet lens
having a diameter of 80mm and focusing length of
1000mm which optimized to the wave length of
550nm. The theoretical remaining longitudinal
aberration and modulation transfer function
(MTF) on axis are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The
designed wave front error is about less than
X/100. So the geometrical aberration by this
lens is negligible small and image will be
diffraction limited near by on axis. Transverse
magnitude is designed to 0.141.

0

q

a

. 7

t>

S

D

2

0

1

: . \ .

-

32 '15
SPflllnL FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PES MILLIMETER

Fig. 3 The calculated MTF of the lens

4. Fourier optical analysis of the focusing system

4-1 Transverse diffraction effects
The finite aperture of the entrance pupil of the

focusing system produce a diffraction. With the
Fresnel approximation of the diffraction theory
and the paraxial lens transfer function, the point
spread function (PSF) of the system is a Fourier
transform of the generalized pupil function of the
system1'.

A wave front error of the lens or mirrors are
treated by means of wave front aberration in
these approximation, but now they will be
negligible small after the corrective system. An
amplitude transmittance of the generalized pupil
function is modified by a vertical angular
intensity distribution of the SR. To create a
simple generalized pupil function, an apodization2)
for the entrance pupil of the system is required.
The apodization filter must have an anti-
amplitude transmittance which corresponds to the
vertical intensity distribution of the SR light.
This apodization filter will create a flat intensity
distribution on the entrance pupil, and the pupil
will give a increase of the higher components of
spatial frequency. Results of calculation of a
PSF with the apodization for the system is shown
in Fig.4. The optical parameters of the focusing
system are given in Table 2.

MILLIME1EBS

Fig.2 The expected longitudinal aberration of the
lens

Fig.4 The PSF of the focusing system. The side
length of the 3-dimensional plots is 119nm.
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Table 2
Optical parameters of the focusing system.

Aii (he unit is in mm

Surface nunber

source point

1

2

3

4

Radius of surface

573.36

•222.3936

•226.5498

-1212.2

thickness

7763

8.00

-1.00

5.00

1126.00

glass

FPL52

ZSL7

The rms widths of the central peak of the PSF
are 5.9(im in vertical and 12.8 urn in horizontal.
The image of the beam is given a convolution of
the PSF and the geometrical image. Very small
vertical beam size as in table 1 must analyzed by
lest square fitting method for the observed
image by use of PSF. The PSF of the real
system must be measured for this analysis.

4-2 longitudinal diffraction and the field depth
The field depth of the diffraction limited

focusing system is dominated by the longitudinal
diffraction along the optical axis1'. Figure 5
shows the calculated longitudinal diffraction
pattern on axis of the focusing system. From
this figure, the field depth around image plane to
be 500(im. Effect of the longitudinal aberration
as discussed in section 3 is small enough for this
lens. The system appears to be diffraction
limited also in the longitudinal axis. The
curvature effect in the horizontal beam size of
the beam trajectory by the this field depth will to
be.

0 9000 "i

0.7000 -

0 4000 -

0)000-

00000 -

/

1

—

\

• 100 -100 000

distance from focus point(mm)

Fig.5 Longitudinal diffraction pattern of the
focusing system.

5. Performance of the Be mirror and preliminary
experiment at present Photon Factory

The surface quality of the Be-mirror before
mounting to the holder was k/4. After the
mirror was mounted to the mirror holder and
applying two times of 150deg backing, the
mirror surface was bent permanently as like as a
parabola in vertical (no distortion in horizontal).
The extraction mirror was installed in the BL-27
in the Photon Factory. Maximum difference
between center and edge was about 5(im. The
corrective mirror system for the correction of
the extract mirror and the focusing system are
now under construction.

A preliminary measurement of a beam profile
without corrective system has been done. The
nomal doublet lens MELLES GRIOT LAO366 is used
for focusing system. A result of observed beam
image is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.6 A beam image of the Photon Factory beam
current is 2mA.

references
1)M.Born and E. Wolf,"Principles of Optics,
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Abstract

Simple digital filter system for bunch-by-bunch feedback
systems have been developed. A two-tap FIR filter made
of pure hardware system realizes the functions of the phase
shift by 90°, the suppression of the static (DC) component
and the digital delay of up to a hundred of turns. The
difficulties in ch ~.uit board, such as the tuning of the time
skews or the problem of the long-time reliability, have been
solved by the development of custom GaAs LSIs which
demultiplex and multiplex the fast digital data coming
from ADC. The board has the size of 366.71x460 mm and
is controlled through a VME interface. An application
of the filter board, the transient memory recorder with
40 Mbytes of memory, enables us to analyze the oscillation
modes of a multibunch beam with enough time span.

I. Introduction

For a storage ring which accumulate many bunches with
high beam current, such as KEKB or PEP-II, it is very
likely that it occurs many strong coupled bunch insta-
bilities both in transverse and longitudinal planes. The
methods to analyze and suppress these instabilities have
the key to achieve the designed quality of the accelerators.

As the reduction of the sources of impedance, the
strongest one comes from the higher order modes in the
RF cavities, is essential to suppress the instabilities, some
kind of special cavities to make impedance of higher order
modes very low will be employed'1'1'2'1'3'. However, even
with these cavities, impedance of some dangerous modes
may remain high. Because of the many bunches with
small bunch spacing, tue frequency view of the instabilities
will be complicated and spread over wide frequency range.
To cure those unexpected instabilities, -ve are now devel-
oping beam feedback systems with the bunch-by-bunch
scheme'1'.

In the bunch-by-bunch feedback system, we detect the
individual bunch oscillations separately, shift the phrse of
the signal by 90°, then kick the beam to damp the os-
cillation. In this paper we describe the digital filter sys-
tem developed for KEKB rings which realize the functions
of phase shift of any desired value, DC suppression and
adjustable digital time delay. Related parameters of the
KEKB accelerators are listed in Table I and are used with-
out further explanations.

II. Selection of the filter

As the longitudinal front-end detects the position of a
bunch in our case, it is necessary to shift the phase of the
signal by 90° with the filter. The static (DC) component
of a position signal, which will be a function of the relative
position from the head of a bunch train, has no meaning
and should be rejected from the feedback signal because it
spends expensive feedback power in vainly. As the speed
of a signal in a cii cuit or in a cable is far slower than that

Ring
Energy
Circumference
Beam current
RF frequency
Harmonic number
Particles/bunch
Synchrotron tune

Main

i

E
C
I

fllF
h
N 3.3
fa

Table I
parameters

LER HER
3.5 8

3016.26
2.6 1.1

508.887
5120

x 10ln 1.4 x 10"'
0.01 ~ 0.02

of KEKB.

GeV
m
A
MHz

of a beam, feedback signals must wait the bunch re-arrival
at the kicker after about one revolution of the bunch.

The great progress in the digital circuit technology, such
as the speedy evolution of the digital signal processor
(DSP), enables us to design complicated digital filter with
considerable speed. It is completely programmable and
has amazing flexibility. We can change the code dynam-
ically even in the operation period without spoiling the
function of the filter. Nevertheless, the present processor
is not capable to handle the signal from the ADC alone.
Demultiplexing and parallel processing with many DSPs
is necessary. Moreover, in many cases we should employ
the down sampling technique'0' to reduce the number of
the DSPs.

Another approach, which we will employ for KEKB
rings, is to make the simplest digital filter with the fast
hardware logic circuits without down sampling technique.
F. Pedersen of CERN has proposed the hardware two-tap
FIR scheme for the filter'8'. As shown in Fig. 1, it has
only two taps (-1) and (+1) at -270° and -90° of the
oscillation. The frequency response has peaks at /.,, 3/.,,

Kick!
=k(A-B)

Figure. 1. Tap positions for the 2-Tap FIR filter.

• • • and has zeros at 0, 2fa, • ••. The passband around /»
is wide. We expect no filtering effect for noise component
but for the DC. It is not a problem because we have mea-
sured the S/N of the detected signal from the ring and
found very low noise components. The phase shift and
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the time delay are tunable with the selection of the tap
positions with keeping the time between the two taps.

The dilliculties of the tiiter lie on the complication of
the high-frequency digital circuits. It accesses memories
three times (one write and two reads) within one data pe-
riod, in our case. 2 ns. This access speed is completely un-
reachable without demultiplexing the digital data in many
parallel lines. Demultiplexing part is a fairly complicated
circuit which needs very skilled treatments on the design
and tuning of the time skews of many lines and the selec-
tion of the chips with same characteristics. The difficulty
in the final multiplexing process is also a severe problem.
The reliability of the board will be fairly doubtful. Mak-
ing this filter with the combination of existing products
seems to be impossible.

The difficulties have been solved by the development
of custom LSIs to demultiplex and multiplex fast digital
data. The small chips contain high speed circuits which
would occupy large area with skilled treatments on the
board. This maintenance-free chips enable us to use dense
memories of CMOS technology and ensures high reliability
for the board.

III. Custom LSIs

The circuit design and fabrication of the custom LSIs for
the fast data demultiplexer (FDMUX) and the fast data
multiplexe (FMUX) was made by Old Electric Industry
Co. Ltd. Table II shows the main specifications of the
LSIs.

Figure 2 shows the bottom view of the FDMUX
(GHDK4211) and FMUX (GHDK4212) chip.

FDMUX FMUX
Technology
Function
Integration
Max. Clock freq.
Supply voltage
I/O
Power consump.
Packaging

0.5/zm GaAs DCFL
1:16 x 4bit 16:lx 4bit
~1.5k gates ~ 1.7k gates

> 700MHz
3.3V and 2.0V

PECL and Lv-TTL
2.5W 1.7W
136pins ceramic QFP

Table II
Main specifications for FDMUX and FMUX.

A. FDMUX

FDMUX demultiplexs 4 bits pseudo-ECL (PECL) sig-
nal up to 700 MHz to 16 channels x 4 bits of Lv-TTL sig-
nal. Here, PECL means the signal level of shifted by +2 V
from the ordinary ECL level and the Lv-TTL means the
reduced high level (3.3 V) TTL signal. By combining the
two FDMUXs, we can create a 1:16 demultiplexer of 8 bits
easily using the built-in synchronizer. The timing signal
is also used to synchronize the FDMUX and the FMUX.
All 16 channels 8 bits data are output simultaneously. It
also offers two kinds of basic timing signals of Lv-TTL for
the use of the downstream circuits. These basic timing
signals will be useful and enough for many applications.

B. FMUX

FMUX multiplexes 16 channels x 4 bits of Lv-TTL sig-
nal to 4 bits PECL signal. Same as FDMUX, we can use
16:1 multiplexer with 8bits. It offes teh basic timing sig-
nals of Lv-TTL and PECL levels.

Figure. 2. Bottom view of FDMUX (GHDK4211) and
FMUX (GHDK4212)

IV. Design of the filter board

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the filter board.
The size of the mother board is 366.71 mmx460 mm,
where prior size corresponds to the triple height board of
the VME bus. On the mother board, there are FDMUXs,
FMUXs, a DAC, field programmable gate array (FPGA)
chips for the address control. There are 16 slots of con-
nectors on the board for the memory/subtracter daugh-
ter board. An ADC is also mounted on another daughter
board.

A. ADC and DAC

We have a few candidates for the ADC which works
under system clock of 508 MHz and has a enough analog
bandwidth. We adopted a MAX101 of MAXIM, which
works 500 MSPS with an 8 bit accuracy and have 1.1 GHz
of analog bandwidth. It has a 1:2 demultiplexer in the
chip so there are 2 channels of outputs.

We have more candidates of DAC for our purpose. We
have chosen a TQ6122-M of TriQuint which works up to
1 GHz with an 8 bit accuracy and have a 2:1 multiplexer
in the chip.

Because of the demultiplexer in MAX101, we will use 4
FDMUXs and 4 FMUXs on the board. The output of the
ADC are therefore demultiplexed with 32 channels. The
system clock (255 MHz) for upper 16 channels (A) and
lower 16 channels (B) are supplied from the ADC. Each
16 channel works simultaneously.

B. Memory and ALU daughter board

Each channel handles 160 bunches for the case of KEKB
rings. We use two sets of ring memories (A and B) per
each channel to reduce the memory access from three (one
write and two read) to two (one write and one read). Data
from FDMUX is written in both memories in the same
address simultaneously. In the next step, we read —90°
data from memory A, —270° data from memory B in the
same timing with different memory address. Because the
time period of the data output from FDMUXs are about
64 ns, the use of CMOS SRAM with access speed (WE) of
12 ns ensures us enough time margin. As it is necessary to
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I I
VXI/VME Interface

Figure. 3. Block diagram of the filter board. It has 4 FDMUXs and 4 FMUXs.

accumulate at least 100 turns of revolutions per a bunch,
total memories needed amounts to 5120x100x2 bytes.

We use a FPGA with the function of an subtractor. It
also contains a bit-shift mechanism that shifts the output
of the subtractor from 0 to 3 bit upward. It enables us to
change the gain of the filter up to 20 dB dynamically.

C. Address controller and interface

We must control three addresses pointers for mem-
ory access. One is the write address (WAB) that works
508.8 MHz/32=16 MHz. Other two addresses are used to
point the 90° (RA) and 270° (RB) previous data for the
bunch to feedback. We can set the address shifts of (RB-
RA) and (WAB-RA) through a VME interface. Needless
to say, the value must be multiples of 160 for the correct
feedback. The difference between WAB and RA should
be selected to tune the time delay of the feedback signal
so as to have a maximum gain. We can change the time
delay with the 2 ns step.

This board is now under fabrication and will be com-
pleted by the end of the September, 1995 and will be tested
under the operation at TRISTAN-AR.

V. Application to beam-dynamics studies

The mother board is capable to the application of
a transient memory recorder by replacing the mem-
ory/subtractor daughter board with a dense memory
board and by replacing the address control FPGAs. In our
design, the maximum memory we can mount on the board
will be about 40 MB. For the KEKB rings, it will accu-
mulate 8192 turns of bunch positions for all 5120 bunches.
Combining the memory board and the feedback system
enables us to measure the growth of the instability very

clearly. This memory board will be completed by the end
of 1995.

VI. Summary

For the circular accelerators that accumulate many
bunches with fairly high beam current, the bunch-by-
bunch feedback system will play a great role in the sup-
pression and in the analysis of the instabilities. On the de-
velopment of the bunch-by-bunch feedback system, how-
ever, there lie many difficulties concerning to the band-
width of the system. In KEKB rings, the use of the custom
LSIs for demultiplexing and multiplexing the digital data
enables us to develop the pure hardware two-tap FIR filter
system without downsampling technique, on one board of
tirple-hight of VME. We expect that the board has good
reliability because of the packaged high frequency circuits
in the LISs. The feasibility of the board will be tested with
the feedback experiment at TRISTAN-AR in these years.
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Abstract

Feasibility of the prototype digital filter for the longitu-
dinal bunch feedback system for KEKB rings has been
examined in TRISTAN-AR. Detected longitudinal posi-
tions for individual bunches were digitized and recorded
on memories. The hardwired FIR filter with 2 tap was
used to shift the phase over 90° and to suppress the unnec-
essary DC component. The feedback signal was supplied
to beam in the form of the phase modulation of acceler-
ating cavities. The feedback system worked with the loop
gain up to 30 dB. Detuning the RF cavities to excite sin-
gle bunch Robinson instability with the feedback working,
the instability was completely suppressed even under the
growth time of 0.3 ms.

I. Introduction

In a storage ring whî h accumulates many bunches with
high beam current, such as KEKB rings, strong coupled-
bunch instabilities with many modes will occur both in
transverse and longitudinal planes. To cure the instabili-
ties, we are now developing bunch-by-bunch feedback sys-
tems for KEKB accelerators'1'. In the longitudinal plane,
a digital filter of two-tap FIR scheme will be used to shift
the phase of the detected position signal over 90° and to
suppress the unnecessary static (DC) component.

Prior to the fabrication of the filter complex with full
function, which will work for 5120 bunches with 508 MHz
of system clock, we have examined the feasibility of the
two-tap FIR scheme with a quick-prototype board. Using
the RF cavities as the kicker, the longitudinal feedback
loop was closed for single bunch beam in TRISTAN-AR
at 2.5 GeV. Feedback parameters such as the loop gain
or the damping time was measured successfully. Related
parameters for TRISTAN-AR at the feedback experiment
are listed in Table I.
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Table I
Main parameters for TRISTAN-AR with the prototype

longitudinal feedback

II. Experimental Setup

A block diagram of the longitudinal feedback system
prototype at TRISTAN-AR is shown in Fig. 1. The sys-
tem consists of the position detection part, phase shifter
filter part and kicker part.

Figure. 1. Longitudinal bunch-by-bunch feedback system
prototype at TRISTAN-AR. The phase of the detected
longitudinal signal is shifted by 90° with the 2-tap FIR
filter made of pure hardware logic circuit. RF cavities
were used as the longitudinal kicker.

A. Longitudinal position detection system

The longitudinal position of a bunch is measured with
the wideband phase detection system which is capable
to distinguish individual signals from the bunches with
the bunch spacing of 2 ns. Signals from the longitudi-
nal aligned series button electrodes are combined with the
period corresponding to the 4-th harmonic of the RF fre-
quency, that is 2.034 GHz in our case. Clearly this circuit
makes an FIR band pass filter with the first center fre-
quency of 2.034 GHz. The output is, therefore, a burst
sine-like pulse train signal. Three pairs of electrodes in-
stalled in the south interaction region in AR were used'2'.
Here, because of the narrow size of the vacuum chamber,
70 mm in inner diameter around the pickups, we can use
the beam signal up to 2.6 GHz without being bothered by
heavy noise that propagate in the vacuum chamber just
as the microwave in a circular wave guide.

The pulse train is expressed by

h 4-

where n = 4 and $ and u;s are the amplitude of the
synchrotron oscillation and the angular synchrotron fre-
quency, respectively. By multiplying the reference signal
with a double balanced mixer (DBM, R&K M-21), a wide-
band homodyne phase detector is formed. The IF output
of the DBM becomes

— (

0) x sm(nuJnpt)

4- <fr sm(uist)) — sin($si

By rejecting the higher frequency component with a low
pass filter (LPF, / c = l GHz), baseband component of the
synchrotron oscillation is detected as the form of
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The linear bunch current dependence of the output, that
means the current dependence of the loop gain, is not so
severe problem because the growth rates ot the instabilities
will also depend on the bunch current and will be slower
than the linear dependence in many cases.

B. Two-lap FIR filter prototype board

In our feedback system, the signal process (phase shift
by 90° and elimination of static (DC) offset) is performed
with a 2-tap FIR filter realized by a simple hardware sys-
tem. As the algorithm of the 2-tap FIR filter has been de-
scribed elsewhere''1', we will give only a short explanation
on the filter. The response of the FIR filter has the form
of the linear combination of the data which have been ob-
tained as a time series. i ( l ) , i(2), • • •. The 2-tap filter has
only two terms the coefficients of which are 1 and —1 so
the output has the form of Figure. 3.

filter.
An example of the frequency response of the

and has the favorite frequency of 1/2(7U - n->). By suit-
ably selecting the tap positions, n \ and n-i, that means by
selecting the address-shift of the memory, we can tune the
center frequency and the group delay of the filter.

The quick-prototype board we have made does not use
digital demultiplexing technique. Therefore it works only
below the bunch frequency of 6.4 MHz. This board con-
sists of a 125 MHz ADC (AD9002) in the front-end and
a '10 MHz DAC (SONY CXD1171) in the back-end cir-
cuit, full-adders (SN74HC283) and two sets of memories
(II.MG2832UHP-15) in the digital filter. The size of the
memory is 4 k bytes in total. The board is packaged in a
1-span CAMAC module. The tap positioning of the filter
is set through the CAMAC command very easily. Fig-
ure 2 shows the modulation input for the beam and the
output of the filter. An example of the frequency response
is shown in Fiir. 3.

Figure. 2. Synchrotron oscillation modulation signal for
the beam (upper trace) and the output of the filter (lower
trace). The clock of the filter was 8 x /„.„, though there
was only one bunch.

C. Feedback kicker

Because the longitudinal kicker is still on the design
stage, we used the accelerating cavities as a longitudi-
nal kicker. In AR, there are two RF stations, EAST and

WEST, each of which has 4 APS cavities of 9 cell struc-
ture. Our kicker was 4 cavities of the WEST station. We
modulated the phase of the accelerating RF signal at the
low level circuit. The feedback filter and the phase shifter
at WEST station was connected wiUi a coaxial cable of
length of about 140 m. As the passband of the cavity is
fairly narrow, we can only use single-bunch beam for the
feedback experiment.

III. Result and discussion

At first, the longitudinal oscillation was excited artifi-
cially with the phase modulation of the EAST cavities.
Under the condition, we tuned the tap positions of the fil-
ter to maximize the loop gain of the feedback. The tap
position was chosen to be {n\ = 30, n-j = 182). where
the clock frequency of the filter was 8 v /,,,.. The differ-
ence of (182-30)/8=19 agreed with the synchrotron tune
of l/2f, ~ 20 clearly. With increasing the analog gain, it
began to excite an oscillation with some other frequencies
than the synchrotron frequency which virtually limited the
gain of the loop. The maximum gain of the feedback was
about 20 dB. Note that this gain does not show the maxi-
mum gain of the feedback loop for instabilities because the
energy of the excitation was supplied continuously under
the condition.

Next, the longitudinal oscillation was excited by inten-
tionally shifting the resonant frequency of the cavities to
arise the single-bunch Robinson instability. By tuning the
resonant frequency shift, we controlled the growth rate of
the instability. With setting the tuning angle of the ac-
celerating cavities to be +10°. we could excite constant
longitudinal oscillation without losing the beam. Figure 4
shows the beam spectrum before and after the closing feed-
back loop at the detunig angle of the RF cavities of +10°.

The synchrotron sidebands were suppressed below the
noise level. That clearly shows the loop gain is grater than
30 dB.

We have increased the detuning angle of the cavities
to excite the Robinson instability with the gain of the
feedback loop increasing to find the break point where
feedback are no longer works correctly. We found that
the growth time of the instability was about 0.1 ms at the
break point.
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Robinson Instability

Figure. 4. The beam spectrum before (upper) and after
(lower) the closing of the longitudinal feedback loop.

We measured the oscillation also by a turn-by-turn po-
sition detection system. The front-end circuit of the mea-
surement system was equivalent to that of the feedback
system but completely independent of the feedback loop.
By this system we observed the change in the oscillation
around at the very moment of the feedback on/off. Ex-
amples of the observed data are shown in Fig. 5. We have
caught the growth of the oscillation with the maximum
growth time of about 300 turns or 0.36 ms.

When we change the RF voltage, the shift in the syn-
chrotron frequency occurs that loses the gain of the feed-
back system. Our filter worked well with the RF voltage
1 MV and 1.5 MV by selecting suitable tap positions) for
each operation. This shows the good flexibility of the feed-
back system under various conditions.

IV. Summary

We have examined the feasibility of the bunch-by-
bunch feedback scheme with the two-tap FIR filter quick-
prototype in TRISTAN-AR. The frequency performance
was measured in a bench and expected characteristics were
obtained by the quick-prototype board.

The experiment of the longitudinal feedback has also
been performed. The kicker for the system was not an
actual one but the accelerating cavities. The oscillation
was safely damped by the feedback system and the damp-
ing time of, roughly, 0.1 ms was obtained. Based on the
experiment, we have confirmed that the 2-tap FIR filter

2000 3000

Number of turns

4000

Figure. 5. The observed oscillations just after the feed-
back was turned off. The abscissa is the turn number
and the ordinate is the longitudinal position in an arbi-
trary unit. The slow oscillation corresponds to the growth
time of about 1 ms and the fast one corresponds to about
0.3 ms.

system is powerful enough for the signal processing of the
longitudinal bunch feedback system.

We are now installing a longitudinal kicker with the
bandwidth of 125 MHz with the expected shunt impedance
of about 1.1 kfi at TRISTAN-AR. With the power ampli-
fiers that can supply up to 0.5 kW to the kickers, we ex-
pect the maximum feedback voltage of about 900 V/turn.
This value corresponds to the damping time of about 7 ms
at the saturating amplitude of AB/E=0.1%.
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ABSTRACT
Ripples in the HIMAC synchrotron power

supply and the admittance of the load were
measured and confirmed to be small as 3 ppm
for the Quadrupole Power Supply right after
the commissioning. Further improvement
was focused on the 50 Hz and 100 Hz ripples
which were major component deteriorating
the spill. By re-tuning the power supply, we
could reduce the ripple to a level of 0.3 ppm".
The study of the relation of the ripple and
the beam spill revealed that the fluctuation
of the beam spill is affected by the ripple in
Bending magnet power supply in addition to
that of the Quadrupole. After finding this
fact, the beam spill became more uniform in
routine operation by re-adjusting the
Sextupole and Quadrupole strength.
Encouraged by this performance, the
Bending magnet power supply is upgraded
by adding the active filter and the new DCCT.
With this improvement the ripple became at
a level of 0.2 ppm and the beam spill was
improved.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a synchrotron the current of the
magnet string has a trapezoidal form.
Because of the resonant beam extraction, the
ripple content should be a few ppm or less at
the flat top. The basic ripple frequency fb
=1200 Hz of the power supply is given by the
frequency of the power source(f0 =50Hz)
multiplied by the number of thyristors(24).
The Fourier analysis of the ripple voltage

1 Hyogo Prefeclural Governernment
! Hitachi Ltd.
J AEC, Accelerator Engineering Corporation
1 Dokkyo University, School of Medicine
• RCNP, Osaka University

also gives multiples of fb. Another ripple
with the frequency of 2nf» is caused by
imperfections of the transformers and by
variations in the triggering of the thyristors.
Furthermore oscillatory spike voltages are
induced across each thyristor. The spikes are
modulated by low frequencies and can also
contribute ripple at frequencies as low as
100 Hz. Other problem associated with them
is the production of noise spikes in
equipment located in the neighborhood. In
spite of various efforts, the reduction of
spikes and ripples has been unsatisfactory
for the requirement of the tolerance of the
third order resonant extraction. To fulfill the
requirement for beam extraction, in most
of the accelerator in operation, additional
mean such as spill feedback controller must
be applied.

In the HIMAC synchrotron power supply,
a new approach is taken.

II. HIMAC approach

We started from the proposition that the
load of the synchrotron power supply is a
cascaded string of the magnet inductance, its
resistance and the capacitance between the
excitation coil and the iron yoke. Typical
magnitude of the capacitance of a
Quadrupole magnet of a standard size is
estimated to be a few nF. The iron yokes are
assumed at a ground potential. At the HIMAC
the yokes are connected by the earth line.
The schematic diagram is depicted in Fig.l.

This model circuit is a six terminal circuit
that has parallel and series resonance. Due to
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The ripple component of 50 Hz and 100 Hz is incorporated in the active filter circuit.
were the main component seen in the output Typical example of the frequency spectrum at

600 MeV/u with and without active filter are
shown in Fig.2. where 50 Hz is reduced by 28
dB and 100 Hz is 32 dB. The small 50 Hz ripple
is also due to the installation of the Holec DCCT.
Its linearity and the stability are checked and
implemented into the ACR feedback circuit.

of the power supply. The fluctuating
component of the beam spill appeared to be
100 Hz. 100 Hz is caused by the imbalance of
the phases of the AC power line. But 50 Hz can
not be generated by the imbalance. These
frequencies can not be damped by the low
pass filter as the cut off frequency of both
mode is chosen to be 75 Hz. Lowering the cut
off frequency helps in reducing the ripple
but slowing the response of the trapezoid
pattern and deteriorating the tracking
accuracy between the Quadrupole and the
Bending magnet. We decided to strengthen
the active filter of the Quadrupole by adding
the bandpass filter of 50 Hz and 100 Hz for the
individual fine tuning of the phase control.
The bandpass filter worked fine as expected
and the ripple was reduced. Through the
careful study of the 50 Hz source, we found
that the 50 Hz is originated from the DCCT.
Although the relative amplitude of the DCCT
was small as 50 ppm, it has been a
performance limiting factor to go below ppm
level. With bandpass filter the relative ripple
content became at a level of 0.3 ppm for the
time. The main frequency of the beam spill
changed from 100 Hz to 50 Hz. We found that
the lOOHz was a superposition of the 50 Hz
ripple of two different sources whose phases
are shifted, namely from the power supply of
the Focusing Quadrupole and that of the
Bending magnet. The remained 50 Hz
originated from Bending magnet power
supply. The change of tune of the beam is
speculated to come indirectly through
Sextupole magnet that compensate the
chromaticity. This was verified that by
reducing the Sextupole strength, the belter
quality of the beam spill is obtained. With the
evidence that the present beam spill is
affected by Bending magnet, we decided to
reduce the ripple current in the Bending
magnet by adding the active filter of the
similar type of the Quadrupole power supply.
The inductance of the Bending magnet load is
six times larger than that of the Quadrupole
and supplying larger power is required.
Typical reduction of 25 dB al 100 Hz was
achieved after an elaborate adjustment of the
cut off frequency of the high pass filler that
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Fig.2 Ripple voltage spectrum of the
Bending magnet at 600 MeV/u without
(upper graph) and with (lower graph)
active filter.
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Fig. 1 An equivalent circuit of the HIMAC
magnet string.

a presence of the capacitance to the ground,
the incoming current I to the load and the
outgoing current J from the load are not
identical as contrast to the ordinary model of
without the capacitance to the ground. The
difference current I-J flows back to the
neutral point of the thyristor bank. The
potential at the neutral point develops and is
known as a common mode voltage. In the
case of the grounded neutral as in the HIMAC
this potential is small. In order to estimate
the magnitude of the ripple current we need
to know the resonance frequencies and the
admittance. If the spike frequency or the
ripple frequency overlap the resonance of
the magnet string, the ripple current is
enhanced. To avoid the overlap, the
knowledge on frequency characteristic of
the load is required. No previous analysis
was done in the past. Computer simulation is
time consuming. By applying eigenvalue
technique, we found that six terminal circuit
can be reduced to two set of orthogonal four
terminal circuit. We found as a special case
decomposition into the normal mode and the
common mode is possible. The normal mode
voltage and current is defined as U+V and I+J
and the common mode voltage and current is
defined as U-V and I-J respectively. With the
mode separation, the normal and the
common mode admittance Yac of the magnet
string, which we model as a ladder circuit,
can be written down simply as,

( l )

(2)

where Yno and Yco is the characteristic
admittance of the ladder circuit. ^, and K,
and the are expressed by

(3)

Zn,c is the mode impedance of the magnet
and Yac is the mode admittance expressed by
the capacitance to the ground. Above
equations are simple yet very powerful to
fully describe the magnet string of resonant
feature21. The analytic solution in time
domain is possible by Inverse Laplace
transformation21. The admittance of the
HIMAC magnet string was measured and the
validity of the present model was verified.
The current ripple is estimated using the
admittance from the voltage ripple of the
power supply. At the HIMAC the resonance
can be suppressed by the bridge resistor
parallel to the magnet. This resistor also
helps to bypass the ripple .*nd spike current
of the magnet.

With a finding of the presence of two
orthogonal mode in the load, the model of the
mode separation is extended to the power
supply side. Direct consequence of the
preceding argument is the addition of the
common mode low pass filter. Without this
filter, the common mode ripple voltage is
directly applied to the magnet string.
Furthermore the common mode current in
the HIMAC Bending magnet string is
considerably reduced as the magnetic field
because of the separate connections of the
upper and the lower coils due to the nature
of the parallel direction of the current.

In this way, in the HIMAC, most of the
ripple voltage of the normal and common
mode is suppressed. The relative ripple
current of the Quadrupole with active filter
was 3 ppm and that of the Bending magnet
without active filter was around 5 ppm right
after the initial operation. It appeared that
the beam spill did not reflect the small ripple
content the study was continued.

III. Improvement at the 50Hz and 100 Hz
ripples
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Abstract

The control system of the AVF-cyclotron is up-
graded in the summer, 1995. As the result we can
operate the beam form the ion source to the tar-
get by using the unified control system. At the
same time we upgrade the power supplies of AVF-
cyclotron.

1. Introduction

The control system of the AVF-cyclotron has
been working for more than twenty years. Recently
it becomes difficult to maintain the control system
for the operation. The AVF-cyclotron has impor-
tant role as the injector of the Ring-cyclotron. In
order to supply the stable beam and makes the op-
eration of cyclotron more simply, it is necessary to
unify the control system of AVF-cyclotron and Ring-
cyclotron.[1] We shall replace the control system in
the summer, 1995. At the same time, we shall up-
date the power supplies and the RF system of AVF-
cyclotron. These projects are expected to get higher
quality of the accelerated beam for the high reso-
lution measurements. Furthermore, we have some
plans of feedback systems for the beam acceleration.
The unification of the control systems is also impor-
tant to construct feedback systems for the cascade
accelerators. The summary of this project is as fol-
lows.

2. Computer system

The control system of AVF-cyclotron is con-
nected to the network system of the computer-
complex of the Ring-cyclotron facility. (Fig.l) The
Universal Device Controller (UDC) controls the de-
vices and collects the status of devices. [2] There will
be 60 UDCs for the new control system of the AVF-
cyclotron. The UDCs are grouped according to the
role so that the variety of UDC becomes minimum.
A new Group Control Unit (GCU) is devoted to
control the devices of the AVF-cyclotron and the
ion-source. The performance of the main computer
(SCU) is in a limit only for the operation of Ring-
cyclotron. Obviously we expect the present com-
puter is not suitable for the coming operation

Fig.l: Computer and network system of control sys-
tem. The SCU, GCU, UDC and operator console
will be updated, (surrounded by dashed-lines)

after the replacement of the control system. The
main computer will be upgraded from micro VAX
4000/200 to micro VAX 4000/500. We shall make
good use of the past main computer of the RCNP
VMS cluster computing facility.

3. Power supply

The power supplies of AVF-cyclotron facility have
been operated by setting the reference voltage with
the pulse motor deriving system. This pulse motor
oystem may be one of reason for difficulty of main-
tenance and instability of the accelerated beam. We
shall reconstruct and update all of power supplies of
AVF-cyclotron facility. The reference voltage for the
power supply is set by the 16 bit digital-to-analog
convertor and the output current is monitored by
using the 12 bit analog-to-digital convertor.

4. Beam diagnostic system

The pulse motor deriving systems, such as the beam
diagnostic system, are not replaced in this project.
The UDC simulates the preset control sequence of
the driving circuit. The output from the beam diag-
nostic system is measured by using updated current
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,.„ i , c j . ,i , . 1 as much as possible from the new console. We adopt
amplifier and transferred to the computer control r , , , . ,

„,. ,, „, ,. . , personal computers for the now console which arr
system. The results of beam diagnosis are shown on \ , , . , , . i i
,, , . , ,. , , . ,, -p.. , . simply connected with the main computer through
the graphical display as used in the Ring-cyclotron „ ,
r .... " Ethernet,
facility. 5. Interlock system

The interlock system of AVF-facility has been
very complicated and it is very important for the
radiation protection. While we shall not update the
interlock system in this project avoiding unexpected
error in the interlock system, the new control system
collects the information of the interlock system and
informs the status of the cyclotron for the operators.
This is a characteristic advantage of the computer
control system.

6. Console

There are twin operator consoles for the Ring-
cyclotron facility. When we unify the control system
of AVF and Ring facility, the devices in the AVF fa-
cility can be controlled from the operator console of
the Ring facility. However we must perform exten-
sive operation to tune up the Ring-cyclotron using
both of operator consoles. Therefore the twin oper-
ator consoles may not be enough for the future oper-
ation of cyclotron. We shall construct new console
of the control system.(Fig.2) The console of Ring-
cyclotron is closely connected to the main computer
by using special electric circuits. Already these spe-
cial electric circuits give rise to difficulties of the
maintenance of the control system. By this reason
we shall purge these special electric circuits
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Fig.2: View of new operator consoles.
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1. Introduction

Highly efficient microprocessors have recently become
available at low cost, thus improving the available
semiconductor technology. As a result, for example,
microprocessors such as the 80X86 and Pentium are
improved versions of equipment used for personal
computers before. The CPUs (Alpha-AXP, PowerPC,
R4000 and etc.) are being manufactured with new
architecture, such as RISC.

New operating systems(OS), such as WindowsNT and
OS/2, are running on highly efficient CPUs. They have
powerful graphical user Interfaces(GUT) with almost the
same ability as that of the UNIX workstations.

It has thus become possible to build medium-size
accelerator control systems based on personal computers.
This was difficult in the past because the OS had no
communication functions among standard applications . In
accelerator control, it is often possible to use commercial
products, except in special cases. When it is urgent to
build a control system with few bugs, it is necessary to
choose the reasonable software from among commercial
packaged software. However, some programs must be made
in-house for accelerator control. We therefore analyze the
domain structure of the accelerator from the control side,
thus necessitating an understanding of the structure of the
objects and their relations.

LNS and KEKPF-Linac have started a new project for
accelerator control. We have thus analyzed the domain of
the accelerators from a mutual viewpoint, and have
established a project to find some common object between
them. One usefull possibility could be a productive
development of programming.

We therefore arranged a development environment using
a wide area network (WAN) for the following purposes:

1) An analysis of the accelerator domain from the control
side (using the OMT technique"1).

2) A cooperative verification of the developed program.
3) An efficient information exchange.

2. Features of WindowsNT

There are several kinds of OS that arc used on personal
computers. Generally, OSs during the early stage were
made depending on the CPU architecture, and worked only
for a specific CPU. Now, since there are several kinds of
CPUs available for PCs, it is necessary to choose a
reasonable OS for accelerator control that doesn't depend on
the CPU architecture. We have therefore adopted
WindowsNT for building this team-development
environment.

WindowsNT has various good points that do not exist in
personal computer OSs. We discuss those features which
we should adopted for accelerator control.

1) Support for existing MS-DOS and Windows-based
applications.

2) Processor-independence (It works on various CPU ).
3) The network function is equipped as a standard.
4) The security function is enriched.
5) Preemptive multitasking.

With such specific features, switching over to the new
system while inheriting conventional property is
comparatively easy.

3. Team development environment
We have decided to use personal computers with

WindowsNT, and to build a team development environment
(see Fig. 1). Also, the specifications of the personal
computer used for its purpose arc given in tablel.
WindowsNT, itself, provides a multi protocol network
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Fig. 1 Outline of the team development system

Table 1 Specification of the PCs

LNS side
WindowsNT Server

Maker: Packard Bell
CPU: 80486DX2(50MHz)
Memory size: 32Mbyte

WindowsNT Client
Maker: DEC
CPU: 80486DX4(100MHz)
Memory size: 24Mbyte

KEK side
WindowsNT Server

Maker: DEC
CPU: Alpha-AXP( 150MHz)
Memory size: 64Mbyte

function as the standard, and we faced few problems
concerning the local-network environment. The network
environment could be built only by installing an OS in
each personal computer only. Also, as for the
WANconnection, it became possible by setting some
parameters.

Generally, WindowsNT is connected on NetBeui protocol.
Routers on the WAN is protected from protocols, expect
for TCP/IP. Therefor, to connect between WindowsNTs on
WAN it is necessary to use TCP/IP. Several of its files are
explained below. Descriptions of the HOSTS file and the
LMHOSTS file are necessary for the setting. The HOSTS
is the file used to determine a computer name and an IP
address in Internet. LMHOSTS is the file which refers to
the computer name and IP address at the LAN manager.

Below is an example of these files.
Contents of HOSTS file.
IP Address Name
13U.87.xxx.xxx PF-Linac #
130.34.xxx.xxx LNS-Linac #
Contents of LMHOSTS file
IP Address Name extension
130.87.xxx.xxx PF-Linac #DOM:KEK

comment

comment
#

130.34.xxx.xxx LNS-Linac#DOM:THKLNS NT#

We have carried out a test concerning connections
between LNS and KEK PF-Linac.
A single-domain connection was made during an early

stage. Then, a connection test among different domains was
successfully. The models used to build each domain server
are the following three kinds:

1) Master domain model.
2) Multi master domain model.
3) Complete trust domain model.

The single-domain model and I)or2) listed above don't
match our system, because all organization are located in
the distance and are independent. Therefore, this time a
complete trust domain model has been used. This model
can be realized by setting the trust relations among each
other. As a result, the resource that each has become is
capable of being shared.

4. The performance
The performance is measured based on the above-

mentioned environment. Incidentally, the OS of the new
version became smallerin memory size, and the speed was
improved. We used WindowsNT Client3.5 and
WindowsNT Server3.5 as an OS. The performance was
measured in terms of the speed of writing and reading of data
to the local disk and the remote disk over theWANandthe
LAN. Since a measurement with the WAN and the LAN
environment is influenced by the network traffic, it
extracted the average value measured every hour. This result
is shown in Fig.2.

It became clear from the results of the measurements that
WindowsNT is equal to or more than twice as fast as
Windows3.1. Also, it depends on the condition, we have
recognized the result that LAN is faster at writing than the
local disk ofWindows3.1.The speed which is running on
the WAN was about 5-20Kbyte/s, because it has
bottlenecks on the routes of the Network as well as various
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routers. The routing of the Network is shown in Fig.3.
Many people are presently using the Internet and Network,

the traffic is thus quite crowded. To improve this situation,
the backbone on the mutual network connection must be
made thick by one who manage network systems. For us,
this result is satisfactory, except when using multimedia,
where we believe that it isn't sufficient.

Winlowi3.1 -WmdowsNT

_-Jk
(a)
Cumpiralivc pittuure
between Windows3.t and
WindowsNT.

300

230

KM)

150

100

LAN

tfWX."

• * -

— • — *:ilei<M*:|
- 4 -WmnSKh)

!•; i

— «

Disk access speed on lite
LAN.
Mcsuicd in August IS • 16

_ , .wliHSKMl

Disk access speed on the
WAN.
Mesurd in AuguM 17 - H

Fig.2 Chart comparing each access speed.

scheduling functions, which in the commercial software
have been used for efficiency of information exchange.

1 AR-0900.net.tohoku.ac.jp (130.34.8.40)
2 sasaya.gw.tohoku.ac.jp (130.34.11.13)
3 kahoku.topic.ad.jp (130.34.10.2)
4 new-tohoku.bb.sinet.ad.jp (150.99.2.1)
5 new-nacsis.bb.sinet.ad.jp (150.99.118.1)
6 nishi-cliiba.bb.sinet.ad.jp (150.99.90.1)
7 otsuka.sinet.ad.jp (150.100.127.1)
8 kek-jix.sinet.ad.jp (150.100.1.101)
9 jp-hepnet-kek-jix.kek.jp (130.87.220.1)
10 kekcis2.kek.jp (130.87.43.4)
11 KEKNIE.kek.jp (130.87.1.14)
12 abe719as.kek.jp (130.87.160.26)

Computer Center of
Tohoku University

JNat
Inft

ilional Center for Science
Formation System

Computing Center of National
Laboratory for High Energy
Physics

LNS
THKLNS_NT

(

KEK
ABE719AS

512KByte/s

10MByte/s

TAINS ^
lOOMbyte/s

6MByte/s

NI-NET

[ KEK ]

Fig.3 Routes between LNS and KEK

6. Conclusions

A team-development environment using WindowsNT was
completed on the WindowsNT Network. With this, a
reinforcement of cooperative development in programming
is possible, and a cooperative-development analysis for the
accelerator domains will be promoted. The network
environment of WindowsNT is excellent, and the
performance is sufficiently practical, except for the
communications required in real time, and a great deal of
information communication.

5. Operations

The possible operations on the WindowsNT WAN are
listed below. OMT is the main application program, which
runs on the WAN between LNS and KEKPF-Linac. OMT
is being used for our team to develop in accelerator control
programming112]

1) File sharing by the mount with an identical volume.
2) Sharing of the Database servers.
3) Mail.
4) Schedule management.

A way of information exchange is necessary for us who are
working at distant locations from each other. Mail and

7. References

[1] James Rumbaugh et al. " Object-oriented modeling
anddesign. ", Englewood ClilTs, N.J.: Prentice Hall,
1991.

[2] I. ABE et al. " Analysis of thePLC object model in
thePF-Linac", In this conference.
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Control System
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Oho 1-1, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

Abstract
This paper describes our approach for

creating of a graphical representation of the
states of accelerator objects. For every
object which needs to display its state
dynamics we create a chart element. Any
changes in the object state are immediately
represented on the chart of this object. We
use the objects dependencies facility supplied
by Smalltalk to keep track of the objects'
states changes. This allows us to remove any
graphics related features from the Object
Model of the accelerator. Thus, the Object
Model can be developed separately and
reused in a number of applications.

1. Introduction
Accelerator control requires a convenient

graphical representation of the present state
of the objects that the accelerator contains.
For instance, there could be the possibility
either to display accelerator sections,
indicating the section state, or, a more
detailed representation also including
section's objects. For accelerator
subsystems, such as the vacuum system and
rf system, it would also be convenient to
represent the subsystem hierarchy, including
the subsystem objects in order to gather
information about their states. Usually, in
the present control systems graphical
routines are mixed with both code and data
for the control, this makes it difficult to
change the graphical part of the system
without reviewing of the control data and
code. In this paper we represent an approach
that divides a visual representation from

model. The Smalltalk language that we used
(Visual Works) provides convenient
possibilities for such division. These are
object dependencies concepts and
application of this concept for the user
interface creation: MVC (model view
controller) concept [I, 2]. Two separate
system part, model and interface, are
represented below.

2. Model
The key point concerning the accelerator

domain model is ControlObject class (model
object class). This generic system class is
used for all system objects representation.
The accelerator, subsystem and subsystem
objects are all ConuvlObject class instances.
The ConirofObjeci class defines a number of
properties described in [4]. However, for the
present consideration only the "state"
property is important. This property
contains symbolic values representing the
current object state. The state examples are:
"normal", "alarm" and so on. The object
state corresponds to the "state" variable of a
ControlObject instance. Since this variable is
updated every time some object value is
changed, it always contains the object state
valid at the moment. Further, an instance of
ControlObjeci can have a set of dependent
objects. The standard dependencies facility
supplied by Smalltalk guarantees that if the
"changed: #aspect" method is invoked for
the object, every dependent receives an
"update: #aspect" message. The aspect
parameter is used to separate independent
object modifications and to suppress
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redundant updates [2]. The Dynamic model
for the change-update method together with
the Object Model for the Object Chart
(explained below) and ConirolObject classes
are represented in Fig. 1. We use Rumbaugh
method notation [3].

3. Interface
The objects' states are represented in the

chart (Fig. 3). A chart element contains
fields for the name (top) and state (bottom).
The state field dynamically represents the
model object state. In the simplest case, it
could be only a text string, like "normal",
and "running"; however it is possible to map
some states to pictures.

4. Update method
For a graphical representation of the

accelerator object' states we create the
ObjectChart class. An ObjectChart instance
corresponds to an accelerator chart element;
it is responsible for the dynamic
representation of some object's state. The
model object reference is contained in the
"object" variable of the ObjectChart. To
assign and get this variable we use methods
"object:" and "object" correspondingly.
When we set a new object to display by
sending the "object:" message, the receiver is
registered as a dependent of this object.

If the model object "state" variable is
changed through the "state:" message, this
object sends the message "changed: #state"
to itself. That causes the message "update:
#state" be sent to object dependent:
Object Chart. Having received an "update:
#state" message the ObjectChart instance
retrieves the state variable value from the
model object which is stored in its "object"
variable. After that, ObjectCharl draws on
the user terminal picture or text
corresponding to the present model object
state.

This method allows us to remove any
messages responsible for graphics from the
domain model. The domain model can be

developed independently, and multiple
graphical modules representing different
aspects of its state can be easily connected to
it. It is also possible to reuse graphical
interfaces with different models. It is
supposed that this approach is capable of
reducing the system development and
maintenance costs.

5. Conclusions
The method represented above could be

used to display a large variety of control
system aspects. First, it can represent
accelerator subsystems with the "normal" or
"alarm" states for every subsystem object.
Also, it is possible to collect information
about states of the accelerator sections. In
this case the state resumes a summary of all
the section objects states.

Although in this paper we allow only one
object connection to an ObjectChart class
instance, in the future we will discuss the
possibility for a multiple objects connection.
With multiple connections the problem of
states priority appears. Another way to
resolve the multiple objects problem is to
create composite object in the domain model
representing the objects aggregation.

6. References
[1] An Introduction to Object-Oriented
Programming and Smalltalk; Lewis J.
Pinson, Richard S. Wiener; University of
Colorado at Colorado Springs, Addison-
Wesley, c 1988.
[2] VisualWorks User's Guide; ParcPlace
Systems, c 1994.
[3] Object-oriented modeling and design;
James Rumbaugh [et al.] Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice Hall, c 1991.
[4] Application of an Object-Oriented
Analysis for the PF Linac Control System
Development; Mejuev I., Abe I. and
Nakahara K.; Proceedings of the 20th
Linear Accelerator Meeting in Japan,
Osaka, 1995, p. 212.
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7. Figures
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HIGH ACCURATE TIMING SYSTEM FOR THE SPRING-8 SYNCHROTRON
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Abstract

For the single bunch mode operation, the timing
system for SPring-8 synchrotron is required high
accuracy (low jitter) and high resolution. Prior to the
timing system for SPring-8, we made a test timing
system as a prototype. It achieved target specifications
(jitter a. 20ps, resolution a. 20ps). In this paper, we'll
report about the construction and some acquired data of
the test timing system.

1. Introduction

SPring-8 has a "single bunch mode". In the single
bunch mode, the injector (linac and synchrotron) injects
8 beam pulses into the storage ring. To make a single
bunch, the beam pulse # 2 - # 8 have to be injected at
the timing when the bucket (which the beam pulse #1
is in) comes to the injection position of the storage ring.

The storage ring has 2436 buckets and the
synchrotron has 672. So, the bunch in the synchrotron
rounds 3 and 5/8 turns in the time the bunch in the
storage ring rounds 1 turn. It means that for the
effective single bunch injection, 8 beam bunchs have to
exist in interval of 84 buckets (1/8 of 672) in the
synchrotron. (Fig.l)

2. Requirement for the timing system

For this single bunch mode operation, following
conditions are required.

(1) RF phase of the synchrotron and the storage ring
are synchronized.

(2) Eight bunchs in the synchrotron are located in
same interval correctly.

The 1st requirement is achieved, because the rf
signal of the synchrotron is provided by the storage ring
system. The 2nd one is satisfied if beam extracted from
the linac is injected into the designed bucket in the
synchrotron. The pulse length of the beam from the
linac is lnsec and the length of the bucket in the

synchrotron is approximately 2nsec. (It's equal to the
wave length of rf (=508.58MHz).)

So, the injection riming (from the linac ro the
synchrotron) has to be adjustable in lOOpsec order
timing with accuracy around 1/10 of the bucket length
(2nsec).

a) Bunch #1 is injected to Storage Ring.

1 ASynchrotro;

b) Bunch #6 is injected when the bunch come
to the injection point. Thus, 8 bunchs are
injected to the same bucket. The order will be
bunch #1, #6, #3, #8, #5, #2, #7, #4.

Fig.l Single bunch injection

3. Construction of the test system

Prior to the product for SPring-8, the test timing
system was constructed. Specifications are:

Input signal

One- cycle signal (lHz)
Master clock (508.58MHz)
Reset signal (lHz)

Output signal

Linac trigger signals (8 pulses)
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Synchronized start pulse (for monitor)
Synchronized clock (for monitor)

Jitter •.less than + / - lOOpsec
Resolution : lOOpsec
Function : Generate 8 linac trigger signals (from

the linac to the synchrotron.) every
16.7msec triggered by 1-cycle signal.
(16.7msec : Cycle of the linac extraction)

To adjust "linac trigger signals" with low jitter and
high resolution is the target of this test system. Major
components of this test systems are:
(1) Synchronize circuit

Make synchronized clock signals from external
clock (508.58MHz) and one- cycle signal.

Syn.StartOne- Cycle

M. Clock

Reset
M. Clock
One- Cycle
Syn. Clock
Syn. Start

Fig.2 Synchronize circuit
(2) Counter circuit

(a) Bunch interval counter
Generate "bunch interval clock" every 84

synchronized clocks. 1 cycle of this clock (6.05MHz)
is equal to the interval time of the bunch of the
synchrotron in the single bunch mode.

(b) One- turn counter
Generate 8 signals which represent bunch number

( # 1 - #8) which beam from linac will be injected into.

This signals are rotated from #1 to #8 switched by
"bunch interval clock". This signals are used in the
logic circuit to make linac trigger signals. This
counter has its own delay-line for its fine
adjustment.

(c) Turn- number counter
(d) Injection- number counter

Both counters ((c) and (d)) are decreased by "bunch
interval clocks". And they are also used in the logic
circuit.

(3) Logic circuit
Generate 8 linac trigger signals. There are 8 logic

circuits ( # l - # 8 ) and each logic circuit represents the
order of linac trigger (# l -#8 ) . To select logic circuit
# l - # 8 , counter (b),(c) and (d) are used.

(4) Output circuit
Final sequence of the system. It generates lOnsec

width pulses at the monomulti vibrator. It has a
delay-line. Range of this delay-line is selected from
O.lnsec to 6.3nsec by O.lnsec step. (It's selected by
dipswitches.) The resolution of this system depends on
this delay- line.

The feature of this timing system are:
(1) Frequency down converter isn't used, it minimizes
jitter and gets fine resolution.

(2) One high speed counter (ECL element) and some
cascade linked counters are used. These counters select
the logic circuit and control the timing of the linac
trigger pulse. This construction also minimizes jitter
and high accuracy.

(3) A delay-line is used in the output circuit. This
makes the adjustment of the delay timing easy.

M. Clock
(508.58MHz)

1 Cycle
(lHz)

Reset

Clock

Linac
> Trigger

Signal

Fig.3 Construction of test timing system
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4. Result of test system

To confirm reliability, miscounts were checked and
jitter through the timing system was measured.
(1) Miscounts

The measurement system is shown in Fig.4. With a
universal time-interval counter, time intervals between
every linac trigger signals are measured. If there are
N-times miscounts, time difference between maximum
data and minimum data will be:

N x (cycle of clock) = N x (l/508.58MHz)
= N x 1.966nsec

Acquired data (Table 1) are less than 1.96nsec. It
means there were not any miscounts.

SYN

Test System

Clock lCycle
Mon

Linac

lCycle RST

SG

U.C.
EXT

START

SYN:Synthesizer
UC:Universal Counter
SG:Signal Generator

Fig.4 Measurement system for miscounts

Table 1 Data for
Signal

#1 - #2

#2 - #3
#3 - #4
#4 - #5

#5 - #6
#6 - #7
#7 - #8

miscount test
Tmax - Tmin

0.45nsec

0.49
0.55
0.45
0.55
0.53
0.45

(2) Jitter
A measurement system is shown in Fig.5. A digital

sampling oscilloscope is used for the measurement
(connect 'linac trigger signal" to the trigger channel and
master clock (508.58MHz) to the channel for
measurement).

Acquired data is shown in Fig.6. The width of the
sine- curve represents jitter. Jitter is about 20psec after
fine adjustment of the delay line, so this system
satisfies the required specification for the single bunch
mode operation.

SYN

Test System

Clock Linac

lCycle RST

SG

1
I

VL ->

OSC
Trig.

Ch.A

Ch.B

SYN:Synthesizer

OSQOscilloscoDe

SG:Signal Generator
Fig.5 Measurement system for jitter
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Fig.6 Acqired jitter data

5. Conclusion

The required specifications for timing system are
achieved through the test system. The accuracy is
around 20psec, and the resolution is less than 200psec.
Now, the timing system for SPring-8 synchrotron are
under manufacturing. The element for the delay-line in
the output circuit will be changed in this machine. And
this change will make the resolution higher up to
20psec.
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VME BASED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE TRISTAN CORRECTION
DIPOLE POWER SUPPLY

Hitoshi FUKUMA, Kuninori ENDO, Atsushi KABE, Haruyo KOISO
and Tadashi KUBO

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics
Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-kcn, 305, Japan

Abstract

The control system for the TRISTAN correction
dipole power supply was improved to cure the beam loss
during the energy ramp. The main part of it is based on
VME standard. This paper describes the system
configuration, the software and the operation with the
beam.

1 .Introduction

The TRISTAN MR has 520 correction dipoles named
correctors to control a closed orbit. Their power supplies
are placed in four buildings around the ring. Initially the
power supplies was controlled by a specially designed
Power Supply Control Module(PSCM) with Motorola
68B09 and driver units[l,2]. The module calculates the
current of the power supplies Ij according to the formula
I,=Aj Io+AIj. where Aj and AIj are constants which are
indexed by a power supply no. i and Io is a wave
form(i.e. "pattern") in an accelerator cycle. Io is similar to
the current of the main dipole power supply and common
to all power supplies. In the energy ramp Ij was uniquely
determined from the injection and flat top current because
free parameters were two, A; and AIj. For several years
after the commissioning of MR this system functioned
enough for the energy ramp. As the beam current
increased it was found that the beam life time at injection
was very sensitive to the RF voltage, the betatron tunes
and the vertical closed orbit. And the beam loss during the
energy ramp became troublesome. One of the cause of the
beam loss was considered the deviation of the closed orbit
from the optimum one at injection. This led to us to
develop a new control system of the correction dipole
power supply to control the closed orbit more finely.

In the new system the PSCM was replaced with a
VME based system while driver units remain unchanged.
We employed VME system because of its flexibility in
changing a software.

2.System Configuration

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the system.
The system consists of three parts, 1)VME system,
2)Control computer Hitachi HIDIC and serial CAMAC
system and 3)Driver units.

The VME system is Hitachi Zosen's Portable VME
system(HIMV-P254/N) . The system consists of a rack
with 7 slot back planes, a CPU board Motrola MVME-
147S, a 100MB hard disk drive and a floppy disk drive.
The operating system is PDOS from EYRING Co..

The CPU board calculates the current of the power
supplies and write it to a digital output(Hitachi Zosen
HIMV630). The output-signals are transferred to the
driver unit through 21 parallel lines(12 bits data, 7 bits
address and 2 timing signals). The data of 72 power
supplies are sent sequentially on the lines. The timing
sequence of data transfer is emulated by a software so as
to fit the driver units. VMEbus interface, KSC 2917-Z1A
is used to communicate with the HIDIC through memory
modules. The clock interrupt, which is controlled by a
HIDIC, initiates a program. The maximum repetition rate
of the clock is 50Hz. So the CPU calculates and outputs
the data every 20ms. The interrupt is accepted by FORCE
SYS68K/IPIO-1.

HIDIC and serial CAMAC system are a part of
TRISTAN control system[3]. The 128KB memory
modules in the CAMAC crate, which are accessed from
both HIDIC and VME CPU, are used for the
communication between them.

The driver units are the part of original control system
with PSCM. They accept the data from the digital output
and distribute the data to each power supply.

3.Software

A.VME system

A device driver was written for VMEbus interface
KSC 2917-Z1A. This supports CAMAC 16 bit single
transfer and CAMAC 16 bit DMA transfer. The data-
transfer-time is about 50 (is/word for the single transfer
and 3.5 us/word for the block transfer. The device drivers
of FORCE SYS68K/IPIO-1 and HIMV630 were prepared
by Hitachi Zosen.

Two functions are written as application software for
l)Cyclic operation and 2)Current-sctting at static states.

l)Cyclic operation

A function is called in cyclic operation of MR such as
the energy ramp, the squeezing of the beam and the
setting current from flat top to injection. The cycle goes
by synchronously with the clock pulse. Whole accelerator
cycle is divided into 14 periods by 15 nodal points. The
time, which is measured by the number of the clock
pulse, and current at each nodal point is stored in a
"clock-current table" in the memory module. The current
of a power supply I(t) at a clock t is calculated as
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during the energy ramp and

in remaining periods, where tjsj and tN+i are the clocks at
nodal point N and N+l respectively. The clock t satisfies
the condition tN< t < tN+\. IBW is the current of the
main dipole power supply at clock t. Ig at each clock is
stored in the memory module.

The total processing time, which includes the above

calculation, the data transfer from/to the memory module
and the output of the data, is 8ms for 130 power supplies.

2)Current-setting at static states

Another function is called at injection and flat top.
The current is changed from present set point to new
point in the total steps Nstep. This function is initiated
Nstep times by the clock interrupt. At each step the
function calculates the current by linear interpolation of
present and new set point.

Network of HIDIC

Memory
module

Auxiliary
crate controller
(KSC3922-Z1B)

CAMAC crate
LJ.

CPU
(MVME-147S)

VME crate

Mini-computer
(HIDIC)

Serial crate controller

Digital outputClock —. Dig
interrupt I (HIMV630)

VME bus Interface
(KSC2917-Z1A) ,nterrupter

(FORCE SYS68K/IPIO-1)

Driver units

Local control room

Power supplies

Power supply-room

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the control system for the TRISTAN correction dipole power supply.
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B.HIDIC

Programs arc prepared for l)Manp.gcmcnt of the clock-
current table and 2)Control of the clock interrupt.

4,Operation

In the operation 11 nodal points are used during the
energy ramp. The nodal points are denser in low energy
region than in high energy region because the beam loss
occurred very often below HGcV. Following procedures
are taken in the beam tuning for the energy ramp.

l)The current which corresponds to the kick by the
correctors at injection is set to all nodal points.

2)The closed orbit at injection c.o.jnj is measured. Then
the energy ramp starts.

3)The energy ramp is suspended at the clock
corresponding to a nodal point and the closed orbit
c-anod is measured. This procedure is repeated for all
nodal points.

4)An orbit correction program calculates the kick of the
correctors {A8} to correct the difference between c.o.noci
and c.o.jnj, where (...) means the list of the kick by the
correctors. The (A0) at each nodal point is stored in a
file.

5)The kick at each nodal point is calculated as {6jnj)+
{A0}, where {0jm} is the kick at the injection. The
current corresponding to {0jnj!+ {A0} is set in the
clock-current table.

6)Thc procedure 2) and 3) are repeated to confirm that the
closed orbit is really corrected.

Table 1 shows an example of the result of the above
correction. V<Ay^> is the r.m.s. of the difference between
the vertical closed orbit at injection and that at a nodal
point. Average < > was taken over the beam positions
around the ring. Nodal no. 1 corresponds to the injection
stage.

Actually, the closed orbit in the energy ramp being
suspended is different from that in the energy ramp being
in progress. But we have no way to measure the
instantaneous closed orbit because the measurement takes
about a minute in the present beam position monitor
system .

We can not state clearly the effect of the correction on
the beam loss. On one occasion the beam loss disappeared
after that. On another occasion, in addition to the
correction, another ways such as the change of RF
voltage, the change of the betatron tunes and the
optimization of the closed orbit at injection were needed
to cure the beam loss.

Above correction is made at the beginning of a long
operation period. Once {A0} is determined the procedure
5) is taken before every energy ramp because the closed

Table 1

A result of the closed orbit correction during the energy
ramp.

Nodal
no.

Energy
(GeV)

>/<Ay2> (mm)

2

3

4

5

6

8.4

9.6

11.6

14.2

16.8

before
correction
0.14

0.31

0.49

0.69

0.84

after
correction
0.08

0.12

0.14

0.22

0.22

orbit at injection is corrected to a standard orbit at every
beam fill. Usually the re-determination of {A0} is not
necessary for three to four months despite the change of
the closed orbit at injection.
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Abstract

In the present accelerators, it is necessary for us to
construct the advanced control system. Because the
beam specification is requested to get higher quality.
The SPring-8 injector LINAC, will be completed in
1996, has also some requirements and future plans
which except for the injection. Whatever requests,
the control system have to keep up with a efficient
improvement. It means that the control system must
be constructed a flexible one. In this case, we have
carried out the LINAC control system in accordance
with the present state of the Software Technology [1].

In this paper, the status of our software project
which accord with the Software Technology is de-
scribed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 shows the present state of Software Tech-
nology. The system of until 1990's have discussed
one's problems which like as follows.

'70 '80
—I—

•90

Software Engineering Object Engineering

Important
Subject

Programming
Technique

Data

Tools

Project
Team

Key-words

ctuncurhti: /mxxut* / amaunlilM* /tbUaalirmi mdprotKyp/na

repository

compiler / ras / /
/

Down Btdjff, Op*n SysUm

ROe'uS/OODBUS

Figure 1: Present State of Software Technology

Closed System Environment: The hardware
and the software in the system depend on the
supply of industrial makers. On these system,
it is so robust that we have a hard time of main-
tenance.

• System Design using Process Standard: In
many case, revisions happen in the software pro-
cess logics, but most of processes intertwine with
other processes. So revisions of software are dif-
ficult. We have a hard time of maintenance,
again.

• Inconsistent Project Team: The system that
is imagined by designers, programmer and co-
ordinators differ from the ideal system that is
imagined by users. When the system operate,
many users will complain about it. Until the
system operate, the project staff have to play a
designer, programmer, coordinator and user. In
the 1990's, the project have to be a elitism.

Now, the Object Engineering has become the
mainstream. This is good approach to the above
problems. And it introduce Data Oriented Ap-
proach(DOA). This approach is based as follows.

• The fundamental data in the system is stable.
Compare with the system process, almost one's
data do not rearrange. It is effective that the
data is standardized.

Our software project, suits the using DOA. Be-
cause the LINAC component process, called Object,
will replace many times for the beam requirement,
however almost fundamental LINAC data do not re-
arrange. We have carried out the LINAC control
system in accordance with DOA.

2 DATA ORIENTED APPROACH

2.1 DOA Framework

Figure 2 shows the framework of DOA. (a) is
the general DOA framework for business, and (b)
is SPring-8 LINAC DOA framework [2]. At the gen-
eral, many problems in the system are able to be
stored on a operation. However our project is new
one, so it is difficult to expect and pick up all the sys-
tem problems. ( Whatever happens, on the commis-
sioning etc., the system problems have to be recorded
and be reflected in next revision.) On DOA, the
modeling is based on the picked up problems. Our
DOA is shown next section.
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Figure 2: Data Oriented Approach framework

2.2 LINAC System Modeling

In general DOA framework, "Cooperate Model-
ing" means examining of the system problems, and
make a rough system modeling. It means the same
as "LINAC System Modeling" in our DOA. We think
that the our control system problems as follows.

• Compute r Network speed and reliability:
The LINAC control data have to send quickly
and reliably.

• High portabil i ty of hardware and OS:
The system have to be quick to adapt to the
trend of hardware and OS on VME's.

• Flexible control system:
Whatever requests, the control system have to
keep up with a efficient improvement.

As a solution to these problems, we got three key-
words in the process of "LINAC System Modeling".
They are, Communication Process [3], C language
Device Drivers [4] , and Object Oriented Program-
ming (OOP) [5]. At the follows modeling, they arc
modeled the details.

2.3 UNAC Machine Modeling

This modeling make the keywords the details.

Communicat ion Process : Assuming that
Linac is constructed by similar simple components,
we got unification command of constructed all de-
vices. That is SPring-8 LINAC machine Control
Commands (SCC). Further, every behavior of all de-
vices is also standardized in SCC. We think that
SCC is the most stable data in our system and SCC
is the standardized message for communication be-
tween objects. So, whatever we start to think, SCC
is based on one's discussion.

For Network speed, we selected the connectionless
type Network protocol. The connectionless type ser-
vice(UDP/lP) has smaller over head, and it is faster
than eouneeuon-i^pc^TCr/ir) scrwee in our traf-
fic condition. But it will happen that transport er-
ror, loss of packets and mistake, because of the ease
of error check in UDP/IP. It is necessary to rein-
force the error check. So it motivated us to devel-
ope the SPring-8 LINAC machine Control Datagram
(SCD)protocol. The Communication Process play to
send b'CC through the our Network protocol SCD.
And the Communication Process is interface of EWS
and VME.

C language Devive Drivers : When the VME
CPU board power and Operation System (OS) do
not reach the user's requirement, the system have
to be quick to adapt, to the trend of hardware and
OS on VME's. We must consider high portability
of hardware and OS. Figure 3 shows the example of
modification of CPU boards. If Device Drivers of
constructed VME system are written by Assembler
language, when CPU boards are modified high power
CPU, all Device Drivers have to be also modified.
Because Device Drivers by Assembler language cor-
respond only one CPU. We tried Device Drivers by C
language. So that, when CPU boards are modified
high power CPU, we will modify only an interface
part, by Assembler language. The system will get
high portability of the hardware and OS.

present system present system

(a) assembler language drivers

PomrPCt-Lc

- — — _ _

(b) C language drivers

Figure 3: modification of CPU board

Object Oriented Programming : For the ex-
pansive and efficient at the system, OOP is adopted.
First, we design the Super Class "MACHINE" that
is core of Object. Figure 4 shows the Super Class
"MACHINE"'and the Sub Classes of it. Main at-
tributes of "MACHINE" arc the "parameter and sta-
tus" and the "Behavior". The "parameter and sta-
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tus" means the operation elements of Object, and
the "Behavior" means the transitional status of Ob-
ject standardized by SCC. So that, the Super Class
can recognize SCC. Hie Super Class is inherited to
Sub Classes.

These Object is constructed on VME software

i~vS^f::^i««)»w~~^5J*pi

C r szt&stf&ssx, 1

Element of Super Class
•MACHINE'

Super Ctaiu'MACHIHE'

0 0 0
e.t.c

Magnet p « m Modii«tot& Klyatam

Sub Classes

Oodknoopa

Figure 4: Super Class of L1NAC

<*M [ SPring-8 Unac
Faraday cup

Architecture ot Machine Control Object In VME (OOPS)) M M | F

Figure 5: Construction of LINAC using OOP

designer and coodinator. When the operation start,
the system will happen many problems and troubles,
because of new system. However the system will be
able to correspond flexibly. Next step, we have to
model for database in accordance with DOA.

which like figure 5. As the LINAC hardware com-
ponent and Object in the VME are in a one-to-one
ratio, if the LINAC hardware component, GUN etc.,
is replaced, Object in the VME is also replaced.

2.4 Prototyping and Test

At our system using DOA, the modeling designer,
coordinator and programmer is not a same person.
So the designer showed prototype software which is
reflected modeling. The programmer read the proto-
type source software, and understand it's modeling
concepts. At the same time, the designer and coordi-
nator explained to the programmer the constructed
LINAC devices and it's operation. The programmer
understand the user's concepts, too. This flow re-
peated several times. The software that is imagined
by programmers became more and more like the de-
signer's image.

3 CONCLUSION
The software project in our system, it is quite

large, should carry out the using DOA.
We have SCC which base on our common concept.

It is getting easy to model the system. And, we could
make efficently the software which is imagined by
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Abstract
Device controllers (front end) for the KEK

PF Linac, which has been operated for more
than ten years, had to be renewed, because there
is no longer support from hardware
manufacturer. To reduce maintenance costs,
device controllers arc planed to be replaced by
PLC (Programmable Logic Controller).
Investigations launched in the late 1994s for the
PLC I1' have carried out in order to make sure
of the I/O stability and network possibilities. In
this paper, the software for the PLC is
discussed based on the OOP concept.

1. Introduction
An Object oriented approach to a PLC

control(dcvicc control) system analysis and
design was adapted to the Linac. The old
console system has a graphic display written
using FBHG (Fujitsu High grade modular
Basic). It has not been very simple to change
the display and it's programs, which were
written in structured FBHG. To change the
conventional language to the new OOP language
is a big paradigm shift, and there arc two
aspects which are good and not good. One
aspect is high productivity at OOP, though more
learning cost for users is needed. We are
therefore providing a top class which can inherit
objects for users without any programming on
the GUI windows. Users can make a control
and display windows very easily and quickly by
just copying a visual object from it's mothers
class inheriting method and properties. After
naming the object and changing some properties
if necessary, it can be run as a user's program.

2. About the PLC
The performances of the PLC is almost

good enough for controlling the magnet power
supplies, vacuum systems and klystron
modulators as a slow speed control. Mostly,
Since PLC can be connected to Ethernet these
days, it is now possible to be controlled from
computers, even though each maker has its own

network. In the PF linac, the stability was
actually measured and compared wuh the
products of a couple of makers. /V.rhough the
PLC is not for a high-speed uiiilti-purposc
machine interface, DAC and ADC modules are
stable enough for magnet control. V.y. PLC
commercial product has been commonly used in
chemical plants and other wide fields. The price
is cheaper than other interfaces, like VME or
CAMAC, and maintenance is more easy.

3. PLC networking and speed
The PLC which we have selected has two

CPUs: one is for I/O, and the other is for
communications. TCP/IP and UDP are available
protocol used to communicate with other
computers on Ethernet. The PLC has its own
programming and tools inside, and allows itself
to be an intelligent controller using a ladder
program. For all channel scans on MS
windows3.1 with a pentium 90MHz CPU, 10
to 20 refreshes arc proceeded. That is a
sufficient scan speed for an operator when he
adjusts the magnet current or other. In the
system of the PLC and host computers, the
PLC is the bottle neck at communications
specified in a data/command transfer. The host
computer has several device-control network
segments, which arc managed in serial; there
would be no collisions in it's communication
packet.

4. GUI object model
The common classes for linac control were

analyzed and implemented using MS Visual
C++ on Visual BASIC based on OMT (Object
Making Technique) I2'3l In the accelerator
domain it is possible to be defined in two major
classes as the device class and the generic class.
The device class may have several derived sub-
classes; the other super classes, like
communications, components and other related
classes. These classes were developed as a
control pack which appear on the toolbox for
Visual Basic when it is in the interpreter mode.
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The basic model of top classes and it's relations
are shown in figurc-1.

Accelerator
D Device

Class

Generic
Task Class

i

Klystron
i

Magnet
i

Vacuum — Monitor

PLC communication

Elelmcnt class

I/O module

I/O module

I/O module

figurc-1

5. Device class of the Linac
Device class; klystron, magnet, vaccum,

gun, monitor and others arc defined and coded
as a super class on the control pack. The
instances (real object) are derived in the GUI
windows from its control pack: for example, the
magnet class has its sub class (such a Q-
magnct, STC-magnct and Bcnding-magnct).
Each device class may use a PLC object for
communicating between them. It is defined so
that the PLC class is related the other super
class.

6. PLC class
PLCs arc produced by several companies,

and there arc no standards among the
manufactures. A PLC support many I/O
modules: such as DI/O, DAC, ADC and IRQ-
module. The PLC is the super class, and the I/O
modules arc defined as belonging to the sub-
class. The PLC top class can communicate to
the PLC communication class. These PLC
classes should be installed on the device layer.
In the PF Linac, device classes arc set on the
Human interface layer, and the device class of
the GUI should communicate with PLC device
class.

7. Implementation
It is being planned to install the PLC for the

Linac device controller, which will be connected
with about 400 sets of magnets and 200 sets of
vacuum systems and 60 sets of klystrons which
are slow devices in control. In October 1995, a
prototype is going to control the vacuum system
at the 2nd sector of the Linac. In advance to the
hardware system, software development has

completed it's first version based on the Object
models shown in the OMT. Since Visual
BASIC has a simple inheritance system, a
Mother class has been coded using visual C++,
and was made as *.VBX tool on Visual
BASIC. Visual BASIC has limitations in
memory size and execution time when there arc
many objects derived from the mother class.
PLC and other objects arc shown in figure-2.

figurc-2

8. Results and conclusions
Sufficient speed to control the magnet

current setting was achieved based on Ethernet
communications between PC and PLC. There
are a reasonable number of PLC connections we
can run in scries because of PLC
communications speed. We could actually make
standard class for the PLC and GUI device
object or class. The standard class brings out a
nice reusable object, which makes the control
system very flexible. OOP also gives users an
easy way to make modification and to produce a
highly productive control system for accelerator
users or machine operators.
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Abstract
The control system of the high energy beam

transport system of HIMAC consists of a UNIX comput-
er and a large scale interface system. Lengthy procedures,
such as start-up or shutdown all the devices, can be done
by only one command followed by sequential procedures
in the interface system. Man-machine interface is concen-
trated on a console to operate easily. Total system even-
tually realizes the simplified operation and highly reliable
performance. In this system, however, a special opera-
tion is required because of radiotherapy.

Introduction
The Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba

(HIMAC) is a complex of an injector linac cascade, two
synchrotron rings, a high energy beam transport system
and an irradiation system1.2). Each system is called sub-
system, and is controllable independently. Another
computer system, a supervisor system, is monitoring all
the sub-systems, and also working as an interface be-
tween the sub-systems.

Beams extracted from the rings arc transported to
four irradiation ports of three therapy rooms, and three
experiment ports through the high energy beam transport
(HEBT) lines. The constituents of the HEBT system are
16 bending magnets, 69 quadrupole magnets, 39 steering
magnets, their power supplies including those for the
suppression coils for residual magnetic field and correc-
tion coils, 30 beam monitors, 16 vacuum units, 16
NMR sets and many other devices. The HEBT control
system was required to have functions of simplified and
rapid operation of the devices, software interlocks to keep
patients safe and highly reliable performance because of a
medical machine. The medical use also requires a special
operation related with beam irradiation for treatment. In
this paper, features of the system and its operation are
reported.

The HEBT control system
The control system is divided into the main com-

puter system and the interface system as shown in Fig.l.
MELCOM70-MX5700II (Mitsubishi Electric Corpora-
tion) is in use as the main computer. The interface
system, called MELTAC-RIO system, connects the
computer and most devices of the HEBT. The computer
has other interface ports of GPIB and PIO. GPIB and
PIO are used for communication with NMR devices and
with an interlock system, respectively. There are two
sets of console as man-machine interface. These consoles
are corresponding to beam lines from the upper and lower
rings, respectively. Each console has 20" and 14" dis-
plays, and 3 rotary encoders. The displays are equipped
with touch-panels. The computer system is connected to
the supervisor system with LAN (Ethernet). Radiation
dose is monitored not only at the irradiation control room
but also on the consoles of the HEBT system through a
LAN installed exclusively for monitoring the dose.

The interface system, MELTAC-RIO, consists of
a communication unit and a group of distributed remote
I/O (RIO) units. The communication unit works to
arrange and manage data flow from the computer to RIO,
and vice versa. Data from RIO is reformatted to be
transmitted to the computer cyclically in every 200msec
interval. The transmission cycle of 200msec is enough
fast to monitor the system status. The computer inter-
rupts the communication unit to send the commands (IT-
message) to operate the devices. The computer can also
send a file including parameters such as maximum and
minimum currents, and repetition number for initializa-
tion, thus complicated procedure can be handled. The
communication unit is connected to the computer with a
data bus, MDWS-60.

Ten RIO units are distributed in this system as
shown in Fig.l. Each unit is connected to various
devices through three kinds of data bus, PIO or
MELSECNET or I/O bus. The PIO connects the magnet
power supplies and the relevant RIO units. DI and DO
cards mounted in the units receive and transmit digital
signals based on contacts or open collectors. In order to
initialize the magnets, the RIO units sequentially control
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Fig.l Schematic diagram of the HEBT control system

the power supplies according to the parameters of the
initialization as mentioned above. Maximum 30 mag-
nets can be initialized at the same time by only one
command. Therefore, an arbitrary number of magnets can
be initialized in short time by repeating the command.
Local control panels (LCP) are distributed on the floor of
the beam lines for the operation of the beam monitors
and vacuum system, because it is necessary that the beam
monitors and the vacuum system arc locally operated in
their maintenance. The devices of the vacuum system are
controlled by a programmable logic controller (PLC)
installed in a LCP. Four LCP's are linked in a circle, and
the master LCP is connected to the RIO unit with the
MELSECNET. The MELSECNET is exclusively de-
signed for communication of the PLC. In case of the
beam monitors, the DI and IX) cards and buffer memories
are mounted in the LCP's, not in the RIO units. Only

master cards are installed in the RIO units to communi-
cate with the LCP's through the I/O bus.

This MELTAC-RIO system deals with a large
amount of data such as magnet currents, magnet status,
pressure in beam ducts, beam profiles, and of operation
information such as power supply ON/OFF commands,
magnet initialization commands and so on. In order to
realize rapid operation and monitoring, this system are
cyclically processing data under a single task software
using cpu's of i-80386. The cycle runs every 100msec
interval in the communication unit, and 50-70msec in the
RIO units. The data is transmitted between the RIO
units and the communication unit cyclically through data
buses, called SE-BUS3. There are three groups of the
SE-BUS3, in order to reduce the amount of data of each
data bus, and realize a rapid response. The data buses are
summarized in Table 1, all of them being Mitsubishi
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Table 1 Summary of Data Bus

Data Bus

Medium of

Transmission

Transfer Rate

Method of

Transmission

MDWS-60

Coaxial cables

15.36Mbps

Cyclic
File
IT-Mcssage

SE-BUS 3

Optical fiber

cables

2Mbps

Cyclic

MELSECNET

Optical fiber

cables

1.25Mbps

Cyclic

UOBUS

Optical fiber

cables

IMbps

Polling/

Selecting Method

Electric Corporation standard. Note that the cyclic data
process and data transmission can make a maximum load
of the computer independent of the amount of data, and
realize stable and reliable performance.

Operation and control
Beam tunings for the horizontal or vertical course

can be done independently at each console. The devices
of the HEBT system are hierarchically classified with
"systems", "groups" and "blocks", as in other sub-sys-
tems3). A block unit uniquely corresponds to a beam
course. So the block classification makes it easy to
switch the beam course from one to another.

The operation of starting up the whole HEBT
system for new beam conditions is performed with the
help of an operation parameter file. The file includes the
setting values such as excitation currents of the magnets,
high voltage of the beam monitors. In this operation,
the magnets arc initialized before excitation, and the beam
monitors become ready to use by being applied suitable
voltage. In about five minutes, devices arc ready after the
operation. Then a beam course is selected before tuning
beam. Beam tuning is done for all the beam courses
connected to the scheduled therapy rooms in advance of
the treatments. It takes about 25 minutes for relevant
beam course. Since the beam course selection is carried
out by only exciting the switching magnets, the. therapy
room can be changed by only switching the beam course
in 5-7 minutes.

Only medical operators arc allowed to open the
beam shutters in clinical patients irradiation. On the
other hand, operators of the accelerator must handle the
shutters to tune the beam. In order to prevent wrong
operations, we allow opening the shutters from one
console at a time, either HEBT or irradiation console.
Both control systems can always close the beam shutters.
Furthermore, the operators of either control system can

command not to change any operation parameters of
upstream sub-systems during the treatments.

Software interlocks close or prohibit from opening
the beam shutters under a few conditions of the HEBT
system, in order to prevent unwanted irradiation of
beams. The conditions are as follows. (l)No beam
course is selected. (2)Magncts and/or power supplies of
the selected beam course are out of normal conditions.
(3)Any gale valve of the beam course is close. (4)The
computer or the supervisor system does not work.
(5)The computer is disconnected from the supervisor
system. Therefore the software interlocks exclude wrong
operations or abnormal conditions of the HEBT system.

Summary
In the HEBT control system, a large scale interface

system, and its single task processes realize simplified
and rapid operation with stable performance. All the
operation functions are put together on the displays
equipped with touch-panels and the rotary encoders as
man-machine interfaces. These features make the opera-
tors possible to operate easily and uniformly. The soft-
ware interlocks are excluding wrong operations due to
human errors or machine failures. Overall the HEBT
control system is reliable and easy to handle, and shows
good performance.
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Abstract

HIMAC synchrotron has been in operation since
late 1993. Daily operation for irradiation of clinical
trial have been executed satisfactorily. Present status
of HIMAC synchrotron control system is
summarized.

INTRODUCTION

As a medically dedicated accelerator, Beam must
be supplied from HIMAC for treatment quite reliably.
Requirements for beam energy and intensity can vary
from patient to patient. Research programs which
have been carried out nights and weekends also
widens the variety. Under these circumstances,
HIMAC synchrotrons have been operated to deliver
beams for clinical trial and basic research
experiments in a rather stable manner.

Of course, the individual hardware (magnets,
power supplies, etc.) must be able to perform very
well in order to realize stable operations. In achieving
the reliable beam supply, however, synchrotron
control system plays important part because it
integrates the functioning of synchrotron components.
Design plan and preliminary results were presented
in the previous reports.[1,2] Operational
experience and improvement plans are described in
this report.

INITIAL TRACKING CONTROL

Synchrotron control system of HIMAC has been
in operation since fall, 1993, when commissioning
began. During commissioning,[3] the most crucial
task of the control system was to assure tracking of

' Public Health & Environment Dcpt.,
Hyogo Prefectural Government.

BM and QF/D magnets excitation, because the
scheme was to set current pattern precisely matched
and to converge actual output current pattern to the
preset one via repetitive, or 'self-study', control.
Mechanism is an iterative application of the
following procedure: The control system sets the
current and voltage pattern of desired excitation to a
power supply, then the system detects deviation A I
at 1,200 Hz, or each firing pulse of thyristors, and,
after averaging over several cycles, it calculates
modified voltage pattern to correct current deviations.
The calculation involves the presumed response
characteristics of the magnet & power-supply system,
and tuning was done in cut and try method prior to
the beam test. Even with the prc-tuning, two
aspects remained to be answered by the beam; to find
an appropriate current setting pattern and to assure
effective convergence of the iteration.

Although we had started from the desired values
of magnetic field and the approximate expression of
the current .vs. magnetic-field relation from actual
field measurement, it turned out that simply applying
"proportional" current setting among BM and QF/D
magnets apparently suffice. Here, flat base and flat
top values of currents arc given and the ramping
between them arc adjusted in such a way that the
ratio of current value to flat top value in terms of
surplus from flat base value at each point is kept
across BM and QF/D. This is certainly less
accurate than the case from magnetic field, but more
straightforward and practical in operation's
viewpoint.

It was later tested with higher excitation than
original 230 MeV/u or most used 290 MeV/u level,
e.g., 600 and 800 McV/u, and results were quite
successful, even the field saturation effect contributes
non-trivial extent at these higher excitation. Thus,
semi-empirical method worked well on the first
aspect of the problem: finding appropriate current
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setting pattern.
The second part was much more complicated and

not yet fully understood, because the power supply
itself has its own built-in voltage regulation circuitry
and thus the result is a mixture of two mechanism.
However empirically, convergence is obtained for
each operational patterns without re-adjusting
parameters for iterative "self-study" procedure.
Further study is expected to exploit the feature.

STABILITY AND REPRODUCIBIL1TY

After the commissioning, priority of the control
was given to stable and reproducible beam supply.

Clinical irradiation is scheduled weekly from
Tuesday to Friday with accompanying dose
measurements, and beam condition should be kept
constant during the period. A patient is usually
treated with 18 fractions that spans six weeks,
although each fraction is normally 3-5 minutes
irradiation. Since the adjustment and fixation of the
patient takes typically as much as 20 minutes, beam
irradiation is required to start and complete
immediately after these preparatory procedure.

In this context, it is an essential performance for
HIMAC that the accelerator complex keeps overall
tuning for a long time and delivers beam of same
conditions without re-tuning. The observation at
the early stage of operation was that when the
accelerator devices wer;; kept turncd-on without
beam, which is stopped right after the extraction
from ion source, beam was immediately delivered to
the final focus when the beam stopper at ion source
was opened after an overnight break.

It is also confirmed that a "Tile" of actually tuned
operation parameters enables reproduction of the
beam, thus once parameters were well-tuned, simply
recalling filed parameters and setting those values
secure beam deliver}'.

At present, carbon beams of 290, 350, and 400
McV/u arc in daily use for clinical irradiation, while
other beams such as helium, neon, and silicon have
been studied and provided for experimental research.
For these beams, we have files of 6 McV/u (flat base
level), 100, 230, 290, 350, 400, 600, and 800 McV/u
for chargc-to-mass ratio £ =0.5, with basically
well-adjusted parameters. Essentially, no fine
tuning is necessary for different ion species, as far as
£=0.5. For argon and other ions with £ <0.5, one

or two energy points have been studied and filed.
New energy point can be developed from the existing

files using the above mentioned procedure, which
takes several hours.

Another evidence for stability is the fact that rf
acceleration without beam feedback signal is
routinely realized fora wide range of intensity; 5xlO2

to lxlO10 ppp.[3J In all, this means that the
stability and reproducibility of the synchrotron was
good enough to meet the requirement of medical
application as well as research usage.

SEQUENCE AND FAULT HANDLING

One of the most practiced operation at HIMAC
synchrotron is, as seen from the above, setting all
devices to a reference value obtained from the file.
This procedure can be done with a single set of touch
operation. In the early stage of commissioning to
routine operation, it sometimes got stranded and the
software system of synchrotron hung-up. This was
primarily caused by inappropriate handling of the
sequence in the device control computers. Although
corrective measures were taken, it was realized that
momentary load can be larger than expected for some
of the device controllers. Therefore, possible
upgrade is under consideration for performance
improvement.

It is important to locate fault condition that
occurred during beam delivery, and to identify the
cause quickly. Present control system provides
error message with presumed items for each device.
Recent recurrent troubles of device level include:
— decreased water-flow at magnet,
— thcrmo-control error at power supply, and
— rf cavity voltage over.
These were caused by defective hardware, and
presumably terminated with correction on the
problematic part of the hardware. On the other
hand, system problem such as communication
trouble happens, although sporadically. It does not
seem to be a traffic congestion, but incompatible
implementation of the communication protocol that is
responsible, although it remains to be identified.
Meanwhile, re-setting relevant computer of device
control level can be postponed, since each device is
set to keep operating as is when link between the
controller and higher level computer is lost.

DEVICE CONTROLLERS

VME systems with MVME-147S CPU and
FDI/FDO modules function for current pattern
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control of synchrotron magnets and for event timing
generator rather reliably. They are operated with
PDOS real-time OS Additional work station for
file management serves also for development and
trouble-shooting tool.

In RF/BT system, peak load seems somewhat
critical, but routine operation is performed without
troubles after system tuning. The rf T-clock
frequency was elevated to 50 kHz for smoother
transition from B-clock region and thus for smaller
beam losses. While it helped, present scheme of
memory module operation limits flat top time shorter
than needed for 0.3 Hz synchrotron operation, thus it
returned to original 10 kHz clock.

MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

For man-machine interfacing, four VS3100 VAX
Stations are used for displaying system status, beam
monitor results, current setting patterns, etc. It was
found that with original 16 MB memory
resource/station is inadequate to respond with
operator's request. Therefore, it was enhanced to
32 MB per station and now works basically fine.

Two stations are allocated for two rings each,
and interface with operator by accepting touch-panel
input or equivalent mouse operation. Among the
panels they provide, Pattern Editing, COD, & Tune
arc the special feature of the synchrotron control,
while the others are basically common with other
sub-systems, i.e., Linac and HEBT. Those arc File
List, Device Status, Fault/Not_Rcady List, Alarm
Message List, Trend Monitors, Vacuum System,
System Layout, Profile, and Slit & FCN panels.

MAIN CONTROL

The main control, CS, is VAX4000/300 with 64
MB memory, and is managing all the sequence
operations and periodic data taking, as well as
individual device control. It has communication
with "SV", supervisor^' node of control system of
HIMAC accelerator as a whole. Table 1 shows the
processes that arc running for these tasks. It is now
under performance analysis to improve system
throughput further.

IMPROVEMENT PLANS

In addition to what arc mentioned above, a few
items are considered for improving operationability

and control system performance. One of the
important change is "stream-lining" of pattern setting
sequence, for both with and without synchrotron
repetition cycle time change. Another is realization
of synchronized switching of magnet and rf patterns.
These improvements will enable faster and more
independent change of synchrotron operational
parameters such as energy, repetition cycle, etc.

Modification to facilitate new functions, e.g.,
respiration triggered beam control, is in progress,
too.

Table 1. Processes at CS (VAX4000/300)
Name
SSMP
MDMP
FMMP
FLSP
IDCP
MDCP
DOCP
SOCP
TSCP
RECP
TCCP
SVCP
AEHP

Function
System Self Management
Master Display Management
File and Memory Management
File Load & Save
Independent Device Control
Monitor Display and Control
Device Operation Control
Sequential Operation Control
Timed Sequence Control
Rotarv Encoder Control
TCP/IP Communication Control
'SV Communication Control
Alarm and Event Handling
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Abstract

Dynamic control of beam parameters (energy,
C.O.D. etc.) is essential for advanced utilization of
synchrotron beam. DPI/DPO modules are now under
development to switch among various excitation
patterns of main magnets and rf system while the
synchrotron is operating.

DPI/DPO are VMEbus modules which provide
maximum 20-bit parallel input/output port with
independent 16-bit control signal port, where up to
about 125kHz external clock is applicable. Dynamic
switching of output pattern and other intelligent
functions are performed by two RISC microprocessors,
one for control and the other for calculation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Operation of synchrotron magnets are
characterized by repetitive pattern which consists of
injection, acceleration, extraction, deceleration and
reset of beam. In order to accelerate the beam
without losses, each field of lattice magnets, BM and
QF/QD, should be excited in a matched strength. This
is called as "tracking". Power supplies of lattice
magnets, accordingly, should be precisely controlled in
synchronization with the l,200Hz trigger timing pulse
of 24 phase thyrister converter for forcing power source.

HIMAC has already made use of FDI/FDO
modules which were developed for this purpose [1].
Present control system of magnet power supplies works
well, including event triggers that are generated from
another FDO module for injection etc. However, an
advancement in heavy ion therapy requires more
flexible and dynamic control of synchrotron operation,
as the beam delivery with pulse-to-pulse energy shift is
envisaged for cancer treatment irradiation of three-
dimensional scanning for HIMAC and Particle Therapy
Project in Hyogo prefecture [2].

An rf system should also be operated in
coordination with main magnet excitation pattern, but
the clock system differs from that of main magnet
power supply. T clock of about 50kHz and B clock of
max. 120kHz are used for rf control. Further, B clock

is of bi-directional operation to stand with fluctuation of
magnetic field for both acceleration and deceleration of
beam. Although the dual memory mechanism is
utilized and the digital control system operates
successfully [3], dynamic pattern switching is not fully
realized.

Dynamic switching of these patterns (both
magnets and rf) is demanded in various aspects of
beam operations. For example, it is required to
switch an arbitrary combination of magnets simul-
taneously during beam tuning or to use a set of exci-
tation patterns as mentioned above. Usage is also
expected to measure beam parameters, chromaticity
e.g., to initialize magnets, and to achieve digital feed-
back control (Iterative control or Self-study control).

Thus a dynamic pattern switch/selection is
inevitable in advanced synchrotron control, which is
now possible with the help of recent high-performance
processors. In order to select va rious excitation
patterns of main magnets and rf system dynamically,
DPI/DPO modules are now under development. This
paper describes DPI/DPO modules, with emphasis on
the hardware aspect of DPO, which is developed prior
to DPI.

2. FEATURES OF THE DPO

A lot of high performance RISC microprocessors
for embedded system has flourished in a wide range of
electronic appliances. After our investigation of
abilities to handle many external interrupts and to
control timer/counter substantially, we have made a
choice of Hitachi Super-H (SH) series CPU which uses
a 32-bit RISC core optimized for high speed and low
power consumption. Another advantage of SH-1
CPU is several on-chip peripherals to eliminate many
additional devices.

For a dynamic selection of a required excitation
pattern from several tens to hundreds of patterns, it is
necessary to discriminate many commands and to
prepare enough amount of memory to store nil relevant
data. For this purpose 12-bit external control signal
and 16MB memory are employed.

VSBbus is the subsystem standard of VMEbus.
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It is provided to form a digital feed-back loop by
interconnection between DPO and DPI, which is
expected to correct C OP fbr exam l̂f1 ir: real-time
Iterative control of magnet power supplies [4] will be
also benefited by the DPI-DPO direct connection.

Table 1 shows the outline specification of DPO.
And the block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

2-1. CPU and Memory
Multiple CPU system is provided for this module.

SH-1 CPU serves to control communications with
VMEbus, VSBbus and all input & output ports. SH-1
also manages SH-2 CPU which is provided for
dedicated calculation. To avoid bus contentions of
multiple CPU system, separate local bus is provided for
each CPUs.

16MB DRAM will be used in 3 byte-word format
pattern memory to cover system requirement of rf and
BM operation. User supplied programs can be loaded
into the DRAM of SH-1 or the dedicated SRAM of SH-2
and executed from local CPU, respectively.

Each CPU responds to commands and
environment parameters placed in each 32kB dual
ported SRAM which serves the accesses from the
VMEbus or the local bus through the arbitration logic
which intervenes synchronously with one for another
when simultaneous accesses occur.

SH-2 is provided on the mezzanine board to be
changeable to SH-3 CPU in future.

Input/output ports are also provided on the other
mezzanine board in order to change RS485 to TTL or
other interfaces.

2-2. External clock
4 bits are provided for external clocks.

• Pattern start signal (Master Clock or Rf Capture)
It corresponds to repetitive cycle of
synchrotron operation, typically ~lHz.

• Base clock (l,200Hz or 50kHz)
l,200Hz is fundamental clock distributed from
PLL.

Incremental B clock for rf (B+ clock)
Deere mental B clock for rf (B- clock)

Maximum speed of B clock is presumed to be
120kHz in order to cover the BM excitation
rate of 2.4T/sec at 0.2G/pulse clock.

2-3. External control signals
12-bit signal is decoded and recognized as

following various events. These events are executed
after next Master Clock except for Change signals that
are executed immediately.

• Start & Stop
Command to start or stop pattern output/input
to devices altogether.

Pause & Rerun
Command to break temporarily or rerun
pattern output for measurement of beam life
etc.

Selection of pattern
Command to select any excitation pattern.
Decoding method is effective to expand the
range of selection, although a surplus strobe
signal is necessary. It is capable to select not
only any single excitation pattern but also a
set of patterns and to operate partly any
grouped magnets by means of masking bit, of
which feature is applied to Start or Stop event
when the initialization of a part of magnets is
required.

Change signal from T clock to B clock
Change signal from B clock toT clock

2-4. Looked-Up Table
LUT is a memory to convert any data placed on

the address line to another data immediately. This
feature is useful to convert an accounted value of B
clock to the rf frequency which is not always linear.
80k steps of table is required when BM is excited up to
1.6T at B clock of 0.2G. Then dual 80k x 20-bit
memory is provided, of which one serves to make data
output and the other receives next data simultaneously.

2-5. Software functions of DPO
1) SH-1 CPU for control

Communication with Host CPU of IOC on
VMEbus
Communication with SH-2 CPU for calculation

• Execution of event signal
VMEbus and VSBbus control

• Initialization and placing data on LUT
• Smoothing control of pattern

Data output synchronized with external clock
2) SH-2 CPU for calculation

Communication with SH-1 CPU for control
• Calculation of feed-back control or data filtering

Smoothing calculation of pattern

3. CURRENT STATUS AND DISCUSSION

DPO with basic firmware will be prepared for
performance test by the end of this year. DPO will also
provide a function of timing pattern generator which
produces dynamically various event control timings.
System considerations, such as pattern data-base
construction and management, division of tasks among
host computer and DPI/DPO, are necessary to specify
further details and to establish the best way of usage.

High-speed digital feed-back control with high
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accuracy is attractive to challenge many technical
matters of instabilities in various synchrotron
operation. We expect that the combination of

DPI/DPO will be useful to reduce beam ripple or to
stabilize beam position by means of high-speed data
acquisition and processing.
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Fig.l Block Diagram of DPO

TABLE 1 Outline Specification of DPO

CPU

Clock
SRAM
DRAM
Dual-ported SRAM
LUT SRAM
Iront panel
functions

Bus spec.

Operating
condition

Main Board

SH7034(SH-l)
• 4kB On-chip RAM
• 64kB On-chip ROM
• Hardware multiplier
• 9ch. Ext. interrupt handler
• 4ch. DMA controller
• 5ch. Timer/Counter
• 16bit Timing pattern gen.
• Watch-dog timer
• 2ch. Serial comm. port
• Universal I/O ports

2UMHz (16MlFi>)
128kB with zero wait state
16MB with zero wait state
32kB with one clock wait state
384kB with 2Ubit U/D counter
16bit Status LED
Reset switch

Mezzanine Board
lor calculation

SH76U4(SH-2)
• 4kB cache memory
• Hardware multiplier
• Hardware divider
• 15ch. Bxt. interrupt handler
• 2ch. DMA controller
• 16bit Counter
• Watch-dog timer
• lch. Serial comm. port

28.7MHz (25MIPN)
256kB with zero w r. state

-
64kB with one clock wait state

-

Mezzanine Board
lor J/O adaptation

Two 16bit bi-directional
control signal port with strobe
(Opto-isolated RS485 interlace)

2Ubit+Strobe output port
(Opto-isolated RS485 interlace)

VMiibus 1EC821 compatible slave interlace (A24.D16)
VSBbus 1EC821 compatible master/slave interlace
Power source: SV±5% , typ. 3A

5V± 1U%, typ.l.5A (I/O isolation p/s supplied from front connector)
Temperature : ITC-SUX
Humidity : 3U%~9U% (Non-condensing)
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Abstract

The Experimental Physics and Industrial
Control System (EPICS) has been used for the
accelerator control system in recent years.
EPICS has rich set of tools to create application
with Graphical User Interface (GUI). It reduces
the load of complex programming for GUI and
shortens the application development period.
This paper will describe the remote

temperature monitoring system using EPICS.

1. Introduction

Slow drift of a beam orbit in TRISTAN Main
ring is observed during a long time operation. It
caused the degration of the performance of the
machine.
One reason for this slow drift has been

thought as the temperatures of magnets in the
ring. Drift of temperature can affect the orbit of
beam through the thermal expansion of
electromagnets and its supports. We build a
system to monitor the temperatures in the
accelerator tunnel to study correlation between
the temperature drift and the beam orbit drift.
Thermocouples are used as temperature

measurement device. Data collected by
thermocouple controller are sent to a VME
computer through GPIB/LAN (local area
network) linker. User can control and monitor
this system by EPICS tools.

2. EPICS

EPICS"'2' is a scalable, distributed process
control system that is built on a software
communication bus called Channel Access.
EPICS architecture includes the UNIX
workstations for executing high level
applications (including operator interfaces),
and single board computers as front end
computers, called Input Output Controllers or
IOCs. The single board computers in VME crates
are used as IOC. Communication among the
distributed components is over TCP/IP sockets,
via ethernet or FDDI.

Channel Access Clients
(workstations, OPIs)

A « * i v c r s Sc<>ucnccrs Cent's

Channel Access

Distributed
RunTime
Database

Hardware
Interfaces

Channel Access Servers
(VME single board conputcrs, IOCs)

Figure 1. Functional subsystem layout of
EPICS. The only sequencer
runs on both OPI and IOC.

The EPICS architecture provides a wide range of
functionality, rapid application development
and modification, and extensibility at all levels
to meet the demands of experimental physics.
The hardware and software for each functional
subsystem were selected to meet these
requirements. The subsystems are: the
Distributed Database, the Display Manager, the
Alarm Manager, the Archiver, the Sequencer,
and Channel Access (see Figure 1). These
functional subsystems greatly reduce the need
for programming. Sequential control is provided
through a sequential control language, allowing
the application developer to express state
diagrams easily. Data analysis of the archived
data is provided through an interactive tool. The
system is scalable from a single lest station
with a low channel count to a large distributed
network with thousands of channels. All data is
passed through the channel access protocol. One
can extend the basic EPICS system in IOC by
creating new database record types, calling 'C
subroutines from the database, extending the
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driver support and creating independent
VxWorks task.

3. Monitoring System

We built a monitoring system for the
temperature measurement with EPICS. The
reasons why we employed EPICS arc:

1) No need for programming except driver
support.

2) Easy modification for the monitoring
system.

3) Easy addition for the measurement
channel.

Temperature Monitor

— 40.

£ 30-

I 20
-150 -100 -50 0

Time [sec,

MONITOR

| L I 0 , 0 , 5 ~

GPIB Command

stop
TTTTTTT

start

SCAN DISPLAY

1
tempO

29.4J
letnpl

|25 .4 |
lcmp2

| 3 4 . l |

Figure 2. Control panel. The display
panel for the current value
of the temperature comes out
if the DISPLAY button is
pushed.

3-1. System functions
The functions of this monitoring system are:

1) Device control
Transmit the GPIB command set on the
control panel created by the display
manager to the measurement system for
the temperature (Figure 2 shows the
control panel).

2) Status/ Data Display
Display the current temperature and plot
its last 200 seconds' history.

3) Data Archiving/Retrieving
Record the temperature data measured by
the measurement system for the
temperature into the disk. And readout
and displays the recorded data.

4) Alarm Notification

Send the message to the specified user by
an e-mail if there is no answer form IOC
lo OP1 or the data from the measurement
system for the temperature is same as
previous data including the time stamps.

on

eihcrncl

IOC GPIB/LAN
linker

G1UB

data
logger

sensor
terminal

thermocouple

measuring system for
temperature

Figure 3. System architecture.

3-2. System architecture
This system consists of workstation, VME

single board computer, GPIB/LAN linker,
computing data logger, sensor terminal, and
thermocouples. Figure 3 shows the arrangement
of these components.
The functions and names of each component

are:
Workstation

HP 9000 workstation model 735/755 is
used as an Operator Interface (OPI) in
EPICS, and runs the UNIX operating
system and a number of EPICS tools such
as the archivcr, the display manager and
the alarm manager.

VME single board computer
FORCE CPU40 is used as an Input Output
Controller (IOC) in EPICS, and runs the
VxWorks real-time kernel and a number
of EPICS programs such as the distributed
database and the sequencer.

GPIB/LAN linker
SONY Tektronix ET488 exchanges the data
from the data logger through GPIB to
output to cthernct and performances a
GPIB controller.
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Computing data logger, sensor terminal,
thermocouples

ADVANTEST TR2731, TR2741 and
thermocouples compose a measurement
system for the temperature.

Network
The network among the workstation, the
VME crate and GPIB/LAN linker is
ethernet on which the transmission speed
is 10 Mbps.

3-3. Data acquisition
The process of data acquisition is as follows.

1) The operator initiates the start command
for data acquisition on the control panel,
to process the database record.

2) The database record issues the GPIB
command which starts the sensor terminal
or programming for the data logger.

3) The data logger starts the sensor terminal,
complying with the GPIB command from
the database record.

4) The sensor terminal collects the data from
the thermocouples which are in the
accelerator tunnel.

5) The temperature data collected by the
sensor terminal are sent back to the IOC
(database) via GPIB/LAN linker.

4. Conclusion

By using EPICS, there was no need of coding
except the driver support for the GPIB
controller, device support for the data logger
and sequential control.
Another measurement point can be added to

the system just adding a new record to the EPICS
run-time database. User can easily modify the
operator interface (control) panel using EPICS
tools. Furthermore, by connecting the GPIB
controller to LAN directly, we can place the
GPIB devices in many places.
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A b s t r a c t
Single-beam collective effects limit the beam current when

beams are served for colliding experiments in the presently
designed ion ring. For the some hundreds MeV/u ion beam
making the betatron tune shift -0.2. longitudinal instabilities
occur with growth times of 0.02 s, and the transverse resistive
wall instability with growth lime of 1 s. The electron cooling with
cooling time of 0.01 s at the full momentum spread 10 ! of the
ion beams can damp the instabilities. Then, the luminosity is
much less than 1 x 10" rwrV on the heavy ion side. A proposal
about the lattice of the ring is made to improve the luminosity.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility group has been

proposing "RIKEN RI Beam Factory" as a next facility-expanding
project (I). The factory lakes the aim at providing RI beams of the
whole mass range in a wide energy range up to several hundreds
MeV/u. Ion beams from Uic existing RRC are accelerated and, or
qualified as a cooled beam, a high current beam, and, or an RI
beam through a superconducting ring cyclotron, an accumulator-
boosler-cooler ring, and, or an RI beam generator. The beams are
injected to the one of a twin storage ring that is called Double
Storage Rings (DSR). Eleclron beams from a 300 MeV linac are
accumulated and accelerated in the other one. The colliding
experiments arc carried out at two interaction sections (IS) in
DSR. On the other hand, ion beams are injected to both the rings
for ion-ion merging experiments. Both the lattices of the rings
have been designed to be the samt:. Table I shows the
parameters of DSR.

Table 1: Parameters of DSR.
Circumference of a ring
Max. magnetic rigidity
Radius of curvature
Beam energy (injection—>top)

ion(Z/A=0.5)
ion(2/A=0.387)
eleclron

Betatron tune ( vj vv)
Momentum compaction factor
Natural chromalicity (4, /£,)

Beta function at IS (/),'/ /),")
Dispersion at IS ( r;, / i/,)
Max. stored eleclron

beam current
Number of

bunches (ion/electron)
Electron rms cmittaiice ( i \ « ex)

at 0.3 GeV
at 2.5 GeV

178.694 m
12.76 Tm
8.506 m

0.4 -> 1.2 GeV/u
0.15 -»0.82 GeV/u
0.3 ->2.5 GeV

6.350/5.763
0.0424
-10.81/-7.43

0.60/0.60 m

0.0/0.0 m

0.3 A

30/15

8 xlO' mnrad
530x10'mm™/

Colliding experiments require beams of high luminosity and
small momentum spreads. For this, ion beams are intensified and
cooled down so that the full momentum spread may become at
most I0'1 and the transverse emittances may become
1 xlO*mnrad, before the injection to the ring. They are bunched
with the full bunch length of 40 cm in the ring. The qualification
always does not increase the luminosity, because it makes single-
beam collective effects strong and the effects limit beam
currents.

Here, current limitations of ion beams and electron beams arc
estimated which are due to beam-beam effects during the
collision, the direct space charge effects, and beam instabilities in
the presently designed ion ring, but not in the eleclron ring.
Instabilities arc treated of just in the injection energies, because
the lower the beam energy, the more easily instabilities occur.
Both tlie lightest ion and the heaviest ion are treaded of in order
to watch the dependence on ion species. The luminosity is
evaluated for the threshold beam currents. Finally, a proposal is
made to improve the luminosity.

2. Electron Beam Current Limitat ions
In DSR a 15-buncheu" electron beam circulating in the one ring

collides with a 30-bunched ion beam circulating in the other ring
at two IS's with zero colliding angle. The linear tune shift of the
ion due to the beam-beam effect is described as follows under
the assumption where the charge distribution of the electron
round beam is Gaussian with the rms a,, in the radius direction
12];

(1)

where /), and /), arc velocities of the ion and the electron beams
normalized by the light velocity r, respectively, p[ the beta
function at IS's, Nh, the number of electrons per bunch, rr the
classical proton radius, 7./A the charge to mass ratio of the ion,
and y, Uie ion mass normalized by the rest mass. The stability of
the lattice of the ion ring requires

\cosp - 2 jr£, sin fi | £ 1, (2)

where \i is half the phase advance of the ring. One has the
following requirement, reserving a little safety margin;

,5 0.05. (3)

With substitution of a,,- = e^Jil to Eq. (1) ( the beta function of
Hie electron ring at IS is designed to be equal to that of the ion
ring), the threshold number of the electrons per bunch is
evaluated as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: The threshold number of electrons per bunch due to the
beam-beam effect.

Ion xelectron

400 MeV/u 'He"

150 MeV/u " V

300 MeV <>•
3x10'
2x10'

2.5 GeV <•-
2x10"
1x10"

On the other hand, the stored current of the electron beam is
expected to be at least 300 mA, when the beam of 300 MeV is
injected in the ring. Then, the number Ne, becomes 7xlO'°. The
eleclron bunch population Nb shown in Table 2 is limited by the
value further.

3. Ion Beam Current Limitations
3.1 Incoherent betatron tune shift due to direct space charge

For a round beam whose charge distribution is assumed to be
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Gaussian with the rms an in the radius direction and parabolic
with (he full bunch length f in the longitudinal direction, the
incoherent betatron tune shift of ions with small betatron
amplitude due to direct space charge is described by | 3 |

P v, r y-l-\

3.3 Longitudinal instabilities
The microwave instability is undesirable, because it induces

bunch lengthening when the hunch population goes beyond a
threshold, and the lengthening decreases the luminosity. The
threshold peak current lr, is given with Keil Schnell criterion
uiiiici (lie p. i i .uwli i . i n u m u K u m J i . i l n h u t u m | l - j .

where 0, is the average beui function ol the ion ring, <V,, the
bunch population of ions, and !), = '/llnRl the hunching factor,
R being ihe average radius of the ring. Here, one properly uses
the equality 4cr,{

:=t\/)L on treating of ion beams whose charge
distribution is not Gaussian. When resonance compensation is
carried out well, the shift of |4v|<0.2 is tolerable. Then, the
bunch population A',, is limited as follows:

1x10' . 400 MeV/u 'lie'-
""7x10* 150 MeVhi :"U":'

(5)

3.2 Impedance budget
The lattice of DSR has been being optimized nowadays. The

structure of the vacuum chamber and numbers ol the elements
have not yet determined. Here, the beam coupling impedances
with the chamber are estimated under a rough assumption of
them.

Longitudinal broad hand impedances of bellows and flanges,
transition sections, slits of vacuum ports, and clearing electrodes
of disk type are evaluated with the theoretically derived
equations [4], [5|, [6], and |7| , respectively. Longitudinal
impedances of strip-line monitors are estimated with the
equation [8|.

A candidate of the RF caviiy for the ion ring is a >./4 coaxial
cavity with the use of a perpendicular bias field on the ferrite [9|.
The higher order cavity modes are strongly suppressed with the
damper [10]. The longitudinal impedance of the RF cavity for
DSR is assumed to be like that of the 50 MHz 150 kV prototype
synchrotron cavity [11], but the frequencies of HOM are
assumed to be just integer times as large as the fundamental
frequency. The RF voltage of 700 kV is given with seven cells of
cavity in order that the bunch length is reduced to 40 cm.

The longitudinal impedances except the resistive wall one are
shown for the injection energies of 150 MeV/u of the heaviest
ions and 400 MeV/u of the lightest ions in Table 3. The
transverse broad band impedances shown in Table 4 are
evaluated with the relation

\y j»« _ 2/? r (6)

where a round vacuum chamber is assumed with inner radius
/>=4 cm. It is known that the space charge impedance is
dominant in the energy region of DSR.

Table 3: The imaginary parts of the longitudinal impedances
lm{'/., /n)\n\ of the ion ring of DSR at the low frequency.

t r n i i . i r I A f\f\ m # • r JInjection energy
Space charge
Bellows
Flanges
Transition sections
Slits of vacuum ports
Clearing electrodes
RF equivalent BB
Strip-lines

150 MeV/u
1900

-1.4
-0.04
-0.1
-0.002
-0.14
-1.5
-0.05

400 MeV/u
860
-2.0
-0.05
-0.2
-0.003
-0.21
-1.5
-0.07

Table 4: The imaginary parts of the transverse impedances

lm(y.L\Mtl/m\ of the ion ring of DSR at the low frequency.

Injection energy
Space charge
Broad band

150 MeV/u
6600

-0.2

400 MeV/u
2300

-0.2

S 0. 6 . (7)

where e is electronic charge, /; the slippage factor, and Ap//> the
fwhm momentum spread. The equation (7) shows

1.4x10* 4(K) McV/u *Hr:'
"' 1.6x10' °r 150 MfV/u -'V-'' '

( 8 )

It is known that the microwave instability does not occur for the
ion hunch population making the betatron tune shift | jv |<0 2.

When a bunched beam circulates with the angular frequency
u>a in a ring, it can have following longitudinal frequency
components without perturbation;

ftjp = « ) „ ( / ; / ) + H I + H V ; ) , ( 9 )

where Ii is the number of bunches, /> = (),±1.±2, •etc.. v, the
synchrotron tune, in (=0.1.••-./!-1) the coupled-bunch mode,
and n ( = 0.±l,±2."-etc.) the synchrotron mode. With
perturbation, the frequency is coherently shifted, in the
Sacherer-Zotter formalism 113], by

3{f/2icR)hV{ n
( 1 0 )

(11)

where h is the RF harmonic number, V the peak RF-vollage, and
hjio) the spectral power density of the n-th synchrotron mode.
The above equations are applicable to the single bunch, also.

Landau damping around the cut-off frequency region is
expected if the shift of high-order modes induced through ihe
broad band impedances is smaller than the synchrotron
frequency spread coming from a nonlinear sinusoidal RF bucket

( 1 2 )

Then, the bunch population is limited as follows:

<5xl0" 400 MeV/u 'He:'
"S5xl0 ' °r 150 MeV/u - ' V '

(13)

Therefore, single-bunch and multi-bunch instabilities may be
induced for the bunch population making the tune shift
|dv| = 0.2. The grow tli times of the most unstable mode each n-th
mode are shown in Table 5 and Table 6, which are calculated
with the program ZAP [14] which has been modified to be
applicable for ion beams by the authors.

Table 5: The growth times [s] of the longitudinal single-hunch
instabilities.

Energy
Ion

Mode n=l
Mode n=2
Mode n=3
Mode n=4

400 MeV/u
'He"

0.7
1

10
30

150 MeV/u
"•if"

1
-0.3
-4
-0.8
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Table ft: The growih limes | s | of Hie most unstable mode(m,n) of
the longitudinal multi-hunch instabilities each n-in mode.

400 MeV/u
Mode(O.l)
Modc(0.2)
Modc(0,3)
Mode(0,4)

'He"

0.02
0.05
0.3
0.9

150 McV/u
Mode(28.1)
Mode<27,2)
Mode(2y,.i)
Modc(28,4)

0.07
0.4
0.3
0.6

3.4 Transverse instabilities
As in the longitudinal direction, a hunched beam can have

following transverse frequency components without
perturbation:

(14)

3.5 Electron cooling
The electron cooling is applied to damp the longitudinal and

transverse instabilities. The cooling time is required to be less than
half the growth time |16|:

Ul (201

4. Luminosi ty
The lengUi of the colliding region is two-third of the ion lull

bunch length, because of the normalized velocity jl, = 0.5
corresponding to the lowest beam energy. When the delectable
collision region is longer than it, the luminosity is described by
117]

With perturbation, the frequency is coherently shifted, in the
Sacherer-Zolter formalism |13]. by

(15)

( 2 1 )

where / , „ , is the revolution frequency of the ion beam When
the electron cooling with cooling time of 0.01 s is used to damp
the instabilities, the bunch population making the tune shift
|/Jv| = 0.2 is available. Then, the luminosity is shown in Table 8.

(16)
),, - c o , I

where /: is the beam energy per nucleon, and ID, the chromatic

shilt to, =5(D,, /I ; , c, being the chromalicity. The above equations

are applicable to the single bunch, also.
Transverse single-bunch instabilities occur when the coherent

Irequcncics of two neighboring low-order modes shift to become
equal, for example at |d<<T"| = <D,,V, |15|. They are called mode-
coupling instabilities induced through the broad band
impedances. The threshold peak current is described by

Then, the bunch population is limited as lollows;

4x10" 400 MtV/u W
/V. < or , .

" 5x10' 150 MeV/u -'"£/*-
( I n )

Even for the bunch population making the tune shift |dv
however, (he coherent tune shift is

0.06 400 MeV/u 'He'"
Aio /io.. = lor

0.07 150 MeV/u :V":'
(i y >

which is less than the incoherent betatron tune shift. Landau
damping is expected to suppress the instabilities.

Transverse coupled bunch instabilities are induced through the
resistive wall impedances and RF narrow band ones. Here, as one
has no data about the latter, the growth times of the instabilities
just through the former are evaluated. The resistive wall
impedance contributes mainly the mode «=() because of its
sharp peak at the zero frequency. Without the chromalicity, the
most unstable mode is known to be the modc(23, 0) or the
inode(24, 0) because of 30 bunches and the betatron tunes on
the two sides of ft. For the bunch population making the tune
shift |4v| = 0 2, the growth times are estimated as shown in Table
7. The avoidance of the instabilities is dependent on the
chromaticity.

Table 7: The growth times [s| of the most unstable mode(m,n) of
the transverse coupled hunch instabilities.

Energy
Ion

Mode(23,0) or
Modc(24,0)

400 MeV/u
'He'"

1

150 MeV/u

3

Table 8: The luminosity | an V
making the tune shift |4v| = 0.2

for the bunch population

Ionxelectron

400 MeV/u 'He"
150 McV/u J V

300 MeV e
3x10"
9xlO:<

2.5 GeV c
2xl0: I

1 x 10;i

5. Conclusion
In the presently designed ion ring of DSR, the longitudinal

single-bunch and multi-bunch instabilities are induced for the
bunch population making the betatron tune shift |4v| = 0.2 and
the bunch length of 40 cm. The transverse multi-bunch
instabilities may be induced, which is dependent on the
chromalicity. The electron cooling with the cooling time of 0.01 s
can damp the instabilities. The luminosity for 150 MeV/u :'V:'
is much less than 1x10" <m V . In order to improve the
luminosity, the design of DSR lattice should be modified as
follows, 1) the beta function at IS is reduced by one order, 2) the
optics of the lattice of the electron ring is variable enough to
increase the emiltance of the 300 MeV electron beam up to
around 0 5 xIO"* n mnul, 3) the number of bunches of both the
beams are increased by a few times.
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Abstract

A technique for third-order resonant extraction for a
compact synchrotron is presented. Two scxlupolc
magnets are asymmetrically drived for two purposes, one
of which is to excite the third-order resonance and the
other is to correct for chromaticity. The positions of these
two sextupole magnets are decided so that the outgoing
branches of the separatrices at the deflector arc
superimposed for all momenta. This arrangement is
effective to realize a compact synchrotron, which needs
less space to install magnets, and has a high efficiency of
extraction and good quality of the extracted beam.

1. Introduction

Resonant extraction methods have been widely applied
not only to physics experiments but also to medical
applications [1,2]. The resonant extraction utilizes a
nonlinear resonance of the betatron oscillations. A
nonlinear magnetic field brings about the resonance and
makes the separatrix, which is defined as the boundary
between stable and unstable betatron oscillations in the
phase space. The separatrix size decreases as the deviation
of the tune from the resonant condition becomes smaller.
As the tune depends on the particle momentum through a
Finite chromaticity, the separatrix size also depends on it.
The dependency of the separatrix size on the particle
momentum causes a change in the orbit gradient of the
extracted beam at the deflector position. Any change of
beam characteristics can lower the extraction efficiency,
which is sometimes disadvantageous for the beam user.
Usually, it is necessary to control the chromaticity during
the extraction procedure.

When a synchrotron utilizes the third-order resonant
extraction, two sets of sextupole magnets have been
installed, one of which act as the corrector of the
chromaticity, while the other act as the exciter of the
third-order resonance. Two scxtupole magnets must be
installed at a symmetrical position in the synchrotron as
the corrector of the chromaticity and drived of same
strengh so as to cancel the contribution to the third-order
resonance each other. As a result, at least three scxtupole
magnets, one exciter and two correctors, are needed.
Frequently, four sextupole magnets, two exciters and two
correctors, are installed to control the chromaticity and
resonance independently.

In order to realize a high quality beam or flexible
control, synchrotrons such as for accelerator physics or
high energy physics must have many components. These
synchrotrons become large in order to get enough space
for the components and operations may become rather
complicated. The size of the synchrotron should be made

as small as possible to reduce the cost, including both the
machine construction and the civil engineering aspects
[3]. It is necessary to develop a method which realizes a

high quality beam with fewer components.
This paper proposes a technique for third-order resonant

extraction with the chromaticity correction for a compact
synchrotron. Two scxtupole magnets for the exciters of
the third-order resonance serve simultaneously as the
correctors of the chromaticity. In order to reduce the
extracted beam cmiltance, the positions of these two
sextupole magnets are decided so that the outgoing
branches of the separatrices at the deflector are
superimposed for all momenta. By combining the above
technique with the extraction scheme under a constant
separauix [4], it is expected that a low emittance beam
can be easily extracted with a high efficiency.

2. Third-Order Resonant Extraction with the
Chromaticity Correction

At the third-order resonance, the stable areas are
triangles and the separatriccs are straight lines (Fig.l). We
consider the third-order resonance driven by a single
scxtupole of normalized strength Sn given by:

where Bp is the magnetic rigidity of the beam and P is
the horizontal betatron amplitude function at the
scxtupole magnet. The integral of the second horizontal
derivative of the vertical component of the magnetic field,
B", is evaluated over the length of the sextupole magnet.

Fig.l Scparatrices of the third-order resonance in the
normalized phase space. Dotted lines show the separatrix
for an off momentum particle.

More generally, we have to consider the third harmonic
of the sextupole magnetic field distribution in the
betatron phase around the machine. When there are m
sextupoles of strength S-, and normalized strength Sni at
phase <)>;, the resulting effect of these sextupoles has a
strength S and a phase <)> with:
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In this equation, phases are taken from the considered
point. In general, according to the difference of the phase
advance from each sextupole $„ the resulting phase $
changes by each normalized sextupole strength Sni. Some
synchrotrons utilize this character to rotate the separatrix
and change the orbit gradient of the extracted beam [5].
When the phase difference between each sextupole is
nrc/3, the resulting phase does not change for strength of
each sexlupole and then the separatrix does not rotate.

In the following study, we restrict ourselves to the case
of a ring which has superpcriods of even number and two
sextupole magnets installed on opposite sides of the ring.
The phase difference between the two sextupole magnets
is nearly n7t/3, because one turn phase advance is 2n7r/3,
near the resonance condition. As the Twiss parameters at
these scxtupole positions are equal, the separatrix size e
and the chromaticity i, (defined as (A v/v)/(Ap/p)) become:

(3)

(4)

where S, and S2 arc the strengths of these two sextupole
magnets, P and T| arc the betatron and dispersion functions
(defined as AxAp/p) at these sextupole magnets, v and 8
are the tune and its deviation from the resonant condition.
£nit is the part of the chromaticity without the scxtupole
magnets contribution, natural chromaticity. In Eq. (3),
the plus (minus) sign is taken when the number n of the
phase difference between the two sexlupole magnets,
n7r/3, is even (odd). When this sign is minus, the
separatrix size and the chromaticity can be tuned
independently by selecting S, and S2 carefully.

The difference between the strengths of these two
sextupole magnets becomes large when a rather large
chromaticity change is needed. Then the strength of one
of the sextupole magnets becomes strong. In this case,
trajectories of the extracted particles curve in the phase
space due to the higher order term of the nonlinear
resonance. Trajectories curved like this are not suited to
the extraction. So this technique is not proper for a ring
of large chromaticity.

3. Superimposing the Separatrices at the Deflector

In order to reduce the extracted beam emitlance, i.e., the
phase space area of the extracted particles at the deflector
position, the outgoing branches of the scparatrices arc
superimposed. This condition is derived for the ring of
finite chromaticity [6]. In this study, the chromalicity is
corrected by the technique shown above.

The normalized horizontal phase plane (X,Y) is defined
as:

x
X=yR" and

where x and x' are the real horizontal position and orbit
gradient respectively, and P and a arc the Twiss
parameters at the considered point.

When the phase difference between the two sextupole
magnets is nn/3, one of the branches of the separatrix is

parallel to the Y axis in the normalized phase plane at the
position of these scxtupoles. Two other branches incline
from Y axis for 2rc/3 and 4n/3 radians. So the
inclinations of these three branches are tan(ji/2),
<j.\p,{7r./6), and tnn(llrr/6).

The separatrix rotates with the phase advance from
these scxtupole magnets. So the inclinations of the
branches are tan(7r/2-<))), tan(7xc/6-<}i), tan(l 1TI/6-<J»), where
<f> is the phase advance from one of the sextupole magnets
to the considered point.

Generally, a synchrotron has finite values for the
dispersion function and its derivative. So the location of
the scparatrix in the phase plane varies with the particle
momentum. When the chromaticity is corrected and the
scparairiccs for all momenta arc congruent, the condition
to superimpose the separatrices around the deflector for all
momenta is that one of the branches of the separatrix is
parallel to the shift of the scparatrix with the momentum
through the dispersion function (Fig.2). The equation of
the condition is:

T|'_ tan(9 - f t - a fl._4rn±lTr
Tj- rf with 0 = "^~ 7t (5)

where <J) is the phase advance from one of the
sextupoles to the deflector, a and p arc the Twiss
parameters at the deflector, r\ and TJ' are the dispersion
function and its derivative at the deflector. In the above
equation, m is an integer which satisfies the condition
(j)-n/2<e«j)+jr/2. If the position of the deflector is fixed,
we can superimpose the scparatrix by selecting the
position of two sextupole magnets according to Eq. (5).

shift of the
center orbit

toutgoing branch
of the separatrix

deflector
Fig.2 Scparatrices with the chromaticity corrected.
The outgoing branches of the scparatrices are superimposed
for all momenta.

4. Application to a Compact Synchrotron

This technique has been studied for a lattice of a
compact synchrotron dedicated to medical use [7]. In order
to reduce the size of the synchrotron and simplify its
control, this synchrotron employs a combined function
lattice. The circumference is 22.9m. The bending magnets
have n-indiccs for focusing and defocusing the beam. The
horizontal tune is 1.75 and the vertical tune is 0.85. In
the extraction period, two trim quadrupole magnets
change the horizontal tune to nearly 1.67. The third-order
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resonant extraction is raised by a transverse perturbation
of the radio frequency and the separatrix is kept constant.
The effects of the present technique arc analyzed through
computer simulations.

The two se.xtupole magnets arc treated as thin lenses.
The momentum spread is assumed as Ap/p=±0.2%.
Emitiance of Ihe beam is assumed as 24nmm-mrad. The
positions of the two sextupole magnets are selected
according to Eq. (5). Horizontal tune is selected as 1.67,
nearly 107t/3, in order to get proper turn separation; here
the turn separation is defined as an increment of ihe
betatron amplitude at the deflector position. Twiss
parameters at the deflector and scxtupole magnets are
shown in Table 1.

Table. 1 Twiss parameters
Twiss parameters

P
a
T|

Tl'

deflector

2.96 m
-1.55
1.55 m
0.39

sextupole magnet

1.42 m
0.83
1.48 m

-0.32

The strengths of the two sextupole magnets arc
-0.95(m'2) and te.OSOn'2). These arc selected so that the

chromaticity of the synchrotron vanishe and the scparatrix
size becomes 247tmm-mrad.

Results of the simulation show that the separatrices for
all momenta are almost congruent and the trajectories of
all extracted particles are superimposed (Fig.3).

40

Fig.3 Results of the computer simulations.
Emiuances are 24umm-miad foi al\ particles of Ap/p=±0.2%

5. Conclusion

A technique for third-order resonant extraction was
given. Two sextupole magnets were drived
asymmetrically, and served the two purposes, one of
which is to excite the third-order resonance and the other
is to correct for chromaticity. The positions of these two
sextupole magnets are decided so that the outgoing
branches of the scparatrices at the deflector are
superimposed for all momenta. This technique was
applied in a compact synchrotron. Computer simulations
showed that the separatrices for all momenta were almost
congruent and that the trajectories of all extracted particles
were superimposed. High extraction efficiency and low
extracted beam emittance would be expected
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Values of the turn separation at the deflector are listed in
Table 2. The particles are extracted by increasing the
amplitude of the betatron oscillation through the
perturbation. Since the separatrices are constant during the
extraction, extracted beam parameters such as the turn
separations and orbit gradient, do not change.

Table. 2 Turn separation at 30mm

Ap/p (%) -0.2 0 -tO.2

tum separation
(mm) 9.9 8.3 6.6
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1. Abstract

Institute for Nuclear Physics, Romania

3. Calculation and results

We have studied an Intcrdigital-H type
Quadrupole (IHQ) linac structure for application
to heavy ion implantcr. It is possible to vary the
output energy by changing the voltage between
gaps only. Operating frequency of this IHQ
linac is 30 MHz and the synchronous phase is
-30°} with the exception of -90°} at the first gap
that works as a bunching section. The calculated
results show that the output energy can be
varied from 0.48 McV (30 kcV/u) to 1.6 McV

(100kcV/u)for16O+.

2. Introduction

The Heavy ion accelerator technology
has been expected to be used in the industrial
fields. Conventionally, electrostatic accelerators
and cyclotron have been used in those fields.
Heavy ion linear accelerators, however,
gradually have been developed and used in
those industrial applications. In particular, radio
frequency quadrupole (RFQ) linacs have been
developed and adopted for ion implantation in
recent years . However, An RFQ has a
problem for low acceleration rate. To solve this
problem, we used an IHQ linac that is better
than other kinds of linac for acceleration rate.
This linac has the drift tube with finger tips to
focus the particles, and can vary the output
energy so as to be suitable for industrial
applications.

Normally drift tube linac is not suitable
for variable energy accelerator, because cell
length is not appropriate for particles when the
gap voltage is changed. Therefore the particle is
lost gradually, and it is not able to vary the
output energy if there arc many cells in the
cavity. For the linac we have developed,
particles can pass through all drift tubes without
many particle losses because of small gap
numbers. Consequently, this linac accelerates
the particles with variable output energy.

This paper presents the calculated results
of beam simulation.

Table 1 shows the principal parameters
for IHQ linac.

Table 1 Basic parameters for calculation

Charge to Mass Ratio [q/A]
Operating Frequency [MHz]
Input Energy |kcV/u]
Output Energy [kcV/u]

Synchronous Phase [dcg.]
Maximum Gap Voltage [kV]
Number of Cell

fel/16
30
15
30 (Min.)
100 (Max.)
-90-^-30
214
10

This linac accelerates the particles from
0.24 McV to 1.6 McV (maximum) for 16O+.
There arc 10 cells in the tank and the length
needed to accelerate is 0.53 m, but the cavity
length is 1.04 m as the electric quadrupole lens
is mounted in the cavity. Therefore, acceleration
ratio is 1.31 MV/m (2.57 MV/m for only
acceleration section). The operating frequency is

30 MHz and synchronous phase is -90° at the

first gap and -30° at the other gaps.
By using these parameters, the

calculation was done the thin lens
approximation. Fig. 1 shows the output energy
distribution with different values of gap voltage.

V is the normalized gap voltage (1.0 is
the designed value) and E is the output energy.
It was shown that the total output energy can be
changed from 0.48 McV to 1.6 McV.

Fig. 2 shows the transmission as a
function of gap voltage. The transmission for
the drift tube with finger tips is better than the
other at the high energy region. Therefore
focusing with the finger tips is effective for high
gap voltage. On the other hand, for the low gap
voltage, no - finger - type is superior to the
other because the particle is not lost so that the rf
defocusing may be weak if the force due to the
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finger is not added. However, as the
transmission is good, it is not so problem for
using the beam practically.

D Wilh Finger

D Without Finger

". <•! n " ! « ! ' - . » >

1.0

O.'J
o - -

=> - =:

Inrm 0.6

4. Conclusion

A new drift tube linac that can vary the
out put energy by changing only gap voltage
was presented. This accelerator is suitable for
the industrial application because of the
advantage of high acceleration rate (1.31
MV/m). The calculation of beam dynamics
shows the following results:

• The out put energy can be varied from 0.48
MeV (30 keV/u) to 1.6 MeV (100 keV/u) for
16O+.

• The electric quadrupole field made by finger
tips is effective at high gap voltage.

• The cavity length (with the sections that
electric quadrupole magnets arc mounted) is
1.04 m because of the high acceleration rate.
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Fig. 1. Output energy distributions at various
gap voltages. V is the normalized voltage and Eo
is the designed output energy (100 keV/u).
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Abstract
The preliminary lattice design for the 3 GeV booster
and the 50 GeV main ring in the JHP synchrotron com-
plex has been done. The 3 GeV booster accelerates pro-
tons from 200 MeV to 3 GeV with the repetition rate
25 Hz, and injects them to the 50 GeV main ring. The
50 GeV synchrotron has no transition energy because of
the imaginary^ optics.

1 Introduction

The JHP accelerator complex mainly consists of the injec-
tor linac, the 3 GeV booster and the 50 GeV main ring [1].
The 3 GeV booster is a rapid cycle synchrotron with the
separated function magnets. Each magnet is excited by
an independent pulse power supply which is linked each
other by multi network system [2]. Therefore we can use
regular FODO lattice, and vary the horizontal tune and
vertical tune independently.

The main ring has a novel lattice structure [3]. In this
lattice, we can choose the value of the transition y as we
like. This value in the 50 GeV main ring is an imaginary
number. In this report we represent the lattice design
of the 3 GeV booster and the 50 GeV main ring. The
optics code SAD (Strategic Accelerator Design) is utilized
to optimize the parameters and to do the particle tracking.

2 3 GeV Booster

The 3 GeV ring is operated in a very high repetition
rate 25 Hz which needs high rf acceleration voltage of
400 kV [4]. Thus the ring needs to have enough drift space
for the rf cavities. In this ring, 24 straight sections each of
which length is 6.57 m gives enough space for the rf cav-
ities and the injection and extraction systems. Magnetic
field of the bending magnets is rather weak (B=0.95 T)
so that the rapid cycle operation is possible. The require-
ment that the ring is fitted into the KEK-PS tunnel makes
thesuperperiodicity of the ring 4. The overview of the ring
is shown in fig 1, and the betatron functions are shown in
fig 2.

The nominal tune arc selected as [vr,u,j) — (7.3,4.3).
The 7i is 7.13 which is substantially larger than 7=4.20

o 5 to

Figure I: Layout of the 3 GeV booster

at the top energy. Table 2 shows the lattice parameters of
the 3 GeV ring.

Table 1: Parameters of the 3 GeV Boostcr
circumference
supcrperiodicity
structure
number of cells
maximum 7
7i
nominal tune
natural chromaticity

339.36m
4
FODO
24
4.20
7.1
(7.3, 4.3)
-8.4,-6.3

3 50 GeV Main Ring
Protons are accelerated from 3 GeV to 50 GeV in the main
ring. At the top energy, 7 is 54.3. In a conventional way of
designing a lattice by using regular FODO cell, 71 approx-
imately equals to the horizontal tune i/x. It is difficult
to avoid transition energy in the regular FODO lattice,
because ux is about 20 - 30 in a machine of this scale.
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Figure 2: Beam optics functions of the JHP 3 GeV
booster. /?r:solid line, /?y:dashed line, 77r:dash-dotted line.

Therefore, a imaginary-7, lattice is employed to eliminate
the transition energy. The momentum compaction factor
is given by

1 1 / ?)(s)
^d (i)7,"

r^ds,
p(s)

where TJ(S) is the dispersion function, p(s) is the radius at
the orbit position of s in the ring and C is the circumfer-
ence of the ring. A high ~/t i.e. a low a can be obtained
when the dispersion at the bending magnet are small.

In order to get this optics, we use a unit cell as shown in
Fig 3. This unit cell consists of three DOFO normal cells;

Q0<

magnets QD and QDX. The 7, is optimized so that its ab-
solute value is loss than 100 by using these quadrupolc
magnets.

The circumference of this ring is 1442m which corre-
sponds to the harmonic number h=34. Since we need at
least four straight sections, we take superperiodicity of 4.
The 90° arc consists of six unit cells mentioned above. A
bending angle of each bending magnets is 3.75°. There are
four straight sections for the injection and the extraction
systems, rf cavities and devices to prepare the polarized
beam. We are also investigating the possibility of employ-
ing superferric magnets, but here we report the feasibil-
ity of the ring using normal conducting magnets. In this
scheme, there are strong constraints in designing the lat-
tice: magnetic field of the bending magnets should be less
than 1.8 T, and field gradient of the quadrupole magnets
should be less than 25 T/m. Therefore length of the bend-
ing magnets is 6.2m; relatively strong quadrupole magnets
which are in the insertions and the missing bend cells have
the length of 2m; the length of the remaining quadrupoles
are 1.5m. Length of the arc and the straight sections are
300m and 60.5m respectively. There are four normal cells
in each straight section. Each cell has 5.56m drift space
in which one can locate the extraction septa and kickers.

Two operating modes are considered with the same the
lattice: a dispersion free mode and a high intensity mode.
In the dispersion free mode, the dispersion in the straight
sections are zero for the polarized beam experiments. But
for the high intensity mode, we require minimum Pmaz in-
stead of dispersion free straight sections in order to reduce
beam loss.

Since the natural chromaticities are high, the tune
spread due to the momentum spread is not negligible;
chromaticity correction is essential. The correction is
performed by two family sextupole magnets SF and SD.
SF's are placed on both side of QFX's, and SD's are
placed closed to the QD's in the missing bend straight
sections. The necessary field strength of these sextupole
magnets to correct the chromaticity as zero are not so high
(SF:29T/nr, SD:59T/nr) because of the high dispersion
in the missing bend sections. With these non-linear ele-
ments, we obtain enough dynamic aperture [5]. Table 3
shows the lattice parameters of the 50 GeV main ring in
both operation modes.

Figure 3: Beam optics functions of the imaginarv-7( lattice
for the 50 GeV main ring.

the central cell has no bending magnets. In this configura-
tion, the dispersion at the bonding magnets am small. If
the integration of i]/p is negative, yt becomes imaginary.
Hence the beam never encounters transition in this ring.
The benefit of using this lattice is that one can obtain
imaginary-7, keeping the optics stable. In the arc of the
main ring there arc two types of focusing quadrupolc mag-
nets QF and QFX, and two types of defocusing quadrupole

3.1 Dispersion Free Mode

To provide the dispersion free straight sections, we set
the horizontal phase advance in the arc t.o integer; tpnrc =
5x'2n. Vertical tune is changed by using the all quadrupolc
magnets in the ring. On the other hand, horizontal tune
is adjusted by varying the quadrupole magnets only in
the straight sections. Therefore, it. is feared that the
maximum value of the betatron functions become large
when the horizontal tune is changed widely. A tunabil-
ity of this operation mode is tested on several operat-
ing points at. which the tunes in the arc are {yr,uy) =
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Table 2: Parameters of the 50 GeV' main ring
dispersion free high intensity-

mode mode

superperiodicity
structure
number of cells
maximum 7
It
nominal tune
natural chromaticity

3-cell DOFO
88

54.3
27f 51I

(24.25, 20.70) (22.73, 22.66)
-32, -34 -30, -31

l . 'V ' l 1 • ' V " 1 •("' '

/ \ • \ i \ i \ -> \ • ' / •

(5.0,4
Fig

point

.8), (5.0,4.6), (5.0,4.4), (5.0,4.2).
4 shows the betatron functions at the operating

(vx,i/y) = (24.25,20.70).

^
^

Figure 4: Beam optics functions of the 50 GeV main ring
in the dispersion free mode.

With this optics, 7, = 27«, (i'?'ix = 32m and py"
ar =

37m. Even if we change the vx and vy 23.25 - 24.75 and
20.70 - 23.06 respectively, P's do not exceed 40m. Also the
dynamic aperture at each operating point is calculated re-
spectively after the chromaticity correction is pcrforii.'xl,
and is found to be larger than the acceptance. Thus sub-
stantial tunability is obtained with this operation mode.

3.2 High Intensity Mode

To keep the beam loss small in the high intensity mode,
the beam size is desired to be small. Then we need to make
P as small as possible i.e. to make 0'nar flat all over the
ring. To do this, we sacrifice the benefit of the dispersion
free straight sections; but we still require the imaginary-
71. Fig 5 shows the optics of this mode. One can find that
no P modulations.

The dispersion function in the straight sections take non
zero values; but these values are not so high that the injec-
tion and the extraction can be done in these sections. A

Figure 5: Beam optics functions of the 50 GeV main ring
in the high intensity mode.

tunability of this mode is tested as well as the dispersion
free mode. We vary the tune i/x =22 - 24, i/y =21 - 24,
and find that P's are less than 32m. Dynamic aperture
is examined in several operating points and found to be
larger than the acceptance.

4 Summary

The 3 GeV booster has been designed with regular FODO
cell structure. It will be constructed in the KEK-PS tun-
nel. The 50 GeV main ring has been also designed with the
imaginary-71 lattice. We investigated feasibility of 50 GeV
main ring with imaginary-71 optics, and found that it has
enough tunability and dynamic aperture.
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Abstract

The bunch length and the beam sizes in the
single bunch operation on the storage ring NIJI-IV
dedicated to FEL were measured and analyzed by
using theories of the potential well distortion. The
measured bunch length were in good agreement with
the theoretical fitting curve with the longitudinal
coupling impedance of 14 Q, and the microwave
instability was not found at beam current of below 8
mA The measured beam sizes in the both directions
were constant at below 8 mA It was convinced from
the measured bunch length and the horizontal beam
size that the energy spread is not increased at the beam
energy of 310MeV.

1. Introduction

The NIJI-IV is a compact storage ring dedicated
to free-electron lasers (FELs). Lasings of FEL at 595
nm and 488 nm in the visible wavelength region and at
352 nm in the UV region were achieved up to
1994[1,2,3].

Generally, the potential well of the vacuum
chamber occurs the bunch lengthening. On some
storage rings, the microwave instability brings about
the turbulence bunch lengthening with increase of
energy spread above a threshold current. Since these
effects decrease peak current and FEL gain, it is
important that these effects are investigated.

In this paper, the beam current dependencies of the
beam size and the bunch length are discussed taking
into account the distortion of the potential well
theoretically. The threshold current of the microwave
instability was not found at the beam current of below
8mA. A longitudinal coupling impedance IZ//n I
obtained from the theoretical fitting curve of the
distortion of the potential well was about 14 Q. The
large widening of the beam size measured was not
found in both directions in the single bunch operation.
The energy spread is not increased.

2. Theory of bunch lengthening

The bunch lengthening was studied by Hansen[4],

Sacherar[5], Chao[6] and others. In single bunch
operation, the coupled bunch instability does not occur,
so only the potential well distortion should be taken
into account as a cause of the bunch lengthening.
Below a certain threshold current, the bunch
lengthening due to the distortion of the potential well
by the vacuum duct is given by

Pn
where E is the beam energy, o,Q is the standard
deviation of the natural bunch length, a , is the
standard deviation of the bunch length, R is the
average radius of the storage ring, e is the electron
charge, I Z/n I is the longitudinal coupled
impedance, v 0 is phase oscillation wave number a
is momentum compaction factor[4]. The criterion of
the threshold current Ith of the microwave instability
is described by

^L_?EL[5j.| (2).
R\Zlr\e\E)

The energy spread o E increases above the threshold
current as follows.

N-i- ^
\°EOJ v2 cr,0

where aB0 is the energy spread determined from the
radiation damping and the quantum excitation.

3. Measurement of bunch length

Time structure of the synchrotron radiation from an
electron bunch at a bending section was observed by
using a fast avalanched photodiode (ANTEL-270, rise
time below 90 ps) and a sampling oscilloscope (HP-
5490, sampling head 6740 with the frequency
response of 50GHz). The bunch forms obtained with
decrease of beam current were analyzed and their
standard deviations were evaluated. Figure 1 shows
the current dependence of bunch lengthening
measured in the single bunch operation. The threshold
of the bunch lengthening was not found in the
measured beam current of below 8mA. The dash line
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Fig. 1 The current dependence of the bunch length in the single
bunch operation. The squares show measured values at the beam

energy of 31 OMcV. The dash line shows calculated values of a
equation in this figure and is obtained by fitting to EQ(1).

was a fitting curve by the EQ(1). The longitudinal
coupling impedance I Zf/ /n I obtained from the
fitting curve was about 14 Q. A longitudinal coupling
impedance I 2.,/ /n I of a smooth vacuum duct with
a finite conductivity a con is written by

where y is the relativistic energy, (3 is the ratio of
the electron velocity to the light velocity, Zo is
the free space impedance 377 Q, b is the radius of the
vacuum duct cross section, a is radius of the
transverse beam size, n is mode number[7]. The
longitudinal impedance of the bellow is written by
Z,, . . b' total length the bellows

(5),
circumference

where b' is outer radius of the bellows[7]. Generally,
the longitudinal coupling impedance of smooth
vacuum duct is much smaller than one of the bellows.
On the NIJI-IV, if the all vacuum chambers except for
the bellows are smooth, its impedance is below 1 Q by
EQ(4). The impedance of the bellows is about 2 Q by
EQ(5). The longitudinal impedance 14 Q. obtained
from bunch lengthening measurement is much larger
than the estimated one. In practice, the chambers with
the screen monitor( screen monitor inputs and outputs
owing to obtaining the position of the injection beam)
are unsmooth and there are 6 screen monitors in the
ring. It is not large compared with the values of the
other rings, for example 20 Q for the SRS[8], 30 Q
for SPEAR- I [9] and 40 Q for SOR[10]. Under the
observed current( below 8mA), turbulence bunch
lengthening was not observed. The threshold current
estimated by EQ(2) is about 18mA. The measured

result is reasonable for the estimated value. This
means that the energy spread is not increased under
8mA It is important that the degradation factor /
[I] of FEL gain is not decreased.

4. Measurement of the beam size

The beam size at the bending section was obtained
from the synchrotron radiation through a focusing lens
by a CCD(charged coupled device) camera. The
focusing length, the length between the radiation point
and the lens, and the length between the lens and the
CCD camera are 0.5m, lm and lm, respectively. The
beam profile with the same scale was displayed on the
camera. It is convenient that the camera has linearity
on the relation between the light intensity and the
output signal. This relation was investigated by using
the some neutral density filters and the synchrotron
radiation from the bending section. The beam profile
is kept for long time at low beam current of 0.1mA and
can be used as a standard light source. Figure 2 shows
the relation between the light intensity and the output
signal. The output signal of the camera is proportional
to the light intensity. Figure 3 shows examples of the
light intensity in horizontal and vertical direction. The
beam profiles in the both direction can be fitted by the
Gaussian distribution. Figure 4 shows the relation
between the beam current and the beam sizes o"x and
<7y in both directions in the single bunch operation.
The large widening of the beam size was not found in
both directions. It means that the energy spread is not
increased and the microwave instability does not
occur at below 8mA. It is shown that the emittance
growth due to the effect of the intrabeam scattering

[II] also is very small. The emittance growth
estimated from the theory of the intrabeam scattering
is increase of a few percent at 8mA.

250

40 60

Filter (%)

Fig. 2 Output voltage of the CCD versus Beam intensity
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(a) Vertical profile of the beam
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(b) Horizontal profile of the beam
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Fig. 3 Examples of the light intensity in horizontal (a) and vertical
direction (b). The dot line in this figure is a fitting to the Gaussian

distribution.
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Fig. 4 The current dependence of the beam size at the bending
section in the single bunch operation.

5. Conclusion

The bunch length and the beam sizes in the single

bunch operation on the storage ring N1J1-IV dedicated
to FEL were measured and analyzed by using theories
of the potential well distortion. The threshold current
was not found at the beam current of below 8mA and
the microwave instability does not occur. The
longitudinal coupling impedance |Z//n I obtained
from the theoretical fitting curve was about 14 Q.. The
impedance of the bellows is about 2 Q . The
longitudinal impedance 14 Q obtained from the
measurement is much larger than the estimated one. It
is considered that the difference of the impedance is
due to the unsmooth chambers. The large widening of
the beam size measured was not found in both
directions in the single bunch operation. The energy
spread is not increased and the microwave instability
does not occur at below 8mA. The emittance growth
due to the effect of the intrabeam scattering also was
very small. The emittance growth estimated from the
theory of the intrabeam scattering is increase of a few
percent at 8mA.
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Abstract

Simultaneous extraction to two beam lines of the
KEK 12GcV Proton Synchrotron (KEK-PS) has been
theoretically calculated. Unlike double extractions
at other facilities, the two extraction lines arc not
equal in resonant phase. The test operation is also
reported.

INTRODUCTION

Resonant slow extraction is widely used in
almost all existing synchrotrons. Sonic of them
have two extraction lines, and extract beam to both
that of lines simultaneously in order to save on the
operation time. ZGS at ANL, reported by E. A.
Crosbic and Y. Cho ct al.[l|, was initially designed
for double extraction. Its two extraction lines were
set just at opposite sides of the ring, and other
elements were also symmetrically positioned. SPS
at CERN, reported by M. Gyr ct al.|2], had two lines
which were not diametrically symmetric. In order
to realize equality of the two lines in resonant
phase, they divided the set of F-qufldrupolcs into 2
halves and excited them with slightly different
currents. At the KEK-PS the new slow extraction
line (EP1)[3] for the newly built North Counter
Hall was constructed in 1991, besides the EP2 for
the East Counter Hall. The present lay-out of the
KEK-PS is shown in Figure I. Each extraction line
has its own independent extraction system
designed for single extraction; they arc not
symmetrically positioned. However, strong request
for a longer machine time makes double extraction
an urgent theme. We report on the possibility of
double extraction with minimum change to the
present system.

BASIC DESIGN OF DOUBLE EXTRACTION

The extraction system ot the KEK-PS was
designed based on theoretical studies by K. Endo

and C. Stcinbach [4], utilizing the half-integer
resonance (2v>h = 15). One perturbing quadrupolc
magnet (EQ) is inserted into the lattice in order to
produce a half-integer stop-band. One octupolc
magnet (OCT) is excited in order to separate phase
space into stable and unstable regions. The tune is
then approached slowly to the half-integer, the
stable region becomes ever smaller, and particles
arc ejected from the machine. The shaved beam at
the first septum, ESS (electro-static septum), is
deflected by 5 magnetic septa (named ScplumA, B,
C, D and E)(Figurc 2) and guided to the extraction
channel.

East
Counierllair

Booster Facih Figure 1
Lay-out of the KEK-PS

A resonant phase at the ESS is 2\i j , where y j is
the betatron phase advance from the ESS to EQ. It
determines the perturbation to the twiss
parameters ( a , p and y ) and the angle of the
outgoing scparatrix. In normalized phase space,

AY/AXIx=o = tanyj
= sin(2yj)/[l+cos(2nj)] . (1)

Here, X and Y arc coordinates defined by the
following well-known equations:

. ., Septum mag.
Loss monitor i \

a
0
 D-IB

Screen monitor

SWPM
a-2B'

Figure 2 Septum array of a slow extraction line (EP1).
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* X//P
[ x' +(p/a)x ] , (2)

where a and p arc the unperturbed twiss
parameters. An unperturbed lattice means that EQ
is zero, and ihus has no half-integer slop-band.
The 2\i] is (3/8)Tt at single extraction, as shown in
Figure 3. In order to guide the extracted beam
through the septum array 2yi j must satisfy

0 < 2(j j < Tt . (3)

When 2vij = Ti (the perturbed beta function is
smallest) the outgoing scparatrix arm would hardly
reach to the ESS. On the other hand, when 2)i j is
less than 0 (the perturbed beta function is
maximum at 2\i i=0) the circulating and the
extracted beam would not have a sufficient turn
separation at the down stream scpium. For double
extraction, both EPl and EP2 should satisfy
equation (3). A solution could exist because the
rcsonant-phasc diffcrncc between EPl and EP2 is
A ( 2 j ) / 2

0.01

0.005

-0.01 -0 .005

-0.005

- 0 . 0 1

0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 1

Figure 3 Scparatrix in normalized phase space.

The next step was to perform a single-particle

tracking simulation. The main lattice magnets (56
quadrupolcs and 48 dipoolcs) wereused in the
calculation as thick lens matrices. Their higher
order components were approximated with two thin
multiplies set ji both cuds of each magnet.
Scxtupolc magnets for chromaticity control and
perturbations (EQ and OCT) were approximated as
thin-lens components. The strengths of EQ, OCT
and the scxlupolcs were set at the values used for a
single extraction (their strengths were 0.03 m" '
and 4.0 m"3, respectively [5] and the horizontal
chromaiiciiy was -6). We calculated the outgoing
scparatrix lines in the x-x' plane of two particles.
One has a Courant-Snydcr invariant of zero and a
momentum displacement of -0.08%; the other has a
Courant-Snydcr invariant of 3n mm mrad and a
+0.08% momentum displacement. Figure 4 (b)
shows the scparatriccs of single extraction. Here,
ESS was set so that the step-size was about 10mm.
Figure 4 (a) shows the scparatriccs at EPl when EQ
and OCT of EP2 were used. Figure 4 (c) shows
scparatriccs at the EP2 when EQ and OCT of EPl
were used. The resonant phase (2fi j) is - n / 8 ,
(3/8)n and (7/8)n for (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
Table I shows the performance of extraction in
three cases. Case (b) was the best. Although case
(c) was acceptable, case (a) was not. Therefore, the
setting or EQ and OCT for EPl is one possible
solution.

For double extraction it would be important to
enlarge the step-size because the same step-size
would be shared with two extraction channels. We
calculated two ways to enlarge the step-size. One
way is to also excite OCT for EP2 besides OCT for
EPl. Another is to set the ESS far from the
equilibrium orbit (identical to reducing the bump
height). As listed in Table 11, the first way is
better because the step-sizes at EPl and EP2 were
well balanced.

Figure 4 Scparatrix at the ESS edge
(a) Scparatrix at EPl when EQ and OCT for EP2 arc excited.
(b) Scparatrix at EP2 when EQ and OCT for EP2 arc excited or at EPl when EQ and OCT for EPl is excited.
(c) Scparatrix at EP2 when EQ and OCT for EPl are excited.
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Table I Extraction parameters
the ESSs of HIM ami EP2.

ai die cnlrancc of

pertuibation for
peituib.inon lor
Picture in Figure
resonant phase 2\
Extraction Bump

sicp-si/.c
angle divergence

EP2
El'i
3

M j (rail;
(mm)
(nirad)
(mm)
(mrad)

Expected beam loss (%)
cmiliancc (mm mrad)

EPI

(a)
-Tl/S
1 3
1.1
7.5
1.23
22%
4.6TI

EP2
Ei1:
(b)

(3/S;n
15
-1.2
9
0.65
4%
2.9-n

E i' i
(c)

(7/8)TT
2 9
-3.9
6
0.6 3
5%
1 .9TI

Table 11 Extension of the sicp-si/.c by (1) exciting
OCT of EP2 or hy (2) lowering the extraction bump.

method
extraction line
Bump height (mm)
step-size (mm)

(1)
EP1
1 5
9.5

EP2
2 8
8.5

EP
1 0
1 1

(2)
1 EP

2 5
8

2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For double extraction we stalled from single
extraction for EP1, and ilieii gradually raised the
local bump orbit for EP2 to share the siep-si/.e of
(lie extracted beam. Here, the servo-spill control
system |6] for EP1 was used. The extracted beam
intensity for EP1 and for EP2 changed with the
bump height at EP2, as shown in Figure 5. The
required bum]) height of EP2 was higher by 16mm
and steeper by 4mrad than that of EP1, as had been
predicted. However, the step-size at EP2 appeared
to have a long tail, which was not expected.

c

Bn
c
c
a.

UJ

1,0

0.6

0,4

0,2

0.

EP

EP2

"V
10

/ \

0 10 20 30 40
Extraction Bump hciglii of EP2 (mm)

Figure 5 Bump height of EP2 and the extracted
beam ratio while the bump of EP1 is kept constant.

After a delicate adjustment of the extraction
elements the beam losses at each of the extraction
channels were about 1.5-timcs those of single
extraction (totally 3 times). The losses were less
depended on the extraction ratio. Figure 6 shows
the spill structure of a doubly extracted beam lo
EP1 and to EP2 with an intensity ratio of I to 4.

Tlic parasitic use of an internal target (triple
extraction; was also successful.

Under long-term operation, double extraction
was less stable to same external disturbance than

the magnetic field or cmiliancc change
condition of the injectors, easily change

drifting of
due to the
the intensity ratio of EP1 lo EP2, because they arc
asymmetric. To stabilize double extraction for
daily operation,
svsicni.

we need another kind of feed-back

EP1
(2 .2XK> n ppp,
EP2
(1.3X101 2ppp)

MR
(1.6XK)l 2ppp)

Figure 6 Spill structures of doubly extracted
beam. The spill was controlled only for EP1. Their
lengths were different because the heat tolerances

were different at EPI and ai EP2 | 1 | .

When a very small amount of the beam was
extracted lo EP2 (less than a twentieth of EPI),
double extraction was stable because of the long
tail of ihc step-size al EP2. However this was
though to be scattered protons mainly at the
magnetic septa of EPI, which therefore would when
the beam loss al EPI is improved.

CONCLUSION

We succeeded lo extract beams to two lines
within a short period (less than a day). For its
daily use, an improvement of the servo control
system or of more stabilization of the entire
machine is desired.

Although this solution is not the best, it is
possibly a solution involving a minimum change of
the present system. If we can afford other
resonances, v h=2O/3 or vh=16/3 there might be
belter solutions, where the resonant phases (3}J j)
of EPI and EP2 are identical. However, we should
icdcsign most of the system for the third-integer
resonant extraction.
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LOW-EMITTANCE SLOW EXTRACTION USING HALF-INTEGER RESONANCE
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I INTRODUCTION

At the KEK-PS a resonant slow extraction using a
half-integer resonance (2v h = 15) has been in
operation. This article deals with a particular
problem concerned with the scparatrix dependency
on chromaticity of resonant extraction. That
dependency was first calculated by II. Bruck el al. [1)
and later by W. Hardt (2] for 1/3-iiitcgcr resonant
extraction. They showed that the outgoing
scparatriccs of different momentum overlap under a
certain condition (overlap condition). It is dcsircble
to obtain a scparatrix branch with low divergence at
the first septum (usually ESS) position in order to
minimize particle losses on it. Although the design
of a resonant slow-extraction system is usually done
by numerical ray-tracing, analytical guide formulae
for a simple estimation of the parameters is
desirable. Unfortunately, the overlap condition has
never been calculated for half-integer resonant
extraction. This seems to be due to a difficulty in
treating the parabolic form of the scparalrix arm, to
a straight scparatrix arm of the ihird-intcger
resonance. In addition, twiss parameters ( a , p and y )
introduced by Courant and Snydcr |3], and the
chromalicity go to infinity when the tune approaches
lo a half-integer. The formulae given in this article
have been applied to parameter setting of resonant
slow extraction at the KEK-PS.

In half-integer resonant extraction at the KEK-
PS, one perturbing quadrupolc magnet is inserted
into the lattice in order to produce a half-integer
slop-band. The total tune (v ) is quite close to a half-
integer (2v--••])). One octupolc magnet is excited in
order to separate phase space into stable and

(a ) ( b)

0 .005 0 .01 - 0 . 0 1 - 0 . 0 0 5

unstable regions. The tune is then approached slowly
to a half-integer value, and the stable region becomes
smaller and smaller as the tune approaches this
half-integer, and the particles arc ejected from the
machine. This is the process of extraction.

Although particles with different momenta arc
usually extracted at the same time, they follow
different scparatriccs in phase space. The difference
in the angle at the ESS is the dispersion angle of the
extracted beam, which is responsible for the angle
divergence of the beam. One reason for the
displacement is a difference in their tune, which
produces a difference in the stable area in the
separatrix. Another reason is a displacement by the
dispersion function. These effects arc schematically
shown in Figure 1. Although the first displacement
depends on the chromaiicily and the second one docs
not. Therefore, when one choose the chromaticity
properly, the scparalrix arms of different momenta
overlap as shown in Figure 1. Actually in half-
integral resonant extraction, the scparalrix arms do
not overlap, but only cross, because the scparatrix
arms arc nol straight lines. However, this is
practically sufficient for efficient slow extraction.

Ill CALCULATION OF SEPARATRIX

Here, the iwiss parameters and chromaticity (£)
of the unperturbed lattice arc assumed to be known.
Since un unperturbed lattice has no perturbation
quadrupolc, it also has no half-integer stop-band.
Using the formula calculated by T. Suzuki and S.
Kamada |4 | , the scparatrix line in the unperturbed
normalized phase space is expressed as

(c)

0.005 0 .01 - 0 . 0 1 - 0 . 0 0 5 0 .005 0 .01

Figure 1 Separatricics in unperturbed normalized phase space. The machine parameters of the KEK-PS arc
used, (a) Scparatricics with different cmittancc: 0 and 3rt mm mrad. (b) Displacement by the dispersion
(momentum displacement was +0.4% and -0.4%). (c) The outgoing scparatrix lines arc crossing at the ESS
edge. One scparatrix is of a particle with zero cmittancc and zero momentum displacement. Another scparatrix
is of a particle with 3n mm mrad cmitlancc and -0.27% momentum displacement.
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-X sinvi i +Y cosyi
=iaii(y j-vii)/(l+(eD)/[Bcos2(vij-vii)]]|Xcosvii+Ysinyii

/ F ] 2l(Xcosyi+Ysinp i)2

-£U-B)/lDlBcos:i.yij-pO+i.e-B)Iii. ( I )

Coordinate (X,Y) is defined according to a well-
known form:

X = x/]/~p and
Y = , / p | x1 +(p/a )x 1 . (2)

The two phases (p i and ]i j) arc the unperturbed
betatron phase advance from the entrance of the ESS
to the octupolc magnet and to the perturbation
quadrupolc magnet, respectively. The strength of
these perturbations arc represented by D and B,
which arc defined by

D =- ( 1 / 1 2 T I ) ( A B/."'f/Bp)pi2

B = (l/2Tt)(ABzY/Bp)pj .
and (3)

(4)

Since the unperturbed tune ( f ) has almost a half-
inlcgral value (n/2), £s(n/2)-i> is very small.

We treat the case when the perturbed tune of a
particle with zero momentum displacement
(dP/P^ 6=0) is just n/2, which means that the
scparalrix has jusi zero stable area. However, a
particle with 6 *O has a finite stable area (TtEmax)
because of the chromatic tune shift. We first
calculate the scparalrix when 6=0. In this case E=B
and the scparatrix is expressed as

-Xsinpj+YcosiJj = i / D / 2 B (Xcospi+Ysinp i)2 .(5)

On the other hand, when 6 *O, e is written as e = B-
15 using unperturbed clmnnaticity. Therefore, the
scparatrix is

-X siny i +Y cospi

=tan(vi j - p i ) / (

'. /D/2TB coF(y yv
p j-Vti)l)lXcospi+Ysin)Ji]
((Xcosy i+Ysinp i)2

(6)

The displacement due to the dispersion function (T\
and r | ' ) is taken into the calculation due to the
dispersion in the unperturbed normalized phase
space (H and H'). Since equilibrium orbit is
displaced by ( H 5 , H ' 6 ) , the X and Y of equation (6)
should be replaced by X-H6 and Y-H'6, respectively.
We now define the Ys so that the (Xs, Ys) satisfy
equation (5) and (Xs, Ys+h'6 +h"6 2 + - -) satisfy
equation (6). Here, h' is the dispersion angle o[ the
extracted beam in normalized phase space. Upon
subtracting equation (5), and omitting more than the
2-nd order terms to 6 , we obtain

Hsinja jj+(h'-H'
2

(7)

(5/|2Bcos(Mjpi)])[Xssin(Vij2yi)+Yscos(
i / 2 D / B IXscosy ii+Yssinyi]l-Hcos}Ji +(h'-

i/B/(2DH/[Bcos2(MJ-Vii)] .

To simplify the equations, we rewrite them using

X s ,

H*=i/2D/B H ,
h'*- i-/2D/iI IV and
5* = ?/|Bcos2(yj-yi)l .

H'*=i/2D/B H' ,
(8)
(9)

so thai they contain neither B or D explicitly.
Equations (5) and (7) become

2(-X+sinp j +Y*cospj) = (X*cosy i +Y*sinjJ i)2 , (10)
H*sinpj +(h'*-H'*)cosyj

+(X*cosvii+Y*sin|Ji)!H*cosKii-«-'H1*-li1*)sinpi)
(11)

The sign of equations (8) is selected in order that
(Xs, Ys) is on the outgoing .scparatrix arm, the step-
size of X* times X* should be positive. Only one of
two solutions of equation (10) is correct; that is

= Fcosfij-X*sin]Jicos|ji
here

(12)

(13)

Equation (11) is solved a straightforward manner
using equation (12) as

(h'*-U'*)(l-F)eospj+H*[sin}Jj+Fcosvijcotpi]
= 5*{l+|Fcos|jjcos(yj-2pO/sin2M i

-X*cos(pj-pi)/sinyi]/2) . (14)

As has been explained, since the scparalricics cross
when h'*=0, setting h'* to 0 gives the crossing
condition of the scparalricics at the ESS.

5*{ 1+lFcosy jcos(}Jj-2}J i)/sin2vi i
-X*cos(yj-yi)/sinp i 1/2J = (H*sinpj-H'*cosp j)
+FlcosHj/sinyillH*cosyi+H'*sin}Ji] (15)

This is one goal of this article. However, in the
calculations some small effects arc ignored, such as
the momentum dependence of \i i, pj , a , p , y , ri, T)', D
and B, and the change of £, r\ and r) ' due to the
perturbation quadrupolc, and a higher order effect to
6. Although it is possible to use them in the
calculation, the resultant equation is too
complicated. A computer-tracking simulation would
be more suitable to obtain more accuralc solution. It
would be helpful if we have a more simple, but less
accuralc, formula for the crossing condition. In the
limit X*=0, which means that all scparatricics pass
the equilibrium center, equation (15) becomes much
more simple as

= H*sinpj-H'*cosyj (16)

We next calculate the chromalicity dependence of
the angle divergence. The momentum spread of the
cxtracicd beam at one instance (6 max) is determined
by the cmittancc and chromaticity. The angle
divergence at the ESS edge (AY in normalized phase
space) is the product 5 max h'. Since A Y is not
constant during ihc extraction, we calculate the
spread al the middle, where the A Y is maximum. The
6max is determined from ihc cmiltancc (Tt Emax,
maximum Courant Snydcr invariant), which is
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nEmax=(4/2/3)(e(e-B)]3/2/(D[Bcos2(iaj-)ai)+(sB)]2)
6max]i"2 [B/Dlcos7(HJ-(Ji)ll. (17)

Therefore,

(18)

However, when the right side of the above equation is
larger than the full momentum spread of the
circulating beam ([A P/P]max), 6 max is equal to
|AP/P]max. When 6max is smaller than [AP/P]max, the
momentum center of the extracted beam shifts from
the beginning of the extraction to the end (when the
circulating beam is not accelerated during slow
extraction).

Ill APPLICATION TO THE KEK-PS

The parameters of the KEK-PS arc:

a = 2.20;
Vi j = (105/28)n;
y i = -(75/28)Ti;
xs = 32mm
X] = 1.86 m

P = 15.8m at the ESS
B = 0.051
D = 100/m

ty = -0.1076 mrad.

Inserting these parameters into equation (15) gives
£•=24, i.e. 5=0.88. This means that the angle
divergence is zero when the chromaticity is set at the
small positive value: 0.88. When we use the simple
equation (16) the result is £=0.41 .

The maximum angle divergence A Y m a x / y ^ is
calculated using the parameters of the KEK-PS at the
lop-encrgy: Tt Emax = 3n mm.mrad and [AP/P]max =
0.8%. The result is shown in Figure 2.

The chromaiicity dependence of the extracted
beam size was observed at the KEK-PS while
extracting 3.5GeV protons. The extracted beam
profile at several timings during the slow extraction
was measured by the SWIC (Segmented Wire
Ionization Chamber) at the down stream of the last
magnetic septum (betatron phase advance from the
ESS was about (3/4)n .) The horizontal beam profiles
arc shown in Figure 3. Although the beam width was
smaller at a small positive chromaticily, the
measurement missed the chromaticity which would

have given the minimum. The shifts in the beam
position from the start of extraction to the end was a
reflection of the shift in the central momentum of the
extracted beam. When the chromaiicity was zero, the
beam was split at the start of extraction because of
the non-linear chromaticity. This curious beam
behavior was reproduced in a computer-tracking
simulation.

angle divergence (rad)
0.0012

chromaticity

Figure 2 Maximum angle divergence al the ESS as a
function of the horizontal chromaticity ( £ ) .

IV CONCLUSION

The crossing condition of the scparatrix arms of
the half-integral resonance was analytically
calculated.

This has already been utilized at the KEK-PS
during the extraction of protons and a light-ion beam
with smaller rigidity. Unfortunately, at the time of
top-rigidity the power supply of the chromaticily
control scxtupolcs is not powerful enough to over-
cancel the negative chromaiicity to positive.
However, below lOGcV (proton) this condition can be
realized, and produced a dramatic improvement in
the extraction efficiency and cmittancc of the
extracted beam.
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Figure 3 Horizontal beam profile of the extracted beam at the SWIC. The chromaiicity was -7, -3.5, 0, +3.5, +7
from the left. The time from the top trace to the bottom trace was about 2 seconds. The full-scale of the
horizontal axis is about 80mm.
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ION TRAPPING EFFECT OBSERVED IN NAR
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Abstract

The effect of trapped ions is shown to cause a serious
problem in NTT normal-conducting accelerating ring (NAR),
which adopted extremely low injection energy (15McV). Although
the large beam size at injection reduces the effect of ions, the ions
seem to affect the beam more seriously than expected from the
calculation. In this paper, ion trapping effect in NAR are examined
both theoretically and experimentally.

1. Introduction

To reduce the size and cost of the injector LINAC, we
adopted low injection energy (15 MeV) for NAR1121, which is
used for SR applications at final energy (800 McV). To remove
ions, twelve sets of button type electrodes are placed in the ring
of 52.8 m circumference and arc always used. However, a couple
of phenomena which seem to be caused by trapped ions arc
observed. Generally speaking, lower energy electrons arc more
liable to be affected from trapped ions but the evaluation is not so
simple because the energy dependent electron beam size also has
an important effect.

At 15 McV, the large beam size at injection preserves
over a long period because of the long radiation damping time.
Therefore, the size of trapped ions is also large and the ion density
is low. The larger beam size result in smaller effect on electron
beam. On the contrary, the experiment shows that ion trapping
problems are serious though the electron beam size is large at
injection. Short life time and lack of appropriate monitors make
the analysis more difficult.

According to the calculation of beam potential, the
possibilities that the clearing electrodes are not placed properly
and that ions arc accumulated in the bending sections where the
potential is deep are pointed out.

To avoid the effect of ions, we examined to adopt the
partial fill operation which is a well known method to avoid ion
trapping. The calculation and preliminary experiment showed that
this method is not effective at injection whereas it is effective in
storage.

In this paper, ion trapping effect observed in NAR is
described. Outline of NAR and calculated result of the beam
potential are presented in section 2 and the effect of trapped ions
is numerically examined in section 3 and 4. Experimental result
is shown in section 5. The effect of partial fill is tested in section
6. Ion trapping effect in NAR is compared to the effect in Super-
ALIS in section 7.

2. Beam Potential

Lattice functions, beam size, and beam potential arc
calculated and shown in Fig. 1 for one fourth section of NAR.

Lattice functions arc re-calculated assuming the conditions
used in injection experiment.

Beam size at injection is computed from the following
formula,

(I)

where Ê  and e are the horizontal and vertical cmiltanccs, and E
is the energy spread. Whereas these emittanccs and energy spread
during storage can be calculated theoretically, they depend on

various conditions at injection. Therefore, two possible cases were
examined. In case l ,e,= 10xl0-<1(7cmrad), e = lxl0"'1(7cmrad),£i,
= 5xl03arc assumed while e, is replaced by 2.5x10'' in case 2.
Horizontal emittancc is large'bccause electrons are injected by
bumping closed orbit in horizontal plane.

Beam potential is computed against these two cases
assuming elliptical (rectangular) vacuum chamber and beam" (Fig.
1). The inner surface of vacuum ducts including the bending
sections have nearly the same size except the section where RF
cavity is located and RF knock out electrodes arc placed. Then
the size of vacuum duct is approximated to be constant rectangular
shape of 120 x 58 mm2. Beam current is assumed to be 100 mA.

To remove ions, button type electrodes arc places at both
ends of long straight sections (nearby QD) and in the middle of
short straight sections (nearby QFc). The positions of these
electrodes are also shown in Fig. 1.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the beam potential in the
bending sections is a few voltages deeper than that in the straight
sections in case 1. This difference may produce the neutralization
pocket. However, as the result strongly depends on the beam
cmittanccs which have not been confirmed experimentally, the
existence of potential well cannot be proved from this calculation.
Just a possibility is presented.

3. Neutralization Factor

Neutralization factor (h) is defined as n, / nc where n is
the number of trapped ions and nc is the number of electrons. The

161)
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f'titcnf
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Fig. 1 Lattice functions, beam size, and beam potential
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ncutrali/ation factor at injection is roughly estimated with ion
clearing electrodes41, Assuming that the residual gas molecules
arc CO, the ionization time (\mli) which is the average time
required for an electron to ionize a molecule is about one second
If there is TIO rpccbn^isrr) to ĉ cr>r 'on^, ncvtr.'ilii'ntirr; f.^clrr
increases in proportional to elapsed time from injection and reaches
as large as 100 % in one second. On the contrary, if a molecule
ionized and trapped by the electron beam drifts along the electron
beam with thermal velocity (a few hundreds meters per second)
and is cleared at the electrodes which are placed in four to five
meters intervals, an ionized molecule remains trapped for 10 msec.
Therefore, the neutralization factor approaches to the equilibrium
value of 1 %(= 10 msec/1 sec) in about 10 msec. If H,molecules
arc assumed, the neutralization factor is estimated smaller because
of the larger ionized cross section and the faster thermal velocity.
As ions run faster in bending sections than in straight sections,
the neutralization factor should be smaller.

In the following section, the effect of ions is estimated
assuming the 1 % neutralization factor.

4. Numerical Evaluation of Ion Trapping Effect

In this section, the effect of trapped ions is numerically
evaluated in terms of tune shift, pressure rise, and two beam
instability.

The vertical tune shift due to trapped ions is expressed
as5',

molecules. The threshold is larger if heavier molecules arc
assumed. Therefore, this kinds of instability cannot happen with
a few % neutralization whichever molecules arc assumed.

1 R 1
, + oy)

(2)

where r. is the classical electron radius, y is the Lorcntz factor, R
is the mean radius of the ring, v are the betatron tunes. Assuming
that the beam size is Oj = 5 mm and Oy = 2 mm (this assumption is
close to case 2 in section 2) and that'the ions have the same size
as that of electrons, tune shift at injection is estimated to be 0.0068
at 100 mA and 1 % neutralization factor. Tune shift is small
compared to electron energy because the beam size is large at
injection. As the electric fields produced by ions consist of large
non-linear components, the same amount of tune spread is
expected. Judging from this calculation, neither tune shift nor tune
spread seems to be fatal as long as ions are removed efficiently at
the clearing electrodes.

We tried to measure this tune shift experimentally but
could not perform yet due to the difficulties of the precise tune
measurement. The strength of RF knock out has to be controlled
as small as possible so that it does not influence trapped ions. The
tune have to be measured in a few tens milli-seconds because of
the short life time at injection.

Pressure rise due to ions is estimated from51

d,=
tin.

2jta»oyL
(3)

and we can derive 3.4x10"
1 / m3 at 15 McV assuming
the same size and the
neutralization factor. As
compared to the residual
gas density, 3.5x10" at
lxl09Torr , the pressure
rise is very small.

In some condition,
the electron oscillation and
ion oscillation become
coupled and the amplitudes
of both oscillation grow
rapidly516'. The threshold
neutralization factors are
calculated according to ref.
5. Supposing v = 1.20,1 =
100 mA, a, = 5 mm, and ay
= 2 mm, the instability
occurs when h is larger than
0.60 in case of H,

Fig. 2
Current decrease after injection

Upper line : ion clearing on
Lower line : ion clearing off
Horizontal: 100 msec / div
Vertical : 20 mA / div

•; I . , : ,
• • " ' J 1 -

In normal operation of NAR, an electron pulse from
L1NAC is injected in acceleration. To examine the injection
condition, the experiment described in this section is performed
with keeping the magnetization at constant injection level.

Current decrease after one pulse injection from LINAC
is observed with DCCT at i5 McV static level (Fig. 2). The
difference with and without ion clearing electrodes can clearly be
seen. However, considering the expected life time from vacuum
pressure is longer than 10 seconds, the observed life time is still
short even when the ion clearing electrodes arc used.

The rising time of DCCT is about 100 msec which is too
slow to observe the transition current just after injection. Then,
the RF pick up signal of the electron beam is observed with
spectrum analyzer which is set to measure RF acceleration
frequency (125 MHz) with zero span mode (Fig. 3). The signal is
thought to be in proportional to (the square of) the current. As the
vertical axis in Fig. 3 is in logarithms scale, the current graph is
expected to be straight as long as the beam current decreases with
constant life. On the contrary, the slope gets steeper about 30
msec (without ion clearing) and 50 msec (with ion clearing) after
injection.

This life time change is thought to be due to ion trapping
effect from the following reasons. One is that the effect gets weaker
if the ion clearing electrodes arc used. Another reason is that the
liming when the electron beam begin to be affected is consistent
with the intervals required to produce ions of a few %
neutralization. Estimated from the tune shift calculation in section
2, it is possible that the life shortens due to the tune shift induced
by trapped ions of a few % neutralization.

Ion production rate at injection may be faster than the
rate calculated in section 3 because much electrons which cannot
be captured in RF bucket or have large cmiltanccs exist and ionize
molecules, though these electrons arc lost after a while and do
not contribute to the beam current.

Even when the ion clearing electrodes are used. Fig. 3 (a)
shows the similar shape as that of Fig. 3 (b) (without clearing).
This indicates that ions cannot be removed well even if the clearing
electrodes are used.

Therefore, the
assumption that ions can
drift along the electron
orbit freely and clear at
the electrodes does not
seem valid. As expected
from the calculation of
case 1 in section 2, ions
might be accumulated at
neutralization pockets
where beam potential is
deep.

These inter-
p r e t a t i o n s a r e
presumptions and are
not p r o v e d y e t .
However, no other
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n is
presented thus far.

6. Partial Fill Operation

It is well known
that partial fill operation
is an effective method to
remove trapped ions.
T h i s m e t h o d is
examined as a measure Fig. 3 RF pick-up signal
to avoid ion trapping of electron beam
effect at injection. (a) - upper - ion clearing on
Part-a. fill operation,n ( b ) . l o w e r . i o n c I c a r i n g o f f
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(x indicates stability for the given ions)

investigated for the purpose of confirming the effect of this
operation.

First of all, the effect of partial fill is numerically
estimated. Fig. 4 is a calculated result in storage (800 MeV). The
partial fill operation can be effective to remove ionized light
molecules such as H2. At injection energy (15 McV), ion motion
always remains stable. The difference is caused by the difference
in beam size. At 15 MeV, because of the large beam size, the
focusing force per bunch is too weak for ions to escape the electron
orbit while the ions are drifting between bunches.

The effect of partial fill operation is also examined
experimentally. To perform partial fill operation in our system
which adopt one pulse multi-turn injection, LINAC must be
operated in a burst mode. That is, the electrons extracted from an
electron gun are modulated by the radio frequency of NAR and
partially removed in a period of the harmonic number of NAR.
The partial fill operation functions well, however, the present
injected current is about 30 - 50 mA, which is less than the normal
operation (over 100 mA). RF pick up signal shows the bunch is
filled as expected even if electrons arc accelerated.

The effect of partial fill operation to avoid ion trapping
with little current is examined by worsening vacuum pressure.
Some of vacuum pumps are turned off to enhance ion trapping
effect.

When more than three bunches omitted, beam profile
observed with CCD camera is always stable even if the vacuum
pressure is worsened. In full bunch operation, beam profile blinks
if the vacuum pressure is worsened. Inferred from the calculation
described above, this phenomenon seems to be due to two beam
instability caused by light molecules such as H2. Beam current
was about 30 mA in this experiment.

We also compared the full bunch operation mode and 5
bunches omitted mode at 15 MeV injection. In both operation,
the current increased with ion clearing electrodes on. This shows
that ions arc trapped without ion clearing electrodes.

Although this partial fill experiment is preliminary, partial
fill operation is not shown to be effective to remove ions at 15
MeV. This result is consistent with the calculation.

7. Comparison to Supcr-ALIS

Maximum 200 mA beam current is performed in Super-
ALIS, which also used 15 MeV injection energy. One of the
differences from NAR is its circumference. That is, from eq. (2),
tune shift is in proportional to the number of electrons stored as
long as the other conditions, such as the beam size or neutralization
factor, arc the same. If the beam current is the same, the number
of electrons is proportional to ring circumference. Therefore, tune
shift in NAR of 52.8 m circumference is expected three times as
large as that of Supcr-ALIS of 16.8m. The other deference is the
places of ion clearing electrodes. Super-ALIS has clearing
electrodes along the orbit in the bending sections as well as button
type electrodes at the straight sections. In NAR, button type
electrodes are located only in the straight sections.

8. Conclusion

In NAR, ion clearing electrodes are placed at twelve points
and are always used. Even if the clearing electrodes are used, the
life time at injection i.s very short due to the ion trapping effect.
The possibility that ions are trapped in the bending sections where
the beam potential is deep is presented. Partial fill operation mode
is examined to remove trapped ions but is not shown to be effective
at injection. Although ion trapping effect is not clearly analyzed,
the elucidation and countermeasure of this problem are expected
to improve NAR beam current.
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Abstract

The RF feedback system for the KEK B-Factory
(KEKB) has been tested using the beam of the TRIS-
TAN Main Ring (MR). The coupled-bunch instability
of the —1 mode was excited by intentionally detuning
the RF cavities; it was then successfully damped by
reducing their impedances with the RF feedback.

I. Introduction

A luminosity goal of KEKB is 1 x 1034cm~2s~1,
which requires the beam currents of 2.6 A for the 3.5
GeV positron ring and 1.1 A for the 8.0 GeV electron
ring. Under usual operation, the cavity is detuned
to present a matched load to the power source. For
KEKB, the detuning is very large due to the high
beam currents. The detuning gives the difference in
the real part of the cavity impedance at the upper and
lower sideband for eacli mode, and causes the longi-
tudinal coupled-bunch instability. One technique to
avoid the instability is to use an RF feedback around
the cavity, which can reduce the cavity impedance
at the synchrotron sidebands [1]. We are developing
an RF feedback system using a parallel comb-filter,
which enables us to adjust the feedback phase at the
sideband frequencies even if a frequency-dependent
group delay is present around the feedback loop.

The parallel comb-filter feedback was tested
through a choke-mode cavity, and proved to be effec-
tive in reducing the cavity impedance [2]. Then, the
feedback was tested using the beam of the TRISTAN
MR. The purpose of the beam test was to confirm
that a coupled-bunch instability caused by the cavity
impedance could really be eliminated by reducing it
by means of RF feedback.

II. Excitation of Instability

Under usual MR operation, an amount of cavity
detuning is so small compared to the revolution fre-
quency that the instability associated with the accel-
erating mode does not appear. One RF station was
therefore shut off from operation, and its idling cav-
ities were substantially detuned to make the beam
unstable. An RF station has two accelerating units,
each comprising a pair of nine APS (alternating pe-
riodic structure) cells. A total of thirty six cells were
detuned by -88 kHz (= frev - / , ) in order to set the
resonant frequency of the cavities to the upper syn-
chrotron sideband of the - 1 mode. Fig. 1 shows the

magnitude and real part of the cavity impedance for
detuned thirty six cells, with or without RF feedback.
The growth time of the —1 mode dipole oscillation
was calculated from the expression for equally spaced
rigid bunches [3], using the machine parameters given
in Table 1. The growth time due to the detuned cavi-
ties was 7.7 ms and that due to the operating cavities
was 43.0 ms, giving the total growth time of 6.5 ms.
The radiation damping time was 20 ms. An estimated
growth time of any other mode was much slower than
20 ms.

Frequency (f - frf)/frcv

Fig. 1. Magnitude and the real part of the cavity
impedance for detuned thirty six cells, with or without
RF feedback.

Table 1
Machine parameters during the beam test.

e beam energy
e~ beam current
Number of bunch
Momentum compaction
RF frequency
Revolution frequency
Synchrotron frequency
Energy loss/turn
Cavity voltage
Unloaded Q
Shunt impedance/m
Coupling factor
Detuning frequency
Growth time of—1 mode
Radiation damping time

8.0
6.0
4

1.493 x 10~3

508.6
99.3
11.6
7.4

90.0
39000
22.5
1.3

-87.7
6.5
20

GeV
mA

MHz
kHz
kHz
MeV
MV

Mfi/m

kHz
ms
ms

III. Feedback System
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the RF feedback

system used in the experiment. Since only the - 1
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mode could be unstable, only one channel of the par-
allel comb-filter was used. The RF switch was used to
open and close the feedback loop. In order to detect
the growth and damping of the — i mode oscillations <i
spectrum analyzer was used in zero-scan mode. Since
there was no external signal to the system, only when
the —1 mode was excited on the cavity, the system
operated so as to cancel it.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the RF feedback system
used in the beam test.

IV. Experimental Results
Tlie experiment was carried out at 8 GeV with

four equally spaced electron bunches, which make the
beam current of about 0 in A. Although it could be
increased to over 10 mA, the —1 mode oscillation was
most severe around G mA. Fig. 3 shows the spectra
of the beam-induced cavity voltages. The revolution
harmonics of the beam current arc shown in Fig. .3 (a),
where the highest peak results from the impedance of
the cavities tuned at the IIF frequency. Fig. 3 (b), (c)
and (d) show the signals around frj — jrev — 508.48
MHz. When the cavities were not detuned, only the
steady spectrum of the revolution harmonic wa.s seen
at 508.48 MHz (Fig. 3 (b)). When the cavities were
detuned by -88 kHz, the instabilities, especially of
the —1 mode, appeared as shown in Fig. 3 (c). The
spectrum disappeared after the feedback loop was
closed (Fig. 3 (d)). With the feedback, however, there
appeared the bump between the revolution harmonic
(frf - frev) and its upper sideband (/ r / - frev + / , ) ,
a cause of which is not clear yet. One may also note
that, when the loop was closed, the noise floor was
raised due to the noise amplification around the loop.

Fig. A shows the amplitude versus the time of the
— 1 mode oscillation, which was excited by detuning
the cavities without feedback. The increase of the am-
plitude was limited by some unknown damping mech-
anism, and turned to the decrease. Then, at a cer-
tain small amplitude, where a growth rate exceeded
a decreasing damping rate, the amplitude began to
increase again. This behavior repeated with a period

of about 80 ins. The beam thus survived in spite of
being unstable, though the life time was shortened to
several tons of minutes from a normal value of several
iiunJrcJ minutes.

508.1 508.2 508.3 508.4 508.5 508.6 508.7 508.8 508.9 509
Frequency (MUz]

5ttU3 508/14 508.45 508.46 50N.47 508.48 508.49 508.5 506.51 50BJ2
Frequency [MHz]

508.43 508.44 508.45 508.46 508.47 50B.48 508.49 508.5 508.51 508.52
Frequency [Mil/.]

"'?0M3 508.44 508.45 508.46 S0H.47 5(18.48 508.49 508.5 508.51 508.52
Frequency [MM7]

Fig. 3. Spectra of the beam-induced cavity voltages.

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Time [msj

Fig. 4. Amplitude versus time of the -1 mode os-
cillation excited by the detuned cavities without RF
feedback.

The damping rate of the - 1 mode, a_ i , and the
damping time T _ I ( = 1 /Q_I) are given by

Q_I = arad + Q,-mp + ops, (1)

l/r_j = l/rrarf + l / r l m p + \/rFi3, (2)

where artid is the radiation damping rate, a,mp the
clamping rate due to cavity impedance and QFD the
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damping rate due to RF feedback. rrnrf, Timr. and
Tpjj are the damping time due to radiation, cavity
impedance and RF feedback respectively. A negative
Timp indicates the excitation of instability, and an un-
stable oscillation will occur when

— Timp < Trad + TpB • (3)

The idling cavities were detuned by -88 kHz
throughout the feedback experiment. Fig. 5 shows
a typical amplitude behavior of the —1 mode oscilla-
tion. The amplitude began to increase exponentially
when the loop was opened at 0 ms, and turned to
decrease when the loop was closed at about 90 ms.
This figure clearly shows the effectiveness of the RF
feedback. The bottom figures show expanded views
just after the loop off and on.

Ib = 6.21mA, Gain = 13.3 dB

<3 -80

1 . 9 0

4-100

0 50 100 ISO

Ejtimtied Growth Time • 9.7 mi

200 250 300
Time (ms)

450 500

• 181.1 mt

E .

20 40 60
Time (ms]

Fig. 5. Amplitude versus time of the —1 mode oscil-
lation when the feedback loop was opened, and then
closed after a short period of time.

The growth time was measured from the initial
slope of the increasing amplitude when the feedback
loop was opened. The measured growth time was 9.9
ms on the average of ten measurements, and varied
between 9.1 ms and 11.0 ms. The growth time, ob-
tained from the estimated Tra(i and 'imp was 9.7 ms,
which agreed well with the measured value.

The damping time was measured from the initial
slope of the decreasing amplitude when the feedback
loop was closed. In order to exclude any nonlinear ef-
fect from the measurements, the loop was closed while
an amplitude was still very small. The measurement
was repeated two or three times for each loop gain of
13.3, 15.3, 17.3 and 22.3 dB. Fig. 6 shows the mea-
sured and estimated damping times as a function of
the loop gain. The crosses show the measured points,
while the solid line represents the damping time de-
rived from the estimated Tratt, rimp and TFB. The
broken line represents the estimated minimum damp-
ing time, which would be obtained with an infinite
loop gain.

200

180

| 1 2 O

M100

16 18 20

Loop Gain [dB]
22

Fig. 6. Measured and estimated damping times as a
function of the loop gain.

V. Discussion
A threshold gain is defined here as a loop gain at

which a combined damping time of Tra<i and Tpu is
equal to a growth time, — r l m f . The measured thresh-
old gain was about 12 dB, which was in good agree-
ment with the estimated threshold of 12.5 dB. How-
ever, in the region above the threshold, the measured
damping times were much shorter than the estimated
ones. Besides, some of the measured points are found
below the broken line. This may suggest that the ex-
periment included some factor which we did not take
into account.

Since the measured damping time varied more than
we had expected, we felt concern about the stability
of the feedback system operating at a very low RF
power. If the gain fluctuation was the only cause of
the measured damping time variation, a range of fluc-
tuation would be about 10 dB. Later we measured the
system stability under very low power operation, and
found out that either the frequency converter or the
parallel comb-filter had a rather large phase fluctu-
ation. Though we have not yet evaluated its effect
on the gain variation, it may be responsible to some
extent for the measured damping time variation.
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Abstract

New concepts have been introduced in a code for
the simulation of particles in a cyclotron using trans-
fer matrices. For the simulation the cyclotron is split
into several sectors, and the calculation of the particle
motion is based on tables of equilibrium orbit data at
the sector boundaries, completed by tables describing
the properties of the betatron oscillations. For the
betatron oscillation part the new method uses three
parameters that represent the focusing strengths of
three thin lenses, at the start, in the middle and at
the end of each sector. The new scheme has proven
to be superior to the old approach based on tables of
transfer matrices.

1 Introduction

A numerical integration code is normally used for
calculating particle motion in a cyclotron. The parti-
cle motion in transverse and longitudinal phase space
can be simulated precisely by integrating equations
of motion step by step. Huge processing time is re-
quired for simulating beams consisting of many par-
ticles which have different initial conditions. The use
of transfer matrices for the simulation of beams can
reduce the computing time drastically. Various cy-
clotron orbit codes [1] [2] [3] using transfer matrices
have been developed at different laboratories.

The simulation code called MATADOR [4] using
first order transfer matrices has been developed to
study the beam behaviour in the cyclotrons of the
PSI high intensity accelerator facility. The program
MATADOR has shown its merits on various problems,
however, modifications of the geometric layout or an
adaptation of the simulation code to other cyclotrons
appeared to be cumbersome. Usually, the tables of
transfer matrices produced by the orbit integration
program could not be used directly in the simulation.
A laborious procedure of manual smoothing of these
data was often needed. Otherwise the simulation, in-
troducing additional errors from interpolation, would
show unrealistic wild oscillations of the particles.

The new representation of the transfer matrices
is based on three independent parameters which are
smoother functions than the elements of the transfer
matrices themselves. As an additional advantage it
fulfills the symplectic condition of the particle motion
stating that the determinant of a transfer matrix must

be exactly one. Using this new approach should give
the modified simulation code the high flexibility and
portability that were missing.

2 The Transfer Matrices and Their
Representation

In the transfer matrix approach the motion of each
particle is split up into a part describing the motion
of the equilibrium orbit of the corresponding energy
and another part for the difference between the actual
orbit and the equilibrium orbit. The difference part
can be approximated by linear betatron oscillations
represented by difference vectors in (x,px) and {z,pz)
phase space. The difference vectors at the end of a
section can be obtained from the corresponding initial
vectors by matrix multiplications:

Pxi

\ _ ( Rn Rn \
) \ Rn R22 )

Rn
R22

Rn R12
R21 R22

x0 (1)

(2)

To find the first order transfer matrices Rx and Rz

and the equilibrium orbit data the orbit integration
program has to calculate a central orbit and a pair of
neighboring orbits for a sufficient number of energies.

According to Liouville's theorem the value of the
determinant of a transfer matrix must be precisely
one. Taking into account this law (R11R22—R12R21 —
1) one of the matrix elements becomes redundant.
We have therefore searched for a method to define
a general two-by-two matrix using three independent
parameters. In the formulation we have found the
three parameters correspond to values with a phys-
ical meaning. The formula that defines the transfer
matrix based on three free parameters is given by:

R21 R22

1
x

0
-F2 1 0

0
1

D_
2
1

where Fi, F2 and F3 are the focusing strengths of
three thin lenses, assumed to be located at the start,
in the center and at the end of each section, while D/2
is the length of the two drift regions in between the
lenses. The drift distance D is given by the spanning
angle of the transfer section and the radius of the
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I
Transfer Matrix Table
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Figure 1: Comparison of the two versions of the beam simulation system. In the former procedure the transfer
matrix elements for arbitrary energies were interpolated directly from the transfer matrix tables, which orig-
inated from the orbi.t integration code called FIXPO, but which in many cases required a manual smoothing
procedure in between. The new scheme conveys the transfer matrix information as tables of focusing strengths
for thin lenses created in the data preparation program MATPREP. These sets of focusing strength data are used
for the energy interpolation in the modified program called MATADOR95. In MATADOR95 the reconstructed
transfer matrices are then based on interpolated values of the focusing strength parameters.

F = . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . ^
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Energy (MeV)

Figure 2: Energy dependence of the transfer matrix
element R12 for the transfer section from one of the
acceleration gaps to the center of the following sector
magnet in the PSI Injector II, derived from magnetic
field data. The strong oscillations seen in this function
pose problems for its interpolation.

equilibrium orbit. The focusing strength is defined
reciprocal to a conventional focal length in order to
avoid an indefinite condition when focusing is zero.
In this formulation the determinant of the transfer
matrix automatically remains unity.

The thin lens system can be applied to any trans-
fer section, since zero focusing strength gives a unit
matrix for the corresponding matrix factor. For ex-

ample, if a transfer section involves zero focusing for
all three lenses, the resulting matrix from the equa-
tion (3) corresponds to the transfer matrix for a drift
section of length D.

3 Implementing the New Parameter iza t ion
of Transfer Matr ices

A flow chart underlining the differences between
the two representations of the transfer matrices is
shown in Fig. 1. A transfer matrix table is created
in the orbit integration code called FIXPO. The table
contains a large number of parameter sets to cover
all the transfer sections and a number of energies cor-
responding to the number of turns of an accelerated
beam.

Because these raw data have to be interpolated, a
time consuming manual smoothing procedure is re-
quired in most cases to make them useable for the
simulation program. Figure 2, as an example, shows
the energy dependence of the element R12, which is
the coefficient of (x\px0), in the transfer matrix for the
transfer section from one of the acceleration gaps to
the center of a sector magnet in the PSI Injector II cy-
clotron. The strong fluctuations shown in this figure
make it clear that the interpolation of such a function
can pose problems. As an additional disadvantage of
the old scheme, the property of the transfer matrix,
that the determinant is equal to o'.ie, gets lost due to
the interpolation process.
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In the new scheme the program MATPREP pre-
pares tables of focusing strength parameters based on
the raw transfer matrix tables. The energy depen-
dence of these focusing strength parameters, for the
same transfer section as in Fig. 2, is shown in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. The energy dependence is much smoother
than in Fig. 2. Thus, the errors in the energy in-
terpolation of the focusing strength can be reduced
in comparison to the case where the matrix element
is interpolated itself and no need occurs for a manual
smoothing procedure. In the new scheme the determi-
nant of all interpolated transfer matrices now remains
exactly one. In the modified code of MATADOR95
the sets of focusing strength parameters are interpo-
lated, and after the interpolation the transfer matrix
is reconstructed by using the equation (3).

The physical meaning of the focusing strength pa-
rameters is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the horizontal and
in Fig. 4 for the vertical focusing. In both cases the
first parameter (F\x or F\z) is almost zero, as its
azimuth is located in the field free region. For the
second and third focusing strength parameters the in-
direction and the 2-direction show different character-
istics. The third parameter shows a strong focusing in
the z-direction explained by the fact that it is located
on the magnet centerline. For the z-parametcrs, the
second one, Foj, is the largest due to the vertical fo-
cusing produced by the angle between the orbit and
the magnet edge.

4 Conclusions

The nsw concept that represents beam transfer ma-
trices based on three free parameters has been success-
fully implemented in the particle simulation program

MATADOR95 at PSI. Results from test simulations
are similar to the ones from the earlier program, but
the new program can be considered to be more reli-
able due to its guarantee that the determinant of a
transfer matrix equals one. The fact that the focus-
ing strength parameters are naturally smoother func-
tions than transfer matrix elements avoids the need
for a manual processing of the results from the orbit
integration program. This provides more flexibility
to study variations of the accelerator geometry and
easily enables the use of the new code for arbitrary
cyclotrons.
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Abstract

A remarkable bunch deformation has been observed
in the TRISTAN Accumulation Ring (AR) during multi-
bunch operations. When two bunches that have different
populations are stored in the ring, the bunch length of
tin; smaller current bunch is larger than that of the larger
one. In some cases, longitudinal distributions of electrons
exhibit two peaks. These phenomenon can be explained
by an elfecl of wakeficlds due to higher order modes of
accelerating cavities. We tried to determine the frequency
of the mode and the strength of the wakelicld I hat is re-
sponsible for the phenomenon with a test bunch method.

I. Introduction

When an electron storage ring is operated in a sin-
gle bunch mode, the current dependence of the bunch
length is explained by the potential well distortion and
the microwave instabilities. These theories were success-
fully applied to the bunch lengthening in the AR [1]. On
the other hand, a remarkable bunch deformation was ob-
served when several bunches were stored in the AR [2].
In some cases the longitudinal distributions of electrons
exhibit two peaks or tabletop-like shape in four bunch or
eight bunch mode operations. These phenomena were ex-
plained qualitatively with the potential well distortion due
to the long range wakefield, however, its source has not yet
been determined.

In this paper, the bunch deformation when two bunches
are stored in the ring is discussed. Because the deforma-
tion of each bunch was stable over the synchrotron oscil-
lation period, it is quite natural to think that the defor-
mation is caused by the potential well distortion due to
high-Q components in the ring. In the AR, the higher
order modes (HOMs) of the accelerating cavities arc one
of the candidates. We tried to determine the frequency of
the IIOMs and the strength of the fields which induce the
bunch deformations.

The machine parameters and the experimental condi-
tions are listed in Table I.

II. Observation of Bunch Shape

There are two RF sections in the AR. Each section con-
tains four APS (Alternating Periodic Structure) type cav-
ities, each of which has 11 accelerating cells. It is reported
that the maximum beam current is limited by the coupled
bunch instabilities which arise from higher order modes
(HOMs) of the cavities [3], we therefore drove only one
RF section to avoid the instabilities.

The longitudinal distributions of electrons were ob-
served by focusing the visible light on a streak camera.
Synchrotron radiation (SR) from a bending section is led
to an optical stage located on a ground level and splittcd

Table I
Main Parameters of the AR

Beam energy
Moment inn compact ion factor
Harmonic number
Rl'" voltage
RF frequency
Energy loss
Natural bunch length
number of total cavity
number of operating cavity

E
Q

h
Vo

IRF
Uo

2.5 GoV
0.01289
(JIO
1.0 ( ~ 2.0) MV
508.5808 MHz
0.M58 MeV/turn
lMSMa cm
8
•1

into two lines. One line of them is used for the streak
camera or a high speed photodiode, and the other is for a
photon counting system. In the multi-bunch operation, a
streak camera detects the bunch shape while the photon
counting system measures the population of each bunch.
In the photon counting method, the flux of SR is atten-
uated down to a level at which the output of the photon
detector corresponds to one photon detection. The time
differences between the arrival time of a photon at the
detector and the timing signal synchronized to the bunch
revolution are digitized and collected numerically.

Figure 1 shows an example of longiUidiual beam pro-
file of two bunches observed by the streak camera (Hama-
matsu C1587 with M1955 synchroscan unit). The vertical

Bunch

Figure. 1. Longitudinal line density of two bunches. The
bunch current of number 1 and number 2 is 10 tnA and
15 in A, respectively.

axis represents the longitudinal distribution and the hori-
zontal axis shows the vertical distributions of the bunches
in successive revolutions.

III. Determination of the Higher Order Mode

A. Principle of Test Bunch Measurement

We found that longitudinal bunch shapes of the multi-
bunched beam resembled a bunch shape with a double
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RF system proposed for the suppression of (ho longitudi-
nal coupled bunch instabilities [l|. We consider a simple
model in which the bunch shape is determined by the ac-
celerating rf and a higher order mode of a cavity. The
voltage seen by the beam is expressed as

V(6) = Vo {sin(<A + <*„) -I- ks\n(nd> -I- ndn)} , (1)

where 4>s is the synchronous phase, <bn the phase of the
HOiVl field, kV0 the peak voltage of the HOM, nd> the
phase of the HOM which has the frequency nfrtp. For
any RF waveform, the electron line density is given by 15]

f -eV0Y
2(d,<bs

i^occxp^ _ _ ___/-T? h (2)

Y2(J>,<bs) = ~ / {K^)-Vr}d«> (3)

and

where ( ^ ) is the rms momentum spread of tlie bunch
and eVr is the energy loss per turn mainly due to the
synchrotron radiation.

In order to determine the frequency and the strength of
the wakcfield, we thought up a test bunch measurement
method. We inject a large current bunch which generates a
wakcficld and also inject a sufficiently small current bunch
whose wakcficld is negligible. The shape of the small cur-
rent bunch is deformed due to the wakcficld, we therefore
can estimate the frequency of the mode by selecting the
distance between the two bunches. In the following part
of this paper, we call the large current bunch the main
bunch, and the small cuircnt bunch the test bunch.

If we assign TM020 mode as a HOM field which affect
the bunch shape, JHOM = 1210 MHz and n = 2.381 is
obtained. We assume <t>n = 0 to maximize the effect of the
MOM and assume k = 0.1 as an example. Figure 2 shows
calculated bunch shapes of the test bunch in successive 10
rf buckets after the main bunch. The bucket number 0

10

Figure. 2. Simulation of the bunch shapes of the test
bunches with the bucket number 1 to 10. The bunch
shapes arc normalized with J i(d>)dd> = 1 . The abscissa
shows longitudinal position in units of radians.

means the position of main bunch and the bucket number
1 means the bucket is just after the main bunch, and so
on.

There are two method to estimate the HOM frequency.
One of them is to measure the peak position of the bunch,
and the other is to measure the bunch length. In both
methods, the Fourier tiansfoim of the obtained data gives
us an infoimation of the frequency of the mode. Accord-
ing to the sampling theorem, the highest frequency we can
determine is half of the rf frequency, and the higher fre-
quency than that causes an aliasing. Therefore, we have
to determine the real frequency by any means.

We chose to measure the peak position of each bunch
because the simulation suggests that the effect of the HOM
appears more sensitively in the peak position than in the
bunch length.

B. Experimental Setup

In the test bunch measurement, a large dynamic range
is required and the streak camera is not appropriate for
this purpose. Wo used a high speed PIN photodiodc (AR-
S2, Anlronics Research) which has a rise time of 35 ps and
the photosensitive area of 0.01 mm2. The output of the
photodiode was fed to a digitizing sampling oscilloscope
(Hewlett Packard HP5-U21T). The trigger signal synchro-
nized to the bunch revolution was generated by a circuit
which divides the RF signal by the harmonic number of
the ring. The time jitters of the divider were measured
to be about 3 ps in standard deviation with a histogram
function of the oscilloscope . We also used a photon count-
ing system to measure the bunch shape, however, it has an
disadvantage that it needs long time about three minutes
in the measurement.

We injected the main bunch first, and injected the test
bunch into a selected bucket. The beam current of each
bunch is 20 mA and 1 mA, respectively. To avoid the
coupled bunch instabilities, both bunches were dumped by
a stopper whenever before the measurement of the next
bucket. Because it is very time-consuming to measure all
buckets in AR, we only measured the successive 20 buckets
in 8 places in the ring.

IV. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the peak position of the lest bunches.
The abscissa shows the bucket number from 1 to 640 and
the ordinatc represents the peak position in units of pi-
coseconds. The peak positions vary depending on the
bucket number due to the transient beam loadingcffcct
of the main bunch. The calculated difference in the syn-
chronous phases between just after and before the main
bunch was 128 ps which is consistent with the measure-
ment.

We subtract the offset due to the beam loading and cal-
culated the Fourier transform of the variations of the peak
position. Peak positions of the unmeasured buckets were
assumed to be zero. The result is shown in Fig. 4. There
arc sharp peaks in every 6.36 MHz. These peaks arise
from the fact that we could not measure the all buckets
but only eight places were measured.

Two large peaks arc recognized at 180.1 MHz and
241.6 MHz. From a measurement of cavity higher order
modes, several modes can be listed up as candidates. In
the single bunch operation, we measured the beam spec-
trum of a cavity with a pickup located on its end plate.
The resonant frequency of the TM020 mode is ranged from
about 1206.3 MHz to 1211.0 MHz because the APS cav-
ity has 11 cells in it. These frequency will be observed
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Figure. 4. Fourier transform of the peak position.

from 189.1 MHz to 101.7 MHz which is consistent with
the Fourier transform of the test bunch measurement. In
the same way, TM022 mode which has the resonant fre-
quency from 1788.8 MHz to 1708.3 MHz will appear as
236.0 MHz to 245.6 MHz. We have not measured the
characteristics of the other seven cavities in detail, how-
ever, the two modes arc thought to be the main source of
the bunch deformation.

In the rest part of the paper, we will discuss the bunch
deformation in the two bunch operation.

At first, we measured the bunch length under the single
bunch condition. The bunch was lengthened in accompany
with the increase of bunch current, which is well matched
with the scaling low above threshold |6|. Next, we stored
two bunches in the ring. When the bunch currents of the
two bunches were equal, the bunch lengths were equal to
each other and the length was slightly longer than that
of the single bunch if we compare with the same bunch
current. However, if the bunch currents arc not equal, the
bunch length of the smaller one becomes much longer than
that under a single bunch condition, and the bunch length
of the larger one becomes shorter as shown in Fig. 5. We
fit the bunch shape using the cq. 2 with the least-squares
method. The solid line in the figure shows the fitted re-
sult. We assumed that the field of two higher order modes,
TM020 and TM022, affect the nanch shape. To estimate
the strength of the long-range wakcficld only, we used the
bunch length of the single bunch condition instead of the
natural bunch length in the equation. Rough estimation
of the it value from the bunch shape was k = 0.1 ~ 0.25.

If we assume k = 0.1 in both modes, the maximum peak
variation of the test bunch was calculated to be about
100 ps. This value is well matched to the measured peak
variation in Fig. 3.

At last, we estimated the induced voltage of the HOMs
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Figure. 5. Longitudinal line density of two bunches mea-
sured by the streak camera. The beam current of the
large peak is 15 tnA and the small peak is 10 niA, and the
measured bunch length was 250 ps and 375 ps in FWHM,
respectively. The total RF voltage was 2.3 MV.

by calculations and compared with the measurements.
The impedance of the APS cavity was calculated with the
computer code URMEL |7|. The higher order mode which
has the highest shunt impedance is the TM012 mode that
could produce a wake voltage of 3<1 kV at Ib = 25.7 mA.
It corresponds to A- = 0.015 and is ten times smaller than
the measurement. If we consider the TM020 and TM022
modes, the difference of the calculations and the measure-
ments arc in the same order. However, the impedance is
calculated for only one cavity in the AR. If we take eight
cavities into account, the difference will become small.

V. Summary

The bunch deformation in the AR during the multi-
bunched beam operation was measured and explained
with the higher order modes of the cavities qualitatively.
We thought up the test bunch measurement method and
concluded that the two modes, TM020 and TM022, are
candidates for the source of the deformation. The field
strength estimated from the test bunch method is consis-
tent with the strength which produces the deformation of
the two bundles, however, the calculated impedance of a
cavity is ten times smaller to explain it. Further analysis
and measurements are now in progress.
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Abstract

A derivation is given of the Root's solution for the
beam orbit in the spiral inflector. On the basis of this so-
lution a survey of parameters of the inflector was made,
and appropriate design parameters were proposed con-
sidering the central-region geometry of the cyclotron.

1. Introduction

A preliminary numerical study of an axial injec-
tion scheme was made on the basis of an off-axis injec-
tion and a mirror inflector.1) Since this scheme requires
rather complex deflection electrodes within the central
plug through the yoke, we abandoned this and turned to
using a spiral inflector2) together with an on-axis injec-
tion.

In the following we give a derivation of the Root's
solution3^ and then apply this to our CYRIC cyclotron,4'
assuming an on-axis injection, which, however, requires
a change of the tips of the central plugs as well as minor
changes of the central electrodes.

2. Derivation of the Root's solution

We take a coordinate system of Fig.l. In the ab-
sence of the magnetic field the central trajectory of the
injected beam at t = 0 is easily seen to be (we take
v, RB, E > 0 )

suffix H denotes the horizontal component. For the sake
of simplicity we use the following abbreviation.

cn = cos(nkt) = cos(n0),sn = sin(nfl), and ctn = cot(n(?).
(2)

We further define E'H and E^ > the former being parallel
and the latter perpendicular to vn , respectively. For
simplicity we assume E^ = 0 , then

EH OC VH = ±H , hence Ex = En— and Ey = En— •

(3)
From Ez = Es\ , we have EH •= EZ\ and hence

— = Ec1^r= (—Jctiiand Ey = f-

1 - cos(/fc<)

0X(t) = y(t) = R.E
V *(*) I

( COS0 \

0 I , and 6 ~ kt ,
sinfl /

(1)

where RE is the radius of curvature under an electric
field E, k = v/RE and v is the velocity. Since E • v =
E • x = 0 the magnitude of the volocity v is a constant
of the motion.

When a uniform magnetic field —ezB is applied, z(t)
and Ez are not affected, but XH changes and EH must
be changed accordingly for conserving E • v = 0; the

(4)
On the other hand the magnetic field ~Bez gives a hor-
izontal force on the particle

FX
B = -eBy and F B = eBi , (5)

giving the equations of motion for x and y under the
presence of E and -Bez ;

mx = (eE/v)cti x - eBy , my = (eE/v)d\ y+eBx .
(6)

V

II !B=-Bez)

z=-R

Fig.l. Deflection of central beam in the absence of B.
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Defining the radius of curvature RM under the presence
of only B,

RM = — , hence eB/m - v/RM = -£- • —£- = 2fcA' ,
erf RE RM

17)
where k = V/RE and K = RE/(2RM)- From eqs.(6) and
(7) we finally obtain the equations of motion for x and
y ;

(8)
In eq.(8) the matrix M(t) can be diagonalized by a uni-
tary transformation;

- " - " ^ ( - i 7 ) -
Eq.(8) then becomes

if

_ k , cti + 2t7f

) = kU+M(t)U Y

0 \ / x
- 2iK J \ Y

(9)

(10)

i.e., decoupled equations for X and Y . Eq.(lO) can be
integrated as follows.

In \X{t)\ = / fc(ct! + 2iK)dt = In | S l | + 2ikKt , (11)
Jo

giving
X = Cxe

2ikKt(eiki - e-ikt)/2i . (12)

We note that (£x, £y) oc (i,y) and that E • v = 0 .

3. Application to the CYRIC cyclotron

Before applying eq.(15) to our cyclotron, it is noted
that the injected beam comes down along the mechanical
axis of the cyclotron so that the entrance point is at
(z,j/,z) = (0,0,0) and the exit point is at {p,<f>,z) =
[PCX,<&,-RE) where the beam comes out horizontally in
the median plane of the cyclotron, (p, <j>,z) being the
cylindrical coordinates; p = ( i 2 + y2)1^2 and $ = <£ex
is the total rotation angle of the beam orbit in the x-y
plane.

From eq.(15) we note that we have two free parameters
out of, e.g., RM,K, and RE because of the relation of
K — RE/{2RM) ; we take RM and K as independent
parameters. As shown in Fig. 2, as a crucial condition
we require that the beam leaving the inflector electrodes
smoothly travel along a circle of radius RM and passes
perpendicularly through the slit in the radial part of the
grounded housing of the inflector electrodes; the slit at
a distance R* faces the puller at Rp from the origin so
that R^ = R? = 2.2 cm for our cyclotron. For a smooth
connection of the beam at the electrode exit we require

We take from inspection Y = 0 and from eq.(9) obtain

(i
2.

— c 2K-l )
(S2K+1 - S2K-1) - C2/C+1 +

f_i 1
- 1 J

(13)
Taking the real part of eq.(13) and considering the initial
and final conditions, x(0) = x(0) = j/(0) = j/(0) = 0 and
( i 2 + y^)(kt = 9 = 7r/2) = v2, we arrive finally at the
required solution;

Tin — Tout i

where 7in is the angle between I>H and
point, i.e.,

. _i (xx
Tin = tan M —

(16)

at the exit

(17)

On the other hand, from the geometry of Fig. 2 we have

at the exit point

_ £
— 2

and
/ _ \ / CaK + l

I X \ - E& [ ~ 2K + 1

^ J ' \ ~ 2K + 1

S2K + 1 — S2K_i

-C2K+1 + C2K-1
Tout = COS (18)

2
4K2-1

(14)

Satisfying this condition (eqs.(16)-(18)) leaves one free

parameter, e.g.,RM • We calculated numerically under
, . , ., . . , ... ,, . ,, 2 31 the condition of eq.( 16) various parameters as functions

which exactly coincides with the previous results *>*> , . n \ ' . f .
of itM as shown in Fig. 3. Considering the central-region

considering that we take Bz = -B. Before going further, electrodes and the results given in Fig. 3, we chose RM
we give complete forms of solution; = 1.3 cm corresponding to K = 1.1135 as shown in Table
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1; see also Fig. 2.

3.0 - y(cml

/Projected
/» spiral orbit

Exit pointy
(z=-R E )

Circular orbit

-3.0 -2.0 1 0 xtcm)

Inlet point
(2=0)

The above discussion deals with only the central tra-
jectory of the beam. Before manufacturing more ellabo-
rate studies are needed resorting to a higher-order opti-
cal method or a numerical one.

Table i. Design parameters of the spiral inflccioT

Fig. 2. Orbit projected to the x-y plane and definition
of various parameters (B ^ 0);
Rs = 2.2 cm and K = 1.1135.

Parameters")
z? — z?
Kg — / t p
RM

.RE')

Pex
$ = <£ex
Tin = Tout
a
0
D

Design value
2.200 cm
1.300 cm
1.1135
2.895 cm
2.004 cm
130.42°
19.99°
29.59°
49.58°
0.99 cm

a) See Fig. 3 and the text.
b) RE essentially defines the height of

the inflector electrodes.
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0
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a
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Fig. 3. Dependence of various parameters on RM for /?«
= 2.2 cm. Note that 0 = a + y and RE = 2KRM,
and the arrows indicate the scale to refer.

Fig. 4. Spiral inflector in the central region of
the cyclotron.

4. Conclusion

For the sake of understanding we gave a rather de-
tailed derivation of the equation of the central trajectory
of an axially injected ion beam (eq.(15)), and applied it
to the CYIUC cyclotron, and proposed a set of design
parameters compatible to the central-region structure of
the cyclotron at the cost of least change of it;.see Fig.
4. We would like to stress that the results of the sur-
vey calculation (Fig. 3) should be applicable to other
cyclotrons with an appropriate scaling, i.e., a normal-
ization with respect to R^ = Rp.
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HOLLOW BEAM FORMATION IN THE EXTRACTION REGION OFECRIS

Y.Batygin, A.Goto and Y.Yuno
The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKKN). Wako-shi. Saitama 351-01. Japan

Beam optics in the extraction system of an ECR ion
source (ECR1S) are examined hoth analytically and
numerically, by taking nonlinear effect due to alienations of
ein/.el lens into account. It is shown that this effect can
cause hollow beam formation. Simple analytical criteria to
keep the good beam quality in the focusing system are
given.

1. Introduction

Beam quality of a high-intensity heavy-ion
accelerator is mostly defined by the extraction region of the
ion source where nonlinearity due to space charge and
focusing field are significant. At the RIKEN Accelerator
Research Facility an 18-GHz ECR ion source (ECRIS) is
under construction for the heavy-ion linac. This new ECRIS
is expected to produce higher-charge stales of heavy-ions so
that the acceleration performance of the linac can be further
upgraded. The extraction system of this ECRIS consists of
an extraction gap and an einzel lens as shown in Figs.l and
2. After passing the einzel lens, the extracted beam has to be
focused onto a spot with a diameter of 10 mm to be matched
with the following beam transport system. The purpose of
this study is to examine nonlinear beam-optics effects of the
ein/.el lens which can influence the beam profile and
emitlance shape of the extracted beam.

2. Beam Emittance

In an ECRIS charged particles are born in a .strong
longitudinal magnetic field Bz fulfilling the ECR resonance

condition 2co^=co«i- where 0)|_=eBz/2me is Larmor's frequency
of electrons and (%|; is a microwave frequency. The effective
phase space area occupied by the ensemble of particles is
described by the value of root-mean-square (RMS)
novmulixcd beam emiUunce defined in cummical-cunjugate
coordinates:

m c
(1)

where in, x, and Px are a mass, a transversal Cartesian
coordinate and a canonical-conjugate momentum of a
particle, respectively, and c is the speed of light. For
particles in the ECRIS one can put <xPx> = 0. Canonical
momentum of a particle Pv = px - qAx = p* - qB4 y 12 in the
longitudinal magnetic field is a combination of mechanical
momentum px and qAx where q is an ion charge and Ax is an
x-component of vector potential of the magnetic field . The
RMS value of canonical momentum is given by.

<Px> = <ps> - q B, <px y>
2 g-

<y2> (2)

The first integral in eq. (2) describes the thermal spread of
mechanical momentum of charged particles in the ECR
plasma. Therefore, the RMS value of mechanical momentum

is given by <px^> = < Pih^-* = nikTj where T; is the ion
temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant. The middle

mtegial equals zero hccmi.se llieie is no conelulion ol p x and

y. The last integral is proportional to the RMS value of
transverse coordinate < y > . For most of the beam

distributions Y<y~> = R/2 where R is a beam radius
comprising around 90% of particles. Finally the RMS value
of canonical momentum is <Pj> = <pn,> + (q B̂  R / 4 ):.
Combining the obtained value of <PX^> with equation (1)
the normalized beam emittance e is given by:

E = 2 R
me2

(3)

The formula (3) is usually used for estimation of the
emittance of the beam with an ambient magnetic field on the
cathode |1]. In the case of the 18-GHz ECRIS the resonant
value of magnetic field is Bz=0.637 T. The normalized beam
emillance of, for example, an Ai-S+ beam with the ion

temperature kTj =3eV is £ = 2-51O"3 V().X 10'"'+ 1()"'J

=3.3-1()"7 rc-nrrad.

3. Numerical Study of Beam Optics

Numerical calculation of particle trajectories in the
extraction region was performed with the computer program
BEAMPATH [2]. Particle trajectories obey the equations of
motion derived from a single particle Hamiltonian in
Cartesian coordinates:

H =-L-l(Px-qAxf+(Py-t|Ayr+(P,-qAzr] + q(U, + He). (4)
2 m

where Uy is a space charge potential of the beam and Uf is a
potential of the focusing field. The space charge potential is
calculated from 2D Poisson's equation in Cartesian
coordinates on the mesh 256 x 256. The 21") electrostatic
potentials in Ihe exlmcliun gap and in the ein/.el lens ;we
calculated by using the program POISSON.

Numerical study was performed for Ai"^+-ion beam
with current of 100 c|aA. The following parameters were
varied so as to find the optimal matching conditions lor the
extracted beam with the beam transport system downstream:
the extraction gap was varied from 3 cm to 4 cm; the distance
of einzel lens from the extraction hole from 25 cm to 35 cm:
and the voltage at the central electrode of einzel lens fiom 10
kV to 14 kV. The results are presented in Table 1 and in Figs.
1-4.

It is noted that in Fig. 4 the beam forms hollow
structure at the waist point of beam envelope. The same
phenomena were experimentally observed in the high
perveanee electron guns |4] and in the short solenoid
electron lenses with large aberrations |5 | . For understanding
more details of these phenomena, let us consider the
following analytical model.

4. Hollow Beam Formation

After being extracted from the ECRIS particles pass through
the focusing lens and then move in a drift space.
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For particles born in the magnetic field of F.CRIS the value
of azimuthal component of canonical momentum
PH = (1/2) q B z r 5 is conserved. The electric field of the
einzel lens provides focusing effect which can be described
by a linear term as well as higher order terms. The radial
equation of motion of a particle in this region is given by

(5)
dt : n r r3 •" 2 dv. 16

After passing through the thin lens initially parallel
particles with radial displacement r 0 are converged with
slope of ro = - ( 1 + C u r £ ) r 0 / f . where f is a focal length of
the lens and Ca is a spherical aberration coefficient. The
equation of motion (5) can be integrated in drift space to
obtain the relationship between the initial and the final
radii of particle:

(6)

where T (= z/f) is a dimensionless drift distance and f\ (=

coLt) is a dimensionless time of particle drift. To find the

beam density redistribution, let us take it into account that

the number of particles dN inside a thin ring (r, r+dr) is kept

constant during the drift of the beam, and hence the particle

density p(r)=dN/(27lrdr) at any z is connected with the

initial density p(r 0 ) by the equation p (r) dr2 = p (ro) dr2,, or

p(r) =
P(r0)

[ 1 -x (1 + C u i-5)]2+T- 2rsxCu [ 1 - T (1 + C u rl)]
(7)

From this relationship changing of the beam profile
is observed when a spherical aberration is significant. The
linear focusing lens (C a =0) conserves the beam profile and
changes only sizes of the beam. Nonlinear component of
electrostatic field increases focusing of particles in
comparison with the linear component only [6]. It results
in a beam profile with a more particle-populated boundary
than the central region (see Fig. 5).

This hollow beam formation is accompanied by
emittance growth of the beam. In the case considered the
effective RMS emittance can increase by 1.3 times (see fig.
4). Such effect of the nonlinearity on beam intensity

Table 1. Parameters of 100 eu,A Ar ^ + ion beam in the
extraction region of the 18-GHz ECRIS.

Extract.

gup-
cm

3
4
4
3
4
4

Lens
voltage,

kV

10
12.5
13
13
13
14

Center of
of lens.

cm

30.4
30.4
30.4
30.4
35.5
25

Beam
waist.

cm

34
59
60
56
60
48

Waist
radius,

cm

1.6
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.5

Emittance
growth.

Ef/Eo

1.1
1.3
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.1

redistribution can be controlled by the product of spherical

aberration coefficient and square of beam radius C(I R .

Analysis of the formula (7) shows ihat the beam profile is

conserved if C a R 2 < 0.2 . For the lens considered C u = 0.1

cm , and hence the beam radius R in the lens should be
kept smaller than 1.4 cm. The numerical calculations
confirm this limitation to keep the quality of the beam (see
Figs. 1-4).

5. Conclusions

Nonlinear effect associated with the hollow beam
profile formation in the extraction region of ECRIS was
examined through both the numerical particle tracking and
the analytical treatment. Simple formula has been derived
to estimate the significance of spherical aberrations on the
beam profile redistribution. This study is important in the
design of the low-energy part of heavy-ion accelerators.
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STUDY OF INCOHERENT BEAM - BEAM EFFECTS AT RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPE BEAM FACTORY

Y.Batygin and T.Kaiayama *

The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN), Saitama 351-01, Japan
*Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 188, Japan

Abstract

Merging ion-ion collisions is an important feature
of the proposed RIKEN Radioactive Isotope Beam
Factory1). In the merging collision case, the value of
luminosity 1 0 ^ l/cm2sec is several orders of magnitude
less than for head-on collisions because both beams have
almost the same vector of velocity and merging angle is
rather small (1-10°) even when the stored number of ions
is close to the space charge limit of 1012 particles. In the
present paper, the beam-beam effects are studied for the
coasting merging beam collisions using particlc-in-ccll
(PIC) model in 4D phase space. Tolerable incoherent
beam - beam tune shift and beam disruption effect such
as cmittance growth have been evaluated from high order
nonlinear resonances study. Beam luminosity and beam
life time due to beam-beam effects are estimated as a
function of main collider parameters.

1. Introduction

Proposed Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory is
aimed to be used for wide range of experiments with
unstable nuclear beams. Among variety of planning
experiments the ion-ion merging collisions are of the
most importance. Merged beam technique is very useful
method for the study of nuclear fusion processes.
Merging two RI beams deliver low energy collisions just
above the Coulomb barrier threshold that is difficult to
be realized in other experimental methods. The most
important collider parameter is luminosity which is
limited among other reasons by physics of beam-beam
interaction. In this paper we analyze the luminosity
constraints originating from a beam-beam interaction as
a function of main parameters of storage ring.

2. Luminosity of merge beam - beam interaction

We consider two coasting merge ion beams with

particle densities n\, n2 and beam velocities vi =c(ii ,

V2 = c|32 colliding with angle a (see fig. 1). Luminosity
L is defined as a ratio of interaction rate to cross section
for particle interaction L=l/a dN/dt. Using expression
for invariant cross section2) the number of collisions dN
during the time dt is

(1)

^v
where integration is performed over the volume of
interaction. It is convenient to express luminosity as a

Fig.l Merge beam - beam interaction.

function of collision angle a, number of particles per
beam Ni, N2 , ring circumference 2rcR and effective size
of the beam hcff at the interaction point:

L= + P22 -2P1P2COSOC- x cNi N2

(2nR)2sina hdT

Let us note that for merge coasting beams the luminosity
is inversely proportional to beam height and does not
depend on beam width.

3. Parliclc-in-Cell Model of Beam-Beam Interaction

Beam-beam interaction was studied by combination
of particle-in-cell treatment of space charge problem at
the crossing point and transfer matrix for particle
revolution in storage ring. Self - consistent consideration
of the problem is based on calculation of beam-beam
interaction arising from the intrinsic space charge field of
the beams. Beams are represented as a collection of large
number (103 - 104) modeling particles. Real number of
particles in the beams is much larger (1012). To reduce
the numerical fluctuation arisen from over evaluated
particle-particle collisions, the smoothing particle-in cell
technique is used. For merging ion-ion collision we use
the assumption that two beams are identical therefore we
can consider behavior of only one beam (the second
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beam is the same). At the point of interaction influence
of one beam on another one is simulated as strong-strong
interaction of two identical beams with crossing angle.

Simulation starts with random number generation of
initial particle positions x,y and reduced particle
momentum px= pxY, Py= PyY in four-dimensional phase
space. Initial distribution of the beam in transversal
phase space coordinates gives the elliptical phase space
projections described by root-mean-squarc (RMS) beam
ellipse aoX2+2b0xpx+CoPx = e where the RMS beam
cmittance e is defined as

e = 4V (3)

analogously for y, py. Simulation of each turn of particle
with longitudinal momentum ps = psy consists of transfer
mapping of one revolution of particle in storage ring of
radius R with betatron tunes Qx, Qy and nonlinear kick
Apx, Apy due to beam-beam interaction:

*"+1 = x" (cos 2nQ,) + Px
n (-E- s i n 2 n Q ' )

P* Q*
(4)

^ - sin 2nQx) + p*n (cos 2^0,)+^?^ (5)
R

analogous for y n + 1 ,p y
+ 1 . Self-consistent beam-beam

kicks Apx, Apy arc calculated from space charge problem
with instantaneous distribution of particles :

me

, NX

3hrXE,i(y)

A P y = - a -
NX

me

(6)

(7)

where mc^/q is a rest energy divided by charge of
particle, Exi (y), Ey, (y) are space charge field of the
beam calculated at spatial grid points, NX is a number of
equidistant mesh points along x - axis located with step
h x (see fig. 1). Space charge field of the beam is
calculated from the Poisson's equation in Cartesian
coordinates

(8)
3x2

with Dirichlct boundary conditions for potential U on
the surface of conducting pipe using Fast Fourier
Transforms.

4. Beam-Beam Tune Shift

In coasting merge beams the interaction is not x-y
symmetric. In the median plane of the beams (x-dircction
in fig. 1) particles experience much smaller kick than in
the vertical plane (y-dircction). As a result, initially
round beams become prolonged in the direction
perpendicular to median plane. Realistic beam-beam kick

is a nonlinear function of transverse coordinate due to
nonlinear space charge field of the beam. Gaussian beam
with N particles and transverse RMS size a delivers
space charge fiel±

(9)

From eqs. (7), (9) the linear approximation to beam-
beam kick is as follows:

Apy =
N q 2

2JI2 mc2Eo PY2 since Ray

(10)

Multiplication of matrix of one turn and linear beam-
beam kick gives the value of linear betatron tune shift for
merge beam-beam collisions:

Nro

7i2CTysinaP

where ro = q2/47reo me2 being the value of classical
radius of particle.

5. Results of simulation

RI beam factory is supposed to have 2 colliding
points, therefore the values of tune are half of betatron
tunes in the ring: Qx/2 = 2.8815; Qy /2 =3.175. For two
coasting merge beams (see fig. 1) only y - direction is
responsible for degradation of beam luminosity due to
compensation of beam-beam kick in x-direction. The
closest resonance value mQy = n to betatron tune value
3.175 is 6Qy = 19 , i.e. 6th order resonance is achieved
for Qy = 19/6 = 3.16666. Max tune shift from working
point to resonance is £ = 3.175 - 3.1666 = 0.00833. At
fig. 2,3 and in Table the results of calculations for ^ =
0.005 (non-resonance case) and % = 0.027 (resonance
case) arc presented. Different initial nonlinear particle
distributions were treated in calculations: Gaussian
distribution p(r) = p0 cxp (- r^cr2) and "parabolic"
distribution p(r) = po(l - ^/R2)2. Evolution of RMS
beam envelope

N i=i
(12)

and RMS beam cmittancc e (sec eq.3) were controlled
during the simulations as statistical averaged values over
large number of modeling particles. From results of
simulations it follows that below resonance threshold h, <
0.008 beams arc stable, i. c. no envelope and RMS
cmittance growth were observed. Under resonance
conditions t, > 0.00833 beam-beam instability was
observed. The Gaussian distribution is more unstable
than the parabolic distribution. Under the Gaussian
distribution the phase space portrait of the beam is
typical for high order resonance (see fig.2 ) while for
parabolic distribution the phase space projections are
ellipses as for non-resonance case.
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Table. Results of PIC simulation of beam-beam effects
(mesh NX x NY = 64 x 64).

Beam lune lunis Number Envelope EmitLincc
Distribution of particles Growth Growth

(per 104 turns)

Gaussian 0.005 4-104 103 1.0 1.0002
(no growth)

Gaussian 0.027 104 5-103 1.03 1.05
Parabolic 0.027 2-104 5-103 1.01 1.025

model of beam-beam interaction. Max number of
panicles estimated from beam-beam interactions exceeds
the limit defined by incoherent space charge tune shift
for circulated beam. Further study is required for
estimation of synchro-betatron resonances on beam
parameters due to finite length of the interacted bunches.
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6. Limitation of Luminosity and Beam Lifetime

The calculation performed shows the limitation in max
tune shift due to beam-beam effects £< 0.008 which is
typical for ion-ion collisions. Assuming ^ m a x = 0.008,
ay=10-3rn,a=l°,pY= 1.7, r o = 1.5 10" 18m (proton) the
limited number of particles due to beam-beam interaction
is (sec cq. 11):

N < 2 ; t 2 (I3)

This value is larger than the space charge limited number
of particles in the ring of radius R=28m due to
incoherent space charge tune shift (Laslctt tune shift)
Avmax= 0.25:

0 00050 } -
^

0 00025

•000025

-0 00050

T

•0 2 0
Y. CM

0.2

Rro

(14)

Taking limited number of particles N m a x = 3-1012, a =
10°, hcff = 4-10"3m and assuming Pi = P2 =1. the
limitation in luminosity is (see eq. 2):

(2nR)2hcff secern2 (15)

From results of simulation we observe the
increase of transverse beam size 1-3% per 10000 turns at
the resonance conditions. If we assume that for serious
degradation of luminosity the beam size should expanded
twice, the upper limit of beam lifetime in resonance is

mix = lQ0Ja. 10000 = 5 x 10s

2%
turns. (16)

If the resonances arc avoided, the beam life time is
limited by other reasons.

7. Conclusions

Particle-in-cell simulation shows significance of beam-
beam interaction on beam parameters. Beam lifetime and
luminosity constraints were studied from strong-strong

Fig.2. Phase space trajectories of Gaussian beam near
nonlinear resonance of 6th order (£y = 0.027).
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Fig. 3. Envelope growth of the beam with parabolic
distribution, £ = 0.027.
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Abstract

Beam dynamics study in an RFQ linac using 3D
particle-in-cell code BEAMPATH was performed to
analyze beam parameters due to variation of RFQ field.
The study shows that linear approximation of RFQ
parameters adopted in PARMTEQ code along every cell
requires correct treatment of vane cutting in order to
reproduce the original PARMTEQ design. Our RFQ
layout1^ has non-adiabatically changing region from
buncher to accelerating section. For that we noticed that
inappropriate treatment of PARMTEQ design can
provide mismatching of the beam with the channel and
particle loss. Among the linearly varied functions of
aperture and electrode modulation along every cell we
choose the pair of that parameters w hich represent the
initial PARMTEQ design in the most appropriate way.
Final selection of RFQ structure is characterized by
stable values of beam transmission efficiency (around
90%) both for zero-current mode and for space charge
dominated regime. Effect of vane errors on beam
parameters was studied as well to define the engineering
tolerance for RFQ vane machining and alignment.

1. Introduction

In many experimental RFQ tests the observed
values of beam transmission efficiency in RFQ linac is
smaller than it is expected from theoretical predictions.
Possible sources for it were found to be higher order
terms in RFQ potential and image charges2). However,
our study of beam dynamics indicates that transmission
efficiency and other beam parameters can be affected
even in the case of two lowest order RFQ potential terms

U (r,e,z) = Ms. [X (-T- f cos 26 + A Io(kr) sin (kz)] , (1)
2 a

due to different treatment of PARMTEQ vane tip
design. It comes from the fact that in PARMTEQ
design the quadrupole gradient XU0/a2 and the axial
voltage AU0 vary linearly over each cell and the final
listing of RFQ parameters contains the geometry design
values ( aperture a and electrode modulation m) at the
end of each cell. Different interpretation of output list
parameters results in systematic deviation from original
design. We examined this effect as well as effect of vane
tip manufacturing errors on beam transmission efficiency
for RFQ structure designed for upgrading the RIKEN
Linear Accelerator (RILAC)1).

2. Beam Transmission Efficiency

Initial design of the RFQ linac was made with
standard approach using PARMTEQ code-5). In
PARMTEQ code every cell is generated with
interpolation of input parameters: normalized quadrupole
gradient B, synchronous phase (ps, vane modulation m
and intervane voltage Uo. Those initial dependencies are
transformed in geometry parameters (cell length Lj,
aperture aj and electrode modulation mi) by iterative
procedure to adjust cell length with local electric field
and required phase shift of synchronous particle per cell.

Output listing of PARMTEQ contains cell lengths L as
well as aperture a and electrode modulation m at the end
of each cell. During the vane tip machinery the
monotonous functions m(z), a(z) could be approximated
in different ways which result in deviation of parameters
A(z), X(z) from original design. Additional reason for
deviation from original design is that coefficients X and
A should be considered as z-independent values at every
cell due to their definition as Fourier-Bessel coefficients:

X =

A =

U(a,9,z) cos 29 d0 d(kz)

U(a,8,z) sin kz d9 d (kz) . (2)

In order to verify the effect of different representation of
X(z), A(z), a(z) and m(z) we checked the following
approximations of original PARMTEQ design:

1) linear variation of acceleration efficiency A and
focusing efficiency X along each cell (PARMTEQ -
type field);
2) a step-wise function of above parameters assuming
that the values of <Xi>= 0.5 (Xj-i + X0 and <Ai> =
0.5 (Aj_i + Ai) equal to mean values of that
parameters over each cell;
3) a step-wise function of A,X assuming that at every
cell aperture and electrode modulation are equal to
their average values <ap> = 0.5 (aj + aj+i), <mi> =
0.5(mi +mj+i);
4) a step-wise function of A,X assuming that
parameters equal to the PARMTEQ designed values
at the end of each cell Aj, Xj.

Calculations were done using general-purpose particle-
in-cell code BEAMPATH4). Beam was represented as a
collection of 10^ model particles. Trajectories were
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calculated using 20 steps per cell in the field which is a
combination of RFQ potential (1) and self field of
the train of bunches. Space charge field was found at

each lime step from the 3-dimensional Poisson's equation
on the NX x NY x NZ = 64 x 64 x 256 mesh with the
Dirichlet boundary conditions for potential on the surface
of square pipe and periodic conditions in longitudinal
direction.

Results of calculations for the beam with
mass/charge ratio A/Z = 5 are presented at Figs. 1-3 and
in Table 1. For linear - varied field at every cell
(PARMTEQ - type field) the beam transmission
efficiency calculated from BEAMPATH code is close to
PARMTEQ predictions (see results 1,2 in Table 2).
Almost the same values of beam transmission efficiency
were observed with step-wise field representation of
RFQ field where parameters were supposed to be equal
to the average values <Xp>,<Ai> at each cell (result 3
in Table 1). Smaller value of beam transmission
efficiency for I = 1mA can be explained by different
technique in space charge calculations: in BEAMPATH
the 3D space charge field is renewed every time step
while in PARMTEQ 2D space charge fieid appear as a
kick once per cell.

The other approximations of original design
(results 4,5 in Table 1) show decreasing of originally
expected beam transmission efficiencies, especially for
the case where a.m at each cell were supposed to be
equal to the designed values at the end of the cell (result
5 in Table 1). Systematic changes of parameters A, X at
every cell due to different representation of RFQ field
have the effect of permanent error in vane geometry
design which results in deviation in synchronous phase
of the bunch and mismatch of the beam with the channel.
This deviation is most serious in the region between
buncher and accelerating section. This region is
characterized by a sharp increase of electrode modulation
which results in a quick change of acceleration gradient
along the structure. Most of the particle losses are
observed in this area. Beam losses in the longitudinal
direction are much smaller (typically 2% for zero beam
current and 4% for beam current 1=1 mA).

Table 1. Beam transmission efficiency in RFQ
structure (A/Z = 5, f=40MHz).

3. Vane Manufacturing Errors

Random errors in vane tips manufacturing result
in amplitude growth of transverse and longitudinal
oscillation. Analytical treatment5' shows monotonous
enlargement of transverse oscillation amplitude rm ax
after passing through the RFQ section with N cells:

<8rnux>
2 = 2 N [<8ro>2 + 4

Ro
(3)

where 8r0 is an axis displacement and 8R0 is an error in
average radius of the structure: Ro = a / Vx~. To study
this effect via computer simulation the following
parameters were randomly distributed at every cell
within the max error ± 5: cell lengths L,, aperture radius
aj, max distance from axis to electrodes ma; and axis
displacement 8roj. Results of simulation (see Table 2 and
Fig. 3) demonstrate that the error of 50 microns does not
create any serious degradation of the beam parameters
while error of 100 microns could cause notable
decreasing of beam transmission efficiency. The
engineering tolerance of 50 microns was thus adopted for
vane tips fabrications.

Table 2 . Beam transmission efficiency due to errors in
vane fabrication.

1.
2.
3.

5, microns

0
50

100

1 = 0

0.94
0.92
0.80

I = 1 mA

0.87
0.85
0.70

Disturbance of quadrupole RFQ symmetry result
in appearance of dipole field component. This effect was
studied for the case when one of the RFQ electrodes is
shifted from its ideal position at the distance A. It means
that extra terms containing cos0, cos28, cos30,... appear
in the potential expansion. We restrict our consideration
by adding two lowest order terms in RFQ potential:

Code Field Variation
over each cell

1=0 I=lmA U(r,0,z) = -y2.[X(i)2cos20 + AIo(kr)sin(kz)
2 a

1. PARMTEQ Linear

2. BEAMPATH Linear
(PARMTEQ-type)

0.94 0.90

0.94 0.87

3. BEAMPATH Step-wise (<Xi>,<Aj>) 0.94 0.86

4. BEAMPATH Step-wise (<aj>,<mj>) 0.92 0.78

5. BEAMPATH Step-wise (Xj.Ai) 0.86 0.70

+ Aoi -cos 0+An Ii(kr) cosO sin (kz)] . (4)
a

Coefficients A^ A x, are defined by new boundary
conditions where potential is kept constant at the surface
of electrodes U(r,8,z) = - Uo /2:

U(r,9,z) = -U 0 /2 x = -a(z)

U(r,9,z) = - Uo/2 x= a(z) + A (5)

where a(z) is the vane-tip profile of the modulated
electrodes defined by equation:
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• a a - r + A I»[ka(z)] sin (kz) =1 .
a (6)

From boundary conditions (5) the expression for RFQ
potential with dipole component is given by:

V(r,G,z) = - ^ [X (X)2cos28 + A I0(kr) sin(kz)] +
2 a

2
+ a(z)]A

[ X
A_
4

• (7)
s i n k z ) ]

Dipole component decreases the focusing strength of pure
RFQ field if electrode is shifted outside the channel A > 0
(and vice versa if A < 0):

4
s i n (8)

Dipole component results in shifting of stable oscillation
point from the axis . From equation (7) the new stability
point Ex (XQ) = 0 is defined as x0 = A/2. Beam dynamics
calculation performed for electrode displacement of A =
50 microns shows that center mass of the beam oscillates
around the new stability point x0 = 25 microns. In this
case no significant changes of beam parameters were
observed.

4. Conclusions

In summary performed study showed the significant
sensitivity of beam dynamics on different representation
of RFQ field even in the case of two lower terms in RFQ
potential. The vanes of our RFQ were designed in the
way to adopt values X and A as average values from
original linear function in PARMTEQ design. Final
version of RFQ structure is characterized by the initially
expected value of beam transmission efficiency. Dipole
component originating from shifting of the RFQ
electrode results in displacement of stability oscillation
point and does not influence beam dynamics when the
value of electrode shift is much smaller than aperture
radius of the channel.
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Abstract

The deptli dependence ol" neutron and secondary
photon dose equivalents in the inside of 4 meter thick
materials of iron, lead, ordinary concrete, heavy
concrete, graphite, marble, water and paraffin were
calculated for monoenergctic source neutrons of
energies less than 400 MeV. Their shielding
characteristics are compared and discussed
phenomcnologically. Calculations were earned out by
using the one-dimensional discrete ordinates code
ANISN-JR and the cross section library DLC-
87/HILO. Systematic knowledge concerning the
shielding materials was successfully obtained.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the radiation shielding of high
energy accelerators has become one of the important
problems as the particle energy and/or the beam
intensity get higher. In order to achieve effective
shielding, it is necessary to know about the shielding
characteristics of various materials for radiation,
especially neutrons.
So far, iron, lead, ordinary concrete and water are some
of the most widely used shielding materials, and their
shielding characteristics have been studied extensively
for source neutrons in the wide energy range. Recently,
comparison of shielding characteristics between 8
materials was given for dose equivalents at the exit
surfaces of shields of varying thickness'). (Hereafter the
ordinary concrete is abbreviated simply as concrete.) In
this paper, iron, lead, concrete with 5.5 % water by
weight, heavy concrete wilh 5.5 % water by weight,
graphite, marble, water and paraffin are taken as typical
shielding materials. The depth dependence of dose
equivalents in the inside of these materials is estimated
for monoencrgetic neutron sources of energies less than
400 MeV. Calculations were earned out by using the
one-dimensional discrete ordinales code ANISN-JR 2)
and the cross section library DLC-87/HILO 3)- The
calculation procedure and the results are given in section
2 and 3, respectively. Details for them are described
elsewhere *>

2. Calculation Procedure

The ANISN-JR is a refined version of the
which was developed to solve the one-

dimensional Boltzmann transport equation for neutrons
and photons in materials by using multigroup cross
section data, and is used to solve penetration problems
under the condition of anisotropic scattering.

The DLC-S7/HILO is one of several neutron-
photon multigroup coupled cross section libraries
which have been offered from (he Radiation Shielding
Information Center. In this library the cross section
data are given in the structure of the 66 neutron energy
groups from the thermal energy to 400 MeV and the 21
photon energy groups from 10 keV to 14 MeV. The
transport calculations were made for neutrons and
secondray photons with scatterings of an Si6 angular
quadrature and a P3 Legendre cross section expansion.
The primary neutron in a group of a specified energy
range is normally incident on a shielding material with
a slab geometry, and its transitions to clastic and
nonelastic channels are evaluated numerically. The
attenuation of the secondary photons produced by
neutron nonelastic reactions in materials is also
obtained. Energy-to-dose conversion factors are quoted
from 1CRP Publication 21, and then the unit of the
dose equivalent was converted from ran to Sv using
the relationship / Sv = 100 ran .

3. Results AND Discussion

3.1. Attenuation of Neutron Dose Equivalent

The depth dependence of the neutron and
secondary photon dose equivalents is shown in Fig. 1
for iron, lead, concrete wilh 5.5 % water by weight,
heavy concrete wilh 5.5 % water by weight, graphite,
marble, water and paraffin. Here, marble is regarded as
pure calcium carbonate, CaCO}. In Fig. 1, solid and
broken lines show the variation of neutron and
secondary photon dose equivalents, respectively.
Numbers on the right of each curve refer to the group
number of source neutron energies, and those underlined
represent the group numbers for the source neutrons
producing the secondary photons. (See Table 1)

* deceased
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Table 1 Adopted Energy Groups

Group Nos.
1
9
15
24
35
46
52
55

Neutron
400
200
100
40
10
1.11
1.50(-l)
1.50r-2)

EncrL'v (MeV^
-- 375

ISO
90
35
S.19

-- 9.07C-1)
-- 8.65(-2)
-- 7.KK-3)

These materials can be divided into three groups
by the feature of attenuation curves. The first group
which is composed of iron, heavy concrete and concrete,
is efficient for the shielding of neutrons and secondary
photons in the almost all energy regions, whereas the
second group consisting of water and paraffin is
efficient for shielding low energy neutrons but not so
efficient for shielding secondary photons. The last
group consisting of lead, marble and graphite, however,
is not efficient for shielding neutrons and secondary
photons.

Iron is a very effective shielding material for
neutrons at energies above 30 MeV and below 100
keV. For the neutrons of around 1 MeV, however, iron
is rather inferior to concrete and heavy concrete. Heavy
concrete is also one of llie most effective shielding
materials, i.e. it is superior to iron for neutrons below
10 MeV. Although heavy concrete is more efficient
than concrete in the whole energy region, concrete is
widely used because of its lower cost. Water and
paraffin are excellent shielding materials for neutrons
below a few tens of MeV. Lead and graphite do not
seem to be effective shielding materials in the whole
energy region. Marble, as a whole, docs not have
special features. It has a similar attenuation pattern to
that of concrete without water as can be supposed
easily.

The dose equivalents are reduced steeply al the
end of the slabs, which is due to the lack of back
scattering from the outside of shielding materials.

3.2. Attenuation of Dose Equivalent by
Secondary Photons

Source neutrons incident on shielding materials
induce secondary photons by way of a radiative capture
process and de-excitation of reaction products. The
photon dose equivalents caused by monoenergetic
incident source neutrons are shown as a function of
material depth in Fig.l together with neutron dose
equivalents. As the secondary photons are inevitably
accompanied by neutron penetration in shielding
materials, both neutrons and secondary photons should
be considered inclusively in shielding problems, i.e. a
summed dose equivalent will be important practically.
Although photon fluxes are of nearly the same order as
neutron ones for all materials and in whole source
energy regions, the photon dose equivalents in shielding

materials axe less (Iian the corresponding neutron ones
by 2 orders of magnitude. This is due to the fact that the
secondary photon energy is almost independent of the
incident source neutron energy and that the flux-to-dose
conversion factor of photons is smaller than that of
neutrons.

The attenuation characteristics of photon dose
equivalents should be considered by combining the
attenuation of primary and secondary photons.

Secondary photon dose equivalents of source
neutrons above 90 MeV also increase near the vicinity
of the surface of shielding materials. However, these
have little contribution to summed dose equivalents in
this energy region.

4. Conclusions

Quantitative depth dependence of dose equivalents
inside each shielding material is almost same as that at
its exit surface of varying thickness. Iron, heavy
concrete and concrete have excellent shielding effects for
neutrons of energies more than a few tens of MeV, and
water, paraffin, iron and heavy concrete are efficient
shielding materials for neutrons of lower energies. For
neutrons in the thermal energy region, iron and heavy
concrete arc especially efficient.

The shielding materials studied can be classified
into the three groups, i.e. heavy elements, hydrogenous
materials and others, according to the difference of
degradation mechanism of neutron energies.

The attenuation pattern of photon dose
equivalents in shielding materials will be considered to
result in competing processes between the attenuation
of photons due to the density and the supply of
secondary photons due to inelastic photon emission
processes of neutrons.

In application lo practical shielding, we should
understand characteristics of each dose equivalent
attenuation of incident neutrons, primary and secondary
photons in shielding materials.
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Abstract

Nonlinear resonances in the longitudinal phase-space
of a multi-stage Free-Electron Laser for the Two-Beam
Accelerator have been studied. We have developed a
new analytic theory based on the macroparticle model
and the perturbation method. A resonance-structure
observed in simulations is found to be modeled by the
nonlinear pendulum equation and to depend on a
waveguide dimension.

1. Introduction

A Two-Beam Accelerator (TBA) is a possible candidate
for future linear colliders, in which rf power required for
a high-gradient linac is provided from a Multi-stage Free-
Electron Laser (MFEL) [1,2] as shown in Fig. 1. The
MFEL has some unique features. First a bunched beam
drives each FEL. Second it has a periodicity: after
amplification of input seed-power in each FEL, the driving
beam is re-accelerated with an induction unit for energy
replenishment to go to the succeeding stage. This fact
means that rf and beam characters vary periodically and
a bucket evolves rapidly in each FEL.

High energy
e-beam

e-beam

RF-input/ FEL

High gradient linac

FEL FEL

Fig. 1 Schematic picture of TBA/FEL

One of the interesting issues in the MFEL is the
resonances between the synchrotron motion in a bucket
and the periodicity of the MFEL [3]. The resonances
lead to a formation of islands within a rf bucket in

longitudinal phase-space, and degrade the performance
of the MFEL as an rf source. We suppose that the
resonances should be serious when the power-density of
the amplified rf is strong.

This paper presents the nonlinear resonance in the
MFEL for the recent version of TBA [4,5], not for the
early one [3]. Section 2 briefly shows the simulation
results which show the existence of the resonance. We
show in section 3 that by use of the macroparticle model
[6-8], the motion of electron in the phase space of the
MFEL can be described by the nonlinear pendulum
equation with periodically and rapidly time-varying
"mass" and "length". Section 4 shows how the resonance
can be theoretically analyzed with the perturbative
calculation.

2. Simulation

The well-known one dimensional FEL simulations
[9,10] have been performed. We have assumed a
rectangular waveguide TE0| mode as a signal wave.
Typical parameters of the MFEL of interest are listed in
Table 1. The high rf power-density with a rapidly
increasing ponderomotive force would give rise to strong
resonances. In order to evaluate effects of the rf power-
density on the resonances, only the waveguide width a

is varied while the other parameters are fixed. For a
relatively wide waveguide (a >10 cm), our previous
simulation shows that the beam propagates from the first
to the 300-th stage without detrapping, and maintains the
original bunch shape [7]. For cases of smaller waveguide
a'= 8, 4 cm, meanwhile, the fourth and third-integer
resonances are observed as shown in Fig. 2. These
resonances are considered to be caused by the strong rf
power-density resulting from the reduced waveguide
width. When these resonances occur, the beam continues
to lose its population, the rf power decreases, and the
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signal phase changes [4]. These are significant problem
for the multi-stage rf-source where transport of a high
current beam over a long distance is indispensable to
maintain a constant amount of amplified rf power.

Table 1. FEL parameters for TBA/FEL

beam current lt

beam energy y
energy gain per period Ay

wiggler wave length AH

wiggler length per period L

wiggler peak field Bn.

signal frequency _/|

input rf power Pm

waveguide width a

waveguide height b'
number of FEL stage

2

23
1

26

52

3.85-3.6

17.1

10

20-4

3
300

kA

cm

cm

kG

GHz

MW

cm

cm

16

Ponderomotive phase (rad.)

I
MLWHS ' •

" 3 - 2 -1 0 1 T
Ponderomotive phase (rad.)

(a) (b)

FIG. 2 Longitudinal phase-space structure by FEL
simulations, (a) the fourth-integer resonance (waveguide

width a =8 cm), (b) the third-integer resonance (a =4
cm).

amplitude, Skt = o)Jc-ks the shift of longitudinal

wavenumber from its value in vacuum. <y, rf angular

frequency, kt ~J(coJc)2 - ( ; r / a ) the wavenumber

for TE01 mode, Je beam current density, et normalized

signal-field, k^ the wavenumber of wiggler, (ps the signal

phase, e and mr are the charge and rest mass of electron,

c the speed of light, z longitudinal coordinate,

Z o = 377Q, E=MntcV/eZ0Jt and X = ~<Pr

Expanding the Hamiltonian (1) in powers of e/yo and

retaining the dominant terms, we have

sin§-§), (2)
where G{z) = «,(! + cQ/cy[, F(z)- aKfiJya.
Neglecting friction terms which are proportional to £'
because of their smallness, we obtain a nonlinear
pendulum equation

| " + GF{sini//o(cos|- l) + cosi/^sinf} = 0, (3)
from the Eq. (2), where primes denote differentiation
with respect to z. The macroparticle model assumes
yu °c an,; hence GF in Eq. (3) is determined mainly by
es which is written in a term of the trigonometric function

[8], ei(z)s(2K/fl|fc|)sin(|6|z/2), where a, b, K.and
K are constants defined in Refs. 6,7.

Figure 3 shows the results of numerical integration of
Eq. (3) for a = 8, 4 cm. We observe that Eq. (3) can
well reproduce the results of the FEL simulations seen in
Fig. 2. Thus, we consider the Hamiltonian (1) with
E x e]» X - ~<PS determined by the macroparticle model
as a theoretical base to analytically assess the nonlinear
resonances in the MFEL.

3. Nonlinear pendulum equation

Following the Ref. 3 and using the definition of the
macroparticle [6-8], the Hamiltonian for the MFEL can
be written as

tf(£,|,£,r.0sE|(^-»,)(y.+ £)+"'} ""I
i I ic\7a + £)

_a (
eZ°J' T (E-NrJ'2 c o s (^ + ^ ) , dv. J

(i)
where ya, ysa are tlie Lorentz factor and ponderomotive

phase of the macroparticle, £, f are deviations from the

energy and phase of the macroparticle, N the number of

particles, au, = eBw/^l2mecku the normalized wiggler

0.4

0.2

$u> 0

-0.2

•0.4

-3 -2

'«ki.

- 1 0 1 2 3

1

0.4

0.2

£u> 0

-0.2

-0.4

-3 -2

\-

^ " •

- 1 0 1 2 3

(a) (b)

FIG. 3 Phase-space plots of the nonlinear-pendulum's

solution for (a) a = 8 cm and (b) a = 4 cm.

4. Isolated resonance theory

Using the isolated resonance theory [11] which has
been established in beam dynamics of circular
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accelerators, we can calculate the size and position of
the primary resonance islands (41. Expanding the
Hamiltonian (1) in powers of § and e/yu:

H(s,£; z) - G£:/2 + Fc^/2 Hperturbalions) (4)
where Fc = Fcosy/u. The expression can be regarded
as the non-autonomous one degree of freedom
Hamiltonian for a pendulum with time-varying "mass"
G and "length" F , affected by nonlinear perturbations.

Using the generating functions F ; ( | ,£ ; j ) = £e \]G(Z)

and /=;(f,0) = - ( a + tan0)172/3, where a , /3 satisfy

2pP" - [ i ' : + 4GF[i2 = 4 , (5a)

a = -F/2, (5b)
the Hamiltonian (4) is transformed to

H(J, B\z) = (vJP(z))j + (perturbations). (6)
Here /3 is referred to as a longitudinal amplitude function
in the MFEL, which is a quantity analogous to a transverse
amplitude function in circular accelerators. This function
represents the orbital evolution of the bunch envelope in
the MFEL. Instead of z, we use a new independent

variable o defined by o = (l/vo)f \/[}(z')dz', where

v(, = (l/2/r)]^ \/[](z)dz is referred to as the

longitudinal tune and 2nvu is the phase advance per

FEL period. Retaining only the dominant terms after

some straightforward mathematical manipulation and

according to the isolated resonance theory [11], we have

the "time"-independent Hamiltonian for the isolated third-

integer resonance:

H}(J,0) = <5mM J + h/' + V " : sin(30 + 0 , ) , (7)

where Smli, ht, h} and 0 , are all constants which depend

on FEL parameters [4]. The Hamiltonian for the fourth-

integer resonance also can be calculated in a similar way

[4]. Eventually we arrive at the exact mathematical

formula necessary to theoretically asses the primary

resonance observed in the simulations. Fig. 4 shows

lines of the equi-Hamiltonian in the phase-space for a

= 8, 4 cm in the rectangular coordinates P - V27 sin 0 ,

Q = -4il cos0 to compare with Figs. 2,3. The calculated

position and size of the islands are in agreement with

simulations [4]. The transition of phase-space structures

in Figs. 2, 3 also can be explained with the above theory

[4]. The longitudinal tune v() increases with a decrease

of the waveguide width a . When v,, is more than 1/4
(1/3), the fourth (third)-integer resonance can occur.

This theory is able to give a crucial suggestion in
choosing practical MFEL parameters.

a

(a) (b)
FIG. 4 Phase-space plots of the equi-Hamiltonian for

(a) the fourth-integer resonance (a'= 8 cm) and (b) the

third-integer resonance («'= 4 cm).
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Abstract
We have designed and constructed a prebunched frcc-

ejectron laser (FEL) amplifier consisting of a prebunchcr
and a standard FEL. Microwave power saturation with a
short wigglcr length was realized by the prebunched beam.
We also examined the microwave phase evolution. It was
found the adjustable range of the output microwave phase
by changing the input microwave phase was restricted
within a narrow band due to spontaneous emission radiated
by the prebunched beam.

1. Introduction
We developed the X-band FEL [1-3], which is a

candidate for possible high power microwave sources
(-1GW) for future linear colliders and other applications.
We tried a new sort of FEL experiment in which the FEL
is driven by a prcbunched beam [4-7]. The experimental
configuration is that of a standard FEL accompanied by a
prcbunchcr. Hereafter we call this a prebunched FEL. In
this paper we describe the prebunched FEL experiment
which has two important purposes. The first is to realize
a compact / efficient FEL with a large gain per wigglcr
length. By attaining the power saturation with a short
wiggler length, we can enhance the power through the
remaining length by tapering the wiggler field. The
second purpose is to experimentally control the output
microwave phase by changing the phase of the seed
microwave to the wigglcr. Achieving the latter purpose is
a crucial issue in FEL physics in a multi-stage FEL which
is driven by a bunched beam in the FEL-TBA linear
collider [8].

2. Prebuncher
A schematic view of the prcbunched FEL amplifier is

shown in Fig.l. The prebuncher is placed between the
downstream induction unit (IDU) and the wigglcr. An
electron beam of 1.5MeV/850A generated by the induction
gun is prebunched at the same frequency as that of the FEL
(9.4GHz) before entering the wigglcr. An input microwave
signal is amplified through the wigglci due to the FEL
interaction (stimulated operation regime ). Even if no
microwave signal is inputted, the strong spontaneous
emission radiated by the prebunched beam should be
amplified in the same way (superradiant operation regime).

Considering the limited magnitude of the available
microwave power, we have adopted a prcbunching section
with a two-cavity configuration as illustrated in Fig.2. It
is similar to the bunching section of a conventional
klystron. The input cavity is excited in the TM010 mode

with a fraction of the power introduced from the external
magnetron, leading to modulation in the beam-velocity to
some degree. Velocity-modulation gradually becomes
current-modulation. The gain cavity, placed 9cm
downstream the input cavity, is excited by induced current-
modulation and can give the driving beam further velocity-
modulation. To get the current-modulation of 30% at the
wiggler entrance, the cavity gap voltage of 170kV is
required according to a theoretical estimation. In the two-
cavity configuration, the input cavity requires a microwave
power of 15kW to achieve the gap voltage of 170kV in the
gain caviiy. The maximum surface electric field can be
reduced to 13MV/m in the gain cavity when beam-loaded,
which should be sufficiently low enough to avoid surface
breakdown. The same sized pill-box cavities without nose
cones arc employed for the input and gain cavities.

Gun IDU
i Cavity Wiggler

Bucking . - w - ^
Solenoid Solenoid u QD

Fig. 1 Configuration of the prebunched FEL amplifier.

Input
Cavity

Gain
Cavity

Wake
Field t

9cm I|l'3MV/m|
SSkV 170kV

Fig.2 Prcbunching cavities.

3. Prebunching Experiment
A magnitude of current-modulation attained at the

entrance of the wigglcr was measured in the first step of
the prcbunched FEL experiment to optimize and evaluate
the prebunchcr system. A bunch-monitoring cavity
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immersed in an axial magnetic field was installed at the
location corresponding to the wigglcr entrance. The
magnitude of current-modulation was determined from the
microwave power extracted from this cavity. Its extcmal-
Q (Qext) is designed to be much smaller than the unloadcd-
Q (Qu ) a"d the beam-Q. Under this approximation, the
AC beam current I a c is estimated from the extracted power
Pout.mon by the following relation

I - 2 [Qu Pout.mon
aC"TTF(0)VR Qext '

where Rs n is the shunt impedance and TTF(O) is the
transit time factor for a particle passing through the cavity
center. This method is not so precise, but it is sufficient
to estimate the fundamental component of modulation.
Figure 3 shows the experimental results in which the
maximum current-modulation of 45% was achieved with
an input power of 35kW and the dependence of the current-
modulation on the input power seemed to be fairly
consistent with the design calculation. Current-modulation
beyond 45% was limited in practice by pulse-shortening
phenomena at the gain cavity.

0.6

0.5

•g 0.4

03

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

ijxperlnu'nt

10 20 30 40
Pin, input (kW)

so

Fig.3 Current-modulation attained at the wiggler entrance.

4. FEL Experiment

4.1 Superradiant Operation Regime
In this regime, a prebunched beam of 1.5McV/DC750A

was introduced into the wiggler and the transmission
efficiency through the wiggler was 70%. Figure 4 shows
the power evolution measured at the wigglcr field of
1.25kG for two cases of current-modulations of 45% and
10%. Both results indicated stagnation in power-growth at
the wiggler length of 0.4m. They had different saturation
levels and saturation distances; 120MW/l.lm and
150MW/1.5m, respectively. These features could be well-
reproduced by simulations. The field growth stagnation
was caused by debunching. The prebunched beam is
debunched once and again bunched due to space-charge
oscillation and partially trapped in the pondermotive
potential. Without the space-charge effect, a significant
part of the prebunched beam would be trapped in the
pondermotive potential without any serious debunching.

To increase the output power beyond the saturation
level, we carried out tapered FEL experiments.
Simulations told us that an output power over 350MW
can be achieved with appropriate tapered wiggler fields.

However, an enhanced output power has not been observed
yet, probably due to poor hesm transport in the wigglcr.
The beam loss was rather severe around the resonant field
(~1.4kG), where the beam should be well-bunched and
trapped in the pondermotive potential ideally. Although
the saturation power was a maximum for the wiggler field
of 1.25kG, at which the beam loss was mitigated, the
bunch structure in the pondermotive potential becomes
rather elongated due to mismatching in the longitudinal
phase space, resulting in poor efficiency of the wigglcr
field wpcrings.
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Fig.4 Microwave power evolutions in the case of
superradiant operation.

4.2 Stimulated Operation Regime

(a) Power evolution
A seed power of 60kW was introduced into the wigglcr

through a microwave input coupler with beam-passing
mctal-mcsh which reduced the transmitted beam-current to
DC500A. Figure 5 shows the power evolution for
current-modulation of 40%. Its initial growth was very
sensitive to the phase relation between the seed microwave
and the current-modulation. When both were in-phase, the
field evolution was quite similar to that in the superradiant
operation regime. When both were in anti-phase, a rapid
damping in power was observed at the initial stage of the
wiggler and beyond that the power grew quickly. The
current-modulation being larger, the field recovery became
quicker and the power-evolution curve in the case of the
anti-phase approached that of the in-phase after the quick
recovery. This is quite clear from the fact that the
microwave power PRF at the initial stage of the wiggler
may be approximated as

PRF o c AR-AR.IN2 + AR,PB2 + 2-AR,IN-AR,PB-COS9,

where 8 is the phase difference between the seed microwave
field A R J N and the prebunched supcrradiant emission
A R . P B - The prebunched supcrradiant emission A R . P B

grows rapidly and surpasses the seed microwave field
AR.IN

 a^lcr a few w'ggler periods for our beam parameters
in the (high-gain) Raman regime. If cos0 is negative, the
microwave power P R F drops rapidly from the seed power
due to the last term and soon increases again due to the
second term. These features can be well-reproduced by
simulations and are quite different from those of
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prcbunchcd FELs operating in the low-gain regime [5] [7].
In the case of low-gain prcbunchcd FELs including an
optical klystron, the second term is negligible, because
A R , P B « A R ) I N - ^ cos9 is negative, the power gain is
negative namely PRF<PRF,IN-

(Iac/Idc = 0.40 )

100

CJ3

p o.oi -•'-;f

lin-phaje
Simulation ]

..?.....p.nti-i
Simulation

0 2.50.5 1 1.5 2
Z (m)

Fig.5 Microwave power evolutions in the case of
stimulated operation.

(b) Phase evolution
Microwave phase was measured with a double balanced

mixer using a magic tee. The phases of input and output
microwaves of the wigglcr were measured with reference to
the magnetron's output microwave phase. Figure 6 shows
the experimental results of phase evolution for current-
modulation of 15%. Initial phase variations are caused by
a complicated mechanism, because intense FEL interaction
starts in the matching section where a non-resonant up-
tapering field is present for beam-orbit matching.
However, we note that the initial phase difference of 180'
decreased to 80' due to FEL interaction with the
prcbunched beam.
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Fig.6 Microwave phase evolutions for different initial
phases of the input microwave. The zero phase is
when the beam bunch-center is located at the
maximum decelerating field of the input microwave.

The response of the output microwave phase was
examined for the change of the input microwave phase of
the wiggler. Figure 7 plots the experimental results of the
adjustable range of the output microwave phase when we

changed the input microwave phase from 0' to 360' every
30". Wp. can say that the current-modulation being higher,
the output microwave phase was determined by the
supcrradiant emission of the prebunched beam. The
adjustable range of the output microwave phase became
restricted within a narrow band. When the current-
modulation became higher than 30%, the adjustable range
was limited to less than 40' for the input microwave
power of only 60kW. These phenomena were expected
based on the simulations.
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Fig.7 Adjustable range of the output microwave phase
by changing the input microwave phase.

5. Conclusion
The saturation power of 120MW was attained at the

wigglcr length of l.lm by a 1.5MeV prebunched beam
with a 45%-modulated DC750A current. However, FEL
performances were deteriorated by beam losses in the
wiggler.

The controllability of the output microwave phase was
examined by changing the phase of the input seed
microwave to the wigglcr. When the current-modulation
of the injection beam (1.5MeV-DC5OOA) was higher than
30%, the adjustable range was limited to less than 40' by
the input microwave power of only 60kW.
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Abstract

The present status of infrared frcc-clcctron laser (FEL)
system using compact iinac in Sumitomo Electric Industries
Ltd. (SEI) is reported. Characteristics of the beam transport
system was studied through numerical simulations. For
precise simulating, initial condition of the beam at the end
of the linac was examined in details. As a result, beam
transport condition to realize wcll-focuscd beam in undulator
was obtained. Spontaneous emission of peak power of
0.4mW was observed in recent experiment.

1. Introduction

We have developed a compact lOOMcV linac in
Harima Research Laboratories. This linac not only provides
electron beam for compact superconducting SR ring NIJI-III,
but is utilized for infrared FEL experiments.

2. Compact linac "'

Main design parameters of the compact linac are listed
in Table I. The linac produces electron beam with pulse

Table I Main design parameters of the linac.

Electron gun Cathode EIMAC Y646B
Voltage 2(K) kV - DC
Emission current 1.5 A
Normalized cmittancc 7 n mm mrad

SHPB

Prchunchcr

Bunchct

Accelerator

Type
Frequency
Input power

Type
Frequency
Input power

Type
Frequency
Input power

Type
Mode
Frequency
Beam energy

Macropulsc current
Energy spread
Normalized cmittancc
Repetition rate
Accelerating gradient

Standing wave
476 MHz
4.6 kW

Standing wave
2,856 MHz
5kW

Traveling wave
2,856 MHz
8MW

Traveling wave
27T/3
2,856 MHz
100 McV( short pulse )
76 MeV( long pulse )
100 mA
0.5 %
60 n mm mrad
2 P P s
22 McV/m

width of I/is for injection into NIJI-III, 10/is for FEL
experiments. Accelerating rf power is supplied by klystron
(Thomson-CSF TH2146). Pulse length depends on the
connections in pulse forming network (PFN) in the klystron
modulator.

Since the long-pulse operation mode has been designed
to marking FEL oscillation in target, which includes some
of the essential elements to obtain high quality electron
beam suitable for FEL.

First of all, emittancc of the beam should be reduced
for FEL experiments. We have acomplishcd normalized
cmittancc of 7 n mm mrad in the electron gun, where small-
size thermionic dispenser cathode (EIMAC Y646B) is
assembled and high DC voltage of 200kV is applied to
anode-cathode gap. The gun container is filled with SFfi

insulation gas, and the structure around the gun is
determined by numerical simulation to avoid electric field
concentration.

Secondary, energy spread of the electron beam from
linac should be narrow. Fluctuation of resonant frequency of
the accelerating tube causes energy shift of the beam. To
avoid that, temperature of accelerating tubes arc precisely
controlled within ± 0 . 0 2 ^ by water cooling system. Beam
energy spread is also strongly influenced by the stability of
pulses generated by klystron modulator. To obtain flatness
and stability of output pulses, PFN is composed of two
parallel 21 stages, each using the capacitors with low self
inductance less than 0.1 fiH. We achieved the pulse voltage
deviation from flatness less than 0.3%, and the long term
voltage drift less than 0.5%/Hr.

Next, subharmonic prcbunchcr system (SHPB) is
installed. Accelerating rf frequency is selected to be
476MHz, that is one-sixth of the dominant frequency of
2,856MHz. Power supply system for SHPB is constructed
by full solid-state circuits for its maintainability. Also inner
surface of the stainless-steel cavity is partially coated with
OFHC to optimize the Q-valuc, intending to reduce filling
time and wake-field effect.

3. FEL experiment system

Figure 1 shows the schematic view of our FEL
experiment system. The FEL beam transport system (FEL-
BTS) contains two bending magnets and five quadrupolcs,
showing S-shapc with bending angle of 25 degrees. Beam
slit installed at down-stream of BM1 is expected to cut the
tail of energy distribution. Equipments for beam diagnostics;
two current monitors and five position monitors, also
installed to observe focusing property in the undulator. To
realize efficient and precise adjustment of beam trajectory,
lmm-thick aluminum OTR position monitors in the
undulator section have 3mm-radius pin-hole in the center,
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mirror

detector!

undulator

BM1

electron

Fig. 1. FEL experimental system,

Table II Parameters of the undulator.

Type
Magnet material
Period length
Number of periods
Total length
Gap width
Magnetic field
K parameter

Halbach
Nd-Fc-B
4.0 cm
50
2.0 m
16~32mm
0.62 -0 .18T
2.4 ~ 0.7

aligned to designed orbit using He-Nc laser.
Table II shows main parameters of our horizontal

polarized Halbach type undulator with Nd-Fc-B permanent
magnet. Magnetic field was accurately measured with
BELL-9900 Gauss meter. Dispersion of peak value ( dB IB)
was less than 1.0%, and second-order integral was less than
5.4xlO5 Gauss mm2.

Optical resonators consists of two concave Au coated
OFHC mirrors with the curvature of 4.42m and 4.14m.
Resonator length between up- and down-stream mirrors was
designed to be 7.5576m. Up-stream mirror has reflectance of
more than 99.2%, and down-stream mirror has lmm-radius
pinholc to extract FEL.

Down-stream mirror can be adjusted manually with
precision of 0.01mm, and remote-controllablc driver unit
with stepping motors and piezoelectric actuator enables fine
position adjustment of up-stream minor. In particular,
piezoelectric actuator gives the precision of lOnm to the
adjustment along the z-axis.

4. Beam transport experiments

Lattice structure of FEL-BTS was designed through the
numerical simulation with evaluation of (i) achromaticity,
(ii) quasi-isochronism and (iii) focusing property of the
beam in the undulator section.

In FEL experiments the electron beam envelope should
be well-focused and finely matched to the optical beam
envelope in the undulator section to increase their
interaction. To simulate characteristic of the beam in the
FEL-BTS, particularly in the undulator section, we studied
initial condition in details: not only the size and divergence

mirror

i 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 i

10i 1 1 1 1 r

n n n n n n
Triple! 1 Trlptet 2 BMI QM1 QM2 QM3 BM2 QM4QM5 undulator

Fig. 2. Calculated beam size in FEL-BTS.
Characters o_ and a, stand for half-width of the

•* y
beam envelope in the x- and y-planc respectively;
result of parametric fitting to observed beam size
(dashed line), and wcll-focuscd beam with initial
condition estimated at the exit of linac (solid line).

0)
N

'en

rd
(D

XI 0

beam waist 1.84mm
Optical Envelope

undulator

Fig. 3. Electron beam and optical envelope in the
undulator.
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but also focusing or defocusing character of the beam at the
exit of the linac was taken into account.

As the first slcp, we injected the beam into actual FEL-
BTS to collect the experimental parameters such as beam
energy and energy spread, beam size at the position
monitors and magnetic fields applied to Q-magncts. Setting
these parameters as input values, we simulated beam
transportation to search for initial condition that satisfies
characters of the beam observed in the experiment.
Calculated Twiss parameters a, /?, and y of the beam at the
exit of linac arc listed in Table III. We can see the
parameter a has negative value, which means the beam
initially has focusing character at the exit of the linac.

Table III
Twiss parameters of the beam at the exit of linac.
Negative values of a corresponds to the focusing
character of the beam.

jc-plane
3>-plane

a

-22.3
-9.9

41.7
26.7

119.9
37.6

In the next step calculation with the initial condition of
the beam obtained above, we changed the combination of
fields of Q-magncts to produce well-focused beam matched
to optical envelope, as shown in Fig.2 . Envelope of optical
beam and electron beam in the undulator are shown in Fig.3,
where the optical envelope of the wavelength of 2.78/zm is
assumed to be Gaussian beam that has beam waist of
1.84mm at the center of the undulator. Through the study of
initial condition of the beam at the end of the linac, we can
precisely predict the beam characteristics in the FEL-BTS
by the numerical simulation, and it is hslpful to arrange the
operating parameters.

5. FEL experiments

Referring tiic result of transport experiments, we enrried
out spontaneous emission experiment. Figure 4 shows
observed spontaneous emission under the conditions listed in
Table IV. With the assumption the micropulsc is lOps-long,
the peak power is estimated to be 0.4mW.

Table IV Conditions of FEL experiment.

Beam energy
Peak current
K parameter
Magnetic field
FEL wavelength
Gain

50McV
25 A
0.84
0.23 T
2.8 //m
10%

2 0 -

4 0 -

6 0 -

(mA)
chi 2o.oiwn B£H 2oomvn

5(.ys/div)

Fig. 4. Result of spontaneous emission experiment;
(1) beam current at the entrance of undulator, (2)
spontaneous emission.

We also roughly estimated the small-signal gain to be
10% through the calculation method used in the FELIX
facility[2]. Though energy spread is known to eliminate
gain, it is hard to make it narrower only by adjusting
operational parameters of linac. Subharmonic prebuncher
system (SHPB) can increase the micropulse current and it
will lead to increase of the gain. Recently we observed
desirable bunching effect throughout the macropulsc.

6. Summary

Characteristic behavior of the beam in our FEL
experiment system can be well predicted through the
numerical simulation with the initial condition at the end of
the linac. The calculation result indicates the experimental
condition of the next stage that we can produce the beam
well-focused and matched to optical envelope in the
undulator.

Spontaneous emission was observed as the primary
stage of our FEL experiments using the compact linac.

Also we intend to achieve FEL oscillation through the
increase of micropulsc current by SHPB system and fine
adjustment of the optical resonator.
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Abstract

An intense heavy ion linear accelerator system
is being constructed for basic researches on HIF and
heavy ion pumped laser at TIT. This accelerator system
consists of an RFQ-Linac, an ECR ion source, a fine-
focusing beam transport system and a fast beam
pulsing system. At present, the obtained maximum
beam current from the TTT-RFQ is 1.6 mA for 4He+.
By using this system. An ion beam of 4He+ with an
energy of 220 keV/amu was focused onto a small spot
area of about lmm". This beam deposited a specific
deposition power of about 0.14 G\V/g to the target.
The overall status of this linac system and preliminary
experiments with beams of 4He+ are discussed.

1.Introduction

Heavy ion beams are one of the favorable
drivers for Inertia] confinement fusion because of their
good efficiency and effective energy deposition in the
target. It is important for Heavy" Ion Inertia]
Confinement Fusion (HIF) to make researches on a
heavy ion accelerator and a beam-target interaction. At
Tokyo Institute of Technology (TYT), a heavy-ion-
induced plasma has been studied for basic researches on
HEF and heavy ion pumped laser. For these
experiments, an energy driver is required to create a
high intensity and brightness beam. An intense heavy

ion linear accelerator system is being constructed to
meet the requirements. Fig 1 shows the layout of the
intense heavy ion linac system. This system consists
of a four vane type 81 MHz Radio-Frequency
Quadrupole Linac (TIT-RFQ), a 2.45 GHz Electron
Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion source, a fine-heavy
ion linac system. The first experiments have been
carrying out with 4He+ beams.

Solcnod

2. Intense ion beams from an RFQ-Linac

The TIT-RFQ was designed to accelerate
particles with a charge to mass ratio (q/A) greater than
1/16 from 5 keV/amu up to 220 keV/amu. The
calculated beam transmission is 68.4% for 10 mA with
a beam of 1 6 O + . The main parameters of the TIT-RFQ
are shown in Table 1 [1].

Table l.Parameters of the TIT-RFQ
Charge-to-mass ratio
Operating frequency (MHz)
Input energy (keV/amu)
Output energy (keV/amu)
Duty factor (%)
Q factor
Cavity diameter (cm)
Cavity length (cm)
Expected beam transmission (%)

0 mA input
10 mA input

ii/16
S0.9
5
220
10
10635
72.5
425

91.8
68.4

At present, the beam experiments are being
performed with intense 4He+ beams by using a 2.45
GHz Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion source.
This ECR ion source can produce a beam current of 2.5
mA for 4He+. The maximum productive ratio of 4He+

is more than 99%. The 4He+ beam is extracted by a
voltage of 20 kV from the plasma chamber and focused
with an einzel lens, and injected into the RFQ. The
maximum obtained beam current was 1.6 mA for 4He+

after the acceleration by the RFQ-Linac [2]. By
considering the beam acceptance, a transmission
efficiency is estimated to be 70%. This result is in
good agreement with the calculated beam transmission.

Electrostatic
kicker

Optical fiber

\ Monocliro CCD
\ mator camera

CMS Injection

2.45 GHz ECR
ion source

Streak camera

CCD camera

TIT-RFQ
lOOOttim Fine-focusing system

Fig.l. Layout of the intense heavy ion linac system at TIT
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3. Fine-focusing system

The fme-focuMiig s>stem after the RFQ
should be designed to obtain minimum beam spot size
in order to increase a specific deposition power P
(W,g). Because if the beam can deposit enough energy
to be evaporated in the target, then the specific
deposition power P is the appropriate parameter to
estimate the temperature of the beam-induced plasma.

We designed the fine-focusing system that
consists of a faraday cup, a gate valve, three magnetic
quadrupole lenses and an electrostatic beam kicker. The
magnetic quadrupole lenses were made with a bore
diameter and a maximum field gradient to be 60 mm
and 3 kG/cm respectively. The parameters of RFQ
output beams were analyzed by using the computer
code PARMTEQ-H. The momentum dispersion is
about 0.8 %. The initial phase space occupied by the
ion beam is 24.5 mm mrad in the x - and y -
directions for the maximum intensity of the RFQ-
beams. The beam envelope for the fine-focusing
system was calculated by using the computer code MS-
TRANSPORT (M. Sekiguchi at INS). The calculated
be^ni envelope is shown in Figure 2. By the result of
the simulation, the heavy ion beam of ̂ O + with a
current of 7 mA and an energy of 3.5 MeV can be
focused onto a spot size of 1.0 mm' . From this spot
size, the beam power density of 2.5 MW/cm^ - during
the macropulse of the RFQ Linac - is expected to be
transferred to the target.

At present the ECR ion source for the TIT-
RFQ can produce only 4 He + beam. After conditioning
the magnetic lenses, we focused ^He+ with a beam
current in the macropulse of about 1.6 mA. In this case
the beam current corresponds to the ion beam of ̂ O +

with a current of 6.4 mA. To measure the size of the
spot, we stopped the ^He+ beam in an aluminum
target (O.S mm in thickness), where the ^He+ beam

marked the geometric structures (Fig 3). Table 2 shows
the comparison of calculated and experimental spot
size. The area of experimental spot size is 1.06 mm-.
This value is in good agreement with the calculated
value. A power of 1.4 k\V was transferred to the
aluminum target. This corresponds to a specific
deposition power of 0.17 GW/g.

mm

X

Fig 3. Marked spot size structure by focused 4He+
beam in an aluminum target

Table 2. Comparison of calculated and experimental
spot size for 4He+ beam with a current of
1.6mA.

x (mm) y (mm) S (mm2

Calculated value 0.26 1.22 1.00
Experimental value 0.30 1.12 1.06
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Fig 2. Calculated beam envelope for the fine-focusing system by the computer code MS-TRANSPORT. [16O+:7mA]
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4. Expected Parameters of beam-induced
plasmas By Simple Scaling Laws

At the first, the beam-target interaction
experiments to study the heavy-ion-induced plasma are
planned by using a solid target, and then .a gas puff
target. The gas target is a cylindrical lube of 25 mm
length and 10 mm diameter. Table 3 shows the
expected parameters of ion-induced plasma for various
solid targets. Table 4 shows the expected specific
deposition power for various ion beams in H2 gas
target (1 atm). The deposition power P (GW/g) is
given

P —
IxE

p xnr
(1)

with the total particle energy E (keV), the particle
intensity I (mA), the density of matter (g/cm3), the
initial radius of the target r (cm) and the range of the
ion beam in matter R (cm). The maximum temperature
is expressed

for solid targets [3-4].
By the simulations of simple1 scaling laws,

the heani power amounts to 24.6 kW, and a specific
deposition power can be obtained 11.5 GW/g to focus a
heavy ion beam of 160+ with currents of 7 mA and an
energy of 3.5 MeV in H2 gas target.

The parameters of ion-induced plasma such as
the electron density and temperature are measured with
a CCD camera coupled to a streak camera.

Table 3. Expected parameters of ion-induced plasma for
the TIT-RFQ Beam

160+ ( 3.5 MeV, Imax=7 mA, Wmax =24.6 kW)
Target R P Tmax
(solid) (10-4cm) (GW/g) (eV)
A)
Ti
Ae

2.96
2.54
1.73

2.93
2.02
1.28

0.98
0.66
0.53

Table 4. Expected specific deposition power for various
ion beams in H2 gas target (1 aim).
[Beam spot size : 1.06 mm2]

ION
BEAM
4He+
14N+
160+

BEAM
CURRENT (mA)

2.0
6.1
7.0

BEAM
POWER (kW)
1.76
18.9
24.6

5. Conclusion

P(GW/g)

0.76
9.00
11.5

The intense heavy ion linac system for plasma
experiments is currently set-up. By using this focusing
system, we succeeded that the ^He+ beam with a
current of 1.6 mA from the TIT-RFQ focused onto a
small spot area of about 1 mnfi. Due to the short
range of the ion beams of about 1 nig/cm-^, the beam
power of 1.4 k\V amounts to a specific deposition
power of 0.14 GW/g to be transferred into the target.
Tile first experiment of ^He+ beam-induced plasma
will soon be carried out by using a gas puff target.
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Abstract

We are studying an IH type l inear
accelerator for the application as the
i n t e r n a t i o n a l coope ra t ive rese rch
(Japan, Germany and Romania). Acceleration of
deuteron and triton by the IH linac were
planed for the production of useful radio-
isotopes which is for practical use in
medical science. Cyclotron type decelerator
with a gas target room is developped. Short
life radio-isotope for PETCPositron Emission
Tomography) is producted in the decelerator
by irradiating deuteron beam to gas target

This paper will present the conceptual
design of the decelerator and report a part
of particle orbit simulation.

Introduction
The IH linac has succesfully accelerated

proton beam.The shunt impedance was
estimated to be about 370 H Q/m by
experiment So we are engaged in the next
stage of the project

Generally, the life of radio-isotope for
medical diagnostic is short. Half-life of150
is in particular only about two minutes.
That is, we should do acceleration in
hospi ta l ,product ion and ref ining in
hospital, and administration to a patient in
hosp i t a l . I t i s necessary that the
conceptual desigen of decelarator be
compact, speediness and high efficiency.

Conceptual design
Fig. 1 shows conceptual design of the gas

target room. Output beam from the IH linac
will be deprived of energy by irradiating to
gas target, gradually, a rotation radius will
be small in the magnet field. And we get the
radio-isotope by pumping.

Calculation
We consider differential pumping and

betatron oscillation. So the system has an
orifice and n-value. Fig. 2 shows calculation
of theequilibriumorbit Inputenergyof

proton beam is 1.6 MeV and the first stage
of magnet field is 1 T. And now,we take
emittance growth into consideration and
compute again.

NjgasV

Fig. 1 Conceptual design of the gas target room.
0.2i—

O.I -

-0.1

P,n.10-3Torr .

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2

Fig. 2 Calculation of the equilibrium orbit
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Abstract

The plasma niicro-undulator is a compact light
source in which a relativistic electron beam radiates
in an oscillating electric field of the rippled ion-space-
diargc instead of an oscillating magnetic field of con-
ventional undulators. In the present paper, we pro
pose a new method of creating the plasma micro-
undulatur: a combined technique of laser interference
and resonant photoionization, where the pitch and
density of plasma ripples have been controlled sep-
arately by a laser alone. A preliminary design of the
undulator with the pitch of 10-100 /mi, the number
of ripples of 100-1000 and the undulator constant of
0.1-1.0 has been discussed.

1. Introduction

There has been a considerable attention to develop
a compact free electron laser (FEL) since it has many
advantages over conventional lasers, such as high out-
put power and brightness, high conversion efficiency,
tunability over wide range of wavelength and long life,
all of which are quite important for applications. In
general, FEL consists of a magnetic undulator and a
Fabry-Perot optical resonator. In the magnetic un-
dulator, permanent magnets whose polality changes
alternately are aligned periodically.When a relativis-
tic electron beam is injected into the undulator along
the axis, it experiences a transversely oscillating force
and emits an intense electromagnetic radiation along
the beam path.

The wavelength of the undulator radiation / I / is
given by

where A is the wavelength of radiation, A,, is the
wavelength of undulator (pitch of magnets), 7 =
(1 - 7 T ) ~ 1 / 2 is the relativistic factor and K is the
undulator constant defined as

A' = = 93.4A,,(m)i?o(T). (2)

energy. Since it has been difficult to make A,, much
shorter than 10mm due to demagnetization of perma-
nent magnets, a large accelerator has been required
inevitably to obtain shorter-wavelength radiations ex-
tending to visible or uv region.

Recently, an alternative concept, a plasma micro-
undulator has been reported /2,3/ , where a relativis-
tic electron beam has been injected obliquely into
one-dimensional, plasma-density ripples. The elec-
trons then experience a transversely oscillating elec-
trostatic force (induced by the periodic ion-spacc-
charge distribution) during propagation in the rip-
ples and emit undulation radiation. The plasma
micro-undulator has a potential of an extremely com-
pact and short-wavelength FEL which is rather diffi-
cult by conventinal magnetic undulators. This pa-
per proposes a new scheme for the formation of
the plasma micro-undulator: a laser-interference,
resonant-photoionization scheme using a coherent,
tunable laser. In particular, we discuss a preliminary
design of the undulator with Atl = 10-100 /mi, the
number of ripples, N =100-1000, K = 0.1-1.0.

2. Principle

Figure 1 explains the principle /4 / . A well-
collimated laser beam at wavelength A/, (wavenumbcr
k = 2/r/Ai,) and intensity /o is divided into two half-
intensity beams by a half mirror A and a full mirror
B. These beams interfere at the intersection with an-
gle <i> and create optical fringes. As is well known, the
total intensity becomes

/ = In 1 + cos 2kx sin £

and the pitch of fringes is given by the formula:

A/.
d =

2 sin %

(3)

(4)

It is to be noted that A is proportional to the pitch
of magnets and inversely proportional to the beam

When a plume of neutral gas is introduced into this
region, a plasma will be created by photoionization.
Since optical fringes correspond to a spatial modu-
lation in the laser intensity and the plasma density
should increase in proportion to the laser intensity
(without saturation), we can obtain plasma density
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ripples whifh aro quite regular reflecting the coher-
ence of laser. It is worth emphasizing, that the pitch
of ripples is controlled only by optical parameters, A/,
and (j).

We have considered two photoionization schemes:
resonant ionization and tunnel ionization / 5 / . In reso-
nant ionization, the laser wavelength has been tuned
to the energy level of a neutral atom. However, el-
ements of interest have the ionization energy U, of
at least 5-10 eV (the minimum energy is 3.9 eV of
Cs). So, the ionization occurs by absorbing two or
more photons. Shibata et al. /6,7/ have developed
one-wavelength multi-step resonant photoionization
schemes:

Nd(t/, = 5.52eV): 441.96 mil two step,
Gd(C/, = 6.15eV): 575.19 nm three step,

which use resonant metastable states. These schemes
should be most suitable for our purpose. Two-
wavelength schemes developed for laser isotope sep-
aration are also considered to be applicable. The
plasma created by resonant photoionization has quite
low temperature (< 0.1 eV). This is an important
feature because the life time of plasma ripples is pre-
dominantly limited by thermal expansion.

When a neutral atom is irradiated by an intense
laser beam of greater than 101-1W/cnr, its coulomb
potential barrier is strongly deformed and a bound
electron is liberated by tunnel effect. Tunnel ioniza-
tion requires strong compression (focvising and bunch-
ing) of the laser pulse to achieve a high power density
above threshold. However, this leads to degradation
in the periodicity of interference fringes. Therefore,
we conclude that, resonant-photoionization scheme is
more appropriate for our purpose.

3. A preliminary design

Here, we consider design parameters of the plasma
micro-undulator for a compact FEL. When plasma
density ripples are of the form:

v =
. 2TT

1 + sin —-:r
a

(5)

an alternating force acting on a relativistic electron
beam injected at an angle 8 is given by

F = c2noi'os kus • sm8cosB/k,,eo oc —, (6)
k,,

where ku = kcoaO = 27r/A,,,A,, = f//cos0, cos6> =
s • x/.s.r and « is the coordinate along the beam axis.
For typical 8 = 45deg, it becomes A,, = \pid = 1.41r/.
The performance of undulators is well characterized
by A' of eq.(2). Since brightness of the undulator ra-
diation is proportional to A'2, small A" leads to an
inefficient device, while too large A' (A" S> 1 ; wig-
gler mode) causes quite large broadening in the radi-
ation spectrum and increase in the cmiUancc. So it

is reasonable to assume A" = 0.1 1.0. In addition, we
emploved the following parameters: d = 10-100 nm:
N = 100-1000; the length of imdulator, L = Nd =
1 cm; Nd plasma (two-step photoionization, A/, =
441.96 mn). Since L is comparable to the diameter of
laser beam, D, the effective volume of undulator, V
becomes V « L'! = lcm:i. From eq.(4), the interfer-
ence angle (fr required for d — 10/mi and 100/an are
2.5 deg and 0.25 deg, respectively (see also Fig. 2).
When a cost-effective 10 MeV (7 = 21) linac is used,
we can cover wavelengths of 20 200 nm.

Finally, we examine the requirement for the
plasma density and laser energy. Suzuki / 8 / cal-
culated A' for three types of electron beams: short
bunch (radius ;1o,lcngth/o <SC A,,), long bunch (7-0 <
An ~ /o) and uniform beam {ro,lu < A,,). He showed
that the plasma density was proportional to A'/A2

and was about 2 x 101('cm":! for A,, = 10/im and
2 x 10 u cn r : j for A,, = IOO//111 under A' = 1.0. A
rough estimate of the laser energy should be given by
iipVUi/iH. where nv is the plasma density and ?//, is
the efficiency of photoionization. When typical val-
ues, nv = 10lf'cm~:!, V = lenr1, U, = 5.52eV and
7//, = 0 . 1 , we obtain 9 in.]. The latest pulse-dye-lasers
and solid-state-lasers will cover this energy without
difficulty. A schematic view of the system is shown in
Fig. 3. '

There remain items to be further examined.
• Laser pulse length
The laser pulse length 77, must satisfy the condition:

- < 77, < T,.,
C

(7)

where L/c=30 ps. The life time of ripples, r r is pre-
dominantly determined by thermal expansion as

Tr

Q.btl
(8)

For Nd plasma, T(. < T, ~ To(vaportemperature) «
500K has been reported. This yields r r = 30ns for
d = 10/im, so that eq. (7) is easily satisfied.
• Beam attenuation due to neutral collisions
Rutherford scattering is dominant. The attenuation
rate, An,./7t(. is estimated using the cross section of
Rutherford scattering, an to be:

An,.
= anii.QL < 0.1, (9)

where 7 = 21(10J\/RV"), the neutral density 7(0 =
3x 101(icm~:! (1 Torr), L — lem, and scattering angle
of 10"'2rad are assumed.
• Repetition
Once the electron beam interacts with the plasma un-
dulator, the plasma will break up. So, the repeti-
tion rate, / will be limited by the time for a plasma
with a flow velocity i/0 to traverse a distance D as
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/ < Uf\/D. When »0

rnvp / < lOOkHv.
lOOOm/s and D = lcm, we

4. Application to a compact soft x-ray source

We showed above that a combination of a 10-
MeV linac and a 10-/nn plasma imdulator can gen-
erate soft X-ray radiation. However, the conventional
linac is too large to realize a table-top device. Re-
cently, there has been a rapid progress in the devel-
opment of plasma-based accelerators in which the in-
teraction between a dense plasma and a ultra-short-
pulse driver beam (laser beam or electron beam) gen-
erates strong accelerating fields of order of GcV/m.
For example, a LWA (laser-wake-field accelerator) ex-
periment at KEK / 9 / has demonstrated acceleration
of electrons up to 18 MeV over a distance of 0.6 mm.
However, there has been a problem that diffraction
limits the laser-plasma-intoraction distance to ~ TTZR

(Zn : Raylcigh length) and optical guiding /10/ using
a parabolic plasma-density profile (plasma channel)
has been proposed. Our laser-interference, rcsonant-
photoionization scheme will be useful to create plasma
channel too. Two sets of plasma density ripples cre-
ated with intersection at 90 deg by four laser beams
form a bundle of square plasma channels / l l / . It is
clear that the density and diameter of plasma chan-
nel can be easily controlled by the laser intensity,
laser wavelength and interference angle. A combined

laser

system of LWA and the plasma micro-undulator is
quite attractive because it has a possibility of mak-
ing a table-top x-ray FEL. In the beginning, proof-of-
principle experiments will be needed.
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Abstract

3.1MoV He+ beam from V.d.G. was used to
pump He-Ar gas Laser with a differential
pumping system. In our experiments, Lasor
action of the 1.27 nm lino could not have been
observed above the threshold of 33W beam power
input. One of the reasons is that the differential
pumping system does not have the orifices
aligned. For the experiments of Beam-Pumped
Laser by using O.88M0V 4 He * beam from TIT
Heavy-Ion RFQ Linac, I designed a differential
pumping system with the orifices which are able
to bo aligned easily.

1.Introduction

Heavy ion beam-pumping is a method to produce
the population inversion of a medium through
projecting heavy ions into the medium.
Experiments to study lasers pumped by heavy-

ion beams in Munich were initiated by P. Kionlo
in 1979, and optical gain and laser effect were
first, observed in 1982-1983. A low threshold
pumping power of 38 W was found in rare gas
mixtures lasing in the near infrared in
experiments performed at the Munich Tandem
van de Graaff

Fig.1 The Experimental setup for Heavy
Pumped Laser by V.d.G.

accelerator (Ulrich et al. 1983). This work had
boon stimulated by results of nuclear-pumped
laser experiments in the Soviet Union and the
United States that had been published in the
1970s, and most of the laser lines observed by ion
beam pumping appear also on the list of nuclear-
pumped lasers (Fitaire 1978). This immediately
indicated that ion beam-pumped lasers can be
used as model systems for nuclear-pumped
lasers. A practical advantage of working with
accelerators is that there is access to the target
area, often also during operation of the laser.
Continuous or quasicontinuous operation allows
experimental parameters such as gas mixtures
and the alignment of the optical cavity to be
optimized rapidly.
Heavy-ion accelerators are widely used in atomic
physics, especially to study few-electron atoms
and inner-shell excitation process. The possibility
of obtaining well-focused beams of particles with
a high energy loss -dE/dx in the target material
has stimulated the idea of using heavy-ion
accelerators as drivers for inertial confinement
fusion experiments. On the basis of similar
arguments we have started a program to explore
the possibility of short-wavelength lasers pumped
by heavy-ion beams.

Ar Ha

- i o n

II
Mass-flow Controller

Ion beam'

(V.d.G.)

Glass Tuba (L«80cm)
\ Shutter

Au-coating Mirror Multi-layer
Dielectric
Coating Mirror

McLeod gauge
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2. Experiment

In our research program, at first we make
experiment for 1.27nin(ArI) laser action of He-Ar
gas mixture with 50|xA, 3. IMoV He+ beam by
TIT Van do Graaff.Then we are going to make
experiment for 1.79nm laser action with 0.88MeV
4Hc+ beam by TIT Heavy-Ion RFQ Linac.
The program of the experiments with V.tl.G.
(Fig.l) is as follows;
(l)Designing for the experiment setup
(2)Detecting (he spontaneous emission from He-

Ar gas target with spectroscope to examine the
population inversion
(3)Tosting infrared laser action
(<l)ln the case of no laser action, improving the

systems
In this paper, I report the result of the
experiments and some improvements of this
setup.
Laser action is a phenomenon which has a

threshold. Therefore, on the development of laser
systems, it is hard to make clear what is going on
in the whole system. For the method to check the
possibility on the laser action, I used plasma
spectroscopy to measure the population inversion.

Fig,2 Compact Differential Pumping
System

Mastered Bmsfiar <• flstoy Pump

I
A) bottom view

8.Experimental Result and Improvement

We could not observe He-Ar, 1.27 urn laser action
in our experimental setup.
The cause of unsuccessful result, of the laser
action is probably as follows;
(1) The laser resonator is not aligned, or the laser

gain is less than laser resonator loss.
(2) This experimental setup needs a differential

pumping system to keep the pressure difference
between the accelerator and the gas cell. It
consists of 4 stages which are pumped
independently. In this system fine alignments of
the beam axis obtained by means of orifice-shaft
nuts shimming.Thus the orifices are not. stable on
the wall between the stages. It makes hard to
align the optic axis. Moreover it is almost
impossible to develop the study with it. because
this system can not have any reproducibility.
For the improvement of such a system, I made a

compact differential pumping system (Fig.2)
which is machined from one brass block. As the
loss of beam power was great in the differential
pumping system, the distance along beam axis of
the new compact, differential pumping system is
made five times shorter than that of the ex-
differential pumping system. 1 prepared 4 kinds
of diameters of the orifices. They are l.Gmm,
2.0mm, 2.5mm, and 3.0mm. Every orifice is
screwed to bo self-aligned, when they are screwed
directly into walls of the main body of compact
differential system.
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Abstract
Two infrared free electron lasers (FELs) facilities covering the wavelength range of 1-20Mm are opened for

FEL users in this October. We are also challenging 0.3Mm-FEL oscillations using a 2.68m undulator (A u=4cm)
installed at the 160-MeV beam line of the FELI linac with a thermionic gun. A 0.52-Mm spontaneous radiation
of 0.1W has been observed using a 145-MeV electron beam and the undulator.

INTRODUCTION
The Free Electron Laser Research Institute, Inc.

(FELI) has been established in March 1991 and has
achieved first lasings at infrared- and visible-range
using an S-band 80-MeV electron linac with a
thermionic gun driven by a 500-ps, 22.3125-MHz grid
pulser in Oct. 31, 1994 and Feb. 28, 1995,
respectively, in a year from the start of the machine
installation [1]. At the FELI there are three free
electron laser (FEL) facilities installed along by the
beam line of an S-band 160-MeV linac, as shown in
Fig. 1. The linac and these FEL facilities are located
in the accelerator room on the ground floor.

The FEL beam becomes rather thick and round due
to hole coupling and is delivered to the diagnostics
room and eight user's stations on the third floor
through the evacuated pipeline, and is further delivered
through a simultaneous FEL beam sharing system [2]
from the diagnostics room to eight user's stations.

The FELI 160-MeV linac, the S-type BT line 3
[3] and the FEL facility 3 (covering from 0.3 Mm to
1.2 Mm) are in the commissioning stage.

We are trying to achieve UV-range FEL
oscillations using the FELI linac with the thermionic
gun, taking the advantage of the thermionic gun's
superior performances such as long-life, easy
operation, and low-cost, in addition to some attempts
on low emittancc beam acceleration of the order of 10
7T mm * mrad in the 6-MeV injector [4].

IR- AND VISIBLE-FELs AT THE FELI
First lasing at 5.5M m was achieved using the FEL

facility 1 composed of a 2-m long planar undulator
(A u=3.4cm) [5] and a 6.72-m optical cavity [6]
installed at the 30-MeV BT line of the FELI Jinac in
Oct. 31, 1994. The FEL beam can be delivered from
a 0.5-mm aperture in the upstream mirror of the
optical cavity to the diagnostic room through a 50-m
long evacuated pipeline as shown in Fig. 1.

First lasings at 1.88Mm and 0.63Mm was achieved
using the FEL facility 2 composed of a 3-m long
planar undulator (Au=3.8cm) and a 6.72-m optical
cavity installed at the 80-MeV BT line of the FELI
linac in Feb. 27 and 28, 1995. The FEL beam can be
delivered from a 0.5-mm aperture in the upstream
mirror of the optical cavity to the diagnostics room
through a 40-m long evacuated pipeline.

The characteristics of the linac beams, the
undulalors used in these oscillations and lasing are
shown in ref. [1].

Fig. 2 shows average FEL powers as a functin of
wavelength at a 0.5-mm aperture in the upstream
mirror of the optical cavity. A spectral range of the
facility 1, between 5 and 22Mm, is covered using three
electron energy values: 32, 26 and 20MeV. A spectral
range of the facility 2, between 1 and 6Mm, is also
covered using four electron energy values: 78, 62, 50
and 40MeV. The present maximum average power is

Present address: t 1 Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: 2-7, Matsuba-cho, Kadoma City, Osaka 571, Japan
t 2 Kobe Steel, Ltd.,: 1-5-5, Takatsuka-dai, Nishi-ku, Kobe 651-22, Japan
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(U4W at 7.5 // m at the 0.5-mm aperture in the
upstream mirror of the FEL facility 1 for 4000
micropulses/s. The FEL micropul.se duration is not
measured yet but estimated to be 10 ps from the
electron bunch measurement with a streak camera.
The peak power is calculated from an average power,
the micropulsc duration and the number of micropulses
in the FEL macropulses. The peak powers of the FEL
facility 2 are about 2MW and 0.45MW at 1.88Mm and
0.63 fi m, respectively, at the 0.5-mm aperture in the
upstream mirror.

The peak power of the facility 1 reaches up to 707e
of the theoretical limit ElP/(4eN), where E is the
electron energy (MeV), IP is peak current (A), c the
electron charge, and N is the number of periods of the
undulator. The present inlracavity peak power is
about 0.7GW at 7.5 fi m. Therefore, the average
power of 0.5W will be obtained by using the mirror
aperture of lmm 0 and should be 4W at a high
micropulse repetition rate of 178.5MHz of the 500-ps
grid pulser. Considering the fact that the electron
beam diameter is lmm and the optical beam waist is
2.5-5.4mm for the wavelength A FEI. =4.8-22.7 Mm,
the peak power as well as the average power will be
improved at wavelengths longer than 10 M m by
changing the mirror curvature. Furthermore, both will
be improved at these wavelengths by changing the
aperture from 0.5mm to lmm, since the transparency
of FELs declines at these wavelengths.

On the other hand, a 2-MW peak power of the
facility 2 is a seventh of the expected value but this is
due to a small filling factor between the low emiltance
beam whose diameter is less than 0.5mm and a
1.5-mm waist of the stored FEL beam at 1.88// m.

Red color beam were observed on the third
harmonics at 1.88-Mm oscillation and on the fifth
harmonics at 3.1-Mm oscillation.

CHALLENGE AT ULTRAVIOLET-RANGE FEL
The 160-MeV linac consists of the 6-McV injector

[4] and seven ETL type accelerating waveguides [7] as
shown in Fig. 1. These accelerating waveguides are of
linearly narrowed iris type to prevent beam blow up
(BBU) effects at high peak current acceleration. The
length of the linac including bending sections of two
S-type BT systems for two IR-FEL facilities is 46m.

An rf system for linac based FELs requires rf
sources with long pulse duration and high stability.
Our rf sources are a klystron (1VA88R) for the
714-MHz prebuncher and two klystrons (E3729,
24MW for 24-Ms flat top pulses per each) for the
buncher and seven accelerating waveguides. The latter
klystrons are modified for a 24-Ms pulse operation

[8]. A modulator for the klystron 1VA88R uses
MOS-FET modules [9\. However, a modulator lor
the klystron E3729 consists 4 parallel networks of 24
capacitors and 24 variable reactors, and it has a
line-switch of an optical thyristor stack. The flatness
of our klystron modulator lor E3729 is 0.067% at 24-
Ms duration [10] . An rf-ageing for new four
accelerating waveguides of the high energy section was
started in June.

The FEL facility 3 including a 2.68-m undulator
(Z u=4.0cm, N=67, Kna*=1.9, gap length> 18mm)[ 11]
and an optical cavity (Lc=6.72m) was installed in July.

The optical cavity 3 is the Fabry-Perot cavity
which consists of two mirror vacuum chambers. Each
chamber has a rotating type mirror holder
accommodating eight mirrors. One mirror position is
empty and used for alignmcnls of the optical cavity
line and the five OTR beam profile monitors. The
cavity mirror is controlled with a resolution of 0.1 Mm
or 10M rad. To cover wide wavelength range from 0.3
Mm to 1.2/im, seven dielectric multilayer mirrors for
IR-, visible-, and ultraviolet-range are installed.

A calculated small signal gain of this undulator is
7.8% per pass for a 0.3-Mm spontaneous radiation
using a 160-MeV, 50-A electron beam when the K
parameter is 0.95 [12,13]. The net gain is estimated to
be larger than 7.3%, considering that an extraction
factor of a dielectric multilayer mirror is 0.4% and the
mirror loss per roundtrip of the spontaneous radiation
is 0.1 %. Figure 3 shows a 0.52- M m spontaneous
macropulse shape measured with a Si-photodetector
(Si-APD C5331-04, HAMAMATSU PHOTONICS
Inc.) and an electron current pulse measured with a
button monitor [14]. The peak power of the
spontaneous radiation is about 0.1W on August JS,
1995.

CONCLUSIONS
1R- and visible-range FELs are delivered to the

diagnostic room and eight user's stations through the
evacuated pipelines and simultaneous beam sharing
systems. The FEL1 160-MeV linac and the FEL
facility 3 including the 2.68-m undulator and the
6.72-m optical cavity arc in the commissioning stage.
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Abstract
The novel mclhxl lor generating brilliant x-ray beams Ls

proposal, in which inelastic collls'ioas of circulating relativlstie
electrons and a thin wire target are used. High brilliance of this new
photon source stands on narrow angular divergence due to the
kinematics of relalivlstic electrons, and repeatedly use of electron
beams. The estimated brilliance of this source basal on a 50 MeV
electron storage ring Ls comparable to Uiat ofcompact synchrotron
light sources.

1. Introduction

X-ray emissions are generated when electrons are
decelerated by cither an electric or a magnetic l'urcc. classical x-ray
tubes and rotating anode sources use atomic electrical forces, and
synchrotron radiation (SR) uses bending magnets or wigglers. All
of these sources generate continuous and incoherent spectra. The
SR emissions are brighter than x-ray lube emissions only because
vSR emissions have a narrower angular divergence, but the
integrated total radiated power is almost same for both methods.
Note that the divergence is determined by the kinematics of the
electron beam regardless of what the decelerating force Ls. The

Using rclativlstie electron beams is the key Issue for achieving the
narrow angular divergence of x-ray beams.

The brcmsstrahlung spectrum extends up to the incident
electron energy. This implies that 1(X) kcV electron Ixam Ls
enough to produce 1(X) kcV x-rays. X-rays arc therefore pnxiuccd
more efficiently with conventional x-ray tubes than with SR.

The above consideration leads to a simple idea for a novel x-
ray source that uses collisions of circulating high-energy electrons
and solid targets in a storage ring. The narrow angular divergence
Ls secured by the high electron energy. High energy x-rays can be
easily generated by the brcmsstrahlung due to the inelastic
collisions inherent with this kind of source.

Using a thin target Ls also the key Issue for present x-ray
source in order to avoid increasing angular divergence of x-ray
beam due to multiple scatterings. The electron beam passing
through the thin target Ls utilized repeatedly so that the x-ray

productivity will be significantly enhanced in comparison with the
case using a linac and a thick target A thin target is useful to
minimize absorption of x-rays and electrons which cause heating
problem of the Uirget The continuous injection of an electron
beam into the storage ring at full energy is a way to compensate for
the lost beam and to keep a high, constant beam current We gain
yet another advantage when a thin wire target is used, because
effective x-ray source size Ls determined by the width of this wire.

2. Brcmsstrahlung yield

As well known the differential cross section of
bremsstrahlung has been quanlum-mechanically calculated by
Betlie and Hcillcr1, Shift2, and others in the 1950's. A summary
of theories and experiments Ls given by Koch and MolzA In order
to evaluate the brcmsstrahlung yield in comparison with
synchrotron light, we define here the brilliance of the brems-
strahlungas:

'-•!},
t/'A',,
ciiicis " i .6E- iy x,

T1 ^C ' s i n fOWO

4Z(ZK

137

160'E.f (ff,.+ £)'£., ? | EE \{E.+E)'E.. <K)'g,!

0)

where / Ls the beam current, nt and % arc the target density and

thickness, k, Eo, and E are the x-ray energy, the incident electron

energy, and the scattered electron energy measured in the electron

rest of mass energy units, respectively. The i)" Ls delinal as

ir = 6 • Ko, where 0 Ls the angle between the directions of

photons and incident electroas. The integral in cq.(l) Ls carried out

over 0 - % r We assume ()/jr = 1/y which covers the peak in the

angular distribution around 05/y. Thus, this definition gives

averaged brilliance, but not the peak value. The brilliance Ls a

normalized value with the source size ^ , •xv
whcniXK>Xy arc the

horizontal and vertical target size or beam size, whichever is

smaller. While the target size Ls smaller than the beam size, the
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brilliance Ls determined by the target size. Please note thai in a). (1)
we take the effective team current, (/."(<|/Sj.,\. where Uj Is tlie x-ray
source area which Is determined by the Uirget si/e, and S|, Hie Ixam
size.

3.13eam current

In the next we estimate the obtainable ring t̂ cam current
resulting from collisions of the Ixxim and the target material witli a
conlinuoas beam injection. The time evolution ol'lhe stored beam
current (<///<//) may be expressed by the following equation:

dl

dt
-\xJ - (2)

injection, which Ls given by multiples of the injection rate, R,, Die

loUd injection efficiency, E, peak current, lo, the duration in which

the txuim Ls accepted by the storage ring,6/, ;md the frequency of

the circulating beam, / . The current decay rate can Ix;

represented by first- and second-order terms of/will) the

ux'HicienLsiiandT). The meanings of these rate coefficients will

be ckuificd in the following.
The stored beam decays by two principal effects. One cllcct

Ls Touschek scattering which Ls large-angle scattering caused by
Coulomb repulsion between electrons in a bunch. The other effect
Ls electron-target scattering as the formula Ls known by the problem
ol"gas scattering in a storage ring. In electron-target scattering both
inelastic and clastic scattering on target nuclei occur, with inelastic
scattering causing bremsstrahlung.

Elastic scattering on nuclei of the target leads to angular kick
for the betatron motion of the electron beam. If the induced
Iwlalron amplitude exceeds the transverse accepUmce of me ring, A-

c die beam will be lost The total cross section for this process is
expressed by:^

a =—V- • — (3)

where Z Ls the atomic number, rc Ls the classical electron radius,

and ( P ) Ls either the horizontal or vertical telatron amplitude,

whichever limits Hie beam circulation. The transverse acceptance

Ls actually limited by cither the half-chamber aperture or the

dynamic aperture, b, at the place where the betatron amplitude Ls |5

o. The acceptance Ls then given as/lc=l)^/[^;, and (|i) = r>o.

Note that this cuss section decreases quadralically with increasing

electron energy.

Bremsstrahlung Ls an inelastic scattering process that leads to

an energy loss for the circulating electron. The electron will be lost

Table 1. Machine parameters of a 50 MeV electron storage ring
and Brermsslrahliing intensities produced by (lie scattering of the
stored lx-am and targets are shown. Photon intensities are
calculated lor lOOkeV x-ray.
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if the energy loss exceeds the limiting longitudinal momentum half-

aperture, (Ap I p)m,,x oftlie ring tlialLs proportional to (lie radio-

frequency bucket height The total cross section for tins inelastic

process leading to the Ixuim loss Ls given by.-'

183 (4)

The toUil Ix-am loss rate, u, due to tlie alx)ve elastic and

inelastic scattering can te expressed as:
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7 7// " " ' + t I" r ' " ' " / " '

a , «\

where nt and xt Ls tlie target deasity and thickness, respectively.
The a t is the x-ray source area which Ls determined by the target
size when it is smaller than the beam size, Sj, If the target size is
larger than Hie beam size, a t is equal to the beam size. The
calculated beam loss rates lor a 50 MeV ring with various target
materials and shapes are shown in Table. 1. A hall-momentum
aperture of ( / W P W I X ^ ' - ' ^ ; m t ' " i e vertical half-diamber
aperture of b=3 cm is assumed in these calculation. A 10 um-lliiek
carbon foil gives beam loss rale ol"7f>40/sec for the inelastic ;ind
265(XVsec for the elastic scattering. In the ease of l()u.m<|) tungsten
wire, these are 1250/scc and 5160/scc, respectively on assumption
of RMS beam size of 9 x 05mm. Increasing beam size simply
leads to reducing beam loss rate, and consequently increasing ring
current according to eq. (2) and (5). The maximum beam current
Ls reached when the beam injection and the beam loss are balanced.
Then the maximum beam current Ls obtained by solving cq. (2) for
dlldt=il

We summarize the resulting maximum Ixsim current and
Hie machine paramelere of a 50 McV electron storage ring in Table
1. In this calculation we assumed 50A peak current and 10 Hz
injection rate. We assumed an injection efficiency of £j=0.6 which
is conservative for a resonance injection melhwl/' We assumed a
10 [Am thickcubon foil, 1(X) ̂ m carixm wire, and lO îm tangstai
wire lagct, but the thickness Ls unimportant for estimating the
maximum x-ray yield, because the effect of the target thickness
and density are canceled out in this calculation. The x-ray cross
section Ls proportional to the Uirgel thickness and deasity, but the
maximum beam current Ls inversely proportional to these target
parameters. The x-ray yield Ls Hie multiple of the cross section and
the beam current The width Ls important for higer brilliance. The
beam size Ls unimportant for the total x-ray yield. It may growth
due to the scattering, but the total x-ray yield will be unchanged.

Consequently the maximum obtainable x-ray pnxhiclion Ls
determined by the maximum output power of the injector.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we Ixjlicve thai the use of inelastic collisions of
relativLstic electron and of solid targets Ls a promising new way to
generate brilliant photon IX<UTLS ranging from soil x-ray to beyond
1(X) keV x-ray. The size of this novel source must l)e very
attractive compared with compact SR sources.

It Ls worth lo point out that if the size of the ring is not
problem, the higher energy electron storage ring Ls advantageous.
For instance a 3(X)McV ring generates thousands limes brighter x-
ray beam, since the angular distribution Ls less than 1/6, the beam
loss rate by elastic scattering Ls reduced 10 times, and the beam size
Ls reduced 1(X) times.

In tills paper we didn't include other radiation mechanisms
like transition and Cerenkov radiations. It Ls known thai the
strength of transition radiation may reach the same level as
bremsstrahlung, and (hat photon energy lrom 50 McV electrons Ls
available up lo a few keV. It Ls aLso known thai slacked foils
generate coherent x-ray beam. We therefore expect thai Ihe new x-
ray source will produce much more power than we have dascrilx'd
alxwe.
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Abstract

The performances of a free electron laser oscillator
based on Tohoku Linac are numerically analyzed with a
one-dimensional nonlinear theory. It is shown that the
FEL can operate in wavelengths of infrared range and a
radiation power of several megawatts can be obtained.
Some design parameters are discussed. The FEL based
on Linac has various applications for its advantages of
broad spectral range, picosecond pulses and high peak
power.

1. Introduction

Since the first free electron laser (FEL) experiment
was achieved, the FEL has developed rapidly in last two
decades due to its advantageous characteristics of high
power, high efficiency and tunability of frequency1"41. In
FEL, a simple relationship of the radiation wavelength Xt

with the undulator period Xa and electron energy factor y
is ~k=\llf. Thus the wavelength can be tunable by
changing the electron energy or undulator period, and the
FEL, in principle, can operate in wavelength region of
millimeters to X-ray. The FEL based on a linac,
therefore, have attracted considerable interest in
researches and applications of biology, medical, material
and industry because it would be the only source capable
of providing picosecond pulses of coherent radiation in
the infrared wavelengths. In this paper, a one-dimensional
nonlinear simulation mode is used to analyzed the
performances of a free electron laser oscillator with the
Tohoku Linac. It is shown that the FEL can operate in
wavelengths of infrared range and a radiation power of
several megawatts can be obtained. Some design
parameters are also discussed.

2. FEL Equations

We consider that an electron beam transforms in a
planar undulator with constant parameter and exchanges
its energy with the radiation fields. For simplifying, we
consider one-dimensional case and use the approximate
condition of the slowly-varying field amplitude and phase.
The longitudinal motion of electrons (averaged over the
undulator period) is described by the Lorentz factor y
and the electron phase \|/ as5'61

dy _ eK
dt sin(T+c|>r)

dt

where I- — •

(1)

(2)

ku=27t/A.u is the undulator

wavenumber, K= eB" " undulator parameter and yR

2nmc

the resonant energy factor given by the relation of

YB~ 1+K T ^ • ^' anc* 't'f describe, respectively, the

field amplitude and initial phase with respect to the
electron. Jo and J, are the Bessel functions of first kind.

The evolution equation for the radiation field with the
electron is described by Maxwell equations, where the
moving electrons is used as transverse current density.
Assuming the condition of the slowly varying field
amplitude and phase approximation, the evolution of
radiation field amplitude is governed by the following
complex partial differential equation,

(3)

where E=E,exp(i(|>r) is the complex field. The bracket
(—) indicates the average over all the electrons in a
volume V. Jc describes current density of moving
electrons.

The Eqs.(l) and (2) describe the evolution of the
electron energy and phase. The Eq. (3) describes the
evolution of radiation field amplitude, in space and time,
due to the interaction with electron beam. These
equations are a set of self-consistent FEL equations from
which the general time-dependent, saturated behavior of
the radiation field can be described by numerically
integrating these motion equations of the electrons and
the radiation field.

3. Numerical simulation

We focus our interest in the important case of an free
electron laser oscillator with a linac. Because of the
limitation of electron beam current in linac, the gain in
the FEL is small for single pass of electron pulse and it
usually operates as an oscillator. The radiation
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electromagnetic wave, reflected by the two mirrors, then
back to the entrance of the undulator, can be repeatedly
amplified. The length of the cavity must be taken to keep
the electron bunch and radiation pulse synchronizing
when they enter the undulator field. Using the
self-consistent one-dimensional FEL theory5', the
performances of the infrared FEL oscillator with Tohoku
Linac are analyzed numerically.

The initial distribution of electrons in a bunch is
assumed to have parabolic form in space and random
form in energy. According to the operation conditions of
Tohoku Linac, an electron beam with energy of 32 MeV,
energy spread of 0.5% are taken. The bunch length of 1.2
mm, beam cross area of 2x2 mrrr and peak bunch current
of 10 A are supposed, corresponding to current density of
2.5 106 A/nr. The period and field amplitude of undulator
is 4.0 cm and 0.268 T, respectively, so the undulator
parameter K approximately equates to unit. The total
length of undulator is 240 cm with respect to 60 periods.
The cavity length Lc must be chosen to satisfy the
synchronization condition nLb=2L,., where L,, is the
distance between two electron bunches. The total
reflectance of the cavity is assumed as 98%. The FEL
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. The parameters of FEL oscillator
with Tohoku Linac.

Accelerator
Type
Macropulse length
Macropulse repetition rate
Micropulse length
Macropulse repetition rate
Beam energy
Energy spread
Emittance
Macropulse current
Average current

Wiggler
Type
Period
Number of periods
Wiggler parameter
Wiggler field

Cavity
Length
Mirror reflectance, Ml

M2

Coherent Radiation
Wavelength
Power

Linac
3 us
300 Hz
3-4 ps
2856 MHz
20-60 MeV
0.5%
45 mm mrad
100-200 mA
150 uA

Planar permanent
4 cm
60
1 - 2
0.268 T

3 m
99.9%
98.0%

10 urn
- 5 M W

400

Fig.l The Efficiency vs. pass number.

10"

Fig.2 The gain vs. pass number.

1000

-40 -30 -20 -10 , 0 10 20 30
Normalized Proquency

Fig.3 Optical intensity vs. normalized frequency.

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0
Normalized Distance

O.5 1

Fig.4 Optical intensity vs. normalized distance.
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Some typical numerical simulation results are shown
from figure 1 to 3. Figs. 1 and 2 show the relationship
of efficiency and gain of radiation field with the
oscillation numbers of radiation pulse between the
cavities. As shown in Fig.l, the efficiency of FEL
oscillator increases exponentially from noise under the
pass number of 100. After that it gradually reaches to
saturation with a value of one percent. In the case of
electron energy of 32 MeV, peak current of 10 A and
assuming that the energies loss in electrons are transferred
totally to the radiation field, the laser output peak power
of several megawatt can be obtained, corresponding to
average radiation power of several ten kilowatt. The gain
of the FEL oscillator decreases approximately to the total
loss of the cavity at saturation, shown in Fig.2.

Fig.3 shows the dependence of optical pulse intensity
with the distance of (z-cO/N^, where the distance is
measured as a relative point in the moving optical field
and normalized the slip length NUA .̂ From Fig.4 we can
see that the optical gain in the front part of the laser pulse
are relatively low, where is in the absence of electrons
due to the effective of slippage. Thus, in practically, the
electron pulses should be put enter the undulator slightly
earlier than laser pulses in FEL experiments.

The optical spectrum at saturated regimes is shown in
Fig.4, where the frequency, or more precisely
wavenumber, is normalized as Nu^k-kJ . We can see
from this figure that the optical pulse gains in a relatively
wide spectrum and shifted down far from its resonance
value because of the low-energy electrons.

4. Conclusions

Based on above discussion and the operating
parameters of Tohoku Linac, it is possible to realize an
infrared free electron laser oscillator with this accelerator.
The parameters of the FEL are summarized in Table 1.
The FEL may be operating in the wavelength of infrared
regime and reach to the peak power of several^megawatt.
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Abstract
A compact, low emillance SR dedicated to both of FEL

and SOR is studied. The FEL wave length and small signal
gain are estimated using the cmittance of the designed lattice.

Designing problem of the FEL- SR was also shown, and a
45 dug bending, modified DBA lattice was adopted. The
FEL wavelength, small signal gain, and output power are
estimated.

1. Introduction

Considering the practical application of the short wave
length FEL, two types of facilities are promising: Linac type
and SR type. Linac can lase high power l-'EL, and SR can
make cw FELs with narrow spectrum bands. Considering the
application of high peak power FEL, the FELI lias adopted an
S-band linac for its main accelerator system, and succeeded
in the lasing at two lasing sections (30 MeV and 70 MeV) for
middle and near infrared FEL longer than 1V m, and has
began the application study in the regions of solid state
physics and bio-sciences. In addition, we have constructed a
high energy (160 MeV) beam line for the lasing of visible
and UV FELs with the wavelength of 1.2-0.35 /im and
obtained spontaneous emission of 0.5 ttm |1J. On the other
hand, aiming as a research and application center of FEL in
Japan, the FELI has also considered the possibility of the
construction of an SR for FEL and has prepared its space.
This paper reports a preliminary design study of an SR FEL
apparatus suitable for the FELI.

In the design of SRs, the selection of the lattice from
various candidates is most important. Most of SR FEL
experiments made use of existing machines such as ACO,
VEl'P-III, TERAS, UV-SOR, and few SRs such as
super-ACO, Duke-SR, and NIJI-IV which were designed for
FEL lasing. Hence, we compared several achromatic, low
emittance lattices for a compact FEL SR suitable for the
FELI, and chose a modified DBA lattice with eight 45 deg
bending magnets. We applied this lattice to the designed of
a 1 GeV SR for the application of SOR to say nothing of
FEL.

2. Comparison of lattices

Considering the limit of the available space, we were
interested in so called compact rings. In these rings, bending
angles are large and corresponding changes of machine
functions arc also large. Therefore, making of dispersion-
free straight sections is inevitable for the reduction of beam
diameter in the undulator section. For this reason, we
concentrated on achromatic lattice as DBA, TBA, and QBA.

As the small signal gain of FEL rapidly decreases below
the diffraction limited wave length, the lasing wave length A

should satisfy the following condition [2].
A>2^ £ (£ remittance of the electron beam) (1)

Althogh, Einfeld and I'lesko [3] and Wiedemann |4] proposed
equations for the estimation of cmittance, their equations can
not be applied to large bending, compact lattices. In general,
there is a tendency of £ [m • rad]^ 7 '' 0 ~'3, where 7
=]957E/GeV is the electron energy, 0|radj the bending

angle, respectively. In addition, the lattice of FEL SRs also
needs long straight sections for the installations of undulators.
Putting these conditions in mind, we compared five

achromatic lattices shown in Fig. 1 using MAGIC, and
obtained machine functions shown in Fig. 2.

Parameters including the cmittance of 1 GeV of these
lattices are listed in Table 1. We chose the betatron numbers
so as to make the emittance to be minimum, and adopted
edge angles so as to reduce the maximum values of vertical
betatron functions /S y. The variation of the edge angle does
not affect the emittance. Table 1 shows that, there is no
remarkable difference between three typical achromatic
lattices of DBA, TBA, and QBA.

Considering the diffraction limit of the lasing wave length
of eq.(l), we adopted the 2-fold modified DBA lattice shown
by Fig.l(e).

Table 1 Comparison of typical compact lattices

Lattice type DBA TBA
Bending angle 6 (deg) 90 60
Bending radius P (m)
Edge angle s. (deg)
Circumference C(m)
Long straight sec. L(m'
Periodicity N

2.3 2.3
0 20

41.95 43.46
) 9.8 9.8

2 2
Field gradient K • t (]/m)
(l:Length) (QC)

(QF)
(QD)
(QF1)
(QD1)

J3c!alrojj number u .
v ,

0.662 0.866
1.15 1.11

-1.08 -0.990

2.75 2.75
1.25 1.25

Emittance £ (mm • mrad) 0.90 n 0.65 n
(1 GeV, MAGIC)
Betatron function $ «. ,
(ctstraight set. center) 0 >.

/3r.
0y.

= (m) 1.06 2.54
m.«(m)23.6 12.0

QBA
45
2.3
22.5
45.75

9.8
2

0.734
1.04

-0.900

2.75
1.25
0.76 ff

2.51
12.1

c(m) 2.75 0.770 1.32
m..(m)27.1 77.5 45.8

DBA
45

2.3
0

68.05
9.8
4

1.01
0.938

-0.995

3.25
1.25
0.29 n

11.8
13.8
9.65
23.0

DBA
45
2.3

0
52.46

9.8
2

0.800
1.18

-1.14
0.752

-0.800
3.25
1.25
0.37 n

1.76
15.4
2.72
27.5

00 J)F 00 OF
* Modified

2xDBA

0C-
00. JF

( b ) 2 x T B *
( d ) 4xDBA

0 C - ,/£
QC

00 l v

OF-t

( c ) 2x08/1 ( e ) 4xOSA ( a o d i f i e d )

Fig. 1 Achromatic lattices for compact rings
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oisimct [«i
(,l)DBA LATTICE (0=90dcR)

OfSTANCE [ml
(b)IBA LATTICE(Orfi

• •? I1..? V I 35'7 T -~ r.

01 STANCE [»]
(c)OBA LATTICE(«-45dBij)

'i 7 7b .* *VI 15.7

DISTANCE [»1
M)DB» LATTICE ( i M

' , - ? IS f * . 1 71 ? " / f . 1

DISUKM W
(c)Modified DBA lATTICE(n-45dcfi)

Fig. 2 Machine functions of achromatic lattices

3. Design estimation of an PEL SR

Considering the limit of available space, we modified the
lattice of Fig. l(c) to resemble a race track shape and
designed a ring shown in Fig. 3.

Its parameters are listed in Table 2, and the machine
functions arc shown in Fig. 4. The maximum energy is set
to be 1 GeV considering the application of SOR not only
FEL. The RF frequency is set to 915 Mllz, and its power
source is supposed to be Toshiba cw klystron with highest
output power of 200 kW. Using this high frequency, we can
make short micropulsc FELs which are convenient for the

basic research of materials. In addition, as the length of
optical beam packet is proportional to the square root of the
length of electron bunches [5], the time fluency of FEL
increases according to the square root ol the RF lrequency.

Table 2 SR ring parameters

Lattice parameters
Lattice type
Beam energy
Injection energy
Average current
Circumference
Long straight section
Periodicity
Bending angle
Bending radius
Bending field
Field index
Edge angle
Focusing field gradient
(Length 0.2 m)

RF parameters
Harmonic number
Frequency
Tube type
Ace. Gap Voltage

Machine parameters
Betatron number

Momentum compaction
Emitlancc
Betatron function

Energy spread
Bunch size

(Straight section center)

Damping time

Touschck life time x Beam

Em« »

E ' f J

I..
C
L
N

e
P
Bn.-
n
£

K

h
f*F

V . c c

V x

!> »

a
£

/ S . . c

£ . . n,.
/S». =
/Sy. » .

AE/E
a >
a i

a ,
T x

r ,
r F.

current

Modified DBA
1 GcV
160 McV
0.5 A (0.3 A")
47.21 m
8.78 m
2
45 deg
2.3 m
1.45 T
0
0 deg
5.628 m"'(QFl)

-5.369 m"!(QDl)
4.000 m ^ Q C )

-4.000 m"2(QDl)
7.344 m ' ^ Q F l )

144
915 MHz
CW Klystron
100 kV

3.25
1.2S
0.0804

3.60x10"11: m • rad(l GeV)
1.52 m(straight section center)

14.2 m
4.33 m(straight section center)

21.4 m
5.3xlO""(l GcV)

0.71(1.46')mm(lGcV,in% coupling)
0.38(0.46*)mm(lG<:V,H)<7» coupling)

24.7 mm (1 GcV)
11.1 ms
8.2 ms
3.6 ms
3.2x10" A • s

* used for FEL gain estimation

Fig. 3 A layout plan of an FEL-SR at FELI
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Fig. 4 Machine functions of an FEL-SR

The PEL wave length is given by eq.(2).
A =O+/K2/2) a u i n 2 (2)

Here, A u[m] is the period length of the undulator,
K=93.4B[T]A u[ml, where B(T] is the peak value of the
undulator magnetic field. The FEL wave length according to
the electron beam energy is shown in Fig. 5 with the
diffraction limit of eq.(l). Here K is fixed to be V~2 for
simplicity. This value of K makes the small signal gain
almost maximum in many cases. Considering that the
maximum average FEL out put power is proportional to the
synchrotron radiation (so called Rcnicri's limit)[6] which is
proportional to the fourth power of the electron beam energy
as eq.(3), the combination of a long period undulator and
high energy electron beam is the answer to the demands of
high power FEL.

Pm.» =(AE/E)m..8.86 x 10 E l IP (3)
Here, AE/E is the energy spread of the ring, I[a] the average
current, and p [m] the bending radius, respectively. Figure 5
shows that (he diffraction limit of 2K e is a very severe
restriction to high energy i.e. high output power operation of
FEL rings. In this figure, a moderate experimental limit such
as -fT. it £ is also plotted.

The small signal gain of compton regime FEL can be
estimated by eq.(4) which uses a trivial arithmetic
deformation of the equation presented by Dattoli [7],

Go = 4.46xl0"3(K2/2)r "3[JJ]Z(L"3/A u) •
c/{(2 7TfRp)(2 7r a ,a , a ,)} • I - Fi (4)

Here, Nu is the period number of undulator, Lu[m]=Nu X u

|m] is the undulator length, [JJ]2={Jo(?)-Ji(f)}2,f =K2

/(4+2Kz), fm> is the RF frequency of the accelerating cavity,
and a t,o i,a i are horizontal and vertical bunch radius and
the half of the bunch length, respectively. The factor Fi=l/
/"{(l+w/2<7«)Z+(l+\v/2CT,)z} is the filling factor [8]. In
addition, maximum small signal gain using optical klystron
(OK) can be estimated by the following equation [8,9].

GOK. m.x = 0.045 Go / {NU(AE/E)} (5)
Using the parameters listed in Table 2, we obtain the

small signal gain with various period length according to the
electron energy shown in Fig. 6. Here, the undulator length
Lu is fixed to be 7 m considering the long straight section of
our lattice, and the filling factor is set to be 0.5 which
corresponds that the optical waist size coincides with the
electron beam diameter, and K is /~2. This figure shows
that the small signal gain is large enough for the small period
length of 4 cm, but, for larger period length, the gain
decreases due to the decrease of period number. In this case,
the use of OK is necessary.

Figures 5 and 6 show that the combination of a small
undulator period lengtii and the low electron energy is
suitable for the lasing of short wavelength FEL, and the
combination of a large period length and the higher electron
energy is necessary for high power FELs.

4. Conclusions and discussions

We compared several achromatic lattices and adopted a 45
dcg heading, modified DBA lattice as the lattice of a
compact, low emittance SR for FEL. We estimated the
relations between the electron beam energy, the period length
of undulator, FEL wave length, and the small signal gain.
Our design needs further revising considering the available
space, estimated cost, and application plans.

FEL wave l e n g t h and l i m i t
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Fig. 6 FEL small signal gain (K=V~2, F'=0.5)
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ABSTRACT II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

We have developed an apparatus for positron-
annihilation induced Auger electron spectroscopy
(PAES) with a time-of-flight (TOF) technique. We
report the details of the experimental set up and an
example of the TOF-PAES analysis for a MoS2(0001)
surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is widely used
for elemental analysis of solid surfaces. In the conven-
tional AES measurements, the core-hole excitations
are formed by the bombardment of electrons or pho-
tons with energies larger than the core-electron bind-
ing energies. The observation depth is determined
by the inelastic mean free patli of Auger electrons,
and is about 10-30 A. The positron-annihilation in-
duced Auger electron spectroscopy which was devel-
oped by Weiss et al. [1], uses the annihilations of
positrons with core electrons for creating core holes.
PAES has the following advantages over the conven-
tional AES. Firstly, the core-holes are created mainly
by the positrons trapped in the image-potential well
outside the surface, so that the PAES signal origi-
nates preferentially from the surface top-layer. For
this reason, PAES can easily identify the elements
at the surface top-layer. Secondly, the use the pri-
mary positron beams with energies less than the
core-electron binding energies eliminates the large
secondary-electron background around the Auger sig-
nals. Thirdly, the high signal-to-background ratio re-
duces radiation damages.

At the Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL), a high-
intensity slow positron beam is generated with an elec-
tron linac. Using this beam, we have developed an
apparatus for PAES with a time-of-flight technique,
which enables high energy-resolution and high count-
rate measurements. In this paper, we show the ex-
perimental set up and the performance of the TOF-
PAES apparatus, and an example of the analysis for
aMoS2(0001) surface.

A slow positron beam (~108 e+/s) was gener-
ated with the electron linac [2], A 70 MeV electron
beam from the linac was incident onto a Ta converter
where the bremsstrahlung 7 rays generate high-energy
(keV-MeV) positrons through pair productions. The
positrons were then moderated with a set of thin W
foils to form a slow (~6 eV) positron beam. The
slow positron beam was guided to the sample cham-
ber in an axial magnetic field (~0.01 T) with a se-
ries of solenoid coils. The positron beam generated
with the linac was pulsed since the electron beam from
the linac was pulsed at a pulse width of 1 /is and a
repetition rate of 100 pulse/s. However, this pulsed
beam cannot be used for the TOF-PAES measure-
ments, because the pulse width is too wide and the
repetition rate is too low. Thus, the ~/is positron
pulse was stretched to ~10 ms with a linear storage
section [2]. The quasi-continuous beam was used in
the TOF-PAES measurements.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the TOF-PAES ap-
paratus. The apparatus consists of a pulsing system,
an ExB plates deflector, a magnetic field electron par-
alleliser, and a time-of-flight energy analyzer [3], An
axial magnetic field of 4xlO~3 T was applied to the
whole apparatus for the beam guiding and for the
parallelisation of the emitted electrons. The sample
chamber was pumped by a cryo-pump to a base pres-
sure of 2 x 10~9 Torr.

• B (0.004T)

e*beam

-10V/S

chopper buncher
\ L

„+ ExB plates
j l L.

magnet

'~ sample heater BaFj PMT

68cm

FIG. 1. Schematics of the TOF-PAES apparatus.
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The quasi-continuous positron beam was pulsed
with a chopper and a buncher. The chopper consists
of ihiv.c inuj'i grids. A pi:)*i\} vol'ugc v.vi5 ;ipp]itvJ •«>
the middle grid to make a positron pulse with a pulse
width of ,'JO ns. The buncher consists of two cylin-
drical tubes, as shown in fig. 1. A 20 MHz sine wave
potential was applied to the inner tube. The positron
pulse was modulated at the; gaps between the inner
and outer tubes, and was compressed at the sample.
The compressed positron beam was deflected with a
ExB plates, and then incident onto the sample. The
pulse width at the sample was monitored with a BaF2

scintillator and pliotomultiplier (PMT) detector, and
was 5 ns for the present set up.

An incident energy of 75 eV was used in the present
measurements. At this energy, the implantation depth
is shorter than the diffusion length of the thermalized
positrons. Therefore, a large fraction of the positrons
diffuse back to the surface, and are trapped into the
image potential outside the surface. Some fraction
(less than a few %) of the surface-state positrons an-
nihilate with core electrons of the surface top-layer
atoms [4], resulting in the Auger electron emission.

A Nd-Fe-B permanent magnet (0.2 T) was mounted
behind the sample to reduce the angular spread of the
emitted electrons and to improve the energy resolu-
tion. The electrons emitted over 27r steradians from
the sample in the high (0.2 T) magnetic field are par-
allelised in the weaker ('lxlO~:i T) uniform field [5].
The parallelized electrons were separated from the in-
cident positron beam with the ExB plates, and were
detected with a micro-channel-plate (MCP) detector
which was placed G8 cm away from the sample. The
energy distributions of the electrons were determined
by measuring the time interval between the trigger
signal from the pulsing system and the detector sig-
nal with a time-to-ainplitude converter.

III. RESULTS

To demonstrate the ability of the apparatus, we
chose a layered material, iMoS2 as the target. It, is
known that, a basal plane (0001) surface of MoS2 is
composed of S as the topmost layer and Mo as the
second one [Oj. The layered structure is suitable for
the tests of the surface sensitivity of PAES.

Figure 2 (a) shows a time-of-flight spectrum of
the positron-annihilation induced Auger electrons for
MoS2(0()()l). The incident positron pulse measured
with the BaF2 scintillation detector is also plotted.
Figure 2 (b) shows the corresponding energy spec-
trum. The count rate for the S-LVV Auger peak at
~ 150 eV was ~2 counts/s, and the duration of the
measurement was ~1000 s. A large component, at en-
ergies below 100 eV is due to the secondary electrons
excited by the primary positron beam. In the PAES

spectrum, the strong S-LYY Auger peak is seen, but
Auger peaks from the Mo atoms that exist l.G Abelow
•ho for» hivor are absent. In contrast, the elect ron-
induced AES showed Mo-NMM Auger peaks at ~180
and 220 eY [7]. This is because PAES probes pref-
erentially the surface top-layer whereas the electron-
induced AES probes a few atomic layers beneath the
surface.

In the PAES spectrum, small Auger peaks from C
(KLL) and 0 (KLL) contaminants are seen also. It
should be noted that before the measurement the sam-
ple was annealed up to ~800 °C for surface cleaning,
and that the electron-induced AES spectrum taken
for the same surface showed no Auger peak from the
contaminants. The result demonstrates that PAES is
extremely sensitive to impurities adsorbed on the sur-
face. The high sensitivity to impurities implies that
the surface-state positrons are efficiently trapped at
impurities and defects on the surface J7].
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lation induced Auger electrons for MoS2(0001). (b) Cor-
responding energy spectrum.
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It is clear from fig. 2 (a) Umt the energy resolution
of the present apparatus is determined mainly by the
pulse widih of the incident positrons. For the positron
pulse of 5 ns width, the energy resolutions at 150 eV
and 500 eV are ~20 eV and 100 eV, respectively. The
resolution of the present apparatus is better than that
of the previously reported apparatus [5,8], but is not
good compared with the conventional AES appara-
tus with the CMA. The use of a shorter pulse would
improve the energy resolution. For the present ap-
paratus, however, it was not possible to obtain the
positron pulse with width less than 5 nsec. This is be-
cause the magnetically guided positron beam was not
monoenergetic but had an energy spread of ~2 eV.
In order to overcome this problem and improve the
energy resolution, we are constructing a new TOF-
PAES apparatus with a longer flight distance and a
more efficient pulsing system.

In summary, we developed the apparatus for PAES
with the TOF technique. We demonstrated the TOF-
PAES analysis for the MoS2(0001) surface, and found
that PAES probes only the surface top-layer, and that
PAES is very sensitive to surface impurities. Further
improvements are needed to increase the energy reso-
lution.
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Abstract

A project to construct a heavy ion medical
accelerator facility for cancer therapy in five
years is expected to start from 1996 by Hyogo
prefectural government. The site will be located
near SPring-8 synchrotron radiation facility in
Harima Science Garden City, about 75 km north-
west of Kobe city, Japan. Beam particles include
proton, helium and carbon. Beam energy ranges
are 70 - 230 MeV/u for proton and helium, and
70 - 320 McV/u for carbon. The beam intensities
are required to satisfy the dose rate of 5 Gy/min.
for treatment volumes of 15 cni<f> field size and
of fully extended spread out Bragg peak (SOBP)
overthc maximum beam range. The facility will
have a horizontal line, a vertical line and an
oblique (45°) line for proton, helium and carbon
beams, and two isocentric gantry lines for
proton beam.

Hyogo prcfcclural government have been engaged in a
construction of Harima Science Garden City, which has
about 2(X)0 ha surface and is located about 75 km north-
west of Kobe city. The location is shown in Fig. 1. A
synchrotron radiation facility SPring-8 and a charged
particle therapy fatality had been planned as the major
facilities in the city. The SPring-8 is now under
construction by the Institute of Physical and Chcmica)
Research (R1KEN) and the Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAER1) of the Science- and
Technology Agency (STA). As a Heavy Ion Medical
Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) of the National Institute
of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) was commissioned [1]-
| 3 | and the clinical trials were successfully started |4|
from June in 1994, the Hyogo prcfcctural government

has decided to start the construction of a charged particle
therapy facility. This is the first charged particle therapy
facility in Japan that is constructed by a non-national but
a prcfcctural government level. This year a basic design
study of the facility starts under a financial support by the
government.

Beam particles include proton, helium and carbon.
Beam energy ranges arc 70 - 230 McV/u for proton and
helium, and 70 - 320 McV/u for carbon. The beam
intensities arc required to satisfy the dose rate of 5
Gy/min. for treatment volumes of 15 cm<j> field size and
of fully extended spread out Bragg peak (SOBP) over the
maximum beam range. The facility consists of injector,
synchrotron, high energy beam transport lines and
treatment system. The injector has two 10 GHz ECR ion
sources with 35 kcV/u output energy, 1 McV/u RFQ
linac, two-staged Alvarez, linacs and debunchcr. The first
stage linac accelerates proton, helium and carbon up to 5
McV/u. The second stage linac accelerates only proton
from 5 McV up to 10 McV. Operation rf frequency of the
linacs is 200 MHz. Synchrotron ring is of a separated
function type with a strong FODO structure and its super
periodicity is 6. Maximum rigidity of the ring is 5.58
Tm. The beam is extracted by the third-order resonance
scheme. The beam transport system will have a
horizontal line, a vertical line and an oblique (45°) line
for proton, helium and carbon beams, and two isoccntric
gantry lines for proton beam. One of the gantry lines is
for future extension. One beam line for physical and/or
biological experiments is also anticipated. Table I
summarizes the clinical requirement and physical
specifications of the charged particle beams.

From the results of the basic design, some
reconsideration of the requirements on beam intensities
and field size may be done to bring about a simpler and
more compact design of the facility. Some options for
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future extensions and upgrades will be studied.
Compensation of a tune shift due to the space charge
effect during multi-turn injection, irradiation synchronized
with patient's breathing, beam spill control to have a Hat
beam structure in time, energy variability during one
treatment and raster scanning system arc anticipated. In
the next year a detailed design study of the accelerator and
the buildings will start.

Clinical trials arc expected to start in the year 2001.
The project will be executed in close collaboration with
NIRS. Medical imaging using the synchrotron radiation
light from SPring-8 for the diagnosis is anticipated.
Table II shows the time schedule of the construction.
This schedule has one year delay from an initial one (5|
because of an earthquake in Kobe area on January 1995.

JAPAN

Harima Science Garderp|&ty
Hyogo Charged Particle Therapy:?) Facility
SPring-8

I

NIRS

Kobe

Fig. 1. Location of the Harima science garden
city in Hyogo prefecture.

Table I
Clinical Requirement and Physical Specifications of

Charged Particle Beams.

Particles
Energy Range

Beam Intensity

Dose Rate

Beam Range

Field homogeneity
Field size

Displacement of beam axis
Irradiation rooms

Beam spill length
Repetition rate

Proton, Helium and Carbon
70 - 230 McV/u for p & He
70 - 320 McV/u for C

7.2 x 10 I 0 ppslbrp

1.8 x 101 0ppslbrHc

1.2 x 109 ppslbrC
5 Gy/min for treatment
volumes of 15 cm4i '>:<-iJ
size and of fully extern':*]
Spread Out Bragg Pc^k
(SOBP)
40-300 mm for p and Me
13-200 mm forC
± 2% (over treatment licit!)
30 cm x 15 cm by
magnetic wobbling
15 cm x 15 cm by double
scattering method
15 cm x 15 cm for gantry
± 2 mm (from isoccnlrc)
One horizontal line
One vertical line
One oblique line (45°)
Two gantries for proton
400 ms
0.5 Hz for He and C
1 Hz for proton
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Table II

Construction Time Schedule
of

Hyogo Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator Project.

Budget year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

Accelerator,
beam delivery
and
instrumentation

Basic design

Detailed design
and
Construction
Construction

Installation

Commssioning

Routine Beam Operation

Accelerator building
and
conventional plants

Design

Construction

Commissioning

Hospital

Design

Construction

Commissioning

Prc-tcst
Clinical trial

Service utilitiy
(hotel .dwelling)

Design

Construction

Commissioning
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ABSTRACT

An emitltancc upgrade program of the Photon
Factory (PF) storage ring is in progress. The beam
emittance will be reduced to 27 nm-rad by doubling the
number of the quadrupoles and sextupoles in the normal
cells. This will result in typically ten times higher
brilliance of SR. Designs and developments of the
accelerator components were finished and the fabrications
are in progress. The reconstruction work of the ring will
be started in Jan. '97 and will be finished in Sept..

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of ihe Photon Factory (PF7) storage
ring has been steadily improved since the start of its
operation in 1982 [1], Now the ring stores 300 mA
positron beam on average with a lifetime of more than
60 hours. The beam energy is normally 2.5 GcV and can
be ramped up to 3 GeV.

The beam cmittance, which had been 460 nm-rad in
the early stage of the operation, was reduced to 130 nm-
rad by changing the quadrupole strengths in 1986 [2].
However, the emittance is still larger than those of the
third generation synchrotron light sources by one order of
magnitude [3] and the brilliance of the SR beam from
insertion devices is smaller by one or two orders of
magnitude.

To compete with the new generation machines in the
next decade, a high brilliance ( low emittancc ) lattice
was designed [4]. Designs and developments of the
accelerator components for the new configuration were
finished and their fabrications are in progress. The present
status of the emittnnce upgrade program is described.

2. LATTICE

The present FODO type normal cells which occupy
one third of the ring will be modified for the high
brilliance configuration, as shown in Figure 1. The

quadrupoles and the sextupoles are doubled in number and
are reinforced in field strength. No change is required for
the bondings. The optics of the whole ring was designed
for three cases of the horizontal betatron phase advance,
90, 105 and 135 degree per unit cell. The emittance is
44, 33 and 27 nm-rad, respectively. The natural beam
sizes for the present optics and for the high brilliance
optics (135 degree lattice) are shown in Figure 2. The
smaller beam size of the new optics will results in higher
brilliance of SR at all existing beam lines by factor of 5
to 10.

Because the sextupole fields become stronger for the
lower emiuance optics, the dynamic aperture becomes
smaller and this may be a serious problem [5]. The
commissioning of the new lattice will be started with the
90 degree optics which has relatively larger dynamic
aperture. The lower emittance will be challenged step by
step.

Figure 1. The present (upper) and the new (lower)
configurations of the accelerator components in the
normal cell section.
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Figure 2. The natural rms beam sizes of the present
lattice (upper) and new one (lower) with 135 degree
cells. One half of the ring is shown.

By turning off some of the magnets and changing the
polarities of some of others in the normal cells, an optics
almost same as the present one can be reproduced [4].
This enables us to restart the operation quickly just after
the reconstruction work with our familiar optics.

3. DEVELOPMENTS OF ACCELERATOR
COMPONENTS

3-1. Magnets
All the present quadrupoles and sextupoles in the

normal cells will be replaced with the new ones of higher
field gradients. AH of them are Collins type, not to
disturb the synchrotron radiation extraction to the
existing beam lines. Since the spaces are very limited,
they have relatively short lengths and small bore
diameters. The sextupoles have auxiliary windings for
vertical steering. The fabrication of all the magnets were
finished and the field measurements are under way [6].

3-2. Injection
The injection kickers will be reinforced to be

compatible with the optical functions around the
injection point of the new lattice. A traveling-wave type
kickers are developed and under fabrication^], whose
short pulse length enables a single-turn injection scheme.
No change will be made for the septum magnets

Figure 3. New configuration of the PF storage ring for higher brilliance. Mainly the normal cell sections will be
reconstructed. There arc also minor changes in the insertion sections.
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3-3. Vacuum
About a half of vacuum chambers will be replaced

with new ones, which arc now under fabrication, to be
compatible with new configuration of the magnets. The
straight sections of the chambers are newly constructed.
The bending sections are remained because there is no
change on the bendings. A design consideration is taken
to install all the components, such as pumping port,
bellows and flange, in the narrow space limited by the
doubled magnets. The smaller emittance and the shorter
bunch length in the new lattice arc expected to result in a
shorter Touscheck lifetime and a higher sensitivity to
irregularities of inner wall of the vacuum chambers. To
guarantee a long beam lifetime, the new chambers are
required to have effective pumping speeds equal to or
higher than those of present chambers. The bellows and
flanges are equipped with a shielding contact to cure the
irregularities.

3-4. RF
For a low cmittancc beam, Landau damping produced

by the octupolcs cannot be effective to suppress the beam
instabilities. The existing four RF Cavities will be
replaced with damped cavities, in which dangerous higher
order modes giving rise to beam instabilities are damped.
A high power model is now under testing [8].

3-5. Beam Channels
The front-ends of the existing SR beam channels in

the normal cells will be modified to fit with the new
configuration of the magnets and vacuum components
and also to cope with the increased power density of SR
[9]. The reconstruction of the beam lines has already been
started in advance to that of the storage ring. All the
work will be finished in 1996.

3-6. Beam Monitors and Handlings
The present beam position monitors in the normal

cells, each of which consists of six electrodes, arc
replaced with new ones with four electrodes to fit with
the new vacuum chambers. The signal processing will be
improved to achieve an accuracy as good as a few
micron, a speed of data taking as fast as 2 kHz. A turn-
by-turn beam position measurement scheme is under
developing [10], which will be useful for commissioning
of the new lattice.

For the orbit stabilization, which will be more
important for a lower cmittance light source, a fast and
precise feedback system for fluctuations lower than 50 Hz
is now under developing [11], which utilizes the new fast
and precise BPM system mentioned above.

A transverse feedback system to suppress the beam
instabilities is under developing, which consists of one
deflector and two BPM's[12]. This will be a effective tool
to suppress the beam instabilities due to the RF cavities,
beam-ion interactions or beam-electron interactions.

3-7. Control
The control system will be replaced with a new one

which consists of UNIX work stations and VME
sysicms[13]. Since the control of the magnets and the
beam monitors are more important in the commissioning
of the new lattice, their control system will be replaced,
first during the shutdown in 1997.

4. SUMMARY

The development and fabrications of the accelerator
components for the emittance upgrade arc in progress.
All the preparations will be finished until the end of
1996. From Jan. to Sept. in 1997, the ring will be shut
down. All the reconstruction work will be completed
within this period. The operation of the ring will be
restarted in Oct. 1997 with the present cmittance optics,
as mentioned in section 2. Commissioning of the new
high brilliance optics will be tried in the machine study
time, typically one day a week. The new optics will be
introduced to users times as soon as possible.
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Abstract

The X-band linear accelerator, which can generate such
a short pulse as lOOfs, is under design at the Nuclear
Engineering Research Laboratory, the University of
Tokyo. The design study of the X-band linac is carried
out by using PARMELA and SUPERFISH. Then it is
found that 600 ps (tail-to-tail) emission from a
thermionic gun can be bunched to about lps (FWHM)
at the end of the 2nd accelerating tube and 80 % of the
initial charge is transmitted.

1. Introduction

Femtosecond technology is going to become a key
technology in radiation physics, chemistry and material
science to investigate ultrafast and fundamental
quantum phenomena. Up to now, 700 ps electron
single bunch has been successfully generated at the S-
band linear accelerator of the University of Tokyo by
magnetic pulse compression!!]. However the X-band
linac whose main RF frequency is 11.424 GHz is
thought to be more effective for generation of shorter
electron single pulse than the S-band linac. The X-band
linac for a linear collider is already under design at
Stanford[2] and KEK[3]. The X-band linac is discussed
as the femtosecond accelerator in this paper. As to the
design of the X-band linac, the most difficult problem
is an increase of the space charge effect, which is
accompanied with shortening of an electron bunch.

In order to generate a lOOfs single pulse, an electron
beam from the electron gun must be compressed till a
pulse length is shorter than one period of the X-band
RF (873 ps).
Taking that point into account, transport simulation

of an electron beam has been carried out by using
PARMELA and the feasibility of a generation of a
femtosecond single pulse has been confirmed.

2. Design

The layout of the X-band linac designed here is shown
in Fig. 1 It consists of a thermionic gun, a
subharmonic buncher (SHB), two accelerating tubes
and achromatic magnetic pulse compression system.
And there are solenoid coils along the linac to generate
axial magnetic field for controlling the transverse beam
size. The final energy of the beam is 35MeV.
Parameters of the components and calculated results are
described in the following.
The rmion i c G u n The present thermionic gun

Y796 has achieved 500 ps (tail-to-tail) at the voltage of
90 kV so far[4]. In this design, Gun voltage is
increased up to 200 kV. This is because both an
increase of emission current and a decrease of the space
charge effect are expected. Other parameters are
determined as follows. Rms normalized emittance is 50
nmm mrad, the pulse length (tail-to-tail) is 600 ps,
peak current is 10 A, and the space distribution of an
electron beam is assumed to be K-V distribution.

960mm

m-lenzj

• SHB

200 kV
Thermionic Gun

140mm 100mm

650mra
* M

BUncher Regular

600mm
-4 c

Regular

Acc-I I Acc-I I

476MHz Amp. 2856MHz Klystron

Fig. 1 Layout of the X-band linac
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S H B Even though the pulse from the gun can be
bunched to 87.5 ps by only one 476 MHz SHB, max
energy gain must be more than 0.09 MV, which
reduces engineering design mergin. Therefore double
SHB system is adopted here. In this system, the
voltage required for each SHB is reduced down to
0.05MV. Frequencies of SHB are determined 476 MHz
and 2856 MHz, respectively, as the subharmonic
numbers of 11.424 GHz.
S o l e n o i d Coil In the non-relativistic region

along the low energy part, the space charge effect has
an large influence on a growth of emittance in the
transverse direction. As the aperture of the accelerating
tube is 8.4mm in diameter, the beam must be
controlled in the transverse direction by an external
longitudinal magnetic field. In the calculation with
PARMELA, the external magnetic field is supplied by
various kinds of circular coils with different radius and

50 100 150 200 250

Injection Accelerating Tube

2 (cm)

Fig.2 Manetic field distribution along thev accelerator

Time (ps) [FWHM]
300
250
200
150
100

current. There are 52 coils. Radius of a coil changes
from 50 mm to 150 mm and supplied current to the
coil changes from 200 to 6000 A turn. The
longitudinal magnetic ikiii distribution by these coils
is shown Fig. 2. The magnetic field at the entrance of
the former accelerating tube is about 1000 Gauss.
Variation of both pulse length and beam size as a
function of the distance from the anode is shown in
Fig. 3. It shows that the required conditions are
satisfied at the entrance of accelerator.
Accelerating tube There are two accelerating

tubes in this linac. The former consists of a buncher
section and a regular section and the latter consists of
only regular section. This is because magnetic pulse
compression is scheduled and the 2nd accelerating tube
is used for energy modulation. It is designed to cany
the 11.424GHz constant-impedance travelling wave
with the 2/3-t mode. Input power for each accelerating
tube from the X-band Klystron is about 15MW and the
field gradient at the entrance of the accelerating tube is
just below 40MV/m. In the first accelerating rube, the
first 6 cavities form the buncher section and the rest 69
cells form a regular section. The second accelerating
tube consists of 69 regular cells. Travelling wave
inside the accelerating tubes is numerically evaluated
by SUPERFISH as an input to PARMELA. The
results are explained as follows. Table 1 shows the

Table 1 Parameters in the buncher section

cell No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Length of a cell

L(cm)

0.64

0.71

0.75

0.78

0.81

0.83

Energy of the beam
(MeV)

0.304

0.505

0.728

0.832

1.085

1.343

Velocity

0.78c

0.86c

0.91c

0.92c

0.95c

0.96c

50

Ream size

x,y (cm)[FWHM]
0.5

Pulse length

Of
SHB

20 40 80 ibo
SHB

60
Z(cm)

Fig.3 Beam size and pulse length along the injector
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variation of the length of each cell, the energy and
velocity of an electron beam through the buncher
section. Parameters of the regular section determined
by SUPERFISH is shown in Table 2 Table 3 shows
the final beam parameters calculated by PARMELA. In
this calculation, SO % of the initial electric charge is
transmitted and the resultant pulse length is 1.04 ps
(FWHM). At the present S-band linac, the pulse length
at the end of the 2nd accelerating rube is about lOps
and it is compressed 1/10 by magnetic pulse
compression. If we can achieve the same compression
ratio, a 100 ps single pulse can be expected by this X-
band linac.

Table 2 Parameters in the regular section

Q value

Shunt Impedance

(ro)

Attenuation

Constant (a)

Group Velocity

(vg/c)

6663

78.034

MQ/m

0.473N/m

3.79%

3. Conclusion

Transport simulation of an electron beam is carried
out by using PARMELA and SUPERFISH associated
with the design of the X-band linac for generating a
femtosecond single pulse. The layout of the accelerator
is arranged as follows. After the thermionic gun, there
are the double SHB, two accelerating tubes and
achromatic magnetic pulse compression system.
According to the results by PARMELA, 80% of the
initial electric charge is transmitted and pulse length at
the end of the 2nd accelerating tube is 1.04 ps
(FWHM). Therefore, the feasibility of generating the
100 femtosecond single pulse is confirmed.
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Table 3 Final beam profile

[FWHM]

Pulse length

(PS)

Beam size

(mm)

Momentum

(mrad)

1.04

X = 0.55

Y = 0.58

Px = 7.8

Py = 7.5
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Abstract

Beam dynamics issues in the JHP circular accelerators are
described. The booster ring, which is a 3 GeV proton
synchrotron, accelerates 5xlO13 protons per pulse (ppp)
and the main ring, which is a 50 GeV machine, acceler-
ates 4xlO14 ppp. Problems associated with high intensity
beams are examined, especially space charge effects and
dynamic aperture.

I. Introduction

The proposed accelerator complex of the Japanese
Hadron Project (JHP) [1] consists of a 3 GeV fast cycling
booster and a 50 GeV slow cycling main ring. In order to
obtain high average beam current, which is 200 fik in the
booster and 10 fiA in the main ring, with technically fea-
sible repetition rate, the number of protons per pulse be-
comes quite large. That is, 5xlO13 for the 3 GeV booster
and 4xl014 for the 50 GeV main ring. In terms of cir-
culating current, they are 7 A and 14 A, respectively [2].
Obviously, beam loading effects in the longitudinal direc-
tion would be one of main beam dynamics issues in both
machines.

Beam dynamics issues associated with the large num-
ber of protons per pulse exists in both longitudinal and
transverse directions. One could easily imagine that space
charge effects right after the injection until beams get accel-
erated up to sufficient energy may cause problems such as
beam emittance growth and beam loss. The machines have
quite little margin for those because the machine aperture
is limited by size of each lattice components which are es-
sentially determined by the total cost of the rings. Even a
small fraction of beam loss, say 1%, is no more negligible
because it is almost equal to the entire beam loss of the
KEK PS, for example, and radio activation of the facility
becomes serious problem.

In order to keep the space charge tune shift moderate
magnitude, the beam emittance is taken relatively large
from the beginning. At the same time, to squeeze the
beam size small, a rather strong focusing lattice is adopted.
Chromaticity correction by sextupoles, therefore, intro-
duces strong nonlinearity and dynamic aperture becomes
one of primary concerns.

In this paper, we will pick up some of those beam dynam-
ics issues in the JHP synchrotrons and describe our present
understanding. For those issues which are not studied yet,
we will show our future direction of the study. As for the
lattice design itself, a separate paper describes the detail
[3],

II. Space Charge Effects

One of figures which describes space charge effects in a
circular machine is Laslett tune shift.

rD • n, • F

where Ai/y is the vertical tune shift, rp is the classical pro-
ton radius, n( is the total number of protons, /? and y are
Lorentz factors, cx and ey are unnormalized horizontal and
vertical emittance, and B is the bunching factor. Laslett
tune shift includes, not only direct electro-magnetic field
in a free space, but the field due to image charge on vac-
uum chambers and magnets, which is represented by the
form factor F. In fact, at the injection energy of the 3 GeV
booster, namely 200 MeV, the tune shift mostly comes from
a direct space charge field, but at that of the 50 GeV main
ring, the field due to image charge accounts for not a small
fraction of the total tune shift. In any case, we choose lat-
tice parameters such that Laslett tune shift should be less
than -0.25.

Since our design of machine acceptance is 320TT • mm •
mrad (unnormalized) for the 3 GeV booster and 54?r-mm-
mrad for the 50 GeV main ring, incoherent space charge
limits are 5.6 x 1013 for the 3 GeV booster and 4.7 x 1014

for the 50 GeV main ring. Coherent space charge limit for
the 50 GeV main ring is 4.2 x 1014. Bunching factor is
assumed to be 0.3 in all cases.

In addition to the fact that the space charge force shifts
the transverse tune down, the space charge force itself cre-
ates resonances. Unless the beam distribution has a uni-
form shape, the space charge force has nonlinear depen-
dence of its transverse coordinates. The Hamiltonian in-
cluding space charge terms, therefore, becomes

1 1 1 1 fi £?
•> . 1 9 . l i 1 <JDu . 9 9 .
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We assumed that the beam distribution is Gaussian and
ax and ay are horizontal and vertical rms beam size, re-
spectively, and A is a line charge density. The first square
bracket shows the magnetic force terms in lattice elements.
They are essentially zero if the lattice is constructed in a
perfect manner except a quadrupole term which provides
focusing force and a sextupole one which is introduced
intentionally to correct chromaticity. The second square
bracket shows the space charge terms of both linear and
nonlinear contributions. Those exist even if the lattice is
perfectly constructed.

The driving term of one dimensional fourth integer res-
onance excited by space charge force (4vy = N) is, for ex-
ample,

= ^ 0,
1 2<rv

where 2Jy is the Courant-Synder invariant, Py is the verti-
cal amplitude function and <j>y is the vertical phase of beta-
tron oscillations. One can see that only harmonics which is
integer times the number of superperiod (N = integerxn,)
are non zero because the harmonics of rms beam size <rXiy

follows lattice amplitude functions, 0x<y. In reality, there
are small modulation in amplitude functions and harmon-
ics other than the above number has small magnitude in
driving term. Figure 1 shows the strength of driving terms
of space charge induced fourth integer resonances in the
KBK PS. Note that the KEK PS has fourfold symmetry
(n, = 4).

When the vertical tune is 7, the strength of the space
charge induced resonance becomes maximum. This hap-
pens because the KEK PS has more or less a 28 normal
FODO cell structure and therefore phase advance per cell
becomes 90 degree. At the same time, the primary beam
envelope modulation, namely space charge force, has 28
harmonic components. We name it space charge excited
"super structure" resonance.

Since the 3 GeV booster has 24 FODO cells and the
50 GeV man ring has 88 FODO cells, the super structure
resonance is located at the tune of 6 and 22, respectively.
The operating point near that tune should be avoided.

III. Dynamic Aperture
Botli rings are operated under transition energy with

entire energy region. From collective instability point of
view, such as zeroth mode of head-tail instability, beams
are stable without chromaticity correction. In fact, natural

•a
•H

le-03 -

le-04 -

le-05 -

le-06 -

•

Dr.

i • i

•

_ •
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• ° D D

•
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ver t ica l tune

10 11

Figure. 1. Resonance width of space charge induced driv-
ing harmonics in the KEK PS. Because small amplitude
function modulation is included, structure (filled box) as
well as nonstructure resonance (empty box) is excited.
Note that the KEK PS has fourfold symmetry. Horizontal
tune is fixed to 7.12.

chromaticity of the 3 GeV booster ring is around -7 to -
6 and we plan to start commissioning of the 3 GeV ring
without chromaticity correction until it is required by some
reasons.

On the other hand, the natural chromaticity of the 50
GeV ring is around -30. With momentum spread of ±0.5%
in a beam, transverse tune oscillates ±0.15%, that is not
allowed. Chromaticity correction is essential in the 50 GeV
ring.

Two families of sextupoles are installed in the missing
bend regions, which are located one for every three FODO
cells. Typical strength of the sextupoles to make the chro-
maticity zero is 29 T/m for focusing sextupoles and -59
T/m for defocusing ones. Those numbers include the sex-
tupole length in it, that is 1 m. With those sextupoles
excited, we investigated the dynamic aperture as follows.

A. Txine dependence

To obtain a rough idea of the dynamic aperture of the
ring, we did tens of particle tracking runs taking transverse
operating point as a parameter. The simulation code SAD
[4] was used without synchrotron oscillations or momentum
offset of a particle. Transverse tune area of ± 1 near the
nominal operating point (24.25, 20.70) was searched. A
dynamic aperture turns out 380 TT • mm • mrad at one point
as shown in Figure 2, which is much larger than the physical
aperture, that is 54 TT • mm • mrad.

B. Momentum dependence

Momentum dependence of the dynamic aperture was
studied using the simulation code Simpsons [5], which
tracks particles in 6D phase space with synchrotron os-
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800

Figure. 2. Dynamic aperture of the 50 GeV ring at several
operating points.

dilations. Operating point was chosen at (22.75, 22.65)
and sextupoles are excited such that chromaticity becomes
zero for both planes. The rf voltage of 200 kV was applied
so that the rf bucket high is ±0.43 % in the Ap/p axis.
The longitudinal tune at the injection energy is 0.004. As
shown in Figure 3, no strong momentum dependence was

300

•o
10

200 -

u
a 100 -
ID

-0 .0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
dp/p

Figure. 3. Dynamic aperture of the 50 GeV ring with
different momentum amplitude.

observed.

C. Chromaiicily dependence

The last figure (Figure 4) shows the dynamic aperture of
the 50 GeV ring with different chromaticity setting. The
simulation code Simpsons [5] was used. Natural chromatic-
ity is around -30. With a small correction of chromaticity
(chromaticity = -25 and -20), still large tune oscillations

-30 -20 -10
chromaticity

10

Figure. 4. Dynamic aperture of the 50 GeV ring with
different chromaticity correction strength. Amplitude of
beam momentum is fixed to 0.2 %.

exist and dynamic aperture is small. When stronger cor-
rection was applied, the dynamic aperture becomes large at
one point (chromaticity = -15). The further increase of the
strength of sextupoles, and therefore smaller chromaticity,
reduces the dynamic aperture gradually.

At this moment, we are not sure if we should correct the
chromaticity to zero or not.

IV. Summary
Based on the proposed lattice of the JHP circular ac-

celerators, we studied space charge effects and dynamic
aperture. In fact, combining those two effects is neces-
sary, namely tracking study of dynamic aperture with space
charge effects included. We plan to do it in near future.
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ABSTRACT

A new beam course is under construction in
HIMAC, NIRS, in order to utilize radioactive secondary
beams for medical purpose. The new course comprises a
doubly achromatic spectrometer, which separates
projectile fragmentations. The design and the beam optics
arc presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Application of radioactive bcams[l] is related to
vast scientific areas, and one of the fruitful candidates is a
medical use. The heavy-ion accelerator complex for
medical use, HIMAC, began its operation in 1994 and
continues treatment of cancer patients[2]. Great
advantages of chargcd-particlc therapy, especially by
heavy ions, are the excellent dose distribution and the
high biological effectiveness.

Although ranges and scattering angles in various
materials can be, in principle, precisely evaluated, small
ambiguities are left in evaluation of the dose distribution
inside human bodies because they arc complicated mosaic
of soft and hard tissues. In order to fully utilize the
advantage of the charged particles, precise measurements
and/or confirmation of dose distribution inside bodies
under practical conditions are important.

Combination of radioactive secondary beams of positron
emitters and annihilation y-ray detectors like PETs will
realize these measurements with no excessive dose.
Beams of U C and 19Ne are good candidates for this
purpose and are mainly quoted in the design stage of the
new course. On the other hand, other types of beams,
especially heavier ones, arc taken into consideration in
order to expand experimental fields being carried out by
the new course. Therefore beam optics of three beam
courses are studied in order to maintain the versatility in
the future. One of the new courses is now under
construction and will be completed in three years. This
paper describes design and beam optics of the new course.

2. BEAM OPTICS AND LAYOUT

Layout of the new course A layout of the new course
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The new beam course is a double-
achromatic fragment separator, comprising two bending
magnets, 11 quadrupole magnets, and an energy degradcr.

The reaction products produced in the production
target, are separated from the primary beam by a 20°
bending magnet (BM01). The maximum magnetic
rigidity is chosen to be 8.13 Tm, which corresponds to
q/A =1/2 ions with an energy of 600 McV/nucleon.

Fig. 1 Layout of HIMAC secondary beam course. The course denoted by " SBL1" is
now under construction.
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Dumping locations of primary beams vary
dependent on their magnetic rigidity relative to that of a
secondary beam. Most of primary beams are stopped by a
movable beam stopper placed between an exit of the
magnet, BM01, and an entrance of a quadrupole magnet,
SQ04. The exact separation of the fragments is performed
at a dispersive focusing position FO where the fragments
with different magnetic rigidity are focused on the
different position. The dispersion D at FO is taken to be
the value of 1.87 (cm/%). With an object size xo =
±0.3cm, at the production target, and then at FO the
image size x = (x,x)x0 = ±0.28cm, the momentum
resolution is R = 2xlD = 0.30%. An achromatic energy
degrader of a wedge in shape can be inserted at FO, which
allows an additional fragment separation at the later
stage.

The second magnet, BM02, with a bending
angle of 26.5° and a pair of quadrupole magnets realize
the double achromatic condition that two chromatic terms
(x,p) and (x'.p) vanish hereafter. Thus, the image size of
the secondary beam, which is broadened owing to its own
momentum spread at the dispersive focus FO, once more
shrink. When an achromatic energy degrader is placed at
FO, an additional isotope separation can be performed at
the second focusing point Fl . This second selection
based on the difference of the atomic energy loss in the
degrader, is essential for the separation of fragments of
heavier nuclei with whose magnetic rigidity one cannot
identify.

The three last quadrupole magnets gives the third
focus at F2 where irradiation of the radioactive secondary
beam is performed for medical purpose or for other
scientific research. The flexibility of using three
quadrupole magnets allow the focusing position to vary
to meet various requirements.

As shown in Fig. 1., whole system is not
symmetric due to constraint that three beam courses
should be made within limited space. Although the
optimization process to attain double achromatic
condition may need a longer time than that of the
symmetric case, it essentially gives the same properties.
The beam optics was calculated using the code
MAGIC[3]. The design parameters and values of matrix
elements are summarized in Table 1 and the first order
beam envelopes are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1
The parameters of the secondary beam course

Angular acceptance
vertical
horizontal
Momentum acceptance
Max. magnetic rigidity
Flight path length

±13 mrad
±13 mrad
±2.5%
8.13 Tm
11.9m to F0
22.6m to Fl
29.4m to F2

The ion optical matrix elements*)
Matrix element FO

(x,x) -0.93
(x,x") [cm/mrad] -0.000
(x,p) [cm/%] -1.87
(x',p) [mrad/%] -0.26
(y.y) -1.75
(y.y1) [cm/mrad] 0.029

Fl F2
0.87 -0.35
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.86 -2.1
0.010 0.000

•'The matrix elements transfer inital values of
p0 as following.

(x \ /(x,x)(x,x')(x,p)\/x0]
x1 = (x'.xMx'.x'Xx'.p) x'o

\ p / \ (P.x) (p.x1) (p.p) l\vo j

0 10 20
Distance along central trajectory (m)

Fig. 2. The first order beam envelopes calculated for
a initial parallelogram-like emittance of ±13 mrad in

angle and ± 3mm in size
Solid line : with momentum spread±2.5%

Dashed line : without momentum spread
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Acceptance In general large values of beam emittance
and momentum spread are unavoidable in secondary
beams. Therefore wide acceptance is needed to collect a
larger amount of all the fragment. These angular and
momentum spread of the secondary beam are estimated
based on the statistical model of Goldhaber[4],
Consequently the acceptance values of ±13mrad both
horizontal and vertical angle, and ±2.5% in momentum
are chosen. With these values, the fragment separator can
transport as secondary beam, 65% of llC and 90% of
^Ne fragments produced in the reaction that a 5cm-thick
beryllium target are bombarded with 600MeV/nucleon
12C and 20Ne primary beams respectively.
Second order calculation An optics of an ion optical
system with a wide acceptance, might be affected by the
higher order aberration greatly. Hence we evaluated the
second order aberration for die secondary beam course
using the code GIOS[5] and the following effects were
found. First, the focal plane at F0 is slightly tilted
relative to the perpendicular plane to the optical axis.
Although this aberration deteriorates the momentum
resolution at F0, it was confirmed that degrading of the
ability is negligible for the separation of nuclei such as
" C or I9Ne. Second, the image size is found to increase
owing to the second order aberration, especially at the
focusing points. As an example, the calculated position
distribution of the secondary beam of n C at the second
focus Fl is shown in Fig. 3. The secondary beam is
assumed to be initially distributed of Gaussian shape in
position, angle and momentum space, whose widths are
determined under the condition that the secondary beam is
produced by a bombardment of a primary beam of
600MeV/nucleon 12C with a 5cm thickness beryllium
target. As shown in the figure, the second order
aberration docs not make much difference to the position
distribution of the secondary beam, except for a rather
long outer tail. This tail may have a harmful effect for
the separation of the fragments with very small
production cross section from those with large production
cross section, but in most of case the effect is expteced to
be of little importance.

-10 - S O S
Horizontal position (mm)
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Abstract

A compact proton accelerator facility dedicated for
cancer therapy is designed. A combined function
synchrotron with the maximum energy of 250 MeV is
adopted. A fcrrite-loaded untuned cavity with the
frequency range of 1.6-8 MHz is utilized for beam
acceleration. Combination of a horizontal beam line and
a gantry in the same treatment room will realize multi-
port irradiation. The beam efficiency will be improved
by positioning outside the treatment room even with a
single treatment room. Scanning method for beam
spreading also increases beam utilization efficiency.

1. Introduction

Recently it becomes to be known that cancer
therapy with use of charged particles as proton and heavy
ions is very promising from the view-point of quality of
life of the patient due to the merit of no erasion. As the
national center for cancer therapy with heavy ions,
HIMAC has been constructed at National Institute of
Radiological Sciences and clinical treatments have already
been started with good results'). However, the number of
patients who need such treatments is overwhelmingly
large compared with the curable patients at such a limited
facility and it is inevitable to realize a proton therapy
facility of such a size as can be operated with an areal-

center hospital of somewhat larger size. For this
purpose, a proton accelerator facility entirely dedicated for
cancer therapy has been designed. Because of the merit of
variability ofthe output beam energy, proton synchrotron
is adopted. In order to avoid the complex control of
magnet power supplies, a combined function lattice is
adopted2*. As the RF accelerating cavity, a ferrite loaded
untuned cavity with the frequency range of 1.6-8 MHz is
adopted for the merit of easy operation*). For the
medically dedicated machine, it should be operated with
minimum possible down time widiout any professionals
of accelerator. From this point of view, the RF power
source of the injector linac is to be optimized.

2. Total Scheme

As the main accelerator, a proton synchrotron as
shown in Fig. 1 is adopted because of the merit of
energy variability2). The charged particle therapy is
considered to orient the pin-point irradiation to the
volume spread in three dimensions. In this case, the
depth of the irradiation is to be controlled by the beam
energy and then variable energy accelerator is inevitable.
The pencil beam is to be scanned in two directions in the
transverse phase spaces. In order to realize flat dose
distribution by this scanning method, good time structure
of the beam is required.

Septum Magnets

Electrostatic
Deflector

BD

Electrode for RF knockout
in transverse direction

Bending Magnet
with n-value —
(BF: Horizontally
focusing)

'Trim Quadrupole—'
Magnet

Extracted Beam

Trim Quadrupole
Magnet

Current Monitor DCCT

BF

RF Accelerating
Cavity (untuned)

BD

Bending Magnet
with n-value
(BD: Horizontally
defocusing)

Injection Line Injector Linac

Fig 1. Layout of the Proton Accelerator System.
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Table 1 Main Parameters of the I\oton Therapy Facility

ProtonParticle
Beam Energy
Repetition Rate
Dose Rate
Number of Treatment Room
Beam Ports
Method of Beam Spreading

70-250 MeV
0.5 Hz

5 Gy per Min.iMav)

Horizontal and Rotatable
Scanning

100.0

For the efficient use of the beiim, positioning of
the next patient is required to be performed in parallel
with the present treatment. Usually, several treatment
rooms are provided to make preparation in the other
rooms. It, however, requires rather larger number of
operators. So we propose such a system mat positioning
of the patients is performed outside the treatment room
with use of X-ray CF and so on. After entering into the
treatment room, the precise positioning of the patient to
the beam is realized with mechanical alignment of the
positioning stage with use of knock-pins^- Thus, only
one treatment room will be provided. ITic required beam
specification by the medical use is listed up in Table 1.

3. Injector Linac

In order to make the injector linac to be compact,
rather higher frequency of 433 MHz is adopted. In order
to attain the required maximum dose rate of 5 Gy per
min., proton beam with the intensity of 5 x 10'" per
pulse is needed for irradiation with scanning instead of
scaticrcr. If this intensity of the proton beam is injected
into the synchrotron ring with the kinetic energy of 7
MeV, the betatron tune shift due to space charge force is
estimated to be 0.09 assuming that die emittance of the
injected beam are 145JT. mmmrad and \0n nimmrad in
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. This time
shift seems tolerable and the injection energy of 7 MeV
is acceptable. The scanning method has rather higher
beam efficiency in producing wide irradiation fields),
which makes the beam injection into the synchrotron
with necessary intensity much easier.

As the injector linac, we propose the combination
of the RFQ and Alvarez Drift Tube linac, which are
similar to the one already operated at ICR, Kyoto
University since 1992f>). As the RF source, the system
based on the klystron as the existing one mid that based
on parallel planar triode arrays should be carefully
compared from the point of view of reducing the beam
down time as short as possible and attaining the easy
operation. The latter system commercially available can
generate up to 360 kW while the current proposed system
needs ~500 kW of peak power. Some R&D is necessary
for this power source.

4. Synchrotron

With use of combined function lattice, complexity
related to the tracking between power supplies of dipofe
and quadrupole magnets can be avoided. Another element
which requires complex control is an RF accelerating
cavity, because its frequency changes according to the
beam acceleration. In ordinary proton synchrotron, the
resonant frequency of the accelerating cavity is tuned by

0.28
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Fig. 2 Excitation Pattern of the Synchrotron.
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Fig. 3 Sweeping Pattern of RF frequency and Voltage.
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400mm
Fig. 4 The really fabricated untuned cavity.

the bias magnetic field of the ferrite loaded cavity. In the
proposed case, the required voltage is fairly low and the
possibility of the untuned cavity is studied. If the
synclirotron ring as shown in Fig. 1 is operated as shown
in Fig. 2, the acceleration voltage and revolution
frequency should satisfy the relation shown in Fig. 3.
Only a few hundreds volts is needed as the gap voltage
and untuned RF cavity driven by a solid state amplifier is
adopted to make the operation easy, which eliminates the
control of the biasing current for the ferrite. A power
model of the untuned cavity has been fabricated and its
structure is shown in Fig. 4. We have devised a new
driving method for the untuned cavity by coupling the
RF power to each winding of the ferrite nng. Owing to
the good efficiency of power feeding, necessary gap
voltage of several hundreds volts can be attained with the
power less than 1 k\V which can be easily generated by a
solid stale amplifier7).

Further a digital synthesizer is utilized as the
signal source of the RF because its purity in frequency
component is known to contribute easy acceleration
control from the experience of HIMAC8). It is expected
that no feed back for phase and radial position differences
might be necessary if the B dot clock for frequency
control is precise enough (-0.2G), once the sweep pattern
of the RF frequency is fixed. So the RF feed back with
beam signal will be utilized only for fixing the new
excitation pattern, which makes daily operation very
easy.

In order to provide the beam with long duration
from the synchrotron, slow beam extraction with third
order resonance is to be utilized. In the proposed system,
the new method to utilize transverse RF electric field is
to be utilizetP.'O). The betatron amplitude of the beam
which initially locates inner side of the separatrix is
enlarged by this RF electric field. This method is
effective to realize the small emittance extracted beam and
synchronization with breathing.

In Table 2, the main parameters of the proton
synchrotron arc listed up.
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Fig. 5 Layout of the proposed KUMPF as the example of the irradiation facility with a single treatment room.

5. Irradiation System

It is needed to enlarge the irradiation field to some
size as 15 cm in diameter to cover the region of the
tumor to be treated. For this purpose, we propose to
utilize the scanning method2). The scatterer reduces the
beam utilization efficiency to ~l/4, while the present
method is expected to utilize the extracted beam more
than 85 %5X This reduced the necessary beam intensity
from the synchrotron to 5 x 1010 at the needed dose rate
of 5 Gy/min. Due to this reduction of the beam
intensity, the space charge tune shift is under 0.01 even if
the injection energy is 7 MeV, which is considered to
contribute the injector system to be compact.

In order to make efficient irradiation to the tumor
with smallest possible damage to the surrounding^normal
cells, multi-port irradiation is inevitable. For this
purpose, we propose a combination of a single horizontal
beam line and a rotating gantry in the same treatment
room4). With this configuration, concentration of the
irradiated dose to the tumor is considered to be well
realized.

Table 2 Main Parameters of die Proton Synchrotron

Injection Energy
Maximum Energy
Circumference
Superperiod
Number of Betatron Oscillations per Turn

Horizontal Direction
Vertical Direction

Magnet System
Dipole Magnet (combined function)

Number of Magnets
Deflection Angle
Radius of Curvature
Maximum Field Strcngdi
n-value

at the horizontally focusing section
At the vertically focusing section

RF System
Frequency Range 1.59-8.04 MHz
Acceleration Voltage ~100V
Cavity Ferri tc Loaded-

untuned
Signal Source Digital Synthesizer

7 MeV
250 MeV

22.9 m
4

1.75
0.85

8
45°

1.62 m
1.5 T

-0.599
0.904

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

As already mentioned, a single treatment room
equipped with both a horizontal and a rotatable gantry is
provided which keeps the needed operator as small as
possible. The positioning of the patients will be
performed outside die treatment room relying on the
mechanical precision of alignment. In Fig. 5, tne layout
of the KUMPF is shown as an example of such
medically dedicated facility.
The present authors at Kyoto University arc proposing to
realize such a facility at first at their university in order to
make R&D research with real facility4).
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X-RAY LEAKAGE
AROUND 1.7 MV TANDETRON ACCELERATOR
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Abstract

For the purpose of offering fundamental
information on radiation protection of an accelerator,
the dose rates around 1.7 MV tandetron accelerator
were measured in various operating condition. The
dose rates except around the ion source were
generally kept low enough. The peak energy of
X-ray detected around the ion source was about 25
keV, which could be easily shielded by 1 mm thick
iron.

1. Introduction

The installation of small accelerator is
expected for the research of ion beam science. The
1.7 MV tandetron accelerator was newly installed at
Research Center for Nuclear Science and
Technology of the University of Tokyo in 1994. For
the purpose of offering fundamental information on
radiation protection of an accelerator, the dose rates
around the accelerator (ion source, magnetic inflector,
high voltage power supply, acceleration tube,
switching magnet, and end station) were measured in
various operating conditions (ion source, terminal
voltage, and beam current).

2. Outline of Tandelron Accelerator System

The 1.7 MV tandetron accelerator system is
mainly consisted of ion source, magnetic inflector,
high voltage power supply, acceleration tube,

The system layout is

Two types
the system: one

of ion
is a

switching magnet, and end stations. For applications,
Particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE), Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), and ion
implantation system are prepared. The system was
named RAPID (Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry Analyzer with Particle induced X-ray
emission and Ion implantation Devices). The
system was supplied by HVEE (High Voltage
Engineering Europe B.V.).
shown in Fig. 1.
(1) Ion source and injector:
source are equipped for
duoplasmatron (model 358), the other is a Cs spatter
ion source (model 860A). They are mounted
simultaneously on the dual leg injector system. It
provides the flexibility to produce a large variety of
ions and the quick changeover from heavy ions to H
ions.
(2) Accelerator system: Model 4117-HC is used for
an accelerator system. High voltage power supply
system is a Cockroft-Walton type one. The terminal
voltage range is 0.1 - 1.7 MV. The main
specifications of ion source and beam current are
shown in Table 1. The control of whole accelerator
system is done by the computer control. It allows
for unattended start-up and operation of the entire
accelerator system.
(3) End station: PIXE, RBS and Ion
Implantation system are prepared for the application.
- PIXE: 3 axis and 2 translations sample

manipulator, Si(Li) detector with 8192 ch
PHA

i_r~
PIXE chamber

high voltage power supply

ion source

ion implantation chamber

H

_^1

\
Wfll l TflRGET

38"

RBS chamber acceleration tube magnetic inflector

Fig. 1 The system layout of 1.7 MV tandetron accelerator system and dose rate measuring points.
A: ion source, B: magnetic inflector, C: low energy acceleration tube, D: center of acceleration tube, E: high
energy acceleration tube, F: end of acceleration tube, G: switching magnet, H: ion implantation target
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Table 1 Ion species and beam current

ion species beam current

HT

He2+

Si2+

Cu 2 t

N2f

Au2*

25
2.

140
20
20
80

u A
4 iik

li A
iik
lik
iik

(3 4 MeV)
(5.1 MeV)
(5.1 MeV)
(5.1 MeV)
(5.1 MeV)
(5.1 MeV)

- RBS: 3 axis and 1 translation sample
manipulator, silicon surface barrier detector

- Ion implantation: implantation angle 7° , 10
samples within 32 mm </), beatable and
coolable target holder

(4) Control cabinet
The control cabinet is situated out of the

accelerator room. The door interlock system was
not prepared for the convenience of access. The data
transmission from the accelerator is done by the
optical fiber cable for the redviction of
electro-magnetic noise.

3. Method

3.1 Radiation detectors
The ionizing chamber type survey meter

(AE-133L, Applied Engineering Inc.) was ujed for
the dose rate measurement. The spectrum
measurement around the ion source was done by
using NaI(TI) scintillation detector with Be window
(Ohyo Koken Kogyo Co.).
3.2 Measuring points

Measuring points are 8 as shown in Fig. 1
and, the measuring height was 1215 mm from the
floor, which is the same height of beam line.

3.3 Measuring operation condition
The ion species of H', He"', N2', Si2', Cu2',

and Air' were measured. Terminal voltage was
around 1.7 MV except H* (1.5 MV). As for Si2',
terminal voltages and beam currents were changed
as a standard case.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1 Dose rate
The results of dose rate measurements were

shown in Table 2.
High dose rates were detected around the ion

source in case of accelerating Cu2' and Au2t beam.
In case of Si2t, the high dose appears irregularly.
This X-ray generation has no reappearance. This
may be caused by the difference of geometry
between a sputter electrode and an ion source holder.
Further measurements were done for this X-ray
generation. The results was described in the
paragraph 4.2.

The accelerating energy of H and He per
particle is rather high because of those small mass
numbers. Therefore, the dose rates around ion
implantation target become rather high in case of
accelerating H* and He21.

In spite of the almost same operating
condition, the dose rates in case of accelerating N1

were slightly high as a whole. This was caused by
the way of accelerating N \ Nitrogen ion source was
prepared as NO'. NO' was accelerated from ion
source to stripper canal at the center of acceleration
tube. Then, oxygen was stripped with a charge
exchange.

Compared with the dose rate around the low
energy hibe and around the high energy tube, the
former were generally high. There were more
complex structures in the high energy tube than in

Table 2 Dose rates around 1.7 MV tandetron accelerator system (IJ Sv/hr)

ion source

terminal voltage (MV)

beam current*1 (u A)

H*

1.53

11

He2'

1.70

2.4

N2'

1.74

26

Si21

1.73

180

Cu2'

1.71

41

An2'

1.72

130

ion source
ion injector
low energy acceleration tube
center of acceleration tube
high energy acceleration tube
end of acceleration tube
inflection magnet
ion implantation target

0.06
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.05
0.05
0.10
4.0

0.14
0.15
0.26
0.32
0.15
0.08
0.31
2.4

2.7
2.3
2.0
1.2
1.5
0.1
0.05
0.05

0.33
0.17
0.46
0.71
0.22
0.15
0.07
0.05

15 (0.45)"2

0.75
0.85
0.62
0.40
0.12
0.12
0.15

35 (O.8)'2

1.6
1.7
1.5
0.7
0.1
0.05
0.05

'' at faraday cup of ion implantation, '2 after shielding of 1 mm thick iron, background dose rate: 0.05 (j.i Sv/hr)
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the low one. Therefore, the shielding effect from this
structure could be expected.

4.2 X-ray around ion source
The spectrum of X-ray aioiinu the ion

source in case of accelerating Au2t beam was shown
in Fig. 2. The photopcak energy was 25.8 kcV. The
photopcak energies were almost same in case
ofaccclcrating Cu2' and Si2'. This low energy X-ray
was easily shielded by 1 mm thick iron. The dose
rates were decreased from 15 /t Sv/lir under no
shielding condition to 0.45 // Sv/hr under the 1 mm
iron shield (Cu21), from 35 u Sv/hr to 0.8/J Sv/hr
(Au2().

10'

101

I02

25. 8keV
/

l

operation condition

ion source' Au?-

beam current. 130uA

10 _
0 50

energy (keV)

Fig. 2 Pulse height spectrum of X-ray
around the ion source

4.3 Relationship of voltage, current and dose rate
In the acceleration tube, the remaining air is

ionized by ion beam. In this process, the produced
electron is also accelerated. As a result, the
brcmsstrahlung X-ray is generated. Figure 3 shows
the relationship of terminal voltage and dose rate per
voltage-current around the acceleration tube in case
ofaccclcrating Si2' beam.

No significant tendency was recognized

below 1.4 MV. The dose rates were relatively low
and the reading error of dose meter might be large.
Above 1.4 MV, the X-ray production at the center
tube and the high voltage tube increased drastically.

ion source: SiJ'

25

20 r

15

10

: i
'. — • — low energy tube
• - - • - - center of tube

• — -• — high energy tube
- - - • *— end of tube

« . - -̂

/

~ * ' _ _

1 ' J

P -

,'

,'

-

• ~ ~ ~ * ~ .

A .

;

08 10 1.2 1.4

terminal voltage (MV)

1.6 1.8

Fig. 3 Relationship of terminal voltage
and dose rate per voltage-current

5. Conclusion

The measured dose rates around 1.7 MV
tandctron accelerator were obtained, which will be
useful as a fundamental data for radiation protection
of this type accelerator.
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Study on Quantum Beam Science by using Ultra Short Electron Pulse, FKL, and

Slow Positron Beam at ISIR, Osaka University
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The Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka I nhersiu
8-1 Mihogaoka, Ibaraki, Osaka 567, Japan

Abstract

Three projects for quantum beam science,
an ultra fast electron pulse, a free electron laser,
and a slow positron beam, has been started by
using; 38 MeY L-band and 150 McY S-band
linacs at ISIR in Osaka University.

Both study on the production of three beams
and study on quantum material science by using
three beams will play an important role in the
beam science.

1. Introduction

The new research system has been started
since this April by the reorganization of the
Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research
(ISIR) at Osaka University. The Radiation
Laboratory in ISIR will play an important role
of studies on quantum beam science in
collaboration with the division of quantum beam
science and technology which is composed of two
departments, department of accelerator science
and department of beam material science.

Fig 1 shows a new project that three kinds
of quantum beam, ultra short electron pulse,
FEL, and slow positron beam, generated by
using the electron linac are used for the
quantum beam science.

Picosecond pulse radiolysis by using the
ultra short electron pulse is very important for
the elucidation of the primary process of the
radiation chemistry which contributes to the
material science. Infrared FEL is also important

:J';'».;'U' V
LIIHL

v

Fig. 1 Generation of Quantum beams
and its application.

for the material analysis. The analysis of atomic
and molecular structure near material surface
can be achieved by using the slow positron.

In this paper, the developments of three
quantum beams and its application are
described.

2. Quantum lieams (ieneralion

The ultra short pulse is produced by the .18 MeY
L-band linac with the pulse compressed system
which is composed of two 1/12 sub harmonic
prebunchers and a 1/6 sub harmonic prchunchcr.
The FEL is produced by using the L-band linac.
The slow positron is generated by using 150 MeY
S-bantl linac. Fig. 2 shows the location of the linacs
and the experimental ports for the quantum beams.
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slow positron
beam line .

slow
positron

38MeV L-band LINAC

FEL

I
150MeV
S-band
LINAC

ultra fast pulse

Fig. 2 The Location of S&L-hnnd linacs and experimental ports for three beams.

3. Ultra Short Electron Pulse

A 20 ps single bunched beam from the L-band
linac has the maximum charge of 67 nC, which is
hundred times larger than that of typical S-band
linac. The highly intended beam as irradiation
source has many advantages for picosecond pulse
radiolysis.

A new picosecond pulse radiolysis system! 1|
combined with a femtosecond laser is under
development. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the
new system. The femtoscond Ti-sapphier laser is
used as the analyzing light instead of the
Cherenkov light produced by the electron beam.|2|
The laser analyzing light can cover the wide
wavelength region from ultra violet to infrared by
using the technique of second harmonic generation,
third harmonic generation, and optical
parametoric oscillation.

The important point to get the time resolution
of picosecond is the timing jitters between the
electron pulse and the laser pulse. The timing
.jitters is within 10 ps by synchronization of rf by
which both the linac and the laser can be

controlled.
The first experiment of the nev\ .system will

start this autumn.

4. Infrared Free Electron Laser

FEL experiments in visible region by using
linac have been succeeded at about 10 places in the
world. For Infrared FEL, the development has
been proceeded. At ISIH, the FEL lasing|3) in the
region from 32 ~ 40 urn was succeeded in 1994 by
using the L-band linac|4|. The estimated maximum

I. h.ininl I iii.ii-

T D
11 S . i | t | > l i l r l I . . r

ur

Fig. 3 A new picosecond pulse radiolysis
combined with femtosecond laser.
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Fig. 4 The typical time profile of FEL
monitored at 40 urn.
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Fig. 5 The space profile of slow positron
beam.

peak power at 40 urn was 8.3 MW.

Fig. 4 shows the typical time profile of the FEL

at 40 inn monitored by a fast response far infrared

detector. The net FEL gain obtained by the raise of

the time profile and the optical cavity loss obtained

by the decay after the electron pulse are 58 % and

6.2 %, respectively. The results have good

agreements with the calculated values based on the

two-dimensional model.

In order to get more high performance of the

FEL, several improvements, such as the a newly

designed electron gun of the linac, a variable gap

system of the undulator, and an optimized optical

cavity, will be required. The preparation of the

experimental port for FEL application is under

consideration.

5. Slow Positron Beam

Since the first image of the slow positron beam

produced by the S-band linac was obtained in 1995,

the measurement of numbers of positrons and

extension of the slow positron beam line have been

performed.|5|

The present position of the end of the slow

positron beam line is point A in fig 2, where the

performance of the slow positron beam is

measured. The end position will be prolonged to

the measurement room located over point H to

avoid the interference with L-band linac.

Fig. 5 shows the space profile of the slow

positron beam. The transport efficiency was

improved by the optimization of the operation

condition of the S-band linac, the moderator, and

magnetic field. The estimated beam intensity of

slow positron beam was 2 x 10s n/s.

The beam quality of the slow positron will

improved by increasing the brightness of the beam.

The dc and pulsed slow positron beam and their

application will be started in near future.
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Abstract

A preliminary experimental result confirmed a
possibility to study defects in silicon with an internal
positron source produced by a proton beam from a
cyclotron. A pulsed MeV positron beam, which can be
applied for detailed bulk defect analysis of wider range of
materials, is under construction. In the design study for the
Positron Factory, a feasibility of simultaneous extraction
of multi-channel monoenergetic positron beams was
demonstrated by an experiment using an electron linac.

1. Introduction

We have been developing positron spectroscopy
techniques combined with accelerator technology. Detailed
bulk defect analysis using an internal positron source in
silicon produced with a cyclotron is now in progress. The
preliminary result is reported. We have been constructing
a pulsed MeV positron beam line for the same purpose,
which will be applied not only for silicon but for various
materials. Outline of the design is described.

We have been promoting design studies for the
'Positron Factory' [11, in which linac-based intense
monoenergetic positron beams are planned to be applied
for advanced materials characterization and new fields of
basic research. A tentative goal of the slow (i.e. mono-
energetic) positron beam intensity is 1010/sec, which is
larger by two orders of magnitude than those of existing
strongest beams in the world. We have proposed a concept
of simultaneous extraction of multi-channel mono-
energetic positron beams, on the basis of a Monte Carlo
simulation, in the design study. In this report, an
experimental result to confirm the feasibility of this
concept is demonstrated.

2. Internal Positron Source Production with a Cyclotron

It is possible to produce a positron emitter 22Na inside
silicon from a nuclear reaction 28Si(p,7Be)22Na with a
proton bombardment. This internal positron source
enables thermal defect studies by using positron lifetime
measurement at high temperature where usual positron
sources would be melt down.

Positron lifetime spectra of a high-purity FZ-silicon
irradiated by 70 MeV proton from the TIARA AVF
cyclotron in JAERI Takasaki Establishment are shown in
Fig.l. The fluence was 2.5X 1017cnv2. The lifetime
measurement was carried out at room temperature. The
spectrum (a) is for the sample as irradiated. It is resolved
into three components: r i=170ps(/i=59.4%), T2=284ps
(/2=39.0%) and T3=1.73ns(/3= 1.6%), where r and /a re
the lifetime and the intensity, respectively. The value of
T3 is too large for that corresponding to defects in
silicon. When the irradiated specimen was sandwiched
between two unirradiated ones, mis component disappeared

as shown in the spectrum (b). Consequently, this extra
component of small amount is assumed to come from
positrons emitted from the vicinity of the surface of the
irradiated specimen into air and/or surrounding materials
like a detector. This is an important fact to which we
must pay attention in use of the internal positron source
technique.

The value of T2 indicates that vacancy clusters were
induced by the irradiation, which survive even at room
temperature. We will further investigate the detail of the
cluster with elevating the temperature and also the
behavior of thermal vacancies at much higher
temperatures.

10',-s

irradiated Si .

• • • • M > • - > / . . • • • • •

4000 100 200 300
Channel Number

Fig.l Positron lifetime spectra of a high-purity FZ-silicon
irradiated by 70 MeV proton, which were measured by
using the internal positron source technique.

3. Construction of a Pulsed MeV Positron Beam Line

The above internal positron source technique has an
advantage that ion-induced defects can be studied in
addition to thermal defects at higher temperatures.
However, available materials are limited. A pulsed
positron beam, on the other hand, makes it possible to
analyze defects in a variety of materials at arbitrary
temperatures. Suzuki et. al. [2] constructed a pulsed slow
positron beam line connected to an electron linac and
succeeded in various sorts of surface characterizations. The
pulse width is about lOOps, and the beam energy range is
from several tens of eV to several tens of keV.

To study defects in a 'bulk' as well as those at a
surface is important. Fig.2 shows stopping probability of
1 MeV positron beam onto tungsten, which was
calculated with a Monte Carlo simulation system EGS4-
SPG developed by us[3]. The fraction of implanted
positrons was 0.63 and the others were back-scattered. It is
deduced that almost all implanted positrons annihilate in a
bulk of the material. If the beam is accelerated not by an
electrostatic field but by RF, only a little portion of the
back-scattered positrons may reenter the material.
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Fig.2 Stopping profile of 1 MeV positron inside tungsten

calculated with EGS4-SPG.

On the basis of this concept, we have been
constructing a pulsed MeV positron beam line with a
pulse width of lOOps, for detailed bulk defect analysis.
Schematic view of the beam line is shown in Fig.3. The
parts of the positron source, the slow positron beam
generation and the beam transport were already installed.
The subharmonic buncher (178.5 MHz) and the
acceleration cavity (2856 MHz) will be installed by the
end of 1996 fiscal year.

"no chopper SHB acceleration
-" cavity

container

Fig.3 Schematics of a pulsed MeV positron beam line.

4. Design Study for the Positron Factory

We have performed design studies for the Positron
Factory until 1994 as follows[4]:
1) An optimum electron beam energy for slow positron

generation was estimated to be around 100 to 150
MeV.

2) It was calculated that a tentative goal of the slow
positron beam intensity (10l0/sec) could be attained
with a linac of 100 kW class with the above energy
range.

3) A technical survey study confirmed a feasibility of
manufacturing such a state-of-the-art linac.

4) Further detailed analyses were carried out concerning
thermal deformation of the accelerator structures, beam
instability, reliability of the components, down-sizing
of the machine and a computer-aided control system.

5) A 'self-driven rotating converter' suitable for the high
power beam was proposed and successfully tested.
In the design study, we have also proposed 'multi-

channel moderator assemblies' to supply multiple slow
positron beams simultaneously as shown in Fig.4. The
slow positron yield, that is a ratio of the number of slow
positrons emitted from each tungsten moderator assembly
to that of incident electrons onto the tantalum converter,
was estimated using the EGS4-SPG. The result is shown
in Fig.5. The contribution by energetic positrons from the
converter to generate slow positrons drastically decreased
at the assemblies distant from the converter. It was
deduced from tracking of the particles that this is caused
by spatial spread of the positron beam. On the contrary,
there still were sufficient slow positron yields originating
in energetic photons, even at the rear assemblies. This is
because the photons go almost straightforward and cause
pair production reactions uniformly in every assembly.
Thus produced positrons have comparatively lower
energies, which results in higher probabilities to be
thermalized in each moderator foil.

energetic
positrons
& photons

slow positron extraction

energetic

afsembly assembly Isiembly
tantalum
<8- *"»»*>

t u n g s t e n (50mmx50mmx25um ) x i o f o i l s

r (gap : 8mm) v

Ta converter~W moderator assembly: 27.7mm 1
I assembly~assembly: 27.7mm J

Fig.4 A concept of the simultaneous multi-channel extraction of
slow positron beams by multiple moderator assemblies.
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Fig.5 Slow positron yield calculated with EGS4-SPG for the
multiple moderator assemblies shown in Fig.4. The incident
electron beam energy is 100 MeV. Contributions by
energetic positrons and photons from the converter are
estimated separately.

To demonstrate a feasibility of the simultaneous
extraction of multi-channel slow positron beams, we
fabricated a set of 2 channel tungsten moderator
assemblies as shown in Fig.6. The set was composed of
18 tungsten foil layers of 25Mm in thickness. Slow
positrons from each 9 layers were separately extracted by 2
tungsten mesh grids. Each moderator layer was divided
into 3 parts, electrically separated and biased to drift
emitted slow positrons by sloping the electric field toward
the extraction grids. We observed the slow positron beam
profile from the assemblies with a MCP (micro channel
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plate), using a 100 MeV electron beam from a S-band
electron linac at Osaka University.

The result is shown in Fig.7. Three peaks were
observed in the slow positron beam intensify. The largest
one was attributed to slow positrons from the first channel
which was nearer to the tantalum converter. The second
and third peaks were both attributed to slow positrons
from the second channel. It is assumed that back-scattered
positrons and pair production reactions by photons give
rise to the third peak, because thick tungsten plates were
placed at the end of the second moderator assembly. This
means that positrons and photons passing through the first
and second assemblies still have a potential to generate
slow positrons, and also that it will be efficient to place a
heavy metal at the end in fabrication of moderator
assemblies.

W-mesh(50#)

\ 5nm

Fig.6 Experimental setup of 2-channel moderator assemblies for
the demonstrative experiment of simultaneous extraction
of multi-channel monoenergetic positron beams.

The intensity of slow positrons from the second
channel was smaller only by a order of magnitude than
that from the first channel, which agreed well with the
simulation result. It was concluded that such an extra
beam will be useful for preliminary or potential researches
which are promoted simultaneously with main
experiments using the strongest beam.

5. Conclusion

We confirmed a possibility to study defects in silicon
with an internal positron source produced by proton
bombardment. In the positron lifetime spectrum, a small
extra component which may originate in escaping
positrons from the irradiated specimen was found.
Construction of a pulsed MeV positron beam, which is
applicable for defect analysis of various materials, will be
completed at the end of 1996 fiscal year. In the design
study for the Positron Factory, we demonstrated a
feasibility of simultaneous extraction of multi-channel
monoenergetic positron beams using an electron linac, by
an experiment.

The experiments of the internal positron source
production and the multi-channel positron beam extraction
were carried out in cooperative researches with Tohoku
University and Osaka University, respectively. The
authors wish to thank Prof. M.Hasegawa, Prof.
S.Tagawa, Dr. Y.Honda and their colleagues for their
cooperation.
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moderator assemblies shown in Fig.6, observed with a
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VUVSX High-Brilliance Light Source

VSX Accelerator Group (presented by YukShide KAMIYA)

The Institute for Solid State Physics, The University of Tokyo
+KEK, The National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

JAERI, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

I. Introduction
A third-generation VUV and soft X-ray ring (VSX ring

in short) with a low emittance of several nnvrad is being
designed at the Institute for Solid State Physics (ISSP) of
the University of Tokyo, in close collaboration with the
Photon Factory of KEK. The proposal for constructing
the light source facility (VSX Light Source) is now in
preparation for submission to the government. This
project was previously considered as one of the whole
future plans of ISSP that will move to a new site called
Kashiwa Campus. However, it is now proposed that the
light source facility should be constructed by a newly
organized body, the Center of Accelerator Science, which
directly belongs to the university: the new center is
expected to be established soon, probably within a year
(see Fig. 1). Following a recommendation on synchrotron
radiation science made last June by the Accelerator Science
Subcommittee of the Minister of Education and Science,
the establishment of the new center is aimed to obtain full
support for the construction of the VSX Light Source Uo;n
all through the university and to make up its own firm
base of the necessary manpower and budget for the facility
construction, the administration and so forth. The center is
also aimed to concentrate the university's efforts of other
accelerator related sciences; synchrotron radiation science of
X-ray region, a cyclotron facility for nuclear study and a
facility for utilizing various low-energy ion beams.

Tokyo University

Kashiwa campus

The Center of Accelerator Science

Facility of
VSX Light Source

Olhcr fncililicx
for nccelerctor
related Science

Fig, 1 New organization

The SR (Synchrotron Radiation) Users Group of Tokyo
University organized a few years before has set a working
group in order to discuss the scientific opportunities
provided by the extremely high-brilliant VSX Light
Source, and to explore potential users and then gel new
proposals from these users as well as from the already
active X-ray users. In addition, a new nationwide users
group (VSX Users Group), in which several hundred
people are expected to participate, will be established this
September. The users group will discuss how to use VSX

Light Source and what to study there, and also take part in
the construction of the facility, specifically the
construction of the bcamlines and their operation; it is
otherwise impossible for the in-house staff to construct and
operate about thirty bcamlines available at the facility.
After the construction completed, this users group becomes
a central body of the user community of VSX Light
Source. Furthermore, an official committee, the Advisory
Committee of VSX Project, has been established at ISSP
(see Fig. 2): the committee is a decision-making body of
the project, and it coordinates two Users Groups and gives
advice and recommendation to the construction groups. It
will be a steering committee of the facility in future.
Three working groups, accelerator, beamline and research
groups, which are presently the driving forces of the
project, is being reorganized as three construction groups
under the Advisory Committee. Meanwhile, the Positron
Users Group with active researchers of Tokyo University,
who have expressed much interest in utilizing slow
positron beam produced by the facility, is being involved
in the project.

SR Users Group
of Tokyo Univ.

Advisory Committee
of VSX Project

Fip. 1 Users groups and the committee of the project

The accelerator scheme of the VSX project consists of a
linac, booster synchrotron and storage ring. The storage
ring has an energy of 2 GcV, a circumference of about 388
m, an cmittance of less than 5 nm-rad, four 12.5 m long
straight sections and twelve 7 m semi-long straight
sections. Each of 12.5 m long straight sections is aimed
to install a longer undulator, or a few kinds of undulators
which may produce synchrotron light with different
polarities and/or wavelengths. The conceptual design
report of the VSX accelerators is now in preparation.

II. Facility
Figure 3 shows a layout of the facility buildings: Light

Source Building, High-voltage Power Station, Utility
Center, Power Supply Station, Assembly Hall and Office
Building. The large building at the center of the figure is
the Light Source building that houses the injectors (Linac
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and Synchrotron), Storage Ring. Control Room.
Experimental Hall and so on. Storage Ring is at ground
level, while Synchrotron and Linac are underground and
Control Room is on a second flour. The Experimental
Hall is surrounded by a large hall called Hall for Special
Experiments, Experimental Preparation Rooms (first floor)
and Users Offices (second floor). A genera! construction
company and a large construction design company have
been already involved in the design work of the facility
buildings and their utilities. The basic design of buildings
will be completed early next year.

Table I. Principal parameters of Storage Ring.

Energy E [GeVl ~2JS
L:!!!\-e h-pc DBA
Superperiod Ns 4
Circumference C [m] 388.-45
7-m straight section 12
12.5-m straight section 4
Natural emittance exo [nnvrad] 4.78
Energy spread oe/E 6.66xlO"4

Momentum compaction a 6.87x1 (H
Horizontal tune vx 18.29
Vertical tune vy 9.66
Horizontal natural chromaticity £x -48.27
Vertical natural chromaticity £y -29.64
Horizontal damping time tx 1msec] 24.17
Vertical damping time t y 1msec] 24.25
Longitudinal damping time TE (msec] 12.14
Revolution frequency fruvIMHz] 0.7718
RF voltage VRF [ivlV] 1.4
RF frequency fRp[MHz] 500.1
Hannonic number h 648
Synchrotron tune vs 0.007
Bunch length o z [mm] 4.0
RF-buckct height (AE/E) 0.028

Fip. 3 Layout of the facility

III. Storage Ring & Injectors
The 2 GeV Storage Ring has a lattice type of DBA and

four superperiods with sixteen cells. The betatron and
dispersion functions in a .superperiod are shown in Fig. 4.
The principal paramelers of Storage Ring are listed in
Tables I. The chromaiicily will be corrected by six
families of sextupole: two of them are put in dispersion
sections (four chromatic sextupoles in a cell), and two in
dispersionless semi-long straight sections, the remaining
two in long straight sections (four hannonic sextupolcs in
a straight section). Figure 5 shows a typical example of
horizontal and vertical dynamic apertures versus
momentum deviation in a case without magnet errors. A
wide momentum aperture is required to obtain a long
Touschek lifetime.

Gas-scattering and Touschek effects are sever factors of
determining the beam lifetime for a third-generation
synchrotron light source. The vacuum pressure less than 1
nTorr is a design goal to be attained at a maximum beam
current of 400 mA and the design value of the minimum
gap of vacuum chamber is 16 mm a! insertion devices.
Total RF voltage is about 1.4 MV in order to increase the
Touschek lifetime. This value can be easily obtained by
three RF-cavities to be installed in Storage Ring. The
lifetimes due to gas-scattering and Touschek effects are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 of Ref. 1.

Fip. 4 Optics of a supcrpcriod

50

E

x [nun] at max fix

o— y [mm] at the center of ID

50

£
E

Fig. 5 Horizontal and vertical dynamic apertures versus
momentum deviation
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The present ring design does not need C-type quadrupole
or sextupolc, so that all ring magnets would be robust for
deformation caused by magnetic field or thermal load.
Almost all vacuum ducts of the ring will be made of
aluminum alloy, except for flanges, bellows and vacuum
ducts tor undulators. which will be made ol stainless steel.
A challenging point of the vacuum design is that in-situ
baking of vacuum ducts is not made, though they are baked
out before installation in the ring (see Figs. 10, 11 and 12
of Ref. 1 for the cross-sectional views of the vacuum ducts
for bending and quadrupole magnets and undulators). For
the control system, its conceptual design has been almost
fixed. The core of control system will consist of several
UNIX workstations. FDDI is adopted for the main data
highway and Ethernet for the branch lines. VME and VXI
is a standard of the computer interface to accelerator
components. For the undulator, the basic designs of
typical undulators, both planer and circular undulators, have
been finished. The brilliances of synchrotron light to be
obtained by some typical undulalors as well as bending
magnets are shown in Fig. 13 of Ref. I. A second- or
third-order harmonics may be utilized for higher energy
photon experiments.

For Synchrotron, the lattice design has been finished.
The extraction energy of the synchrotron is 2 GeV in order
to meet the full-energy injection to the ring. The injection
energy is, however, variable around 300 MeV; it depends
on electrons or positrons and on the pulse length of the
Linac beam. The principal parameters of Synchrotron arc
listed in Table II.

Table II. Principal Parameters of the Booster Synchrotron

Injection Energy
Maximum Energy
Repetition Rate
Circumference
Horizontal tune
Vertical tune
Momentum compaction
Natural emittance
Energy spread
Horizontal natural chromalicity
Vertical natural chromalicity
Horizontal damping lime
Vertical damping time
Longitudinal damping time
RF voltage
RF frequency
Harmonic number
Synchrotron tune
Bunch length
RF-bucket height

Einj IGeV]
EmaxlGcVl

frcplH/.J
C M

v x
vy
a

fc\0 |nm-rad]
Of/E

Sx
^y

TX [msec]
Ty [msec]
Tt- [msec]

V R F I M V I

fRF IMH/.I
h

v s
oz [mm]
(AE/E)

0.3
2.0
4.0

97.11
5.17
4.79
0.058
262

7.0xl0-4

-6.34
-6.38
5.48
5.50
2.76
0.8

500.1
162

0.024
26

0.004
The parameters dependent on the beam energy are at 2 GeV.

Linac is about 60 in long including an ECS system: it
can provide 300 MeV positron beam together with electron
beam. This design has become only possible by adopting
the SLED scheme for RF generation and also by
incorporating recent results of R&D for high-gradient
linacs. The design parameters of Linac are listed in Table
III. To realize the positron beam, a target of positron

generation is put in the middle of the linac. A short pulse
of 1 nsec makes possible a single-bunch operation of the
ring. On the other hand, when the ring requires a multi-
bunch mode of positron beam, the linac is able to deliver a
semi-long positron pulse of a few tens nsec. For electron
beam, the linac can provide 800 MeV short pulse (1 nsec)
and about 250 MeV long pulse (2 psec). In addition, this
design of linac makes possible an option, the production of
slow positrons with a pulse length of 2 (asec. The target
for slow positron production will be located at the end of
linac. When the ring is in a storage mode, the linac can
provide slow positrons for material science experiments.

Table III. Principal Parameters of the Linac

Electron gun
Klystron
Number of SLED cavity
SLED output power
Accelerator guide
Total length
Maximum repetition rate
Normalized emittance (electron)
Normalized emiliance (positron)

200 kVx 10A
80 MW x 4

2
400 MW

3 m x 10, 2 m x 1
about 60 m

50 Hz
100 JI mnvmrad

3000 jr mnvmrad

R&D's of BPM and RF-cavily arc now underway. We
have developed a BPM system that uses PIN diodes for
switching and attenuating RF-signals from pickup
electrodes. This system has already been installed in SOR-
RING. The relative accuracy of the system obtained so far
with a real beam of SOR-RING is horizontally 0.3 (im
rms and vertically 0.4 pm rms 12]. With the BPM system
developed, a global orbit feedback has been applied to
SOR-RING. For the horizontal feedback the orbit is
corrected by exciting the stccrings and by changing tlie RF
frequency, while for the vertical feedback it is corrected
only by exciting the sleerings. The orbit drifts have been
suppressed horizontally less than ten \im and vertically
within a few (am; otherwise the orbit fluctuates around the
order of 100 (am. The examples are shown in Figs. 14 and
15 of Ref. 1.

The R&D of RF-cavity is going well. The feature of
the RF-cavity is that resistive material of SiC attached to
both ends of the cavity is used for damping the HOM's.
Two model cavities were made and their low power test
was completed. The production process of SiC and the
method of welding SiC to metal have been well studied.
And further a hot model cavity that can store the same
amount of RF power as the design value or more was
fabricated last March. Presently about 100 kW RF power
has been successfully stored in the cavity [31.
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DESIGN OF A BEAM-POSITION MONITOR CIRCUIT FOR THE KEKB INJECTOR

Y. Hosono* H. Kobayashi**, T. Suwada**, T. Urano**, A. Lazos**

* Fac. Eng. Univ. of Tokyo, 7-3-1 HONGO, BUNKYO-KU, TOKYO 113, Japan
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Abstract

The PF linac is presently being
upgraded for the KEKB project. In this
project, stripline-type beam-position
monitors (BPMs) are to be installed at
every Q-magnet. The beam-displacement
signals are to be processed by BPM
circuits. The circuit must work with high
stability under strong electromagnetic
interference. Two types of narrow-band
circuits have been investigated: one
comprises a band-pass filter of 120-MHz
center-frequency with a 3.2-MHz band-
width; the other comprises one
differentiating circuit and several-stage
integrating circuits. The design and
performance of BPM circuits as well as
the design of the BPM electrode are
discussed.

1. Introduction

The PF 2.5-GeV linac is being upgraded
in order to meet the requirements of
KEKB project. The electron-beam energy
is to be increased from 2.5 GeV to 8 GeV,
and that of the positron beam from 2.5
GeV to 3.5 GeV. The bunch charge of the
positron beam is to be increased so as to
be 20-times as intense as the present one.
In order to realize this big increase of the
positron beam, the primary electron
beam must contain 10 nC/bunch. In order
to suppress the transverse wakefield due
to a high-current beam, the beam must
be accelerated in the center axis of the
accelerating structures.

BPM electrodes will be installed at
every Q-magnet for measuring the beam
displacement from the center axis. The
BPM circuits are to be used near to the
klystron modulators, which generate
very strong electromagnetic noise, and
must work stably in such an
environment. Two narrow-band
amplifiers have been studied for this
purpose. One comprises a band-pass

filter, and the other consist of an RC
differentiating circuit and several-stage
integrating circuits. In this paper, the
latter one is mainly discussed as well as
the performance of the BPM electrodes.

2. BPM electrode

The BPM electrode is made of stainless
steel with four-fold symmetry; its
dimensions are shown in fig. 1. All of the
BPM electrodes are calibrated using a
precise test bench. A 0.5-mm wire is used
to simulate the beam line, and the BPM
electrode on a movable stage is scanned
in the plane of ±5-mm square around the
beam line. The beam position is calibrated
using the following formula:

X = A, + A1x + A2y + A3x
2 + A4xy + A5y

2 +

where x =

We have measured all coefficients from
Ao to A, for 16 MPM-elcctrodes which
have been installed in the linac system.
In these coefficients, \ is an offset of
the electrode and Ay is often used for
first-order approximation. Typical values
for i4o and Ax were several ten microns
and 8.59 mm, respectively. All
coefficients from \ to Ag will be stored
in the computer system for calibration
purposes.

3. Design of Circuits

The BPM circuits have four channels
which measure outputs from VI to V4.
The linearity required in order to
measure the beam position with a 0.1 mm
accuracy is 1%. This specification is very
hard, and none of the circuits described
later satisfy this linearity. Further
improvements should thus be made. We
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also consider compensating the linearity
using computer software.

The circuits arc to be installed under
very strong electromagnetic noise, the
frequency spectrum of which has been
measured. There is very strong
electromagnetic noise under 20 MHz. Two
types of narrow-band amplifiers with a
pass band over 20 MHz have been
investigated.

Circuit-tvpe 1
We first designed a circuit which

cover 65 dB. Though a 10 nC/bunch is the
maximum accelerated charge, the BPM
design covers twice this (20 nC/bunch),
taking into account future
improvements. The minimum charge in
the specification is 0.64 nC/bunch for the
positron beam, though 0.2 nC/bunch is
for positron beam commissioning.
Therefore, the dynamic range for the
beam intensity is 45 dB, and a dynamic
range of ± 10 dB is added to it for beam
displacement within ± 7 mm. A dynamic
range of 65 dB is divided into three
overlapping ranges, each of which has
34 dB. The circuit comprises a band-pass
filter, limiting amplifiers, a double-
balanced mixer and a sample/hold
circuit(1-2 ) . The dynamic range of the
circuit is satisfactorily, but the linearity
does not meet our requirement. The
linearity will be compensated using a
computer.

Circuit-tvpe 2
The circuit described above covers all

of the beam modes; a common circuit can
be used through the linac. Other possible
means is to make two types of circuits
which can cover from the beginning of
the linac to the positron target (10
nC/bunch-1.28 nC/bunch) and from the
positron target to the end of the linac
(1.28 - 0.2nC/bunch), respectively. Two
types of circuits having different gain
levels and the same dynamic range of 35
dB satisfy our requirements. In this
alternative, we aim for simplicity and low
cost of the circuits; also, a beam
displacement within ± 5 mm is assumed. If
the circuit is simple and low cost, we can
then make the same number of the BPM
circuits as the BPM electrodes, and can
measure one beam trace with one beam
pulse; otherwise, several BPM electrodes
will be connected to one common circuit

through switches, requiring several
pulses of beams to measure one beam
trace. A beam-position measurement with
one identical beam is very attractive and
leads to a second circuit.

This circuit comprises a band-pass
filter comprising an RC differentiating
circuit and RC integrating circuits. A
schematic diagram of the typc-2 circuit is
shown in fig. 2. The differentiating
circuit is followed by three stages of
integrating circuits. The output from the
band-pass part is amplified and stretched.
Figure 3 shows the input vs. output of the
circuit. Pulse width of input pulse was 1
ns and horizontal axis shows attenuation
of pulse generator. Band pass
characteristics of the circuit are also
shown in fig. 4. Center frequencies for
both differentiating circuit and
integrating circuits are 50 MHz. Although
the stability of the circuit is
satisfactorily, linearity of this circuit is
worse than our requirement.

4. Conclusion

We have developed two types of BPM
circuits. Typc-2 has been investigated
very recently, and has some room for
improvements. It was very difficult to
obtain a linearity better than 1% for both
circuits. The linearity will be
compensated for using a computer. Both
will be tested in a real field from
September, 1995.
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Abstract

It is very important to get a real image of the
beam from the injector linac. Therefore, it is
desirable to monitor the beam position and beam
profile as well as the beam current in the linac.
Alumina screen (Desmarquest AF995R, chromium-
activated alumina ceramics ), is often used as a beam
profile monitor for diagnosis of a linac beam.
Typical thickness of alumina phosphor screen is
about lmm. Especially for the low energy beam part
of the linac, scattered electrons in such a thick screen
produce enlarged beam profiles. A thin film
phosphor screen with chromium ion implanted
alumina has been designed and manufactured to
produce a high-precision beam profile monitor.

1. Introduction

The demand of a low-em ittance electron
linac has increased in these years, for applications
such as the free-electron laser, coherent synchrotron
radiation, and others. It is very important to transport
and accelerate the beam emitted from the cathode
with negligible emittance growth.

There is some attempt to build up an
emittance measurement system for a low cmittance
beaml). A plastic scintillator which is 10 |a.m thin
and has a fast scintillation characteristic has been
adopted to measure the beamlets' image with a high
temporal and spatial resolution. Silver (30 Angstrom
thin) was deposited on the scintillator surface by
vacuum evaporation to avoid charge-up. This
experimental set up is for off-line use. An inorganic
scintillator with thin thickness is necessary for the
inji.. tor linac.

We try to make an oxide layer on aluminum
surface. With ion implantation technique, we could
get a polycrystalline ruby in oxide layer on aluminum
surface. As the first trial, we have made preliminary
experiments to show the possibility to make nearly
10 |im thin oxide layer on aluminum and to make
polycrystalline ruby layer on alumina with chromium
ion implantation technique.

2. Experimental

The aluminum anodizing technique has been
established and is widely applied to metal surface
technology to coat or color the surface of
aluminum2^). We applied this technique to produce
thin film scintillator.

Aluminum plates of purity 5N were
electrically polished in a 3N NaOH bath at room
temperature with a dc density of 500 mA/cm2.
Reactions are as follows,

Anode
2A1 + 3H2O -> AI2O3 + 6H+ + 6e"

Cathode

3H2

The average direct anodic current was fixed at 20
mA/cm2. Thickness of alumina layer as a function of
oxidation time is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Thickness of alumina layer as a function of
oxidation time.
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Compared with other method (for example, vacuum
evaporation technique or sputtering technique), one
could easily get a nearly 10 Lim thin oxide layer with
reasonable time by the aluminum anodizing
technique.

Alumina plate of thickness 0.125 mm
purchased from ASAHIKASEI Co. was prepared as a
starting material. Purity of alumina was 99.9wt.%
AI2O3. Specimen size was 20 mm.x 20 mm.
Specimens were implanted at room temperature with
200 keV or 800 keV chromium to fluences in the
range 1 x 1012 /cm2 - 1 x 101 6 /cm2. Chromium
ion implantation profiles have been generated for
alumina using the simulation code TRIM. Figure 2
shows the implantation profiles for 10 keV to 1 MeV
chromium ion in alumina.

repetition rate. Emission from the specimen was
taken by CCD camera.

3. Results

Optical measurements were done with
specimens as implanted. Compared with
Desmarquest AF995R, no light emission from
implanted alumina was observed yet. Naramoto et
al.4) pointed that in the temperature range of 1200 °C
to 1300 °C , substitutional damage recovery has
taken place in both the Al and O sublattices, and at
these temperatures, one begins to see significant Cr
incorporation into substitutional lattice sites.
Recovery process is necessary to get emission from
this specimen.
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Fig. 2. Implantation profile of Cr in AI2O3.

Takasaki Ion Beam Implanter and Tandem
Accelerator were used for this implantation
experiment.

After implantation, specimens were mounted
on the specimen holder of the beam profile monitor
test bench in KEK. These specimens were irradiated
with 150 keV electron beam from the linac. The
intensity of the linac beam was measured using the
current monitor. The peak current of the beam was
200 raA. The beam was 5 LIS pulse width and lHz
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Development of Visual Beam Adjustment Method for Cyclotron
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Abstract

We have developed a computer-based visual assistance
system for JAERI AVF cyclotron operation. This system
provides a CRT display about the cyclotron beam
trajectories, feasible setting regions (FSRs), and search
traces designed to improve beam parameter adjustment. As a
result of the test in actual operation, it was realized that
simulated beam trajectories and FSRs nearly agree with
actual beam conditions.

1. Introduction

A cyclotron design requires a large number of physical
theories, calculation codes and analysis of the beam
trajectory. These codes and analyzed results have not been
used in actual operation. For a new cyclotron control
technique, we have developed a computer-based visual

assistance system*1 ' for the JAERI AVF cyclotron ' by
using the above codes. To examine the reliability of this
system, the result of the simulation was compared with that
of the actual operation.

2. Human Interfaces

The visual assistance system provides three functions
of human interfaces for beam parameter adjustment; (a) Beam
trajectory is rapidly calculated and graphically displayed
whenever the operators change the cyclotron parameters, (b)
Feasible setting regions (FSRs) of the parameters which
satisfy beam acceptance criteria of the cyclotron's are
indicated, (c) Search traces, which are historical visual maps
of beam current values represented by various colored dots,
are superimposed on the FSRs.

The system has been applied to three blocks of the
cyclotron: the axial injection, the central region and the
extraction. This system is constructed by the language of C
and works on workstation of VAX-3100 connected through

Ethernet with computers controlling^) the cyclotron.

3. Evaluation of Simulation

3.1 Axial Injection Block

The axial injection block is a region between the
bottom of the cyclotron yoke and the inflcctor. There are
four Glaser lenses (GLs) with adjustable focal lengths. The
beam is led into the cyclotron by adjusting these lenses

through a small gap of the inflector entrance. The FSRs are
limited mainly by the geometry of the inflector entrance.

We have compared the human interfaces with the results

of actual operation in the accelerating conditions of H + 45

MeV (harmonic mode 1: h=l), H+ 10 MeV (h=2) and 4 0 A r 8 +

175 MeV (h=3). It was found that there was a discrepancy
between the simulated FSRs and the search traces obtained in
actual operation. The simulated beam trajectories deviate
from the search trace just after last GL. This deviation is
caused by the leakage of magnetic field from the main
magnet.

3.2 Central Region Block

The central region block is followed by the axial
injection block. The first turn of the beam trajectory after
the inflector is determined in this block. The adjustable
parameters in this region arc dee voltages, trim coil currents
and the phase of beam buncher voltage. These parameters
arc adjusted so that the beam passes through two sets of
phase slits. The beam trajectory and FSRs are calculated as
functions of these parameters and magnetic and electric field
data. The FSRs arc limited mainly by the geometrical
condition of the phase slits.

60mm
:

/ \

Main ^

Cyclotron
< Central Region >
H+10MoV h-2

/

V .X\

Fig. 1 Simulated beam trajectory for H+10MeV
in 2nd harmonic mode at the central region
block.
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Fig. 2 Beam trajectory simulation at the extraction block.

The spiral beam trajectory is shown as a stretched line in this diagram.

At the first place, we have compared the position of
actual beam trajectory with the simulated beam one to
evaluate the simulation model of beam trajectory. The actual
beam positions were measured by the following methods: (a)
Searching a beam position of the maximum beam current
monitored at the main cyclotron beam probe by moving the
phase slit, (b) Searching a beam position by measuring turn
patterns using the main probe. Figure 1 shows the top view
of a cross section of this block and a simulated trajectory in
a solid line and actual slit positions. The trajectory passes
through the actual slit positions. The simulations are in
good agreement with the actual condition.

We have tested the' system for different values of the
magnetic field of the central region and the phase of beam
buncher voltage. The intensities of magnetic bump field
produced by circular trimming coils little influence the
position of actual beam trajectory. The beam phase
dependency on the beam po-:'ion could not be measured
because the beam intensities were decreased drastically in
changing phase of the beam buncher.

3.3 Extraction Block

The beam in the final turn is led into the deflector and
the magnetic channel, deflected from the circular orbit, and
finally extracted from the cyclotron. In this block, the
system simulates the deflected beam trajectory. At the first
step, the beam trajectory entering the deflector is calculated
on the basis of the magnetic field data and two beam
positions detected by the main and the deflector probes. At
the second step, the beam trajectory in the deflector and the
magnetic channel is simulated on the basis of the deflector
position, the deflecting field and the magnetic channel field.
The FSRs were calculated as functions of the above
parameters, and the clearance of the deflector and the
magnetic channel.

An example of simulated beam trajectories for

nominally 20 MeV ^Hc+^ ions is shown in Fig. 2. We have

executed simulations to obtain the beam trajectories,
passing through the exit of the cyclotron, for several beam
energies. The most suitable energy for the trajectory in
actual operation condition is in a range from 18.98 to 19.06
McV. On the other hand, the beam energy is evaluated at
19.10 McV (-4.5%) from the magnetic field of the analyzing
magnet after the cyclotron. The simulated beam energy is in
agreement with the beam energy measured by using
analyzing magnet.

Magnetic
channel

probe

Main probe

Fig. 3 Location of three beam probes.

To evaluate the trajectory model of the beam extraction
from the cyclotron, we have discussed how to estimate the
beam energy in the final turn. Inside the cyclotron, three
radial probes were installed to measure the beam intensity
distribution as shown in Fig. 3. A main radial probe covers
all the acceleration range of the radius from 40 mm to 1190
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mm. A deflector probe provides the beam intensity before
die deflector. A magnetic channel probe provides the beam
intensity after the passing through the deflector. We have
tried to estimate the beam energy by following techniques.

1) Orbit radius method; The beam position is measured
by the main radial probe. The energy (E) is evaluated from
the simulated trajectories passing through the exit of the
cyclotron. As shown in Fig. 4, the beam energies depend on
the beam positions of the final tum trajectory.

2) Three point method; The beam positions in the three
points were measured by the main probe, the deflector probe
and the magnetic channel probe, respectively. The beam
energy (E1) is estimated from simulated beam trajectory
passing through the above three points.

Figure 5 shows the relation between the energy E and
the estimated energy E'. The solid line shows the energy
estimated experimentally and the dotted line shows the ideal
one. The result of estimations for beam energy, dala has an
uncertainty within ±2% from linear approximation formula.

4. Upgrade of the System

Application of the system has been limited to several
accelerating conditions of ion beams. In the early stage of
development, it is not required to execute simulations for all
the available particles and energies. At present, this system
has been upgraded to simulate the beam trajectories and FSRs
in all accelerating beam conditions for the JAERI AVF
cyclotron. We can obtain the operating parameters for new
ion acceleration by using the new system.

5. Future Activity

Precise comparison of the simulated beam trajectory
and the actual beam trajectory is planned for the extraction
block in new accelerating conditions. The extracted beam
energy will be measured accurately by other methods, such as
kinematics and TOF method. It is expected that the result
will be fed back to improve the system. We will expand this
technique to the beam transport system.
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E : energy evaluated from the simulated
trajectories passing through the exit of the
cyclotron and the analyzing magnet.

E0: nominal energy.
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Fig. 5 Energy estimation by three point method.

Ef: energy estimated from three point method.
E0: nominal energy.
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE JAERI TANDEM ACCELERATOR

Susurra HANASHIMA

Department of Reactor Engineering, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract

A new control system for the JAERI
tandem accelerator has been developed
using concurrent programming and multi
processor technology. There are eight
transputers in the system including
front end processors of CAMAC serial
highways. This paper reports an
experience of the development and the
operation of the system.

1. Introduction

The JAERI tandem accelerator[1] had
been controlled by a traditional
minicomputer since 1979. However, we

had some difficulties to stay on the old
base. They are the difficulty in
maintenance of the old-fashioned computer
and shortage of the computing power for
a further expansion of the system. So,
we have developed a new control system
to replace old one.

In the new system we use concurrent
processing technology using multiple
microprocessors. In a logical aspect,
a control of a particle accelerator is
a set of various processes controlling
and/or monitoring many control objects,
that is to say, accelerator devices.
Those processes are not strongly
coupling each other and have logical
concurrency. This implies that the

O O O

CRT
O O O

TTX\ mx
Accelerator devices

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the new control system for the JAERI tandem accelerator
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control system is a good field of
application of concurrent processing
technology. Using multiple processors,
a merit of concurrent processing is
enhanced in the system performance.

2. Overview of the System

The control system is using
transputer [2 ] and concurrent processing
technology. We call the system
ACCELL[3]. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of the new system. The new
system consists of l)a host system using
a work station, 2)a central system,
3)serial highway drivers, 4)a CAMAC
serial highway system[4,5] and 5)two
personal computers. The main roles of
the host system are to support execution
of the central system and to work as a
part of a man-machine interface. Data
of the central system needed to control
the accelerator are loaded from the
host. A bit map display of the host is
embedded in the operator console of the
accelerator. Programs based on X-window
system[6] are used on the display.
Connection to the central system is an
INMOS link[2] and a S-bus link adapter.
The host system is also used as a file
server. The central system is a multi
processor of four T800 transputers[2]
with local memory of one mega bytes to
16 mega bytes. It works as a main
element of data processing. We can
change number of transputers to optimize
loads of transputers. The serial
highway drivers are front end processors
of the central system to CAMAC system.
Transputers are also used in the
drivers. They have charge of low level
control of the CAMAC serial highways.
CAMAC serial highway system is almost
the same as the old system. Nineteen
CAMAC crates are distributed on the four
serial highways. Two of the crates are
dedicated to the control console. The
control console has assignable
valuators, which are called shaft
encoders, assignable and dedicated
meters etc. to control and monitor data
points. Programming languages for the
transputers are parallel C(INMOS ANSI-
C)[7] and 0CCAM2[8,9]. Programs of the
transputers are developed on the
personal computers. They are also used
for monitoring a system operation.

3. Early Experience of Operation and
Improvement of the System

The first version of the new system
had started daily operation for the
accelerator control in October of 1992.
The reliability of the system has been
good enough. But, performance of
message transfer between concurrent
processes in the system was not so good
as expected. In the system, messages
between application processes are
transferred through processes named
monitors.

In October of 1993, the performance
of the message transfer was greatly
improved from about 2 milliseconds to
about 0.3 milliseconds per one message
transfer. In the work, We analyzed
program execution times of several
instructions of the transputer and used
new programming technic for better
performance. So we could make the
improvement without any change of
external specifications of the monitors.

A new function of linked control
using a virtual data points[3] was
tested in March of 1994. The virtual
data point named final energy(Ef) and
its control process, scaling process,
were installed in the test. It was
intended to work as that a change of Ef
reflects to several data points by the
scaling rule[10] process, in the manner
that beam transport of the accelerated
particle is maintained and the final
energy is set equal to setting value of
Ef. The mechanism follows not only to
a step of the change but also to the
continuous change of the virtual data
point. Some mismatch between valuators
of the control console and the new
function was found by the test. On the
other hand, it was shown that system
performance of message passing and
calculation was enough for smooth
operation. Introduction of the function
into daily machine operation should be
suspended till improvement of the
valuators.

4. Development of the Concurrent Program

We have used OCCAM and Parallel ANSI-
C as programming language. Concurrent
programming enables us programming
through natural modeling of the target
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system that has intrinsic concurrency.
It is a most important advantage of the
concurrent programming. On the other
hand, programming of the concurrent
system has only a limited length of
history in a practical world.
Mathodology of the programming is not
woll known yet. Especially, there is a
problem about a deadlock in the world of
concurrent programming. It is a
situation in which twofor more)
processes mutually wait for the other
process to become ready to receive
messages and the processes cannot
execute farther operations. A small
mistake in the programming introduces
probability of the deadlock.
Programmers sometimes cannot follow
action of the system where several
processes running concurrently. We
needed training different from usual
sequential programming. We met several
additional difficulties about
development tools etc. In spite of the
difficulties, the concept of concurrent
programming has been attractive one.

[9]INMOS Limited, OCCAM2 Reference
Manual, Prentice Hall, 1988.

[10]S.Hanashima and E.Minehara, Scaling
of the opticaJ parameters for the
JAERI tandem accelerator,
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Abstract

A beam control system for irradiation treatment
gated by respiration of a patient has been developed at
HIMAC to minimize an unwanted irradiation to normal
tissues around tumor. The system employs rf-knockout
extraction with gate function. Preliminary experimental
results, which were carried out with moving phantom
and simulating signal of respiration, are encouraging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Clinical trial has been successfully progressing
since June 1994, after commissioning of a heavy ion
accelerator complex, HIMAC, dedicated to medical
applications [1].

A high irradiation accuracy is required in heavy
ion therapy because of the high dose localization. In
treating a tumor moving along with respiration of a
patient, in particular, damage to normal tissues around
tumor is inevitable without beam control that gates
irradiation according to respiration. A beam delivery
scheme, which can respond to irregular respiration,
should be applied in order to minimize the unwanted
irradiation to normal tissues around tumor. At HIMAC,
therefore, such a system has been developed [2,3].

The design considerations and the preliminary
experimental results are reported in the paper.

2. BEAM CONTROL SYSTEM

A beam control system for the irradiation gated
by respiration requires essential design considerations as
follows. (1) Beam extraction method should respond
quickly to a trigger signal according to irregular
respiration. (2) Operation pattern of synchrotron should
give maximum irradiation dose rate. (3) An aborting
system of residual beam should be provided in order to
avoid undesired activation by unused beam.

2.1 Extraction method
Concerning the irradiation gated by respiration,

it is important to start and stop beam extraction

promptly according to the beam "on/off" signal. One of
the suitable extraction methods for this purpose is beam
extraction using a transverse rf field resonated with a
horizontal betatron tune, while a separatrix is kept
constant, which is called "rf-knockout extraction". The
transverse rf electric field is applied with frequency and
amplitude modulation. The frequency modulation
increases an extraction efficiency because it broadens a
frequency band width corresponding to a horizontal
tune spread at a resonant extraction. The amplitude
modulation is applied to control a spill envelope of an
extracted beam. Advantages in the present method are
1) prompt response to start and stop of the beam
extraction because of using an rf electric field with a
faster response compared with magnetic elements, and
2) a small emittance in the horizontal direction due to
a constant separatrix. The results from experiments
showed that the response is within lms and the
horizontal emiUance of beam extracted by the pieseni
method was reduced by about 70% compared with that
by the ordinary extraction method. The extraction
efficiency in the present method was more than about
85% which was comparable with that in the ordinary
method. The details were reported in Ref. [2].

2.2 Operation pattern of synchrotron
To optimize an operation pattern of synchrotron,

it is assumed that a respiration pattern is independent
of an operation pattern of synchrotron, and an
irradiation for treatment is continued infinitely. Under
the condition, an irradiation dose rate is maximized at
an extraction duty factor of 50%, because a beam can
be extracted as long as the extraction period is
coincident with an irradiation period permitted by the
respiration pattern. If the extracted beam intensity can
be infinitely increased, on the other hand, the dose rate
is increased as increasing the duty factor. At HIMAC,
therefore, the dose rate is maximized at the duty factor
of 50% in the 0.3Hz operation of synchrotron. The
effective dose rate in this operation can be kept at the
operational value if the extracted beam intensity is
increased by 70%, which will be easily realized.

All of the accelerated beam should be extracted
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as soon as the extraction signal is generated, to reduce
effective irradiation period. On the other hand, an
irradiation ^criod more than 10 times longer than that
of wobbling magnets is required to obtain a uniform
dose in the lateral distribution. The amplitude of a
transverse rf field is determined so that all of the
accelerated beam is extracted during about 400ms in
order to satisfy the above requirements.

2.3 Beam aborting system
In the irradiation gated by respiration, the

residual beam has to be aborted around synchrotron,
because the accelerated beam should not be extracted
from synchrotron as long as a "beam off signal is
generated. Decelerating the residual beam to an
injection energy as a beam aborting system is proposed
to avoid unwanted activation around synchrotron. As a
result of the preliminary test, the deceleration efficiency
was about 80%. Details will be presented elsewhere[4].

Summarizing the above considerations, an
operation patten of the beam control system for the
irradiation gated by respiration is schematically shown
in Fig. 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An irradiation gated by respiration was
preliminarily experimented by using a phantom moving
along with a simulating signal of respiration [3]. In the
experiment, synchrotron is operated by a cycle of
0.3Hz with a duty factor of 45%. Carbon beams with
the energy of 290 and 400MeV/n are extracted from
synchrotron by the rf-knockout method, and delivered
thrtugh an irradiation system to an isocenter at a
treatment room. Concerning the experimental setup in
the treatment room, a phantom placed at the isocenter
is moved with a stroke of 25mm and, is driven by a
0.33Hz sinusoidal signal that pretends respiration. The
simulating signal is generated by a sensitive strain
gauge set on the phantom. A collimator with an
aperture of 40mm square is placed in front of the
phantom in order to define an irradiation field, and is
450mm distant from the phantom.

Figure 2 shows a typical result of a beam
extraction gated by the simulating signal. As can be
seen in the figure, the beam was successfully extracted
in only the permitting irradiation period. A penumbra
size was also obtained by measuring a density of an
exposed X-ray film attached with the phantom moving
along with the simulating signal. Three cases, i.e, a
fixed phantom, a gated irradiation to moving phantom,
and an ungated irradiation to moving phantom were
investigated as shown in Fig. 3. The penumbra size
P80.20 in three case were obtained as 2.4, 6.1 and
19.4mm, respectively, where P80_20 is defined at the
distance of the lateral dose falloff from 80% to 20%.

The P8O_2o in the fixed phantom is naturally less than
that in the gated irradiation, because the phantom in the
latter rase moves somewhat during the irradiation due
to applying a sinusoidal wave as the simulating signal.
However, the P8O.2O in the gated irradiation is
considerably reduced to 6.1mm from 19.4mm in the
ungated irradiation.

Fig. 1 Schematic operation pattern of the system for
irradiation gated by respiration, (a) Respiration signal,
(b) Permitting irradiation signal, (c) Operation pattern
of synchrotron, (d) Flat-top signal, (e) Extraction
signal, (f) Beam spill, (g) Circulating beam intensity.

4. CONCLUSION

The beam control system for irradiation treatment
gated by respiration is developed. The beam control
system's ingredients are; rf-knockout extraction that can
respond to a respiration signal quickly, a 0.3Hz, 50%
duty operation of synchrotron that maximizes dose rate,
and a beam deceleration as a beam aborting system.

As preliminary results of experiment, an
extraction gated by a simulating signal of respiration
was successfully achieved. The penumbra size was also
measured by using a phantom moved along with the
simulating signal, and was considerably reduced to
6.1m from 19.4mm in the ungated irradiation. The
system will play an important role in clinical study
such as treatment for a lung or liver cancer moved
along with respiration of a patient.
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Fig. 2 Beam extraction gated with the simulating signal of respiration in 400MeV/n carbon beam.
(a) Simulating signal of respiration, (b) Beam spill, (c) Operation pattern of synchrotron, (d) Permitting irradiation
signal.
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Fig. 3 The lateral dose distribution in 290MeV/n carbon beam, (a) fixed phantom, (b) gated irradiation to moving
phantom, (c) ungated irradiation to moving phantom.
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Abstract

A three-dimensional irradiation system using a
broad beam was installed at HIMAC facility for a
heavy-ion radiation therapy. The thickness of the
wedge absorber and the shape of the radiation field
made by the multi-leaf collimator were changed dur-
ing irradiation in order to sweep the Bragg peak only
in the target area. In this report we discuss the
three-dimensional irradiation system of HIMAC and
also results of preliminary irradiation tests using 12C
beams.

1 Introduction

It is one of the most important goal of any radio-
therapy to shape the treatment volume as exactly as
possible to the tumor as the target volume. In most
cases a sharp cutoff of the dose is needed in order to
spare the surrounding healthy tissue or critical struc-
tures to a maximum extent. It is necessary to use
a flat-top depth-dose distribution extending several
centimeters, even tens of centimeters to encompass
solid tumors. For this purpose heavy ion beams are
delivered to the treatment volume by the beam scan-
ning method ' ' or the broad beam method. The
clinical port at HIMAC facility is designed by the
latter method and shown in fig.l. The system con-

(o\ (d) (e)

beam

T /
Target

Main Monitor x-ray Tube^
Light Local izer,
Laser Pointer

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of HIMAC irradiation
port. Devices labeled (a)~(g) are explained in text.

sists of a pair of wobbler magnets (a), a scatterer
(b), a ridge filter (c), a range shifter (d), a pair of
wedge absorber (e), a multi-leaf collimator (f), a

compensator (g) and a monitor system. The wob-
bler magnets and the scatterer are used for spreading
the beam uniformly over the radiation field' '. For
2-dimensional irradiation, the ridge filter is used to
spread the sharp pristine Bragg peak. A spread-out
Bragg peak (SOBP) is made by superposing shifted
Bragg peaks with suitable superposing ratio. Irreg-
ular shape of radiation fields are obtained by block-
ing the uniform beam with the multi-leaf collimator.
Fine adjustment of heavy ion range in patient is per-
formed by the range shifter. And the compensator is
used for adjusting position of the distal part of the
target.

For a tumor conform treatment, a 3-dimensional
irradiation using a synchronized fast sweeping tech-
nique is also possible in HIMAC irradiation system
and presently developed. This novel technique im-
plies some important advantages. The 3-dimensional
dose distribution can be shaped exactly to the tumor
volume in order to prevent particles from deposit-
ing their biologically very effective dose outside the
target volume. Using the sweeping technique, com-
plex 3-dimensional scanning procedure is no longer
needed saving irradiation time. And the system can
be extended from the present 2-dimensional irradia-
tion system reducing the costs. In the following the
principles of the 3-dimensional irradiation are dis-
cussed and the first results obtained with the system
at HIMAC are presented.

2 Method of 3D irradiation

Figure 2 illustrates the 3-dimensional irradiation
system installed in HIMAC. An uniform beam is

r f Compensator
Target

Multi-leaf
WedgeAbsortoer collimator

Figure 2: Illustration of Three-Dimensional Irradia-
tion.
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made by the wobbler magnets and the scatterer in the
same way of the 2-dimensional irradiation. "Slightly"
spread-out Bragg peak (we call it s-SOBP in this
paper) is made by the ridge filter. The s-SOBP is
shifted by inserting the wedge absorbers in the beam
course. By combination oi the two wedge absorbers,
the total thickness of the absorber is uniform in the
radiation field. A SOBP that should be conformed to
a target shape (we call it total-SOBP in this paper)
is made by superposing shifted s-SOBP by chang-
ing the absorber thickness during the irradiation with
suitable superposing ratio. During the sweep of the
s-SOBP in the target region, needless part of the ir-
radiation field can be cut by adjusting the irradiation
field with the multi-leaf collimator.

In order to realize this conformation therapy, we
have to develop the fast movements of the wedge ab-
sorbers and the multi-leaf collimator and their syn-
chronism. Specifications of the wedge absorber and
multi-leaf collimator installed at HIMAC are shown
in fig.3.

[Wedge Absorber]

beam 1 ) 1 1 1 as a range shifter
Thickness 20-130 mm
Changing Speed 27 mm/s
Accuracu 0.125 mm

Sliding Wedge Absorber
hight 75 mm
width 750 mm

Sliding Speed (max) 270 mm/s
Position accuracy 1.25 mm

[Multi-leaf Collimator]

h

Eg 1

Field Size 1 SO x220 mm
No. of Leaves 23x2
Leaf Material Iron
Pitch of Leaves 6.5 mm Posision accuracy 0.5 mm
Leaf thickness 140 mm Sliding speed 80 mm/s

Figure 3: Specification of wedge absorber and multi-
leaf collimator.

3 Measurement of dose distri-
bution

The first test of the 3-dimensional irradiation con-
firming with eyes was carried out using 290 MeV/n
carbon beam. The target volume was assumed to
be a ball of 7 cm in diameter, which is embedded

in Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) material. To
monitor the beam profile in the target material, a
ZnS screen was inserted between PMMA blocks and
placed almost parallel but slightly tilted to the beam
direction. The movements of the wedge absorbers,
the multi-leaf collimator and also the beam profile
along the beam axis were recorded by video camera.
In each slice scintillation light from the Zns screen
lay almost within the target area and results were
satisfactory.

For the quantitative test of the performance of the
3-dimensional irradiation, a depth dose distribution
was measured for 10 cm width total-SOBP using 290
MeV/n carbon beam. The SOBP was designed to
make a uniform biological dose distribution' ' using
a thick ridge filter (ridge filter A). The 5 mm width
s-SOBP was made by a thinner ridge filter (ridge
filter B) that was used to make a uniform biological
dose distribution. Three types of radiation fields were
made:

(a) 10 cm width SOBP directly made by 2D irra-
diation using the ridge filter A

(b) 5 mm width SOBP made by 2D irradiation
using the ridge filter B

(c) 10 cm width total-SOBP made by 3D irradi-
ation using ridge filter B.

In each irradiation the physical dose was measured
with a standard ionization chamber. The prelimi-
nary results for the depth dose distribution are shown
in fig.4. Open circles, diamonds and closed circles

SOBP by 3d irradiation
3.5

• sobp-3d
O sobp-lOcm
© sobp-5nun

-ca1-10cm
-cal-5nun

5 10 15
Depth in Water (cm)

20

Figure 4: Measured and calculated physical dose dis-
tributions.

represent measured physical dose of (a), (b) and
(c), respectively. Lines are calculated depth dose
distribution' '. The measured dose by 3D irradia-
tion were slightly larger than those by 2D irradiation.
However, measured and calculated results by 3D ir-
radiation were agreed among themselves. This shows
that the total-SOBP realized by 3-dimensional irra-
diation method can be improved by optimizing the
shape of the s-SOBP.
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To reproduce the 2D SOBP ((a) in fig.4) using the
3D irradiation, a new ridge filter for the modulated
s-SOBP of 5 mm in width was designed. Figure 5
shows the calculated results for the physical dose dis-
tribution. It is seen that the total-SOBP of the mod-

GakukiledLJR&tifts (a) cal-lOcm (2D)
lb) cal-5ran-2D
(uniform Bio-done)

-jcjcal-Jd
(uniform bio-dosn)
10cnK-3ton
(djnodulotod 5mm

j d J d

14.5 15 15.5
Depth in Water (cm)

16

Figure 5: Calculated physical dose distributions (a)
for 10 cm field by 2D only, (b) for 5mm uniform bi-
ological dose distribution, (c) for 10 cm field by 3D
with (b), (d) for modulated 5mm field, (e) for 10 cm
field by 3D with (d).

ulated ridge filter is closer to the 2D results (within
± 4.6 %) than those of the ridge filter B. Needless
to say that the further study is needed to optimize
the shape of the s-SOBP and other test experiments
using the 3-dimensional irradiation method with the
modulated ridge filters are planed. In order to evalu-
ate the quality of the radiation field made by the 3-
dimensional irradiation (uniformity, penumbra), the
monitoring systems for the dose distribution have to
be developed. For this purpose we have planed to de-
velop a proportional chamber (for 1-dimensional dis-
tribution), a silicon strip detector (for 2-dimensional
distribution) and a pile of ionization chambers (for
3-dimensional distribution).

4 Concluding remarks

An irradiation system of 3-dimensional conforma-
tion therapy was designed and installed at HIMAC
facility. The 3-dimensional irradiation for a ball
shaped target of 7 cm diameter was performed using
290 MeV/n carbon beam. The weir̂ e absorbers and
the multi-leaf collimator were controlled satisfacto-
rily during the irradiation for conformation therapy.
Preliminary results of a dose distribution of the 10 cm
SOBP made by superimposing 5mm width SOBP us-
ing the sliding wedge absorbers was obtained to check
the function of the wedge absorbers.

In order to improve this system, we plan to develop
the optimizing methods to design a ridge filter and

the dose measurement methods.

The authors would like to thank the other members
of Division of Accelerator Physics and Engineering
of NIRS for their helpful collaboration. They are
also indebted to the staff of Accelerator Engineering
corporation for their support.
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Abstract

We report design and optimization of beam delivery

system for proton and heavy ion particles, which will be

constructed in charged particle therapy facility in Hyogo

Prefecture. Penumbra sizes were calculated for different

systems to optimize device parameters under considering

effects of multiple scattering and energy loss of beam. It was

found that penumbra size of carbon ion beam was about three

times smaller than that of proton, and that devices which

affect physically in particle delivery system should be placed

as upstream as possible to reduce penumbra size.

1. Introduction

It is reported here the results of physical investigation for

beam delivery system using proton and heavy ion beam to

construct facility of charged particle therapy in Hyogo

Prefecture. In this facility, the three fixed beam ports which

deliver proton and heavy ion (helium and carbon) beam and a

rotatable gantry using proton are planned for treatment issue.

The beam delivery system which include such beam ports and

gantry have not yet been constructed in Japan.

In tlie design of the beam delivery system, important

devices are wobbler magnets, scatterers, ridge filters and

range shifters, because they scatter beam particles and affect

penumbra size. Position of these devices are investigated,

assuming sizes of the devices which are slightly different from

those used in Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba

(HDvfAC) in National Institute of Radiological Sciences

(NIRS) but structures of them are almost same as those in

HIMAC. Penumbra of the delivery systems which were

designed under specification were calculated. Since it is

necessary for accurate treatment that penumbra are to be as

small as possible, the goal of their size is about 2 mm.

2. Design of the beam delivery system and calculation for

penumbra designed

In calculating penumbra, the method developed in NIRS

was employed. Physical meaning of the calculation is as

- 445

follows". Particle distribution is obtained as an approximated

solution of the Boltzmann equation. In this case, multiple

scattering and energy loss are assumed when particles pass

through material in the devices of the delivery system. Fermi

and Eyges showed that radial deflection y and its angle § of

the particles passing through materials under those

assumptions could be calculated2'. At the formulation, the

quantity D which corresponds to the emittance squared in the

beam transport are to be written as

D =

where <yL> and <<J>2> are the variances of>» and 4>, respectively

and <y<)>> is cross term. It is important that effects of multiple

scattering and energy loss are already included in them. D is

calculated by <y2>, <tf> and <y§> which are values on the

material at each grid point segmented small enough along the

beam direction. Penumbra fto-jo are to be written as follows;

a? = D/<y2> +
- 1 -68

y2> (
Lc,

- ML. f,

where Lc and L*. are the distances from isocenter to collimator

and wobbler magnet, respectively. Here the quantitative

definition of the penumbra is the distance between 80 % dose

point compared to the dose of isocenter and 20 % point of that

on lateral dose distribution. This calculation method have

much advantage for its analytically solved results than the

usually used Monte-Carlo method, because it is easy to

understand about the effect of positions of the devices and

materials and takes much less times to calculate. For example

of position of the devices, it is important to place a collimator

to a patient body as close as possible. The results of this

method for beam delivery systems in HIMAC have been found

to agree within 1 mm or less, which is about 10 % of the

penumbra size measured by X-ray photograph.

Figure 1 shows an example of fixed beam port used for

proton and heavy ion beam. Calculations for this system were

made for 165 and 230 MeV energies of proton and 320 MeV/u

energy of carbon ion beam. Figure 2 shows an example of

rotatable gantry for proton only. Calculations for this gantry
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were made for 165 MeV energy of proton beam. Maximum

range of each kind of beam through these delivery systems are

about 17 cm for both 320 MeV/u carbon ion and 165 MeV

proton beam and about 30 cm for 230 MeV proton,

respectively. Distance, Lc, between coiiimatoi and isocentei

was set to be 40 cm.

3. Results and discussions

Firstly, for the fixed beam delivery system shown in the

Figure 1, field radius, maximum range and spread out Bragg

Peak (SOBP) width were set to be same in carbon ion and

proton beam. The maximum range and SOBP width were

taken as 17 cm mentioned above and 6 cm, respectively.

Dependence of penumbra size on field radius which was

adjusted by scattercr thickness and radius of wobbler were

estimated. It was found that the dependence was small but the

absolute value of penumbra in the case of proton beam were

about three times larger than those of carbon ion beam in the

same range. The results are shown in Figure 3. It was also

demonstrated that the heavier ion, such as carbon, can perform

more accurate treatment.

In next step, effects of scattering in compensator and

inside of a patient body were estimated. For simple studies,

water was placed after a collimator and its thickness was

changed. Water is often used in estimation of scattering in

compensator and human body, because density of water is

almost the same as polyethylene which is the material of

compensator and as a human body. Figure 4 shows the

dependence of penumbra size on water thickness in this

calculation. It was found that the size of penumbra caused by

scattering in the body was smaller than that by the delivery

system. It was also shown that the effect of scattering in the

compensator was much smaller than that in the body because

of difference of path length. As is in the Figure 3, absolute

penumbra size of proton beam in the Figure 4 was also found

to be about tliree times larger than that of carbon ion.

In the last study, penumbra size was calculated by

changing uic position of riJgo filler in tlic gantry S'IOHTI hi the

Figure 2 for proton. The results are shown in Figure 5. It can

be seen that the distance between scatterer and ridge filter is

longer, the penumbra size is larger. The dependence of

penumbra size on the positions of devices which scatter beam

particles is not only for ridge filter position but also for those

of scatterer and range shifter. Scatterer, ridge filter and range

shifter should be placed closely each other and as upstream as

possible, and the distance from range shifter to the isocenter is

to be taken as long as possible. However, it is much difficult

in working upon the ridge filter, because the thickness and

gaps of the ridges should be much smaller. Selection for

material which is easily worked upon or oscillating bar ridge

filter and rotating spiral ridge filter are to be taken into

account.

Three-dimensionally conformed (3-D) irradiation system

is under planning in this facility, because it has much

advantage for dose localization. Searching parameters of

devices in beam delivery system for adjusting irradiation field

can also be simplified using the 3-D system. Dynamic 3-D

system without devices which scatter particles and absorb

energy of the beam will be installed in this facility to use

maximum range of initial beam energy and minimum

penumbra size by initial emittance.
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Figure 1. Fixed beam delivery system for proton and heavy ion beam . Total length shown here is 940 cm.
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Figure 2. Rotatable gantry for proton beam. Total length shown here is 350 cm.

"12C 320MeV/u
•p 165MeV
•p 230MeV

5 10 15 20
Radiation field radius (cm)

Figure 3. Dependence of penumbra size on field radius at 6 cm of SOBP width.
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Water thickness (cm)
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•~12C 320MeV/u
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water
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•p 165MeV water
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Figure 4. Dependence of penumbra size on water thickness. Water is placed downstream of collimator.

p 165MeV

Cu
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Distance from port entrance
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Figure 5. Dependence of penumbra size on ridge filter position in gantry for proton.
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Abstract
This paper describes a dosimetry system for

the heavy-ion radiation therapy installed at
HIMAC facility. Daily check of the dose
monitor, a species of the accelerated particles,
their energy are carried out every morning. And
the dose calibration of the monitor for each
patient condition are also carried out every
morning. The variations of the monitor
responses were less than 2 % during 3 months
of treatment term. In order to shorten the time
for the check, a simplified dosimetric system
for the dose calibration of the monitor was
installed from this autumn.

1. Introduction
A radiation therapy using a carbon beam

has been started at HIMAC facility from last
yearfl]. The heavy-ion radiotherapy is
expected to be superior to the conventional
radiation because of its excellent dose
localization and its high biological
effectiveness. Then, it is important to
irradiate patients as previously planned by a
treatment planning system. Around 18 times of
exposures are given to the same patient in the
heavy-ion radiotherapy. And it takes over one
month to finish the treatment. It is necessary to
guarantee daily exposure dose to be the planned
exposure. In order to guarantee these things,
the check of the dose monitor, a species of the
accelerated particles, and their energy are
carried out every morning. The dose calibration
of the monitor for each patient condition are
also carried out every morning. These check
is very important for the assessment of the
irradiation port.

In this paper, the dosimetry system for the
heavy-ion radiation therapy installed at HIMAC

facility is presented and discussed in detail.

BEAM

I
CE2

tzu

Up-stream 1

Up-stream 2
SEM - - Ridge Fi Iter. ji

Range Shifter if'

Down-stream 1 —-;
Down-stream 2 '

L J Col Iimators
. Compensator

Q Patient

Fig. 1. Illustration of the therapeutic beam port

2. Monitor system
In the HIMAC irradiation course for the

radiation therapy, 5 monitors are installed.
Fig. 1. shows the illustration of the therapeutic
beam port of HIMAC and indicates the location
of the monitors in the beam course[2].
Monitors which are shown as up-stream 1,2 and
down-stream 1,2 are the parallel plate
ionization chamber. The up-stream chamber
has two signal electrodes and three high voltage
electrodes of the parallel plate ionization
chamber. The one signal is fed into a high-

- 4 4 8 -
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speed amplifier and used for monitoring the
time structure of the beam. The other output
signal is fed into I/F converter which output a
pulse for every 1000 pC. The pulse train is
input to a preset counter which is connected to
a beam shutter for controlling the exposure
dose to the patients. We have another dose
controlling monitor, SEM ( Secondary
Emission Monitor ). We have anxiety that
beams may have a big spike in the beam spill.
In that case, accurate dose can not be measured
by the ionization chamber monitor because of
recombination effects in the big spike. Then,
we used the secondary emission chamber for
the back-up of the ionization chamber.

At just up-stream of the beam collimator, a
down-stream monitor was placed. The
monitor is also a parallel plate ionization
chamber, and has one signal plane which is
sandwiched by two high voltage electrodes.
On one side of the signal plane, there are 29
signal electrodes of 20 mm in diameter which
are distributed in the guard earth. This
ionization chambers are used for roughly
monitoring the uniformity of the irradiation
field. The other side of the signal plane of the
down-stream chamber is a signal electrode
which cover the whole uniform irradiation field.
This output is used as another back-up monitor
of the exposure dose.

Using these monitor system, the irradiation
dose to the patients are controlled and
monitored.

3. Dose calibration system
Standard procedure of the dose calibration

using the above system is as follows;
1) Depth dose distribution of a spread Bragg
peak which has 6 cm width is measured by a
standard dosimeter. The standard dosimeter is
a parallel plate ionization chamber, which is
fabricated by Far West Technology, Co.,. We
use a binary filter to change a depth in water in
the measurements of the depth dose
distributions. The binary filter consists of 9
PMMA (Polymethyl methacrylate; Lucite)
sheets of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,64 and 128 mm
thickness and 10 x 10 cm area. Inserting these
sheets in the beam course, the target thickness
is changed. The thickness of the PMMA is
transferred to water equivalent thickness.
2) The measured dose distribution is compared
with a calculated depth dose distribution.
From the comparison, variations of the residual
range of the carbon beam at the irradiation site
and absolute value of the output of the standard
chamber are recorded for the check of the beam
energy, and the species of the particles. Fig.2
shows the variation of the range of the 350
MeV/u carbon beam checked by the
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Fig. 2. Daily change of the monitor calibration factor and the peak shift
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comparison with the calculation. The
variation of the dose at 0 absorber position in
the measurement of the depth dose distribution
is also shown in the figure.
3) The information of the treatments, the
excitation current of the wobbler magnets,
thickness of the scatterer, sort of the ridge filter,
thickness of the range shifter and so on, are
send to the irradiation control computer. And
the devices are adjusted according to the
transferred information. The thickness of the
binary filter is set so as for the residual range of
the carbon beam to be half of the width of the
spread-out Bragg peak. The standard chamber
is set to the center of the spread-out Bragg peak,
center of the target volume in the simulated
phantom. Dose calibration of the monitor
chamber is again performed under this
treatment condition several times. These
calibration factors are used for the real
exposure to the patient.

4. Simplified Calibration
In the actual clinical trials, it takes about 30

minutes for taking the depth dose distribution,
and about 5 minutes for taking each dose
calibration factor of each patient. It takes an
hour and half for the total calibration procedure
of 12 patients. This calibration procedure is
necessary whenever the initial energy of the
carbon beam is changed. We use 290 and 350
or 400 MeV/u carbon beams in one day at
HIMAC clinical trials. At that case, it takes 3
hours for the calibration. In order to shorten
the calibration time, we are going to adapt a
simplified calibration procedure from this
autumn. The procedure is as follows;
1) The depth dose distribution is measured by a
multi-layer ionization chambers in one
exposure.
2) The dose calibration measurement for the
each patient condition is performed only at the
first treatment. The ratio of the dose
calibration factor to the entrance dose of the
depth dose distribution is recorded and used for
the next treatments. The dose calibration
factor for the later treatment is obtained by the
ratio times the entrance dose of the depth dose

distribution of that day.
From these simplified procedure of the

dose calibration, it is possible to shorten the
calibration time without making the accuracy
of the dose calibration worse.
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Abstract

Fluence spectra of fragment particles
caused by spallation reactions between heavy
ion beams and PMMA (polymethyl
methacrylate; Lucite) target were measured with
AE-E counter telescope method for each
fragmented element. Measurements were carried
out for carbon beams of 290 MeV/nucleon and
400 MeV/nucleon at Heavy Ion Medical
Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC), and 135
MeV/nucleon carbon beam at RIKEN Ring
Cyclotron with changing the thickness of target
material. Incident beam was broadened with a
pair of wobbler magnets and a scatterer, in the
same way of clinical trials which have been
carrying out at HIMAC. Results were compared
with the calculational expectations.

1. Introduction

In tumor therapy using heavy ion beams,
it has been well known that incident heavy ion
particles cause spallation reactions with the
elements which compose the body. Hence,
various kinds of particles were produced and hit
the target. It is of importance to measure their
fluence spectra for each fragmented element to
estimate their influence on tumor therapy, and to
brash up our treatment planning as well.

2. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows schematic diagrams of
detector systems for measurements at RIKEN
and HIMAC. According to Bethe formula,
fragment particle can be identified with the
parameter AZ2 by measuring its total energy E
and energy loss AE. The systems were based
on the counter-telescope method [1]. Incident
beam was sufficiently uniformed to 10.0 cm in
diameter with the flatness of 95% at the iso-
center by a pair of wobbler magnets and a
scatterer[2]. Abeam monitor, made of NE102A
plastic scintillator of 1.5 cm in thickness, had
front surface of 20.0 cm by 20.0 cm to count
the total number of incident particles. The beam
diameter was less than 5 cm at this beam

monitor position. A stack of the plates of
PMMA was selected as target material as it has
similar composition with muscles. At the
irradiation site, the detectors for the particle
identification were placed. The detectors had
comparatively smaller front surface to avoid
entering plural fragment particles. In the setup at
RIKEN, a coincidence detector, made of
annular NE102A plastic scintillator, of 5.0 mm
in diameter was positioned to distinguish an
event by one fragment particle from those by
noises. A proportional counter with tissue-
equivalent gas was used to estimate the amount
of energy transferred to biological system. A
totally depleted silicon surface barrier detector
of 11.3 mm in diameter and 1.0 mm in
thickness was used as a AE counter to measure
the energy loss AE in the detector and to make
energy calibration. At the end of the beam line,
a BGO scintillator was utilized as an E counter
to measure the residual energy E of incident
particle. The scintillator had a cylindrical form,
15.0 mm in diameter and 15.0 mm in length.
The measurements were carried out for carbon
135 MeV/nucleon beam at E5 port.

for RIKEN

Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of the detector
system.

In the setup at HIMAC, a NE102A
plastic scintillator of 40.0 mm by 40.0 mm and
5.0 mm in thickness was used as a AE detector
instead of Si semiconductor detector. Energy
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resolution of plastic scintillator is generally
inferior to semiconductor detector, however,
scintillator has very superior characteristic on
particle identification regarding that the response
function of scintillator tends to enhance the
difference of AZ" on lighter elements such as
hydrogen or helium which are important to be
well identified on this work, whereas the output
of Si semiconductor detector is strictly
proportional to AZ2. In this setup, Si
semiconductor detector was used for energy
calibration. A larger BGO scintillator of
rectangular form of 40.0 mm by 40.0 mm by
300.0 mm was used as an E detector.
Measurements were carried out for carbon 290
and 400 MeV/nucleon beams at the bio port,
therapy port BHC and CHC of the HIMAC.

3. Analysis

Figure 2 illustrates an example of
particle identification by E-AE scatter plot
obtained from incidence of carbon 290
MeV/nucleon beam to the target material of
120.7 mm in thickness. The abscissa represents
the residual energy E measured by the BGO
scintillator and the ordinate denotes the energy

•fcliK^-V'?'*

B

<
©

z

!
o

&

Residual Energy E (BGO)

Fig. 2 The scatter plot of the residual energy E
and the energy loss AE for 290 MeV/nucleon
carbon beam in PMMA 120.7 mm in thickness.

loss AE from the plastic scintillator. Fragment
particles were clearly separated to some groups.

To identify each group in the AE-E
scatter plot, the amount of energy deposited in
the Si semiconductor detector was compared
with the calculational expectation for each
fragmented element which was regarded on AE-
E scatter plot as filled in Fig.2. Experimental

energy deposition of each fragmented element
was derived by picking up upper and lower
channels of the distribution spectra on Si
semiconductor detector. Here, the channel of Si
semiconductor detector was calibrated by
corresponding a peak channel of the group
regarded as primary carbon with its amount of
energy deposition calculated for each thickness
of target material. As for calculational
expectation of the energy deposition, maximum
and minimum values were given by the
fragment produced just before the detector and
the fragment produced at an entrance of target
material, respectively.

The result was summarized in Fig.3 for
the incidence of 290 MeV/nucleon carbon beam
in PMMA of 112.1 mm in thickness. The
experimental and calculational range of
deposited energy was well overlapped for each
other on each fragmented element. Therefore, it
can be said that fragment particles were clearly
identified from carbon to hydrogen with the
difference of Z and A by regarding the highest
group as primary carbon in E-AE scatter plot.

0)

O
a.
a
Q

1 2 3 4 5

Atomic Number of Fragment

Fig. 3 Experimental and calculational energy
deposition on Si semiconductor detector for
290 MeV/nucleon carbon beam in PMMA of
112.1 mm in thickness.

Fluence spectra of each element were
derived from the number of particles in each
group by normalizing with the total number of
incident particles because of the flatness and the
broadness of the incident beam. Figure 4 to 6
displays the fluence spectra at the incidence of
135, 290 and 400 MeV/nucleon carbon beam
respectively. In these figures, dots represents
the results of this work and lines are
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Fig.4 Fluence Spectra of fragments for 135
MeV/nucleon carbon beam.
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Fig.5 Fluence Spectra of fragments for 290
MeV/nucleon carbon beam.

calculational results by Sihver et al. [3] for the
sake of comparison. The experimental data
show good agreement with calculational ones.

50 100 150 200 250

Thickness of PMMA (mm)

Fig.6 Fluence Spectra of fragments for
MeV/nucleon carbon beam.

4.Conclusion

Fragment particles included in the
therapeutic beam were well identified with the
AE-E scatter plot by a thin plastic scintillator
and a BGO scintillator. The fluence spectra
were obtained for each fragmented element and
agreed well with the calculational expectations.
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OUTLINE OF JHP SYNCHROTRON DESIGN
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Midori-cho, Tanashi-shi, Tokyo 188 JAPAN

Abstract

An outline of the JHP synchrotron design is de-
scribed.

1. Introduction

The Japanese Hadron Project (JHP) was
revised very recently. [1] The revised JHP con-
sists of the following three accelerators;

(1) injector: 200 MeV proton linear accelerator
(2) booster: 3 GeV proton synchrotron
(3) main ring: 50 GeV proton synchrotron

The accelerators will be constructed at the north
site of the KEK and the whole plan view of the
accelerator complex is shown in Fig.l.

The first stage of beam acceleration of the
JHP is provided by the linac. The linac acceler-
ates H" ions up to 200MeV. The expected peak
beam current in the Injector linac is at least
20mA and the pulse duration and the repetition
rate of the beam is more than 400 usec and

o too ^ao

Fig. 1 Whole plan view of the JHP accelerator complex.

25Hz(50Hz in future), respectively.
The H- beam is injected into the booster by

charge-exchange multi-turn injection and accel-
erated up to 3 GeV. The 3 GeV booster will be
constructed in the exiting tunnel for the present
KEK-PS main ring. All of the components of
the KEK-PS main ring such as dipole magnets,
quadrupole magnets, vacuum chambers and oth-
ers will be removed. The booster is a rapid cy-
cling proton synchrotron and its repetition rate is
25Hz. The expected beam intensity in the
booster is 5x10 ̂  ppp (protons per pulse), there-
fore, the average beam current becomes 200 H A.
The total power of the extracted beam from the
booster reaches 0.6MW. The accelerated 3 GeV
protons are supplied into three experimental fa-
cilities; a pulsed spallation neutron source
facility(N-arena ), a meson facility(M-arena) and
an unstable nuclei facility(E-arena), and into the
50 GeV main ring.

Protons from the booster are injected into
the main ring and accelerated up to 50 GeV.
The expected beam intensity in the main ring is
4xlO-'-'*ppp and the repetition rate is about 1/
6Hz, respectively. Thus, the average acceler-
ated beam current reaches 10 uA in the 50 GeV
main ring. The 50 GeV protons are extracted by
a slow and fast extraction schemes for two ex-
perimental areas, respectively; one is for the ex-
periments using secondary beams(K,p,p) and
primary beams by slow extraction, and the other
for the neutrino oscillation experiment by fast
extraction.

In addition to acceleration of high inten-
sity protons, heavy ion and polarized proton
beams are also requested: Using the 500 MeV
booster of the KEK-PS as an injector of the 3 GeV
booster, it becomes feasible to accelerate these
particles.

2. Outline of the ring design

The 3 GeV booster is a rapid cycling proton
synchrotron where the repetition rate of the ac-
celeration is 25Hz. (This repetition rate will be
amended up to 50 Hz in future by adding more rf
acceleration system.) In order to accomplish this
high repetition rate, the maximum magnetic
field strength of the dipole magnets has to be
less than IT . The power supply for each group
of the magnets is operated with an independent
resonance circuit system.

The lattice design of the booster is pre-
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sented in detail in this proceedings.[2] The
booster ring comprises 48 bending magnets and
48 quadrupole magnets. Parameters of the
booster ring are presented in Table 1. Since the
ring should be placed in the present KEK-PS
tunnel, the superperiodicity of the ring is chosen
to be four. There is no transition energy during
beam acceleration.

In the 50Hz operation, about 800kVrf volt-
age is needed for beam acceleration. Thus, a
large number of straight sections is necessary for
the rf cavity stations. The rf parameters of this
ring will be presented in the proceedings.[3] In
the present design, there are 24 straight sections
and the length of each one is 6.57m.

The requested apertures for each compo-
nent of the 3GeV booster are summarized in
Table 2. In this estimation, the beam emit-
tance of 320 7i.mm.mrad at the beam injection for
both horizontal and vertical directions, and the
momentum spread of +-0.5% and the COD of
5mm are assumed.

Table 1. Parameters of the 3 GeV Booster

Table 2. Apertures of the 3 GeV booster.

Injection enegy

Maximum energy

Beam intensity

Repetition rate

Circumference

Magnetic rigidity

Lattice configuration

Tune

Transition energy:yt

Total number of cells
Number of B-magnets
Number of Q-magnets

B-magnet length
Q-ma£;net length

Maximum magnetic field

strength of B-magnet

Maximum magnetic field

gradient of Q-magnei

Natural chrotnau'city

Hamonic number

RF frequency

RF voltage

Beam emittance (injection)

Beam emittance (extraction)

0.2 GeV
3 GeV

5 x 1013 ppp

25 Hz

339.36 m

2.15-12.76 Tm

FODO
(7.3,4.3)
7

24

48

48

1.75 m
0.5m

0.95T

5.4 T/m

-6.77, -5.84
4

1.99-3.43 MHz

389 kV

320 Ttmm.mrad

53.9 71mm.mrad

Bending magnet
quadrupole magnet

horizontal vertical
92.9 mm 95.3 mm
106.0 mm 106.6 mm

Magnets are divided into three groups
such as bending, focusing and the defocusing.
Each group is excited using an independent reso-
nant circuit. The design of the magnets and
their power supplies are summarized in this pro-
ceedings.^]

There are several design constraints for
the 50 GeV main ring as shown below.
(1) Max. field of bending magnets :<1.8 T ( for
normal conducting magnet)
(2) Max. field gradient of quadrupole magnets:<
25 T/m
(3) No transition energy:Less than 1% beam loss
during beam acceleration
(4) Small beam size: Eminence at beam in-
jection - 54 K.mm.mrad
(5) No dispersion at straight section: Internal gas
target experiment and Siberian snakes for polar-
ized beam
(6) Numbers and length of a long straight sec-
tion: 4, >40m

The circumference of the ring is almost
four times larger than that of the KEK-PS ring
because of the site limitation. Superconducting
magnets are very attractive from the point of
view of the site limitation described above, how-
ever, there are several problems, such as beam
induced quenching, to be overcome. In the
present lattice design, we assume to use normal
conducting magnets. Thus, the maximum mag-
netic field strength of bending magnets and the
maximum magnetic field gradient of quadrupole
magnets are set to less than 25 T/m, respectively.

In an ordinary FODO latt ice, the yt
roughly equals the horizontal tune. Thus, using
an ordinary FODO lattice, it is inevitable to have
transition energy during beam acceleration up to
50 GeV. One of the features in the main ring
design is that an imaginary yt lattice is em-
ployed.[2] Therefore, no transition energy cross-
ing exists during beam acceleration. When the
total integral of the dispersion function in the
bending magnets is negative, the momentum
compaction factor is negative and yt becomes
imaginary. In order to realize imaginary yt, the
arc section of the ring comprises a series of cell
units. Each cell unit consists of three DOFO
normal cells where the central cell has no bend-
ing magnets. To accommodate the dispersion
free straight sections, total horizontal phase ad-
vance, Varc< in the arc is set to integer times 2n.
In this design, we set that v/arc=5x2n. With this
optics, yt becomes 27i. In order to avoid a seri-
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ous radioactivation problem in high intensity
mode acceleration, the beam loss should be kept
small, therefore, small beam size is desired;
bmax should be made small and flat as much as
possible. The high intensity mode lattice was
also designed from this point of view. Details of
the lattice design are presented in this proceed-
ings.^]

The requested apertures of the 50 GeV
ring are summarized in Table 3. In this esti-
mation, the beam emittance of 54 7tmmmrad at
the beam injection for both horizontal and verti-
cal directions, and the momentum spread of +-
0.5% and the COD of 5mm are assumed, respec-
tively.

Table 3. Apertures of the 50 GeV main ring.

Bending magnet
Quadrupole magnet

horizontal vertical
46.1mm 43.8 mm
52.6 mm 44.5 mm

Space charge effects for the beams in the 3
GeV booster and the 50 GeV main ring a re antici-
pated to be very large.[5] Using Laslett tune
shift formula, the space charge effects are esti-
mated. The incoherent and coherent space
charge limits for both rings are summarized in
Table 4. In this estimation, the Laslett tune shift
is -0.25.

Table 4. Space charge limit

3 GeV Booster
50 GeV Main Ring

Incoherent Coherent
5.6 xlO1 3 1.2 x lO 1 4

4.7xlO14 4.2xlO1 4

The general parameters of the 50 GeV
main ring are summarized in Table 5.

3. Summary

The outline of the JHP circular accelera-
tors are described. In parallel with optimiza-
tion of the beam optics and dynamics in the both
rings, some R&D's for hardwares have already
started.
(1) R&D of the rf acceleration system which can
stand for heavy beam loading in both rings.
(2) R&D of the magnet power supply with a reso-
nant network for the 3 GeV booster.
(3) R&D of the ceramic beam duct and rf shield
for the 3 GeV booster.
References
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Table 5 Parameters of 50 GeV Main Ring.

Injection enegy

Maximum energy

Beam intensity
Repetition rate

Circumference

Average radius

Magnetic rigidity

Lattice configuration

Tune

Transition energy:7t

Total number of cells

Number of B-magnets

Number of Q-magnets

B-magnet length
Q-magnet length

Maximum magnetic field

strength of B-magnet

Maximum magnetic field

gradient of Q-magnet
Hamonic number

RF frequency

RF voltage

Beam emittance (injection)

Beam emittance (extraction)

3 GeV

50 GeV

4x 1014ppp

-1/6 Hz
1442 m

229.5 m

12.76-170 Tm

3 - cell DOFO

x 6 module

+4 - straight cell

(24.25, 20.7)

27 i (imaginary )
88

96

176

6.2 m
1.5 m&2m

1.8T

25T/m
34

6.83 - 7.03 MHz

200 W

53.9 7tmm.mrad

4.17tmm.mrad
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1. Introduction

The RARF proposes "RIKEN RI Beam Factory" as a
next facility-expanding project. The factory takes the
aim at providing RI (Radioactive Isotope) beams of the
whole mass range with the world-highest intensities in a
wide energy range up to several hundreds MeV/nuclcon.
This paper describes a conceptual design of an
accelerator complex most suitable for realizing the
factory, and briefly presents Multi-USc Experimental
Storage rings (MUSES) proposed as a new type of
experimental facility.

2. Accelerator Complex Proposed for
RIKEN RI Beam Factory

The best means to generate such RI beams is the
utilization of the so-called "projectile fragmentation." In
general, the reaction cross section for this projectile
fragmentation steeply enhances with increasing an
energy of a primary beam up to 100 MeV/nuclcon, and
it saturates above around this energy. Thus, in order to
efficiently generate RI beams of the whole mass range
using this method, firstly, primary-beam energies are
required to exceed at least 100 McV/nuclcon even for
very heavy ions such as uranium. Due to this condition,
the availability of RI beams at the present RARF is
restricted to their mass less than around 60. Secondly,
needless to say, intensities of primary beams must be as
high as possible. Thirdly, from the cost-effectiveness

point of view, the existing machines should be exploited
and utilized as much as possible. Based upon these
considerations, we propose an accelerator complex as
illustrated in Fig. 1 which possesses such acceleration
performance that a 100-MeV/nucleon uranium beam
with the intensity over 1 p/jA is obtainable.

A new injector^) composed of a frequency-tunable
folded-coaxial RFQ linac (FCRFQ)^) equipped with an
18-GHz ECR ion source (ECRIS-18)3) is under
construction in order to greatly upgrade the RILAC
performance especially in the beam intensity. We use
this machine as the initial-stage of the accelerator
complex.

A high-intensity heavy-ion d.c. beam produced by
the ECRIS-18 is bunched and accelerated by the
FCRFQ with the transmission efficiency of as high as
85% even at 1 mA. The value of the efficiency was
calculated by the computer code BEAMPATH.4) This
pre-acceleratcd beam is fully accepted and accelerated
by the existing RILAC.

The output beam from the RILAC is passed through
a charge-state multiplier (CSM, under design) to reduce
its magnetic rigidity with the velocity unchanged, and
injected into the existing RRC. The CSM consists of an
accelerator, a charge stripper and a decelerator. The
accelerator and decelcrator are of frequency-tunable IH
linacs, whose operational radio-frequencies are twice
that of the RILAC to double an acceleration gradient. In
the present design a maximum gap voltage is set to be
350 kV, and total lengths of these linacs are 12.4 meters

Stripper

18GHz
ECRIS
[constr.]

FCRFQ RILAC CSM RRC
f=18-38MHz f=18-38MHz f=36-76MHz f=18-38MHz

h=9
[existing][constr.] [existing] [design]

SRC
f=18-38MHz

h=6
[design]

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Heavy-ion Accelerator Complex
proposed for the RIKEN RI Beam Factory.
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(ihe partition into three or four units arc necessary) and
5.5 meters, respectively. Transmission efficiency
through the CSM depends only on charge state-
distributions behind the charge stripper foil because the
6-dimensional emiltance of the RILAC beam is already
adiabatically damped so as to be fully captured by the
acceptance of the CSM linacs. We estimate the yield of
a given charge state in terms of Shima's formula*^)
which is reliable in the relevant energy region. The
CSM is a decisive device to obtain a higher-intensity or
higher-energy very-heavy-ion beam in the proposed
accelerator scheme; with this device the magnetic
rigidity of a most-probable charge-state beam can be
decreased down to the acceptable value of the RRC even
when the injection velocity into the RRC is increased.

Velocity of the RRC output beam is amplified by a
factor of 2.26 with a six-sector superconducting ring
cyclotron (SRC, under design)")^), when the mean
extraction radius (5.70 m) of the SRC is taken to be 2.26
times the mean injection radius (2.37 m). This mean
injection radius is 2/3 times the mean extraction radius
of the RRC. To meet a good matching condition, the
harmonic number in the SRC is taken to be 6 as that in
the RRC is 9. The preliminary calculation of betatron-
frequency excursions implies that when we set the sector
angle to be 23.5 degrees the maximum attainable energy
is limited to be around 400 MeV/nucleon to avoid the
crossing over vz=l .0 resonance.^)

Here, we illustrate the acceleration of a uranium-ion
beam up to 100 McV/nuclcon. The rf frequency of the
RILAC is 23.0 MHz. A 238JJ16+ beam with an intensity

of 1 45 cixA f r o m ^(j ECRIS-18 (this intensity is
extrapolated from the 10 GHz CAPRICE data) is
accelerated by the RILAC-CSM to 1.07 MeV/nucleon
O^RILAC). In the CSM the charge state is increased
from 16+ ( q E C R ) to 49+ ( q C S M ) by the stripping at
2.48 McV/nucleon. The yield of 49 + and the
transmission efficiency of the FCRFQ are estimated to
be 0.17 and 0.85, respectively, and thus a beam intensity
of 1.3 p|iA is to be obtained. This beam intensity (iSRCj
is preserved up to the final energy, provided that the
transmission efficiency of both of the RRC and the SRC
is 100% (this can be achieved by the off-centering
acceleration technique which is routinely used for the
RRC). The RRC output energy ( E R R C ) is 17.5
MeV/nucleon, and the SRC final energy (E S C R ) is 100
MeV/nuclcon. The SRC sector field at the extraction
(BS R C) is needed to reach to 3.9 T. Similarly, the
maximum beam intensities for typical gaseous elements
arc obtained as listed in Table 1, provided that the sector
field (B^RC) of 4T at the maximum can be achieved.

Quite high beam intensities can be provided
especially for light ions, but use of such primary beams
is not realistic from a viewpoint of the radiation-
shiclding-problcm. We consider that a primary-beam
intensity of lp|i.A is sufficient to generate RI beams with
desirable intensities in the whole mass region: These
primary beams will give us possibility to create and
identify as many as one thousand kinds of new isotopes.

Table 1. Prospects of primary-beam intensities of typical heavy ions.

Ion

16O8
40Ar17
84Kr30
129Xe38
238u85
238y58
238L)49

RFfrq
MHz

38.1
37.0
34.9
30.3
30.3
27.2
23.0

qECR

6
8

14
15
28
22
16

|ECR

euA

800
750
200
140
27
80

145

ERILAC
MeV/u

2.94
2..77
2.46
1.85
1.85
1..49
1.07

qCSM

8
17
30
38
59
58
49

ERRC

MeV/u

50.5
47.4
41.8
31.0
31.0
24.7
17.5

ESRC
MeV/u

400
364
300
200
200
150
100

|SRC

puA

113
34
3.4
1.4
0.04*
0.22
1.3

BSRC
tesla

3.4
3.8
4.0
3.9
3.2
4.0
3.9

' The charge-stripping is done in between the RRC and the SRC. The yield is assumed to be 30%.

3. Multi-Use Experimental Storage Rings
(MUSES)

Figure 2 displays a quite preliminary lay out of the
RI beam factory. The MUSES, installed downstream of
an Rl-beam generator (Big RIPS) for the SRC, consists
of Double Storage Rings (DSR) and a small-sized
Accumulator-Cooler Ring (ACR). The DSR permits
various types of unique colliding experiments: ion-ion
merging or head-on collisions; collisions of electron and

ion (stable or RI) beams; internal target experiments;
and atomic and molecular physics with cooling electron
beams. On the other hand, the ACR functions
exclusively for the accumulation and cooling of RI
beams by the multi-turn injection plus RF-stacking
associated with the electron cooling as well as for the
acceleration of electron beams from 0.5 GeV up to 2.5
GeV and their radiation damping: i.e., RI or electron
beams are improved in quality by the ACR, and are
injected into the DSR by one turn. With the ACR, the
acceptance required for the DSR is significantly
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reduced. In llie figure, the schematic drawing of the
DSR is shown, but that of the ACR are not given.

In the DSR two rings of the same specifications as
shown in Table 2 are vertically stacked. Each lattice
structure takes the form of a racetrack to accommodate
two long straight sections. These straight sections of one
ring vertically intersect those of the other ring at two
colliding points. The ring circumference is 202.08 m,
which is 6 times the extraction circumference of the
SRC. The maximum flp-value becomes 12.76 Tm when
a dipole field strength is 1.5 T at the maximum. If high-
energy ion beams are demanded, the DSR serves as an
ion synchrotron as well. The maximum energy is given,
for example, to be 3.0 GcV for protons; 1.2
GeV/nucleon for light ions of q/A=0.5; and 0.82
GeV/nucleon for U^2 + ions. For electrons the ACR
boosts them up to the maximum energy of 2.5 GcV, and
these electrons are stored in the DSR. In the present
lattice structure, the betatron tune values are 6.335
(horizontal) and 5.763 (vertical). The operating ion-
beam energy is kept to be under the transition energy,
since the transition gamma is as high as 4.86. At the
colliding points the beta-function amplitudes are 0.6 m
for both directions. The field-free section near the
colliding points where experimental detector systems are
installed is 16.7 m in length. These two long straight
sections are dispersion-free in horizontal and vertical
directions.

One of the key researches planned in the DSR is the
colliding experiment of an electron beam with an RI
beam: 2.5 GeV electrons accumulated in one ring of the
DSR are collided with an RI beam stored in the other
ring. At 2.5 GeV, the dc-Broglie wave-length of the
electrons in the rest frame of the RI beam becomes 0.2
fm, which is sufficiently short to study the nuclear
structure. To keep a sufficiently long Toushck lifetime,
the RF voltage of 2.0 MV is applied to the electron
beam. The number of stored electrons amounts up to
1.9xlO1 2 panicles which is limited due to the
longitudinal coupled bunch instability. The typical
colliding luminosity for the electrons and RI ions is
estimated to be 5.6xl026/cm2/s, provided that lxlO7

particles of RI ions are stored and synchronously
collided with electron bunches.

Other experiments such as ion-ion merging
collisions at small angles are also envisaged. The
luminosity is expected to be around lxl02fycm2/s when
the number of stored ions arc assumed at the space
charge limit of 4x l0 1 2 particles and the colliding angle
is 10 degrees.

For internal target experiments in the DSR, the
stochastic cooling method is used. The band width is
conservatively assumed at 500 MHz, and the feedback
gain is 130 dB which is limited by an available wide-
band RF power of lOOkW.

Various aspects of beam-dynamic problems related
to the detailed design of the DSR is being studied (one of

them is given in Ref. 8), and the optimization of
parameters of the ACR is under way.

Table 2. Parameters of the DSR.
Circumference C (m)
Max.Sp (Tm)
Average Radius R (m)
Radius of Curvature p (m)
Max. Beam Energy

proton (GeV)
ion (qIA = 0.5) (GeV/nuclcon)
ion \qlA = 0.387) (GeV/nuclcon)
electron (GcV)

Betatron Tune Values (Qx!Qy)
Momentum Compaction
Transition y
Max. Betatron Amplitude (Pxlpy,m)
Max. Dispersion Function (Dx/Dy, m)
Betatron Amplitude

at Interaction Point (fix*/Py*.m)
Length of Field-free Section

at Colliding Section (m)

202.078
12.76

32.178
8.506

3.00
1.20
0.82

6.350/5.763
0.0424
4.859

22.0/13.5
3.023/0.666

0.600/0.600

16.708

ECRIS-18 0.5 GeV Electron Linac

Big RIPS

RI Beam Factory

Fig. 2. Preliminary lay out of the RI beam factory.
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Abstract

Femtosecond quantum phenomena research project is
proposed at Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory,
University of Tokyo. The research facility consists of an
X-band (11.424GHz) femtosecond electron linac, a
femtosecond wavelength tunable laser, two S-band
(2.856GHz) picosecond electron linacs and measuring
equipments. Especially, we aim to generate a lOOfs
(FWHM) electron single bunch with more than lnC at the
X-band linac. Ultrafast processes in radiation physics,
chemistry, material science and microscopic
electromagnetic phenomena are going to be analyzed there.
The specification of the facility is presented.

1. Introduction

A subpicosecond (700 fs in FWHM) electron single
bunch was produced and measured at the S-band linac of
Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory, University of
Tokyo, in 1994. Since then electric charge has been
enhanced up to 1 nC per bunch. Now the subpicosecond
pulse-radiolysis measurement for radiation physics and
chemistry is under way. Here we propose the femtosecond
ultrafast quantum phenomena research, where both 100 fs
(FWHM) electron and laser single pulses are available, as
the next project. The facility consists of an X-band
(11.424GHz) femtosecond electron linac, an femtosecond
wavelength tunable laser, two S-band electron linacs and
several diagonostic and analyzing equipments. This
facility enables us to measure, analyze and visualize
excitation, ionization and relaxation of atoms and
molecules and ultrafast process of radiation damage and
surface phenomena of materials.

2. Specification of the facility

The specification of the facility is described below. The
layout of the machines are shown in Fig.l. The main
design parameters are summarized in Table 1.

(i) X-band femtosecond electron linac
We have chosen X-band (11.424GHz) as the main

accelerating RF according to the following reason. We
think we have already optimized the operation parameters
of magnetic pulse compression to produce a subpicosccond
single bunch from a 10 ps (FWHM) original bunch at the
S-band (2.856GHz) linac[l ]. Actually we have developed
and validiated the so-called nonlinear energy modulation.
Further, measured pulse widths agreed well with numerical
results based on the three dimensional particle tracking
analysis. This indicates that the beam parameters such as

emittance and energy spread which we used are rather
reliable. Then we Figure out that we have to have a
shorter bunch and smaller emittance before the
compression in order to produce a 100 fs single bunch.
To fulfill the former requirement, we should introduce
higher frequency RF, namely X-band (11.424GHz). X-
band klystron, accelerating tubes and other components are
under development for a future linear collider at KEK and
SLAC[2,3,4]. We are to use 40 MW or less RF power
and 300 ns or longer pulse duration of the X-band
klystron. Two travelling wave acceleraing tubes of 2/3rc
mode and constant impedance are used. The length of the
regular acceleraing tube is 0.6 m and the field gradient is
40 MV/m at the entrance and 25 MV/m at the exit. The
former tube have a buncher section, where the RF phase
velocity varies from 0.7c to 0.9c, at the entrance. The
final energy is 35 MeV. In order to fulfill the latter
reqiurement, we have chosen the 200 kV thermionic
electron gun and to produce the peak current of 100 A with
the pulse width of 200 ps (FWHM) by using the fast grid
pulser. We found by using PARMELA that we have to
use two subharmonic bunchers of 476 MHz and 2.856
GHz to get a single bunch without satellites. Pulse width
and electric charge per bunch were calculated to be 1 ps and
1 nC, respectively. Finally, the achromatic arc-type
magentic pulse compressor achieves a 100 fs single
bunch.

(ii) Femtosecond wavelength tunable laser
The laser is used as a probe light source in the light

absorption pulse-radiolysis. Main oscillater and amplifier
are Ti-sapphire which produces 100 fs light pulses of the
wavelersgh of 720-850 nm. The wavelength can be
expanded from 700 nm to 1.1 ]Xm by using the wavelengh
converter. The repetition rate of laser pulses is tuned to be
79.3 MHz by the lock-to-clock. The single pulse
operation is also available by the pulse selector of pockel
cells synchronized by the main trigger system.

(iii) High charge S-band electron linac
It is important to study fast quantum phenonema not

only in the femtosecond time domain but also in the
picosecond and nanosecond time domains to understand
their whole process. From point of view of measurement
with high signal-to-noisc ratio, it is beneficial to use an
S-band linac for the study in the picosecond and
nanosecond time domains since it can obtain more electric
charge per bunch than an X-band linac. For the purpose
we plan to use a 200 kV thermionic electron gun to get as
much charge per bunch as 5 nC at the first S-band linac.
It consists of the 200 kV gun, the 476 MHz subharmonic
buncher, two travelling wave accelerating tubes and the
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achromatic arc-type magnetic pulse compressor so that
the wide-ranged pulse structures such as 500 fs - 10 ps
single bunch and 5 JJLS macro puise are available.

(iv) Cherenkov radiator S-band electron linac
The second S-band linac is used as a Cherenkov radiation

source in the light absorption pulse-radiolysis. Its
specification is the same as the first S-band linac except
the 90 kV gun which is the same one as the current
machines have. Further, an advanced RF electron gun
with a laser photocathode is to be tested at the second
linac.

(v) RF control and trigger system
476 MHz has been chosen as the main RF generated by

the master oscillator. S-band RF (2.856MHz) and X-band
RF (11.424GHZ) are generated from 476 MHz RF by the
frequency multipliers. On the other hand, 79.3 MHz RF
which is 1/6 of 476 MHz is generated by the frequncy
devider to synchronize the femtosecond laser with the
linacs. A trigger pulse is generated so as to be

synchronized with a specified 476 MHz RF phase and fed
to drive the electron guns, the femtosecond laser and the
streak camera.

(vi) Pulse width measurement eqiupments
A new femtosecond streak camera with the time

resolution of 50 fs is now under development. After the
development is completed, we plan to introduce it for both
on-line pulse diagnosis and femtosecond pulse radiolysis.
We are also going to construct the Michelson
interferometer for off-line pulse diagonosis via optical
transition radiation[5].

(v) Analyzing equipments
The following analyzing eqiupments plan to be installed

for wide-ranged utilization; sample temperature control
system, electron spin resonance analyzer (ESR),
electrospectroscopic chemical analyzer (ESCA), Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR), time-resolved
plasma monochrometer and mass-spectrometer, high
power wide-ranged wavelengh tunable laser with narrow
bands etc.

X-band femtosecond linac

Fig. I Layout of the facility for the femtosecond ulirafast quantum phenomena research
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Table 1 Main design parameters of the facility

X-band femtosecond electron Iinac
Pulse width
(FWHM)
Electric charge
Maximum energy
Electric aun

Bunch mode
Repetition rate
Jitter
Subharmonic
Buncher
Accelerating
tubes

100 fs with compression
1 ps without compression
1 nC per bunch
35MeV
200 kV thermionic
10 A at peak
200 ps (FWHM)
single bunch
50pps
< 1 ps
476 MHz (coaxial)
2.856 GHz (nosecone)
two tubes
travelling wave

2/3n mode
0.6 m for regular
40 - 25 MV/m

Buncher 0.7c -> 0.9c
Klystron < 40 MW

> 300 ns
Achromatic arc-type magnetic pulse compressor

Femtosecond wavelength tunable laser
Pulse width 100 fs
Wavelength 700- llOOnm
Repetition rate 79.3 MHz

High charge S-band electron linac
Pulse width 500 fs with compression
(FWHM) 10 ps without compression

< 5 \is for macro-pulse
5 nC per bunch
35MeV
200 kV thermionic
10MW
5^s
50pps

Achromatic arc-type magnetic pulse compressor
Bunch mode single and multi

Cherenkov radiator S-band electron linac
Electron gun 90 kV thermionic

Laser photocathode RF gun

Electric charge
Maximum energy
Eletron gun
Klystron

3. Summary

Current design of the facility for the femtosecond
ultrafast quantum phenomena research is described. We are
going to evaluate three dimensional wake field in the
buncher and regular cells at the X-band linac. Detailed
design has also started. We have submitted the proposal
to the government via University of Tokyo. The
construction of the facility is expected to be done in 1996
-1997.
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Abstract
The Tohoku University Stretcher-Booster Ring Project

was approved this year. This ring plays three roles: the pulse
beam stretcher, the booster and the storage ring for the internal
target nuclear experiment. It has four 3.1 m long straight
sections and its circumference is 50 m. The maximum energy
is 300 MeV as the stretcher and 1.2 GeV as the booster.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1970's, the intermediate energy electromagnetic

nuclear physics had made the compelling needs for new high
intensity continuous electron beam accelerators. Several
laboratories in the world had actively studied design
alternatives with the objective of constructing accelerators
which can meet the needs of future research program. Some of
which have been realized as the MAMI, Mainz microtron, the
pulse stretcher rings with existing linacs at Saskatchewan,
Bates and NIKHEF, and the entirely new superconducting
linac at CEBAF. We have proposed the pulse stretcher ring
projects since 1978.[l]-[7] A prototype 150 MeV stretcher
ring (SSTR) [8] was constructed in 1981 and has been used for
coincidence experiments for 14 years. The Tohoku University
Stretcher-Booster Ring was approved this year and will be
completed in 1997.

H. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The stretcher-booster ring (STB) plays three roles: the

pulse stretcher ring mode which accepts pulsed beam from the
300 MeV Linac and delivers external continuous beam for the
nuclear coincidence experiments, the booster ring mode which
accelerates electrons up to 1.2 GeV and injects them into
another storage ring by fast extraction, and the storage ring
mode which holds the beam at 1.2 GeV for internal target
nuclear experiments.

Pulsed electron beam from electron linacs is not suitable
for the coincidence experiments, and then we need a pulse
stretcher which stretches pulsed beam to continuous one. The
energy of electrons extracted from a stretcher is the same as
the injected energy, 300 MeV in this ring

For the booster and internal target modes, the injected
electrons are accelerated using an RF cavity up to 1.2 GeV
within 0.4 second. Since the storage ring is dedicated to
synchrotron radiation and electrons are injected at the
maximum energy, we can expect the high stability of the
electron orbital motion. Except the period of injection to the
storage ring, the STB may be used for the nuclear experiments
simultaneously. The vacuum system of the storage ring will be
isolated using a thin foil or differential pumping system, we
can use gases for the internal targets in the STB.

Figure 1 shows the layout of the STB. The circumference
of the STB is 49.75 m and it has four 3.1 m long straight
sections which are used for the injection, the extraction, the
internal target experiment and the RF acceleration. Parameters
of the STB are listed in Table 1.

The beam is extracted fast by using kicker magnets for
the booster mode and is done slowly using the third integer

Pulse Beam

Figure 1. The layout of the STB.
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resonance (vx = 3.33) for the stretcher mode. The later case
that the electron energy should be kept constant by RF
acceleration is so-called "achromatic extraction." The STB has
two RF acceleration systems, a 2856 MHz system is for the
stretcher mode and a 500 MHz system for the booster and the
internal target modes. No RF system is needed for stretcher
mode operation under 250 MeV and electrons are extracted by
means of "monochromatic extraction".

Table 1. Parameters of the STB.

Table 2. A quarter lattice of the STB

Machine Parameters
Circumference
Lattice
Super Period
Betatron Tune

Momentum Compaction
Factor
Chromaticity

RF Frequency
Beam Parameters

Stretcher mode
Energy
Energy Loss per Rev.
Energy Width
Damping Time

49.7512 m
DBA
4
vx = 3.300
vy = 1.200
a = 0.037767

$x = -5.7861
£y = -4.9791
500.1/2856.24 MHz

Emittance
Booster Mode
Energy
Energy Loss per Rev.
Energy Width
Damping Time

300 MeV
Uo = 2.39xlO4MeV
AE/E=1.209xlO"4

Tx = 7.921xl0-1sec

xs = 3.396xl0-1sec
EX = 8.585xlO"9 m-rad

1.2 GeV
Uo = 6.11xlO-2McV
AE/E=5.8xlO4

t x = 7.23xl0"4sec
Ty = 6.51xlO-4sec
xs = 3.10xl0-4sec

Emittance ex = 1.717xl0-7 m-rad

III. STRUCTURE OF THE STB
The STB lattice has a DBA (Double Bend Achromat)

structure and consists of eight bending magnets, twenty
quadrupole magnets, a modulated quadrupole and a modulated
sextupole. Laminated iron plates are used for all STB magnets.
The bending radius of the magnets is 3 m in order to install the
STB in the existing experimental room which is 16 m wide,
and to realize a long straight section for the internal target
system. The magnetic field of bending magnets is 1.33 T at
1.2 GeV. Electrons are injected inside of the ring and the
injection beam line from the linac crosses STB orbit. The
outside extraction line meets the pulse beam line from the
linac. Table 2 shows parameters of a quarter lattice of the
STB. Also Figure 2 shows betatron and dispersion functions
of a half part of the STB.

Configuration
Oi- QF-O2-QD-O2-

- O2 - BM - O2 - QD -
Drift Space

Oi
O2

Bending Magnet
Bending Angle
Bending Radius
Length
Edge Angle

Quadrupole Magnet QM
Length

Bore Radius
Focus (horizontal)

Dcfocus (horizontal)

BM - O2 - QC
O2-QF -Oi

1.5625 m
0.50 m

45°
3m
2.355 m
0°

QF = QD = 0.3m
QC = 0.4m
R = 0.05 m
QF k = 2.0617 m'2

QC k = 2.737 m"2

QD k =-2.2287 m"2

Modulated Quadrupole Magnet PQM
Length 0.1 m
Bore Radius 0.05 m

k = 0.2m'2

Modulated Sextupole Magnet PSX
Length 0.1 m
Bore Radius 0.06 m

k = 10 nr3

ro 31 - 3 &T

oocznacnao
r i 3 r *3 BF

nni in i—inn

' ' • • i • ' ' ' i '
ro 3 r 3 or
oocnocziQo

1 I ' • • ' 1 ' ' '
? 0 3 r i o r

a

r
I

5 10 13

Path Length (m)

Figure 2. Betatron and dispersion functions of the STB.
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IV. RF SYSTEM
Two types of RF system are installed in the STB. One is

500 MHz system for the booster ring and internal target modes
and the other is 2856 MHz system for the stretcher ring mode.
Parameters of RF system are listed in Table 3.

For the booster ring and internal target modes, the 500
MHz system is chosen since a high power RF source is
required for acceleration up to 1.2 GeV. Devices around 500
MHz are commonly used at many accelerator facilities and are
available at reasonable price. The cavity is a single cell with
two nose cones which has been optimized at KEK and its
shunt impedance is 5 M£l. A 100 kW klystron is adopted to
accelerate and to compensate the synchrotron radiation energy
loss in the bending magnets as well as the energy loss for
higher order mode excitation.

The 2856 MHz system is installed for the stretcher mode to
accept all the electrons from the linac without spill. In this
mode, the stored current jumps up from zero to 300 mA within
0.5 p-sec. and falls down linearly to zero until the next
injection. This scheme is repeated at 300 cycles per second.
Because it is difficult to control RF voltage and phase
according with such rapid change, we adopt a cavity with very
low shunt impedance and with input coupler of very large
coupling constant (P=15). Then the voltage and phase of
accelerating field are kept within small fluctuation.

V. CONCLUSION
All components of the STB, except RF system and magnet

power supplies for booster operation, will be installed next
spring, and we will start commissioning for stretcher mode
operation.

The Tohoku 1.5 GeV low emittance storage ring proposal
is under investigation, and it shall hopefully follow completion
of the STB. The STB will provide electrons to the storage
ring.

Table 3. Parameters of the RF system.

Maximum Energy
Maximum Current
RF Frequency
Harmonic Number
Shunt Impedance
Over-voltage Factor
Acceleration Voltage
Quantum Lifetime
Synchronous Phase
Synchrotron Freq.
Klystron Output
Wall Loss
Number of Cavities

Booster Mode
1.2 GeV
300 mA
500.1MHz
83
5 M Q
6.0
367 kV
38 hours
80.4°
59.5 kHz
100 kW
27 kW
1

Stretcher Mode
300 MeV
300 mA
2856.24 MHz
474
0.25 Mii
12
2.87 kV

85.2°
197 kHz
500 W
32.9W
1
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Abstract For more efficient extraction of high-charge
state (HCS) ion beams and for much shorter pulse beam
production than presently achievable, we propose a pulsed,
electric (E-) field to be induced inside an ECR ion source.
Advantages over conventional upgrading technologies,
right range of the E-field intensity, and low-emiltanee
extraction hardware arc described. It is shown that the E-
field method can extract only HCS ions with a drastically
high upgrading factor surpassing the e-beam method,
without disturbing the rf-heated hot electrons inside ECR
ellipse. Further, in order to accelerate heavy ion beams lo
a GcV/u energy (case: U238, Z=dO) and to focus it lo a
submillimctcr beam size we present preliminary studies
on a high-acceleration gradient (9GeV/m peak) nonneutral
plasma accelerator and a neutral plasma final beam
focuscr, respectively. A novel 4.52GeV accelerator
coupled with a neutralizing and focusing z-pinch plasma
seems feasible in an elliptical chamber of 2m length.

1 . Introduction
The ECR ion source (ECRIS) has readily established

its position as the most efficient HCS ions injector for
heavy ion linacs and cyclotrons. This paper searches a way
of further improvement of the performance not only in
CW but also pulsed operations, so that it can evolve
useful source for also synchrotrons. The work is based on
our recent discovery of the physical scenario for upgrading
the extraction efficiency of HCS ion beams in ECRIS'\
the concept of which prompt us to design not only the
next-step ECRIS but also an advanced accelerator.

As a positive use of the space-charge potential has let
ECRIS grow as the best HCS ions injector, this paper
suggests deepening and tailoring of the space-charge
potential for accelerator applications. Concept of the
heavy ion plasma accelerator (HIPAC) can be found in the
literature2^ and the experiments have been performed since
1970's. A radial potential difference of 300 kV was
practically measured3) inside a toroidal chamber, whose
minor radius a=8cm. by filling it with electrons at the
density nc=1010cnr3. Electrons are no need to be hot for
the potential formation as long as they are confined in a
chamber during the ion acceleration. They all used a
toroidal chamber for acceleration and trapping of ions
inside a topologically closed potential-well which can be
formed with magnetically confined electrons. This paper
describes a novel extraction and focusing of accelerated
beams, which is impossible with a toroidal chamber but
possible with an elliptical one.

2 . Review of Upgrading Physics
The HCS ion beam current from an ECRIS is known

to enhance significantly by employing so-called upgrade
technologies such as (i) electron (c-) beam injection, (ii)
wall-coating, and (iii) gas-mixing. The upgrading factor. r|
defined by the ratio of extracted ion beam-current 'with' to
'without' an upgrade technology increases sharply together
with charge-state, Z. The physical scenario of upgrading

mechanism was discovered based on the experimentally
and numerically observable facts: (1) Remarkable
similarity among the effects of (i)~(iii), (2) Experimental
?1 (liat scales by cxp Z, but only for the Z's above a
critical one. Zo; existence of a potential-well which can
trap the otherwise-lost HCS ions for a time enough for
charge multiplication. (3) Parametric study of
.simultaneous rate-equations has indicated that the charge
state distribution (CSD) may become anomalous,
meaning that the HCS ion density increases with Z, only
if the diffusion loss becomes negligible along with the
charge exchange loss from a given system; existence of a
negative potential.

Thus we were forced to draw a conclusion that the
major role of all those upgrading technologies (i) - (iii) is
to help-tapping the HCS ions otherwise-trapped quasi-
indefinitely inside the potential-well. We have identified
the mechanism to be the local lowering of potential
barrier (LLPB) or bitten dog-food bowl (BDFB). by which
the cw endloss current can locally increase its magnitude
in the range of HCS. Here, the terminology of 'endloss'
refers the leakage flown out of potential-end. In 3D-
picture, 'potential-end' corresponds the surface of an ECR
ellipse. On the other hand, 'local' refers a part of the
potential-end. This paper will show that the LLPB tends
to occur preferentially along the axisymmetric axis of
ECR device even for the cases of (ii) and (iii).

2.1 Physical Proof of Experimental Results
The present day ECRIS's in (he CW mode of operation

arc all tapping the endloss current, relying on an
imperfection of the electrostatic confinement. The trapped
ions at the charge state Z and energy kTjZ can leak out of

a potential-well of depth A<j> with probability exp (-ZeAcJ)
/kTjZ). Zero probability (A()> —> °°, kTiz -> 0) is ideal for
production of highly HCS ions and low emittancc beams,
but such a perfect confinement is not good as an ion
source which should extract the maximum possible ion
beam current, l b= ZcSprs :n

b = ]o e x P(" Io=0.61ZeSpvBnz(0) (1)

Here, the expression of Io is obtainable from the (lux
conservation, Sen<jrcnc| =Sprs . The CW endloss current
of nz ions is Iz = ZeSen(1re iKl, where Scncj is the ion
escaping surface at the potential-end. All the loss current,
Sen(JreiK| was assumed to be extracted eventually via die
sheath surface, Sp near the plasma electrode located at
ECRIS exit. r s is the ion flux at the sheath edge and
known to be r s = v^n,., where vB = (kTe/m;)1/2 is the
Bohm velocity and the sheath edge density is ns=0.61no.
Here. n0 is the density of HCS ions of interest in the
peripheral plasma, which is assumed uniform with the
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endloss density just leaking out al the potential-end.
iiz(IT/2)=nz(0)exp|-ZcA(t./kfiz].

Suppose the liiglu of A§ was lowered locally by an e-
hernn injection to A(Ĵ  - A<|\.[,. H;;. (1 ̂  gives

(2)

This expression indicates Unit Ie|, should increase as A<J>,,|,
increases. This is consistent with experimental
observation: the ion (i-) beam current enhanced as the e-
bcam current was increased. Thus, the e-beam must be
lowering the A<J> or increasing the magnitude ofA(t>olv

If we lake the ratio of Eq.(2)/Eq.(l) we have

r ZeAd).,.,,
* Icb/Ich - cxp [ - r ~ ] ~ exp [Z]L-T.

K 1 1 Z
(3)

This result agrees well with a number of experimental
results where r| _ exp [Z] is evident. Since n > 1 in the
region Z> Z o , Eq. (3) would be better expressed by

reA<t>.,i,
(Z>Z0)

Here. Z o is the threshold with which the confinement time
is long enough for producing HCS ions of interest;
kTiz<ZoeA<J)elv Zo increases proportionately with the
ionization time needed for the Z of the atom of interest.

2.2 Wal l -Coat ing and Gas-Mixing to Form an
e-Beam Like Elec t ron Channel on Axis

The wall-coating works similar way as an c-beam gun.
Secondary electrons (ncs) can be generated when HCS ions
approach the wall which is coated with low work-function
material like MgO. They arc accelerated by the positive
plasma potneital towards the circumference of ECR-zone
and there they tend to stagnate. Those ncs pointing the
ECR1S axis will be 'beamed' along the axis due to joining
with incoming nc s together with MMF focusing effect;
the ne s is thus at least two-times denser on axis than the
circumference of ECR zone. This is a formation of quasi-
stationary 'c-bcam', which can lower A<)> near the axis.

Gas mixing too can behave an 'c-gun' by two steps.
Step 1: Completely stripped ions of the lighter gas such
as 62 and H2, fed cither internally from oxidized-wall or
externally by gas-mixing, can cool T j z of the higher Z
ions as they 'evaporate' out of ECR zone. The lowered T i z

can guarantee to become highly HCS ions. Such highly
HCS ions only can generate a number of nc s to exceed the
own Z-number as they approach the (oxidized) wall
surface. Step 2: The n e s emitted from the wall would
follow the same process as the case of wall-coaling.

3. Novel Ext rac t ion of T rapped HCS Ions
Conventional technologies (i)-(iii) are a destructive

extraction in terms of the original night of ECR heated
potential-well. We search a non-destructive but efficient
way of extraction. The problem can be solved if only the
trapped ions are accelerated by an axial electric field Ez

inductively induced inside the ECR zone, without loosing
the ECR heated hot electrons from the zone.

3.1 Theory of E-Field Extract ion

Here we estimate a right range of the E-field intensity
lor the novel extraction technology proposed.

3.1.1 Motion of Cha rged Particles Inside a
Magnetic Bottle Firs!, we sv.ich' if !he ehr t r ra clrad
can he contained magnetically even after the application of
an external E-field. Consider an electron gyrating around
the axisymmetric H-field which increases slowly parallel
to the direction of +z axis. Then, in the cylindrical polar
coordinates, Br is always pointing z-axis. The direction of
gyration is anti-clockwise if seen towards +z axis from the
back of the plane which is perpendicular to the z-axis.
Writing the linear velocity of gyration by v i t . the v x > x

B r is in the negative (or -z) direction. Therefore, the
Lorentz force can be expressed by V= - e[vxH] = e v ^ B , .

Here. Br = - (rj 12) (r)Bz/r)z) which is a Maxwell equation.
V«B = 0 expressed in the axisymmetric system (r)/r)O=O).
provided that r~)Bz/()z is approximately constant with r over
the distance of Larmor radius, r, c = \'L ,/cocc. Since COCOH

cB/111. the axial motion of electrons can be expressed by

(4) , n - ^ = -
dvz

(5)

This Eq.(5) states that electrons experience a -z directed
force Fz=).tc(r')Bz/f)z) in the region where dB7/()/>0. FZ is
proportional with me electron magnetic moment. (ie. This
means tliat electrons can be safely confined inside a pair of
MMF even after an E z was applied, if c E z « p.o (f)Bz/f)z).

Since the total kinetic energy W = mv2/2 = W. + W x

is constant (d\V/dt=0). Eq. (5) gives the invariance of p or
d(.i/dl =0. The invariance of \x tells that al the turning

point B=Bk and WX=W so that \i ,=\V/BR. However. BK

should equal BJ:CR at the ECR surface since there produces

the largest perpendicular energy W x .. Should a particle

move along the H-field line to a location B>B|7CR. there

W x should be higher than W x from the invariancc of

(.1, which is unlikely. If Bm=10kG and B 0 =B R in a 10

GHz ECRIS (BncR = B R =3.57 kG). we have AB/BR =

1.80, Az=10 cm. and mve
2 II = 500 eV so thai

E.. « ;f mv 2 -^~ 7 - = 90 V/cm (6)
'• 2e L BKCR Az

is the safe electric field to keep the ECR zone in position.
On the other hand, ions are not difficult to extract from

a magnetic bottle since they are usually not well confined
anyway due to the fact that r, ; / rL c = (M/m)1'2 /Z >1
under Tj=Tc unless Z is very large. However. ECRIS ions
are high-Z and kTi z may be very low inside the space
charge potential of electrons in the steady state. This can
create die situation rLi = rt c . Then. F z = - Hj (r)Bz/r)/.).
but u s M v , . 2 / 2 B = kT:/B|.cR. Thus | a . « | J . and the
condition Z e E ^ ^ (r)Bz/3z) determines the minimum Ez:

E.. > =7- Mv:2 ^ - 7 - = 0.90 V/cm
'• 2Zc ' BECR AZ

7
AZ

(7)

Here, mvi2/2=50eV and Z=10 was assumed. Right E-field

should thus be within the range, 0.90 <Ez(.V/cm)«90.
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3.1.2 Motion of Charged Particles Inside
an Electron Space Charge Potential of ECU
Ellipse Here, we study if heavy ions can indeed be
extracted out of an ECR ellipse by applying an electric
field. The original electron space charge potential inside of
ECR ellipse is filled by ions but only partially, since the
peripheral ions are aheading outward walls from the time
of the formation of potential well. Therefore, the potential
barrier needed to cross for trapped ions is the A(J> generated
by the excess charge density. eUie - £Zziiz). In the energy
wise. ZeA<J>>kTiz for high-performance ECRIS's and
kTjz<50eV for typical devices. The e-beam injection at
LBL lowered the hight of positive plasma potential Vp
which is same to lower A<j> by A^ei^lOeV to obtain A<(>-
10V. Their experiment can be explained well by the set of
parameters: Z=10, A<l>=20eV, kTiz=50eV. For this we
need an extra Ez to satisfy ZcE7lp>20eV. where lp=5cm
is the useful length of acceleration which is one half of
the length of a typical ECR ellipse. Thus, for Z=10 ions
we need Ez>0.4 V/cm. We choose Ez= 4 V/cin which
satisfies also the above condition 0.(J0<Ez(V/cm)«y0. A
drastic improvement in x\ is evident with the E-field
method. Table I compares the r\ with the e-beam case.

Table I: Improved ii by E-field method

E7 = 4 V/cm

11 (e-Beam)
T) (E-Field)

Z=10

7.39
24.5

Z=15

19.9
169

Fig. 1 shows schematic drawings of the next-step
ECRIS proposed. The emittance is expected good because
of the use of drift tube with a griddle front and due to the
fact that E-field method can extract highly HCS ions
whose TjZ is likely zero4^ due to their location of
confinement close to the bottom of parabolic potential.

Exunuiiy ladaoed Fidtf Lua
Cylindrical Electrode

CoavcoUooiI
ERISV.od

(a) K Field Udactio* Circtit for Fast-Pake Ian Beam Extraction

(b) Principle of E-Field Exumctioa of loms from Poce*tial-WcU.

(c) Uagicticallj Trappei Hot Electrou n,k . if e E . o c i , (UJflr).

Fig.l. E-field extracting, efficient ECRIS schematics.

4. Nonneutral Plasma Advanced Accelerator
and Neutral Plasma Beam Focusing

The axis of a cylinder of radius a=l m filled with 100%
electrons at density nc=1012enr* is holding a negative
electric potential against grounded wall given by

A«|»s yr a2 = 4.52 xlO-9 nclm-3) a(m)2 = 4.52 GeV (8)

Such a charge cylinder contains a huge acceleration
gradient, E,=9.04GeV/m at the wall, although zero at r=0.

This paper proposes a utilization of such space charge
field for an economical alternative of heavy ion
accelerators. We will use a fat elliptical chamber of length
2m filled with only electrons. In the both midplanes of its
depth as well as of its length the electric potential
distribution should be similar to the one for circular cross
section of charge cylinders. If for an example. 238U ions
at Z=60 were injected at one end of the ellipse, they would
attain the energy 1.14 GeV/nuclcon at the midplanc of
ellipse. What is difficult is to extract particles right at the
bottom of the potential-well. Our innovative idea of
achieving this is to flatten the potential in the decerelalion
section by using a z-pinch plasma. A high energy, focused
beam may be extracted from the other end of ellipse.

Fig.2 shows a z-pinch device to be set along the axis
starting from the midplane. The plasma will be fired at the
moment when a bunch of ions impinged in to the first
electrode. The metallic gas needed for producing solid-
density plasma will be generated itself from electrode
surfaces when flashes over. Inside the plasma the self
defocusing effect of ion beam can be neutralized and thus
the IxB self-focusing effect may become effective before
reaching the rclativislic speed. However, our calculation
shows that force density of the self-focusing is much
smaller than the kinetic pressure of pinch plasma. With
moderate to solid-state z-pinch densities. ne=102'1~102S

m-3 (kT=l keV), we obtain p= iikT=1.6xl(P -1.6x 107

atm. Sumbillimetcr focus size can thus be expected.

High Enorgy,
Focused Beam

Filled vith
Cold Electrons
(ne-10l 2crn>)

• * AcclcrarcrSection—•-< Focusing Section—*-

(a) NoMCBtni PluMa Accelerator aad z-Piacli PlasMa BC*M Focvxer.

(b) Pinna Tailoring Dtclron Span-Charga PoUmUil-Profila al t » l . .

Fig.2. A 2m, 4.25GeV advanced accelerator schematics.

1) M. Niimura, T. Kageyama. T. Nakagawa, A. Goto, am! Y.
Yano, Proceedings of ECR-12. INS-J-182. p.141 (1995V

2) G.S. Janes et al.. Pliys. Rev. 145. 925 (1966).
3) W. Clark el al.. Phys. Rev. 37. 592 (1976).
4) A. Irani and N. Rostoker, Particle Ace. 8, 107 (1978).
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